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Foreword

RESNA, a long time leader in empowerment of people with disabilities through technology, is widely
recognized for its  role in  passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1990. In 1993 RESNA
members remain vigilant in the realization that full implementation of ADA precepts has been measured
in steps rather than leaps and continues to face major challenges every day. Many of these continuing
challenges are systemic, some are attitudinal, but key to overcoming the major barriers to the full inclusion
for people with disabilities envisioned by the ADA is access to appropriate, affordable, accessible
technology.

How does technology become appropriate? By building partnerships between its envisioners and its
consumers. How to make it affordable? By adding more partners from manufacturing, from medicine,
from business, government, education, rehabilitation and the non - profit sector. And what about
accessible? How about combining these growing partnerships with the Logic Model developed by
consultant Michael Morris.

• If Assistive Technology is of high quality, thoughtfully designed and faithfully backed by its
manufacturer, and

• If individuals with disabilities, and the professionals who serve them, are knowledgeable about
the benefits and availability of Assistive Technology, and

•If financing is available to help make Assistive Technology affordable, and

•If that funding is well financed, consistent and flexible,

•THEN individuals with disabilities will enjoy increased independence and self - sufficiency, full
community participation, and greater quality of life.

RESNA '93 celebrates these partnerships and precepts by bringing together the nations most prominent
visionaries. Some have disabilities, some do not. All share a critical role in making inclusion and choice
by words of the future. One of those great visionaries, Justin  Dart, is this year's E&J Distinguished
Lecturer. During the past eight years he assumed a leadership role in the development and advocacy for
national disability policy, particularly the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). During the formulation
of the ADA legislation Justin made seven major national trips to solicit input and urge united advocacy
for its passage, visiting each of the 50 states at least three times. As Chairperson of the Congressional
Task Force on the Rights and Empowerment of Americans with Disabilities, he again traveled throughout
the nation holding public forums and meeting with more than 30,000 members of the disability
community. In 1990, appearing on the dais with President Bush at the signing of the ADA, he received
the national award for leadership essential to the Enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

There is  perhaps no single American who more personifies the spirit  of the ADA and its  tie to  the
opportunities created by advancing technology. A wheelchair user since 1948, Justin  has utilized and
advocated a combination of technology and independent living to establish a permanent disability presence
in the U.S. and throughout the international community.

On behalf of Justin, the organizers of this year's conference, the RESNA Board of Directors, and the many
Nevadans with disabilities who plan to participate in RESNA '93, we welcome you to Las Vegas! You
represent the progress of the present and the hope of tomorrow, we are truly honored to act as your hosts
and to share in your work and in your commitment.

John Chambers and Donny Loux
RESNA '93 Conference Co- Chairs

Gregg C. Vanderheiden
RESNA President



Preface

Welcome to RESNA '93 Engineering the ADA- -From Vision to Reality with Technology.
This conference is not only about the progress and potential of assistive and
rehabilitation technology, but about the ways that we as RESNA members can make the
ideas be realized.

This conference is about change. The format of the conference continues to evolve to
reflect the ways information can be shared. Following the implementation of a
standardized paper review process, the author kit was revised to clarify the paper
submission process. This year, the scientific program includes not only platform paper
presentations, but a great emphasizes on interactive sessions and computer
demonstrations. There is also time during the conference to gather informally without
the hectic pace that usually seems to drive this conference.

Change is also found in the Special Interest Groups (SIGs) and others as they
collaborate to jointly sponsor special sessions. Meeting participants will benefit from the
cross fertilization of ideas, concepts, and believes. We are also joined at this year's
conference by the United States Society for Augmentative and Alternative
Communication, USSAAC members, the RESNA Technical Assistance Project, and
representatives from the Tech Act states. We welcome the addition of the Drooling SIG
to the Conference this year, as well as active participation from RESNA's international
members from Canada, Mexico, South Africa, Australia, the Far East, and Europe.

RESNA as an organization is changing. "The most important single process involved in
effective change is the process of learning while doing. The complexity of change
demands that feedback and replanning make up the essential core of change
management." Richard Beckhard and Wendy Pritchard in Changing the Essence: The
Art of Creating and Leading Fundamental Change in Organizations.

The RESNA Town Meeting is a call to all RESNA members to join with the Executive
Committee, Board of Directors, and Committee Chairpersons to discuss the changes in
and future of RESNA. This interactive meeting will provide an opportunity for focussed
discussion on RESNA's goals, objectives, and future activities. RESNA's future is
certainly a time for learning while doing. Plan on attending this session to help make
RESNA what you want it to be.

Congratulations to the Local Conference Chairpersons, Donny Loux and John Chambers,
the Local Committee, the Meetings Committee, the SIG Chairpersons, and the RESNA
staff for assembling a conference of exceptional quality. This is a conference that I
would gamble on to be a winner!

Mary Binion
Chair, Scientific Program
and Special Interest Groups Program
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AN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM FOR THE TRAINING OF REHABILITATION ENGINEERS

Robert Michael Jones, Ph.D., MBA
Benjamin E. Brown, Ed.D.

Kathleen A. Kolar, M.M.Sc., PT

Dept. of Rehabilitation Engineering,
University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an internship program for
training engineers to become rehabilitation
engineers. The program provides an intensive
practical experience in the field of wheeled
mobility and seated positioning. Anatomy,
biomechanics and medical aspects of disabilities
are taught as supplements to the experience
working with clients.

INTRODUCTION

Rehabilitation Engineering is a new discipline
still struggling to define the role and training
for a Rehabilitation Engineer. We have
received inquiries from engineers who had or
were about to receive a bachelor's degree in
traditional engineering disciplines such as
mechanical, electrical or industrial engineering,
regarding how they could enter the field of
Rehabilitation Engineering. They expressed an
interest in working more closely with people
rather than with "things'; and felt that
Rehabilitation Engineering offered a way to
combine their technical skills with their interest
in people. A common problem mentioned by
engineers was that they had been rejected for
jobs due to lack of Rehabilitation experience,
but had difficulty obtaining experience without
a job. As a response to requests for assistance,
we decided to develop a program that would
train engineers to work in Rehabilitation
Engineering.

EXISTING PROGRAMS

Most existing programs for training
Rehabilitation Engineers are masters degree
programs [1,2,3,4,5]. A common feature of
these programs is that they combine class room
learning and experience working with clients.

There are probably many programs that offer
on-the-job training [6], but these programs are
seldom reported in the professional literature.
This form of staff development is probably
more out of the necessity of training new staff
members, who are expected to remain with the
program rather than developing individuals who
are expected to leave for other programs.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM

In 1986, we decided to develop an internship
program that would provide engineers with the
experience, skills and background knowledge to
obtain jobs in Rehabilitation Engineering. We
decided to use an internship model rather than
an academic one for several reasons. We felt
that an internship model would allow us to
shorten the time required to develop
Rehabilitation Engineers and reduce the cost.

Our basic approach was to hire an engineer
who lacked rehabilitation experience at a
reduced salary for one year. We were able to
provide extensive experience working with
clients since our wheeled mobility and seated
positioning programs averages X1,600 client
visits annually. The intern was able to work
with the Physical Therapists, Occupational
Therapists, Special Educator and Rehabilitation
Engineer who provide direct client services.
Anatomy, kinesiology, biomechanics and
medical aspects of disabilities were taught as
supplements to the work experience by one of
the Department's Physical Therapists.
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REHA B EN G IN EERIN G  IN T ERN S HIP

Our Department strives  to be  self- supporting
from charges  for c lient services . In o rd er  t o
offset the  cos t of tra ining, we decided to hire
the intern at a salary of ; -50% that of a
permanent staff member. Interns required
extensive supervision during their first few
months, but much less during their last few
months. In our experience, the 50% level is
roughly the value of an inexperienced staff
member for the first year.

RESULTS

Two individuals have completed the internship
program. Both are employed as Rehabilitation
Engineers. Both felt that the internship
prepared them for work in the field of wheeled
mobility and seated positioning. The
experience working with clients in a fee for
service setting was felt to be advantageous in
obtaining a job.

DISCUSSION

One consideration in developing a training
program is choosing between an internship and
a graduate student model. An internship
program is likely to be supported from fee for
services revenues rather than grant funds.
However, graduate students provide the
sponsoring institution with higher income from
grant support and tuition fees. An internship
model may provide more financial support for
the trainee. Participants in an internship
program receive a salary and do not have
tuition expenses. Graduate students may or
may not receive salary and tuition assistance.

Interns are likely to see a greater number of
clients than graduate students. In our program,
interns participated in x400 client visits.

Another consideration is breadth vs. depth of
training. Is it better to produce trainees with
an in depth exposure to one area of Rehab.
Technology or a more limited exposure to many
areas of Rehab. Technology?
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Ron Thorkildsen and William H. Lowry
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ABSTRACT

Although human services professionals are
skilled in their respective service areas, many
are not aware of the potential benefits of and, in
some cases legal requirements for, assistive
technologies. At the same time, the number and
variety of AT devices, techniques, and services
is expanding rapidly. This paper briefly
describes a set of instructional materials that
introduces the pre - service student to the field of
assistive technology.

BACKGROUND

It is estimated that between 25 and 45 million
Americans with disabilities could benefit from
the use of some type of assistive technology (5).
In most instances appropriate AT can modify or
circumvent a disability, thus improving
independence, productivity, and participation in
the benefits of society. Often, however, people
with disabilities and /or service providers are not
aware of the availability of AT or the benefits
technology can provide (3), (10), (13).

The need for AT training for professionals was
emphasized repeatedly in hearings that preceded
the passing of the Technology-Related
Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act
of 1988 (P.L. 100 -407). Title II of the act
specifically addressed awareness and training
needs. It was recognized that human services
cannot be better than those who provide the
services. Fifield  () points out that, over the
past twenty years, several federal initiatives to
expand services to provide model programs for
individuals with disabilities have been passed by
Congress. Examples include supported work,
independent living, early intervention, and
technology- related assistance. None of these
federal initiatives gave sufficient attention to the
training of professionals needed to provide the
services. Without such training professionals
must learn by trial and error, on the job.
Sophisticated and effective technology, well
financed and provided by a comprehensive

interdisciplinary service system, but delivered
by untrained providers, to consumers who were
not trained to use it properly, are doomed to a
very pale success (6). The current passivity and
resistance from service systems and human
service providers, felt by the assistive
technology state programs, reflect the lack of
awareness and training.

Most human service professionals are interested
in people rather than equipment or how things
work; many are virtually technology illiterate- -
some have "technophobia." The promise and
potential of technology as an intervention is
often seen by such persons as a threat.
Technology requires a new jargon, coordination
with new disciplines, and new relationships with
consumers in determining needs and making
decisions. These requirements often place
today's professionals in uncharted areas
requiring a paradigm shift in thinking and
practice (2) . Furthermore, the rapid growth and
changing nature of technology has made it
difficult for professionals to keep abreast of new
products and effective methods for their
selection and use (12).

All of the initial nine states funded for assistive
technology programs under Title I included
training as one of their objectives. To date the
training provided has been directed at the
awareness level, focused on consumers and the
general public. Little training material has been
developed and virtually none of this has been
valid ated or field- tested (personal
correspondence with the directors of the pioneer
funded states).

The need for better professional training in
assistive technology is evidenced at both the
local and national levels. The call for increased
professional training in assistive technology has
been made not only by providers who recognize
their lack of expertise with assistive technology,
but also by consumers who often find that they
are better informed about available technology,
resources, and the benefits from technology than
the providers from which they seek service (9).
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OBJECTIVE

Assistive Technology Career Development
Project staff are developing instructional
materials designed to motivate and prepare
university students, who will be practicing in
human services fields, to provide assistive
technology to consumers of their professional
services.

APPROACH

Instruction about assistive technologies is
provided in a set of modules. The modules
address two separate levels of learner mastery.
Level I instructional modules focus on the
familiarity and knowledge needed by first -
contact, human service professionals. Level I
modules are designed to [1] increase the pre,
professional's awareness and familiarity with
sources of information about assistive
technology, its benefits, and its rapid evolution
and development and [2] to encourage these pre -
professionals to pursue further specialization in
assistive technology careers. The Level I
modules will also provide general awareness and
familiarity about assistive technology for
consumers and staff members in advocacy
organizations.

Level II modules focus on skill acquisition
through clinical application. Level II modules
provide specific assistive technology skills
training to Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors
and Speech Therapists (modules for other
essential disciplines will be developed at a later
time). Level II Modules contain material in
simulated and real problem - solving situations
focusing on in -home and community settings.

The topics covered in the modules include an
overview of assistive technology, AT= related
legislation, shared decision making, information
and referral services, assistive technology
devices, assessments for AT, funding for AT,
job accommodations, AT for persons who have
impaired hearing, AT for persons who have
impaired vision. The first four form a basic set
of Level I modules. The remainine module
topics, and others, will be addressed in both
Level I and Level II instruction. Knowledge
and skills gained in all of the Level I modules
will also be synthesized and applied in the more
advanced modules. Each module includes

[1] videodisc -based information, and [2] a
manual, containing print materials, readings,
home and community application exercises, and
pre- and post- tests.

In addition to, and in support of, the module
material, a second set of videodiscs contains
"vignettes." Each vignette shows examples of
assistive technology devices of a particular type
being used to facilitate independence and
employment in home and community settings.
In one vignette, for example, mid- and low -tech
"page turners" are shown in action and their
characteristics are described. The ABLEDATA
categories are being used as a classification
scheme. A pilot version of this disc has been
produced which shows about 30 devices from
about 6 categories. When the initial set of discs
is complete about 120 categories of devices will
be represented by, perhaps, five times that
many devices. This will represent only the
initial coverage of the categories.

A ten -step research and development process is
being used to guide the development of the
modules. The ten steps include three field tests:
preliminary, main, and operational. As a part
of the preliminary field test, modules are being
developed, reviewed and revised to meet the
recommendations of professionals in the field
and consumers participating on the Training
Advisory Committee. The materials are
currently being field tested and revised. They
will be reviewed again, before proceeding to the
main field testing. Operational field testing of
the modules will include their independent
utilization in pre - service and (for a number of
the modules) in in -service settings. Following
final revision, the modules will be ready for
dissemination, nation -wide, near the end of
1994.

DISCUSSION

Taken together, the modules will provide an
introductory course at the university level in
assistive technology, appropriate for a number
of disciplines, including Vocational
Rehabilitation, Communicative Disorders,
Special Education, Physical Therapy, and
Nursing. A number of the modules will be
usable by in -service as well as pre -service
individuals. In this role, the materials will
provide the in -service professional initial
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instruction and ways to continue upgrading
his /her AT- relevant knowledge and skills. In
addition, to pre -service and in- service
instruction, the materials provide a valuable
resource for state assistive technology programs
and consumer organizations.

The videodisc format (with a modular design for
the instruction) was selected because of its
sound and color video capability and its
flexibility and adaptability for pre- service
instruction, in -service instruction, and on -the-
job, ready- reference utilization. The videodisc
format also allows for individual and group
instruction, locally or via telecommunication -
based distance learning.
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A TRAINING PROGRAM IN REHABILITATION ENGINEERING: A STUDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Patricia S . Benzing,  B.S .
Rehab ilitat io n Eng ineer ing P r o gram,  Dep ar tment orPhys ic al Med ic ine and  Rehab ilitat io n

Univers ity o f Mic higan,  Ann Arb o r,  Mic higan

This paper describes a particular training program for
rehab ilitat io n engineers from the pers pective of a s tudent who
has  part icipated in the pro gram. The autho r p rop o s es key
compo nents which sho uld be a part of any rehabilitation
engineering training pro gram. Is sues  are raised about the
quality and comp osit ion of training programs  in general.

It  is  bec oming inc reas ingly imp ortant to  further d evelo p  and
refine training pro grams fo r rehab ilitat io n engineers  as the
demand for qualified p rofess ionals in the field  of rehab ilitat ion
engineering increas es . If  we wis h to  p as s  o n a guarantee o f
quality as s uranc e to  o ur c usto mers we mus t firs t  b egin b y
emp hasizing the importance of quality in our training
programs. Training p ro grams  will also  p lay a c rit ical ro le in
satis fying the proposed req uirements of a forthc oming
credentialing process for rehabilitat ion engineers (1).

I wo uld  like to  p ro vid e some ins ight o n what I believe a
comp rehens ive rehabilitation engineering service delivery
training program sho uld enco mpass. My perspective and
opinions are b ased o n perso nal exp erienc e as  a participant in a
rehabilitat ion engineering training p ro gram offered  at  a majo r
med ical c enter. I am currently in my last  term o f the p ro gram
and plan to grad uate in May.

Objective
The o b jec tive o f the p ro gram is  to  p ro vid e trainees  with an
adequate foundation of knowledge in the area o f rehab ilitation
engineering and ass is tive tec hno lo gy s ervice d elivery in order
to  p rep are them for c areers in s ervic e delivery, ind us try,  o r
research. This is done by integrating hands -on- experience with
fo rmal educational training. Stud ents are expec ted  to bec ome
independent in all areas of s ervic e delivery by constantly
interacting with clients to  p erfo rm evaluatio ns, recommend
app ro priate d evices,  set up systems , and  provide maintenance
and fo llow up as needed.

Program Content
The training program is co mposed  of two basic  compo nents; a
clinical interns hip and course work lead ing to an M.S. in
Bio engineering. In the p ast ,  mo st s tud ents  have met thes e
requirements c oncurrently over a two year period.

Clinic al Internship
Between one and three students are selected  eac h year to
participate in the internship. Past interns have had
undergraduate backgrounds in bio engineering, mechanical
engineering, and computer science. Students who have
previo usly o btained a Master' s d egree may also  be co nsidered
for the interns hip. Interns  are required to  wo rk a minimum of
20 ho urs  p er week at  the univers ity med ic al c enter fo r 4 -6
terms (o ne term co nstitutes a 4 mo nth p eriod ). Two full t ime

rehab ilitation engineers  on s taff at the med ical c enter and  the
Rehabilitation Engineering Pro gram Direc to r s erve as mentors
to the students.

The initial term of training allows new interns to he expos ed to
all asp ec ts of the Rehabilitat ion Engineering Service Delivery
Program by ob s erving s taff and  s enio r intems . Beginning in
the firs t term and c o ntinuing thro ugho ut the internship  they
partic ip ate in weekly d ep artment round s  where bo th s taff and
interns review o ngoing inpatient and outpatient  cas es. Students
grad ually take on mo re resp o ns ib ilities ,  inc lud ing s ett ing up
environmental c ontro l s ys tems for inpatients,  particip ating in
the computer literacy pro gram, and addressing related
comp uter acces s issues. By their last  term s enio r interns  are
expected to function relatively ind epend ently by ass uming
primary respo nsibility for a number of inpatients and
outp atients. They write rec ommendatio ns for assistive
technology eq uip ment, p erform solo ho me visits to s et  up
ad ap tive devices and enviro nmental control systems, and
conduct follow up visits as  needed.

A five week period  of time is als o s pent o ff -site at the seating
servic e affiliated  with the Rehabilitation Engineering P ro gram.
During this time stud ents  ob serve the p ro cesses invo lved with
wheelchair p resc ription inc luding init ial evaluatio n,  wheelc hair
selection, and fabrication and cus tomization of the seating
system. Students interact with p hysic al therap ists,  occ upational
therap ists, and seating specialists to gain a better understanding
of tec hniq ues used in seating and pos itioning. They also
become familiar with various types of wheelchairs and
hardware compo nents used for postural supports and
positioning.

Acad emic  Co mponent
In addition to meeting the req uirements o f  t he internship,
students s imultaneously c omplete co urse work towards an M.S.
degree in Bioengineering. A Rehab ilitation Engineering
Option exists within the Bioengineering Graduate Program
whic h requires  s tud ents  to  c ho o s e elec tives  in the follo wing
areas: neuroanatomy /neurophys iology, biomechanics,
ergonomic s, and human factors. Students may selec t additional
elec tives from a va riet y o f  o th er a reas dep end ing o n their
specific goals and  interests. Although 30 semester c redit ho urs
are necess ary to  fulfill the requirements  of the Bio engineering
Masters Pro gram, stud ents choo sing the Rehabilitat ion
Engineering Op tio n often take an add it io nal 4 -10 ho urs to
satisfy the req uirements of the Rehabilitation Engineering
Training P rogram.

During the fast  term of the internship, students particip ate in a
course entitled "Rehabilitat ion Engineering and Assistive
Technology ". This course consists of lec tures , interactive
discussion sessions, lab time, and product demonstrations.
Over ten different gues t speakers,  most from the Department of
Physic al Medicine and  Rehabilitation (PM &R), cover topics in
the areas  o f mo b ility,  seating and  p os it ioning, augmentative
co mmunic atio n, computer access, computer literacy and
training, environmental control, and sensory aids. In
conjunc tion with s everal of the lectures,  s tudents  are required
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to c onduct thorough literature reviews  and investigate exist ing
products/technologies in a particular area. Devices and
methods  in the areas of mobility, augmentative co mmunic ation,
enviro nmental control, and computer access are further
subd ivid ed  into  c atego ries , and  s tudents  are eac h ass igned a
category. They are given a  week to  interac t  with d evic es
available to them in the rehab ilitation engineering d ep artment
and use literature and other resourc es to gain knowled ge about
thos e no t available. At the end  o f the week a 20-30 minute
presentation is given by each student alo ng with a
demonstration of s ome of the hardware and/or software in their
assigned category. Presentations serve not only as a
demonstration o f kno wled ge,  b ut als o  allo w the int ems  to
ed uc ate o ne ano ther. At the c ulminatio n o f the s emes ter,
students use the kno wled ge they have acquired ab o ut the
rehabilitat ion process to  p resent a case study involving a
particular patient.

In the summer following the fast year o f the internship,
students typically take the cours e "Disability and Rehabilitation
Methods." This  co urse is  offered through the medical school
and covers dis ability, rehabilitation methods, etio logy of
disability, psychosocial aspects of rehabilitation, and functional
outcomes inc lud ing daily living activities, education and
vocation. Read ing assignments are taken from the "Hand book
of Severe Disab ility" (2) and  els ewhere. The c ourse is taught
by individuals from a variety of discip lines within the
Dep artment o f P M&R. Among the topics discussed are issues
such as ventilator dependency, sexuality and disability,
independent living,  c ognitive rehab ilitation, pros thetic s, and
disability awareness.

Overall I feel the internship has p rovided me with outstand ing
preparation for a career in rehab ilitation engineering.
Extens ive clinic al exp erience is the heart o f the p ro gram.
Trainees are treated as emp lo yees of the rehab ilitation
engineering d ep artment, ins tead  o f add it io nal d is trac tio ns  o r
burdens for s taff members. They are expected to participate in
pro ductive,  meaningful p rojec ts  that make a differenc e in the
lives  o f the c lients  they are wo rking fo r. After s eventeen
months of on- the -job exp erienc e I feel as if  I have b een
exp o s e d  to  a  large numb er o f the pro b lems  whic h I ma y
eventually face in the wo rking wo rld. The program has  given
me confidence in my ability to solve these problems
independently.

The environment o f a major medical center with a well kno wn
rehabilitatio n p rogram has  offered me the add ed advantage of
being expos ed to a variety of neurological impairments, as well
as highly skilled doctors and staff who use the latest techniques
in dealing with these cases.

The one-on-one guidance from devoted mentors promoted
greater interactio n and was  highly c onducive to learning. This
ind ividual attention saved me hours of frustration and
disc ouragement.

In retros pect,  the p rogram has  p o tential for improvement in
some areas bo th in terms  o f student exp erience and  p ro gram
efficiency. It  wo uld b e ad vantageo us  to  s tud ents and  more
effic ient fo r s taff if  training was  mo re formalized  in certain
situatio ns. Fo r example,  basic skills such as tec hnic al s ho p
activities , writing chart notes , and  other stand ard  p ro ced ures
c o uld  b e taught to trainees  as a gro up . Presently, interns

usually learn each skill or procedure as the need arises.
Increas ed o ptions  for ac commodating the variable skill levels
of interns would also be helpful.

Although two courses are presently being offered which consist
of subject matter specifically related to rehabilitation
engineering, there is  a need for additional courses. I felt that a
number o f the c ourses I  took in the Bioengineering Grad uate
Program had only indirect application to my work in
rehabilitation engineering.

The Rehabilitation Engineering and Assisitive Technology
co urse o ffered in the first  s emester o f the intems hip  was  an
excellent way to familiarize new interns  with assistive devices,
but this type of fo rmal product res earch s hould be continued
throughout the duration of the internship.

In addition, trainees would benefit if they were provided with a
mo re c omp lete p icture o f the o verall rehabilitat io n p ro cess ,
including different models of assistive technology service
delivery programs. By und erstand ing what go es  o n in other
rehab ilitatio n settings trainees will gain a better understanding
of their ro le as  rehabilitation engineers. They will also  be less
naive when app roaching the job  market and  b e more likely to
apply their skills with confidence in a variety of environments.

IM P LI C ATI ON S  F O R  P R OG R AM S  IN  G E N ER AL

Defining standards for training programs is not a
straightfo rward matter. In o rd er to  as ses s  the q uality o f a
training program it is important to not only identify the
necess ary c ompo nents , but als o the relative amount of t ime
which is  d evo ted to each area An id eal p rogram would take
into consideration the unique interests of each of its
participants, but in general should contain at least some
exposure to certain key areas. The fo llowing categorization is
used to analyze the structure o f rehab ilitat io n engineering
training programs in generaL

Client Interaction
Client interaction includes contact with clients or patients from
a variety of s ett ings  in all areas of rehabilitat ion engineering/
ass ist ive tec hno lo gy service delivery. Sp ec ific  tasks in this
category include co nd ucting client evaluatio ns  and training
sessions, educating the public through demonstrations/
presentations, recommending and  ins talling equip ment, and
assessing work, school, or home enviro nments for the
application of technologies.

Basic Skills
Trainees s hould  learn a number of basic  technical skills at  the
outset of the training program. These include operation of hand
and power tools , knowledge of commonly used  materials and
hardware c omp onents,  techniq ues in the areas of fabrication
and mounting of devices, and simp le elec tronic skills such as
soldering. In ad dit io n,  trainees should be familiar with bo th
IBM PC compatibles and Macintosh systems including
kno wledge o f c omp uter communic ations , peripheral devices,
operating systems and system configurations.

Technical Projects
Technical projects  allo w trainees to  apply the skills they have
learned by d esigning, fabric ating,  modifying,  and customizing
devices for specific applications. When possible, trainees
should undertake projects corresponding to a particular client's
case. In this way they will b ec o me aware o f the fac to rs
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involved with matc hing an ass is tive techno lo gy device to an
individual person.

Product Investigation
Throughout the training program trainees should be responsible
for investigating available assistive technology d evices. They
must ac quire a tho rough unders tanding of a b road range o f
devices to enable them to integrate the most appropriate device
in a particular situation.

Coursework
Academics is a neces sary compo nent of any training program.
Suggested  areas of study include med ical courses in disability
and  rehab ilitatio n, and  medical termino logy; cours es in other
rehabilitation disciplines such as physical therapy, occupational
therapy, and s peech; and  co urs es c overing as sis tive devic es/
technologies, human factors, ergonomics, and industrial design.
Typic ally univers ities offer few,  if  any,  co urs es  sp ecific  to
rehabilitation engineers. Consequently, training program
coordinators must make a sp ec ial effo rt to fo rmulate s uc h
courses. Rehabilitation p rofessionals from various disc iplines
should be called on to speak about a broad range of
rehabilitation issues. This is critical in exposing trainees to the
entire process of service delivery.

Research
All trainees should participate in research in so me way, either
by actively taking part in ongoing studies or reviewing
literature in research journals. The purpose of these activities
is to develop insight on product development and awareness of
important issues in rehabilitation. This  will enable trainees  to
critically assess new assistive technologies.

Documentation
This  c ategory inc ludes d oc umenting and mo nito ring patient
progress in the form of chart notes, writing evaluations
regarding p roducts and devices,  billing customers fo r services
and equip ment, and writing formal recommendations or
prescriptions to o btain funding for clients. Exposure to these
areas plays an important role in p erc eiving the big picture of
the rehabilitation process.

Flexibility
A progrutn should no t b e so structured as to prevent an
individual from pursuing their s pecific area of interest whether
it  b e in research and development, consulting, pediatrics,
geriatrics , rural rehabilitat ion,  vocational rehabilitation or any
other area. Time should also be set  asid e to  allo w trainees to
strengthen areas in which they feel they have a weaker
background. Participants enter the program at a variety of skill
levels and from different backgrounds. By incorporating
flexib ility into  the program the need s of all stud ents  c an b e
accommodated.

Considering the components outlined above, a training program
at least eighteen mo nths  lo ng should be required before
participants achieve a level at which they are capable of
assuming a posit ion as  a full -t ime rehabilitation engineer with
only minimal supervis ion. From personal experience I feel that
programs any shorter than this would have d ifficulty co vering
the key areas adequately, especially interaction with clients.

The impo rtanc e o f practical hands  -o n exp erience cannot be
emp has ized enough. Stud ents  mus t b e allo wed  to  p ut into

practice what they have learned through observation and
read ing. By interacting with as many c lients as possible
students will be ab le to d raw fro m their training exp eriences,
combine knowledge from several clinical cases and app ly it to
situations they may find  thems elves  c hallenged with d uring
their careers.

A significant amount of time should also be devoted to product
investigation. Bec oming familiar with ass is tive techno lo gies
on today' s market,  old and  new, can be overwhelming.  Even as
I near the end of my training, I feel as if I have hardly scratched
the s urface o f this  tas k. Co ns idering that this is  one o f our
primary obligations as  rehab ilitat io n engineers, I feel that
training programs sho uld devote. mo re time to this area. With
this in mind, training programs should also ens ure that
participants have access to a wide range of resources including
products, literature,  and people. Staff members must be willing
to spend a significant amount of time as mentors. The staff to
trainee ratio  s ho uld remain very s mall to  allo w s taff to  b e
available to answer questions and provide guidance.

The relative impo rtance of academics vs.training is  a c ritical
issue in evaluating any rehabilitation engineering training
program. I do  no t feel that a Mas ter' s Degree need s to  be an
essential co mponent of a training p rogram, unless it is tailored
specifically for rehab ilitation engineers. T rainees sho uld not be
required to fulfill restrictive requirements set forth in the
curriculum o f a b ro ad er area of engineering. Time would  b e
more wisely spent in other areas of training.

CONCLUS IONS

I feel that  the training program I participated in has given me
an excellent foundation from which to build my future c areer,
however, only after being employed as a rehabilitation engineer
will I truly b e able to tes t my level of preparation.  Hopefully at
that  time I will b e in a p o sit io n to  p ro vid e further feed b ac k
regarding areas  which c an b e improved  upo n. By pro vid ing
feedback to rehabilitation training programs  we are s end ing a
mes s age ab o ut the ac c ep table level o f skill fo r entry level
emplo yees. As we s trive to maintain quality in rehabilitation
service delivery we must ensure that to morrow's rehab ilitation
pro fess ionals are given the quality of training nec ess ary to
perform successfully in their careers.
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY TRAINING AT NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY

James A. Boyless, PE
Institute for Human Development

Arizona University Affiliated Program
Northern Arizona University

ABSTRACT
Assistive technology training programs in US are few in
number and are now just beginning to appear in four year
institutions  of higher learning.  Additionally, there are
few ass is tive technology interdisciplinary tra ining
models in place . Under grant funding from the federal
government the Arizona University Affiliated Program
is proc ee di ng wi th the impl ementa ti on of an
interdisciplinary undergraduate  and graduate  training
program in Ass istive Technology. Training in assistive
technology increases  the  provider's  abili ty to assess
a nd ev al u at e the funct ional capab ility a nd
independence of persons with disabilit ies. The program
is the firs t ever in the Sta te of Arizona and emphasizes
an interdisciplinary team model approach to include
Allied Health, Engineering, and Technology trainees .
This paper provides background and then describes  the
gra nt , objectives , faculty invo lv ement, course
preparation a nd sta tus to date of the Ass istive
Technology program.

BACKGROUND
Assistive technology devices and provision of assistive
technology services is  the  la test method of increasing
functional capability and independence for persons
with disabilit ies.  Increasing functional capability can
mean the  difference of being employed, educated, or
pe rfo rming activities of daily living. Increas ing
ind e p e nd e nc e for pers ons wi th disabili t ies is
s tr engthened thro u gh the kno wle dge gained by
profess ionals, paraprofess ionals, families , caregivers,
and consumers in assistive technology. There is a  great
need for training in all facets of assistive technology for
the delivery of devices and services. However,
assistive technology training programs in US are few in
number and are now just beginning to appear in four year
institutions  of higher learning.  Additionally, there  are
few as s is ti ve  te chnol ogy i nterd iscip linary tra ining
models  in place .  The Arizona Univers ity Affilia ted
Program is  proceeding with the  implementation of an
interdisciplinary undergraduate and graduate  training
program in Ass is tive Technology. The program is the
firs t ever in the  Sta te  of Arizona and emphas izes  an
int erd isc ipl inary  te am mod el app roa ch to include
Allied Health, Engineering, and Technology tra inees.

GRANT
In Apr il of 1992, a gra nt prop osed a ne w
int erd isc ipl ina ry tra ini ng progra m in ass is tive
technology for undergraduate and graduate students in
Allied He a lt h, Engine er i ng, a nd Technol ogy
professions. The program was developed to meet local,

state, and national needs in training professionals and
paraprofess ionals to unders tand the  multifaceted role
assistive technology can perform in the lives of persons
with disabili ties .  Additionally, tra ining in ass istive
technolo gy principles  and app licatio ns  will foster
interagency cooperation sta te wide, as  well as  expand
the interdisciplinary efforts of all three  A rizona
univers ities.

The p ro gra m was dev elo ped throu gh
interagency collaboration between this  agency and
local /s ta te service  providers , s ta te agency directors,
consumer groups, faculty at all three State universities,
local educational agencies, and individuals from
private  indus try.

OBJECTIVES
The program includes five objectives : (1) to conduct a
systematic, state -wide needs assessment for training in
ass istive technology (AT), (2) to develop a core  of
faculty expertise in AT, (3) to develop and implement
an interdisciplinary preservice training program, (4) to
develop and implement an interdisciplinary inservice
awareness of AT, and (5) to develop and establish an
AT dissemination center for interdisciplinary training
materia l.

The objectives are interrelated to the extent that the
activities  for each objective  build upon one another.
Data from the needs assessment will determine, in part
the  tra ining expertise  and knowledge base  of AT in
Arizona.  The information will  facilita te interagency
collaboration and assist agencies in identifying areas of
service need, models for service delivery, and
accountable and responsible programs. Faculty training
and development activities will develop expertise in a
cadre  of tra i ners  in AT a pplications  a nd fos ter an
atmosphere of interdisciplinary cooperation in diverse
academic areas . Stu dents from each of the
interdisciplinary disciplines willachieve a working
kno wle dge of the interdisciplinary team model
necessary in the delivery of AT devices  and services.
Additionally, the modules and materia ls  in the  seven
content and nine functional areas of AT under
develop ment for fac ulty, s tudents , provider s , and
consumers , by s taff and program personnel will  be
available for state -wide dissemination. Dissemination
activities  will  a lso be  developed as  a  result  of the
nee ds assessment and will co mp le me nt the
implementa tion of tr a ining for  each popu lation of

trainees.

FACULTY DWOLVEMENT
The pros pect of pa rt ic ip at ing in the AT
interdisciplinary program of tra ining has  generated
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considerable  interest in faculty a t this  institution. At
the  present t ime there are faculty from engineering,
technology, and allied health fields that have shown
interest in cross training in AT. However, since very few
faculty are trained in both technology and disabilities,
faculty will receive tra ining through hands -on
experience in their areas of interest and involvement in
AT.  Cross  - tra ining of the faculty will  include two
survey courses in the format of workshops. The first
course  will  target the  Engineering and Technology
faculty unfamiliar with the field of developmental
disabili ties , and will provide information concerning
disabili ties  and the need for assis tive devices  and
services. The second course offering willtarget those
Allied Health faculty with interes ts in applying
engineering and technology principles and practices in
the area of disabilities.

COURSE PREPARATION
In addition to the standard coursework offered through
each depart ment, two survey courses, several
workshops , independent s tudy, and project des ign
courses  will  be  developed and offered to s tudents .
Additionally, practica  experiences will  be  available
dur ing the  durati on of  the  grant. Similar to the
tra ining developed for faculty, an initial  emphas is
will  be placed on providing general knowledge in
technology and disabilities to the s tudents  of Allied
Health, Engineering, and Technology fields.

The survey courses  will  cover introductory
information, and will  offered in a  seminar format
dur ing the fall and spring semes ters for both
undergraduate /graduate s tudents . The firs t survey
course will focus on information about disabilities and
issues  regarding individual's  need in AT while  the
second course will  focus  on the  more technological
aspects of AT and its application in different social,
educational, and vocational environments.

Seminar content will include awareness and
general applications  of AT in the  s tudent's specific
discipline; the role and contribution of other disciplines
in the evaluation, design, and adaptation of assis tive
devices and services; and the AT team mo del of
approach in the delivery of services for intervention,
planning, and integration of persons with disabili ties
in education, vocation, and socially.

Students will choose additional workshops and
one independent s tudy in AT.  The purpose of the
workshop and independent study is to provide in-depth
information in topics directly re lated to the student's
interests  and program of study.  Every effort will be
made to accommodate  s tudent 's  needs  to receive
training in an area of AT that best suits their academic
program.

A practicum of forty-five hours in AT will be
required of each s tudent.  Students  will work with
service professionals to evaluate the need for assistive

devices/ services, de te rmine the selection of
devices /services best suited for an individual,
implementation of devices/ services, consultation with
parents, teachers, employers, and consumers on the need
for assistive devices /services by these individuals.

Finally, one project will be completed by each
team of students. The team of students will be based on
the AT interdisciplinary team model approach where
several disc iplines are represented from engineering,
technology, and allied health.

STATUS TO DATE
Approval of the grant occurred in August and is now in
the firs t  year of implementation with objectives  1:
Needs Assessment, 2: Faculty Training, and 3: Course
preparation underway.

The profess ional provider survey has  been
prepared and is  ready for mailing to s ix groups of
professionals identified as possible service providers in
AT. The identified groups  include educational and
rehabilitation personnel as well as physical
therapis ts , occupational therapis ts , and speech
pathologists  in the  Sta te  o f Arizona.  The survey
includes ques tions to describe  the  current ass is tive
technology service delivery system and to determine
the training requirements of the provider population.
Survey data, available for conference presenta tion,
will  be  analyzed and used to prepare  and expand
student coursecontentareas.

SUNWARY
The Assistive Technology Training Initiative Grant is
the first funding program that emphasizes an
interdisciplinary training model approach in the
delivery of devices and services  for persons  with
disabilities in the State of Arizona. A needs assessment
survey is prepared, faculty training is commencing, and
student course material preparation is underway.
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COLLABORATION OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AND VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION COUNSELORS IN THE APPLICATION OF ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

Beverly K. Bain, Wendy Cohen, Kenneth F. Dooley
Occupational Therapy Department of New York University and New York State Office of

Vocational and Educational Services for Individuals with Disabilities, New York, NY

ABSTRACT

Service delivery in rehabilitation is aimed at
restoration of function in the person with a
disability to enhance independence. An
important part of independence for many
people is work. To achieve this, it is
necessary to perform tasks in various
environments. For persons with disabilities,
assistive technology is sometimes the only
way to accomplish this. This requires a level
of expertise in so many areas that a team
approach is essential. It has therefore
become imperative that all professions, each
with its unique skills and expertise,
collaborate to enhance the effectiveness and
efficiency of the rehabilitation process. This
is in accordance with professional practice
and also to meet the requirements of the
Assistive Technology Act of 1988, the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended
(especially the 1992 amendments).

BACKGROUND

Ideally the people on the rehabilitation team work well
together. However, in reality members often foclts on
their own fields without effective communication as to
the consumer's needs and the context in which the
solution will be applied. The VRC without expertise in
technology may be expecting a magical fix by putting in a
piece of equipment which is not in fact assistive; the OT
may marvel at the physical improvement in functioning
without recognition of its significance, or lack of
significance, in the workplace. Each team member
contributes his/her piece, but without effective
communication and coordination the pieces do not fit
together into ameaningful whole. Consequently the
consumer of these professional services does not receive
optimal benefit from application of technology to assist
in meeting the demands of work in the real world.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

How to improve the provision of assistive technology
through the facilitation of effective communication
among members of the interdisciplinary team.

ILLUSTRATION

In order to improve her productivity, a secretary who
typed using a mouthstick was provided with a computer
without team consultation. It sat [mused for 6 months
because she was unable to hold down two keys
simultaneously. When she conferred with an OTR (other
than the one who taught her to type), an inexpensive
(under $15) latch device was provided which enabled her
to perform the function and use her equipment.

A woman with multiple sclerosis had multiple limitations
including a visual impairment and ability to read longer
than 15 minutes at her best, a hearing impairment, and a
hand tremor. An effective team was not in place. She
was referred for an evaluation for computer technology
prior to obtaining a visual examination and no hearing
evaluation was performed. A system was recommended
at an estimated cost totalling more than $16,000 and
included a large print system, talking software, a
Kurzweil Personal Reader and a keyguard. Because
there was no adequate interdisciplinary assessment and
plan, there was no basis to expect that this system would
be usable by her to accomplish her work tasks.
Questions included, the following: could she understand
synthesized speech? If the hearing loss is progressive, will
she be able to understand it next year? Will the large
print system enable her to read for a longer period of
time? If the visual impairment is progressive (as
subsequent evaluation revealed it was), will the usefulness
of the large print system also be lost in the near future?
Does she have keyboarding skills, and the stamina to key
in her own work? At risk here is not simply $16,000 in
resource, but the potential loss of this woman's
vocational future through the application of perhaps
inappropriate technology rather than the discovery of
technology that would work for her.

APPROACH

In 1992 an agreement was reached between the
Occupational Therapy Department of a major university
with an established interdisciplinary program on assistive
technology and a State VR agency to include a group of
VRCs,in intensive training courses on assistive
technology together with a group of occupational
therapists.

RESULTS

1) Team members learned a systems approach to
assistive technology: a system whose components include
the consumer, the tasks to be performed, the
environment(s) of use, and the devices; 2) trained VRCs
became more aware of the focus of OT and the OT
approach to assistive technology; 3) trained OTs became
more aware of the role of the VRC in the Vocational
Rehabilitation process and the VRCs focus and approach
to the utilization of assistive technology; 4) the university
faculty now serves as consultants on technological issues;
5) additional resources were identified and utilized; 6)
the trained VRCs are now being utilized by other VRCs
for technology consultations and provision of in-service
training; 7) the trained VRCs became members of an
existing statewide technology task force that is addressing
and supporting the uses of assistive technology (it is now
planned that this training be made available to all
members of the task force); 8) the trained OTRs learned
of the need to consider realistic vocational information
when evaluating the consumer and planning for
discharge; 9) the trained OTRs learned to work more
effectively with the VRC toward the goal of employment:
10) consumers are receiving more effective and
economical services.
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COLLABORATION OF OTs AND VRCs

ILLUSTRATION

As the result of a diving accident Paul had only
functional use of his wrists, elbows, and shoulders and
used a manual wheelchair for mobility. While his VRC
was arranging for him to enroll in a computer training
program, the counselor conferred with Paul's OTR to
determine if he needed a voice activated software
program to access the computer. After the OT evaluated
Paul, she the counselor and Paul meet to discuss what
would be best for Paul. The consensus of the group was
that the OTR would supply Paul with a set of special
hand splints and back -up set which would enable him to
access any computer without additional special software
or hardware modifications. The OTR also recommended
that lie could conserve his energy by using a power
wheelchair. Results: Paul completed his computer
training program, has been successfully employed for
three years using any computer in the office where he
works, has bought his own powered wheelchair and has
an excellent work record. The special hand splints cost
less than $20.00 in comparison to a $2,000 voice activated
software program which would have required a special
computer.

A woman with M.S. worked as a professor and an
audiologist at a college. She was unable to stand or walk,
and used a 3- wheeled scooter which did not fit into the
audiology lab. She had difficulty accessing and using her
computer from the scooter seat and because of upper
extremity weakness. Her home wasnot accessible, she
was not independent in most ADLs, her husband drove
her between home and work, and at home she used a
manual wheelchair which left her exhausted, her only
professional assistance was from her neurologist who
treated the M.S. When she applied for vocational
rehabilitation services, the VRC first met with her to
review her needs and priorities, then obtained medical
information from the neurologist, and then assembled a
team which included the Consumer, an OTR, an
architectural consultant, a rehabilitation engineer, and a
vehicle modification specialist. The outcome included
home and van modifications, adaptive equipment for
ADLs, a new 4- wheeled scooter which would fit in the
audiology lab and which was equipped with a power seat
lift, assessment and redesign of her workspace and
change in computer hardware and software. The success
of this plan depended on the common understanding by
each consultant of the desired goals and the role of each
of the other consultants. The VRC made sure that each
team member understood the consumer's goals and the
role of each consultant, coordinated the provision of
services, kept each team member and the Consumer
advised of each step in the process and secured the
employer's cooperation for the workplace modifications.

DISCUSSION

The benefits of coordinated efforts and communication
among members of the rehabilitation team in the
provision of assistive technology are apparent in both
quality and the cost effectiveness of the services and
devices provided, as has been illustrated.

These joint training courses took several approaches to
assisting each group of professional learn more about the
other. Frequently a team was created to solve a
particular problem through technology_ One of the most
beneficial exercises was the presentation of a case study
with each specialty group identifying for the other how
they would undertake the task. This not only pointed
out the similarities between both, but also clearly
identified the priorities each specialty had and what they
would do to work toward a solution to the stated
problem. A free exchange of ideas took place which
enhanced both the technical knowledge and the
understanding and appreciation of the other discipline.
While it is recognized that established interdisciplinary
training programs on assistive technology are not
universally available, joint in -service training, workshops,
conferences and seminars could also be useful in
facilitating improved teamwork. This approach should
be readily transferable to other settings.
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Continuous Quality Improvement in Assistive Technology
Establishing, Maintaining, Measuring

Mark Russel
Rehabilitation Technology Center

Memorial Hospital - South Bend, Indiana
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250

ABSTRACT

Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)
strategies have begun to take root in
Ame ric an  in du str y as an ou tgr ow th of
the quality assurance movement
prevalent in the 1970's and 1980'x.
The impetus for this movement has come
abo ut in  pa rt  du e to com pl ace nc y a nd
subsequent lose of market share of
American products and services.

CQI has as its basis a customer
oriented approach in which all
employees of an organization are
empowered to make decisions towards
improving its products and services.
Human service organizations in general
and assistive technology programs
spe cif ic all y are  b egi nni ng  to  m ake  a
shift from the previously held
assumptions that quality can be
determined by meeting performance
thresholds. CQI initiatives shift the
focus to customer orientation,
definition of service strategy, and

performance measurement.

BACKGROUND

As assistive technology continues to
evolve from rese arch  and  dev elop ment
laboratories into the clinical service
delivery environment, successful
programs will study and learn from the
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)
revolution currently underway in
American business and industry. During
the past two decades, the provision of
medical rehabilitation services has
undergone a paradigm shift; moving the
field from a social service framework
to one of accountability associated
with running a business. Assistive
technology programs must begin to make
this transition if providers expect
third party payers to recognize
ass ist ive  te ch nol ogy  as  a  vi abl e a nd
cost effective tool in the
rehabilitation process. The Continuous
Quality Improvement approach has a
short but rich history in American
business and industry; assistive
technology programs can benefit in an
increasingly unstable reimbursement
environment by learning from other
service industries which have
implemented CQI to compete and even
survive in difficult times.

Continuous Quality Improvement is not
another program to be added to already
overburdened managers and staff but

rather a way of thinking and operating
in order to establish long term
success. (1) The following principles
have been identified as critical to the
success of any service industry;
a s s i s t i v e t e c h n o l o g y p r o g r a m s
notwithstanding.

I. CUSTOMER FOCUS

The Technical Assistance Research
Program (TARP) found that at any given
momen t one in  f ou r cu st o me rs  o f th e
average American organization is upset
enough to stop doing business with it
if they can find a reasonable
alternative. Yet of those upset
customers, only five percent will
actually register a complaint.
Assistive technology programs seeking
to create a consumer oriented approach
should ask and respond to these
questions: (2)

How well do we understand our customers
and their expectations of us?

Have we defined our strategy - our
mission or goal - in terms of customer
expectations?

Have we established a clear vision of
what superior service is and
communicated that vision to employees
at every level?

Are our delivery systems accessible and
approachable? Have  we  min imi zed the
"hoops" our customers must jump through
to access our services?

Are our people selected, trained,
empowered, and rewarded for providing
exceptional service to the customer?

Assistive technology is first and
foremost a service business, and the
priority of any service industry must
be to listen and respond to what
customers are saying. This may be even
more critical in assistive technology
programs given the unique and
individualized needs of the consumer.

II. DEFINE SERVICE STRATEGY

Most assistive technology programs have
neither the resources nor the expertise
to be all things to all people. It is
imperative that a clearly defined
service strategy is identified and
communicated. The service strategy
should differentiate the program from
others, have value in the eyes of the
customer, an d be  de li ve r ab le  t o its
customers. The service strategy is the
organization's way of keeping its focus
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on its mission and meeting the
expectation of its customers. An
assistive technology program with a
clearly defined strategy of service
knows what it can and cannot do for its
customers and when to refer to other
programs or agencies. The service
strategy defines the organization's
direction both internally (staff) and
externally (customers) in order to
achieve its clinical, financial, and
programmatic goals.

The service strategy within the
framework of quality improvement always
has a customer oriented, not a product
oriented, focus. If the assistive
technology service providers within the
staff und erstand a nd are tr ained in
this approach, the service strategy
will become one with long term focus,
prevention of errors, lowered costs,
and higher quality.

III. MEASURING PERFORMANCE

Outstanding organizations have as one
of their characteristics a dedication
to measuring their performance in order
to quantify their results and to
improve their delivery of service. (3)
Measurement tools specifically for
assistive technology programs are
unavailable to date; but, nevertheless,
several types of measurement systems
will  gi ve the feedback necessary to
determine if goals are being achieved.
One of the most co =on and Affective
measurement tools is the customer
survey. Properly devised, it can yield
diverse information about an
organization. Guiding principles of a
useful survey include:

1. Design it around the
organization's service strategy.
If the mission of the
organization is to provide high
quality assistive technology
services, ensure that the
questions pertain directly to the
quality of services provided.

2. Be specific. Questions such as,
"Do you think we did a good job ?"
do not provide information which
can be used in any meaningful
way. The customers' personal
experience and feelings about
their experience can be better
elicited in questions such as,
"How would you rate the technical
skill of the staff ?"

3. Collect data useful to
individuals as well as work
groups.

4. Make sure all staff people see
the results by posting them.

5. Collect both quantitative data
( n u m e r i c a l r a t i n g s ) an d
qualitative data (customer
comments).

6. Ensure the results are used to
improve performance, quality, and
customer satisfaction.

Continuous Quality Improvement

Another type of measurement which is
i m p o r t a n t i s b e n c h m a r k i n g .
Benchmarking compares the performance
of one organization against another.
It enables a  business or  program to
recognize superior performance, to
identify what needs to be changed, and
to determine targets or goals to
achieve that change.

The use of quality indicators are
needed to  give the  organiza tion the
data it needs to make adjustments to
its service delivery and to eliminate
guess work when evaluating the
organization's performance and the
customer's needs. Implementation of
quality indicators requires a four step
process:

1. Identify those elements of the
program which require data
examination to determine whether
or not the program is meeting
customer expectations and is
operating as efficiently as
possible.

2. Establish a baseline for each
indicator.

3. Identify goals or targets.

4. Decide measurement techniques and
methods.

5. Share data, receive input, make
adjustments.

Continuous Quality Improvement should
not be confused with its predecessor
often referred to as quality assurance.
CQI is a top down, everyone involved,
customer focus approach to doing
business. (4) Some of the old quality
assurance programs were authoritative,
punitive, and had  mo re emphasis on
cost, schedule, and volume. Continuous
Quality Improvement, on the other hand,
means fixing problems as they occur,
preventing problems before they happen,
and improving capabilities to meet new
and existing customer requirements.
Managers must create an environment
which fosters innovation and trust
among the staff. For assistive
technology programs to survive in the
marketplace, these basic yet profound
principals must begin to take root.
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IMPROVING SERVICE DELIVERY OF ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY:
FROM SPECIALISTS TO CONSULTANTS

Jeffrey K. Riley M.Sc.
British Columbia Rehabilitation Society

ABSTRACT

The use of complex technology in
rehabilitation requires novel
approaches to ensure efficient, high
quality service. Generally, a
specialist team accepts a limited
number of referrals and follows a
client through the assessment -
provision sequence. Intensive,
specialized service means that only
a small number of clients can be
seen. One option to improve
productivity is to involve a wider
base of field clinicians. However,
as technology has advanced, the
knowledge of average field
clinicians has not kept pace. A
shift from an 'expert' team to a
consultative approach enables field
clinicians to integrate professional
development with work practice.

ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The British Columbia Rehabilitation
Society (BCRS) is the major
rehabilitation organization serving
adults with neurological and
physical disabilities in the
province of British Columbia (1991
pop. 3,280,000). BCRS operates from
2 sites located in Vancouver, BC.
and employs over 200 trained
clinicians. In the past, when a
client potentially needed to use
technology, the client was referred
to the technology specialist team of
the Assistive Technology Program
(ATP).

THE ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
The members of the ATP consist of: 4
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y
consultants, 1 S -LP AAC specialist,
1 PT equipment specialist, and 1 OT
assistive technology /seating
specialist. The program has about
$500,000.00 of assistive technology
for assessment and loan purposes and
each site has an assistive
technology centre. At present the
following technologies and
applications are supported by ATP:
- electronic aug me nta ti ve

communication

environmental control
vocational and educational
technology

- access to technology (switches,
mounting, etc.)
leisure activities (games,
writing, music, art, etc.)

- integration of technology
(making components work
together).

THE EXPERT TEAM MODEL
Under the expert model the ATP team
received referrals from clinical
teams requesting a technology
assessment for a client. Assessment
and decisions concerning assistive
technology and the client were made
primarily by the expert team. The
process included: the identification
of client goals, assessment and
prescription, contact with funding
sources, purchase and provision,
training and follow -up. The team was
cohesive and provided high quality
service; however, the intensive
nature of the service meant that
only a small percentage of total
requests were served (low
productivity). The sharing of
specialized knowledge through peer
professional education was viewed as
a separate activity.

on the other side, field teams found
it expedient to deal with clients
requiring technology by sending them
to the ATP team. Field teams were so
separated from the application of
technology as a rehabilitation tool
that the technology became an end in
itself (rather than a means to an
end). A notable symptom of this
viewpoint was the large number of
clients referred to ATP because:
'Mr. X needs a computer,' or 'Ms. Y
wants to learn about computers'.

WHY A CONSULTATIVE MODEL?
The motivation to move to a
consultative model arose from:
frustration with low productivity;
pressure from society to respond to
rehabilitation needs on an
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integrated community level; and the
need for peer professional
education.

In a consultative model, the field
team and the client set general
goals for desired outcomes. If
technology is potentially involved
in realizing these goals, the field
clinician and the client arrange an
appointment with the appropriate ATP
specialist. Assessments are
conducted jointly to produce
options, The field clinician takes
responsibility for training and
follow -up. The ATP specialist is
available to assist, inform or
demonstrate at any point in the

process.

The theory is that initially,
productivity is lower; however, the
superior on- the -job training of
field clinicians should eventually
result in higher productivity with
more clients seen and served. Peer
professional education is integrated
with daily work and high quality
service remains the top priority.

TECHNOLOGY AS A TOOL
When clinicians graduate from
training programs they have a
general knowledge base that allows
them to practice in a variety of
environments. As they work in a
given environment, clinicians need
to learn to use the tools specific
to a particular process and
population. At BCRS this process is
goal- driven rehabilitation of
adults. Clinicians must learn to use
the technological tools as they
apply to the rehabilitation process.

Learning about technological tools
implies developing a basic
understanding of methodology and
principles of these tools. A basic
understanding allows clinicians
along with their clients to make
i n f o r m e d d e c i s i o n s ab o u t
technological options and improved
knowledge to determine the
effectiveness of a particular tool
in the realization of goals.
Detailed information is available
from specialists on a 'need to know'
basis. Technology is not the answer,
it only supports the answer.

MAKING THE TRANSITION
Field clinicians often report that
they are overwhelmed, 'I don't have
enough time, I don't know what to

do.' For field clinicians motivators
towards acceptance of a consultative
model are: job enhancement and
improved personal marketability;
superior client service in the
future; improved ability to assess
success /failure of interventions;
and ownership of the process and
outcomes. Specialists fear the loss
of security and uniqueness, the
change from a leader to a
consultant. Motivators for
specialists are: maintenance of
specialist status but a shift in
focus from pure service delivery to
gathering /disseminating knowledge;
superior client service through
greater pro du ct iv it y; and
maintenance of clinical skills
through consultative clinical
activities.

Consulting specialists must change
their focus from a principal to a
supporting role. Some of these
supporting activities include:
- organizing equipment and

information so that it is
accessible to clinicians;

- purchasing a representative
stock of assistive technology;

- providing clinicians with
technological tool options;

- in conjunction with clinicians:
instructing, demonstrating and
t r o u b l e -  s h o o t i n g t h e
application of technology;

- critical evaluation of
equipment and software;

- researching new developments
and information;

- preparing instr ucti onal
materials about technology for
community use;

Infrastructure at BCRS has been
modified to promote the transition
to a consultative model. An
efficient method of information
organization and retrieval is
crucial, ie. a well constructed,
computerized data base. Another
aspect is a consistent policy that
specialists will only see clients if
the appropriate field clinician is
present.

EXPANDING TO THE LARGER COMMUNITY
The shift from an expert to
consultative model has been in
progress at BCRS for only 3 months
and it is too early to measure the
results. The trend in service
delivery in North America is towards
community integration. The shift in
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s e r v i c e d e l i v e r y a t BCRS i s t a k i n g
p l a c e w i t h i n a s i n g l e l a r g e
o r g a n i z a t i o n w h i c h e n j o y s c l o s e
g e o g r a p h i c p r o x i m i t y , e s t a b l i s h e d
t e a m s a n d g e n e r o u s r e s o u r c e s ( b o t h
h u m a n a n d m a t e r i a l ) . T h e t r a n s i t i o n
t o a c o n s u l t a t i v e m o d e l i n t h e
c o n t e x t o f t h e p r o v i n c e o f BC w i t h
c o m m u n i t i e s s p r e a d a c r o s s i t s
9 4 7 , 0 0 0 s q u a r e k i l o m e t r e s o f
m o u n t a i n o u s t e r r a i n w i l l p o s e u n i q u e
c h a l l e n g e s .
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A MODEL OF REHABILITATION ENGINEERING SERVICES IN AN ACUTE REHABILITATION SETTING
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ABS TRACT

A mo del of rehab ilitatio n engineering and assis tive tec hnology
servic e d elivery in the acute rehabilitation setting is p res ented
as  i t  is imp lemented at o ur Center. Potential methods  of
evaluating program effec tiveness are explored in order to
facilitate quality assurance. The goal of this pap er is to support
the develop ment o f s tand ard s for ass ess ing and  imp roving
assistive techno logy service delivery.

BACKGROUND

Rehab ilitatio n engineering and ass is t ive tec hno logy services
are provided in many centers during or after the acute
rehab ilitation phase in inpatient, outpatient, vocational
rehabilitation, and other sett ings. It is in these s ettings that the
individual with a newly acquired disab ility learns about,
utilizes ,  and o ften relies  upo n as sis tive tec hno logy. Major
ques tio ns  exis t ab o ut the effec tivenes s of such servic es and
how they help  individuals with newly acquired  disab ilities meet
their rehab ilitat ion goals.

The rehabilitat ion engineering program described  in this paper
is  p art  o f a univers ity-b as ed  regio nal med ic al c enter. The
Center o ften provid es  s ervic es  to patients with co mp lex and
unique diagnos es with an emp has is on providing a c ontinuum
of c are fro m the intensive c are unit  to  ho me. The Center 's
rehab ilitation engineering p ro gram provid es  servic es  to  these
patients thro ugho ut their hosp ital stay and continues to fo llow
them after they have been disc harged. It is not atypical fo r a
patient  to rec eive ass is tive techno lo gy servic e delivery in the
intensive care unit, b e fo llowed throughout their ho spital s tay,
and have s ervic es  provided o nc e they have b een d isc harged
ho me. T his s ervic e has  b een p ro vid ed  fo r patients  s inc e the
early 1970's . Since that  t ime the pro gram has c ontinued to
progress in caseload, services provided, student and
profes sional training, and the array o f as sist ive tec hnologies
utilized.

OBJECTIVES

One objec tive of this paper is to describe the Center's
rehabilitat ion engineering s ervic es  in the ac ute rehabilitat io n
setting as  a s p ec ific model of ass is tive technology service
delivery. The goals of this  mo del inc lude providing s ervic es
which optimize function and facilitate independence in
communicatio n, mobility, activities of daily living, and
educational and vocational pursuits. At our Center,
rehab ilitation engineers take a primary role in providing
assistive techno logies and play an integral role in the
co mp rehensive rehab ilitation management fro m very early in
the hos pitalization through the p o st  dis charge p erio d The
goals of this program also include a commitment to the growth
of the p rofession o f rehab ilitatio n engineering thro ugh stud ent
ed uc atio n,  training o f rehab ilitat ion engineering interns,  and
research.

Given the Center ' s hos pital bas ed  rehab ilitat io n engineering
service delivery program, this paper emphasizes inpatient
servic es  whic h are c oup led  with the med ical mo del. While
other outpatient s ervic es (including educ ational and  vocational
services) are also provided, they are not be covered to the same
degree in this pap er, sinc e they are no t as  unique to a hosp ital
service delivery model and have been more frequently
described.

As members of a developing profession, rehabilitation
engineers have an obligation to evaluate the effectiveness of the

service that they provide (1-6).Not only is this critical for the
provis io n o f quality c lient  c are,  b ut also  fo r justification o f
services to  third party payers. By obtaining feedback through
formal assessment we can determine the efficacy o f the
pro gram in terms o f outco mes , co st effec tivenes s, and o ther
factors. Towards this end a second objective of this paper is to
explore the concept of how we can develop methods of
program evaluation and assessments of program effectiveness.
The issues and potential methods of assessment are vast, and it
is a difficult task to identify those strategies that would be most
us eful in p ro gram evaluation witho ut ac tual implementatio n
and comparison. However, by examining these issues it is our
intention to facilitate development of standards for
optimization in s ervice d elivery.

THE REHABILITATION ENGINEERING AND
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY SERVICE DELIVERY
PROGRAM

Acute Care
The Center 's rehab ilitat ion engineers provide servic es  in a
multitude of situations within this tertiary care facility.
Initiat io n of s ervices oc curs when a c o ns ult  is  mad e  b y a
physician to the rehabilitat ion engineering program. Within the
co ntext of this paper,  reference to "acute" patients  inc ludes
patients with ac ute o nset of illness who have b een admitted to
the medical intens ive care units or medic al units, patients  with
new traumatic injuries who have been admitted to the
neurological. surgical, burn, or pediatric intensive care unit and
patients with previous congenital problems or traumatic
injuries who have been admitted for medical management of an
acute problem.

Patients admitted to the intensive care units with either an acute
illness  or traumatic  injury s hare s ome s pec ific  needs . The
goals of the rehabilitat ion engineer in this environment are to
intro duce these p atients to the ass ist ive techno logy service
available, to promote success in independence, and to begin the
educ ation proc ess  regarding as sis tive technolo gy. The most
generally provided service for these patients is the
estab lishment o f an effec tive nurse -call s ys tem to  allow the
patient to summo n help. Usually the provid ed system involves
switches interfaced with the standard hospital systems that also
allow control over the televisio n, telephone,  and hosp ital bed.
If the patient  is  non - verbal the rehabilitatio n engineer wo rks
with speec h- language pathology to estab lish a communication
strategy. Augmentative and alternative communication
methods employed in this environment range from spell boards
to  co mmerc ially available AAC d evic es to switch - activated
talking tracheo stomy s ystems. If the patient is post- operation
and in need o f an acc ess ible d evice fo r delivery of p ain
medication, the rehabilitation engineer works with the
physic ian and nurse to provid e a p atient  controlled  anesthesia
system that can be independently operated.

Inpatient Rehabilitation
When the p atient  has  s uffered  a traumatic injury req uiring
inpatient rehabilitation, these early interventions by a
rehabilitat ion engineer may b e the p atient' s initial expo sure to
rehabilitation. As the patient progresses towards  rehabilitation,
many other professionals will b ecome involved. However, the
early intervention by the rehabilitation engineer may provide an
introduction to the complete rehabilitat ion process as well as
specific rehabilitat ion engineering services. If so, the engineer
may educate the patient about the rehabilitation process and the
integral role of rehabilitation engineering and assistive
technology in optimizing the patient's function. It is important
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that the engineer b e ap pro priately educ ated  and trained in
regards to psych000cial issues and be sensitive to the patient's
emotio nal ad justment to  d is ab ility when pres enting this new
information. Early establishment of good rapport between the
patient and the rehab ilitation engineer can provide some
consistency in the transition from intensive care unit or medical
unit to  the rehabilitation unit. The rehab ilitation engineer may
be one of the few professionals who remains consistent
throughout the admiss io n working with the patient as he/s he
pro gress es  from the intensive care unit,  med ical,  or s urgic al
unit into a rehabilitation program and beyond.

Once the p atient  is trans ferred  to the rehab ilitat io n unit , the
rehab ilitation engineer is invo lved in providing the fo llo wing
services in coordination with professionals from other
disciplines: AAC and computer access/literacy with
occupational therapy and speech- language pathology;
environmental control, powered mobility, and wheelchair
seating with occupational therapy and p hysical therapy; and
recreational therapy with the rehabilitation team. This
multidisc iplinary approach facilitates the provision of
comprehensive services and recommendations by incorporating
the expertise of all those involved in developing the therapeutic
plan. As  p art  of this app roac h,  the rehab ilitat io n engineer
participates in the patient's initial staffrn *s, chart rounds, goal
setting meetings,  family meetings  and d is charge meetings, as
well as adminis trative meetings and rehabilitation retreats. All
of these involve representatives from other services which may
include medicine, physical therapy, occupational therapy,
speech - language pathology, nursing, dietary, rehabilitation
psychology, continuing care, social work and others
appropriate to the specific meeting. A numb er of the meetings
also  inc lud e the family, insurance rep res entatives  and other
profes sionals  who  will b e invo lved  with the p atient once he
leaves the facility. A multidis ciplinary approach is critical to
the success of all of these communication forums.

When the inp atient  go als  have b een met and  the p atient  is
discharged, the rehab ilitat ion engineer c o ntinues to provide .
service and support as needed to appropriate individuals in their
homes. This continuum of assistive technology service
delivery provides valuable continuity of care from admission to
home as well as school or work.

"Outpatient" Rehabilitation

Although it is not a primary foc us of this paper, rehabilitation
engineering and assistive technology services are also provided
to "outpatients ". Thes e c lients can range from tho se who are
recently discharged from an inpatient rehabilitation program, to
thos e who are receiving other medic al rehab ilitatio n servic es,
to those who have no link with medical rehabilitation at all.

If the client has ass is tive techno logy need s fro m an exis ting
condition, but will not be admitted to the rehabilitation unit, the
progression of service provision is somewhat different. These
clients may have long standing dis ab ilities  and may need
ass is tance in d etermining the b es t tec hnolo gical s olutions to
their rehabilitation needs. In this situatio n the engineer may
provide evaluation, recommendations, training, and/or
technic al services. Of utmos t imp ortanc e is the c ontinued
availability o f the rehabilitatio n engineer to  p ro vid e a link
between the client  and  advanc es  in techno lo gy and  s ervices
available.

DISCUSSION

A majo r q uestio n relating to  rehabilitatio n engineering and
assistive technology servic es is how they relate to func tio nal
outcomes (mobility, communication, environmental control,
etc.) as well as more general considerations such as success in
independent living efforts or educational and vocational
endeavors. The value of such services can readily be
demonstrated on an anecdotal basis. For example, an
environmental control system and sip -and -puff controlled
elec tric  wheelc hair has  allowed independ ent living fo r a 28-
year -old client with a C -3 spinal cord injury with quadriplegia.

Without this technology, it would be necessary for him to have
much more consistent nursing assistance or possibly be placed
in a long term care facility. As a second example, a client with
a C -1 sp inal c ord  injury and  quadriplegia who is ventilato r
depend ent is able to keep up with his  71h grade clas s with the
use of a co mputer,  mo dem and  fax even when he is  unable to
physically attend school due to medical issues. From a
bedroom in his home he receives and sub mits class room work
in tandem with his classmates.

Anecdotal reports, however, are not sufficient. Outcome
studies  are s orely need ed  to es tab lish the extent of ass is tive
technology service effectiveness. These studies need to include
measurement of o utcomes related to functional ab ilities as well
as quality of life issues.

Both of the clients described above received assistive
technology services in the acute care hospital setting early after
their injuries. It wo uld be valuab le to  d etermine whether the
point at which the rehabilitation engineering intervention
occurred influenced the s ubsequent suc cess of the clients with
the assistive technolo gies provided. Reco gnit ion of the most
appropriate time for intervention could potentially influence the
success of assistive technology services.

In consid ering the effectiveness of early provision of assistive
technology services, the potential advantages and
disadvantages must be weighed. A number of potential
advantages can be hypothesized in support of early
intervention. It wo uld  s eem that early p rovis io n o f as sis tive
tec hno logy c ould enhance the independence of a p atient  thus
helping to improve self- esteem and motivation earlier. It must
also  be co nsidered,  ho wever,  that offering these servic es too
early following a traumatic event might force the recognition of
limitations b efo re a p ers on is ready to do so. With prop erly
trained s ervice p roviders  it is o ur belief that the advantages of
improved functional level generally outweigh the possible
disadvantages.

Investigation of this  iss ue co uld  b e pursued  in a numb er o f
ways, such as a survey o f patients and their families regarding
their perceptions of the appropriateness and timing of assistive
technology interventions. Additionally, standardized
assessments of motivation, self- esteem, and other
psychological factors, as well as functional outcomes, could be
compared for different groups of patients  who began receiving
services at varying times in their rehabilitation programs.

Another factor related to early intervention is whether it is cost
effective. Potentially, it can reduce the time and effort required
for c ommunic ation between the client  their family, and o ther
rehabilitation pro fessio nals. Add itionally,  having the client
immediately availab le c an s ave travel time and expens e which
would  otherwis e be inc urred  if services were pro vided  after a
client has been discharged. Of course, any co st effic iency of
early intervention must be weighed against the possible
co mp ro mise o f numerous other goals  related  to  an inpatient
rehabilitation program.

The question of who should provide assistive technology
services is another consideration. At our Center rehabilitation
engineers  take a p rimary ro le in as sis tive tec hnolo gy s ervice
delivery. However, a number of options exist for provision of
these s ervic es  within the hosp ital setting. Major questions
abo ut suc h o ptions  remain. For example, can technic ians in
collaboration with allied  health profess ionals  with ass ist ive
technology expertise ac hieve similar go als  o r o utc omes  fo r
patients within this environment?

More important than the tit le o f the individual providing
service is the qualification of the individual or team involved in
the provision of assist ive technology. This  refers not only to
acad emic qualification but also to  c linical experience and
expertise in regards to product availability, design, and
modification.  Provision of service by an unqualified individual
or team can result in disappointing functional outcomes,
expense incurred due to  inc omp etence,  unsafe p ractices, and
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poor representation of the profession and its benefits.
Qualific ation req uirements for rehabilitat ion engineers and
other rehabilitation professionals involved in assistive
technology service delivery are currently b eing identified (7,8)
and  s hould  be used to the greatest  extent po ssible. Not only
should thes e c riteria be app lied  fo r new p osit ions, b ut centers
which c urrently emp loy ind ividuals in this capacity should also
examine the qualification standards  and seek to s upplement the
background of their service delivery team to meet these
guidelines as they develop. Reports from centers which
implement these types of

R guidelines regarding how their
assistive technology service delivery models have been effected
by following these criteria should be encouraged.

SUMMARY

There is strong mo tivation to evaluate the effectivenes s o f
rehabilitat ion engineering and as sistive tec hnology services in a
wide variety of settings. Such evaluatio n, as applied to
assist ive technolo gy services in the acute rehab ilitat ion setting,
is critical to determining the effec tiveness of early intervention
with ass is tive tec hnologies. It  is  o ur go al to  s t imulate the
develop ment o f evaluatio n method s  whic h will imp ro ve the
quality of s ervices provided and enhance reimbursement based
on the demonstration of service cost - effectiveness.
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Ab s t r a c t
Au t o m a ti o n  o f  a n  a s si s t i v e
te c h n ol o g y  c e n t e r v i a  a  P C  b a s e d
da t a b as e  i s  d e s c ri b e d . T h e
au t o m at e d  sy s t e m a d d re s s e s t h e  n e e d s
of  b o t h a s s i st i v e  te c h n o lo g y  s er v i c e
an d  de v i ce  d el i v er y . Th e  sy s t e m w a s
fo u n d  t o  b e e f f e ct i v e  i n  a n
ev a l u at i o n  b y  b ot h  c li n i c al  a n d
ad m i ni s t ra t i ve  p er s o nn e l .

Ba c k g ro u n d
Au t o m at i o n  o f  h ea l t h  c a r e  f a c i li t i e s
ha s  p r ov e n  t o b e  b en e f i c ia l  f o r b o t h
cl i n i c a l  an d  a d m i n is t r a t i v e
ma n a g er s ,  an d  s t ud i e s  h a v e  s h o w n
th a t  au t o m a ti o n  is  b o t h c o s t
effe ctiv e an d t ime-  sav ing[ l].
As s i st i v e  t e c h no l o g y c e n te r s  wh i c h
pr o v i de  b o th  s e rv i c e s a n d  t e c h no l o g y
ca n n ot  m a ke  u s e o f  au t o m at i o n
so f t w ar e  d es i g n ed  f o r r e h ab i l i ta t i o n
te c h n ol o g y  s u p p li e r s  b e c a us e  i t d o e s
no t  in c l ud e  se r v i ce  p ro v i si o n .
Li k e w is e  s of t w a re  f o r c l i ni c a l
se r v i ce  p r o gr a m s  d o e s  no t  i nc l u d e
de v i ce s . Th i s  pa p e r  de s c r ib e s  a
hy b r i d a u t o ma t i o n  s y s t em  d e v el o p e d
to  m ee t  th e s e m u lt i p le  n ee d s .

St a t e m en t  o f  Pr o b l e m
Th e  p ur p o s e  o f  t h is  p r oj e c t  wa s  t o
de v e l op  a n  au t o m a te d  s y st e m  f or  t h e
cl i e n t s e r v ic e  d e li v e r y p r o g ra m  a t
an  a ss i s ti v e  te c h no l o g y c e nt e r .
Th i s  c e n t er  p ro v i d es  c li e n t
se r v ic e s ,  a n d  as s i s ti v e  de v i c es  i n
th e  f ie l d s  o f  a ug m e n ta t i v e
co m m un i c at i o n , c o mp u t e r a c ce s s ,
se a t i ng ,  a n d m o b il i t y . Th e  c l in i ca l
st a f f i n c lu d e s s p e ec h  pa t h o lo g y ,
re h a b il i t a ti o n  en g i n ee r i n g a n d
oc c u p at i o n al  t h er a p y . T h e  c e n t er  d i d
no t  ha v e  a m a n ag e m en t  i nf o r m at i o n
sy s t em  o f  a n y  k i n d , a n d a l l
sc h e d ul i n g , g e n er a t i ng  p u rc h a s e
or d e rs  f o r c l ie n t  de v i ce s ,  tr a c ki n g ,
bi l l in g  an d  co m p ut i n g a n nu a l
st a t i st i c s  w a s  do n e  on  p a pe r  f or m s ,
in v ol v i ng  a  c o n si d er a b le  a mo u n t o f
ti m e  a n d  e f f or t .

Ra t i o n a l e
Ea c h o f t h e s te p s  i n  t h e  m a nu a l
sy s t e m  w a s  r ev i e w e d  f o r  p os s i b l e
au to m at i on . Th e  ra t i on a l e f o r
se l e c ti o n  wa s  ( 1)  t h e a m o un t  o f

pa p e r  w o rk  i n v o l ve d ,  ( 2 )  r e l a t i v e
im p o r t an c e  o f d a t a  t o  b e  s t o r e d,  a n d
(3 )  u s e  o f  t h e in f or m a ti o n i n
mu l ti p le  m od u le s . Th e  g o a l  w a s  t o
re d u c e  ti m e  a n d e f f o r t t o  r e co r d  a n d
ma i n t ai n  c l ie n t  i nf o r m a ti o n  q ui c k l y
an d  e ff e c t iv e l y .

De s i g n
Th e  fo l l o wi n g  s t e p s w e re  i n cl u d ed  i n
th e  m a n u al  s y s t e m  b e t w e e n  t h e  t i m e
of re fer ra l thr ou gh fo ll ow -u p f or  a
cl i en t : (1 ) I N T AK E  :  r eq u i r e d
in f o rm a t i on  i s o b t ai n e d a n d  r e c or d e d
on  a  f or m  w h ic h  i n cl u d e s  c l i e n t
de m o g ra p h i c s,  r e f er r a l  in f o r m at i o n ,
cl i n i c a l d i a g n os i s ,  f un d i n g  so u r c e s
an d  r ea s o n  f o r  re f e r ra l ;  (2 ) F U ND I N G :
Ba s e d  o n t h e  g at h e r e d  i n f o r m at i o n  a
co s t  e s t im a t e  a n d f u n d i n g
au t h o r i za t i o n  i s i n i t i a te d ,  t h e
fu n d i n g s o u r c e i s  c on t a c t e d a n d  a
wr i t t e n a u t h or i z a t io n  f o r p a y m en t  i s
received; (3) PRE -  ASSESSMENT REVIEW:
Th e  c l ie n t ' s  n e e d s  a r e  d et e r m i ne d ,  a
ca s e  m a n a g e r i s  a s s i g n ed ,  a n d  t h e
as s e s s me n t  s es s i o n  i s  s c he d u l e d;  ( 4 )
EV A L U AT I O N :  t h e  c li e n t  is  e v a lu a t e d
by  t h e  a ss e s s m e n t  t e a m ,  a  re p o r t  i s
ge n e r a te d  a n d s e n t  t o  t h e c l i e nt  a n d
th e  p e r s on  o r  a g e nc y  p a y i n g f o r  t h e
as s e s s m en t ;  ( 5 )B I L L I N G:  t h e  fu n d i n g
ag e n c y  i s  b i l le d  b a s ed  o n  t he  t i m e
sp e n t  by  e a c h  p r o f e ss i o n a l  i n  t h e
as s e s sm e n t ; ( 6 ) IM P L E ME N T A TI O N :
ar r a ng e m e nt s  f or  f u nd i n g  a r e  ma d e ,
an d  a  w r i t te n  a u th o r i za t i o n
ob t a in e d ;  ( 7 ) OR D E R IN G  EQ U I P ME N T : an
eq u i p me n t  re q u e st  f o rm  i s  f i l l ed  o u t
wi t h  i nf o r m a ti o n  o n t h e  de v i c e
in c l u di n g  an y  d is c o u nt ,  a nd  s h ip p i n g
ch a r g e s , t h e  r eq u e s t  is  t h e n  s e n t  t o
pu r c h a si n g  w he r e  a  P u r c h as e  O r de r  i s
ge n e r a te d ;  ( 8 )R E C E I V IN G  E Q U IP M E N T :
eq u i pm e n t  i s  d el i v e re d ,  an d  a
che ck  - in fo rm  is  c om ple te d,  an d an
op e r a t i on a l  c h ec k  i s  pe r f o r m ed ;  ( 9 )
DE L IV E RY : eq u i p m e nt  i s  a ss e m b l e d
an d  ad a p t at i o ns  a r e m a de  i f
ne c e s s ar y ,  d e vi c e  i s d e l i v er e d  t o
th e  c l i e n t,  b i l l i n g f o r  t h e
eq u i pm e n t ; ( 1 0 )T R A I NI N G : ne e d s
tr a i n in g  i n t h e  u s e  of  a  de v i c e m a y
be  r e c o mm e n d e d , b i l l i ng  t a k e s p l a c e
at  t h e c o m pl e t i on  o f  t r a i ni n g ;  ( 1 1 )
FOLLOW -UP: follow -up is provided for
th e  f ir s t  ye a r  af t e r  d e l i ve r y ; ( 1 2 )
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ANNUAL REPORT: client statistics
are computed at the end of each year
for a required annual report.

The structure of the database
includes several modules. The INTAKE
is used as the primary or main form
which has all the basic important
information about a client and is
made use of in several other forms.
The assessment information module
utilizes the product database to
capture recommended devices and
services in the client report. This
information can be transferred
directly into a word processor file.
Equipment ordering, in- coming
inspection and set -up are recorded
in the EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION
module. The TRACKING module keeps
track of the client's status from
referral through follow -up. This
includes training hours authorized
and completed; equipment ordered,
received and delivered; referrals
pending assessment; and
recommendations pending
authorization. The PRODUCTS
database contains current
information on all devices
recommended by the center. The user
enters the name of the product, and
all relevant information is
immediately displayed. This can be
used to generate recommendations in
assessment report, prepare a
purchase order or to develop a
client invoice.

Development
Software is the most important
component of a information system.
Before selecting the software, many
factors were considered and the
needs of the organization were
identified and narrowed down as
follows: (1) flexibility for future
modification, (2) LAN compatibility
(3) capability to easily display and
print out forms and reports, and
(4) compatibility with commonly used
programs such as spreadsheets and
word processors. DataEase met all
the above requirements, and it was
preferred since it programming
design applications is easy. It is
very user friendly, and it is menu

driven which assists the user at
every step. Displaying and printing
out forms is a simple process.
Complex operations on data files can
be performed with simple commands.

The hardware requirements for this

system are: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS /2,
DOS 3.1 or higher and 640 K RAM
(recommended). The system
specifications are: Extended memory
support, dynamic program swapping,
up to 2000 files per database, two
billion records per file, 4000
characters per record, 255 fields
per record, 255 characters per
field, 16 screens per form, and 2000
reports. A modular approach was used
in which each portion of the data
base was developed and linked to
other basic modules.

Evaluation
The semantic differential
technique(SD), a seven step scale
with bipolar adjectives (e.g., easy,
hard) at each end, was employed to
measure user reactions toward the
system. This measurement has been
used in a wide range of research
areas such as linguistics,
psychology, communication, and
personality (2]. Its validity,
reliability, and comparability have
been well - established. Good [4] used
the SD to measure user attitudes
toward a computer text editor.
Evaluators of our system were the
future users (clinical and the
administrative staff).

The evaluation included an
introduction to the system,
familiarization with terminology,
and a demonstration system use
followed by entry of data by the
evaluators. Finally, the SD form
was completed. An instruction manual
consisting of guidelines to operate
the system was given to each of the
subjects. A list of ideas and
suggestions for improving the system
was compiled by the evaluators.

The SD evaluation had three areas:
functional system performance,
interaction with the system, and
overall impression.

The results of the functional
evaluation showed that the areas of
useful and accurate received maximum
scores 7 out of 7), with efficient
and useful at the next lower level
(6 out of 7). Reliability received
a score of 5. In the interaction
category, friendly, encouraging,
easy, nice were all rated at 6, and
simple was rated 5. The overall
impression of the system rated
meaningful, useful, worthwhile and
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p o s i t i v e at  7  a n d c o m p l e t e at  6 .
Wr i t t en  c o mm e n t s w e r e g e n er a l l y v e r y
fa v o ra b l e  a s  we l l .

Di s c u s s i o n
Th e  d e ve l o p m en t  o f  a n  a u to m a t e d
sy s t e m  in c o r p o ra t i n g  bo t h  a s si s t i v e
te c h n ol o g y  se r v i c e a n d  de v i c e
de l i ve r y  im p l e me n t e d.  T h e m a j or i t y
of  t h e s t e ps  i n  t h e  se r v i ce  d e li v e r y
pr o c e s s h a v e  b e e n  a ut o m a t ed .  T h e
sy s t e m  i s u s e r  f r ie n d l y  a nd  s i m p l e
to  u s e,  a n d  i t  e l im i n a t es  t h e
pr o b le m s  e n c ou n t e re d  by  t he  m an u a l
sy s t e m.  T h e  s y s t e m a l s o a s s i st s  i n
ea s y  tr a c k i ng  o f  th e  c l ie n t ' s
st a t u s .
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FC C  PAR T 15 CERTIFICATION: A NECESSAR Y STEP
IN DEVELOPMENT OF ASSISTIVE DEVICES

Murray Hensch, B.Sc.E.E., C.E.T.
Randy Marsden, P. Eng.

Madenta Communications Inc. (Edmonton, Canada)

Abstract

This paper discusses Certification associated with Part 15
of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Rules,
which must be considered when designing assistive devic-
es incorporating digital techniques. This topic appears to
not have been addressed by very many manufacturers in
the Rehabilitation field; very few devices in this field are
FCC Certified.

The FCC Part 15 Rules apply to almost all digital devices,
"defining standards and operational requirements for all
devices capable of emitting RF energy within the range
450 kHz to 1 GHz. "t The relevant sections of Part 15 ref-
erenced for this paper have been Subparts A and B; Sub-
part A provides a general overview of the rules for radio
frequency devices, while Subpart B deals specifically with
unintentional radiators (to be defined later).

Background

The FCC Part 15 Certification has been established for
equipment designed to be operated without an individual
license, and is intended to regulate Electromagnetic Inter-
ference (EMI) generated by electronic equipment and sys-
tems to be used in the United States. Except for certain
subclasses of digital devices that are exempt, compliance
with the technical requirements associated with conducted
and radiated emission limits, as defined in the appropriate
sections of the FCC Part 15 Rules, is mandatory to market
or sell digital devices in the United States.

The Certification is issued by the FCC, based on represen-
tations and test data submitted by the applicant, or labora-
tory on behalf of the applicant.

Statement of the Problem

Digital devices can generate a multiplicity of periodic
binary electronic waveforms which can unintentionally
generate RF energy. This RF energy can be conducted
along power lines, or radiated directly into space, or a
combination of both, causing unwanted interference to
radio communications.

Definitions

The FCC defines a digital device as an "unintentional
radiator (device or system) that generates and uses timing
pulses at a rate in excess of 9000 pulses (cycles) per
second and uses digital techniques... Note: Computer ter-
minals and peripherals that are intended to be connected to
a computer are digital devices."2

Further, the FCC defines an unintentional radiator as a
"device that intentionally generates radio frequency
energy for use within the  device , or that sends  radio
frequency signals by conduction to associated equipment
via connecting wiring, but which is not intended to emit
RF energy by radiation or induction."3

1. Motorola Semiconductor App. Note AN1050, p.2

2. FCC Pan 15, Subpart A. 15.3, (k)

3. FCC Part 15, Subpart A. 15.3, (z)

The FCC has d efined  two  Certific ation C lass ifications fo r
digital devices, Class A and Class B.

A Class A digital device is a "digital device that is market-
ed for use in a commercial, industrial or business environ-
ment, exclusive of a device which is marketed for use by
the general public or is intended to be used in the home.'

A Class B digital device is a "digital device that is market-
ed for use in a residential environment notwithstanding
use in commercial, business and industrial environments.
Examples of such devices include, but are not limited to,
personal computers, calculators, and similar electronic de-
vices that are marketed for use by the general public." s

Approach

Many of the assistive devices developed for use by people
with physical disabilities, such as adapted keyboards and
alternate computer input devices, incorporate digital tech-
niques and require Certification as Class B digital devices.
Particularly, as previously indicated, Class B Certification
is applicable for equipment that is to be marketed for use
in residential environments, even if it can be used in a
commercial, industrial, or business environment. Class B
Certification is also definitely applicable if the equipment
is to be available through catalogs.

Specialized medical devices are one exemption from the
specific technical standards and other requirements de-
scribed in the FCC Part 15 Rules. But, the medical
exemption is only applicable for circumstances where
equipment is always being used by, or under the direct
guidance of, a qualified practitioner; products intended
for personal use by individuals in residences must comply
with the provisions identified for Class B digital devices.

The following excerpt identifies the criteria to be consid-
ered when determining applicability of the specialized
medical device exemption:

The exemption is applicable for "Specialized medical
devices (generally used at the direction of or under the
supervision of a licensed health care practitioner) whether
used in a patient's home or a health care facility. Non-
specialized medical devices, i.e., devices marketed
through retail channels for use by the general public, are
not exempted. [Further,j this exemption does not apply to
digital devices used for record keeping or any purpose not
directly connected with medical treatment."s

Another exemption pertains to home -built devices.
"Equipment authorization is not required for devices that
are not marketed, are not constructed from a kit and arebuilt�in�quantities�of�five�or�less�for�personal�use.�"�

FCC Part 15 Class B Certification

The process required for FCC Part 15 Class B

4. FCC Part 15, Subpart A, 15.3, (h)
5. FCC Part 15, Subpart A, 15.3, (i)

6. FCC Part 15, Subpart B, 15.103, (e)
7. FCC Part 15, Subpart A, 15.23, (a)
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F CC P art  15 Certific atio n

Certific atio n is  well es tab lished  and  reas o nab ly s traight-
fo rward.  Certific atio n req uires AC p ower line c o nd ucted
meas ureme nts ,  whic h are no rmally p erfo rmed  in an RF
anec ho ic  chamber,  and  op en air  rad iated  emis s io ns  mea-
surements,  whic h are no rmally performed at  an o pen field
test site.

AC po wer line c onduc ted measurements  are app licable for
eq uipment d es igned  to  b e c o nnec ted  to  the pub lic  utility
Power line. F or Class B Certific ation,  the " rad io frequency
vo ltage that  is co nd uc ted back o nto the AC p ower line on
any frequency or freq uenc ies  within the band  450 kHz to
30 MHz s hall not exc eed  250 mic rovo lts.  "s

For radiated emission measurements,  " the field s trength of
rad iated  emiss io ns  fro m unintentio nal rad iators  at  a d is -
tance of 3 meters s hall not exceed the following values:

Frequenc y o f emission Field strength
(MHz) (mic rovo lts /meter)

3 0 - 8 8 100
8 8 - 2 1 6 150

2 1 6 - 9 6 0 200
Ab o ve 960 500

The meas urement freq uenc y range for rad iated  emiss ions
is fro m 30 MHz to  I GHz.

If the eq uipment fo r which Certification is  b eing s ought is
to  b e normally co nnec ted to,  or installed  with,  p eripheral
or acc es so ry d evic es , then the entire system mus t be tes t-
ed ; the entire sys tem must meet the Certific atio n req uire-
ments . Tes t requirements for Certific atio n o f an individual
co mp uting d evice (i.e.  c o mp uter p erip heral) req uires that
the devic e be tes ted  while op erating in a manner and  c on-
figuratio n rep resentative o f typic al us age fo r that  eq uip -
ment.  F or examp le, a p erso nal co mp uter,  keybo ard,  moni-
to r, external s erial d evice suc h as a mo d em,  and external
parallel devic e s uch as  a p rinter, c ollec tively co nstitute a
minimum tes t  c o nfiguration fo r a p erso nal co mp uter p e-
rip heral,  this  is  a typic al configuration required  fo r Certifi-
catio n o f 3rd  p arty manufac tured  co mp uter input d evices
suc h as alternate inp ut devices.

The one -t ime test ing and  rep ort prep aration fee for F CC,
Clas s B Certific atio n is no rmally les s than $4000.00 U.S. ,
provid ed  go od  engineering prac tic es  are emp loyed  d uring
the design p has e, to meet the specified  technical s tandards
to  the greates t extent p ractic ab le. A separate Certification
processing fee o f  $735 .00 U. S .  is  als o  req uired  b y the
FCC when the final test rep ort  is  submitted.

It  is  the manufac turer ' s  res po ns ib ility to  s elec t  an F CC
Part 15 acc redited  labo ratory for meas uring and evaluating
eq uip ment c o mp lianc e.  A rec ent lis t ing is  availab le,  via
mo dem, fro m the FCC 's  Pub lic Acc ess  Link at  301 -725-
1072.

Imp lic atio ns

Co mp liance is  a preco nditio n for bo th placing eq uip ment
on the market and  p utt ing eq uip ment into  s ervic e. Mar-
keting of eq uip ment in the United  States req uiring a grant
of equip ment autho rization to  b e iss ued  b y the Co mmis -
sion, p rio r to issuanc e o f required authorization, is p rohib-
ited  und er S ec tio n 2.803 o f the F CC Rules  and  Regula-
tions. "v

8. FCC Part 15, Subpart B, 15.107, (a)

9. FCC Form 731 Instructions

Willful vio latio n o f equip ment authorizatio n, imp ortation,
or marketing rules , can res ult in a fine of $10,000 U.S.  p er
violatio n, per d ay. Als o,  ind ividuals  o r organizations may
b e s u b jec t  to  furt her p enalt ies  o f u p  to  $100 ,000 U.S .
and/or a criminal fine to taling twic e the gross gain
ob tained fro m sales of the non - compliant eq uip ment.
Als o ,  F CC field  p ers o nnel,  wo rking in c o njunc tio n with
U.S . Mars hals , may co nfisc ate illegal eq uipment.

Non - c omp liant equipment c a n  b e reported by filing a
c o mp laint  with the lo c al F CC o ffic e o r lab o rato ry.  T he
complaint  c an b e s ub mitted  in a let ter explaining the situa-
tion

Discussion

Thus,  F CC P art 15 Certification is  a nec es sary s tep in d e-
velop ment o f ass is tive d evic es.  Mos t peop le with d is ab ili-
ties  depend on elec tro nic  eq uipment, and  many elec tro nic
devices inc orporate d igital tec hniques,  therefore this  Certi-
fication is  p articularly imo rtant for the prop er func tioning
and  s afety o f the eq uip ment b eing us ed  b y p eo p le with
disabilities .

Two  devices  des igned  by Mad enta Co mmunic atio ns  Inc .
have been FCC Part 15 Class B Certified. The process was
reas o nab ly painless ,  p art icularly for the s eco nd c ert ifica-
tion,  onc e the pro cess  was learned.
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ABSTRACT

This article identifies sources of funding for research
and development (R &D) of assistive technologies.

INTRODUCTION

In general, the goal of R &D is to develop new and
improved assistive technologies for use by persons
with disabilities. People usually think the sole
objective of R &D is to develop a new product or
technique that can be wade available to others in the
field. There are other benefits of conducting R &D.
Even if no new products or techniques emerge,
conducting R &D helps keep an organization's staff
on the cutting edge of technology, makes it easier to
introduce new technology as it comes along, and
allows the staff to keep learning and expanding its
knowledge.

R &D can be funded from within an organization or
from sources outside of the organization. Many
large companies allocate 5 -10% of their profits to
support R &D to keep improving technology and
market competitiveness. However, most small
companies cannot afford to do this, and must seek
outside sources of funding to conduct any substantial
amount of R &D activity.

In the field of assistive technology, hospitals,
universities and some enterprising practitioners have
acquired R &D support from outside sources,
conducted the developmental work, and then sought
out small companies (who otherwise could not afford
to conduct R&D) to make the products or techniques
commercially available. In this way, everyone wins,
especially the clients who benefit from the improved
technology.

OVERVIEW OF SOURCES OF OUTSIDE
FUNDING

Private funding: Of all the money raised every year
in the United States for nQn- profit institutions, 90%
of the total is donated by individuals, mostly through
mail appeals. The remaining 10% is donated by
foundations and institutions in roughly equal
proportion. One such source of private funding is the
Spinal Cord Research Foundation at the Paralyzed
Veterans of America (PVA). This foundation had a
FY 92 budget of $1.2 million. It funds development
of assistive technologies for persons with spinal cord
injuries and other spinal cord diseases. Contact Larry
Johnston, Director of Research and Education at
PVA for further information at Spinal Cord Research
Foundation, Paralyzed Veterans of America, 801
18th Street NW, Washington, DC 20006, (202)416-
7652.

Public funding: The government provides large
amounts of funding every year. Most is provided by
the Federal Government. Very little R &D money is
provided by state or local governments

SOURCES OF FEDERAL FUNDING

There are four Federal agencies that are possible
sources of funding for R &D in assistive technology.

a. US Department of Education: Within this
Federal department are three programs of special
interest.

National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research ( NIDRR). The annual budget for NIDRR
in Fiscal Year 1993 (FY 93) is  $101.3 million.
Approximately $34 million is allocated toward
technology assistance grants. The remaining $67
million is NIDRR money available for R &D
purposes. Information can be obtained through
RESNA at (202) 205 -5666.

Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA): The
FY 93 budget of RSA is approximately $2.2 billion,
It funds training, service and research projects in a
number of categories, such as Rehabilitation Short
Term Training Grants, Rehabilitation Long Tenn
Training Grants, Special Projects and
Demonstrations, Projects with Industry, and
Experimental and Innovative Training. RSA is
known in the assistive technology field because it is
the "Federal parent" of the state departments of
rehabilitation in the country. Information can be
obtained directly from RSA at US Dept. of
Education, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Washington,
DC, 20202 -2575, (202) 205 -5482.

OfficeofSpecial Education Programs (OSEP): The
FY 93 budget for OSEP is about $2.96 billion. It
funds projects relating to education of people with
disabilities. This includes the training of parents,
teachers and other professionals involved in
education and in technology used in the education of
children. Projects include Field Initiated Research,
Experimental Projects, Special Projects, and
Preparation of Personnel Grants. The Media and
Technology Project has a budget of $10.8 million
and funds research and demonstration projects to
develop and improve technology for the education of
children and youths with disabilities. Information can
be obtained directly from OSEP at US Dept. of
Education, 400 Maryland Ave., SW, 20202, (202)
205 -5507.

b. Department of Veterans Affairs  (VA)

Within the VA is the Rehabilitation R &D Service,
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which has an FY 93 budget of about $26.8 million.
It provides funding for projects in the broad area of
assistive technology. Within the VA Rehabilitation
R &D Service Program, research and development
activity is funded in the categories of prosthetics,
amputation and orthotics; spinal cord injury and
related neurological disorders; communication,
sensory and cognitive aids; and aging. The VA
provides funding only through VA hospitals, of
which there are 172 in the country. People outside
the VA organization can participate in VA projects by
way of a subcontract or a staff working relationship
with a VA hospital. Information can be obtained
directly from the VA at Rehabilitation R &D Service,
Department of Veterans Affairs, 103 S. Gay Street,
Baltimore, MD 21202, (301) 962 -2563.

c. US Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS)

The National Institute of Health (NIH) is part of the
DHHS. Within NIH there are many institutes which
fund basic research related to specific injuries and
diseases. Other institutes and centers within NIH that
fund development of assistive technology include:
The National Center for Nursing Research, Dr.
Laura James, (301) 402 -3290; The National Institute
of Neurological Disease and Stroke, Dr. Patricia
Grady, (301) 496 -3167; The National Institute on
Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases, Dr.
Steve Gordon, (301) 496 -7326; 'The National
Institute on Deafness and other Communicative
Disorders, Dr. Judith Cooper, (301) 496 -5061.

Within the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development ( NICHD), a new program has
been legislated, the National Center for Medical
Rehabilitation Research ( NCMRR). The FY 93
budget for NCMRR is approximately $9 million. The
new program has recently completed its research plan
which identifies priority areas for funding. The new
NCMRR program will focus on the treatment and
prevention of impairments, functional limitations,
and disabilities, within the limiting process. The
report and plan for the center identifies seven priority
areas: mobility; behavioral adaptation; whole body
system response; assistive technology; measurement,
assessment, and epidemiology; treatment
effectiveness; and training of scientists for medical
rehabilitation research. Information can be obtained
directly from the National Center for Medical
Rehabilitation Research — NICHD —NIH, second
floor, 6100 Executive Boulevard, Bethesda, MD,
20852, (301) 402 -2242.

Also within DHHS is the Center for Disease Control,
which funds research and development in the field of
assistive technologies. Contact Larry Burt, (404)
488 -7080.

d. National Science Foundation (NSF)

NSF has a program on Biomedical Engineering and
Research to Aid Persons with Disabilities which
funds R &D in the broad area of assistive technology.
The program is within the Engineering Directorate of
the National Science Foundation. Specific projects
should focus on the development of engineering
technology. The program's FY 92 budget was
approximately $3.9 million and included funding for
individual investigator research and undergraduate
and graduate engineering design projects. The FY 93
budget was not available as of January 1993.
Additional information can be obtained directly from
Research to Aid Persons with Disabilities, National
Science Foundation, 1800 G Street, NW, Room
1132, Washington, DC, 20550, (202) 357 -7955.

ACCESS TO FEDERAL, FOUNDATION,
AND CORPORATION FUNDING

These sources of funding outside your own
organizations can be acquired by submitting grant
applications in response to advertised announcements
on the availability of funds.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND
ASSISTANCE

The Federal Regis ter is a publication put out by the
federal government which announces grant funding
opportunities. It  is  issued daily  and is  a thick
document covering many federal programs.
Likewise, the Com mer ce Bus iness Daily is a
publication which announces contracts available from
the federal government It, too, covers many federal
programs and is not convenient to read every day.

There are "clipping services" which are published
covering opportunities announced in the Federal
Register and the Commer ce Bus iness  Daily . For
instance, the "Health Grants and Contracts Weekly"
is a weekly newsletter listing grant and contract
announcements for funds available. It is published
by Capitol Publications, P.O. Box 1453, Alexandria,
VA 22313 -2053, (703) 683 -4100. Annual
subscription cost is $292.

There are community foundation centers around the
country which are excellent resources of information
on funding sources, writing grant proposals, and
providing assistance in acquiring support for
worthwhile causes. The granddaddy is the
Foundation Center in New York City (79 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10003 -3076, (212) 620-
4230). There is a network of cooperative foundation
centers all over the country. Information on the one
closest to you can be obtained from the Foundation
Center in New York.
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As opportunities for employment increase for
the disabled population, the problem of ac-
cessing documents or printed materials has
also increased.

This past year at the Center for Rehabilitation
Technology, efforts in the design and devel-
opment of devices have been pointed to-
wards devices which are able to manipulate
different types of printed material instead of
depending on the assistance of an assistant.

Product solutions to handling various types of
documents in different employment situations
opens doors for more people and the pur-
pose of this paper is to disseminate the
possibilities of a few different assistive de-
vices.

Background
The Center for Rehabilitation Technology
designs and fabricates specialized products
which facilitate certain functions performed in
various work environments. The center
works in conjunction with the Georgia Depart-
ment of Rehabilitation Services in providing
technology in answer to our clients' needs for
maximum work efficiency.

This past year, we were presented with four
different problems related to the access of
printed material critical in performing a job.
We have designed and fabricated products or
modified an existing product in answer to
these problems. The printed materials in-
cluded topographical maps, architectural
drawings, books and unbound stacks of
paper.

Problem Statements
The problem addressing the accessiblity of
topographical maps was the need for our
client to be able to read and access up to 6
maps while working on the computer. The
size of the maps vaned, with the maximum
dimension being 22" x 20 ". The client who
would be reading the maps and creating
other maps on the computer utilizes a
mouthstick and a powered wheelchair.

The problem addressing the accessibility of
architectural drawings was the need for our
client to access E size drawings (34" x 44 ")
and being able to get close to every detail in
the drawing. The client who would be read-
ing the drawings to do cost analysis is an
incomplete quadriplegic and uses a powered
wheelchair.

The problem addressed in accessing books
was the need for clients to read manuals,
text books and any printed material needed
to perform their job. In addition, the solution
needed to make accessible more than sev-
eral books, because maximum independence
plays a major part in solving the clients'
needs.

The problem addressed in accessing un-
bound sheets of paper, was the need for a
stack of paper to be readable by the client
while typing information from the top sheet
into a computer, and after the client had com-
pleted typing the information from that sheet
of paper then it needed to be removed to
reveal the next sheet of paper in the stack.
The client who would be performing this job
utilized a respirator and a powered wheel-
chair.

Research
Existing products on the market today which
addressed our problems did not offer quick
solutions in solving the problems of disability
but rather rely heavily on the ability of the
user.

As in the case of handling large drawings
such as maps and architectural drawings, the
ability to place the paper on a large surface
and manually manipulate it, in order to per-
form a job, is inherent to the design of any
product which aids the user. An example
would be a drafting table which holds large
drawings. Research did reveal the microfilm-
ing of architectural drawings which could then
be accessed through a microfilm reader.

Another product, which relies heavily on the
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ability of the user, is the book holder. There
are many different solutions for supporting
books on a table but again the user must be
able to retrieve and place one book at a time
on the product. This product does not solve
the problem of a severely disabled person ac-
cessing several books without the aid of an
attendant. There exists a product which will
hold up to three books at a time but in our
clients case there was a need for access to at
least 6 books in a minimum amount of space.

Several products have been developed which
manipulate paper in the form of pages in a
book or in loose stacks. A number of page
turners are on the market but most are
complex machines which have proven to only
work sporadically and also have high price
tags attached to them. A device currently on
the market which manipulates loose sheets of
paper requires an able bodied person to
insert the sheets into a vinyl housing which is
then rolled around a cylinder. The user then
scrolls through the sheets until they reach the
end and then more sheets need to be in-
serted to replace the old sheets. This device
seemed valuable if used to access maga-
zines and the pages would remain in the
product for a long period of time. But in the
case of our clients' need to access several
hundred sheets per day, this device seemed
tedious and required a fair amount of assis-
tance.

Design Solutions

Our clients' job of creating composite land
use maps from five or six separate geological
subject maps such as topography, soil type,
hydrology, etc., created the need for a prod-
uct which aids in the handling of the maps.
This work is done via computer on a large
color monitor interfaced by voice and mouth -
stick, but, because the subject maps are
digitized, the originals must be referred to
continually to insure accuracy, legibility, etc.
Needed was a system by which our client
could conveniently view all six maps, prefer -
rably two at a time. Access by the client to
the loading and unloading of each set of
maps was not considered since the maps
only need changing at each new job, which
occurs only once a month. The solution took
advantage of designs already developed for
the AbleOff ice workstation system's reference
carousel, which were simply inverted and
suspended on the underside of overhead
shelves. A counterweighted clear cover for

each of the six surfaces (three on each of the
two carousels) was built allowing the user to
lay the map face down to load it. Broad
spectrum lighting was added and control is by
means of mouthstick accessible momentary
push buttons mounted in front of the key-
board platform.

The Inve rted  ca rousels are  located  on  both si des

of the m onito r, creating a visua l ly access ible mise

en scene

A decision was made to approach the prob-
lem of accessing architectural drawings by
the venue of microfilm. This solution offered
easy access to many drawings in a small
amount of space because all the drawings for
one construction job could be put on a roll of
film and projected and enlarged on an acces-
sible surface. All the while, most architectural
firms are in the practice of having their draw-
ings microfilmed for storage purposes.

An extensive search was done to locate a
microfilm reader which could be operated
independently by our client. It did not exist in
pure form, so we decided on one which incor-
porated the best means of zooming in on any
part of the drawing for detailed work, and alsc
offered the most leeway for adapting the con-
trols for our clients use.

In adapting the microfilm reader for usability,
several problems were addressed. First , we
changed the hand crank to a motorized
scrolling mechanism. Slide pots control the
variable speeds for moving through the roll of
film forward and reverse at a selected pace.

Secondly, three other features of the roll film
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reader were modified for use by the client:
focus, zoom and scan. Two sliding bars were
mounted horizontally next to the focus and
zoom rings of the lens. These bars were
connected via stainless steel straps to the
rings. These bars were also connected via
cable to actuating levers located next to the
slide pot used to control the advance /rewind
motor. The scan feature was made usable to
the client by extending the overhead lever
down to within the clients grasp. Again, the
client is unable to load or unload the micro-
film, but this is of little consequence since it is
necessary only infrequently, and help is
readily available for this task.

The design solution for handling heavy docu-
ments, such as in the case of books, takes
advantage of vertical travel as opposed to
horizontal or circular travel. This approach
allowed minimal space requirements, and
was an accessible solution since the books
would be travelling to the client instead of the
books needing to be within reach of the
client.

The heavy document lift has 6 shelves (28" x
11 ") which are attached by drawer slides to
an outer shell. The outer shell raises and
lowers to the desired shelf with the push of a
button.
The lift is designed to be durable yet inexpen-
sive by using analog controls, custom linear
glides and stock roller chain components.
Once the shelf is selected it can be brought in
front of the reader automatically or manually
depending on the needs of the client. Each
shelf can support 2 large books.

The design solution for solving the problem of
handling unbound sheets of paper for data
processing was developed by an engineering
student and is a project In the student design
competition. The designers at CRT produced
a production model from the prototype built by
the student. The page slide is an A- framed
structure comprising of a 13 "L x 16 1/2" W x
10 "H styrene housing which holds a 30 rpm
instrument motor, a series of pulleys, a belt,
and electronics for switch control. The belt
drives a pulley that is attached to a stainless
steel rod. The rod holds 4 friction drive
wheels which are kept in compression to the
paper with internal springs. When the friction
wheels are activated, they roll the top piece of
paper up and over the housing, revealing the
next page in the stack.

The page slide will hold up to 200 sheets of
paper at a time and an adjustable shelf was
designed to accomodate several sizes of
paper, the maximum sheet size being 11" x
i l l'.

T h e  p a g e  sl id e  a llo ws d a ta  p ro ce sso rs to  wo rk
th ro u g h  a  st a ck of p a p er w it h  t h e p re ss of a
b u t to n .

Evaluation
The four products discussed are currently
being used by clients in various work environ-
ments and have definitely progressed viable
solutions to job performance accomodations.
If you would like more information about
these products please contact the Design
Department at the Center for Rehabilitation
Technology, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, GA.
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Americans With Disabilities Act of
1990, title 1, sec. 101. (9)(8): Reasonable ac-
comodation may include- job restructuring,
part -time or modified work scheduling, reas-
signment to a vacant position,acquisition or
modification of equipment or devices,...

This paper is meant as a discussion of the
terms "equipment and devices" as used in
title 1, sec. 101. (9)(B) of the ADA. Designing
and delivering specific equipment and de-
vices for disabled clients in Georgia has been
one of the main functions of the Center for
Rehabilitation Technology (CRT) since its
inception at the Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy in 1980. The majority of these projects
have been funded by the state's Department
of Rehabilitation Services(DRS) in conjunc-
tion with CRT. However; the intentions of the
ADA are clearly that employers will provide
equipment and devices for their employees.
It is unlawful for a covered entity not to make
reasonable accommodations.P Our projects
and others completed at rehab centers and /or
orthotic facilities across the country are done
solely for vocational function. These projects
meet the criteria of equipment and devices as
defined in the ADA and it is for these projects
that the future holds a new funding source.

Some vocational orthotics are already being
provided by employers. One of the more
common is the wrap- around back support
seen on UPS drivers, movers, warehouse
employees, etc. This orthosis is being pro-
vided to employees with pre- existing dis-
abling back conditions and also prophylacti-
cally for those without back problems. Other
examples of currently provided vocational
orthotics are ergonomic seating and foot
rests, forearm typing supports, and carpal
tunnel syndrome wrist supports. Historically,
employers have probably been nudged into
the provision of these devices out of the fear
of Workers Compensation claims and law-
suits (of course when your boss bought it
for you she said it was out of the kindness of
her heart) but nonetheless section 101(9)(B)

reinforces the argument in favor of their
purchase.

This year CRT completed a project for a
client employed as a back hoe operator who
is in the early stages of Rheumatoid Arthritis.
Rheumatoid Arthritis complies with the ADA
definition of "disability ". Our clients difficulty
was only with hand pain during power grip of
the back hoe control knobs_ An off - the -shelf
carpal tunnel wrist support was purchased
and modified with a rubber coated metal hook
which made it easy for him to push and pull
his controls. This orthosis was provided
along with plenty of nudity (just seeing if you
are awake). The entire expense included the
cost of the splint plus roughly four hours of
orthotist labor (custom design, fabrication,
client visits, etc.). Reasonable accommoda-
tion cannot merely represent the base cost of
an off - the -shelf orthosis since it is the nature
of disability to require customization.
CRT asserts that this vocational orthosis is a
"Reasonable Accomodation ". In this case,
however, the project was paid for by DRS
and CRT.

More examples of vocational orthotics com-
pleted at CRT include:

Body Tray -- An employee at a large admini-
stration building in Atlanta has hemiplegia
due to TBI and is working in the central mail
room. Sorting mail with the use of only one
limb was required. An orthosis was designed
and fabricated so the client could rest a small
bundle of mail on a tray suspended from a
shoulder harness. Her speed was increased
to that comparable of a sorter using one limb
to hold mail and one to sort.

Scrub Brush Forceps- A nursing student with
a congenital defect in her upper limbs has
resultant range of motion limitations in her
elbows that prohibit her from reaching either
arm with the opposite hand. She was able to
perform nearly all of her vocational functions
but had particular difficulty scrubbing down
for OR because she couldn't sterilize her
arms. An orthosis was designed and con-
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structed that consisted of a pair of custom
sterilizable 10" forceps that she could clamp
around a scrub brush effectively extending
her reach to include all of each arm and
forearm.

Insurance Computer- An individual with a left
above elbow amputation worked as an auto
insurance claims adjuster. With just one
hand he had difficulty operating the key pad
on the hand held computer while at the same
time holding it. An ingenious flip -up support
that suspended the computer from the hip
was constructed by my grandmother, in her
garage, in less than 3 hours (again, checking
to see if you're awake). The support was
constructed to allow an ergonomic position
for data entry and flipped down to a storage
position. This project is one of the good
precedents for the ADA since it was funded
by the insurance company that employed our
client.

Screwthosd-oAn incomplete quadriplegic who
worked as a TVNCR repairman could not
hold his battery powered screwdriver while at
the same time operating the switch. An
orthosis was fabricated that allowed him to
concentrate on supporting the screwdriver
while it automatically turned on and off due to
pressure at the tip.

All of these projects were provided by CRT's
design group. As a particular example, the
screwthosis was an expensive project. If it
was sold on a custom basis, it could be ex-
pected to cost in the $500 range . What is
too expensive? The Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice state that automatic page
turners may be considered reasonable ac-
commodation. These devices can cost up to
$3500.00.P

In closing this discussion, be aware that CRT
will continue to provide vocational orthotics to
individual clients to the best of our ability
regardless of where we get the funding. This
paper is not meant to represent or define
CRT policy. Also be aware that the ADA has
specific definitions for the terms employer,
employee, disability, undue burden,etc..
Questions concerning the interpretation of the
law will only be decided in court. Maybe DRS
will take the lead in demanding that employ-
ers increase their purchases of equipment.
Maybe rehabilitation suppliers like CRT and

orthotic facilities will start sending employers
the bill just to see what will happen. Maybe
an employee will demand in court that his
employer provide a $5000.00 piece of equip-
ment. When the courts say no, we'll all have
to wait for the next court ruling but when they
say yes, it will start the change.

(You can go to sleep now.)

If you would like more information about
these projects please contact the design
department at the Center for Rehabilitation
Technology, 490 Tenth St. Atlanta, GA 30318
(404)894 -4960
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PIANO "PEDAL ACTUATOR"
A switch activated device to depress the piano pedal
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ABSTRACT

Professional piano players use piano
pedals to acquire a sustained sound
for particular notes while playing
the piano. These pedals are
typically depressed using the right
foot. People who have lost the
function of their lower extremities
are unable to depress the piano
pedal in the typical manner. A
device, called the piano "pedal
actuator ", has been developed to
allow wheelchair users with the loss
of lower extremity function,
specifically with above knee
amputations, to use the piano
pedals. This device can also be used
with other appliances that require a
pedal to be depressed.

BACKGROUND

T h e C e n t e r fo r A p p l i e d
Rehabilitation Engineering designs
and develops custom assistive
devices for persons with
disabilities to aid these
individuals in performing work,
school and daily life activities. A
client who has bilateral lower
extremity amputations was referred
to the Center for evaluation with an
assistive device that would allow
him to return to the profession of
piano playing. The above knee
bilateral amputations preclude him
from activating the pedals of the
piano, therefore, preventing him
from properly playing the piano.
After conducting a thorough search
of assistive devices through
ABLEDATA (1), Job Accommodation
Network (2) and several local piano
vendors, it was determined that no
commercially available device
existed which would depress the
pedal of the piano.

Based on the above mentioned
information, the objective of the
project was to design and develop a
device that would allow a person
with above knee bilateral

amputations who uses a wheelchair to
independently depress the right
pedal of any piano.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Preliminary Characteristics

Preliminary characteristics for the
piano "pedal actuator" included the
following:

1) The device would need to be
activated by the user from the
wheelchair for ease of
operation.

2) The device would need to be
height adjustable to all floor
pianos, because some pianos
rest on dollies, increasing the
height of the pedals.

3) The device would need to be
portable because it needs to be
transported by the client.

4) The device should operate
quietly so as not to distract
from the music.

5) The device should be
cosmetically appealing so as
not to draw negative attention
from the piano player.

6) The device must be powered by a
DC power supply to eliminate
the n eed for an AC  cor d or
outlet.

Measurements

A dynamometer was used to measure
the amount of force the client was
able to exert in hip abduction with
his lower extremities. With a cord
around his right residual lower
extremity, the client pulled in the
direction of the right armrest. The
client was then asked to perform the
same test with the left residual
lower extremity in a similar manner.
After several measurements were
taken, it was determined that the
right residual limb was stronger and
more natural for the client: pulling
approximately two pounds of force in
the direction of the right armrest.

A linear measurement was used to
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measure the distance the client
could move the right residual lower
extremity while seated in a
wheelchair. The client was able to
move his right residual limb two
inches in hip abduction /external
rotation.

A dynamometer was also used on five
pianos to measure the force needed
to depress the piano pedals. The
amount of force varied from 12
pounds to 15 pounds. The travel
distance of the piano pedals was
measured to be one inch. The speed
that the pedal needed to be
depressed, based on a sampling of
"able bodied" pianists, was
approximately two hertz, which
translates into 3 in /sec of travel
speed of the actuator. Because of
delays experienced in the electronic
circuit and the mechanical inertia
of the actuator, it was necessary to
specify an actuator that had a
travel speed of 9 in /sec.

Because the piano pedal needed
between 12 and 15 pounds of force,
and the client was only able to
exert 2 pounds of force, it was
necessary to use a powered device.
Mechanical methods were explored but
were not successful due to the
limited strength and mobility of the
clients residual lower extremity
compared to the force and
displacement needed to depress the
piano pedal.

Given the above characteristics, an
electromechanical device was
designed to be voluntarily activated
by the user through a single pole
switch. The switch was located
between his right residual lower
extremity and the armrest of the
wheelchair.

To push the piano pedal, a custom
ball drive actuator with a speed of
9 in /sec, 12 VDC, travel stroke of
one inch, and a push force of fifty
pounds was selected. This actuator
was mounted on an adjustable height
platform secured to a wooden base.
The battery was also positioned on
this wooden base. When the switch
was activated, the device pushed
down the pedal of the piano. By
releasing the switch, the piano
pedal returned to its original
position. (Figure 1)

Figure 1
P i a n o " P e d a l A c t u a t o r l e

EVALUATION

The piano "pedal actuator" was given
to the client for an initial trial.
To set up the device the client
needed to perform the following
steps: 1) adjust the height of the
piano "pedal actuator" to the piano
pedal, 2) connect the battery to the
actuator, and 3) connect the switch
to the control box. The client
activated the switch using his right
lower extremity. The device
complied with the desired
characteristics and satisfied the
concerns that were discussed above.

RESULTS

The client was able to return to
piano playing in hopes of resuming
his profession. The piano "pedal
actuator" enabled the client to
activate the piano pedal with proper
t i m i n g f o r p r o f e s s i o n a l
performances.

Although this device was custom
designed for a client in a
wheelchair with above knee bilateral
amputations, this device can be used
by anyone who has limited lower
extremity function which prohibits
pushing of the piano pedal or a
pedal activated appliance.
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CONSUMERS WHO CHOOSE USE . . .

KALI MALLIK, GEORGE ELDER
ALLIANCE, INC., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

ABSTRACT

Consumers involved in design
development and the evaluation
process of assistive technology
generally have a commitment to use
it. The need for a device to
overcome a functional limitation in
a job and /or in independent living
functions must be initiated and
accepted by the consumer. The
consumer must be a member of the
rehabilitation engineering team to
achieve the optimum solution.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of assistive
technology has been gaining
acceptance, especially due to: 1)
The Technology Related Assistance to
Persons with Disabilities Act of
1988, 2) Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990 and 3) The
Rehabilitation Reauthorization Act
of 1992. But the acceptance of
assistive technology depends on:
needs, user friendliness, aesthetic
value, affordability (who pays for
it), reliability, simplicity, repair
(quick responsiveness and cost),
safety, etc. The acceptance of the
technology is eminent when the
consumer is involved in the
selection, modification, design,
development, and evaluation process.
The "consumers choice and
empowerment" are the basic issues of
the 1990's and needs to be well
integrated in the Rehabilitative
Engineering problem solving process.

The following case studies indicate
persons with severe limitations can
gain their functional independence
upon communicating their choices to
the rehabilitation engineering
staff.

1 years old,
a telephone
her Multiplents movement j avi

She operates a
th chin and
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CASE STUDY fl

CHOICE: Sister J., 6
always wanted to be
operator in spite of
Sclerosis which preve
below her neck. Sh
powered wheelchair wi

tongue control switches and her head
position is limited to a usable
radius of six inches. Using her
voice causes fatigue after prolong
use, so she is more comfortable
using her tongue.

OBJECTIVE: The switchboard operator
job at Villa Julie Infirmary was
identified for Sister J. Sixteen
different switch functions are
required to: operate the
switchboard with three lines, use
the public address system and record
messages on a tape recorder.

SOLUTION: A duplicate phone set was
purchased and the Telephone
Pioneer's rewired the phone so that
the necessary functions could be
done by an electrical contact
closure. Eight miniature micro
switches were mounted in a special
housing unit. One tongue paddle
operates two switches (up and down
positions). The control system was
designed so that the first and
second upward motions of the paddle
turned on and off the 12 volt system
respectively. This provided 4
electrical functions for each paddle
and with 4 paddles, the need for 16
contact closures were met.

RESULTS: After a prolonged
evaluation, Sister J. could handle
the three incoming lines, put calls
on hold, page people over the public
address system and record messages
on the tape recorder as needed.
This system has been in daily use
for over 1 1/2 yrs.
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COSTS: Materials ($1,000) and labor
costs were paid by Maryland Division
of Rehabilitation Services, Villa
Julie Infirmary and Alliance, Inc.

CASE STUDY #2

CHOICE: Mr. X., a 54 year old male,
with cerebral palsy uses a
wheelchair for mobility needs to
access food and drink from the
refrigerator, especially when he is
unattended for a long period of time.

OBJECTIVE: Due to the constraints
of space and limited use of his
hands, Mr. X. is unable to reach
into a refrigerator or get close
enough to the door shelves to
retrieve food.

SOLUTION: An inclined plastic shelf
mounted on door slides was installed
without modification to the
refrigerator. Opening the door
allows the shelf to slide out for
easy access to food and drink. The
shelf slides back in when the door
is closed.

RESULTS: The caregiver loads the
sliding tray each morning with food
and drink. This has been
successfully operational for over a
year. Both the husband and wife,
with a similar disability, have
benefitted from this device.

COST: Materials ($45) and labor
costs were paid by the State
D e v e l o p m e n t a l D i s a b i l i t i e s
Administration.

CASE STUDY #3

CHOICE: A foster home caregiver,
Mr. F. who has limited lifting
capacity due to a back injury,
needed a transfer device for Ms. B.,
a 23 year old who has severe mental
retardation, physical disabilities,
and a seizure disorder.

OBJECTIVE: A mobile adjustable
height platform for transporting and
transferring Ms. B. to accomplish
such everyday functions as bathing,
toileting, getting in and out of
bed. The numerous swing -type lifts
available are not suitable to meet
this need, due to problems in
lifting, space, and width of doors
and hallways.

SOLUTION: A mobile hydraulic
operated scissor platform was
modified to meet the need. The
platform (23" X 3511) has an
adjustable height ranging from 11 to
38 inches. The platform is raised
by a foot operated lever and lowered
by a hand operated valve that
controls the rate of descent. The
fixed front casters were replaced by
swivel casters with a wheel lock.
A back rest and an auto type seat
belt were installed on the platform
in order to increase her safety.

RESULT: The modified platform has
been in use for six months. This
device allows the caregiver to
perform all of the daily functions
without straining his back.

COST: Material ($1,108) and labor
costs were paid by the State
D e v e l o p m e n t a l D i s a b i l i t i e s
Administration.

SUMMARY: An evaluation of a device
along with many changes are
performed with the help of a
consumer before it's given for
routine use. There are times the
device may require further
modification depending on change of
environmental needs or advancement
of disease or disability. But the
consumer choices must be the focal
point of any services.

Alliance, Inc.
7701 Wise Ave., Baltimore, MD 21222
(410) 282 -5900, (410) 282 -3083 (FAX)
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A Study in Accessibility of a College Campus

Sarah A. Endicott
Center for Rehabilitation Technology

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332 -0156 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

With the passage and implementation of the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), many
businesses are taking a close look at the issues
addressed by the new law. Among these issues is
that of building accessibility. An inaccessible
building can communicate a negative image of a
company, portraying a lack of concern for people
in general. Failure to correct, adapt or
accommodate accessibility problems can affect
customers, visitors and employees of a company.
Increasingly, companies are turning to people
who are knowledgeable and skilled in
performing building assessments, asking for
assistance to identify problems and offer
suggestions and solutions for correction of non-
complying situations. One study is described.

BACKGROUND

Over a period of several years, the Georgia
Institute of Technology approached the problem
of accessibility on a case -by -case basis. Faculty
and students encountering difficulties could
request assistance in correcting problems
through one of several campus services,
including Student Services, Architectural
Services, and Plant Operations. Personnel at
these offices would assess individual situations,
then recommend and implement solutions.

While this approach for correcting accessibility
problems provided generally successful short -
term solutions, the long range results were often
inadequate. Solutions were not always
implemented in an appropriate, coordinated or
consistent manner, and on occasion, a correction
in one area could lead to  problems in  another.
For example, temporary handicapped parking
was created to serve a building where a disabled
student attended class, then moved as a student
changed classes and buildings. A curb cut at one
corner of an intersection might not have a
corresponding cut at an opposite corner. Or,
each of four curb cuts at a single intersection
might be built in a different style, with only one
of the four complying with accessibility
specifications.

The tightening of regulations for agencies
receiving Federal funding required those areas
of campus where the funded activities were
located to be in  compliance with the Uniform
Federal Accessibility Specifications (UFAS).
Georgia Tech's extensive research activities are
carried out over much of the campus.

The awarding of the 1996 Olympic Games to the
city of Atlanta also impacted Georgia Tech. The
campus will serve as the site of the Olympic
Village, and all athletes will be housed in
existing or newly built dormitory space. There
are stringent requirements for the athletes living
spaces which will necessitate renovation of
existing buildings to bring them into compliance.
Additional new housing will also be needed. All
construction planned for the Olympics will also
be required to comply with current accessibility
specifications.

OBJECTIVE

To assist Georgia Tech in identifying and
correcting accessibility problems on campus, the
Center for Rehabilitation Technology offered its
services in directing a coordinated and
comprehensive accessibility study of the campus.
A proposal was submitted to the Office of
Strategic Planning to  evaluate the approximate
150 buildings controlled by Georgia Tech,
identify non - compliance areas, and offer
suggestions on correcting the problems. The
proposal was accepted and funded.

METHOD /APPROACH

The Center for Rehabilitation Technology
worked closely with Architectural Services for
the duration of the project. A listing of all
campus buildings was compiled. Those buildings
which were privately owned, as fraternity
housing or leased buildings, were eliminated
from the list. Buildings housing mechanical
equipment, structures planned for demolition,
and storage facilities were also among those
eliminated. 119 buildings were ultimately
identified for survey.
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Floor plans for all identified buildings were
obtained from Architectural Services and
duplicated.

Five Georgia Tech students were hired to assist
in the survey of the campus. All worked 40
hours a week during the summer months. Two
students were retained after the beginning of the
academic quarter in the fall to assist in reviewing
uncompleted reports, rechecking incomplete or
incorrect data and, in general, bringing the
project to a close. All students were trained by
1) Viewing a 3 -part video conference on the
ADA, 2) Viewing a slide series developed at
CRT for identifying accessibility problems, 3)
Reading accessibility guidelines, specifically the
ADAAG (ADA Accessibility Guidelines),
UFAS and ANSI A117.1 -1986 (American
National Standards Institute Standard for
Buildings and Facilities - Providing Accessibility
and Usability for Physically Handicapped
People) documents, 4) Familiarization and use
of survey equipment, 5) Performing a supervised
practice survey using a checklist data collection
form, 6) Performing actual surveys under
supervision until such a time that it  was clear
each understood the survey concept and
procedures.

Equipment used included a standard 16- foot
tape measure, a magnetic polycast protractor,
and a fish scale. A surveyors wheel was
available to measure long distances, but not used
regularly. Also available were a light meter and
a sound meter.

Students performed all surveys in teams of two.

In general, a building was surveyed first for
availability of accessible parking, then approach
to, entrance into and circulation within the
building were evaluated. Individual components
were then addressed, including stairs, elevators,
restrooms, doors, signage, telephones, water
fountains and other building features.

RESULTS

Upon completion of each survey, students were
expected to write a draft report on the
building(s) surveyed. Draft reports underwent
rigorous revision, then were each reviewed by
two separate readers. Since it  was possible in
some situations to combine similar buildings into
a single report, 100 Final Reports were written
on buildings and submitted to the Office of

Strategic Planning. Three additional reports
were also written and submitted, one covering
Parking, one on Emergency Phones, and one on
General Campus Access.

The survey took approximately 6 months to
complete.

At the time of this paper, Georgia Tech intends
to use the Final Report in  development of an
ADA Compliance Plan, a Master Plan for
correction of existing accessibility problems
campus -wide, and to assist with future campus
planning efforts.
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A B S T R A C T

A vo cati onal ly- moti vate d pr oced ure for
sel ec ti on a n d de s ig n of alt ern ati ve
com put er in ter fac es is  pr ese nte d. Novel
fe a t u r e s of th i s ap p r o a c h in c l u d e
collection of data re p re s e nt i ng  m ot o r
performance, mathematical modeling of the
fun ct ion al re la ti o ns hi p bet we en motor
p e r f o r m a n c e a n d d e v i c e f e a t u r e s ;
qua nt it at iv e est im at io n of  pr od uc ti vi ty
with candidate interfaces; and summary of
pe r f o r m a n c e p r e d i c t i o n s to cl i en t ,
vocatio nal cou nselor, and  o the r ser vi ce
providers.

B A C K G R O U N D

Assistive technology has the potential to
significantly improve vocational prospects
fo r peo ple with dis ab ili ti es without
requiring substantial financial resources
for  eq ui pme nt and  tr ai nin g. Our  m ode l,
which is an ex tension of ea rlier work in
sel ec tio n of au gme nt at ive  c omm un ica ti on
devices[2), offers predictive information

to su pp or t th e user's se l e c t i o n  o f  a n
alt ern ati ve co mp u te r int er fac e. This
information is  derived from  mathematical
estimation of the user's productivity with
a variety of interfaces.

Our focus on eff ici ent eval uat ion of

dev ic es  th ro ug h a  s ys te mat ic  c omp ar is on
involving pred ictions of pr oductivity is
par ti cul ar ly re lev an t in th e c on tex t of
the Americans with Disabilities act (ADA).

O B J E C T I V E

Ou r g oa l is to im pr o ve  th e  v oc a ti o na l
prospects of pe op le  wi th  di sa bi l it ie s
through the custom design and /or selection
of  a lt er na ti ve  c o mp ut er  i nt er fa ce s to
in c r e a s e p r o d u c t i v i t y in sp e c i f i c
computer -use activities. This is meant to
inc lu de bo th in tro du ci ng in div id ual s to
vocat iona lly- orie nted co mp u ti ng , and

improving access for individuals who are
already using computers.

The  se lec tio n p roc ess  fa vor s t he use  of
mass - market hardware and software whenever
Possible. This helps minimize the higher
cost typically associated with adaptive or
custom -built equipment.

ME T HO D  / A PP R OA C H

The curr ent proj ect is aim ed at the
development of a systematic, generalizable
technique for the design and development
of  a l te r na t iv e  c o mp ut e r i nt e rf a ce s for
per so ns with neu ro mot or disabil ities,
in c lu d in g sp ee ch im pa ir me nt s[ 1) . our
tec hn iq ue pr o c ee d s ac co rd in g to the
flowchart given in Figure 1:

Interview.

An  i n t e rv i e w  i s co n d u c t e d  in  o r d e r  t o
id en ti fy the in di vi d ua l' s voca tio nal
goals, including cur rently used computer
interfaces, if any. Ideally, the user will
be working with a vocational counselor who
would provide professional evaluation of
the user's goals. This information serves
to give direction to the subsequent phases
of  t he  i n di v i d ua l ' s involvement, along
wi t h e st a bl i sh i ng  t he  en d  g o al s  o f  t h e
design.

Ev al ua te current technique
If the  pa rti ci pan t i s c urr en tly  us ing  a
computer, his /her input rate is measured,
in  or d e r t o  p r o vi d e  a  ba s e li n e  a g a in s t
which performance predictions for proposed
des ign s c an be  co mpa red . I n add iti on,  a
visual record is generated, consisting of
photographs and videotapes. This record
pr o v id e s qu a li t a ti v e in fo r ma t io n to
augment the rate measurements.

Sel ect " c o n t r o l si t es " an d  p o te n t i a l
interface ty pe s
The project team, with substantial input
f r o m  t h e user, ident ifies appropriate
contr ol s ites  on the user 's b ody. This
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identification is guided by consideration
of the user's motor control and personal
preferences, and by characteristics of
devices might be appropriate for the user.

Collect Data
The use r pe rf or ms a series of tasks
designed to measure motor performance for
operation of pot ential input devices.
These tasks include reciprocal target -
tapping, alternating switch closure, and
reaction time tests, involving all
potential control sites. These tasks are
des ig ned  t o m ea sur e mot or  pe rf orm an ce
independent of any mental load imposed by
the  n eed  t o l ea rn ac tua l dev ic es.  F or
example, two round, unlabeled switches
stand in for keys on a keyboard, allowing
the user to concentrate on the physical
aspects of the task. This is mentally less
de m a n d i n g th an st an da rd co m p ut e r
keyboards, which require the user to learn
th e l ay o ut  of  th e  k e ys . As  a result,
practiced familiarity with an interface is
approximated[2].

Model and predict productivity
The data is then used to generate
mathematical models of the individual's
performance. These models relate movement
time to the physical characteristics of
interfaces, and are used to predict the
pract iced functional rates that the
individual would be able to achieve using
the input devices under consideration.
Comparison of these predicted rates to the
user's measured rate of input using
his /her current device provides a measure
of predicted potential improvement.

Provide user with information on his /her
predicted performance
The implications of  t he se models are
dis cus se d w ith  t he use r, in  t e rm s  o f
predicted input rates and other advantages
and dis adv an tag es of the various
a l t e r n a t i v e s . Th e s e is s ue s are
particularly relevant for the use of
devices that are noticeably unusual, such
as speech recognition devices.

user and team select an interface
Based on the results of the predictions
and discussion with the user, a selection
is m ade. This sele cti on i s b ased  on
factors such as predicted productivity,
user preference and cost.

Implement interface and train user
At this point, the interface is designed
and assembled. Although mass - market
devices are used whenever possible, custom
hardware and /or software is built if
suitable commercial components are
unavailable. The system is installed and
the user trained in its use.

nterview:
Determine vocational interests
Establish Design Goals

Evaluate current computer
interface

Select control sites and
potential interface types

Collect Data

Model and predict productivity

Provide user with information on
his /her predicted performance

User and team select an
interface

Implement interface and
train user

Compare with previous and
predicted performance

Figure 1

Compare with previous and predicted

performance

The new interface is evaluated, in terms
of rate of use and the degree to which
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v o c a t i o n a l a n d personal n e e d s h a v e b e e n
m e t . D a t a o n r a t e i s c o m p a r e d t o t h e
m e a s u r e d r a t e w i t h t h e p r e v i o u s l y  - u s e d
i n t e r f a c e , a n d t o t h e p r e d i c t e d r a t e f o r
t h e n e w i n t e r f a c e . T h i s p r o v i d e s b o t h a
m e a s u r e m e n t o f i m p r o v e m e n t a n d a n
e x p e r i m e n t a l t e s t o f t h e v a l i d i t y o f
p r e d i c t i o n s .

I t i s e x p e c t e d t h a t t h e c l i e n t ' s
f u n c t i o n a l u s e o f t h e n e w i n t e r f a c e w i l l
f r e q u e n t l y e x p o s e t h e n e e d t o r e v i s e t h e
i n t e r f a c e a n d p o s s i b l y r e t h i n k v o c a t i o n a l
g o a l s . G r e a t e r e x p e r i e n c e w i t h t h e
i n t e r f a c e m a y i d e n t i f y s h o r t c o m i n g s a n d
a r e a s f o r p o t e n t i a l i m p r o v e m e n t .
E v e n t u a l l y , a s t h e u s e r d i s c o v e r s e n h a n c e d
p o s s i b i l i t i e s , ( s ) h e m i g h t a l s o u p d a t e
h i s  / h e r v o c a t i o n a l g o a l s , w h i c h c o u l d
l e a d i n t u r n t o s p e c i f i c a t i o n s f o r f u r t h e r
i n t e r f a c e m o d i f i c a t i o n . V o c a t i o n a l
c o u n s e l i n g c a n p r o v i d e p r o f e s s i o n a l
a s s e s s m e n t s o f t h e s e n e w g o a l s .

R E S U L T S

S e v e r a l i n d i v i d u a l s h a v e p a r t i c i p a t e d i n
o u r p r o j e c t a c c o r d i n g t o t h e m o d e l
d e s c r i b e d a b o v e , a n d e a r l i e r v e r s i o n s o f
t h i s a p p r o a c h .

D I S C U S S I O N

By s u m m a r i z i n g t h e r e s u l t s o f t h e m o d e l i n g
f o r t h e u s e r a n d i n c l u d i n g h i m  / h e r i n
d i s c u s s i o n o f p o t e n t i a l d e s i g n s , we h o p e
t o a r r i v e a t d e s i g n s t h a t a r e b o t h
o b j e c t i v e l y s u p e r i o r a n d w e l l  -  s u i t e d t o
t h e u s e r ' s n e e d s a s ( s ) h e p e r c e i v e s t h e m .
T h e r e a r e s e v e r a l b e n e f i t s f o r t h e u s e r :

I n s i g h t s concerning a p p r o p r i a t e s o l u t i o n s :
D a t a c o l l e c t i o n a n d m o d e l  - b a s e d e v a l u a t i o n
o f i n t e r f a c e s l e a d t o a m o r e t h o r o u g h
u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f c o m b i n a t i o n s o f d e v i c e
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s t h a t a r e d e s i r a b l e f o r t h e

u s e r .

T h e o p p o r t u n i t y t o c o m p a r e a l t e r n a t i v e s
before i n v e s t i n g l a r g e a m o u n t s o f t i m e a n d
m o n e y . E v a l u a t i o n o f d e v i c e s t h r o u g h
m a t h e m a t i c a l m o d e l i n g i s m u c h e a s i e r a n d
l e s s e x p e n s i v e t h a n e x p e r i m e n t i n g w i t h
p o s s i b l e i n t e r f a c e s . I n a d d i t i o n , i t c a n
e l i m i n a t e d e v i c e s t h a t a r e c l e a r l y
i n a p p r o p r i a t e f o r t h e u s e r , a n d n a r r o w t h e
f i e l d o f s u p e r i o r c a n d i d a t e s .

E d u c a t i o n a b o u t p r e v i o u s l y u n k n o w n
a l t e r n a t i v e s . M a n y u s e r s a r e u n i n f o r m e d
a b o u t t h e p o s s i b l e a l t e r n a t i v e d e v i c e s
t h a t t h e y m i g h t f i n d u s e f u l . O u r
e v a l u a t i o n c a n i n c l u d e d e v i c e s t h a t t u r n
o u t t o b e v e r y e f f e c t i v e , b u t w o u l d n o t
o t h e r w i s e h a v e b e e n t r i e d b e c a u s e t h e y
w e r e u n k n o w n t o t h e u s e r .

I n f o r m e d b a s i s f o r m a k i n g d e c i s i o n s .
N u m e r i c r a t i n g s o f a l t e r n a t i v e s , i n t h e
f o r m o f p e r f o r m a n c e s p e e d p r e d i c t i o n s f o r
b e n c h m a r k c o m p u t i n g t a s k s , p r o v i d e a
d i r e c t m e a n s o f c o m p a r i s o n s a m o n g
c a n d i d a t e i n t e r f a c e s .

C o n t r o l o v e r h i s  / h e r o w n d e s t i n y . P e r h a p s
m o s t i m p o r t a n t l y , i n v o l v i n g t h e u s e r i n
d i s c u s s i o n o f t h e m o d e l i n g p r o c e s s a l l o w s
f u l l c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f u s e r i n p u t a n d
a l l o w s t h e u s e r t o a s s e r t p r e f e r e n c e s ,
v o i c e c o n c e r n s , a n d a s k q u e s t i o n s .

O u r i n i t i a l u s e o f t h i s a p p r o a c h h a s
p r o v e n e n c o u r a g i n g , i n t h e c o n t e x t o f a n
a c a d e m i c r e s e a r c h p r o j e c t . As o u r
r e s e a r c h c o n t i n u e s , we h o p e t o g a i n
f u r t h e r e x p e r i e n c e w i t h t h e m o d e l ,
i n c l u d i n g a n e v a l u a t i o n o f v o c a t i o n a l
b e n e f i t s .
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1 . G o o d e n o u g h -  T r e p a g n i e r , C . & R o s e n , M . J .
( 1 9 9 1 )  . T o w a r d s a M e t h o d f o r o m P u t e _ *

I n t e r f a c e D e s i g n U s i n g  y p je h R e c o g n ; i n n
P r o c e e d i n g s o f RE S N A 1 9 t h A n n u a l
C o n f e r e n c e . 3 2 8  - 3 2 9 .

2 . R o s e n , M . J . , & G o o d e n o u g h -  T r e p a g n i e  r ,
C . ( 1 9 8 9 ) . T h e T u f t s - M T T P r e s n i p t j 2 n
G u i d e , A s s e s s m e n t of U s e r s tn P e d ' h e
S u i a b i l i y al A u = n t a t i v e C o m m u n i c a t i o n
neviC• ,e z A s s i s t i v e T e c h n o l o g y , 1 9 8 9 : 1 , 5 1  - 6 1

F u n d i n g f o r t h i s p r o j e c t i s p r o v i d e d b y
NI DR R, G r a n t # H 2 3 1 A 0 0 0 2 5 .

H a r r y S . H o c h h e i s e r
T u f t s U n i v e r s i t y S c h o o l o f M e d i c i n e
7 5 K n e e l a n d S t r e e t , 5 t h f l o o r
B o s t o n , MA 0 2 1 1 1
( 6 1 7 ) 9 5 6  - 5 0 3 6
FAX: ( 6 1 7 ) 9 5 6  - 5 3 5 3
h h o c h h e i  @ j a d e . t u f t s . e d u
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THE REHABILITATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE CENTER
THREE YEARS LATER...

Kirk Behnke and Joan Nicoll
United Cerebral Palsy Associations of New Jersey

ABSTRACT

This paper will provide an
update on the services provided
by t h e Re h a b i l it a t i o n
Technology Resource Center
(RTRC). Background on the
initial development of the RTRC
will be presented. Recently
expanded services of the
resource center and future
plans will be described.

BACKGROUND

The Rehabilitation Technology
Resource Center was founded in
1989 in order to respond to the
need to have a central location
where individuals could have
access to various forms of
assistive technology. The RTRC
was designed to compliment an
e x i s t i n g re h a b i l i t a t i o n
technology mobile services
component of the agency.
Initial services of the RTRC
included:

* Hands on experience with
various types of assistive
technology devices;

* Information and referral
a b o u t a v a i l a b l e
technology;

* Guidance regarding
equipment purchases;

* Information on funding
alternatives;

* Assistance in adapting
d e v i c e s t o m e e t
individual needs;

Training and demonstration
sessions of assistive
technology;

Short term loans of
assistive technology
devices for consumers and
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
professionals;

Training sessions by
various manufacturers.

The RTRC's physical structure
was designed to provide space
to clearly display various
assistive technology devices in
addition to providing ample
room for a large demonstration
and seminar area.

THE REHABILITATION TECHNOLOGY
RESOURCE CENTER TODAY

over the past three years, the
RTRC has continued to grow in
size, services and staff. The
resource center currently
houses approximately 1,100
pieces of assistive technology
i n c l u d i n g a u g m e n t a t i v e
communication; adapted daily
living aids; vocational
adaptations; mobility and
seating systems; environmental
control units; alternative
computer input devices; adapted
toys; and switches.
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RTRC THREE YEARS LATER...

In response to increasing
ad v a nc e s in as s i st i v e
technology and growing consumer
requests, the RTRC has expanded
it's services to include:
access to technology databases
such as Abledata and AppleLink,
computer input assessments,
technical consultations for
tr o u b l e sh oo ti ng , and
assessments and guidance on
technology options via the
telephone or picture phone.

In addition, the resource
center has provided over 15
half -day conferences on
specific areas of assistive
technology such as seating and
positioning, environmental
controls, voice recognition,
adapting toys and fabricating
switches, as well as our annual
augmentative communication and
mobility conferences.

Finally, the growing number of
students with disabilities
being served in supported,
i n c l u s i v e e d u c a t i o n
environments has enabled the
resource center to provide it's
services to a growing number of
pub lic sc ho ol sy st em s
throughout New Jersey. School
districts are requesting an
array of services ranging from
general overviews of assistive
technology to in- depth, student
specific, technical assistance
on assistive technology.

Most recently, the RTRC has
initiated a mobile education
and referral satellite, The
Southern Technology Assistive
Resource (STAR) Center. The
STAR Center is part of the New
Jersey "Tech Act" program (PL
100 -407) and will provide
mobile presentations on

assistive technology throughout
southern New Jersey.

Funding and support for the
resource center has come from
many, various sources. To
offset the cost of maintaining
items loaned through the
center, an annual membership
fee is charged. The expense
for an individual with a
disability or a family member
is $25.00 per year. The cost
for a facility, organization or
professional is $75.00 per
year. In addition to
membership fees, funds to staff
the resource center and cover
overhead costs come from
contracts with the New Jersey
Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation Services (DVRS)
and a grant from the office of
Sp ec ia l Edu ca ti on and
Rehabilitation Services to
provide assistive technology
assessments to DVRS clients
statewide. Finally, much of
the assistive technology which
is displayed or loaned within
the center comes from equipment
manufacturers and local vendors
through purchases or long term
loans.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

The Rehabilitation Technology
Resource Center continues to
expand it's services to further
enhance the lives of persons
with disabilities through
assistive technology in New
Jersey. Current expansion
efforts include the addition of
speech pathologists who
specialize in augmentative
communication to serve as "on-
call" consultants to provide
augmentative communication
assessments to children and
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R T R C  T H R E E  Y E A R S  L A T E R . . .

a d u l t s  w i t h d i s a b i l i t i e s i n t h e
s c h o o l , h o m e , a n d w o r k p l a c e .
I n a d d i t i o n , p l a n s t o p r o v i d e
f a c i l i t a t e d c o m m u n i c a t i o n
a s s e s s m e n t s a r e b e i n g
d e v e l o p e d . F i n a l l y , t h e
r e s o u r c e c e n t e r w i l l c o n t i n u e
t o e x p a n d i t ' s s e r v i c e s w i t h i n
p u b l i c s c h o o l s e t t i n g s t o s e r v e
s t u d e n t s w i t h d i s a b i l i t i e s w h o
a r e i n t e g r a t e d i n r e g u l a r
c l a s s r o o m s e t t i n g s .
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T h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f a
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y
r e s o u r c e c e n t e r . P r o c e e d i n g s
o f t h e 1 2 t h A n n u a l I n t e r -
n a t i o n a l C o n f e r e n c e o f t h e
A s s o c i a t i o n f o r  t h e  A d v a n c e m e n t
o f R e h a b i l i t a t i o n T e c h n o l o g y ,

2 1 0  - 2 1 1 .

D o d d s , R . ( 1  9 8 7 ) .
R e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y
s e r v i c e s : A m o b i l e
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n e n g i n e e r i n g
d e p a r t m e n t . P r o c e e d i n g s o f t h e
l o t h A n n u a l I n t e r n a t i o n a l
C o n f e r e n c e o f t h e A s s o c i a t i o n
f o r t h e A d v a n c e m e n t o f
R e h a b i l i t a t i o n T e c h n o l o g y , 1 3 -

1 4 .
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AS S ES S ING OUT CO MES  O F  AT USE: THE REVISED CONS UMER F ORM OF  THE
ASS IS TIVE TECHNOLOGY DEVICE PREDISP OSITION AS SESS MENT (ATD P A)"

Marc ia J.  S c herer
Natio nal T ec hnic al Ins t itut e f o r t he Deaf

Ro c hes ter I ns titute o f  T ec hno lo gy
Ro c hester, NY

ABS TRACT

In resp o ns e to  user feed b ac k and  new emphas es
in rec en tly p as s ed  legis lat io n,  the c o ns umer ver s io n o f
the As s is t ive T ec hn o lo gy Dev ic e P red is p o s it io n
As s es s me nt (AT D P A)  h a s  b e e n mo d if ie d . I t  n o w
inc o rp o ra tes  it ems ad d re s s ing outcome achievement b y
inq uiring in to c o ns umers ' sub jec tive s ens e of
"d is ab ility" an d  t he  ro le o f a s s is t ive  te c hn o lo g ie s  in
elimin ating "d is a b il ity . " T he rev is ed  fo rm o f t he AT D
P A r e ma in s a res earc h in s tr u me n t u nd e rg o in g pilo t
ev alua tio n an d , as s uc h, is availab le a t  n o co st to
p ers o ns  who  wis h t o  p art ic ip ate in i ts  p ilo t  tes t ing.

BACKGRO UND

Two  earlier RES NA pres entatio ns  d es c rib ed  the
d ev elo p men t a nd  va lid at io n o f a Mat c hing Pers on and
Te c hnolo g y (MPT ) mo del.  The mo del is p ers on- foc used
an d  ad d re s s es  th re e s ep ar a te  a re a s  o f  in flue nc e  o n a
pers o n' s  tec hno lo gy us e or no n -us e:

1. T he characterist ic s of the Milie u
(enviro nme nt and  p s yc ho s o c ial  s ett ing)
in whic h th e tec hno lo g y is  us ed ,

2. P er tin ent features of the ind ivid ual' s
P er s o n ali ty and  te mp e rament ,  a nd

3. T he s alie nt charac teris tic s of the
Tec hno lo gy its elf .

As p art of the MP T mo d el, as s es s ment/
s c ree ning ins tr ument s  wer e d e velo p ed  to  flag  p o s s ib le
mis mat c h es b e twee n a pro p o s ed tec hno lo gy a n d a
p o ten tial us er: T he As s istive Te chnolog y De vic e
P red is p o s it io n As s e s s ment (AT D PA), Ed uc atio nal
T ec hn o lo gy P red is p o s it io n As s es s ment (ET PA),
Wo rkp lac e T ec hno lo gy P red is p o s it ion As s es sment (WT
P A), He a lt h Ca re T e c h no lo gy P r ed is p o s it io n
As s es s me nt (HCT PA) a n d T ec hno lo gy Ove rlo ad
As s es s men t (T OA),

The Ass is t ive T ec hno lo gy Devic e P redis p o sit io n
As s es s ment (AT D P A) co ns umer form and  the As s is t ive
T e c h no lo gy  Dev ic e P r ed is p o s it io n  As s es s men t (AT D
PA) p ro fes s io nal fo rm and  s ummary s heet are the fo c us
o f th is  p res e ntat io n. T h e  t wo  f o rms  o f  t h e  AT D P A
were d es igne d  to  b e us ed  as  a s et  in  o rd er  to  as s ure:

a) C o ns u mer inp ut d rive s  t he Matc h ing
Perso n and T ec hno logy (MPT ) p roc ess , .

b) the d egree of mat c h b e t we e n
co ns umer and  p ro fes s io nal p ers p ec tives
is  as s es sed ,  and

c) pro fes sio nals ar e gu id e d into
c o ns id er ing all re lev a nt  in f lu e nc e s  o n
tec hno lo gy us e while fo c us ing p rimarily
o n the c o ns u mer' s  q uali ty o f life.

Eac h fo r m is  o n  a s ingle two  - s id ed  s h ee t  a nd
req uires  ab o ut 15 minutes  to  c o mp lete. The items are o f
varied fo rmat, inc lud ing 5 -point Lik ert s c ales a n d
checklists . T h er e ar e s ub s c ales  to  s ep ar at e ly  a s s es s
characterist ic s of the tec hno lo gy, the ind ivid ua l' s
temp e rame nt,  the e nvir o nme nt in  whic h t he te c hno lo gy
will  b e u s e d , an d  t h e  inf lu e n c e  o f d is a b il it y  o n  t h e
ind ivid ual' s  tec hno lo gy us e and  q uality o f life,

While the fo r ms  are s t ill  in the p ilo t  p has e,  and
are un d ergo ing f urthe r ref ineme nt as informationab o u t
their us efulnes s  is  co llec ted ac ro s s  the U.S . and ab ro ad ,
preliminary analys es  ind ic ate they have go o d  inter -rater
reliab ility and  criterio n- related  valid ity. S inc e th e items
emerged  fro m the ac tual exp erienc es  o f tec hno logy us ers
and  no n - users ,  they have c o ntent valid ity.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AN D REQUES TED
ADDITIONS

As  p art  o f t he p ilo t  tes t ing p ro c es s ,  c o ns umers
and  p ro fes s io nals  were as ked  to  c o mp lete an evaluatio n
o f the AT D P A fo rms . F eed b ac k fro m us ers  ind ic ated
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Revised ATD PA

a des ire  for additional i tems  that would be useful in
assessing outcome achievement over tune. Additionally,
several ne w l aws have e nhanc ed the  emp has is on
outcome driven assessment (e.g. the Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1992 (P.L. 102 -569) and Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act).

APPROACH

Based on user feedback and legislative intent,
new items  were  added to the  consumer vers ion that
inquire into the individual's subjective sense of
"disability" and satisfaction with various quality of life
domains  — domains  where  the  match of person and
assistive technology has been determined to be
important to quality of life attainment. The new items
also necess itated a change in the  response format and
number of items used in scoring. The new items  and
response options are listed in Table 1. The content of
the prior version of the ATD PA-C is in Table 2.

Table 1 Revised ATD PA Consumer Form Item 4

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The most useful assessments are ones tested in
a variety of se ttings and refined over t ime. Thus , the
author welcomes hearing from individuals interested in
pilot testing the revised forms of the ATD PA and will
provide at no cost all current instruments and a manual
for scoring and adminis tration. The purpose of the
ATD PA remains that of flagging potential mismatches
between person and technology in the hopes that early
identification of mismatches will:
a) reduce technology non -use or inappropriate use
b) identify needed technology modifications, and
c) eliminate frustration that occurs with a poor match.

Marcia J. Scherer, Ph.D., C.R.C.
NTID/RIT

1 Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, New York 14623

716475 -6598, FAX = 716/475 -6500

How sati sfi ed are you with what you have achieve d In the fo llowing are as? Please circle the best response for each:

Not Very
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied

Independe nt living skills 1 2 3 4 5
Communication skills 1 2 3 4 5
Emotional well -being 1 2 3 4 5
Physical comfort and well -being 1 2 3 4 5
Social and recreat ional involvement 1 2 3 4 5
Ability to go where desired 1 2 3 4 5

Educatio nal att ainment 1 2 3 4 5
Employment status/ potential 1 2 3 4 5

Overall  health 1 2 3 4 5

Put a [ + ] beside  the one (s) you want to i mprove o ver time

Table  2 Former ATD PA Co nsumer  Fo rm Ite m 4

Please rate your present capabilities in the following areas by circling the best response for each:

Poor Average Good

Le ar ni ng spee d 1 2 3 4 5
Educational  attainment 1 2 3 4 5
Employment status/potential 1 2 3 4 5

Put a [ +] beside the one(s) you believe will improve over time

"Le arning speed" has  be en moved to  It em 3 i n t he re vis ed ver sio n.
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S U R V E Y  O F  A S S I S T I V E  T E C H N O L O G Y  S E R V I C E  D E L I V E R Y
I N  C A R P  A C C R E D I T E D  C O M P R E H E N S I V E  I N P A T I E N T  R E H A B I L I T A T I O N  P R O G R A M S

J u l i e A . P i r i a n o , P . T .
A p p l i e d R e h a b i l i t a t i o n T e c h n o l o g y D e p a r t m e n t

M a r i a n j o y R e h a b i l i t a t i o n H o s p i t a l a n d C l i n i c s

A B S T R A C T

T h e r e a r e 4 9 6 CARF a c c r e d i t e d
C o m p r e h e n s i v e I n p a t i e n t
R e h a b i l i t a t i o n P r o g r a m s o r
f a c i l i t i e s i n t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s a s
o f D e c e mb e r 3 1 , 1 9 9 2 . C l i e n t s who
a r e d i s a b l e d b y d i s e a s e o r a
t r a u m a t i c e v e n t p a r t i c i p a t e i n t h e
r e h a b p r o c e s s w i t h t h e i n t e n t o f
m a x i m i z i n g t h e i r f u n c t i o n . Whe n a
c l i e n t i s p r o p e r l y s e a t e d , i n a
m o b i l i t y d e v i c e s u i t e d t o h i s
i n d i v i d u a l n e e d , a n d a b l e t o a c c e s s
o t h e r a s s i s t i v e t e c h n o l o g i e s , h i s
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n p o t e n t i a l i m p r o v e s .
I t i s i m p e r a t i v e t h a t a n e f f e c t i v e
mo d e l o r m o d e l s o f r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
t e c h n o l o g y s e r v i c e d e l i v e r y b e
e s t a b l i s h e d f o r u s e b y t h e s e
p r o g r a m s a s i t i s a n i n t e g r a l
c o m p o n e n t o f t h e r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
p r o c e s s .

B A C K G R O U N D

R e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y i s a
r a p i d l y  g r o w i n g  p r o f e s s i o n  c o m p r i s e d
o f i n d i v i d u a l s f r o m ma ny d i f f e r e n t
d i s c i p l i n e s who h a v e c o me t o
u n d e r s t a n d t h a t i t i s a n i n t e g r a l
c o m p o n e n t o f t h e r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
p r o c e s s . I n 1 9 8 7 RESNA, t h e I n t e r -
d i s c i p l i n a r y A s s o c i a t i o n f o r t h e
A d v a n c e m e n t o f R e h a b i l i t a t i o n a n d
A s s i s t i v e T e c h n o l o g i e s p u b l i s h e d a
p r a c t i c a l g u i d e f o r r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
t e c h n o l o g y s e r v i c e d e l i v e r y w h i c h
g i v e s a b r i e f o v e r v i e w , a d v a n t a g e s ,
a n d  d i s a d v a n t a g e s o f  s e v e n  d i f f e r e n t
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y s e r v i c e
d e l i v e r y m o d e l s . 2 T h e r e a r e n o
g u i d e l i n e s o r s t r a t e g i e s o n ho w t o
e f f e c t i v e l y i m p l e m e n t a s e r v i c e
d e l i v e r y s y s t e m i n a n y o f t h e
d i f f e r e n t m o d e l s .

I N T R O D U C T I O N

R e h a b i l i t a t i o n  f a c i l i t i e s  a c r o s s  t h e
c o u n t r y a r e b e g i n n i n g t o e m b a r k o n
t h e d e l i v e r y o f r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
t e c h n o l o g y s e r v i c e s i n a n e f f o r t t o
p r o v i d e c o m p r e h e n s i v e c a r e a n d t o
m a x i m i z e t h e f u n c t i o n a l o u t c o m e o f
t h e i r c l i e n t s . T h e s e f a c i l i t i e s a r e
l e f t t o d e v i s e t h e i r o wn m e t h o d o f

p r o v i d i n g t h e s e s e r v i c e s w i t h
l i m i t e d i n f o r m a t i o n a v a i l a b l e o n
e f f e c t i v e l y p u r s u i n g t h i s v e n t u r e .
I f a f a c i l i t y i s u n a b l e t o d e v i s e a n
e f f i c i e n t a n d c o s t e f f e c t i v e m a n n e r
i n w h i c h t o p r o v i d e t h i s s e r v i c e ,
t h e p a t i e n t s who r e c e i v e c a r e a t t h e
f a c i l i t y ma y n o t r e a c h t h e i r f u l l
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n p o t e n t i a l .

C U R R E N T  I N F O R M A T I O N

A s u r v e y o f h e a l t h c a r e
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s c o n d u c t e d b y G a s t e r
a n d G a s t e r i n 1 9 9 1 r e g a r d i n g t h e
a c c e p t a n c e o f r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
e n g i n e e r i n g f o u n d t h e a b i l i t y t o
e n h a n c e t h e f u n c t i o n a l o u t c o m e o f
e x i s t i n g c h a r g e a b l e a c t i v i t i e s a n d
t h e a b i l i t y t o g e n e r a t e a d d i t i o n a l
c h a r g e a b l e  a c t i v i t i e s ( r e v e n u e ) w e r e
t h e r e a s o n s m o s t o f t e n g i v e n f o r
p u r c h a s i n g e q u i p m e n t a n d e m p l o y i n g
r e h a b e n g i n e e r s . T h e s u r v e y a l s o
f o u n d t h a t f e w e r t h a n 1 7 0 o f t h e
r e s p o n d e n t s e m p l o y e d r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
e n g i n e e r s . F ro m t h e c o m m e n t s t h e y
r e c e i v e d ma ny r e s p o n d e n t s i n d i c a t e d
t h a t s e r v i c e s s u c h a s s e a t i n g ,
m o b i l i t y , a u g m e n t a t i v e  c o m m u n i c a t i o n
a n d e n v i r o n m e n t a l c o n t r o l  w e r e  b e i n g
p r o v i d e d b y e x i s t i n g t h e r a p y s t a f f ,
n o t d e s i g n a t e d r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
t e c h n o l o g y s t a f f . 3 T h i s l e a d s o n e
t o  q u e s t i o n t h e e f f e c t i v e n e s s o f t h e
e v a l u a t i o n , f i t t i n g , t r a i n i n g ,
a s s e s s m e n t , a n d j u s t i f i c a t i o n
p r o c e s s t h a t i s i n v o l v e d i n
p r o c u r i n g a p p r o p r i a t e e q u i p m e n t .
S t a f f p r o d u c t i v i t y , t h e a m o u n t o f
t h e r a p y t i m e l o s t , a n d t h e a b i l i t y
o f t h e i n d i v i d u a l t h e r a p i s t s t o  k e e p
c u r r e n t w i t h r a p i d l y a d v a n c i n g a n d
c h a n g i n g t e c h n o l o g i e s i s a l s o
q u e s t i o n e d .

A t t h e RESNA I n t e r n a t i o n a l 1 92
m e e t i n g , a n e d u c a t i o n a l r o u n d t a b l e
c h a i r e d b y J e a n M i n k l e , P . T . , wa s
h e l d t o d i s c u s s t h e d e l i n e a t i o n o f
r o l e s f o r t h e u s e r , f a m i l y , c a r e -
g i v e r , c l i n i c i a n , r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
t e c h n o l o g y s u p p l i e r , e n g i n e e r /
d e s i g n e r , a n d t e c h n i c i a n a s t h e y
p e r t a i n t o t h e a c q u i s i t i o n o f
s e a t i n g a n d w h e e l e d m o b i l i t y
d e v i c e s  . ° T h e i n f o r m a t i o n p r e s e n t e d
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i s  q u i t e  t h o r o u g h . I t  l e a d s  o n e  t o
q u e s t i o n  w h e t h e r t h i s i s  t h e  m o s t
e f f e c t i v e m e t h o d of s e r v i c e
d e l i v e r y , h o w ma n y f a c i l i t i e s
pr o v id e  se r v ic e s  i n  th i s  m a n ne r ,  a n d
w h e t h e r  i t  c a n  b e  p r o v e n  e f f e c t i v e
a n d  i m p l e m e n t e d  i n  f a c i l i t i e s  t h a t
p r o v i d e  s e r v i c e s  i n  a n  a l t e r n a t i v e

m a n n e r .

C. G e r a l d W a r r e n h a s d r a f t e d a
n u m b e r  o f  p o s i t i o n  p a p e r s  r e g a r d i n g
Q u a l i t y A s s u r a n c e in a s s i s t i v e
t e c h n o l o g y w h i c h h a v e i n c l u d e d
i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  R E S N A  c e r t i f i c a t i o n
o f  a s s i s t i v e  t e c h n o l o g y  p r o v i d e r s . 5

T h i s i s a c o m m e n d a b l e ef f or t .
Ho w e v e r , if a l a r g e p o r t i o n of
a s s i s t i v e t e c h n o l o g y s e r v i c e
d e l i v e r y is b e i n g p r o v i d e d b y
t h e r a p y s t a f f w h o  m a y o r  m a y  n o t
b e l o n g t o RE S N A wi ll t h i s
c e r t i f i c a t i o n p r o c e s s h a v e a n
im p a c t ?

S T A T E M E N T  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M

T h e e f f o r t s of t h e i n d i v i d u a l s
at t em p ti n g t o  e s ta b li s h c r it e ri a  f o r
de v e lo p i ng  a pp r o pr i a te  a nd  e ff e c ti v e
d e l i v e r y of a s s i s t i v e t e c h n o l o g y
s e r v i c e s i s ex e m p l a r y . Ho w e ve r ,
w i t h 4 9 6 c o m p r e h e n s i v e in p a t i e n t
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n p r o g r a m s a n d
f a c i l i t i e s in t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s
t h e r e is a p o t e n t i a l f o r a la r g e
n u m b e r of s e r v i c e de l i v e r y m o d e l s
w i t h i n  t h e  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  s e t t i n g s .
Of  th e se  di f f er e nt  mo d el s  th e re  wi l l
b e  s o m e  t h a t  w i l l  s u c c e e d  a n d  s o m e
th a t w i ll  fa i l  t h u s i t i s  i m pe r a ti v e

t h a t w e u n d e r s t a n d w h a t cr i t e r i a
e s t a b l i s h a n e f f e c t i v e an d
f i n a n c i a l l y v i a b l e r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
t e c h n o l o g y  s e r v i c e  d e l i v e r y  s y s t e m
b e f o r e w e c a n a t t e m p t t o d e f i n e
r o l e s  a n d  i m p l e m e n t  c e r t i f i c a t i o n .

O B J E C T I V E

I n  a n  a t t e m p t  t o  w h o i s  p r o v i d i n g
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y se r v i c e
d e l i v e r y  a n d  h o w  a  s u r v e y  h a s  b e e n
d e v e l o p e d . It  i s  i n  r es p on s e to  th e
q u e s t i o n s r a i s e d in t h e su r ve y
c o n d u c t e d  b y  G a s t e r  a n d  G a s t e r ,  t h e
p r e l i m i n a r y g u i d e l i n e s fo r r o l e
d e l i n i a t i o n e s t a b l i s h e d by t h e
E d u c a t i o n a l  r o u n d  t a b l e  d i s c u s s i o n ,
a n d t h e in f o r m a t i o n r e l a t i n g to
R E S N A c e r t i f i c a t i o n p r e s e n t e d by
G e r r y W a r r e n a n d t h e R E S N A Q A
c o m m i t t e e . T h e  s u r v e y  w i l l  a t t e m p t
t o  a n s w e r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  q u e s t i o n s :

Wh a t p e r c e n t a g e o f CA RF
a c c r e d i t e d c o m p r e h e n s i v e
i n p a t i e n t r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
f a c i l i t i e s p r o v i d e r e h a b
t e c h n o l o g y  s e r v i c e s ?

Wh a t  a g e  g r o u p s  a n d  d i a g n o s t i c
c a t e g o r i e s a r e se r v e d by
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y
se r v i c e s ? I s t h e r e a
c o r r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n t h e ag e
gro up s se rv ed  a nd  t he  a ss is ti ve
te c h n o l o g y s e r v i c e s  p r o v i d e d ?
Is  t h e r e  a  c o r r el a t i o n  b e t w e e n
t h e d i a g n o s t i c c a t e g o r i e s
s e r v e d a n d t h e as s i s t i v e
te c h n o l o g y  s e r vi c e s  p r o v i d e d ?

3. Wh a t p e r c e n t a g e o f ea ch
ass is ti ve  te ch no lo gy  se rv ic e is
p r o v i d e d  w i t h i n co m p r e h e n s i v e
i n p a t i e n t r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
fa c i l i t i e s ?

Who  a re  t he pr im ar y ind iv id ua ls
r e s p o n s i b l e fo r im p le m en t in g
a s s i s t i v e te c h n ol o g y se r v i c e
de l i v e r y ?

5. Wha t rol e do es ea ch te am  me mb er
pl a y in t h e p r o c e s s for
a d v o c a t i n g  t h e  p r o c u r e m e n t  o f
app rop ri ate  s eat ing  a nd wh eel ed
mo b i l i t y de v i c e s ? I s t h e r e  a
c o r r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n h o w
s e r v i c e s  a r e  r e n d e r e d  a n d  h o w
th e y  a r e  r e i m b u r s e d ?

6. How is t h e Re h a b i l i t a t i o n
T e c h n o l o g y  S u p p l i e r  s e l e c t e d ?
Wha t is  t he  c or re la ti on  b et we en
h o w  t h e R T S is s e l e c t e d an d
wh a t  r o l e  t h e  R TS  p l a y s  i n  t h e
de l i v e r y  o f s e r v i c e .

7. W h a t p e r c e n t a g e o f
c o m p r e h e n s i v e i n p a t i e n t
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  f a c i l i t i e s  h a v e
tr i a l / e v a l u a t i o n a s s i s t i v e
te c h n o l o g y  e q u i p m e n t  a v a i l a b l e
t o  t h e i r  p a t i e n t s , r e g a r d l e s s
of  w h e t he r  t h e y  p r o v i d e f o r m a l
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y
se r v i c e  de l i v e r y  o r  n o t .

ME T H O D

A p i l o t  of  t h e  s u rv e y  w a s  se n t  t o  9
a c t i v e  m e m b e r s w i t h i n  t h e Se a ti n g
an d Wh e e l e d Mo b i li t y Sp e ci a l
In t e re s t G r o u p (SIG -09) of R E S N A
fr o m all r e g i o n s of t h e US for
fe e d b a c k  o n  a c c u r ac y  i n  c o nt e n t  a n d
wo rd i ng .
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A p i l o t  o f  th e  s u r v e y  w as  t h e n  s e n t
to  l o c a l  /  re g i o n a l  C A R F a c c r e d i t e d
c o m p r e h e n s i v e in p a ti e n t r e h a b
se t t i n g s t o  d e t e r m i n e  w h e t h e r t h e
s u r v e y  c o u l d  b e  f i l l e d  o u t  e a s i l y ,
ac c u r a t e l y ,  a n d  w it h i n  a  r e a s o n a b l e
am o un t  of  t im e .

A  c o v e r  l e t t e r , su r ve y , a n d  r e t u r n
rep ly  e nv el op e we re th en  s en t to  a ll
49 6 s u b j e c t s w i t h a re q u e s t to
r e t u r n t h e su r v e y , in t h e re t u r n
re p l y  e n ve l o p e ,  wi t h i n  o ne  m o n t h .

F L A N

Whe n a re spo ns e is  re ce iv ed  th e da ta
wil l be  c oll ec te d and  e nt er ed in to  a
co m p u t e r  f o r a n a l y s i s .

If a r e s p o n s e is no t re c e i v e d
wi t h i n t h e g i v e n tim e, a se c on d
su rv ey , a n d  a n o t h e r  r e p l y  e n v e l o p e
wi l l  b e s e n t  wi t h  a  n e w  d u e d a t e .

T h e  d a t a  w i l l  b e  a n a l y z e d  2  w e e k s
af te r t h e s e c o n d d u e d a t e h a s
pa s se d .

CO N C L U S I O N

Th e  s u r v ey  h a s  b e en  r e v i e w ed  b y  t h e
me m b e r s of t h e SIG -09 Cl in i ca l
Ser vi ce  D el iv er y Sub  -  C om mi tt ee  a nd
ha s  b e e n  r e v i s e d . It  h a s a l s o b e e n
re v i e w e d  b y  l o c a l  a n d  r eg i o n a l  C A R F
a c c r e d i t e d  c o m p r e h e n s i v e in pa ti en t
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n p r o g r a m s a n d wa s
fo un d to  b e cl ea r,  c on ci se , an d ab le
t o  b e  a n s w e r e d  w i t h o u t  d i f f i c u l t y .
R e s u l t s of t h e su r v e y wi ll b e
av a i l a b le  a t  R ES N A  9 3 .

RE F E R EN C E S

Co m m i ss i o n on Ac c r e d i t a t i o n of
Re h a b i l i t a t i o n F a c i l i t i e s (CA RF)
D i r e c t o r y o f A c c r e d i t e d
Or g a n i z a t i o n s S e r v i n g P e o p l e wi th
Di s a bi l i t ie s  ( 19 9 3 )

Re h a b i l i t a t i o n Te c h n o l o g y Se r v i c e
De l i v er y :  A P r a ct i c a l G u i de ,  R ES N A ,
Th e  A s s o ci a t i o n  f or  t h e  A d va n c e m e n t
of  R e ha b i l i ta t i o n  T e c h n ol o g y ,  1 9 8 7 .
RE SN A, S u i t e  7 0 0 , 1 1 0 1  C o n n e c t i c u t
Av e .  NW ,  W a sh i n g to n ,  D .C . ,  20 0 3 6 .

Ga s te r , L. S. , a n d Ga s te r , J.C .,
A c c e p t a n c e o f R e h a b i l i t a t i o n
En g i n e e ri n g :  A  S u r v e y  o f  H e a lt h c a r e
Ad m in i st r at o rs , Pro ce edi ng s f ro m t he
F i f t e e n t h  A n n u a l  R E S N A  C o n f e r e n c e ,
To r o nt o :  1 9 9 2

Mi n kl e , J., Summary Report of SIG -09
Ed u ca t i on a l Planning Sub - Committee,
RE S N A  N e w s ,  S e pt . -  O c t . ,  1 9 9 2

Wa rr en , C. G. , Q u a l i t y  A s s u r a n c e  i n
A s s i s t i v e Te ch n ol o gy , RE S N A News,
Ju l y  -  A ug .  1 9 9 2

AC K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

Ma r i an j o y R e h a b i l i t a t i o n Ho sp it al
an d  C l i ni c s  ( M RH C ) ,  i n W h e a t on ,  I L .
p r o v i d e s a va ri et y o f le v el s of
re ha bi li ta ti ve  c ar e to  i np at ie nt  a nd
o u t p a t i e n t  c l i e n t s  o f  a l l  a g e s  a n d
di s a b i li t i e s . T h e De p a r t m e n t of
App li ed  R eh ab il it ati on  T ec hn ol og y at
MR H C is a n in t e rd i s ci p l in a r y team
wh i c h p r o v i d e s e v a l u a t i o n for,
fi t t i n g of, an d t r a i n i n g wi th a
v a r i e t y o f r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
te c h no l o gi e s .

Ju l i e  A .  P ir i a n o ,  P T
Ap p l i e d  Re h a b i l i ta t i o n  T ec h n o l o g y
Ma r i a n j o y  R eh a b i l i t a t i on  H o s p i t a l
26 W 1 7 1  R o o s e v el t  R d .
Wh e a t o n ,  I L 60 1 8 9
(708) 462 -4448
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Bl a i r  A . R o w l e y
De p a r t m e n t  o f  B i o m e d i c a l  &  H u m a n  F a c t o r s  E n g i n e e r i n g

Wr i g h t  S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y
Da y t o n,  O H  4 5 3 8 5

A B S T R A C T

T h i s  p a p e r  d e s c r i b e s  a  m a s t e r s  l e v e l
t r a i n i n g  p r o g r a m  w h i c h is di r e c t l y
r e s p o n s i v e  t o  a n  O h i o  m a n p o w e r  n e e d s
su r v e y . T h e  c u r r i c u l u m  i s  p r e s e n t e d
w i t h a n  e m p h a s i s o n t h e c a p s t o n e
t h r e e  m o n t h  i n t e r n s h i p .

B A C K G R O U N D

T h i s  p r o g r a m  i s  d i r e c t l y  r e s p o n s i v e
to a 1 9 9 0 s t u d y o f  m a n p o w e r  n e e d s
c o n d u c t e d  b y  t h e  O h i o  R e h a b i l i t a t i o n
S e r v i c e s  C o m m i s s i o n  w h i c h  i d e n t i f i e d
R e h a b i l i t a t i o n E n g i n e e r i n g a s t h e
n u m b e r  t w o  p r e s e r v i c e  t r a i n i n g  n e e d
i n  t h e  s t a t e .  F u r t h e r ,  t h i s  r e g i o n a l
pe r so n ne l  tr a in i ng  n ee d  i s  r e f le c ti v e
of  de f ic i ts  on  th e  n a ti o na l  l e ve l . I n
a  n a t i o n a l  s u r v e y  o f  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
e n g i n e e r i n g s e r v i c e s p r o v i d e r s ,
L a n g t o n , C o k e r & S m i t h (1 9 8 9 ) ,
r e p o r t e d t h a t , d u e to t h e l a c k  o f
a p p r o p r i a t e l y t r a i n e d p e r s o n n e l ,
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n e n g i n e e r s a n d
t e c h n o l o g i s t s a r e n o t y e t u s e d in
s i g n i f i c a n t n u m b e r s in s t a t e
v o c a t i o n a l r e h a b i l i t a t i o n ag e n ci e s .
B a s e d  o n  r e s u l t s  o f  a  r e c e n t  s u r v e y
of  R E SN A 's  Re h ab i li ta t io n  E n gi n ee r in g
P r o f e s s i o n a l  S p e c i a l t y  G r o u p ,  i t  h a s
b e e n  e s t i m a t e d  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  f e w e r
t h a n 18 5 p r a c t i c i n g r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
e n g i n e e r s n a t i o n w i d e (T r a c ht m e n ,
19 9 1) . A l t h o u g h t h e r e h a v e b e e n
r e c e n t i n c r e a s e s i n t h e n u m b e r o f
t r a i n i n g  p r o g r a m s i n  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
eng ine er ing  / tec hn olo gy (e . g. , Ha l e ,
Sc hw e it z er  & P uc k et t,  19 9 1) ,  t h e n ee d
fo r a d d i t i o n a l pr e p r o f e s s i o n a l
t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m s h a s b e e n
a c k n o w l e d g e d t o b e c r i t i c a l l y  h i g h

(D o l a n ,  1 9 9 2 ) .

T h i s t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m h a s b e e n
de v e l o p e d i n c o n s u l t a t i o n  w i t h t h e
s t a t e a n d lo c a l r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
s e r v i c e p r o v i d e r co m m u n i t y a n d
i n v o l v e s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  f r o m  t h o s e
a g e n c i e s a n d o r g a n i z a t i o n s in
ac a d em i c a n d cl i n i c a l in s t r uc t i o n

ro l e s .

T H E  T R A I N I N G  P R O G R A M

R e c r u i t m e n t e f f o r t s a r e c o n d u c t e d

na t i o n a l l y am o n g u n d e r g r a d u a t e
tr ai ni ng  p ro gr am s su ch  a s Bi om ed ic al ,
Hu ma n Fa c t o r s , El e c t ri c a l a n d
M e c h a n i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g . Ca n d i d a t e s
mus t me et  u niv er si ty  a nd  de pa rt me nt al
r e q u i r e m e n t s f o r a d m i s s i o n to t h e
m a s t e r ' s  p r o g r a m  i n c l u d i n g  e v i d e n c e
o f a p p r o p r i a t e u n d e r g r a d u a t e
ba c k g r o u n d . I n  a d d i t i o n , f o r  t h i s
pr o g r a m ,  m o t iv a t i o n  a n d  po t e n t i a l  t o
p u r s u e s t u d y i n re h a b i l i t a t i o n
en g i n e e r i n g i s a s s e s s e d th r o u g h a
pe r s o n a l in t e rv i e w an d a le t t e r
w r i t t e n b y t h e ca n d i d a t e . T h e
c a n d i d a t e s  m u s t  s h o w  t h a t  t h e y  a r e
pe o p l e o r i en t e d .

D e g r e e  r e q u i r e m e n t s  r e q u i r e  i n c l u d e
the  c om pl et io n of  4 2 qu ar te r ho ur s of
ac a d e m i c c o u r s e w o r k  a n d 12 q u a r t e r
ho ur s of  i nt er ns hi p du ri ng  t he ir  l as t
q u a r t e r o f st u d y . T h e c u r r i c u l a r
se q u e n c e  i s  a s  f o l l o w s :

O u a r t e r  1
Bi o i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n 4  h r s
In t r o  t o  R eh a b .  E g r . 3  h r s
Ne u r o m u s c u la r  R e h a b . 3  h r s
Ap p l i e d  S t a t i s t i c s  I 4  h r s

Ou a r t e r  2
Re h a b  A s s i s ti v e  S y s t e m s 3  h r s
Re h a b  E g r  Co m p u t e r s  I 4  h r s
Re h a b  E g r  D e s i g n  I 3  h r s
Ap p l i e d  S t at i s t i c s  I I 4  h r s

Qu a r te r  3
Bi o m e d i c a l  Co m p u t e r s  I I 4 h r s
Hu m a n  F c t  E gr  i n  R e h a b 3 h r s
In t r o  C l i ni c a l  P r a c 4 h r s
Re h a b  E g r  D e s i g n  I I 3 h r s

Ou a r t e r  4
Re h a b  E g r  In t e r n s h i p 1 2  h r s

Ac a d e m i c  co u r s e  w o rk  e s t a b l is h e s  t h e
kno wl ed ge ba se  to  p re par e st ude nt s to
w o r k in a c o m p r e h e n s i v e s e r v i c e
de li v er y p r o g r a m ; to p r o v i d e
as s i s t a n c e w i t h r e s p e c t t o th e
ad eq u ac y o f de s ig n pa r a m e t e r s an d
m a t e r i a l s o f r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
te c h n ol o g y ; to ad d r e s s fa ct or s
r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  s a f e t y ,  r e l i a b i l i t y ,
a n d m a i n t e n a n c e pr o c e d u r e s o f
t e c h n o l o g i c a l  d e v i c e s ; t o  a s s i s t  i n
mo d i fy i n g co m m e r c i a l l y av a i l a b l e
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te c h n o lo g y  t o m e e t  i n d i v id u a l  cl i e n t
ne e d s ;  an d  t o  an a l y z e  a n d  d e si g n  n e w
de vi ce s.

Th e  i n te r n s h ip  i s  a c a p s to n e  c ou r s e .
Thi s fi el d wor k co ur se  i s p ro vi de d at
a r e h a bi l i t a ti o n  c en t e r  an d  r e qu i r e s
on e  f u ll  q u a rt e r  f o r c o m p le t i o n . I t
is  d e s ig n e d  to  p r o vi d e  s tu d e n t s w i t h
p r a c t i c a l e x p e r i e n c e a s a
re h a b i l it a t i o n en g i n e e r w h o wo r k s
w i t h i n  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  t e a m s . O t h e r
te am m e m b e r s i n c l u d e a ph y s i c i a n ,
nu rs e, ps y c h o l o g i s t , ph y s ic a l ,
occ up ati on al,  s pee ch  an d rec re ati on al
th er a pi s ts , a n d a so c ia l wo r ke r .
Un d e r t h e di r e c t su p e r v i s i o n o f a
pr o f e s s io n a l  e ng i n e e r  e x p e r i en c e d  i n
re h a b i l it a t i o n en g i n e er i n g , t h e
t r a i n e e s p r a c t i c e e n g i n e e r i n g
ap p ro a ch e s to ma n a g e m e n t o f h e a d
in ju ry , st r o k e , am p u t at i o n , a n d
spinal cord injury in out - patient and
in- patient re h a b i l it a t i o n . I n
ad d it i on , t h e y  a r e  i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e
ev a lu a ti o n a n d r e c o m m e n d a t i o n o f
d r i v i n g  s y s t e m s ,  h o m e  a n d  w o r k p l a c e
mo d if i c at i on s , a n d pr o g r a m s in
i n d u s t r i a l a n d i n  - h o m e
reh ab il it at ion . St ud en ts  ar e ex pe ct ed
to de s i g n a n d  b u i l d or , de p e n d i n g
u p o n  t h e co m p l e x i t y , su p e r v i s e t h e
bu i l d i n g o f a n u m b e r o f de v i c e s
me e t in g  r eh a b i li t a t io n  n ee d s .

Gra de s in th e int er ns hip  a re  ba se d on
at te n da n ce , c o m p l e t i o n of cl i n i c
tas ks , an d de si gn s. Wri tt en  an d or al
fe e d ba c k i s r e c e i v e d o n st u d e n t
pr o g re s s se v er a l t i m e s du r in g t h e
co u r s e fr o m t h e pr o f e s s i o n a l s
in vo l ve d wi t h t h e st u d e n t s , an d
fe e d b ac k  f ro m  t he  s t ud e n t s i s  so u g h t
twi ce. St ud en ts  m e et  w ee kl y  w it h th e
su p e r vi s i n g pr o f e s si o n a l en gi ne er .
St u d e n ts  a r e  p r o v i de d  w i th  a  l is t  o f
ta s k s  t o  c om p l e te  w h ic h  g ua r a n te e s  a
mi n im u m ex p e r i e n c e le v el . T h e s e
tas ks in v o l v e di f f er e n t ar ea s of
re h a b il i t a t io n ,  in c l u d e a r e :

As s i s ti v e  te c h n ol o g y  s e r v ic e s ;
Dr i v i n g e v a l u at i o n s ;
Ho m e  v i s it s ;
In -h ome r ehabi litat ion;
In d u s t ri a l  r e ha b i l i ta t i o n ;
Oc c u p a t io n a l  t he r a p y ;
Pe d i at r i c  o b s er v a t io n s ;
Ph y s ic a l  t h e ra p y ;
Ps y c h ol o g i c al  t e st i n g ;
Re c r ea t i o n t h e ra p y ;
Ro t a t i on s  w i th  r e h ab  t e a ms  ( 4 ) ;
So c i a l s e r vi c e s ;

Sp e c i a l  c l i n i c s i . e .  M D  &  M S ;
S p e e c h  t h e r a p y ;  a n d
Vo c a t i o n al  r e h a b i li t a t i o n .

A t a s k  is  c o n s id e r e d  to  b e  c om p l e t e d
w h e n o n e o f th e site -based
reh ab il it at io n te am  m em be rs  s ig ns  o ff
o n  i t . T h e  d e s i g n  r e q u i r e m e n t s  a r e
as s i gn e d w i t h i n t h e di f fe r en t
re h a b i l i t a t i o n ar e as . G r a d e s on
d e s i g n  p r o j e c t s  a r e  b a s e d  u p o n  t h e
ov e ra l l c o m p l e t e n e s s in v o l v i n g a n
en g i n e e r i n g no t e b o o k , en gi n ee r in g
a n a l y s i s ,  a n d  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e
de si gn .

T h e f o l l o w i n g a r e e x a m p l e s of the
ta sk  li s ts :

Ph y s i c a l  T h e r a p y

1. B o d y  M e c h a n i c s
A.  L i f t i n g &  P o s t u r e T r a i n i n g
B .  T r a n s f e r s

2. D e s i g n  C a s e  A s s i g n e d
3. De s i g n  C a s e  C o m p l e t e d
4. Ex e r c i s e  T r a i n i n g
5. G a i t  T r a i n i n g

A.  W e i g h t  S h i f t i n g
B.  B a l a n c e  A c t i v i t i e s

1 .  S i t t i n g
2 .  S t a n d i n g

6. Ho m e  H e a l t h  V i s i t  # 1
7. Ho m e  H e a l t h V i s i t  # 2
8. M o d a l i t i e s

A.  C o l d  T r e a t m e n t
B.  C o n t in u o u s  Pa s s i v e  M o t i o n
C.  E l e c t ri c a l  S t im u l a t i o n
D.  H e a t  Tr e a t m e n t
E.  E l ec t r o p ho r e s is  T r e at m e n t
F.  P a r a f f i n  T r e a t m e n t
G.  U l t r a s o u n d  T r e a t m e n t

9 V i s i t  B M E  s e r v i c e

As s i s t i v e  T e c h no l o g y  S e r v i c e s

1. AC C P  E v a l ua t i o n  # 1
2. AC C P  E va l u a t io n  # 2
3. Dr i v i n g  E v al u a t i o n  # 1
4. Dr i v i n g  E v a l u a ti o n  # 2
5. De s i g n  C a s e  A s s i g n m e n t
6. De s i g n  C a s e  C o m p l e t e d
7. Wh e e l c h a i r  C l i n i c  # 1

e. Wh e e l c h a i r  C l i n i c  # 2

Ps y c h o l o g y

1. Co g n i t i v e  E v a l u a t i o n
2 . Ps y c h o me t r i c s
3 . Bio- feedback
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S p e e c h

1. S w a l l o w i n g  E v a l u a t i o n
2 . C o g n i t i v e  E v a l u a t i o n

O c c u p a t i o n a l  T h e r a p y

1. A D L  D i s a b l e d  S i m u l a t i o n
A .  D r e s s i n g
B .  H o m e m a k i n g

2. Co gn i ti v e /P e rc e pt i on  T r ai n in g
3 . Cogniti ve /Pe rceptio n Eval uation
4. D e s i g n  C a s e  A s s i g n e d
5. D e s i g n  C a s e  C o m p l e t e d
6. H o m e  M o d i f i c a t i o n  V i s i t  # 1
7. H o m e  M o d i f i c a t i o n  V i s i t  # 2
8. M o b i l i t y

A .  W h e e l c h a i r  M o b i l i t y  T r a i n .
B .  W h e e l c h a i r  S e a t i n g  E v a l .

9. s p l i n t i n g
A .  S t a t i c
B .  D y n a m i c

10. U p p e r  E x t r e m i t y  E v a l u a t i o n

R E S U L T S

T h i s  p r o g r a m  h a s  a t t r a c t e d  t r a i n e e s
p r i m a r i l y  f r o m  O h i o .  F i v e  c a m e  f r o m
i n d u s t r y  a n d  7  f r o m  B S  p r o g r a m s .  O n e
g r a d u a t e s t a r t e d a r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
en g in e er i ng  co m pa n y,  on e  w e nt  to  wo r k
in a r e h a b i l i t a t i o n c e n t e r , o n e
b e c a m e  a n  i n d u s t r i a l  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
e n g i n e e r ,  a n d  o n e  w e n t  o n  t o  m e d i c a l
s c h o o l .

T h e r e s p o n s e o f t h e r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
ce n te r  s t af f  t o  t h e s um m er  in t er n sh i p
w a s  v e r y  p o s i t i v e . T h e y  w i l l i n g l y
p a r t i c i p a t e d in t h e d e s i g n o f th e
ta s k l is t s,  pr o vi d ed  su p er v is e d h an d s
on  tr a in i ng ,  a n d c on t in u ou s ly  ca m e u p
w i t h  c h a l l e n g i n g  d e s i g n  n e e d s . At
t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  s u m m e r  t h e  s t u d e n t s
f o r m a l l y p r e s e n t e d al l o f t h e i r
de s ig n s t o t he  ph y si c ia n s a nd  se r vi c e
m a n a g e r s  o f  t h e  c e n t e r .

D I S C U S S I O N

O n e o f t h e c h a l l e n g e s in m o u n t i n g
t h i s  p r o g r a m  w a s  a s s u r i n g  t h a t th e
st ud e nt s  r e ce i ve  a pr a ct i ca l  t r ai n in g
e x p e r i e n c e w h i c h  w o u l d s e r v e th e i r
n e e d s  u p o n  g r a d u a t i o n . Th e  a c a d e m i c
c o u r s e s a r e a  m i x of r i g o r o u s an d
a p p l i e d en g i n e e r i n g . D u r i n g t h e
ye a r , f i e l d  t r i p s  a r e  t a k e n  t o  s h o w
t h e  s t u d e n t s  h o w  t h e  k n o w l e d g e  t h e y
a r e g a i n i n g is ap p l ie d . T h e
i n t e r n s h i p  i s  a  g o o d  e x p e r i e n c e . It
br i ng s  t o  f o cu s  a l l t he  st u de n ts  ha v e

le a r n e d in to an a p p l i e d se tt i ng .
Th e y h a v e b e e n we l l ac c e p t e d as
me m b e r s  o f t h e  r e h ab i l i t a t i on  t e a m s .

Mo u n t i n g t h e i n t e r n s h i p w i t h i n a
re ha bi li ta ti o n ce nt er  e nv i ro nm en t ha s
at  l e a s t  t w o  a d v an t a g e s : on e ,  it  i s
a c o n t r o l l e d e n v i r o n m e n t and
a p p r o p r i a t e  c h e c k s  a n d  b a l a n c e s  c a n
be  a pp li ed  t o as su re  t ha t th e qu al it y
an d qu a n t i t y o f t h e tr a i ni n g
ex p e r i e n c e i s  m e a s u r a b l e , an d two,
t h e  s t u d e n t s  a r e  e x p o s e d  t o  a  l a r g e
n u m b e r  o f i n d i v i d u a l s  w i t h  v a r y i n g
de g r e e s  o f  d is a b i l i t i e s .
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY SERVICES AT SHEPHERD SPINAL CENTER, INC.

CHIP FISKE
SHEPHERD SPINAL CENTER, INC.

ABSTRACT

Shepherd Spinal Center, Inc. (SSC) is a 100
bed rehab. facility for persons with spinal cord injury,
spinal related diseases, and various neuromuscular
diseases. SSC is one of only 13 hospitals nationally to
be designated a Model Spinal Cord Injury Program by
the U.S. Department of Education. This presentation
illustrates the delivery of assistive technology services
at SSC.

DISCUSSION

The center's assistive technology services are
delivered by a team consisting of several departments.
The departments include Physical Therapy,
Occupational Therapy, Rehabilitation Technology, and
Rehabilitation Equipment.

The Physical Therapy Department manages
prescriptions (RX's), letters of medical necessity
(LOMN's) for wheelchairs, sc : home el-II.-;He
medical equipment (DME), and t:athroom equipment.
The Occupational Therapy Department is in charge of
RX's, LOMN's for environmental control units
(ECU's), computer equipment, driving evaluations,
and equipment for activities of daily living (ADL).

The Rehab. Technology Department operates
on a consultation basis. Areas of expertise include
ECU's, computer equipment, switches, electronic
adaptations, call light systems, backup ventilator
alarms, and recreational equipment. The Rehab.
Equipment Department is in charge of the set -up and
maintenance of all SSC wheelchairs, in -house DME,
and the fabrication of custom wheelchair and seating
items.

Upon admission, a  patient enters the acute
stage of rehab.: Phase 1. At this time, the patient is
unable to tolerate 3 hours of therapy per day. Initial
evaluations are conducted during this phase. The
patient is assigned a Physical Therapist (PT) and an
Occupational Therapist (OT). A Rehab. Technology
Engineer sets up equipment to provide access to the
call light; TV and phone. The OT screens the room
technology and consults the Rehab. Engineer (RE) if
different access is needed.

As soon as possible, an assistive technology
team arranges a Seating Clinic meeting. The PT
completes an initial wheelchair request form and
submits it to the Rehab. Equipment department.

Rehab. Equipment then sets up a wheelchair to be used
in the initial Seating Clinic. The PT, OT, Rehab.
Equipment Technician, and Seating Clinic Staff are
present at the first and each following seating clinic.
This collective input reduces continual wheelchair
modification by providing a more comprehensive
prescription.

Phase 2 begins when a patient can withstand 3
or more hours in therapy. Within two weeks, the OT
completes a technology screening checklist. The OT
makes an appointment with a  RE to evaluate the
patient for appropriate technology. The OT and the RE
meet at a minimum of bi- monthly to clarify and update
the patient's technology needs.

During this time, the PT evaluates wheelchair
and seating needs for the patient. Follow-upseating
clinics are scheduled as necessary. In the clinics, staff
members consider how technology such as ECU's will
be interfaced with the wheelchair. Custom items such
as wedges or backs can be fitted. Rehab. Equipment
makes the changes as soon as possible so the patient
, an be placed in the  optimal position for learning
functional and ADL skills.

Final prescriptions for all assistive technology
are completed during Phase 3. The OT makes sure the
RE has the final prescriptions and consultation reports
for custom equipment and training. The PT schedules
a seating clinic for final wheelchair and seating
prescriptions. If equipment is delivered during Phase
3, the assistive technology team provides training to
the patient. The patient's family is trained on all
equipment during Family Training Sessions.
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TE A M W O R K
A N  I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A R Y  A P P R O A C H

Catherine C. Kackert MS OTR /L & Brenda Canning OTR /L
Mari.anjoy Rehabilitation Hospital and Clinics

Wheaton, IL U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Teamwork is the key component in
solving unique problems. The
following case study illustrates the
interdisciplinary approach utilized
with a Guillian Barre client. The
purpose of this case study is to
exemplify the effects of two
professionals and a client working
together to achieve a simple goal of
eating independently within
community settings. The primary team
member is Bryan, the client.
Additional members include the
primary occupational therapist and
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y
specialist.

BACKGROUND

Bryan was initially hospitalized
August 10, 1992 with Guillian Barre
Syndrome. He was admitted to an
acute care facility for three months
and was then transferred to an acute
care facility with multi - levels of
care to participate in intense
therapy. Bryan was evaluated and
functional goals were established by
the individual team members. A
comprehensive treatment plan was
designed to address the identified
goals. Near the conclusion of his
inpatient stay, his functional needs
and specific durable medical
equipment items were identified.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this case study is
to display the integrated approach
used with Bryan. Utilizing the team
approach is important when working
with an individual with multiple

needs. If we had neglected to
collaborate, we would have limited
Bryan's chances to obtain the
necessary and appropriate equipment
to function independently at home.

METHOD

The client was evaluated, goals were
determined, and a treatment plan was
completed. A need for durable
medical equipment was evident.

To begin the durable medical
equipment process, the primary
occupational therapist and primary
physical therapist obtained a
physician's order. After receiving
the physician's order, the referral
form was completed and the specific
items were recommended to assist in
goal achievement. Primarily, Bryan
was in need of a lightweight
wheelchair, a rolling walker, a left
balance forearm orthosis, and
bathroom equipment items. To obtain
these medically necessary items, the
rehab technology specialist
formulated a letter of medical
necessity and prescription for
procurement of the above mentioned
equipment.

APPROACH

Following a period of intensive
therapy, Bryan achieved many of the
goals initially established and a
discharge plan was established. By
the time Bryan was discharged home,
he was able to ambulate with a
rolling walker but still needed
assistance with self -care tasks.
This was due to limited upper
extremity strength and endurance.
He continued to utilize the balance
forearm orthosis mounted to his
lightweight wheelchair to feed
himself.

During the rehabilitation process,
Bryan showed increasing lower
extremity strength, and improved
function. His upper extremity
strength however was still not
adequate to feed himself. Bryan no
longer required the
lightweight wheelchair for mobility
yet needed the wheelchair to
continue using the balance forearm
orthosis for feeding.

After his discharge from the acute
rehabilitation program, Bryan
returned for a day rehabilitation
program. One day during his
occupational therapy session, Bryan
asked his primary occupational
therapist if it was possible to
mount his balance forearm orthosis
to his rolling walker. He stated
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Te a m w o r k

t h a t  t h i s  w o u l d  e n a b l e  h i m  t o  d i n e
i n  t h e  c o m m u n i t y  w i t h o u t  h a v i n g  t o
tr a n s p o r t h i s wh e el c h ai r . T h e
oc cu pa ti on al  t he ra p is t co nt ac te d th e
re ha bi li t at io n te c hn ol og y s pe ci al is t
w i t h  t h e  q u e s t i o n  a n d  t h e y  w o r k e d
t o g e t h e r  t o  c o n c l u d e  t h a t  t h e  t a s k
wa s  fe a s ib l e .

T h e f o l l o w i n g we ek , a s t a n d a r d
ba la nc e fo re ar m or th os is  b ra ck et  w as
se c u re l y mo u n t e d to t h e u p p e r
po r t i o n of t h e  r i g h t  r e a r of t h e
wal ke r. T o  b e g i n , B r y a n  s a t  i n  a
c h a i r wi t h h i s wa l k e r p o s i t i o n e d
be h i n d  a t h i s  l e ft  s i d e . Fo l l o w i n g
t h e  s e t  u p  o f  t h e  b a l a n c e  f o r e a r m
or t h o s i s , t h e  d e v ic e  w a s  t es t e d  f o r
the  f ir st  t im e. Su b tl e  c h an g es  we r e
m a d e  a s  B r y a n  a t t e m p t e d  t o  e a t  h i s
lun ch. It  a p p e a r ed  t h a t  t he  w e i g h t
o f  t h e  c l i e n t ' s  a r m  i n  c o n j u n c t i o n
wi th t h e b a l a n c e f o r e a r m  o r t h o s e s
w e i g h t  s e t  t h e  r o l l i n g  w a l k e r  o f f
ba la n ce . T o  s t a b i l i z e  t h e  w a l k e r ,
ad d it i on a l r e a d j u s t m e n t s we r e
re q u ir e d . T h e oc c u pa t i on a l

th e r a p i s t po s i t i o n e d t h e wa l k e r ' s
l e f t  r e a r l e g  a g a i n s t  t h e  c h a i r ' s
ri gh t re ar  l eg . Th is  a l lo we d e no ug h
sta bi li ty  fo r Br ya n t o in de pen de nt ly
fe e d  h i m se l f .

RE S U L T S

S h o r t l y  a f t e r  t h e s e  m o d i f i c a t i o n s ,
B r y a n  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  h e  w a s  a b l e  t o
su c c e s s f u l l y d i n e  o u t  w it h  h i s  w i f e
an d  th r e e  c h i l dr e n .

DI S C U SS I O N

Th i s  e x p er i e n c e  c le a r l y  e x em p l i f i e s
t h e im p o r t a n c e of wo r k i n g as a
u n i f i e d  t e a m . I f  e a c h  d i s c i p l i n e
h a d fu n c t i o n e d in de p en d en t ly , t h e
ove ra ll  e ff ec ti ve nes s wo ul d no t ha ve
be e n  t h e  sa m e . Wi t ho u t  h e s it a t io n ,
t h e te am c o n s i d e r e d t h e c l i e n t ' s
ide a, be lie vi ng th at the  o ppo rt uni ty
to  h a v e  hi m  p a r t i ci p a t e  i n  c r e a t i n g
so l u t i o n s t o a t a s k wo ul d be
be n ef i c ia l . Wi t h o u t  d i f f i c ul t y ,  h e
ut i l i z e d t h e s i m p l e t e c h n o l o g y  o f
mo u n t i n g  a  b a l a n c e f o r e a r m  o r t h o s i s
to  a  ro l l i ng  w a lk e r .

Fr eq u en t ly , t h e mo s t be n ef i ci a l
id e a s  a r e  fo r m u l at e d  by  o u r
cl i e nt s . T h i s ex a m p l e sh o ul d
e n c o u r a g e  h e a l t h c a r e  p r o f e s s i o n a l s
t o in c o r p o r a t e th e i r c l i e n t s in
de c i s i o n ma k i n g an d de s ig n

pr oc e ss es , an d t o va l u e an

in te r di s ci p li n ar y te a m ap pr oa ch .
Th i s way, e v e r y o n e h a s the
opp or tu ni ty to  p la y a n in te gra l pa rt
in  t h e  r e h a b il i t a t io n  p r oc e s s .

AC K N O W L ED G M E N T S
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Bry an  a nd  hi s fa mi ly fo r al low in g us
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a l s o t o Ca ro l Sa r ge n t f o r her
en g i n e e r i n g  e f f o r t s . T h e  a u t h o r s
a c k n o w l e d g e t h e M a r i a n j o y
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su pp o rt .
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ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT SER VICES  VIA MOBILE SERVICE DELIVERY

IN NORTH DAKOTA

Gerald Nies, Don Olson, Byron Poppenhagen
Adaptive Equipment Services

Grafton, North Dakota

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the pl a nni ng a nd implem-
entation of a Mobile  Service  Project that provides
adaptive  equipment services  for persons  who have
developmental di sa bi l i t ie s  i n t he  S ta t e  of  No rt h
Dakota .  The purpose of the  project is  to overcome
geographic  barriers  to service  delivery that exis t  in
this  large and sparsely populated sta te.

DEMOGRAPHICS

North Dakota  is the mos t rural of all the sta tes, with a
population of only 635,000 and a total land area  that
ranks  17th in the  nation.  Forty -five  percent of the
sta te 's residents l ive  in larger cities  such as  Fargo,
Grand Forks  (eas tern border), and Bismarck (south
centra l). The re mai ning 5 5 % l iv e  i n rural farm
communities  that cover more than 90% of the  land

area .

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Since 1982, there  has  been a  gradual movement of
persons  who have developmental disabili t ies  from
ins tit utional ba sed p rograms to commu nity based
programs in the  s t a te .  Ne ar i ts  pea k in 19 72, the
Developmental Center a t Grafton was  home to over
1000 pers ons with develop mental disabili t ies .
Presently, fewer tha n 190 people live at the
Developmental Center.

During the  same period, the s ta te has  supported the
development of adaptive equipment services to assist
peop le  r ema ining a t  Grafto n, and in c ommunit ies
throughout North Dakota .  Services  such as  seating
and pos itioning, vocational adaptations , mobility,
communication support, environmental control, and
class room adaptations  are  available  to individuals
statewide.

Despite the "availability" of these  services, Grafton's
location at the  extreme eas tern part of the  s tate  has
been a barrier to people living in the wes tern part of
Nor th Dakota . People nee di ng services often
traveled six hours  one way for appointments.

PROGRAM RATIONALE

Many individuals who have move d to the com-
munity from Grafton have severe cognitive, sensory,
and phys ical disabilit ies . These people require
acce ss  to ada pti ve  equ ipme nt,  a l ong wi th a  wide
range of support services, in order to a be part of their
commu nit ie s .

The North Dakota  State  Council  an Developmental
Disabili t ies , made up of ind ividua ls  who  have a
developmental disabili ty, pa re nt s , and s t a t e
offic ia ls , identified the  need to improve access  to
adapt ive  equip ment  serv ices  in t heir 1990 Policy
Analysis Report.

Given the geography and demographics of the  s ta te ,
and long travel distances to es tablished services, the
State Council began supporting the  idea of providing
these  services  through a mobile service  delivery
model.

A needs as se ss me nt survey of twenty -seven
providers of re s identia l and day programs was
conducted. Nearly all  programs surveyed perceived
the need for greater access to adaptive  equipment of
all types. Although the survey did not include school
age  chil dre n a t home, or a dult s  l i ving in family
homes, their needs were expressed by members of the
Stat e  C ounc il  familia r with individuals  in these
situations .

In May of 1991, the Developmental Center submitted
a $50,000 two year grant proposal to the State Council
for the  purpose of developing and implementing a
Mobile  Service  Project for adaptive equipment. The
proposal was  accepted and work began during the
summer of 1991.

EQUIPMENT

The mobile service vehicle (MSV), des igned to
transport equipment and s taff to clinic sites , consists
of a Ford F -350 one ton trunk chassis  with duel rear
wheels and a 14 foot cargo box. The rear of the box is
equipped with an overhead type door and an end gate
lift  (figure 1).

figure 1
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Mobile Service Project

The MSV is equipped with two custom 6x3 steel work-
benches  (figure 2). These benches were built around
tool boxes  containing all  necessary electric  and non-
electric ha nd tools, par ts , fas teners , and other
materials .  A smaller, wheelchair access ible work-
bench co nt ai ns  a  dri ll  p res s ,  be nc h gri nd er,  a nd
vise. In addition, the  vehicle  carries an indus tria l
quality sewing machine, portable  wire  feed welder,
and a  portable  metal cutting band saw. Materia ls
such as  foams, plas tics , and uphols tery s tay in the
vehicle and are obtained as  needed.

figure 2

The vehicle carr ies equ ip me nt and supplies
necessary for fi tt ing cus tom or commercial seating
sys tems .  A  power cha ir s imula tor is  ava ilable  to
clients  who req uire  asse ssment us i ng a l terna tive
controls, such as modified joystick, multiple switch,
single switch sca nni ng, or head controls . All
equ ipment  is complete ly portable a nd  i s moved
indoors at the clinic site.

SERVICE DELIVERY

Coordination

The key to this program is  coordination at the  local
level.  This  is  a ccomplished thro ugh the  Regional
Human Service Center network throughout the s tate.
Staff at  these centers  take respons ibility for adver-
tis ing upcoming project visits, screening referrals ,
scheduling a ppointments , and coordi nating with
project staff prior to clinics.

The proj ect a lso works  to coordinate with local
private suppliers of equipment. In many cases , the
client is bes t served through the combined efforts  of
public and private providers  of adaptive  equipment
services .

Staffing

Staffing for a  c lini c  vis i t  usua lly cons is ts  of the
project director (a  phys ical therapis t), an adaptive
equipment specia lis t , and, an adaptive  equipment
technician.

The project director coordinates with local personnel
at  t he  c l i ni c site , and prov ides clinical support
dur ing assess ments and fitt ings . The director
mainta ins  c lient documentation, works  with fund-
ing a genc ies ,  and make s  change s  to the  deli very
sys tem based on feedback from cl ients  and local
agencies . The adap tive equ ip me nt specia lis t
provides fabrication services on -site  if poss ible, or
brings  projects back to Grafton if needed.  project
staff try to complete  as  much fabrication work as
possible during the c linic visit.

Areas Served

This  is  a  new project and has  yet to become truly
"sta te- wide ". The project currently holds clinics  in
Minot, a  larger community in the  north centra l part
of the state.  The project draws c lients to Minot from
sma lle r c ommuni tie s  within one hu nd re d mi le s .
Other stopping off points have developed en route to
Minot.  Recently, the project expanded its services to
the Bismarck community, located in the south
central part of the state. A similar system of stopping
off points  a nd nearby co mmunity refe rra ls  seems
likely to develop.  Future  expans ion will  depend on
the success of the  program and funding.

RESULTS

The Mobile  Service Project has improved access to
cus tom adaptive equipment servi ces  for persons
liv ing throu ghout  N or th Da ko ta .  In ma ny ca se s ,
people  are  recei ving services  in their home com-
munities . Those who must travel to clinic  sites can
do so comfortably within 1 -2 hours.  The project is a
res ou rce  for lo cal  p rogra ms that ar e  s up por ti ng
people using adaptive devices . For example, cus tom
mount ing o f de vices  and switc hes  has  helpe d to
improve the effectiveness of exis ting technology.

Project s t af f  hav e been effective advocates for
persons seeking fu nd ing for ass istive devices,
especially s ta te Medicaid funding. Overall, the
project has  been extremely rewarding for c lients ,
staff, and families who have partic ipated.
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Utah Assistive Technology Foundation to
Facilitate Funding for Assistive Technology

Marvin G. Fifield and Daryl J. McCarty
Utah Assistive Technology Program
Center for Persons with Disabilities
Utah State University, Logan, UT

ABSTRACT

To address the problems of funding the
purchase of assistive technology, Utah has
established a private funding foundation whose
purpose it is to solicit funds from, corporations,
service clubs, individuals, and other foundations
to be used to assist in the purchase of assistive
technology for persons with disabilities in Utah.

This interactive display will include the
objectives, major procedures, and activities of
the Foundation. Brochures, a video, and other
assistive technology funding solicitation
materials will be available as handouts.

BACKGROUND

In the field of assistive technology there are few
issues more pervasive than funding. New
innovations, sophisticated delivery systems,
expert diagnosis, all mean little if there isn 't
money to purchase the needed devices and
maintain them. The funding maze has been
referred to as a colossal bottleneck and in one
way or another is the link pin to all of the other
problems within our systems.

Virtually every human service program is under
funded and must do whatever they can to
contain costs. Generally, that means restricting
eligibility, eliminating services or complicating
the application and approval process. Many
social service agencies have found that by not
having clear regulations, decisions can be made
much more informally and they can restrict,
exclude or discourage new costs. As a
consequence, most people seeking funding for
assistive technology must utilize a variety of
skills including persistence, bluff, pressure- -
almost deceit.

It is estimated that between 25 and 46 percent of
the time of the assistive technology professional
is spent identifying sources of funding,
preparing purchase orders, justifications and
getting purchasing approved (1). Because of this
professional time investment, the cost of

attaining assistive technology is 30 -50 percent
higher than it needs to be.

The private sector has a long history of
providing funding to assistive technology. The
Lions Clubs, Shriners, church - sponsored
hospitals, and more recently, major funding
drives such as Easter Seals and Christmas Seals
have helped fund technology for years. We all
know that certain assistive devices can be
purchased if we go to our local Lions or
Kiwanis Club, or a lodge or a church
organization. This is one of the few non - public
funding options. However, this source of
funding does not solve the problem of reducing
professional time invested in funding issues. On
the contrary, it expands it. Most service clubs
have their own agenda and needs and systematic
repeat funding through such clubs and service
organizations is difficult to maintain.

OBJECTIVES

To circumvent some of the problems identified
above, Utah has established the "Utah Assistive
Technology Foundation ", a Federal 501(c)(3)
tax- exempt foundation. The Foundation is  a
private organization established to assist in the
rehabilitation of Utah citizens with disabilities
by enhancing their independence, education,
employment and quality of life through the use
of assistive technology. To accomplish these
goals, the Foundation solicits funds from
individuals, associations, foundations, service
clubs, corporations, and public sources which
are then uses to pay for assistive technology
devices needed by persons with disabilities.

Working with public and private service
agencies in Utah, the Foundation focuses on
meeting the needs of persons with disabilities
that fall between the gaps of eligibility for other
sources or people who need a funding package
for more than one device, and/or upgraded
devices. Public funding for these situations is
usually very difficult to obtain.
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Fundi ng F ounda ti on

O UT C O ME

The Utah Ass is tive  Technology Foundation has
been operative for approximately a  year. The
Board members  include leading c itizens from
bus iness , banking, media and indus try, as  well
as political figures in Utah. The Board

of

Directors guides the  funding solicita tion efforts
of the Executive Director in approaching
foundations  and corporations  for donations  to
the Foundation.

Solic itation materia ls including a  fact sheet
of

the need for ass is tive technology in Utah, a
brochure  and a short video have been prepared.
In addition, model funding proposals have been
prepared. These are adapted as appropriate and
submitted to potential donors for the
Foundation.

The Foundation uses a simplified application
form and process. Verification must be
provided of the need and the appropriateness of
the  technology recommended by s ta te  service
agency or recognized AT assessment team.
Procedures to obtain recommendations and
assurance of need, as well as availability of
other funding, is checked by the Executive
Director and members of the  Board.

The funds  provided to the  Foundation are  used
in a  variety of ways  including: (1) guarantees
for low- interest loans from financial institutions,
(2) direct low- interest loans from the
Foundation, and (3) direct grants for small
components . Wherever possible, the
Foundation funds are leveraged, combining
them in funding packages from public  sources .

The success  of the  Foundation is  measured by
the following criteria:
1. The amount of funds obtained.
2_ Number of assistive technology devices

purchased.
3. Funding from other sources  leveraged for

technology.
4. Repeat donations  to the Foundation by

donors .
5. The publicity and recognition provided to

donors .
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AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT:
ACCESSIBILITY ON THE "PATH OF TRAVEL"

Joseph Beck, Clarice E. Jentzsch, & Troy Justesen
Jensen, Haslem, Campbell, & Hardcasde Architects, P.C. and

Utah Assistive Technology Program, Utah State University
Logan, UT

ABSTRACT

The object of this paper is to present the
available information on assessing and
modifying public facilities for physical access
on the "path of travel" for persons with
disabilities. The Americans with Disabilities
Act mandates public and private facilities that
offer service to the public be accessible to
people with disabilities. Through the use of
available checklists, rules, and regulations from
included in Americans with Disability Act
documents, assessments of "path of travel' in
existing and new facilities can successfully be
completed. Information is especially useful for
individuals who might utilize adaptive devices,
such as light switch extensions, lifts, and
adaptive door openers, to aid in accessibility.

BACKGROUND

The passing of the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) increased awareness about persons
with disabilities in this country. Title II of the
ADA (Public Senices) and Title III (Public
Accommodations and Services by Private
Entities) make reference to public access to
both public and private facilities for everyone,
specifically referring to people with disabilities.
Title II and III are the sections of the ADA that
include references to path of travel
accessibility.

Path of travel is the most important part of
barrier removal in existing facilities. It covers
major access to the facility, as well as areas
designated for traveling in and around the
facility. The paths are the circulation networks
that connect all functional areas of a facility and
are critical to accessibility issues.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this paper is to inform
individuals about general requirements for path
of travel accessibility as it applies to parking,
entrances and doorways, corridors, light
switches and outlets, and entrances to the
program areas. This paper also will include
information about resource and reference
materials that are available related to the ADA.
Understanding the requirements for each
component of path of travel, can provide a
knowledge base useful for practical application
on existing facilities or for design of a new
facilities.

APPROACH

This paper includes information about
requirements for barrier removal as it pertains
to path of travel. The ADA mandated that all
facilities which fall under the jurisdiction of
Title II and Title III prepare a plan of action for
accessible barrier removal of facilities before
July 1992. The plans include a list of barriers
for existing facilities and a prioritized schedule
for removal of these barriers. The requirement
of barrier- removal plans of action made
accessibility surveys of existing facilities in
high demand. But the law only required that the
plans be prepared by July 26, 1992. The actual
barrier removal process, however, is completed
at the discretion of the owner based on
prioritized accessibility.

Path of travel is the progression from arriving
at a facility to entering into publicly accessible
program areas. Publicly accessible program
areas include areas in which goods and services
are provided for public use. Some examples
include: conference rooms, offices, lobbies,
reception areas, and restrooms and elevators.
Publicly accessible program areas do not
include janitorial, maintenance, or private
service areas as these areas are not used by the
general public.

DISCUSSION

The ADA defines path of travel as a 36 -inch-
wide route, with no obstructions greater than
1/2 inch above the floor plane. This route
provides a smooth, hard surface with access
from parking and walkways to primary
building entrances, and then to the interior of
the building, including major building program
areas and support facilities.

The ADA does make specific reference to each
of the particulars of path of travel
considerations in the Americans with
Disabilities Act Accessible Guidelines
( ADAAG). The ADAAG was established to
specifically reference the technical information
necessary for proper architectural barrier
removal, enabling an individual to compose
surveys for accessibility barriers themselves.

The path of travel begins in the parking lot.
Quantity, size and signage of parking spaces
are detem-iined by the ADAAG. Curb cuts are
essential for accessing entrance walkways, and
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ACCESS IBILIT Y ON THE "PATH OF TRAVEL"

ramps  for building access  are  useful only if
they meet guidelines determined by the
ADAAG.  The regulations  s ta te guidelines for
ramp s lope, width, surface fric tion, handrails ,
guardrails , and  landings , and it  offers  some
suggestions  for proper ramp design.

The path of travel entrance sequence is
carefully outlined in the ADAAG.  Regulations
for doo rway s , types of hardware , floor
surfaces at the ent ra nc e, s i gnage, and
thresholds are  de ta iled for cor rect a ccess .
Information on emergency egress  in the form
of eme rge nc y li ghti ng and s i gnal s is
specifically mentioned as it  pertains to persons
with disabilities.

Circulation through the  facility, both horizontal
and vertical, is  discussed in regard to direct
access , widths  for pass ing of other persons ,
and doorways .  Vertical circulation is  defined
through details  of access ible  s ta irways  and
elevator configurations. Also, the requirements
for proper acc ess  to  li ght ing controls  and
electrical outlets are detailed in the ADAAG.

Following the requirements  s tated in the  ADA
and the ADAAG will help achieve technical
accessibility. According to the ADA, this is all
that is required.  Technical accessibility is
d i f f e r e nt t ha n personal access ibili ty.
Consideration should be given to the  different
reeds of specific users because each individual
has his o r her own needs that require
accommodation in different ways.  Assessment
of a public facility for accessibility should also
include inquiry about any specific requirements
users of that facili ty might require  in order to
bes t accommodate  them. Convenience a lso
should be  taken into cons ideration.  Locations
of restrooms and conference rooms in re la tion
to elevators and frequently used program areas
is  key in improving personal access ibility. A
building could technically be accessible but still
be inconvenient for persons with disabilities.

The U.S. Department of Jus tice (the governing
body for the  ADA) has  published a checklis t
for identifying and resolving path -of- travel
barriers . T he do cu me nt is entit led, "The
Americans  with Disabilit ies Act Checklist  for
Readily Achievable  Barrier Removal,"  and is
available from each sta te office of the
Department of Justice. This document includes
step -by -step instructions for each component of
path of tr ave l. Ins tructions  are prioritized,
according to the  pro gres s ion on the  pat h of
travel.

C O N C LU S IO N

The goal to making barrier assessments  and
modifications to facilit ies as  mandated by the
ADA is to provide access to publicly available

goods and services for all people . By
under s tanding the  requ irements  for path of
travel accessibility, through visual identification
of the  problems and re source  util iza tion for
verification, the res t o f  t he accessibility
requirements, (telecommunications , res trooms,
and pro gram a reas), will  be become much
more understandable.

The use of various assis tive devices  throughout
the accommodations phase of accessibility will
be  imperative  as  part of a ltera tions .  Various
kinds of ramping and handrail  devices , door-
knob adaptive devices, outlet and light- switch
ext ens io ns  a re  ju s t a few of the poss ible
accommodations .  Path of travel isparticularly
important because the  abili ty for individuals
with disabilities to access the inside of a facility
is the be gi nni ng of c o mp l e t e structure
accessibility.
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T HE EUROP EAN S INGLE  MARKET  IN REHABIL IT AT ION T ECHNOLOGY

Gunnar F agerb erg
The Swed is h Handicap Institute

Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT

An extensive program for facilitating a single market in
rehabilitation technology has been launc hed by the
European Community. In the pilot  phase,  21 research
and development p rojects are under way. A Europe -
wide study of different factors affecting rehabilitation
technology development will help to  create international
harmonization and collaboration.

BACKGROUND

The actions in Europe towards integration, collaboration
and harmonization between countries have now reached
the field of rehabilitation technology. T he aim of the
European Community is to  create a single rehabilitation
technology market.  This concept does  not only include
freedom of trade but also collaboration in research and
development, info rmation dissemination, sharing of
knowledge and  experiences,  joint institutions, etc.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In studying the rehabilitation technology field from an
industrial perspective, the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC) has observed that the markets in
the ind ividual countries are relatively small and
fragmented. T his has not allowed the economies of
scale that could deliver products incorporating up to
date technology at reasonable prices (1).

Meanwhile, it has appeared increasingly evident to
actors in the field in Europe, that, given the right
support, coordination and resources, technology holds a
strong potential to meet the needs of disabled persons
(2). But it will take well- organized, joint efforts on a
transnational level. And it must inc lude involving new
actors, such as major IT&T industry, in the field.

The complexity of the rehabilitation market creates
special problems. There are many different actors and
factors that impact the market in important ways. Many
of them are regulated by national legislation,
procedures, organisational structures, tradition and
culture and by international endeavors such as
standardization and research and development
cooperation.

Furthermore, recent legislation in the U.S.A., such as
the Americ ans with Disabilit ies Act, is seen as  a strong
stimulation of U.S. industry and a threat against the
competivity of European industry in the European
market and o n a global level.

APPROACH

Some cooperative actions at the European level, such as
COST Project 219 "Future Telecommunication and
Teleinformatics Facilities for Disabled People" have
been initiated earlier. However, these were considered
insufficient by the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC) to support an efficient single
market or a healthy indigenous industry of the future.
After a number of studies carried out by industry and
academics, the TIDE (Technology Initiative for
Disabled and Elderly People) was launched in 1991 (3).

Pilot  Action P rojec ts
For the TIDE Pilot Phase, 70 proposals were submitted.
21 projects were selected for funding. The total budget
including the natio nal contributions is US$ 25 million.
These projects have been grouped into five clusters (4):

General models and tools
Manipulation and control
Personal communication
Safety and daily support
Access to information.

Each project is carried out by a consortium made up of
partners from several countries, including industry,
research institutio ns and rehabilitation institutes. The
projects will run for 18 months through the first half of
1993.

Ten of the 21 projects have been selected for an
extension of another 18 months with an additional total
budget of US$ 12 million. T hey are:

CORE - Consensus Creation and Awareness for
Research and Development Activities in Technology for
Disabled and Elderly People
INSCAD - Development of a CAD /CAM System for
Manufacturing Customised Insoles for Shoes
MECCS - Modular Environmental Control and
Communications System
SYMBOL - Multilingual and Multiple Lexical Learning
on CD-I Environment
MUSA - Multilingual Multimedia] Sp eech Aid  for the
Hearing and Language Disabilities
STRIDE - Speech - analytic Hearing Aids for the
Profoundly Deaf in Europe
FASDE - Future' Alarm and Awareness Services for the
Disabled and Elderly
CAPS - Communication and Access to Information for
Persons with Special Needs
AUDETEL - Audio Description of Television for the
Visually Dis abled and Elderly.

The projects, as well as all work carried out under the
TIDE program, follow the five TIDE principles:
— Market Orientation
— Technology Adaptation and Innovation
— Multidisciplinary Approach
— Technology Verification
— User Focus.
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HEART  S tud y
In order to address some important factors impacting
rehabilitation technology research and development.
TIDE has also initiated a European study, called
HEART (Horizontal European Activities in
Rehabilitation Technology). It will be carried out by a
consortium made up of 21 institutions, organizations
and companies under the leadership ofThe Swedish
Handicap Institute.

The objectives of the study are:
to survey, analyze and assess the current situation
to spread information about. the current situation
to create communication channels between actors
in Europe
to show routes to facilitate the creation of a single
market by proposing directions and priorities.

The study will cover six areas affecting rehabilitation
technology including the following activities:

• Standard s,  tes ting and  c ertification/
spec ification
-Survey of testing procedures and test houses;
ways to increase cooperation
-Survey and assessment of current standardization
work
- Proposal of new areas for standardization, both for
assistive devices and for the integration of
disability requirements in other standardization
-Pilot work with user influence on standardization
and testing requirements

• Co herenc e between and  among ind ustrial
sectors
- Existing links
-New means to establish or improve links

• Service delivery
- Descriptions and analyses of national systems for
15 countries
- Identification of optimal systems or components
-User involvement

• Legal and  mac ro ec onomic  fac to rs
- Listing and assessing legislation and
regulations on rehabilitation technology in I l
countries; proposals for future actions
-Survey of existing socio- economic models;
proposals for future actions

• T raining
-Survey of existing programs for RT training
- Identification of training requirements
- Proposition for components of European curricula

• Emerging areas of res earch and  d evelo pment
- Identification of new technologies with potential
for disabled and elderly people
- Proposal of ways to achieve synergy between new
technologies and rehabilitation technology.

IMP LICAT IONS

The TIDE initiative raises the need for a single market
in rehabilitation technology to the level of a European
political issue and provides a forum bringing together
people and organizations with an interest in such a
market. The achievement of a s ingle market will make

needed equipment and services available to disabled and
elderly people at a high quality and a reasonable price.
The emphasis will always be on the needs and
requirements of the users. In this sense, TIDE isa user -
focused program, meaning being responsive to the real
needs of users (5).

With the TIDE program, Europe has taken a giant step
towards creating a true single market in rehabilitation
technology. According to  current CEC plans, the
program will be given increased resources in the
coming years, thus giving a strong contribution to the
development of rehabilitation technology in Europe and
the world.
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ABST RACT

This  pap er d esc rib es  the integration of an environmental
co ntro l as s es s ment into  a ho me -like apartment lo c ated
in a ho s p ital. Eq uip ment tables whic h guid e the
clinic ian o n matc hing clients to enviro nmental
co ntro llers  were d evelo p ed . Datab as es  fo r c lient  and
devic e informatio n are us ed  fo r tracking p urp os es . An
o utc o me meas ure which loo ks at client' s rat ing of
imp o rtanc e, performance, and satis fac tion with
enviro n men tal co ntrols is used to meas ure the
effec tivenes s of servic e delivery.

BACKG ROUND

An As s is t ive Devic e S ervic e (ADS ) team,  lo c ated  in a
rehab ilitat io n ho s p ital,  s erves  c lients  fro m Alb erta and
the No rth We s t T er rito ries  who  are d is ab le d  eith er at
birth o r thro ugh ac cid ent o r illness .  T he team evaluates ,
pres cribes and trains clients and clinicians to use
tec hnical devic es in the areas of co mp uter access,
augmen tative co mmunicatio n, powered mo bility and
enviro nmental c ontro l s ys tems . T he c lient  p o p ulatio n
includes s p inal co rd injury, cereb ral palsy, mus c ular
d ys tro p hy,  multip le s c lero s is ,  and  amyo tro p hic  lateral
sclerosis. The team help s  to  d evelo p  the client ' s  s kills
and  c o nfid enc e in a go al- s ett ing p r o gram that  us ually
lead s  to  integratio n  into  the c o mmunity. Ind ep endent
living a nd  maximum p ers o nal func tio n ing are d es ired

outc omes .

Enviro n men tal co ntro l (EC) pro vid es physically
handic app ed individuals with the op p ortunity to
ind ep endently op erate elec trical ap p lianc es  in their o wn
ho me, ho sp ital, extended care facility o r wo rkplac e
sett ing. T he c o mp o nents  o f  an EC  s ys tem in c lud e an
ac cess  method , c ontroller unit(s ),  t ransmitters,  receivers
and  the items  to  b e c o ntro lled . Ac cess  method s range
fro m s p eec h rec o gn it io n to  s ingle an d  multip le s witc h
us e via sc anning displays. Enviro nmental co ntro ller
units  c an b e simple single -  function c ontrollers  o r they
can be c omp lex multiple- func tion units,  using dedicated
c o ntro llers ,  c o mp uter s o ftware o r p o wered  wheelc hair
enviro nmental c o ntro l b o ard s . Examp les  o f items  that
c an b e c o ntro lled  in this  way inc lud e ho us eho ld  items
such as lights, televis io n, stereo , blinds, wind ows,
telepho ne, doo r op ener and lock,  electrical bed, infra -red
co ntro lled ap plianc es  and  po wer app liances .

F o r the client , enviro nmental co ntro ls may increase
safety, pro ductivity, s elf  es teem, quality o f l ife, and
dec rease attend ant c are (3). Potential fo r c ost  savings is
eno rmo us ,  as  a hap pier p ro d uc tive c lient  may need  les s
med ic al interventio n (1).

Within the ho s pital there is  an Ind ep end ent Living S uite

(ILS ),  where a c lient  may s tay a few d ays  to  d etermine
his /her abilit ies  to live in the co mmunity. The ILS is a
fully eq uipp ed  ap artment. A sp ouse, significant family
member,  o r residential aid e may ac co mpany the c lient to
s imulate the ho me s itua tio n. This is an imp o rtant
trans it io n between ho s pital and  home fo r the c lient . In
the fall of 1992 an Enviro nmental Co ntro l
Demo ns tratio n  Centre (ECDC) was  es tab lis hed  in the
ILS. This  allowed  the ADS  team to  effec tively p o rtray
the b en efits  o f an EC  s ys tem to  p o ten tia l u s er s  in a
func tional sett ing. Ano ther f ac ility, in Pit ts burgh,
o p en ed  i ts  Enviro n ment al Co nt ro l Ro o m in Au gus t,
1992,  to p ro vid e a s imilar s e rvic e (2). T his  typ e o f
integratio n repres ents  a s ervic e no t availab le els ewhere
in Alb erta o r the No rth Wes t T errito ries .

Des p ite its  p otential,  we have no t o ften rec o mmend ed
EC to o ur clients, partly because it is diffic ult to
demons trate it effec tively. In the p as t ,  we used  an EC
Wo rks tatio n to  d emo ns trate s o me EC metho d s . This
was  a s ma ll c ab ine t  o n whee ls  with e lec tric al  o utlets ,
lights , and  several kinds  o f wall s witches. It was stocked
wit h  E C mo dules and  vario us  ap p lianc es to  c o ntro l.
While this was fine fo r s ho wing our clients  the c o ntro l
metho d s  availab le, it did not catch the imag inatio n.
Peop le were left with the feeling that  EC  is only a fanc y
and  expensive way to  turn o n the lights .

The ECDC allo ws  o ur c lients to  explo re EC  in a living
enviro nment. T h ey  c an  s ee  i t  he lp ing  t he m to  d o  a
variety o f thin gs  -  o p ening d o o r s  to  ad mit a v is it o r,
drawing the d rap es  to  inc reas e p rivac y,  turning up  the
heat, co ntro lling the television and o ther ho me
entertainment equipment,  and,  yes ,  turning on the lights .
The home -like atmo sp here o f the ILS  s hows that  EC  is
no t jus t  ho s pital eq uip ment o r a c urio sity. Our c lients
can practice using the eq uip me nt,  and  d ec id e  whic h
items  t hey will us e  and  wh ic h th ey will no t. We c an
mod el for them s ome home mod ific ations they may want
to make, such as the installatio n o f electric doo r op eners.

The ECDC in the ILS  has  co nvenient asp ec ts  for us as
assessors: the d evic es  to  b e c o ntro lled  c an remain in
p lac e mo s t o f the t ime. "  Only the c o ntro llers  will b e
taken o ut and  p ut away o ften,  as  c lients  have varying
ab ilities  and  will use different metho d s of co ntrol.

OBJECT IVE

The purpose of the ECDC is to effectively and effic iently
demo nstrate ECs to clients, family, clinic ians and
co mmunity. The o bjec tive was to  develo p a pro to co l to
aid clinic ians make the best eq uip ment choices, a
d atab as e to  t rac k us ers  an d  d evic es ,  an d  an o utc o me
meas ure to  rate us er s atis faction.
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APPROACH

The environmental co ntro l s ys tem as s es sment is carried
o ut in the ECDC. All ho sp ital c lients  regardles s of age
or d is ab ility have ac ces s  to  the ECDC. We enc ourage
high involvement from family memb ers in the
reha b il itat io n proc ess for feed back o n the
ap pro priatenes s of devices and access method s in
relation to  the c lient  and ho me.

T he ECDC ha s  als o  b ee n us ed  to  train c lin ic ians  and
ed ucate funding agencies, eq uip ment supp liers and
hand ic ap ped ho us ing agencies .

Out o f to wn c lients  s end  a vid eo tap e to  the ADS  team
prio r to  his/her arrival. The videotap e co ntains  foo tage
of the c lient and  the living area,  and  p os sib le app liances
he /s he wo uld  like to c ontro l. After b eing viewed by the
ADS team, EC sys tems are set up in the ILS that  c o uld
po ss ib ly meet the clients need s.

To  help  c linic ians decid e what devic es  to  s et  up  fo r the
EC asses sment Enviro nmental Co ntro l Eq uip ment
Tab les have b een develo ped. There is a set of tab les for
eac h ac cess  metho d: voice, sc anning, or d irec t. Within
each set there is o n e tab le for each item to be
co ntrolled ,  the televisio n,  fo r examp le (T ab le 1). T he
clinic ian loo ks  at  the tab le then as s es s es  the c lient  o n
each co ntro ller lis ted . If  th e c lient is interested in
co ntro lling mo re than o ne ap pliance, the clinic ian
co mp ares  tab les fo r a co mmon c ontroller. Fo r example,
if  the c lient  als o  wanted  to  ac c es s  the telep ho ne,  o ne
commo n piece o f eq uipment would  be the EZ controller,
so  the c linic ian wo uld  as ses s  the c lient  o n that  d evic e.
There are many c ontrollers  fo r every ap p lianc e: this is
a lo gic al way to  manage that  s o metimes  o verwhelming
prob lem.

Table 1: T elevision Table

Acc es s Method : Sc anning

Item to c ontro l: Televis ion

Co ntro llers : Relax i

ACS Contro ller 2

EZ Co ntro l3

1. TAS H,  Inc .,  Markham,  Ont.
2. ACS  Technologies,  Inc. , Coraop olis, PA
3. Regenisis,  No rth Vanc o urver,  B.C .

The EC equip ment we have availab le inc lud es : various
co ntrollers for telep hone, televisio n, app liances, and
single switch devices. Thes e co ntro llers use voice,
sc anning o r d irec t  acc es s  and  they are s ingle o r multi-
func tion devices. Items that we c an control are as
follows: call bell,  televis io n, tape rec order, rad io,  lamp s,
ap p liances ,  Chris tmas  tree lights ,  telep ho ne,  and  d o o r
op ener/loc k.

A d at ab as e  is  us ed  to  mo nito r th e us e  o f the E CDC,
trac king information o n who  it was demo ns trated  to and
what they were interested  in. Ano ther databas e used by
the ADS  team trac ks  what has  b een p res c rib ed  to  the
client . it  c o ntains  info rmatio n o n: method  o f acc es s
(d irec t,  s can,  voice); site o f acc ess  (head ,  hand ,  etc. );
loc ation of access (chair, bed, wo rk statio n);
ac co mmo datio n (ho us e,  ap artment, hos pital); type o f
device; when it was recommended /ordered /received;
service person; and informatio n on integratio n with

other s ystems.

To  meas ure the effec tivenes s o f the ECDC as s es sment
process the Canadian Oc cupatio nal Performanc e
Measure (COP M) is  us ed (4). It is bas ed on an exp lic it
mod el of Oc c up atio nal Therap y. The COP M is an
outc o me measure des igned to assess the client' s
perc eptio n of his /her o cc up atio nal perfo rmanc e. T he
COPM lo oks  at three areas : self care,  p rod uc tivity, and
leis ure. It inc orporates the role and ro le exp ec tatio ns of
the client; c o ns iders the imp o rtanc e o f p erfo rmanc e
areas  to  the client;  and considers the c lient 's satis faction
with present performanc e. This meas ures client
id entified p ro b lems and  inc orp orates  re- ass ess ment o f
these pro blems. Dep end ing on client needs, the
therapist will ask ques tions to identify oc cupatio nal
performanc e prob lems  s uc h as :

1. In the area o f s elf  c are d o  yo u have c o nc erns
ab o ut c alling for help ?

2. In the area of produc tivity d o you have
difficult ies using the c omp uter to complete yo ur
sc ho ol work?

3. In the area o f leis ure d o  yo u have d iffic ult ies
turning on the televisio n?

T h e C OP M is ad ministered at the b eginn ing o f the
assessment and the prob lems are id entified .
Reas s es s ment o n the COP M after a trial o f eq uip ment

has been co mpleted will as sis t therapists  in d etermining
the effectiveness of the eq uip ment in meeting the
id entified  p ro b lems . The COPM will b e us ed to  fo llo w
up  the  c lie nt to  d ete rmin e if  th ere  are  o c c up a tio nal
p erfo rmanc e p ro b lems  rema ining,  o r if  new p ro b lems
have emerged . It is propo sed that follow up  o ccur at 6,
12 and 18 mo nth intervals  and  o n a need s  b as is  after
that . T he  fo llo w up  will ale rt  the  t eam to  inte rve ne
when necess ary and  mo nito r the c lient 's  p rogress . This
is  nec es s ary as  a client ' s  func tio n may change,  o r new
improvements and upgrades in the sys tem may d evelop .

DISCUS SION

This  new mo del of the EC  as sess ment has the advantages
of being bo th mo re effic ient and mo re effective than o ur
previo us mod el. Because the devices are always in place,
there is  lit tle s et  up  t ime req uired  eac h t ime the s ystem
is  us ed,  whic h makes  it  eas ier to  us e o n a d ay -to  -d ay
basis. Bec ause the c lients  will try o ut devices in  a
realis t ic  ho me enviro nment there  will  b e f ewer ho me
visits  by's taff. Having d evic es  readily availab le on site
elimin ate s  the  ne ed  to lo an  o ut  eq u ip me nt f o r h o me
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trial, leading to greater efficiency.

The use of devices in a functional dynamic setting leads
to more appropriate recommendations related to specific
individual needs. Early introduction of EC to potential
users leads to greater acceptance of EC and an
immediate focus  on integration of EC into the home
environment (1). Having equipment readily available
also permits us to train clients and aides in its use prior
to the equipment being installed in the c lient's  home.
These lead to greater effectiveness.

Clients have given positive feedback on the ECDC, one
excitedly remarking about the  "cool Star Trek' stuff.
Generally, It allows c lients to see and use  equipment
without undue pressure. The ADS team found that
families who attend demonstrations in the ILS can better
support the client when technological devices are
introduced because they were familiar with the purpose
and function of the equipment.

The ECDC provides an efficient, effective, and unique
method of service delivery. It is the first stage of a long
term plan to better demonstrate environmental controls
in the home and work place. The next stage will be the
development of an environmental control vocational
work station. The ECDC maximizes our hospital
resources in equipment and staffing. The outcome
measure ensures the provision of the right care, to the
right client, at the right time, at the right cost.
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ABSTRACT

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
provides a vehicle for persons with disabilities to
bring legal action against an entity which
discriminates against the individual by not
allowing the individual to fully enjoy the goods
and /or services provided by the entity. The ADA
requires the immediate removal of all
architectural and transportation barriers that are
readily achievable and planned removal of
barriers requiring more extensive remodeling. This
has created a need for thorough accessibility audits
of buildings and new construction. The purpose of
this paper is to describe an approach to complete a
thorough accessibility audit. This approach
incorporates an interdisciplinary team with a
standardized systematic method that is applicable
to any building or facility regardless of purpose or
size.

BACKGROUND

The passage and eventual implementation of the
ADA created a greater need for professional
accessibility consultations. In response to this high
demand, individuals with varied backgrounds
began offering accessibility consultation services,
spurring the growth of the ADA consulting industry.
Architectural firms, advocacy groups, occupational
therapists, physical therapists , rehabilitation
engineers, management consultants, interior
designers and many others have provided clients
with advice on removing barriers in existing
facilities. As with any industry that experiences
this type of rapid growth, quality is not a common
denominator among all those providing the service.
A good reflection of this is the number of derogatory
news items about groups offering ADA consultation
services. Often missing in these news items is an
explanation of what are the necessary
qualifications for quality accessibility consultation
which leaves the audience still not fully informed.

Many perspectives are necessary for quality
accessibility consultation. The following examples
highlight a few perspectives and their respective
importance. People with disabilities are a
tremendous resource of information based on
practical experience. Allied health professionals
such as occupational and physical therapists,
vocational counselors, rehabilitation engineers and
rehabilitation technicians are trained in
accessibility and work with a variety of people
with disabilities thereby giving them experience
with barriers and accessibility products in a

variety of situations. Architects, engineers and
general construction contractors also have an
important perspective based on their experience
and training in building design and construction.

The provider of the ADA consultation must also be
well versed in the ADA. The question then
remains: who should be providing accessibility
consultations? The answer is that quality
accessibility consultation combines input from all of
these sources because each perspective is unique
and important. This leads to the importance of a
standardized process for auditing existing buildings
and new construction.

A thorough and systematic method of auditing a
building for architectural barriers must be used to
insure that all barriers, as defined by the current
specifications, are identified and addressed. The
standardized audit process should be flexible
enough to be used in any type of building or facility
regardless of purpose or size. One such method, the
ADApt America Accessibility Auditing System,
has been developed and is currently used on a wide
variety of facilities.

OBJECTIVE

The objective is to provide a complete accessibility
auditing service that identifies architectural
barriers and provides a barrier removal plan that
includes specifications for appropriate renovations
in a user - friendly format.

METHOD

The complete accessibility auditing procedure
contains three steps: pre-audit preparation, on -site
audit, and final report.

Pre -Audit Preparation

The pre -audit preparation involves organizing
floor plans and, when available, construction
drawings. Time spent preparing for the audit is
well spent and has proven to be invaluable in most
of the larger facilities. For example, one facility
audited using this method is the MetroHealth
Medical Center, a hospital facility with more than
1.2 million square feet of finished building space
and an additional 200 thousand square feet of
exterior parking and grounds. The auditing team
reviewed the floor plans of the hospital facility in
detail to develop a feel for the buildings. It is very
easy to lose any sense of direction in enclosed
corridors and winding hallways which is of course
extremely detrimental to the completion of the
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audit. The floor plans also provided a reference
used to determine an identification scheme for each
element of the facility.

The site plans were also used as a convenient
reference for the management of the project. Each
building on the site plan was marked identifying
the auditing team and showing a timeline for the
completion of the building.

All of the specifications addressed in the ADA
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) have been
organized into groups reflecting common building
elements such as hallways, rooms, entrance,
elevators, alarms, etc. The audit forms for each
element include the specifications in Yes, No or
N/A question /answer form. A "No" answer
indicates a barrier. For a facility audit the forms
are compiled in an easy to follow walk - through
format. There is an audit form for each specific
element of the facility. The element audit forms
are identified for each building element and
compiled into a complete set for the building.

On -Site Audit

The auditing team then completes an on -site review
of the facility using the prepared auditing forms.
Each audit question which is answered 'No"
indicates a barrier. Each barrier is addressed as it
is encountered and barrier removal actions are also
noted at that time. Barriers requiring extensive
remodeling or a particular expertise are indicated
and addressed la ter by the appropriate
professional, usually an engineer or construction
expert.

At times it may not be possible to review an entire
building. For example, Ohio Bell was awarded the
contract to provide a Telecommunication Relay
Service (TRS) to the State of Ohio in accordance
with Title IV of the ADA and decided to place the
TRS in an old telephone equipment building. Due to
the high visibili ty of this project, particularly
among advocacy groups, Ohio Bell wanted to make
this facility a state -of- the -art barrier free
environment. The building was audited but a great
deal of the accessibility consultation was done using
the construction drawings of the proposed space
because the installation of the TRS required
extensive remodeling.

Final Report

The final report includes an executive summary,
summary table, barrier descriptions, barrier
removal actions and information on appropriate
accessibility products. The executive summary
addresses the most common barriers found and the
most involved barriers that should be addressed
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immediately. The summary table provides a great
deal of useful information such as the cost estimates
and priority of each barrier removal action in an
easy reference format. The cost estimates and
priority ratings are important for the client to
develop a short term and long term barrier removal
plan. The auditing team can identify barriers and
suggest solutions but only the client can determine
how much money will be spent and when.

A client that operates over two dozen shopping
centers nationwide is using the summary table as
the barrier removal plan. This enables the client
to record progress and effectively and efficiently
manage many projects easily.

DISCUSSION

In the past, accessibility was determined by a set of
standards that we kept in our head that reflected
our training and experience. The ADA has
introduced attorneys into this work and this is no
longer an acceptable practice, The courts will
require documentation. This documentation should
address all the barriers represented in the currently
accepted accessibility guidelines, the ADAAG. A
thorough and systematic approach to this work
provides a mechanism for recording the proper
documentation. The ADA has left a great deal of
work to be decided by the courts; therefore, detail
is of the utmost importance.

In the spirit of thoroughness, the team concept has
evolved. Rehabilitation professionals and anyone
involved with accessibility work should recognize
the collective strength of a diverse group. Many
perspectives must be considered to provide a client
with the very best professional advice.

This ADApt America Accessibility Auditing
System has been used extensively and proven very
effective. The client response has reaffirmed that
this system provides very useful assistance as an
early step towards ADA compliance.
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PERF O RMA N C E T ES T IN G  O F  WHEELC HA IR LIF T S  F O R P ERS O N A L
LIC EN S ED  VEHIC LES

F. L. Cardoso, M.S. and J. G. Thacker, Ph.D.
University o f Virginia Rehab ilitat ion Engineering Center

Charlottesville,  VA USA

Intro d uc tio n

Standards  fo r the d es ign and  test ing o f wheelc hair lifts
have not changed since 1977 when the Veteran
Ad minis trat io n ado p ted  the "VA S tandard Des ign and T es t
Criteria F or Safety and  Quality of Automatic Wheelc hair Lift
Systems  fo r Pas senger Mo tor Vehicles. " These s tand ards
have b eco me outdated for current lifts  in many asp ects. In
an effo rt  to up date and  d evelop  new, ac cepted  p erfo rmance
standard s for designing and  test ing wheelchair lifts, the S AE
Adaptive Devices Subc ommittee develop ed a Recommended
Test Procedure and Practice entitled Wheelcha ir Lifting
De vi ce  f or  E n t ry and E xit  from a Personally Licensed
Vehicle, October 6, 1990. The SAE subcommittee then
requested  help  fro m the Univers ity of Virginia T ransp ortation
Rehab ilitat ion Engineering Center (UVA T REC) to aid in
the evaluatio n phase o f the standard through testing of
different types of lifts.

This paper presents so me o f the findings during testing
that are o f importance to wheelchair users, prescribers  and lift
manufac turers. The proposed test procedure establishes
minimum performanc e requirements  and  o nly lifts satisfying
all the tests are co ns id ered  in co mp liance. While mo s t lifts
manufactured today may not pass all as pects  of the pro posed
standard, most conform to a significant number of the
specific ations. So me of the requirements  o f the prop os ed
s tand ard  are ve ry s tringent an d  are s t ill in the evaluatio n
process. It is  expected that through the ac cep tance o f these
stand ards ,  the reliab ility and  p erfo rmanc e o f van lifts  will
imp ro ve and  benefit the tho usands  of dis ab led  peo ple who
rely on p ersonal vehicles for transp ortation.

Bac kgro und

In order to  evaluate the Reco mmended Test Proc ed ures
(RTP), five lifts  were id entified  b y the SAE s ub c ommittee
and UVA T REC to  b e rep res entative of the sp ec trum of lift
des igns  c urrently availab le in the market. Four p latfo rm
lifts,  inc luding trac k and parallelo gram lifting frames  d riven
by both hyd raulic/electric  and electromec hanic al devices , and
one rotary lift  were c ho s en fo r tes ting. Four of thes e were
donated by lift manufacturers while one was purc hased by the
TREC.

The test procedure basically consists of four series of tests
which includ e receiving inspection tests,  visual ins pectio ns of
the ins talled  lift , specific ation requirements and a series of
stress tests. The receiving insp ection tests include chec king
the doc umentation provided and inspection of all the
necessary hard ware for installation. The visual insp ectio n of
the ins talled lift is comprised of an inspection of the
ins tallat io n o f the l ift  p er manufacturer 's instruc tions  and
hardware, check for conformance with applicable design
standards, in ad dition to dimensional requirements,

inspection for single point failure conditions, electrical
hazards, load distrib ution, vandal protection and
maintainability. The following lift characteris tics  are tes ted

und er the specification tests: control switches, electrical
current requirements, platform tilt angles, finish coating,
maximum platform accelerations, platform openings, and
other s afety features  suc h as  a thres hold  warning s ys tem,
wheelchair retaining device and manual backup system.
Finally, the stress tests include an accelerated life cycle test, a
static proof load test and a static ultimate load test,
adminis tered in the order listed.

In add ition to the several engineering des ign
requirements that wheelchair lift manufac turers have to meet,
the new rec ommended test  proc ed ures prop o se a s eries  o f
safety features that need to b e integral parts  o f lifts. These
majo r safety features and their exp lanations are outlined  in
table 1.

Method s and Results

As mentioned above, the method used by the UVA TREC
to aid  the S AE in evaluating the pro posed standards involves
performing the test procedures o n the selected wheelchair lifts
in a lab oratory environment. One o f the requirements o f the
standards specifies that lifts to be tested must be mounted on
a test fixture similar in s ize and  co nfiguratio n to a van do or.
A testing fixture was  designed (figure 1) for this p urpose and
was used to test the lifts selected. This testing table consisted
of a sheet steel base, steel angle legs and "skeleton" structure,
while an aluminum sheet was used for the table top. It was
found,  however, that b eing a rigid struc ture, this tab le do es
no t simulate the elastic  d eformatio n o f a typic al vehicle's
sheet  metal struc ture mo unted o n a soft suspens io n. Also,
mounting the lifts in accordance to the manufacturer's
instructions resulted in not being able to evaluate the
mounting brackets in some cases since the testing fixture does
not resemble the van door interior. These design problems do
not affect most o f the tests perfo rmed o n the lifts , but could
compro mise the validity of tests  such asthe accelerations of
the lift platform and stress tests, since the appropriate van -lift
mounting method may not have been used.

As a result,  a new test fixture that  conforms to  the actual
van -lift interaction to a much greater extent is being built as
a sub stitute fo r the c urrent tes ting tab le. The new d esign
(figure 2) is  made up o f a van s ec tio n cut o ut fro m a 1983
FORD full s ize van a nd  mo unted  o n a base s truc ture to
provide the necessary height and  supp ort. This  new d es ign
will allow for more realistic  testing of lift characteris tics such
as the mo unting b rackets  and  ins truc tions. Also,  changes
will b e trade from the o ld tes t fixture des ign to make up for
its weaknesses s uch as  width (adap tation fo r s pac e need ed)
and mounting of additio nal equipment d eveloped for tests, as
in the cas e of the ultimate strength tes ts whic h require the
placement of a load on the center of the lift platform.

To this end, testing has been comp leted  for the five lifts
chosen. Although none of the lifts were able to fulfill all the
necessary requirements and be considered in compliance,
some important results were obs erved. First, the learning
process  involved in the lilt  testing raised many questio ns that
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TES T F EAT URE T ES T ED
Occupant Hazards Safeguards, sharp edges, projections, unprotected shear and pinch points,

dirty and greasy surfaces that the user might come into contact.
Slip Resistance Slip resistant type of material used on the platform to provide adequate tire-

platform traction.
Electrical Hazards Aspects of design which fail to protect the passenger from short circuits,

electrical fires or such incidents.
Wheelchair Retaining Devices Roll -stop or similar mechanism that prevents wheelchair and occupant from

rolling off the lift and keep lift from moving if not properly interlocked.
Platform Angle Platform deflection under load to prevent rolling -off the platform or unsafe

conditions.
Platfo rm Openings Oversize openings that might prohibit safe us e of wheelc hairs with thin tires.
Acceleration Test Smoothness of operation so that occupant does not experience sudden

accelerations or decelerations.
Threshold Warning System

* Audible o r visual alarm that warns  wheelchair occup ant if the lift is not in
the proper position.

Manual Backup and Emergency Methods to allow manual operation of the lift by an able - bodied person with
Egress minimal effort in case of power loss or malfunction.
* Not currently available in any of the lifts tested or manufactured.

Table 1: Lift Safety F eatures  p rop os ed by the Recommended Test Procedure

enabled the UVA TREC to make recommendations for
change and clarifications  in the current proposed  procedures.
It also resulted in a greater interaction between the TREC, lift
manufac turers as well as the SAE subcommittee so that
pro blems can b e d isc uss ed and reso lved. Finally,  it  was
po ss ible to identify the majo r failure mod es o f c urrent lif t
designs which can not only help evaluate the proposed
standard, but also allow users, presc ribers and manufacturers
be aware of where p res ent wheelchair lif ts are perfo rming
poorly. Table 2 outlines the major tests where non-

compliance occurred.
Of all the failure modes presented in table 2, the focus is

on pro blems  regarding the Accelerations, Accelerated  Life
Cycle, and Ultimate Load Tests. The Maximum
Accelerations test sp ecifies  that lift motions must not exceed
0.3 S . in any axial direc tion. To give the reader a b etter idea

of this requirement, 0.3 g of acceleration might be
comparable to the acceleration or d eceleration o f an elevator
as it  starts or s tops  moving. Work is  c urrently on go ing to
find  an app ro priate metho d to  meas ure these acc elerations

TEST EXPLANATION OF FAILURE
L Receiving Inspection

* Poor Documentation
-

Owner
/ Installation

/ Maintenanc e manual(s) not
adequate.

* Documentation of compliance with required standards not provided.
2. Wheelchair Retaining Test

* Roll -stop method does not prevent the platform from rising even if not
properly deployed.

* Roll-stop device not able to withstand applied load.
3. Threshold Warning S ystem Test

* Not available
4. Maximum Ac celerations Test

* Excessive jerking, sudden accelerations and decelerations.
5. Accelerated Life Cycle Test

* Problems completing the required number of repetitive cycles successfully.
Failures included a broken motor, a weak clutch, and excessive current
draws under load.

G. Ultimate Load (Stress) Test
* Failure to withstand the load placed on the center of the platform.
* Excessive deflection of the lift platform.

7. Limit Devices Test
* Lack of limit switches to cut the power from the motor once the desired

motion is completed, especially on the UP and FOLD modes.

Table 2: Typ ic al Lift Failure Mod es  o bs erved.
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Figure 1: Orginal Test Fixture Design

while filtering "nois e" in the data o btained.
The Accelerated Life Cycle Test is the most time -

co ns uming and  p erhap s  mo s t s tringent test  that lif ts mus t
pass. This  tes t simulates  two  years o f lift use by repetitively
cycling the lift  through 4400 cycles , alternating 1100 c yc les
unloaded, and 1100 cycles loaded with the rated load.
Clarific atio ns  are s t ill need ed  regarding the delay b etween
cyc les and other tes t conditions such as  amb ient co nd it io ns
and  maintainab ility. One of the main ques tions that arises is
that o f the valid ity o f the req uirements , since lifts never
enc ounter s uch rep etitive c yc ling in real ap p lic ations . A
compro mise between tes t feasib ility and req uirements is still
to be made. In reference to  the Ultimate Load T est, lifts  are
required to withstand a static load o f 24 00 lbs. This
translates to a factor of safety of 4 since the rated load is set at
600 lbs. The pro blem that  co mes  up  in this cas e is whether
the standard should allow for prorated  loads and ultimate load
req uirements. For instance, what load  should be used to test
current lifts  rated at 400 lbs or new lifts rated  at 800 lbs?

Discussion

The new Reco mmend ed  Tes t  P roc edures and  P rac tic e
pro po sed by the SAE subco mmittee on Ad ap tive Devices is
very rigo rous  in s ome o f its  s p ec ificatio ns  and will req uire
wheelchair lift manufacturers to redesign some of the
mechanical c ompo nents  of their lif ts . The main go als  o f
thes e p ro p os ed  stand ards  are lift reliab ility and improved
safety features  for the wheelc hair occupant. The University of
Virginia Trans po rtation Rehabilitat io n Engineering Center' s
help in the evaluation phase of these p rocedures is essential in
order to test these procedures for feasib ility, clarity and

rationale of the requirements.

At this point in the research, five different lifts
considered to be rep res entative of the exis ting d esigns were
tes ted  and the main failure conditio ns were identified. Plans
for testing two new different lif ts, one using an under - vehicle
installation, and  o ne ho is t  typ e lift  are als o und er way.

V

Figure 2: New Fixture Design

Development of a better testing fixture for mounting
wheelchair lif ts  is  und er way as  well as imp roved tes t ing
equipment to  validate tests. It  is expected  that thes e new
standard s for des igning and testing wheelchair lifts will
increase the reliability and safety levels of all wheelc hair lifts

manufac tured in the future.
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Testing Procedures for Wheelchair Securement System Standards
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Abstract
The development of wheelchair securement system
performanc, standards requires the development of
standard tests to ensure reliable and consistent
information. Questions have been raised regarding
the significance of variations in the crash pulse, an
important test parameter which helps to define the
severity of the collision. To investigate the effect of
crash pulse variations on securement system loading,
a series of dynamic crash tests was conducted.
Preliminary results indicated that variations of the
pulse produced insignificant changes in securement
loading. Additional work is needed to improve test
sensitivity.

Background

For many products, performance standards have
resulted in significant improvements. For example,
auto safety standards have reduced the number of
US accident fatalities despite an increase in the
number of vehicles. In order to realize similar
benefits for wheelchair securement systems,
researchers, engineers, and manufacturers have
worked since the 1970's to develop performance
standards (Hunter- Zaworski, 1990). US standards
for wheelchair securement devices for private
vehicles are now being developed by the Society for
Automotive Engineering's (SAE) Adaptive Devices
Standards Committee Wheelchair Restraints Task
Group. The development of product performance
standards requires the development of standard tests
to ensure reliable and consistent information. These
tests must simulate real -world conditions,
accommodate present and envisioned products, and
be compatible with the capabilities of the majority of
testing facilities. We are currently working with the
SAE Task Group to develop wheelchair securement
test procedures which include specifying the crash
pulse, severity of the collision, and a reusable
surrogate (test) wheelchair. These and the myriad of
other testing parameters such as tie -down pre
tension, and crash dummy positioning, have not been
well documented. We suspect that the resulting lack
of standard test procedures may explain cases in
which a securement system which passed one
facility's test failed another's (Schneider, 1992).

Crash Pulse Investigation
The severity of the collision is specified by the crash
pulse. The crash pulse graph maps the sudden stop
in "g's ", loading in terms of multiples of the force of
gravity acting on the decelerated mass (i.e.
wheelchair weight), and the time during which the
deceleration occurs. Because the proposed crash
pulse corridor (Fig. 1) has been drawn to
accommodate the rather wide range of pulse
variations different test facilities are able to produce,
the Task Force is concerned that this pulse variation
may produce similarly wide variations in securement
loading. Our investigation of this phenomenon has
included the fabrication of hardware including an
improved wheelchair test platform, a surrogate
wheelchair, and reusable wheelchair securement
system (Fig. 2). In addition to platform and chair
mounted accelerometers, we have developed custom
load plates to record chair wheel forces, and integral
load instrumentation for the securement system.
Preliminary static calibration and 30mph/20g sled
crash tests conducted at the University of Virginia's
Automobile Safety Laboratory (ASL) have been
conducted to determine the quality of the data
produced by our test hardware and procedures.

TIME (msec)

Figure 1. The crash pulse corridor and the four
repeatability test crash pulses are presented in terms
of deceleration in g's and time in milliseconds.
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Repeatability tests: Four identically configured
30mph crash tests, with the surrogate chair and
securement system (without a crash dummy), were
conducted to assess our ability to duplicate test
results. Test -to -test sled crash pulses, which were
within the corridor, were very consistent (Fig. 1).
The average maximum sled deceleration was 24.748
(24.14g low, 25.32g high) (Table 1). Maximum
chair decelerations were also consistent, averaging
27.64g (26.57g low, 28.268 high). Chair
deceleration pulses closely matched the sled pulses
and lay within the corridor. This suggests good
transfer of deceleration loads through the
securement system. Left and right side rear tie -down
loading, which should have been the same due to the
symmetry of the test equipment and nearly identical
left and right side chair maximum decelerations,
varied unacceptably, with right load bolt readings
averaging 8% higher. The maximum difference
recorded was 12% or 525 lbf. In test -to -test
comparisons of left side load bolt loading, the
average variation from the 4364 lbf average was +
18% (3577 lbf low, 5012 lbf high).

Tests of crash pulse variations: In the next series
of tests, we studied the effects of variation in crash
pulse on rear tie -down loading (as indicated by the
left load bolt). Three different pulses, each of which
with a sharper rise than the pulse used in the
previous tests, produced an average maximum load
of 4416 lbf (3825 lbf low, 5004 lbf high) (Fig. 3). A
possible relationship was noted in average test -to-
test tie -down loading and average chair deceleration.
No such trend was evident in the repeatability test
data.

maximum values
sled deceleration g
left chair deceleration g
left rear tie -down lbf

repeatability tests (105 -108)

low hiRh ave. range
24.14 25.32 24.74 +2.4%
26.57 28.26 27.64 +3.9%
3577 5012 4364 +18%

Table 1. Repeatability test deceleration and loading
values. The sled deceleration was recorded by an
accelerometer mounted on the centerline of the sled
carriage.

Figure 2. Test hardware including the wheelchair test platform (A), surrogate wheelchair
(B), chain and turnbuckle tie -down securement (C), load plates (D), accelerometers (E),
pancake load cell (F), and load bolt (G).
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zo

TIME (meee)

Figure 3. Three crash pulse variations, runs 109,
110, and 111, each rose more sharply than the
average pulse of the repeatability test runs. All three
pulses violated the lower bound of the corridor.

Discussion
In general, the repeatability tests indicated
unacceptably large variations between left and right
securement loading and among test -to -test loading.
Variations of + 9 %, have been attained for test -to-
test dummy lap belt loading in auto tests
( Yoganandan et al., 1991). Because the movement
of the chair is better controlled than that of a test
dummy, a + 9% variation is a reasonable upper
bound for our future tests. Possible reasons for the
left -to -right variations, which were also noted in
chair deceleration curve shapes, include
asymmetrical placement of the chair, uneven pre
tensioning of the tie - downs, and asymmetrical
deformation of the chair.
Chair deformation may also contribute to test -to -test
variation. The amount of deformation diminished as
the tests progressed and were imperceptable once
the rear axle deformed until the top of the wheel
tilted in to contact the chair frame. With the wheel
and axle supported, the chair became much more
rigid. The effects of this increasing rigidity may
explain the downward trend in securement loading
and chair deceleration witnessed in the last three
repeatability tests. A prototype computer model
suggested this response for a more rigid system. The
results also indicate that a more rigid chair may
more reliably respond to deceleration forces. (due to
the reduction of dynamic reactions and deformations
acting within the chair /tie- down/platfonn). We
predict that a more rigid chair will significantly
improve repeatability.

Despite the fact that the pulses violated the
corridor's lower bound, the crash pulse variation
tests failed to produce tie -down loadings which fell
outside of the (wide) range recorded in the
repeatability tests.

Conclusions
Based on this very preliminary data, we conclude
that the wide variation in pulse allowed by the
proposed corridor may not significantly affect the
consistency of securement system test results.
Additional tests, with tighter control of parameters,
such as chair rigidity, positioning and tie -down pre
tensioning, are required to establish narrower,
statistically valid tolerance limits.
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FACTORS AFFECTING WHEELCHAIR OCCUPANT INJURY IN CRASH SIMULATION
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ABSTRACT

The kinematic response of the wheelchair seated
body to a simulated crash event has been
previously described in qualitative terms (1).
This paper presents a more detailed analysis that
has been performed on data from crash
simulations. The relationship between the injury
criteria of the occupant and the mechanics of the
restraint system was investigated. It was found
that when hip flexion was restricted by
restraining the torso with a shoulder belt, there
was an increase in neck flexion which correlated
with an increased level of head injury.

INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of wheelchair users in the
community is increasing as barriers are
overcome by changing attitudes in society and
federally mandated laws (ADA). The
independence of wheelchair users and their
ability to maintain employment is directly linked
with their ability to obtain adequate
transportation. Wheelchair securement systems
have received considerable attention recently
including the acceptance of federal guidelines,
design considerations of some wheelchair
manufacturers, widespread use of numerous
commercial systems, and the funding of many
research projects. In this work, however, the
safety of the person seated in the wheelchair has
not received adequate attention.

The automotive industry has invested
considerable effort to research and analyze
systems to protect the traveller using an
automotive seat. No such effort, however, has
been performed for the individuals who must
remain seated in a mobility aid during
transportation. In the absence of such
information, many wheelchair and occupant
restraint systems are coming into the market
with designs that copy the familiar restraint
systems used in automobiles. This paper will
present data that indicates the dangers resulting

from this design method.

METHODS

Data was collected from sled impact tests performed
with a Hyge Impact Simulator (2). A model of the
wheelchair bay of a large intra -city bus was
mounted on the test sled. For each test, a mobility
aid was secured to the model using either
commercial or experimental securement systems. A
50th percentile male test dummy was seated in the
mobility aid and restrained with lap and shoulder
belts. The simulated impact was either a 10 or 20 g
half period sine wave with a duration of 100 msec.
All tests simulated a frontal collision. The test
matrix is shown in Table 1.

Data was collected from on board instrumentation
and analysis of high speed films taken during the
crash event. The data that was measured directly
from the instrumentation is shown in Table 2. The
high speed films were analyzed using a motion
analysis technique. Using FrameGrabber software,
the images of 16 frames at key instances during the
crash event were captured and digitally stored.
Using customized software key landmarks on the
occupant, mobility aid and test frame were digitized.
This data was then used to scale the images and
calculate the displacement of body segments and
joint flexion angles throughout the crash event.

Table I

Crash Simulauon Tests

Test No. MobiOty ,6d !.lability Aid
(

Shoulder Belt Impact U,el
i

Type Secarerrtm Height tin.) I issl I

I
I Manual Commercial Belts 36 `_II

i

Manual Commercial Belts 36 2 0
3 Scooter Commercial Belts 36 11)

a Scouter Mod. Commercial 36 lU
Clamp j

5 Scooter Esptrimentw 60 20
Clamp

6 Scooter Esperimental 60 I . 0
Cables

.I7 Powtr Esperimenud 60 20
Cables

3 power E.aptnmentw 60 , ?U
Clamp
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Table 2

Data Collected from On Board Instrumentation

Occupant
Head Acceleration (3 axes)
Chest Acceleration (3 axes)
Hip Acceleration (3 axes)
Chest Compression

Occupant Restraints
Shoulder Belt Force
Lap Belt Force
Shoulder Belt Elongation
Lap Belt Elongation
Shoulder Belt 'Pay -Out"

Mobility Aid

Acceleration (3 axes)
Floor Contact Forces (3 axes)
Mobility Aid Restraints
Rear Restraint Forces
Front Restraint Forces
Front Restraint Elongation

Table 3

RESULTS

In tests 5 -8, the shoulder belts were anchored 60
inches above the floor which is within the
specifications being considered by SAE for their
guidelines for wheelchair occupant restraints. In
these tests, the torso was well controlled and head
and chest excursions were limited. In tests 1 -4, the
shoulder belt was anchored only 36 inches above the
floor and it was ineffective in controlling torso
movement. The kinematic results and Head Injury
Criteria (HIC) for each test are shown in Table 3.

The HIC value is a critical variable because it
represents the extent of head injury that would have
been incurred by an individual. A HIC of 1000
is the threshold of serious or fatal head injury.
A large variation can be seen in the HIC values
indicating that for the same simulated impact
level, some occupants would have had only
minor or no head injury, while others would
have suffered significant head injury. Generally,
a HIC value approaching 1000 indicates that the
head impacted the vehicle interior. Because of
the open space around a mobility aid in a large
bus, however, in our tests there were no
instances where the head struck the modelled
bus interior.

Maximum kinematic motions of secured occupants

Test # Neck
Flex.

(deg.)

Hip
Flex.

(deg.)

Head
Displ.

(in.)

Chest
Displ.

(in.)

Hip
Displ.

(in.)

Mob.
Dev.
Displ.
(in)

HIC

1 68 119 20.2 1 19.1 17.1 4.4 200

2 44 148 25.0 21.7 12.0 4.2 82

3 68 135 28.4 27.4 12.2 4.7 57

4 26 144 24.8 23.5 10.1 2.3 11

5 95 105 19.4 14.4 8.7 1.4 837

6 94 95 15.3 9.4 7.4 .2 594

7 97 122 19.1 15.8 7.4 1.1 1311

8 84 108 15.6 13.6 j 6.8 j 1.2 312
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The highest MC values occurred in those tests
where the torso was effectively restrained by
shoulder belts mounted in the higher position.
It was observed that for the cases of high HIC,
there was a high degree of neck flexion and the
dummy's chin struck its chest, providing the
impact that produced the head injury. Analysis
of the data shows a correlation (rz=.86) of neck
flexion and HIC values. This relationship is
shown in Figure 1. It therefore appears that the
head could be protected by controlling the level
of neck flexion.

Neck flexion is found to be inversely related to
hip flexion (Figure 2). No correlation could be
made directly between hip flexion and HIC
values. Interestingly, no other factors could be
found to correlate with neck flexion or HIC
values. It is likely that this is due to the very
complex nature of crash dynamics in which
many variable interact.
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Joint Flexion Angles Dur ing Crash Simulati on

Hip Flexion (degrees)

Figure 2

CONCLUSIONS

The increased head injury that occurred when
the occupant was restrained in a way that
appeared to represent the level of protection
offered in an automobile clearly points out the
danger in transferring designs from one
application to another. If the torso of the
individual in a mobility aid is left unrestrained,
there is a risk of head impact with the vehicle

interior, lumbar fracture from excessive hip flexion,
and abdominal injury from higher lap belt forces.
Restraining the torso without understanding the
dynamics of the crash event can produce head injury
as a result of excessive neck flexion. Additional
information is needed to understand how to restrain
the torso without causing trauma in the head and
neck.

The design of a safe restraint system for mobility
aid users on public transportation must also take
into account that mobility aids will be used with
vastly different seat structures and locations within
the vehicle. These variables will affect the response
of the user with a given restraint system, making
this problem even more complex than that faced by
the automotive industry in developing the occupant
protection system in use today.
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DETERMINING THE TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
OF CHEST SUPPORTS AND PELVIC RESTRAINTS

Patricia E. Karg, Stephen H. Sprigle
Transportation Rehabilitation Engineering Center
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ABSTRACT

Many wheelchair users require postural supports to
insure functional stability. The performance of these
supports in dynamic transportation environments is
unknown. Postural supports may provide protection or
pose a danger to the user. Static testing procedures
based on federal testing guidelines were adapted to
judge the integrity of postural supports. None of the
commercially available supports were able to meet the
strength requirements necessary for an occupant
restraint, but should withstand the forces experienced
during non- impact driving conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Government regulates the transportation
of occupants in a standard vehicle seat. Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSSs) must be met
before a vehicle is marketed. Certain FMVSSs
provide for occupant restraint systems to protect
occupants during crash situations. These regulations
do not, however, apply to the devices or methods used
when transporting an individual while sitting in his/her
wheelchair.

Many wheelchair users utilize postural supports to
achieve a balanced and functional seated posture.
Anterior chest supports and pelvic restraints are
typically attached to the wheelchair and, when persons
wearing postural supports are transported in their
wheelchairs, these supports remain secured. These
devices may or may not provide support under and /or
protect the user from forces resulting from various
dynamic conditions, including:

• normal driving
• non - impact, evasive maneuvers
• low -speed impact
• high speed impact

The presence of postural supports in these
environments can result in increased safety or
unnecessary level of risk.
This project was designed to develop static testing
protocols to assess the safety of postural supports in
dynamic impact situations. Devices were evaluated by
testing procedures modified from FMVSSs which use
static test procedures to ensure safety restraints will
perform adequately during crash situations. The
standards, used as a testing basis, included FMVSS

209- Seat Belt Assemblies, and FMVSS 210- Seat Belt
Anchorages.

These standards basically state that:

• a pelvic restraint must withstand a force of 50001bs
(22.2 kN) and should not extend more than 7 in (18
cm).
• a pelvic /torso restraint must withstand a combined
load of 6000 lbs (26.7 kN) or 50001bs (22.2 kN) by
the pelvic component and 30001bs (13.4 kN) by the
torso portion. This restraint should not extend more
than 10 in (25.4 cm).

METHODS

Several commercially available adaptive seating
components were statically tested by applying loads to
body blocks restrained by the devices. The test
method provided a load- deformation curve for each
device. Displacement, points of failure and /or
weakness, and breaking strengths were determined and
used to assess the ranges of safety the devices
provided.

The adaptive seating components consisted of:

■ AEL - Hip Belt
- 1" Side Release
- 2" Buckle Release

• Dan Mar - Chest Support Harness
• Miller's - Seat Belt
• Otto Bock - Seat Belt

- 4 -Way Chest Strap
- Butterfly Chest Harness
- Velcro Straps
- Side Release Buckle

• Pin Dot - Seat Belt

The pelvic restraints meet a range of user
requirements and preferences by providing buckle,
padding and size options. The buckle options include
side release, push button and lever release. The
webbing is available in widths of 1 ", Ph ", and 2" and
is constructed of polyester or polypropylene. The
torso restraints vary in design, however, the general
design includes a pliable foam pad across the chest,
anchored to the wheelchair by webbing. The devices
may also include buckle and webbing options. The
pelvic and torso restraints are anchored to the seating
system by various means such as: upholstery screws
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to the  wheelchair frame; clamps  around the tubing;
wrapping the  s traps  around the  frame and threading
them through s lide buckles; or bolted to rigid seats or

seat backs.

A 4208 Ins tron Universal Testing Ins trument was used
to apply the tensile load to the body blocks.  Two body
blocks modeled after the dimens ions of a 50th
percentile  male  were  used for tes ting; a pelvic  block
and a  torso block. The pelvic  block had the  same
dimens ions  as  the  FMVSS 210 pelvic block and was
covered with 1" medium density foam and a  Lycra
cover. The torso block was a  half cylinder with a 6.5
inch radius and a  15 inch profile, also covered with 1"
medium dens ity foam and a Lycra cover. An
aluminum plate  with two 7/8" tubes  a ttached 15 'h"
apart was used to represent the wheelchair back

uprights .

The appropria te  body block was suspended from the
Instron crosshead for the type of res traint tested. The
restraint was placed on the body block and attached to
the base  plate tubing. The res traints  were  loaded to
breaking point  or to a  maximum of 13.4 kN. Load -
deformation information was  recorded continuously.
Modes  of fa ilu re  were  noted  as  they  occu rred  and
permanent damage recorded on film to determine the
points  of weakness . Two tes ts  were  performed on
each product for repeatability.

RESULTS

Modes of Failure: Failure was  cons idered to be the
point at  which the device could no longer support any
load bearing. In the  tes ts  performed on the  pelvic
res tra ints, the  hip and seat belts, failure resulted from
complete deta chment  a t  one o f t he  two wheelchair
attachments. The Miller's , Otto Bock, and Pin Dot
seat belts a ttached to the  wheelchair frame on e ither
s ide  of the  pelvis  us ing uphols tery screws  through
grommets contained in the ends of  t he webbing.
Failure occurred as  the  grommets  pulled through the
emus and diewebbing broke free, re leasing the pelvic
block. The  AEL hip  b elt s , 1" side- release and 2"
buckle  re lease , were secured to the  wheelchair by
clamps around the  tubing_ The belt  web bing was
threaded through slide buckles and end - fittings
attached to the clamps. Failure resulted as the
webbing slipped out of the slider and end - fit ting.

In the tests involving torso restraints, failure occurred
in other components , as  well as at the  wheelchair

securement locations. The Dan Mar c hes t harness
failed at one of the  plastic pivot mounts that secured
the lower webbing s tr ap to the  ches t pad. Plastic
deformation was seen in all four plastic mounts on the
support. The top straps were held secure to the seat
back throughout the  tests . The Otto Bock 4 -Way
Chest Strap failed as the side re lease buckle released.
The buckle was not damaged and could be refastened.
The Otto Bock Butterfly Harness secured by the  side
release buckle s traps failed in both cases, as  one of
the four wings of the chest pad completely broke free.
In one test, a lower wing broke free and the  res traint
slipped down to the  lower torso a llowing the  upper
torso to rotate forward. In the  second test an upper
wing broke free  and the  res tra int s lid up around the
neck region. In both cases , the restra int continued to
provide securement at these  regions  until  the torso
block rota ted free  of the restra int. The Otto Bock
butterfly harness with velcro straps failed at the lowest
load of a ll  the  torso restra ints  tes ted. The re lease of
two of the four velcro wheelchair a ttachment points
fully re leases the torso block.

Breaking Strengths: The tables  display the average
peak and break load and extension values for the two
tes ts performed on each product using the pelvic and
torso body block respectively. The breaking loads
were lower than the peak loads in each case showing
a gradual weakening before the webbing pulls
completely free. None of the  pelvic restra ints  were
able  to reach and mainta in a  load of 13.4 kN.  The
torso res traint results show peak load values in the
range of 655 N to 2400 N before fa ilure. None of the
torso restraints tested, reached or maintained a  13.4

kN load.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

• Failure  of the pelvic restra ints  tested occurred a t
one of the two wheelchair attachments. By
overlapping the webbing ends , the load at which
failure occurred tripled.

• None of the positioning devices tested can withstand
the forces  in a  30 mph /20 g crash. The devices will,
however, provide adequate res tra int during normal
driving and evasive maneuvers.

• Dynamic tes ts on the products should be performed
to further validate use of static procedure for
determination of crash performance.

• Design of wheelchair- mounted pos tural supports
that could double as an occupant restraint would
provide a  nice  a lternative  for wheelchair users  that

require both.
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Clinical Implications & Questions:
* If an approved occupant restraint is available and is
being used properly, postural supports  should break
away in a  cr as h to allow the restra int to function
properly. The ques tions arise when a  res traint is not
available . How do we ins truct wheelchair users  and
parents  of users?  Are pos tural supports  that would
withstand low impact forces but not high speed
impacts  advantageous  or hazardous? Which supports
distribute loads over areas of the body that can accept
higher loads? Should testing criteria for restraints used
by passengers  in buses  be  different than those  for
drivers? These questions need to be addressed quickly
to assist the many wheelchair users who are
transported in their wheelchairs everyday.
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Pelvic
Restraint

Peak Break

Load (N) Extens ion(cm) Load (N) Extens ion(cm)

AEL 1" Side
Release

1270.0 9.20 859.7 25.07

AEL 2"
Button Release

1492.5 6.68 1232.4 15.36

Miller's 2021.5 6.47 1971.5 6.51

Otto Bock 4615.0 9.51 3932.0 9.65

Pin Dot 7019.0 9.38 6212.0 9.95

Pelv ic Body Block Test Results (Average of Two Tests)

Torso Peak Break
Res tra int

Load (N) Extens ion(cm) Load (N) Extension(cm)

Dan Mar
Chest Support 2400.5 8.24 2380 8.33

Harness

Otto Bock 1853 6.27 Same as Same as Peak
4 -Way Chest Peak

Strap

Otto Bock
Butterfly 655.4 4.35 404.4 6.29
Harness

Velcro Straps

Otto Bock
Butterfly 1552 8.95 Same as Same as Peak
Harness Peak

Side Release

Torso Body Block Test Results  (Average of Two Tes ts )
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STATIC TESTING OF COMMERCIAL HEADRESTS
TO EVALUATE TRANSPORTATION SAFETY

Stephen H.  Sprigle , Patric ia E. Karg
Transportation Rehabilitation Engineering Center

Univers ity of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903

ABSTRACT

Commercia lly available head rest systems were
evaluated to determine their s tatic  s trength under test
conditions similar to motor vehicle tests of  hea d
restraints . Certain head res t designs surpass the sta tic
strength requirements of vehicle  headrests and may be
appropria te for transportation use. Dynamic tests
should be conducted to validate the static

methodology.

INTRODUCTION

Whiplash constitutes  the most prevalent form of injury
to vehicle  occupant s  s truck  from the rear. As  the
trunk is  accelera ted forward through contact with the
backres t, the  head snaps back and the  neck becomes
hyperextended. This hyperextension is often followed
by hyperflexion as the head rebounds. This
hyperflexion is accentuated if the vehicle hits an object
as  i t  is  pus hed fo rward. Research in transportation
safety clearly identified the effectiveness of  hea d
res traints  in preventing neck injuries, and the Federal
Government responded by requiring head res tra ints in
all  vehicles  manufactured from 1968.  Some vehicle
occupants who ride  in wheelchairs  use  headres ts  as
part of their seating system, yet their effectiveness as
a head res tra int is  unclear.  Simple sta tic  testing was
designed and performed as a means to collect
information on the performance of commercia l
headrests in the  transportation environment.

Mertz and Patrick (1967) s tudied the  kinematics  of
actual car -to -car rear -end collisions on a crash
simulator to determine the effectiveness of head
restraints  in preventing whiplash injuries . With the
head initia lly supported by a fla t, padded headres t and
a rigid seat back, a volunteer withs tood an equivalent
44 mph (70.4 km/h) simulation with only slight
discomfort. The maximum headre s t load seen a t a
10g, 23 mph (36.8 km/h) simulation was
approximately 150 pounds (667 N). In 1971, Mertz
and Patrick studied noninjurious  tolerance values for
hyperextens ion and flexion of the neck and
recommended that neck extension should be  limited to
80 degrees, and preferably 60 degrees to avoid injury.

More current research involving head restra ints  was
carried out by Foret -Bruno et al. (1991) at the

Peugeot /Renault Laboratory of Accidentology and
Biomechanics. An accidentology study was performed
on the frequency and severity of injuries to occupants
in rear impact accidents and found that head res ts are
effective  in reducing the  risk of cervical injury by
30% for  me n a nd women. Foret -Bruno et a l. also
conducted dynamic tes ts  us ing Hybrid III dummies to
study the influence of horizontal head/headrest
distance, head rest stiffness, seat back elasticity, and
impact speed on neck load measurements. These tests
upheld the observed effectiveness of head rests in road
conditions. The tests a lso indicated that in order for
the  head rest to be  as effective  as  poss ible, it  should
s tay in c ontact with the  head and not pivo t eas ily
under the  force of the head. As the  distance between
the head res t  and the  head increases, the  shearing
force  and the  rota tion of the  head in re la tion to the

thorax a lso increases.

Federal Motor Vehicle  Safetv Standard 202
Head Res traints

The standard specifies requirements for head restraints
to reduce the  frequency and severity of neck injuries
in rear -end and other collis ions. The head restra int
may satisfy the regulation with a dynamic or static test
procedure. If the  s ta tic  tes t procedure  is  used for
compliance the restraint must also meet size
requirements.

■ Dynamic test procedure - The head restraint mus t
limit angular displacement of the head to 45 degrees
with respect to the torso under an 8g rearward
deceleration applied to the seat supporting s tructure.

■ Static test procedure - A headform is used to apply
a rearward load 2.5 inches (6.35 cm) below the top of
the head restraint perpendicular to the torso centerline.
The load is  such that i t will produce a  3,300 inch -
pound (373 N -m) torque about a  seating reference
point, corresponding to an approximate  headrest load
of 132 pounds (587 N). The head restraint must l imit
horizontal displacement of the headform to four inches
(10 cm) from the torso centerline  and must withstand
increas ing this load to 200 lbs  (890 N) or until seat
failure.

is Size Requirements - The width of the head restraint
must be 10 inches (25.4 cm) for a bench seat and 6.75
inches (17 cm) for bucket seats.
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METHODS

Eight commercially available wheelchair head restraint
systems were  s ta tically loaded by displacement of a
headform. The test method provided a load -
deformation curve for each head restraint system.
The energy associa ted with the deformation of the
head restraint was calculated from the load -
deformation data  and used in determining the  ranges
of safe ty of the  head res tra int for the  prevention of

neck injury.

The head res tra int systems tes ted are  commercially
available and included:
• AEL Adjus table Bracket
• Dan Mar - Mini & Sweep
• Millers  - Fixed Occipital & Swingaway Occipital
• Otto Bock - Single -Axis Offset & Multi -Axis Offset
• Techni Seat Contoured Assembly

The majority of the restraint systems contained
common components of: attachment hardware, vertical
adjuster, anterior /posterior (A /P) adjuster, and a head
rest pad. The a ttachment hardware  for a ll  the  head
restraints tested was designed to mount to a solid seat
back and usually cons isted of a  receptacle  secured
with bolts and T -nuts. The vertical and A/P adjusters
permit proper positioning of  t he headrest pad for

different users.

PROCEDURE

The test setup comprised a support s tructure to which
the head restraint /plywood mount unit  was clamped.
The headform (Figure 6.6) used to load the restra int
was a half cylinder with a  6.5 inch diameter and a 6
inch profile made of wood. The headform was
mounted by a swivel joint to a load cell on the
crosshead of an 1122 Ins tron Universal Testing

Ins trument.

The attachment hardware of all the head restraints was
mounted to half -inch thick plywood based on the
manufacturer's directions and using all provided
hardware. The vertical height adjustment range was
determined for each head restraint, and two tests were
performed at each maximum and minimum height
setting. The A/P adjustment, when available, was set
such that the anterior surface of the head rest pad was
located 1 'A inches anterior to the  seat back surface.
A preload of 5 -10 newtons  was applied to define
surface contact and the zero point. The load was
applied to the head res tra int through displacement of
the headform attached to the Instron crosshead. Load -
deformation information was  collected continuously as
the headform was  displaced 14 cm. The restra ints
were  marked prior to the  test to determine if any A/P

slip occurred during loading. Permanent deformation
was  recorded on film and the  modes  of fa ilure  were
recorded during testing.

Mechanical Properties

A summary of the  mechanical properties  determined
from the testing is presented in Table 6.4. The values
are  the  average of the  two tes ts  performed at each
height adjus tment. The criteria for pass/failwas for
the device to reach a minimum load of587 newtons
and require a minimum energy of 29.8 J for a 8.89
cm displacement of the headform. The head restraints
that met this  criteria are:
• Mini mum He ight -

Miller's Fixed
Miller's  Swingaway
Otto Bock Single -Axis
Otto Bock Multi -Axis

• Fu ll  Range - AEL

The Dan Mar Mini and Sweep restraints met  t he
energy criterion a t their minimum height, but failed to
reach the critical load within an 8.89 cm
displacement. Except for AEL, the res traints  did not
meet the  cr iteria  a t their ma ximum height setting.
The Techni Seat restraint failed for i ts full  range of
adjustment.

A second criterion was for the head restraints to
maintain their functional integrity up to a  load of 890
newtons. The restraints that reached this load
included:
Minimum Height -

AEL
Miller's Fixed
Miller's  Swingaway
Otto Bock Multi -Axis

These restraints did not fail or lose their integrity until
the plywood board yielded and the T -nuts were pulled
out a t loads from 1000 to 1200 newtons.

RESULTS SUMMARY

1. The minimum height of the  vertical adjustment bar
of a  head res tra int will provide greater res is tance to
loading from the head and limit head excurs ion more
than the  maximum height adjustment.

2. The head restra ints tested exhibited three  modes of
deformation:
a) Plastic deformation of the vertical adjus ter
b) Plastic deformation and/or failure of the

attachment receptacle
c) Yielding of the plywood board
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In some cases, combinations of these types of
deformation were  observed. Based on the observed
mode, design improvements can be determined.

3. The majority of the tes ts  resulted in bending of the
vertical adjus ter of the restra ints, this knowledge can
be used to determine the required material and
dimensions  of the  adjustment bar necessary to prevent
bending a t the predic ted loads.

4. Head restraints with offsets obtained by a bending
or angling of the  vertical adjuster fa iled a t the  offset
point, showing this  point to be the  weakest.

5. All headrests  tes ted met the  s ize  requirements of
FMVSS 202.

6. Commercially available head restraints , with a few
des ign improvements, can be effective in preventing
neck injury in rear -end collisions.

C O N C LUS IO N S

These tests  assume that the vertical backrest members
or bac k upho ls tery of t he  wheelcha ir do es  not  fa il
upon impact.  Wheelchair users  who use the headres ts
studied will typically utilize a full height solid backrest
for pos tural support. The solid back used in this
project did not fail until after the strength criteria had
been met, but no judgement was made on the integrity
of the hardware that attaches the back to the
wheelchair or the wheelchair i tself.

The effectiveness of a  headrest during rear impact is
increased if the  hea d is in contact with the pad a t
impact. This should be  the case for many wheelchair
users whose headrests are adjus ted to support the head

in a  neutral pos ition.

Headrests  were not des igned for use in vehicles  and
the results of this project do not reflect the
performance of any restraint under situations for

I11Slr0I1 Mounted I -leadfo rm w/ Swivel Jo int

Ld t r o n  L o a d  Ce l l

Sw i v e l  J o l n l

( lead  for I 

I" l y wo o d  s e a t  b a c k

/ vnn

He a d  Re s l r a l n l

s u p p o r t  Be a m

which it was intended (i.e. a headrest or a
wheelchair).  However, these results do provide useful
information about the strength of systems under
loading similar to that seen in rear impact. These
results should be combined with results from dynamic
tests  to determine the  validity of the s ta tic  tests  in
predicting the safe ty of head rests in the transportation

environment.
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Head Rntreiot Maxmtum Dip at F� crgy
Height Setting(cm) L d lvfiunlnm (l)

AHI.
Min 1962.08 7.89 117.62
M u 719.66 10.05 37.90

Dm Mar -  Mini
Mi . 615.24 12.41 30.63
M u 212.55 11.21 10.53

Dan Mar - sweep
Mm 595.62 11.44 33.95

Max 326.41 10.54 18.78

Miller' • -  F ixed
Min 1268.30 11.54 72.49

Max 229.21 11.99 12.08

Milkr 'a- Swingaway
Min 1601.59 6.26 96.09
Max 354.72 11.98 18.65

Om Boc k -  Smgk
Mm 636.28 3.68 44.13
Max 325.16 11.49 16.89

Ota Boc k -  Multi
mi. 1038.57 4.81 72.55
M u 277.92 12.03 13.77

Txhai Seal
Mm 418.25 10.10 26.72
Max 268.75 9.71 17.78

Table  1 Head Restra int Results
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TOWARD UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER CONCERNS ABOUT TRANSPORTING
CHILDREN WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITIES IN THE FAMILY CAR

Stephen Ryan, Patricia Rigby, Joy Sommerfreund *, Margaret Young, and Morris (Mickey) Milner

The Hugh MacMillan Rehabilitation Centre, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA and
* The Thames Valley Children's Centre, London, Ontario, CANADA

ABSTRACT

A major issue that concerns parents when preparing for
travel in the family car is transferring their disabled
school -age child to and from the vehicle. Research is
presently underway to develop a transfer system that
will assist them by providing a more effective method
of ingress and egress.

To determine whether specific issues could be raised
that would assist in the development and eventual
evaluation of such a device, a focus group of eight
parents was organized. In addition to discussing issues
of concern, the parents were asked to identify the
criteria they would use to evaluate the appropriateness
of a transfer device if one was available.

Twenty-three criteria were identified during the meeting.
A follow -up survey was conducted to rate the criteria
Participants identified the safety of their children and
themselves and cost of the device as being of primary
importance. Furthermore, innovative policy schemes for
creating a device that was affordable were also
proposed. The ability of the consumer to repair the
device if it breaks and product versatility were rated to
be of lesser importance.

BACKGROUND

Many children with physical disabilities need custom -
made seating devices to be comfortable and well-
supported while in their wheelchairs. However, this
poses a safety problem for parents wanting to transport
their child in the family car.

Commercially - available car seats are unsuitable for
many children with physical disabilities because these
systems have fixed dimensions and offer little in the
way of postural support. As a result, parents often use
the custom -made seat from their child's wheelchair for
this purpose despite being advised by service clinicians
that these devices are not roadworthy.

Recently, a unique custom car seat was developed for
children weighing between 20 and 40 pounds (1).
Parents who evaluated this device indicated that they
had few concerns using it for their disabled pre-
schooler. However, they were worried about safety in
transfers to and from the car as their child becomes
heavier with age (2).

Hence, a research project has been undertaken to
develop a restraint system for older, heavier children

and a device to assist parents in transferring their child
into and out of the family vehicle. It is intended that
these devices evolve and be evaluated with involvement
from parents, children, service providers and industry.

METHOD

Input from parents during the preliminary stages of the
project has been obtained through interviews, mail -out
surveys, and focus group activities (3). As an example
of this, a focus group of parents was organized to
determine whether specific issues could be raised that
would assist in the development and evaluation of
concepts for a transfer device. (A similar methodology
was used by other investigators to develop consumer
criteria that would aid in the design and evaluation of
assistive devices for individuals with visual, hearing and
mobility impairments (4).)

Initially, twenty parents were contacted by mail to
determine their availability and interest in participating
in the focus group. The contacted parents each had a
child who was a client of Seating Services at The Hugh
MacMillan Rehabilitation Centre, and had expressed
concern regarding transporting their child in the family
vehicle. Eight of the parents contacted participated in
the focus group. One parent was recruited as the
facilitator for the meeting. A project team member was
present to observe the proceedings and to provide
clarification of the project objectives as necessary.

The agenda of the meeting consisted of participants
discussing four specific questions:

1. How do you transfer your child into and out of your
family vehicle?

2. What issues concern you when handling your child
this way?

3. If a device wasavailable to assist you in transferring
your child, what criteria would you use for
evaluating its appropriateness for you and your
child?

4. What is the relative importance of each of these
criteria?

RESULTS

Regarding the first two questions, parents reported that
they generally "struggle" by lifting their children into
and outof the family vehicle. Generally, the restraint is
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prepared first, then the child is lifted into the seat.
Transfers are made in small steps to make the process
more manageable (i.e. the child is lifted from the
wheelchair onto the floor of the vehicle, onto the edge
of the vehicle seat, onto the edge of the car seat, then
back into the vehicle seat),

Not only were parents having difficulty in managing the
weight, they also had difficulty managing the height of
their child due to the space constraints of the vehicle.
and size of the seating device or car seat. They agreed
that taking their child out of the car was more strenuous
than putting them into the  vehicle. Where to put their
child while the restraint was being prepared was also a
concern for them. Maintaining safe upper body support
during transfers also worried many parents.

All were concerned for their own safety as well as that
of their child during transfers. Most agreed that a
serious back injury would have a major impact on the
family unit. In fact, many reported having back
problems which they attributed to lifting their child. All
participants agreed that a van with a lift was the ideal
solution, yet most felt this was out of reach because of

the cost.

Regarding what criteria they would use to evaluate the
appropriateness of a transfer device, safety and comfort
of their child were identified as primary requirements.
Parents would like to transfer their child and seat
together to control posture and pathological reflexes.

They reported that if simple repairs are required, then
the device should use readily available components and
fasteners. However, generally the parents reported that
they did not want to make repairs themselves. They
appeared to be willing to compromise high reliability for
availability of a replacement device.

The cost of the device was identified as a major issue.
One parent suggested a  rental program and exchange
service to make the device developed more affordable to
families. Some discussion focused around portability of
the transfer device and the need for it to be available at
both ends of a trip. Compatibility with vehicles and
restraint systems was also identified as an issue to
consider. In summary , a list of 23 criteria was created.

Since the focus group was scheduled for two hours, the
meeting ended before the criteria could be ranked.
However, as a follow-up, letters were sent to all
participants. In the le tter, the list of criteria was
provided and definitions for each criterion was given
based upon what was discussed during the meeting.
Participants were then asked to rank each criterion from
I to 23, and return their ratings for interpretation. The
ratings received were averaged and criteria were ranked
on this basis. Standard deviations of the ratings were
used to investigate consensus among participanis.

Figures 1 and 2 indicate the top ten criteria identified by
participants in the focus group. Figure 1 indicates the
average scores and ranking for the top ten criteria. The
criteria are listed in order of preference starting from the
top of the graph. In Figure 2, the standard deviations of
the ratings are shown. Longer horizontal bars indicate
more variability in the rating, hence less consensus
among parents on the rating assigned.
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Mean Ranking Values of Top 10 Criteria
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Figure 1

Safety of family members, as well as cost and reliability
issues, were identified as being most critical to the
success of a transfer device design. It appeared that
parents were in agreement that safety of the child being
transferred was most important. However, they were
more at odds with issues relating to their own safety and

the safety of other passengers.

LIFTING DEVICE EVALUATION CRITERIA
Standard Deviations of Top 10 Criteria
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Figure 2

DISCUSSION

In summary, consensus was reached by this parent focus
group that features of the transfer device must ensure
the safety of the child during its operation. They also
indicated that the financial burden on families and
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functional criteria such as postural manageability and
device portability were also important. Reliability of the
transfer device was identified in the top ten criteria,
however, most parents felt that this requirement could
be compromised if the device was readily replaceable.
Parents generally agreed that other criteria such as
versatility, consumer reparability, and age -
appropriateness, were of lesser importance.

While the results of this focus group will assist in
screening design options for the transfer device, it also
will help in establishing a procedure for obtaining
consumer input on other design and evaluation issues.
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ABSTRACT

Although aviation offe rs significant oppor-
tunities for freedom, transportation, employ-
ment, and recreation among disabled persons,
potential wheelchair pilots often may not be
aware of resources within their communities to
assist with these goals. The purpose of this paper
is to raise awareness within the rehabilitation
community of the feasibility of training disabled
persons to become licensed airplane pilots and
to describe some of the medical and engineering
considerations appropriate for patients inter-
ested in such an endeavor. Results of a survey of
mem bers of  t h e Int e rn a tion a l W hee lch air
Aviators suggest potential areas for future en-
gineering design of adapted aircraft to further as-
sist disabled pilots, particularly  spinal cord
injured pilots.

BACKGROUND

An adapted aircraft can literally and symbolical-
ly be a powerful tool to bring independence to
appropriate disabled persons. Over the past
twenty years at least several hundred disabled
pilots whose principal diagnoses most common-
ly include spinal cord injury and lower extremity
amputation have achieved licensure as private or
commercial pilots throughout the world. This
presentation is designed to survey for the en-
gineering community past accomplishments of
wheelchair aviators and to  suggest avenues for
future innovation.

Ad ap ted au to m o b iles  a re  we ll known to
rehabilitation professionals. Adapted aircraft
are less well known, perhaps due to  the per-
ceived expense of aviation in  general and per-
hap s d u e to th e sign ifican tly in c reas ed
engineering task required to allow a disabled
pilot to  simultaneously control an aircraft in
three dimensions, monitor engine performance,
navigate through airspace, and communicate via
radio with air traffic controllers. However, a
number of organizations have been established

over the past 20 years to assist potential wheel-
chair pilots with the technical, emotional, and
legal issues involved in attaining licensure to fly
an adapted aircraft. The most popular of these
organizations is  the International Wheelchair
Aviators, located in Escondido, California. At
present, this organization has over 200 members,
approximately 150 of whom are licensed dis-
abled pilots. The organization estimates there
are several hundred additional licensed disabled
pilots who are not members of this organization.

ENGINE_ ERING ADAPTATIONS
Piloting a conventional aircraft requires simul-
taneous operation of three aircraft control sur-
faces (a ileron , elevator , rud der)  u sing a
co n v en t io n a l yo ke . (an a lo go u s to an
automobile's steering wheel with the addition of
forward /backward mo vem ent ) and foot -
operated rudder pedals. The principal difficulty
a paraplegic pilot fams in operating such an
aircraft is an inability  to command the foot -
operated rudder and brake mechanisms which
are used to control the aircraft in  flight and to
steer /the aircraft on the ground. A number of
engineering designs have been approved by the
Federal Aviation Administration for hand con-
trol of rudder and brake function; most popular
among these is  the Blackwood Hand Control
which is easily installed in a number of popular
training aircraft and consists of a bar which
operates via a direct linkage to the combined
rudder/brake mechanism on various aircraft.

A quadriplegic pilot faces a number of addition-
al obstacles in  adapting an aircraft due to sig-
nificantly diminished upper extremity dexterity.
To date several quadriplegic patients have at-
tained licensure as pilots through modification
of the Blackwood hand control with the addition
of a ring to further forward/backward translation
of yoke movement with limited grip strength.
Due to the need for continuous positive control
of forward/backward translation of the yoke, all
licensed quadriplegic pilots to date have had
normal biceps strength and fair to good triceps
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strength (i.e. highest level of injury C6 incom-
plete by American Spinal Injury Association
classification).

Additional difficulties faced by quadriplegic
pilots include the need to manipulate the multi-
tude of knobs, dials, and switches found in a typi-
cal aircraft cockpit. In most cases, quadriplegic
pilots have adapted this equipment by enlarging
controls and/or adding wire loops in order to
allow operation through wrist and /or elbow
movement alone.

OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH

The objective of this project was to survey cur-
rently or previously licensed disabled pilots and
other persons knowledgeable of wheelchair
aviation in order to ascertain what engineering
adaptations they have made to allow them to
safely pilot an aircraft and, more importantly, to
ascertain what additional modifications they feel
might assist potential wheelchair pilots.

A survey was mailed to 224 members of the In-
ternational Wheelchair Aviators inquiring about
the nature of their disability (if any), aviation
licensure status, aircraft adaptation currently
used, and suggestions for needed aircraft adap-
tation. Existing adaptations are described
above. A number of suggested adaptations were
offered, including the following:

* Design and certification of hand controls for
tailwheel aircraft
* Design and certification of hand controls for
multiengine aircraft
* Design of aircraft control systems for high level
quadriplegic pilots, possibly through voice con-
trol or through a shoulder harness

* Engineering design to permit a wheelchair am-
bulator to inspect fuel caps on high -wing aircraft
* Design of aircraft control system to minimize
untoward effects of spasticity
* Bladder drainage system easily emptied during
extended flight

DISCUSSION

This paper discusses a number of aircraft adap-
tations made by disabled pilots in order to allow
them to safely achieve licensure as pilots. Exist-
ing designs allow safe piloting of training aircraft
by most lower extremity amputee pilots and
paraplegic pilots. Piloting of more complex
aircraft, particularly among quadriplegic pilots,
still presents a significant obstacle, though from
an engineering perspective these barriers should
be conqu erable. Adaptive aviation allows
wheelchair pilots to accomplish something they
may not be able to do through any other means:
the aircraft gives them the ability to rise up above
their wheelchairs under their own control.

Piloting an aircraft is principally an intellectual
activity requiring simultaneous interpretation of
numerous flight instruments and resultant trans-
lation of this data into a discrete number of out-
puts, most notably control of (1) three axes of
movement, (2) engine power, and (3) radio com-
munication. Adapting such systems to the
abilities of virtually any cognitively intact patient
should be possible through appropriate en-
gineering design.

The authors would be pleased to further discuss
with any interested parties ideas regarding ap-
propriate design of adapted aviation controls.
Achievement of this goal offers to the disabled
pilot  wha t is  p erhaps the essence of both
humanity and rehabilitation: independence.

Richard S. Kaplan, M.D.
De p a r tm en t o f  Ph y s ica l Med ic in e and
Rehabilitation
Mayo Clinic and Mayo Foundation
Rochester, MN 55905 USA
(507) 284 -2511
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A STUDY OF THE INFORMATION CAPACITY OF HUMAN EYE MOVEMENT FOR
AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION
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Abstract

Eye tracking technology offers a potentially
revolutionary approach to aiding people with
disability by permitting them full use of personal
computers. Unfortunately, existing eye tracking
applications do not adapt to a user's particular needs
and thus exclude many who could thus gain from
the technology. The first step toward correcting this
problem is the characterization of the individual's
ocular control, considering both eye movements and
fixations. This paper proposes a preliminary
experiment, aimed at this goal, to measure fixational
stability and accuracy, as well as movement speed.
We present the subject with a sequence of points,
recording the point -of- regard during fixation and
the movement time in between points. We can
analyze the dependence of fixation on position and
the dependence of movement on distance and
direction. By changing various experimental
parameters, we can also investigate the effects of
visual feedback, calibration scheme, color, and time
on both fixation and movements.

Background

To provide the best opportunities for vocational
rehabilitation, an eye tracking package must
consider the various idiosyncrasies of the
individual's  eye gaze. For instance, should the
person have difficulty  fixating in the bottom left
corner of the screen, buttons in that region should
be larger or should perform functions rarely needed.
Or, if the person fixates poorly but can shift gaze
quickly, the interface should employ motion -
sensitive activation schemes, as opposed to  the
usual dwell -time schemes. As motivated by Rosen
(4), we must develop an assessment procedure in
order to take full advantage of eye tracking's
potential as an augmentative communication device.
By taking the client's strengths and weaknesses into
account, eye tracking technology can make
maximum use of his/her capabilities.

Unfortunately, the eye tracking applications that do
exist in the rehabilitation literature usually  use a
fixed format. For instance, Hutchinson (3)
described ERICA, the Eye -gaze- Response Interface
Computer Aid developed at the University of
Virginia. The authors used a pupil - corneal
reflection eye - tracker, interfaced with a personal
computer, using the standard fixation - activated
interface. The user interface divided the display
into a 3x3 matrix, so that when the user fixated
within one area of the grid for approximately two to
three seconds, a tone sounded and a mark appeared

in the region. The small number of target areas
allows users with poor fixational accuracy to still
use the system. On the other hand, users with
accurate fixations still had to make many selections
to indicate just one letter. Even experienced users
had to spend 60 minutes entering one page of text.

Foulds (2) innovated the Etran eye movement
encoding technique used in computer software
developed at Tufts Rehabilitation Engineering
Center. The Etran, originally implemented on a
clear plastic board, coded 64 characters and
important words into sequences of two successive
motions (either left, right, up, down, or along the
diagonals). Because of its movement - dependent
scheme, Etran avoided any potential fixational
difficulties. The authors predicted that such a
computerized system, using an entire keyboard with
a syllabary of 500 or more selections, could yield
rates of 60 words per minute. This rate is based
upon the assumption of errorless selections at
maximum speed. Many of the potential users we
studied have difficulty to initiating accurate eye
movements, which would imply a lower rate due to
errors.

Cleveland (1) discussed potential applications of the
better known LC Technologies Eyegaze Eye -
tracking system. The paper is mainly a summary of
the system and projections about its application but
does not provide much detail about the quality of
the performance of the system. Several of the
problems we found with the LC system include the
fact that most of the activation areas (icons) on the
display were unnecessarily small. For instance, the
communication board only uses half of the available
screen, requiring unreasonably precise fixation. In
fact, a client with any amount of head movement,
leading to small instabilities in fixation, would have
little success activating the small icons.
Unfortunately, the system does not allow
modifications to  the size of the keys, nor to the
layout of any interface.

The first step in developing an eye - tracking package
responsive to the individual's unique capabilities is
to characterize the information transfer ability of
her/his eye. To do so requires a standard evaluation
procedure that will produce an eyemovement and
fixation profileof the individual user. The user will
run through a short series of tests, aimed at
characterizing his/her fixations and eye movements.
With the information contained in the client's eye
movement profile, we could design customized
interfaces.
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Experimental Design

Currently, we are using the RK -520PC Auto
calibration System of ISCAN, Inc. (Cambridge,
MA), running on an IBM- compatible 386 personal
computer. An infrared camera, coupled with a light
source and infrared filter and run by the ISCAN
RK -464 Camera Control Unit, produces the eye
images used by the RK -520PC to calculate the
center points of the pupil and corneal reflection.
The calibration process, during which the user looks
at selected (either five or nine) fixed points, results
in a mapping between the pupil and corneal
reflection locations and the intended point of regard
(POR). The user views a 20 -inch color monitor of
an Apple Macintosh Quadra 950, which receives the
POR data through a NB- DIO -96 digital interface
board from National Instruments (Austin, TX).

To produce this eye movement and fixation profile,
we must analyze the user's fixational capabilities, in
terms of accuracy, stability, and positional
dependence. To do so, we present the user with a
target, a small colored dot on the monitor, and
define a circular tolerance region around it. The
subject has acquired the target when he /she
maintains POR within the tolerance region for a
certain  amount of time, which we define as the
minimum fixation period. Then, the system records
a fixed number of POR samples. Upon completion
of the recording, the target moves to a new location
on the screen and the process repeats itself.

We must also analyze the user's  eye movement
capabilities. The fixation study's experiment allows
a suitable framework for understanding movements
as well. Once the data collection on one location
concludes and the target moves to its new location,
we can measure the time for the user's POR to cover
the distance in between. We exclude the latency
time for the eye to begin its motion by starting the
clock when the POR exits the tolerance region
about the old target location. We stop the clock on
entry to the new tolerance region. If the user's POR
should exit the new tolerance region before the
minimum fixation period elapses, the clock will
continue to run. Therefore, we keep timing through
overshoots and any other instabilities before the
subject attains the target.

It is important that we decouple the eye - tracking
system from perceived eye movements. We expect
some displacement between the POR data and the
target point, even after the user has attained stable
fixation. We must measure this displacement and
determine its positional dependence.

To make the data amenable to analysis, we
constrain the fixation points to a rectangular grid
and construct the sequence of points to guarantee
that each point -point transition appears a minimum
number of times. This guarantees, in turn, that each
point also appears a minimum number of times.

Analysis

After the subject has run through the entire
sequence, the application writes the results to disk
for future analysis. When viewing the results, the
application processes the data, calculating the mean
point -of -regard and average distance from the mean
for each point, as well as the average movement
time for each transition. We can measure fixational
accuracy by calculating the bias (the distance
between the target and the mean POR for that
point) . It can also present the data graphically,
plotting all the collected data points, as well as the
mean point -of- regard and a circle representing the
average deviation from the mean.

From this data we can analyze the effects of various
parameters on fixational and movement capabilities.
For instance, by moving the fixation points across
the screen, we can analyze the dependence of bias
on position and the dependence of movement times
on direction and distance. In addition, we can run
the experiment with various levels of visual
feedback. During the calibration and practice
portions of the experiment, the ISCAN output
appears as a small inverted rectangle on the Mac
window. During data collection, we can turn the
cursor off to study the effect of its visibility. The
tolerance region's visibility is also optional, to allow
analysis of its effect.

We can also investigate various factors at the eye -
tracking end of the system. For instance, we will
measure the differences between the five- and nine-
point calibration techniques. In addition, the
tolerance region, grid of test points, and the
dimensions and colors of the prompt and POR
cursor are all modifiable, permitting analysis of the
importance of these parameters.

By varying the time parameters, we can investigate
the eye's stability and accuracy. By increasing the
number of samples taken per test point, the subject
will fixate for longer periods of time, leading to
information on fixational stability. We can also
vary the number of repetitions and analyze fatigue
effects on fixation and movement times.
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Results

Results obtained from 10 to 20 subjects will be
presented. We will utilize the above protocol,
varying the parameters such as visual feedback and
calibration scheme to investigate their impact on
fixational accuracy and movement time.
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ABSTRACT

This paper offers a vision of how advanced sensor
technologies will influence access methods for people
with physical disabilities, in particular cerebral palsy.
One aim of the future input system will be to closely
match the abilities and natural modes of communica-
tion of people with cerebral palsy e.g. gesture, vocal-
ization, movement, manipulation and force. The
system could allow the user to interact with people
and the environment in multiple modalities. These
modes of interaction will be harnessed using ad-
vanced sensors supplying data to a computer that uses
pattern recognition and signal processing techniques
to recognize the user's intention. A system is pro-
posed that could employ multiple sensors to maxi-
mize recognition accuracy, offer multimodal
interaction, automatically accommodate changes in
the user's performance and enhance communication
rates. In addition, it could be used for computer -aided
assessment.

BACKGROUND

People with severe speech and physical impairment
due to cerebral palsy have limited and imprecise mo-
tor control. Each member of this population is likely
to have an idiosyncratic range of physical abilities.
Frequently, familiar communication partners are able
to visually discern intention from imprecise and idio-
syncratic gesture. Existing technology fails to harness
the multiple communication modalities that are em-
ployed in these interactions (1)(2).

Many questions remain from a human factors per-
spective. What form could a multimodal human -ma-
chine interface take? What behaviors are there that are
suitable for human - machine interaction'? Which bodi-
ly functions convey information pertinent to a per-
son's intention?
Although computer recognition of gesture is still in its
infancy, research in this area is encouraging. Harwin
and Jackson (3)(4) developed a system that recog-
nized head gestures of people with cerebral palsy us-
ing a six - dimensional position tracker. The system
used the concept of a "virtual head stick" and used
hidden Markov models as the recognition method.
Rogers (5) successfully recognized the facial gestures
of a child with cerebral palsy using an encoded digi-
tized video camera image of the subject's face and

then classified the gestures using artificial neural net-
works.
These authors confirm the feasibility of recognizing
human gestures from people with cerebral palsy.
Roy (6) proposed that information from surface elec-
tromyograms (EMG) should be available to extract
information relating to intention that is not present in
movement or force data alone. If antagonist/agonist
muscle pairs co- contract inappropriately, the intended
movement is prevented, however muscle activity can
be detected.
The work of Hiraiwa et al (7) shows that neural net-
works can be used to recognize readiness potentials
(RP) generated the moment before voluntary move-
ment of muscle recorded using electroencephalogram
(EEG) topography. If these signals are intact in people
with cerebral palsy it may be possible to detect inten-
tion directly from the central nervous system.
Considerable effort and determination is required for
the target population to operate any assistive device.
Fatigue can occur rapidly resulting in a reduced per-
formance. Ideally the device should be able to accom-
modate changes in performance. Roy (6) suggested
that parameters such as pulse rate and galvanic skin
resistance might be useful in determining fatigue -
state; expected performance, and in identifying the
startle reflex.
The authors are working towards the development of
input systems that reflect the abilities and the natural
modes of communication of the target population.
This includes gesture, vocalization, movement, ma-
nipulation and force (8).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem can be viewed from two perspectives.
From a user perspective, is it possible to design an in-
put system that enables an assistive device to be oper-
ated in modalities that closely match the abilities and
natural modes of communication of people with cere-
bral palsy? From a technological perspective, can sen-
sor technology and computer recognition be used to
create a system that predicts intention with an accura-
cy acceptable to the user'?

APPROACH

ObservationslElicitation ofBehavior
The researchers have established close links with stu-
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dent collaborators, therapists, teachers and caregivers.
This is to assure the quality of data and to identify and
elicit repeatable behavior that could be used as an in-
put method. Qualitative observations have been made
of students' natural physical ability as they interact
with peers, adults and their environment using their
existing communication modalities.
The authors have proposed using the technique of
mime as a way of eliciting repeatable, intentional ges-
tures. Preliminary studies incorporating the vehicle of
a simple charade game and puppet facilitator to elicit
mimetic gestures and vocalizations have indicated
that many of the student collaborators can produce a
range of distinct gestures e.g. eating a hamburger,
stroking the fur of cat. Deictic (pointing) gestures will
be elicited initially using a pointing board. This will
be compared to a pointing strategy which allows
pointing in three- dimensional space using the concept
of a "virtual" board.
Movement, Manipulation and Force
Observations and preliminary assessments indicate
that certain students may be able to execute a distinct
set of manipulations while exploring objects by touch.
These manipulations will be investigated further us-
ing a tactile relief force keyboard that is being devel-
oped by the authors. Two prototypes will be
evaluated. The user will be able to touch and manipu-
late either
1) one or more three - dimensional (3D) familiar items
and shapes (e.g. plastic animal, toy car) mounted on a
board, or
2) an array of 3D projections covered in plastic.
In each case force between the student's hand and the
objects along three axes will be monitored using strain

gauge sensors.
If it is possible to electronically sense and reliably dis-
tinguish gestures, vocalizations, movement, manipu-
lation and force, new modalities of interaction may be
possible.
Sensors and Computer Recognition

Position
Sensor

Camera V
(Facial Expressions)

/ " " Position
Vocalizations - - ` T I I - 7 • Se n s o r

Strain Gauge V  
Pulse

Grip Sensor Rate

Figure 1

In order to sense movement and force from poorly co-
ordinated muscle action it is necessary to use sensors
that output continuous signals. These data contain
considerably more information than signals from me-

chanical switches. A computer is required to recog-
nize intention and to map it to actions. Figure 1
illustrates a possible sensor configuration.

Use of Multiple Sensors
The rationale for using multiple sensors is as follows:
i) It may be possible to increase recognition accuracy
if signals that contain information about the user's in-
tention are available from more than one source.
ii) The approach facilitates multimodal access.
iii) A single sensor design is unlikely to be appropri-
ate for all users due to the heterogeneity of the target
population.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

Supervisor

- S e n s o r s

s� A PPlf a iie

c .F

s Anaf elJ- . A A C

F N 4 Y V C Ac

Pb.,. C.—

Fftrk

Figure 2

The recognition and mapping process are ultimately
similar for all sensors. It is envisaged. that a single
computer recognition system could accommodate a
whole range of sensors employing widely varying
technology (see figure 2).
The recognition system will consist of a preprocessor,
an artificial neural network and a supervisory level.
The preprocessor has a data reduction and signal en-
hancement function. Extracted features are presented
to the artificial neural network classifier. The outputs
from the neural network are used as the controlling in-
puts of the application. The human - machine interface
will include visual, auditory and tactile feedback that
facilitates user control. Where appropriate this may
include a direct representation of physiological pa-
rameters. The supervisor will constantly monitor the
performance of the user with the device. It will ac-
commodate to the fatigue state of the user and adjust
its parameters accordingly. Periodically it will report
the recognition rate to the user and recommend that it
is retrained to compensate for changes in long -term
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user - performance. Data recorded during recent use
will be used to retrain the recognizer.
The proposed system would operate as follows:

Step l: Conduct an integrated assessment involv-
ing a multi - disciplinary team. Assessment should
include elicitation of behavior likely to be suc-
cessful in human- machine interaction.
Step 2: Identify and locate sensors able to monitor
the modalities of interaction.
Step 3: Train the system to recognize the idiosyn-
cratic motor function of the user. If appropriate it
is taught to ignore non - volitional motion e.g. star-
tle reflex.
Step 4: At the end of the training process, the sys-
tem reports to the user /clinician how well it is able
to recognize intention and identifies the sensor
that are necessary for recognition.
Step S: The user /clinician decides whether a
change in sensors or siting is necessary or whether
certain sensors are redundant.
Step 6: The input system is tested in a functional
setting.

IMPLICATIONS /DISCUSSION

Although the area of integrated multimodal input de-
vices and gesture recognition is still in its infancy, the
proposed input system would have the following ben-
efits for people with cerebral palsy:
i) Facilitation of a new generation of intelligent mul-
timodal augmentative and alternative communication
(AAC) devices based on advanced sensor technology
and computer recognition.
ii) Multi-modal access that closely matches the user's
ability.
iii) Automatic accommodation of changes in the us-
er's performance.
iv) Enhanced communication rates through the inte-
gration of the proposed input device with other AAC
strategies.
v) Wide - ranging applications including AAC devices,
computer access, environmental and robotic control.

vi) Computer aided assessment integrated into the
system without additional hardware requirements.
Many of the design issues have yet to be resolved
these include portability, practicality of use in daily
settings, reliability, social and cosmetic acceptability.
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Predictionsof Computer Interface Skills
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Abstract
Children with mental retardation with mental age
scores ranging from 2.5 - 5.0 years completed a
series tasks using five different computer interfaces:
mouse, touchscreen, trackball, locking trackball,
and keyboard. Children were scored for the level of
device mastery achieved for each interface, based
upon the relative success, maintenance, and
generalization of device control skills with and
without specific training. A regression analysis
examined the extent to which ten subject skill
measurements could predict children's abilities to
master the five devices. Of the measurements used
in this study, tests of pattern analysis and gross
motor skills were among the best predictive
variables. While this provides information that may
help to focus assessments of cognitive load for users
of assistive technology, other factors of individual
variation should also affect the extent to which
these cognitive factors influence computer interface
skill acquisition.

Background
Learning to control computer interfaces involves a
variety of motor, perceptual, and cognitive skills.
Children without disabilities demonstrate greater
computer interface control skills with increasing
chronological and mental age (Cress, French, &
Tew, 1991). However, it has not been determined
whether the ability to operate different interfaces is
directly associated with general cognitive
development, or whether a combination of skills
differentially affect children's abilities to acquire
skills in interface control. For children with mental
retardation, variation in the development of
cognitive and perceptual -motor skills associated
with their disability may produce an entirely
different pattern of development in interface skill
acquisition from that observed in normally
developing children. If so, then both the design and
training of computer skills need to be adapted to
accomodate the specific influence of mental
retardation on children's computer skill acquisition
and use.

Many resarchers propose that children with mental
retardation demonstrate differences in their
cognitive processes that are not due solely to slower
or less proficient acquisition of developmentally
appropriate skills (e.g. Morss, 1983; Baumeister,
1984). Increased variation in skills for children
with mental retardation would be predicted because
of potential difficulties in specific cognitive skills,
including problem solving, memory, and
information processing (e.g. Campione, Brown, &
Ferrara, 1982; Ferretti & Cavalier, 1991). Greater
variation would also be expected because of the

higher incidence of motor and sensory processing
deficits with certain etiologies of mental retardation,
such as Down Syndrome (e.g. Pueschel, 1988). In
order to successfully apply standard computer -based
technology to assistive purposes for children with
mental retardation, it is necessary to examine the
extent to which these skill differences influence
performance on learning to operate computer
devices.

Research Questions
1. To what extent do measurements of cognitive
and perceptual -motor skills predict the performance
of children with mental retardation on computer
interface control tasks?

2. To what extent do these results differ from
expectations from similar research with normally
developing children?

Method
Subjects
Subjects were 15 children with mental retardation,
11 of whom had diagnoses of Down syndrome and
4 of whom had diagnoses of functional mental
retardation. All of the subjects had mental age -
equivalence scores from the Bracken School
Readiness Composite between 2.5 and 5.0 years
(mean 4.2 years MA). Chronological ages ranged
between 3.6 and 9.8 years (mean 7.9 years CA).
Children received a battery of measures testing
cognitive, perceptual- motor, and computer - related
skills including the following: Stanford -Sint
copying and pattern analysis subtests, Bracken
spatial awareness subtest, Miller Assessment for
Preschoolers (MAP), motor assessment, task
screener, and parent questionnaires addressing
computer experience, visual/auditory skills, and
Piagetian cognitive skills.
Procedure
The subjects controlled the activity of a series of
simple computer movement tasks using each of
five computer interfaces: touchscreen, mouse,
trackball, locking trackball, and keyboard (cursor
keys). In each task, subjects were required to pick
up, drag, and drop an object in a target location
presented on a MacIntosh Fx computer screen. In
baseline tasks, subjects were given two simple
demonstrations and asked to deduce the means of
operating the interfaces without further assistance.
If subjects did not complete this task for a given
interface to criterion (7/10 trials correct), training
was provided on a similar movement task. Training
sessions provided successively more specific cues
on interface operation until either the end of
maximum training or successful independent
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control of the device for 3 trials. Subjects who
successfully passed training also completed a repeat
of the original task to measure the subject's
maintenance of newly acquired control skills. If
subjects demonstrated independent skills at using a
given interface on initial baseline or maintenance
tasks, they completed an additional sorting task with
the same interface to see if their control skills would
generalize to a task requiring a choice of correct
location. All tasks included animation of the screen
objects that was contingient upon correct responses,
and between -trial feedback regardless of success
that was intended to provide reinforcement and
encouragement to complete the task.

Data Reduction
A mastery level score was derived for each child's
performance on each interface based on the number
of experimental tasks passed to criterion and the
extent of training required to pass those tasks.
Children who passed more complex tasks and who
completed tasks independently, without requiring
training, received higher mastery scores than
children requiring training and/or failing at less
complex tasks. The highest mastery score on an
interface (a score of 5) indicated that the children
were able to deduce the operation of the interfaces
with no more than the two simple demonstrations
provided in the Baseline task and generalize this
ability to the four -part task. The sum of mastery
scores for the 5 interfaces was called the total
mastery level score (maximum score of 5 X 5 = 25).
A summary of the mastery level scale is provided in
Table 1.

Table 1: Mastery LevelScoring Summary

Ma s t e r y  o f  s in g le  in t e r f a c e =0-5 ra t in g ofh ig h e s t  s t a g e  p a s s e d :

0 = F a il T r a in in g  -  n o  s u c c e ss f u l m a s t e r y  o f  in t e r f a c e

1  =  P a s s  T r a in in g  o n ly  - d id  n o t  p a s s  m a i n t e n a n c e

2  =  P a s s  Ma i n t e n a n c e  -  m a in t a in  b u t  n o t  g e n e r a liz e

m a s t e r y ,  w it h  t r a in in g

3 =  P a s s  Ba s e li n e / Ma in t e n a n c e  .  m a i n t a in  b u t  n o t  g e n e r a li: e

m a s t e r y  w it h o u t  t r a in in g

4  =  P a s s  G e n e r a liz a t i o n  ( S o r t in g )  T a s k  w it h  t r a in in g

5 =  P a s s  G e n e r a liz a t io n  ( S o r t in g )  T a s k  w it h o u t  t r a in in g

T o t a l in t e r f a c e  Ma s t e r y  ( f o r  a ll f iv e  in t e r f a c e s )

= s u m  o f  m a s t e r y  le v e l s c o r e s  f o r  f iv e  in t e r f a c e s

m a x im u m  ( a d u lt  - lik e )  m a s t e r y  is 5 X 5= 2 5

Results
A set of stepwise regressions was conducted with
the mastery scores as dependent variables and the
scores of the subject skill measurements as
independent predictor variables. The ten predictor
variables were: mental age - equivalent scores
(Bracken SRC), Bracken spatial test scores,
Stanford -Binet pattern analysis and copying scores,

gross motor screening scores, and scores on five
subtests of the Miller Assessment for Preschoolers
(foundations, coordination, verbal, nonverbal, and
complex tasks). A modified forward selection
procedure was used in which all variables are re-
evaluated for inclusion with each new variable
entered into a regression model.

Children's average mastery level scores for the five
interfaces tested are displayed in Figure 1. Mastery
scores for data collected on the same five interfaces
with normally developing children aged 2.5 - 5.0
yearsCA (Cress, French, & Tew, 1991), are
reported in Figure 2. While the relative degree of
mastery of the various interfaces was similar
between groups, the children with mental
retardation achieved significantly lower total
mastery scores on a nonparametric Wilcoxon test.

For the children with mental retardation, 57% of the
variance in their total mastery scores could be
predicted by the two measures of pattern analysis
and gross motor skills. The verbal subtest of the
MAP added 5% to the prediction of variance when
forced into the regression equation None of the
other factors added more than 3% to the regression
model when these factors were included first.
Analysis of the results of similar research with
normally developing children (Cress, French, &
Tew, 1991), revealed that the analysis and motor
scores were among the strongest predictors for this
population as well, accounting for 53% of the total
variance in mastery scores Equivalently strong
regression models could be constructedusing the
spatial awareness scores instead of the analysis
measures.

Figure 1: Average Mas tery Sc ores of  Children w ith MR by Interfac e
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Discussion
Each of the predictor measures was selected to
represent a different type of skill involved in
computer interface operation. While deficits in any
of these skill areas would be likely to interfere with
successful device operation, it is not practically
feasible to sample all of these skills to examine
potential cognitive accessibility of a given device.
For the purposes of assistive technology assessment,
it is useful to derive a subset of these measures that
may be representative of other relevant skills. If
potential device users demonstrate difficulties in
these areas, it may then prompt further investigation
of more device - specific cognitive and motor skills.
A user's functional skills may compensate for the
demands of the device operation in some settings
but may not be sufficient for more complex tasks.

For instance, the children with mental retardation in
this study had analysis scores below the age -
equivalent expectations for their mental age scores.
This would indicate particular difficulties with
pattern analysis relative to the general cognitive
skills measured in mental age tests. Also, the
children showed MAP scores considerably below
the expectations for their mental age. Since the
MAP is heavily biased towards sensory-motor
integration tasks, it is presumed that some of the
motor and sensory difficulties associated with
mental retardation, and particularly with Down
Syndrome, affected children's performance with the
interfaces. It is interesting that the strictly motor
subtests of the MAP, namely the foundations and
coordination tests, were not as strongly predictive as
the verbal subtest, although the difference was
small. The verbal subtest was primarily based on
articulation and repetitition tasks, which may have
reflected subtle differences in fine motor
coordination not reflected in the other subtests.

The ordering of relative mastery of the devices by
the children with mental retardation in this study
was very similar to that observed in earlier results
by normally developing children. This suggests
that, in general, devices such as the locking
trackball may be more difficult to master for a
variety of children. However, children's
performance with the devices was highly variable,
particularly among the children with mental
retardation. For instance, some of the children
demonstrated much better skill on the locking
trackball than the trackball, which tended to be
more consistently easy for the normally developing
children. Invidivdual variation among children with
mental retardation may be related to specific
characteristics that have been associated with
mental retardation, such as selective diffulty among
tasks requiring successive versus simultaneous
information processing (e.g. Das, Kirby, & Jarman,
1979). Further research can investigate the role of
selective skill deficits on performance differences
between different types of computer controls.
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Abst rac t
A system, called Retalk, is described that  im-
proves the spoken communication of speech im-
paired individuals. To be understood, many
such individuals rely  on others who are famil-
iar with their speech, listening to  and repeat-
ing their utterances clearly. We describe a
portable computer -based system under devel-
opment that performs an equivalent function.
Speech recognition technology is employed to
recognize the individual's  pronunciation of ba-
sic phonetic components, which are then passed
to a speech synthesizer (DEC -talk) for repro-
nunciation. By working at the level of phonetic
components rather than words, all utterances
of the individual can be corrected. To demon-
strate Retalk, we are employing it to improve the
speech of a 45 year old male dysarthric individ-
ual whose speech is consistent, but only semi -
intelligible.

1 Int roduct ion
Speech is the primary method of communication
during many everyday activities, such as travel-
ing on the bus, asking questions at work, talking
with friends and conversing on the phone. But
for dysarthric individuals, this mode ofcommu-
nication is often frustrating and ineffective be-
cause the person with whom they are trying to
communicate will often not understand them.
Words may be repeated without success, lead-
ing the individua l to  be reluctant to attempt
communication.

Although many dysarthric individuals are very
difficult to  understand for unfamiliar listeners,
people who are familiar with their speech pat-
terns can often understand them almost per-
fectly. This is  possible because of two factors:
first, the dysarthric individual tends to  be con-
sistent in their pronunciation because the speech
distortions are caused by a systematic impair-
ment of the organs of speech; second, people fa-
miliar with the individual learn to recognize id-
iosyncratic pronunciations and compensate for
them.

People who are familiar with, and understand
the dysarthric individual often play an impor-
tant role in helping them communicate. They
often act as intermediaries between new people
and the individual — listening to the distorted

utterances and repeating the words clearly . This
benefits the individual because it facilitates
communication with nearly  anyone. However,
people who are familiar with the the dysarthric
speaker are often few in number (such as fam-
ily members and a speech therapist) and cannot
always be available. Hence, this is not a satisfac-
tory solution to their communication problems.
What is needed' is  an intermediary that can be
with them everywhere they go, listening to  and
repeating all their utterances clearly.

This paper describes such an intermediary:
a portable computer based system, called
Retalk, under development. The system em-
ploys speech recognition and synthesis tech-
nology that is small enough to be portable'
and available at reasonable cost. Previous ap-
proaches to  the problem have employed recog-
nition technology that recognizes individual
words [Schmitt & Tobias, 1986], which are then
passed to a speech synthesizer. The princi-
pal problem with working at the word level
is achieving a sufficient accuracy of recogni-
tion, even with speaker dependent systems
[Treviranus et al.,1991]. Low recognition rates
force a severely limited vocabulary, and thus
prevent the computer based system from achiev-
ing the same functionality as the human inter-
mediary, who can repeat all of the individual's
speech clearly.

The system described here applies a novel
method to  overcome this problem with limited
vocabularies. Rather than working at the word
level, Retalk works at a much lower level —with
phonemes, the basic sounds of speech. Since
there are only 54 phonemes that, when com-
bined, make up all the words in the English
language, the learning problem is much simpler.
By learning how the individual pronounces each
phoneme, all utterances can be correcteda.

This paper describes Retalk in  more detail, but
first we introduce our research subject with
whom we are initially  developing our system.
Following the description of Retalk, some pre-
liminary results are introduced. The paper con-

'For example, a new portable version of DECtalk
synthesis system is now available called Multi Voice

Assuming that the individual does not use one
phoneme to represent more than one sound. This
situation is considered later.
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F i g u r e  1 : T h e R e t a l k  s y st e m in  p e r fo r man c e mo d e ,
c la rif yin g t h e s p eec h o f  a n in d iv id u a l . Dis t o r te d
s p e ec h is  p ic ke d  up  wit h a mic r o p ho ne  a nd  a na ly ze d ,
p r o d u c in g a  s t r e a m o f  t ime  a n d  f r e q u e n c y  d o ma in

fe a t u r es  t h a t  is  p a s s e d  t o  t h e  p r ev io u s ly  t r a ine d  a r -

t if ic ia l  n e u r a l  n e t wo r k . T h e  n et wo r k r e c o g n iz es  t h e

in d ivid u al ' s  p ro nu nc ia tio n  o f  p ho ne me s  an d  s t re s s es ,
wh ic h a r e p a s s e d  to  t he  s p e e c h s y n th e s iz e r  f o r  p r o -

nu n c iat io n .

eludes with a d is c u ss i o n o f  t he pote nti a l s uc-
cesse s  and li mita t ions  of our a ppro ach.

2 Th e  C l i e n t
Duane is  a  4 5 year  old male , who as  a  teenager,
ha d a se vere ac c i d e nt  t ha t  r e su l t e d  i n a  he a d
inju ry. He ha s  b e e n  i n speech therap y s i nc e
a nd ca n spe ak cons is tently, bu t only semi -
inte lligi bly.  Ini tia lly we could u nders tand only a
few words . Now, followi ng so me hou rs  together
we  c an u nd e rs ta nd  p erhap s  50 % of  hi s  sp ee ch.
He make s  an id eal c li ent for  this  t echnolo gy be-
cause he has a large vocabulary and leads an
act ive  li fe  wi thi n t he  co mmu nit y.

3 D e s i g n
The  co mp one nts  o f Retalk sys te m, when re pro-
nouncing d is t ort ed s pee ch,  is  gi ven in Figure  1.
Fir s t , the  sp ee ch is  a na ly zed  a nd  f ea t ures  s ig-
nificant for recognition are extr act ed. These
fe a t u re s  a r e  p re s ent e d  to  t he  i np u t  o f  a n a r t i -
fic ia l neural network [Lang & Waibel, 90] .  Such
neural netwo rks  have proved success ful in many
le a rni ng a p pl i ca t i ons  and , du e  to  a d va nc es  i n
co mp u t e r  ha rd wa re , are  p rac ti ca l d ev ic es  that
ca n no w ru n o n p o r t a bl e  c o mpu t e r s . The  ne t -
work, once trained, recognizes the phoneme and
stress that should have been spoken. These
are passed on to the speech synthesizer DEC -
talk for pronunciation. There are 54 possible
phonemes that can be pronounced by DEC -talk
and hence recognized by the system. Some
examples are given in Figure 2. For exam-
ple, the phoneme D is the sound this, while the
phoneme @ is the sound in bat. More infcrma-

word g p , F aturo

An d y s b

V ' P p r o -Wo r u a c h o n

a b l e e b L - 1 » 0
c e r e a l a I r i - L >1 <00< Artkbbl

Nwnl
g a t h e r gOD - -R > 1 « 0 < Netwerk
s p h e r e s f  - I r - > > > 1 «
unit Ynxt 1 >0<

� 3 1 . 0 , , - -

&  s t -

F ig u r e 2: T h e Re t a lk  s y s t e m in tr a inin g mo d e,

wh e r e  t h e  n e u r a l  n e t wo r k  le a r n s to  r ec o g niz e  h o w
t h e  in d iv id u a l p r o n o u nc e s  p ho n e me s a n d s tres s es .
T h e  in d ivid u a l p ro v id e s  s p o k e n  e xa mp le s  o f  wo r d s

wh o s e  c o r r e c t  p r o n u n c iat io n  is  k n o wn . F o r  e x a m-
ple, wh e n t h e in d iv id u a l s p e ak s t h e wo rd a b l e ,
the correct pronunciation (given by the sequence of

p ho nemes  eb L-  an d  s tr es s es  1»0) is  p ro vid ed  as  the
o u t p u t  t o  t h e  n e u r a l  n e t wo r k . T h e  n e t wo r k  le a r n s
an as s o c iatio n b e t we e n  i t s  in p u t ( a r e p re s e n ta t io n
o f  t h e in d ivid u a l ' s  s p e ec h )  an d  i t s  o u t p ut  ( t h e c o r -

re c t ed  p ho ne me s  a nd  s tr es s e s ) .

t ion o n the  phonemes  and s tre sses  c an be found
in [Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1987] .

Before the sys tem can be used, it mu s t be
tra ined with examples  of the  individual 's  speech.
This  process  is  i l lus tra ted in Figure  2.  The neu-
ral network must learn to associate patterns of
speech features with the correct phoneme that
shou ld be  spo ken (no t t he  act ual pho neme s po-
ken!).  In order to achieve this , samples  of words
pronounced by Du ane are  present ed to the  input
of the  neural network  (after  analys is ), while  the
cor re ct pronu nc ia tio n is  pr ese nt ed a t  t he  o u t -
pu t of  t he  ne ural  net wo rk . Correct pro nunc iar
ti ons  a re  ob ta i ne d f ro m t he  N e tT al k  d ir e ct ory
[Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1987] , whi ch c ont ai ns
s tandard pronunc iations  for over  20,000 English
words , so me  of  whi ch a re  gi ve n in the  ta bl e  in
Figure  2 .  The ne twork is  tra ined  in batc h mode,
whe re  a ll  t he  d ata  i s  pr es ente d a t one ti me , so
the re  was  no nee d  fo r  Du a ne  t o wo rk  int e ra c -
tively with Retalk during tr a ini ng.  C urre ntly , we
ha v e o b ta i ned  f ro m Du a ne  a pp ro xi ma te l y  4 5 0
word samples, 3 repeats  of 150 different words3.

The se were  o bta ine d b y u s ing a  he ads et mic ro-
phone with the words chosen by the computer
to be s t  r ep re se nt  t he  p ho ne me  a nd  s tr es s  co m-
binat ions .

'We actually collect 4 repeats, but had to re ject
t h e  la s t  wo r d  s a mp le , as we  f o u n d  Du an e  c o n s is -
te n tly  c h a ng e d  h is  p r o n u n c ia tio n  o n  t h e  la s t  wo r d .
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4 Evaluation 6 Acknowledgements
This paper describes work in  progress, so our
evaluation is limited. Currently, we have trained
the network to recognize a few of the 54
phonemes from selected words that are short.
Results are encouraging and have demonstrated
that phonemes are easier to learn than complete
words. In addition, errors at the phoneme level
have a much more limited affect on the overall
performance, since they usually produce simi-
lar sounding phonemes. Results have identified
the need to invest significant human and com-
putational resources during the training phase.
It is  estimated that approximately 1000 sam-
ple words will be needed to achieve a reasonable
phoneme recognition accuracy and training will
take up to 2 weeks of computer time. The num-
ber of words is understandable, since the final
system will be able to improve all utterances of
the individual. The large training time required
is a product of the neural network approach and
is done only once. For this reason, the network
is currently being trained on a Sun workstation;
however, the trained network requires few re-
sources and will be implemented on a PC.

5 Discussion
The system, once fully functional, will signif-
icantly improve the communication ability of
dysarthric individuals. Although the current
system under development will function on a
desk -top PC, a portable version is planned, and
will be constructed once the method is fully de-
veloped.

There are clear limitations to the method. Most
speech disabilities result in a real loss of informa-
tion, realized by the individual using the same
sound to represent distinct phonemes. If this
loss of information is too severe, methods will
have to exploit additional knowledge in order to
recover some of the clarity. With this in  mind,
we are investigating employing a database of
known pronunciations to  correct for individual
errors in phoneme recognition4.

The method presented here will be most success-
ful when the errors in pronunciation are system -
atic and there is little variability in the pronunci-
ation of the same sounds. Determining whether
an individual's impairment satisfies these re-
quirements can be achieved relatively quickly by
taking speech samples and performing a small
trial run of the training procedure. Such studies
are in the planning stage for clients with cerebral
palsy.

T This method is standard in handwriting recog-
nition systems that correct for individual letter er-
rors by using a database of correctly spelled words.

We would like to thank the Center for Persons
with Disabilities at USU for providing support
for Meifang Hu and the Communication Disor-
ders Department for help in identifying subjects.
Special thanks to  Dr. Marvin Fifield, Director
of CPD, and Dr. Beth Foley for comments on
earlier drafts of this paper.
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Dysarthric Speech Recognition: A Hidden Markov Modelling Approach

David A Boonzaier & Ari Limon
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ABST RACT

An investigation oftechniques for the automatic
recognition ofdysarthric speech has Ied to the
development ofa recognition strategy which utilises
continuous density hidden Markov models. This
paper discusses the implementation of recognition
techniques, and presents the results ofrecognition
trials with three cerebral palsied subjects. Results
obtained indicate that this recognition approach is
capableofcapturing much ofthe reliable statistical
information present in dysarthric utterances.

INT RODUCTION

As part  o f ou r o ngoing p ro ject aimed at  t he
d eve lo p m en t of an effect ive voice -input
communication and control system for severely
phys ica lly dis abled peo ple (Boonzaier an d
Limon, 1991),  we  h ave  d evelo p ed a  s peech
recognition strategy for the recognition of
dysarthric speech. In  order to test the efficacy
of the metho d s we h ave used, we h ave
co n du c ted reco gnit ion exp er im en ts using
custom software which we have developed. It
is the a im of this stage of the project to
inves tigat e techn iqu es  for au tom at ic  sp eech
recogn itio n , a s  ap p lied t o  b o th n o rm al an d
devian t speech, an d to deve lo p a robust
st ra t egy for the autom at ic reco gnit ion of
d y s a r t h r ic sp eech . Fo rm al t ech n iq u es
deve lo p ed throu gh this research will be
im p lemen ted in a com mu nica tion device.
Cu rren t ly ava ilable (co mmercial) sp eech
reco gn it io n sy st em s h ave no t ach ieved
satisfactory resu lts  when us ed by dysa rth ric
speakers, especially  athetoid cerebral palsied
people.

BACKGROUND

Many in d ivid u als  wh o s e quality of sp eech
pro du ct ion  is  so po or  as  t o  cla ss ify  t hem as
fun ctiona lly non - speaking (or non- verbal),
co u ld  d er ive,  f ro m  wh a tever re sid u al voca l
ability  they possess, a set of functional vocal
communication symbols th a t  wo u ld  s e rve  as
a l t e rn a t e in p u t to a co mp uter  -based
co m m un icat io n syst em. Mem bers of this

p o p u la t io n  wh o are capable of pro duc ing
reas o n ab ly co n s ist en t an d rep ea t ab le
utterances, be they verbal or non - verbal, would
benefit grea tly from a sy st em that could
reco gnis e t hese  vo cal symb ols  and  translate
th em in to u s e fu l in fo r m a t io n fo r
commu nica tion and enviro nm ental control

purposes.

SPEECH RECOGNITION APPROACH

Du e to the pres en ce of co n s id erab le
ar t icu la to ry an d ph o n a to ry var iab ilit y ,
automatic recognition of dy sa rthr ic speech
presents a far greater challenge than does the
recognition of normal speech. Deller and Hsu
(1987) reported that their testing of dysarthric,
cerebra l pa lsied (CP)  pe rson s indicated t hat
a l t h o u g h th e ir s p eech was m o s t ly
un in te lligib le , it did con ta in significant
recognizable information, which could be used
by an automatic recognition system.

The speech recognition strategy which we have
cho sen  to ad o p t is that of  h id d en Marko v
modelling (HMM). In particular, we have used
continuous density  HMMs, with multivariate
normal distributions. (The reader is  referred to
the paper by Rabiner et a1, 1985, for a thorough
treatment of this topic). The rationale for using
this method is that the HM M. approach uses a
statistical characterization of the speech signal,
and thu s,  s hou ld  capture more in formation
about the signal than do other techniques, such
as dynamic time warping (DTD).

Speech sign als were digitized a t a samp ling
rate of 10kHz, using an oversampling analog -
to- digital converter. The digitized signal was
then pre-emphasized using a simple first -order
digit al filter, I — 0.952-', an d blocked into
frames of 30ms, with 50 per cent frame overlap.
Each frame was weight ed by a Ham m in g
window, before a 12th -order linear predictive
coding (LPC) analysis was performed. The LPC
vectors  were then  co nver ted to 15th - order,
bandpass - liftered ceps tral fea tu re vectors
which were used as input vectors to  the HMM
training and recognition algorithms.
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In  th is work, we  h ave used 6 -state hidden
Marko v mod els, wh ich h a ve an ergodic
structure (Deller et al, 1991). Model training is
perfo rm ed us in g the k -means clus te ring
algo r it h m , fo llowed by  the Vit erbi re-
estim ation pro cedu re (Rabiner, 1989). The
Viterbi algorithm is alsoused in classification.

MET HODS  AND RES ULTS

Sp eech reco gn it io n ex p er im en t s were
conducted with speech samples recorded from
three cerebral palsied individuals, SC, NA and
JS, aged 15, 21 and 31 years, respectively. In
orde r to  o bt ain an  ob ject ive grad in g of the
severity of th e pa rt ic ip ant s '  d ys ar th ria, the
single -word intelligibilit y  component of the
Frenchay Dysarth ria Ass essm ent (Enderby,
1983) was  adminis te red  to  each  pa rt icipan t.
The assessment results are presented in  Table 1
(with scores given as percentages, rather than
the prescribed letter indices); as can be seen,
these three individuals have severely limited
vocal ability.

Subject Judge 1 ( %) Judge 2 ( %)
JS 50 60
NA 40 50
SC 20 20
Fab le 1. S ingle -wo rd  intelligibility tes t  res ults .

Two word- corpora were us ed in the
recognition trials: a 10 -word corpus comprised
of the digits  (ze ro to  n ine), and an 80 -word
corpus, adapted from Beukelman et al (1984).

Reco rd in gs were m ad e of each of the
participants speaking the 10 -word corpus ten
times. Recording equipment included a Sure
SM -10A head - mounted microphone, a custom -
built microph one amplifier, and an Aiwa
port able DAT record er (mod el HD -Sl). The
isolated utterances were digitized, as described
above, hand - edited using Audiomedia l " t

soun d edit ing sof tware,  an d th en pro ces sed
using speech processing software which was
developed as part of this project_ All work was
conducted on a Macintosh lIci computer.

The first five repetitions were used in a
tra in ing p has e to  creat e Marko v m od els  for
each  wo rd , an d the second five repetitions
were used in  the recognition trials . Results of
the trials  are presented in Table 2. The speech
recognition software was also tested with
sp eech  s am ples  f ro m two in dividu als with

normal speech, yielding recognition scores of
100 and 98 per cent.

Subject Recog. Rate
JS 95
NA 88
SC 74
Normal l 100
Normal 198
Fab le 2. 10 -wo rd  co rp us  rec o gnit io n res ults .

In ad d itio n , reco rdin gs were m ad e of
participant JS speaking the 80 -word corpus 10
times. The same training an d recognition
pro to co ls  were follo wed,  a s used in  t he  10-
word tr ials. The reco gnitio n rate in  this  trial
was 93 per cent.

DIS CUSSION

The results obtained in  the trials , indicate that
the reco gnit ion st ra t egy wh ich we have
adopted can yield acceptable recognition rates,
in  sp it e o f th e great er  va riab ility  p res en t in
dysarthric speech. As anticipated, recognition
rates for the three dysarthric cerebral palsied
speakers were found to correlate with the
degree of  s ever it y  of  th eir dy sa rthr ia . Even
more encouraging was the fact that recognition
perfo rm an ce  was  fou nd to be  on ly  s light ly
poorer with the larger, 80 -word, corpus.

CONCLUSIONS

The ap proach desc ribed  in  th is paper, t o  the
problem ofimproving automatic recognition of
dysarthric speech, has achieved considerable
success . As a nex t s tep toward s ou r goal of
developing a robust, portable, real -time voice -
dr iven co m mu n ica tio n sys tem, we will
incorporat e the  tech niques des cribed in  this
paper, into an autom ated on -line speech
recognition system, with synthesized speech
and /or text output.
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Abstract
A communication and control
enhancement program for individuals
with severe disabilities has been
implemented through a coordinated
effort of an assistive technology
center, group home and adult day
program. This project has led to
enhanced skills on the part of the
consumers, greater staff
collaboration and the incorporation
of assistive technologies into the
daily activities of both programs.

Background
This paper describes a joint program
between an assistive technology
center, a group home and an adult
day program. These individuals have
severe developmental disabilities
which include lack of fine motor
control, inability to speak and
unknown cognitive skills. In both
programs, the need for greater
communication opportunities and for
more active participation in program
activities had been recognized, and
the group home had been cited by a
state licensing agency for lack of
communication opportunities for its
residents. Due to the severity of
the consumers' disabilities,
consideration of the use of
assistive technologies was
requested.

Objective
The primary objective of the project
was to increase opportunities for
interaction, control and
communication by the adult consumers
in both the day program and group
home settings. In order to meet the
objective, the needs for assistive
technology services characteristic
of consumers in both the group home
and day programs were determined,
and an integrated program was
developed to meet these needs.

Method /Approach
The intervention program began with
a review of the two programs to
identify major needs which might be
served by assistive technologies,
and to develop an intervention plan
to meet these needs. Based on this

review and evaluations of two
clients from these programs, it was
clear that a computer system adapted
for a range of motor skills would be
of general benefit. A computer
system with appropriate adaptations
was provided at both the group home
and day programs. Software was
chosen to develop some basic
cognitive skills (e.g, cause /effect,
choice making) and to provide
limited augmentative communication.
simple appliance control 'hardware
was also used to facilitate
interaction and concepts of control.
A variety of switches selected to
meet the range of needs presented
were also obtained for both
programs. Equipment chosen is
listed in the
appendix. This equipment allowed
implementation of simple cause and
effect, choice making and
communication training. Since the
same equipment was available at both
facilities, there was interaction
between the personnel at each
location, and this helped with
program implementation.

Once the overall needs for equipment
were determined, several activities
were carried out. The first of these
was the screening of individual
consumers to determine their motor
skills and required control
interface and needed reinforcers. By
matching the interface and
reinforcer (e.g., computer graphics,
appliance control) to each
individual's needs, we were able to
increase interaction and control
utilizing assistive technologies
such as communication and
environmental control systems. The
major questions which arise are what
type of interface is best given the
person's physical skills and what
type of reinforcers are most
meaningful to that person. For the
participants in this program, these
questions were answered by
conducting a short (1 1/2 hour)
evaluation in which basic physical
skills were determined, an interface
selected, and the interface used
with a variety of contingent results
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(computer, appliance, tape
recorder). A brief report
identifying the interface,
reinforcers and proposed
physical /interaction /communication
goals was prepared for each consumer
and included in a training notebook
which was available at both
facilities. A list of equipment plus
a written, generic training program
emphasizing increasing interaction
and communication skills(1) was also
included in each notebook.

The second activity was the
provision of consultation regarding
augmentative communication and the
development of communication boards.
This consultation was provided to
both the home and day program
staffs, and it was in parallel with
the motor screening and motor
training. There were communication
opportunities in both programs, and
the use of language boards allowed
the staff to take immediate
advantage of them. These included
community based activities, group
meetings (e.g., resident council) at
the group home, and consumer -staff
interaction. At the beginning of
the project, only three of the 29
consumers in the program were
verbal, and the rest relied on
gestures, signs and other
alternative communication
modalities.

In order to address this
communication need, a speech
pathologist provided consultation on
augmentative communication. This
included an environmental survey of
communication needs completed for
each consumer by both the day
program and care home staffs. These
identified communication
opportunities for consumers and
resulted in suggestions for specific
vocabulary to be. included on
communication boards.

Consultation was also provided to
staff regarding the design and
construction of communication
boards. Some consumers lacked the
physical ability to point to items
on a communication board, and
additional consultation was provided
regarding alternative selection
methods such as the use of eye gaze.
As physical skills and cognitive
abilities improved during motor
training, these were applied to
enhanced communication opportunities

using the computer and software:
Step -by -Step w /single switch and
Talking word board with up to eight
choices using a switch box.

The successful utilization of both
the communication boards and the
other assistive technologies was
dependent on training of both staff
and consumers. Our program
emphasized staff training, with the
staff then training the consumers.
Each facility designated a key staff
member to lead the assistive
technology efforts. Additional
staff were trained in the
implementation of the program
through a series of in- services
directed to the various shifts.
This training included modeling of
intervention with consumers. The
training and followup were provided
by Center staff in a series monthly
trips. Some training sessions were
videotaped by group home or day
program staff to use with new staff
and for review as the program
progressed.

As the program was implemented, and
consumers developed greater skills,
it was necessary to periodically
review progress, set new goals and
make adjustments based on
experiences of staff and consumers.
This occurred during the monthly
consultation /training sessions held
by Center staff. Sessions were held
at the group home and day program on
alternative months.

Results
The initial screenings identified
interfaces and reinforcers for each
consumer. Based on these, specific
motor training and communication
goals were established. These were
then implemented by program staff.
The progress of each of the
consumers was monitored by
collecting data regarding speed of
response, number of prompts, and
communication opportunities.
Progress was made for all consumers,
but the rate was variable.

The day program and group home
staffs were able to extend the
screening methods to the remainder
of the consumers, and this amplified
the time spent by the Center staff.

Both facilities established
"activity" rooms equipped with a
variety of adaptive devices for both
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program activities and leisure time.
These proved to be valuable for
implementing individualized training
objectives for each consumer.

An additional result, not initially
anticipated, was a new perception of
the consumers by staff. As consumers
demonstrated the ability to
understand communication and control
concepts, the staff began to expect
more of them. this further enhanced
the performance and progress toward
more general goals at both
facilities.

D iscussion
The initial number of consumers
included in this project was
initially restricted to or
approximately one -half of the total
number enrolled in the program. This
allowed staff to begin to utilize
assistive technologies without
becoming overwhelmed by large
numbers of devices and participants
in the program. Second, by
observing ADC staff, the program
staffs at both facilities were able
to apply some of the same
methodology to additional consumers.
Finally, by starting with a smaller
group of consumers, we were able to
concentrate our efforts and obtain
closure sooner for this group rather
than diluting our efforts over a
larger number of consumers.

By choosing generally useful
technology, the funding agency was
able to more easily justify the
expenditure than if separate
requests had been made for each
consumer. As an individual consumer
demonstrates communication or
control abilities, a specific
request for assistive technologies
can be more easily justified. This
consideration is particularly
important under the funding agencies
very tight fiscal constraints.

This program was conducted as an
adjunct to other technology -based
services such as seating and
positioning. However, the impact on
communication and control provided
by an improved positioning system
was immediate. Conversely, the need
for new positioning was justified
and clarified in some cases by the
potential for control or
communication. In general, this
program fit well other services
provided to the consumers.

This joint project, funded by normal
service sources, provides a useful
model for the provision of group -
based intervention in assistive
technologies. The collaboration
between the home, day program and
assistive technology center led to
important insights and gains which
none of the three components would
have obtained individually.

Appendix
Equipment utilized- Computer system:
Apple IIgs microcomputer, Adaptive
Firmware Card w /Switch input box',
Echo speech synthesizer, color
monitor.Software: Motor Training
Games',Early and Advanced Switch
Games 2 ,Make it in Time',
Interaction Games I and II', Step -
by-Step 3 , Talking Word Board
program', Control interfaces: Touch
switch', Lever switch', Wobble
switch 6 , Biq Red Switch', Tread
Switch', Universal switch
mountinq'.Simple appliance control:
Ablenet Appliance Control Unit,
Switch Latch /Timer 1 , battery
adaptors', single switch Ultra -Four
transmitter /receiver pairsg.

Reference
[1]Cook AM: Development of Motor
Skills for Switch Use by Persons
with Severe Disabilities. In Hussey
SM, editor: Developmental
Disabilities Special Interest
Section Newsletter, Vol. 14, No 2,
June 1991, American Occupational
Therapy Association, Rockville, MD.
Albert M. Cook, Ph.D.
Assistive Device Center
California State University
6000 Jay Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
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YOUR EXPRESSIVE SOCIETY (YES)
AN AUGMENTATI VE COMMUNI CATI ON USERS SUPPORT GROUP

Peg Johnson and Dannel Friel
Express Yourself  o f Minneapo lis, Inc,

ABSTRACT

An adult consumer based support group
f o r individuals wi th severe speech
impairments has been establ ished to
promote the use of  vo ice out put
communication devices. Adult AAC
consumers continue to be underserved.
They no longer have  the support of a
school sys tem and if  they attend
the rapy, it may be  on a consultat ion
basis only. Since AAC devices are
complex and require regular f o l low up
services, these consumers are in need
o f  technical assistance and /or
psychosocial support. The support
group cons is ts o f  A A C consumers from
the metropol i tan area who have dive rse
backgrounds and abili ties. The
fo l lowing is a summary of how such a
group was fo rmed .

BACKGROUND

Individuals us ing AAC systems , the ir
famil ies, and therap is ts expressed a
need to create a supportive environment
where users  can prac tice and learn to
be be tte r communicato rs . I t  was
de te rmined that users were no t
ef fect ively communicating outside
the rapy sessions and tha t they desired
communication experience in real life

si tuations . I t  is recognized that
device users need an opportun ity f o r
ongo ing assistance to furthe r deve lop
the ir ski lls beyond  the ini tial
assessment and training . They need to
develop self - confidence  to try newly
ob tained ski lls and they need to know
they are no t alone. As a result  o f
this interest, an AAC users' support
group was establ ished and coord inated
by a d irec to r and ass is tant direc to r.
The firs t sess ion was held in Oc tober,
1990 , with e ig ht AAC users in
attendance .

OBJECTIVES

- Provide a support ive environment f o r
sharing successes and frus trat ions
with othe r use rs  o f  devices .

- Develop users' ski lls beyond the
init ial assessment and training .

- Incorporate individual and group
goals to  f ac i l itate dai ly use
of  communication devices.

- Promote self- advocacy.
- Increase pub lic awareness o f  the

capabilities of  ind ividuals
with speech impairments.

- Encourage  partic ipat ion o f  f amily,
friends, careg ivers and
health professionals.

METHOD

The director and ass is tant directo r
inte rviewed  AAC p ro f ess ionals working
in the  f ie ld . I t  was  ap par en t f r om
these mee tings that the re was a vital
need fo r ongo ing support fo r ind ividual
users o f  A AC devices. Eight consumers
were identif ied from thro ughout the
metro area. Personal inte rviews were
conduc ted  within the consumer' s home
environment to determine ind ividual
needs and  goals . The  ne xt s tep  was to
f ind an accessible location fo r group
sessions. The help of an inte res ted
technical advisor was enl isted. As
additional consumers expressed a need
and des ire  to  jo in the group , t wo
speech and language patholog is ts were
recruited. The importance of direct
and ongoing communication with
caregivers canno t be emphasized
enough. Meeting notices and f ol low -up
phone  calls help staf f  and  careg ive rs
arrange fo r cons is tent consumer
attendance. W ithout the ir s upp ort and
continued invo lvement the group would
no t be  ab le  to  f unc tion_ Helping to
coord inate  transportation for the users
to the group meeting place is also
required. The group meets on a regular
basis in a community f ac i l i ty. The
sessions occur bi- monthly f o r a two
hour pe riod . An agenda f o r each
meeting must be prepared specif ically
to address  the needs of the group,
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Careful documentat ion o f  t he meetings
is  imp ort ant  f o r t he purpose of tracking
the progress as well as the changing
needs and goals of individual group
members.

RESULTS

Group and individual goals were
developed. Members were assisted in
designing personal goals to meet the
needs o f  t he ir usual dai ly ac tivi ties .
Members shared ideas and provided
feedback to each o the r as to possible
strategies to successfully accomplish
these goals. Since the fo rmation of
the group , spontaneity of communication
has improved. Group members have
requested more pre - programmed phrases
to be ente red into their devices . They
have arrived at  the group sessions
excited and ready to inte rac t with each
other. The members have been ab le  to
partic ipate in ac tivi ties which othe rs
take  f o r granted such as; ini tiating
conversation, making a telephone call,
shopping, singing and "tape recording"
a lette r, and video - taping a get well
greeting to  an acc ident vict im. These
activities have enabled ind ividuals
with severe speech impairments to
partic ipate in the mains tream of life.
An example of such an ac t iv i ty  was
sing ing Christmas carols at  a local
mall. The group process was exciting
as songs were chosen, programmed and
practiced in preparation f o r  t he
"singing event ". The "s inging debut"
was  t ruly a reward ing experience
because it  al lowed users  to share  the
holiday sp ir i t  in a unique and f un
way. Shoppers, young and old, were
given a chance to observe dif fe rent
methods o f  communication in a
non - threatening environment.

DISCUSSION

The group has provided no t only an
opportunity f o r the members to learn
and grow but also f o r the pub l ic  to
learn about alte rnative methods of
communication. Overal l, the public has
responded positive ly with healthy
curiosity.

I t is to be no ted that technical
dif f icult ies are more numerous than
expec ted. The technical adviso r has
been an integral member o f  t he  g ro up ,
who repairs as we ll as programs
devices. Individual members and the
group as a whole have  to cons tantly
learn prob lem solving strategies.

Your Expressive Society IYES) operates
on a shoestring budge t. No major
source of funding is provided. Group
members pay no  f ees . Members do ,
however, play an ac tive role in
fundrais ing. Over the course o f  a
year, they raised enough money t hrough
candy sales to temporari ly hire t wo
speech and language patho logis ts as
group fac il itators. This also gave
members an oppor tunit y to ge t out in
the community and inte rac t with
soc iety. Ongoing f und rais ing pro jec ts
continue .

Your Expressive Society (YES) is an
example of ho w a supp ort  ne two rk can
enhance one 's ab il ity and desire to
ac tive ly and eff ect ive ly communicate in
society. COMMUNI CATI ON DISABILITIES
NEED NOT BE HANDI CAPS!!
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A Foot - Controlled VOCA for a Multilingual User

John B. Eulenberg and Stephen R. Blosser
Artificial Language Laboratory, Michigan State University

ABSTRACT

A Voice - Output Communication Aid (VOCA) with
English, Russian, and Hebrew language capabilities was
designed for a 12- year -old male with cerebral palsy. The
VOCA user, bilingual in Russian and English, has used
his  system to develop literacy in those languages, and
also to develop beginning literary in Hebrew. The device
permits display, print -out, and text -to- speech in all three
languages . Operated with the same foot control used to
steer his  powered wheelchair, the sys tem incorporates
wireless  keyboard emu lat ion for use  wi th de skt op
computer systems . Through a focused project involving
use of a ll three  languages to pursue a highly motivating
goal, the VOCA user has achieved a higher expression of
personal identity.

BACKGROUND

Born in Kiev, Ukraine, USSR, in 1978, GC has athetoid
and spas tic cerebral palsy, a ttributed to anoxia at birth.
He emigrated with his parents and grandparents to the
United States  in 1979 at the age of fifteen months. He
received li t t le  therapy in the  Soviet Union, but was
enrolled in various educational and therapeutic programs
in the  United Sta tes  as  a  preschooler and throughout
elementary school. He currently a ttends a residential
school for children with cerebral palsy during the  week
and spends weekends and vacations with his family.

Throughout his life, GC has lacked functional speech and
has had no functional hand or finger control- Though his
control ov er his  trunk a nd his  lo wer e xtre mitie s  is
extremely limited and does  not permit him to stand or
walk, he does have considerable control over his left leg
and foot. By age five he was able to operate a joystick to
play video games with subs tantial success. GC started
receiving speech - language services in a program
specializing in augmentative  communication when he
was  three  years  old. As  the  s tate  of commercia lly
available communication aids has developed, he has had
the chance to try various  devices, some of which were
purchased for him and mounted on his  wheelchair. He
operated these devices in row- and - column - scanning
mode by activating a momentary- contact single switch
with his left foot. He did not respond favorably to any
such device for long, indicating that he found them slow
and tiring. For a time, he was given a joystick - operated a
device, but he was not as accurate with the joystick as he
had been with the single- switch approach, so his school
staff returned him to the single - switch system.

GC's  principal means  of communication since early
childhood has been facial gesture, looking up for yes and
down for no and, where possible, using his eyes to point
in the direction of an intended referent. With the help of
his parents and therapy staff, he developed a
sophisticated word board with a 3-digit encoding system
to index about 500 words and phrases and the English
alphabet. These vocabulary items were displayed on a
tabloid -sized folding board which he carries with him on
his wheelchair.

Linguistically, GC has presented a mixed picture. In his
receptive competence of spoken English (as determined
by his school staff) and Russian (as determined by his
family), he has consistently been at or above age level.
His mastery of both reading and writing in English, as he
approached his thirteenth year, however, lagged
considerably. At the time whe n t he  int erv ent ion
described in this paper was initia ted, he manifes ted a
number of perceptual problems such as  reversals of
le tters  and an occas ional loss of place  on a  page of
reading materia l. He a lso was  prone to a  number of
syntactic errors in his written expression, at least some of
which could be reasonably attributed to interference from
Russian, such as omission of articles. GC's teacher's and
therapists were concerned about his lack of motivation to
use his commercial VOCA. His own explanation for not
wanting to use it included its slowness of access and poor
voice quality. GC's lack of enthusiasm for his VOCA was
seen as  but part of a general alienation from the social
environment of his residential school.

Two months  after he  became 12 years  old, GC was
approached by the social worker at his residential school.
She had been particularly concerned in finding ways to
interest him in pursuing his academics and in stimulating
his communication with others.

One motivating factor seemed to be his self- identity as a
Russian. Although hi s  birth c i ty, Kiev, was  in the
Ukraine, where both Ukrainian and Russian are spoken,
GC's family spoke a mixture  of Russian and English at
home in the U.S.A. His grandparents spoke only Russian
with him, and, though he had lived in the U.S.A. since the
age of 15 months , he  c la imed Russ ian as  his  "firs t"
language. Around school he liked to be known as "Bad
Russian G..."

The school social worker also knew that GC's family was
Jewish, but did not know the extent to which he
identified as a Jew. Neither of his parents had had any
Jewish education or re ligious affil ia tion, e ither in the
Soviet Union or in America, and GC himself had not had
any exposure to Judaism. Nonetheless, the social worker,
noting that GC had just turned twelve, asked him if he
wanted to become bar mitzvah — that is, to participate in
the Jewish coming -of -age ritual for thirteen - year -olds.
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She reports that he gestured an immediate and
enthusiastic yes. This began a chain ofevents which led
to the program of intervention described in this paper.
Although this  program is stil l in progress, i t is  worth
recounting at this time some of the technical and psycho -
social factors which figured in the milestones which GC
and his team have achieved.

OBJECTIVE and APPROACH

GC's team — consisting of his family and his school staff
and, eventually, concerned members of GC's community,
sought for him a pathway to enhanced social interaction
and better academic performance, especially in linguistic
self - expression. Secondarily, and as a stimulus to achieve
these primary objectives, they wanted to find a way that
lie could express his Russian identity in an active way
And preserve and develop his Russian linguis tic
competence. Finally, they wanted to take advantage of
his desire to become bar mitzvah to direct his energies into
literacy- and communication- promoting experiences.

These objectives could not be achieved through assistive
technology a lone, but i t  beca me obvious  that such
technology did have a  role to play. GC's  parents had
consulted with the authors over the years and now asked
if a program of intervention could be des igned,
incorporating a cus tom VOCA, which would help GC
and his team to achieve their goals. Based on previous
work with multil ingual users of augmentative systems,
the  authors joined GC's  team in propos ing a phased
intervention program. GC would, as a  result of this
program, acquire the tools and training to write, speak,
and even sing in all three languages: English, Russian,
and Hebrew.

GC had not had any training in Russian literacy at school,
but his  parents  and grandparents  had over the  years
attempted to familiarize him with the Russian alphabet.
However, he never had any way to write  out Russian
words and phrases on his own, much less to have these
utterances spoken out. A VOCA with Russian characters
and text- to-speech capability was therefore set as one of
the tools that GC's program would seek to develop for
him.

The requirements  of the bar mitzvah ritual vary from
tradition to tradition, but usually involve the young
person demons tra ting a  reading knowledge of Hebrew
by reciting blessings and chanting a portion of the Bible,
all  in Hebrew and usually in a  traditional cantillation
melody. The bar mitzvah celebrant a lso is  usually
expected to deliver a speech related to the Bible portion.
This speech is usually delivered in the vernacular of the
congregation, which in America is usually English, but in
CC's case, with many Russian- speaking family expected
to be in attendance, it would properly be both in Russian
and English. The English and Russian speech seemed
well within GC's linguistic competence, but he had no
knowledge of Hebrew or the  Bible , not to mention
biblical interpretation. GC's was advised that, in view of
his physical limitations, he could qualify as bar mitzvah

just by virtue  of being thirteen, without having to
demonstrate  these subs tantial intellectual a ttainments.
GC insisted on the more  de mand ing path, which
delighted his team, but raised the question: how? Part of
the  answer would be to provide him with the fools for
learning the Hebrew writing system, and then giving him
the chance to build a corpus of blessings and Bible verses
which he could, in a systematic way, call forth in vocal
form in the appropriate  order and in the  appropria te
intonations and melodies.

The goal of the bar mitzvah ceremony encompassed the
goals  of developing literacy and greater socia l ease in
English, as well as helping GC to develop his Russian and
Jewish identities through linguistic expression in Russian
and Hebrew. From the beginning, it was obvious that,
even with volunteer help, this  ambitious  plan would
carry a hefty price tag, especially for the development of
GC's VOCA. Although public funds had been available
to subsidize the cost of his English- language VOCA, his
multilingual system, which needed to be  cus tomized,
would have to be. supported through contributions. GC's
team members , however, fe lt  that his  s tory was  so
compelling that sufficient funds could be raised. There
are many reasons to deplore individualized fund raising
for assistive technology, but in this case, GC and his team
felt such an approach to funding was justified.

METHOD

In the summer of 1991, a wheelchair- portable VOCA was
developed which allows  GC to write out text strings in
any of the  three  languages .  The device , based on a
Toshiba 1000 SE laptop with its central processing unit
pos itioned behind the seat and the fla t -panel display
repositioned on a bracket in iron to GC, provides print-
out and text -to- speech in all three languages. A custom
interface permits GC to control a cursor on the flat -panel
display with the same pedal joystick he uses to steer his
powered wheelchair. The system incorporates wireless
keyboard emulation for use  with desktop computer
systems. Voice  output is provided by two built  -in
synthesizers: DECtalk and the Artic 263 chip, the latter
used for Hebrew. The operating system of the VOCA
was written in Borland C + +. The Hebrew and Russian
fonts were generated specia lly for GC's  system. The
Russian character set contains both upper and lower case.
The Hebrew character set contains  a ll  the  traditional
vowel marks and special trop diacritics used to indicate
Biblical cantillation (chanting) patterns. GC's system
presents  him with an unlimited number of vocabulary
pages , with up to 100 items on a  page. One item is
always highlighted by a cursor box. GC's foot movement
on the joystick causes movement of the cursor box in the
corresponding direction. GC can create text strings by
spelling them out letter -by- letter and then can save them
on any desired page location. Items  in different
languages can co -exist on a single page. Hebrew text
items are printed from right to left, Russian and English,
from left to right.
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Two rabbis volunteered their time to work with GC for a
year to help him to learn the  le tters  of the  Hebrew
alphabet, Jewish history and belief. His residential school
teachers and therapists also learned elementary Hebrew
in o rde r t o a ss is t  him dur ing the  we ek. A s tudent
volunteer from a local university also met with him on a
weekly basis, as did a professor from another university
who specia lized in special education. Over a  period of
about seven months, GC copied letter -by- letter, line -by-
line , the  various  Hebrew b less ings  and Bibl e  texts .
Working with one of the rabbis, he developed his  own
ideas  into a speech. His grandparents and his mother
helped hi m to formulate additional tho ughts in
grammatical and correctly spelled Russian. A local
congregati on welcomed him to  have his bar mitzvah
ceremony with them, and to  a ttend services  in their
sanctuary in the months preceding his own, so he  would
could become familiar with the order of the service. The
congregation a lso commiss ioned a  ramp to make the
raised sanctuary platform wheelchair - accessible.

On May 3, 1992, GC ascended that ramp, s teering his
wheelchair with his foot - controlled joystick. When his
turn came to participate , he used that same joystick to
navigate through the "language space" of his VOCA. He
chanted in Hebrew, spoke in English and Russian, and, to
his  sa tis faction, cla imed his  Jewish and Russian and
American identities.

DISCUSSION

GC's intervention program continues. He still is studying
Hebrew and the Bible, using his  VOCA to print out his
homework. He is still working on Russian literacy with
his grandparents . He still experiences occasional letter
reversals and sometimes loses his place in a text. He uses
his  English voice output with much greater frequency,
and he has made many new friends.
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A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR A NON -VOCAL WOMAN WHO IS BLIND AND
QUADRIPLEGIC: A CASE STUDY

Dwight D. Charmer, B.S., Glen Ashlock, M.S., and Simon P. Levine, Ph.D

Rehabilita tion Engineering Program, Department of Phys ical Medicine and Rehabilita tion
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

ABSTRACT

Physically disabled people can use computers to pursue
educational, vocational, and personal goals in written and
spoken communication. This paper examines the special
needs of an individual who has severe physical
impairments, is non - vocal, and is blind. A custom PC-
based communication system in which s tandard word
processing software is used to provide both speech output
and written communication is presented through a case
study.

BACKGROUND

M.T. is a 42- year -old woman with a 12 -year history of
multiple sclerosis. As a result, she is quadriplegic with
no functional movement in any of her extremities. She
has severely dysanhric speech which is almost always
unintelligible. In order to communicate verbally, a third
party familiar with her speech is required to translate and
even this method will not be an option for long due to the
deterioration of her condition. She can see shapes  and
light but she has no functional vision for reading. She has
minimal head movement but is able to move her chin
laterally and up /down with good control. No cognitive or
memory deficits  are evident and her hearing is within
normal limits. She uses a manual wheelchair for mobility
and spends most of her day in the chair. As part of our
initial evaluation for augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC), M.T.  also had her seating and
positioning system evaluated. Changes were
subsequently made to her seating to improve her comfort
and function. She is an avid writer whose main interest is
creative writing. Several of her works have been
performed by a local theater group.

OBJECTIVE

Prescribing a communication system for M.T . involved
the consideration of several options: 1) purchas ing a
commercially available AAC device; 2) modifying a
particular commercially available AAC device; or 3)
designing a custom device specific to her requirements.
In this  case it was decided that assembling a cus tom
device  would bes t meet her needs and maximize her
independence in communication. The following case
study is intended to present an example  of how the
success o f  a custom communication system can be
enhanced by the appropriate utilization of technical
customization with respect to the user's abilities.

M.T. 's goal was  to have a  sys tem that would integrate
written and spoken communication. She wanted a system
that would be easily portable to allow her to communicate
using spoken output a t any location. In addition, the

ability to access an environmental control system (ECS)
to enhance her independence was  a lso of importance.
Because of her lack of upper extremity function, the
sys tem needed to have an input that would a llow her
access to the system using chin movement. This access
method needed to allow for fast and non - disruptive
switching between speech output and other tasks.
Provisions also had to be  made to incorporate audio
feedback that she required to enter and review text. It
was important to keep costs as low as possible since the
only source of funds was money raised by her synagogue.

METHOD

The approach used in this case was to build a
communication system from commercially available
equipment that could be easily adapted if M.T.'s  needs
change. It was important that the system could be
maintained primarily by her care  givers. The system
chosen consists of a  Compaq LTEa lap top computer,
Panasonicb dot matrix printer, MultiVoice° Vers ion 1.1
voice synthesizer, Altkeyd altemative input software
version 4.07, Microsoft Worde Version 4.0 word
processing software, and a Prentke- Romichf Control -1
environmental control system.

The best method found for M.T. to consistently activate a
switch was to push out and down with her chin. A dual -
action lever switch that provides good audio and tactile
feedback was selected. The mounting sys tem for the
switch needed to allow the switch to have multiple
positions as her location in her wheelchair changed
throughout the day. Two rigid arms with multiple degree
of freedom connectors were used to provide the desired
range of positions. This  also allowed the switch to be
moved out of her way for transfers and eating.

Two types of input methods for text entry were
considered: single- switch Morse code and audio
scanning. M.T. was able to enter dots and dashes using
long and short chin movements. Different pitch tones
were used to indicate the dots and dashes. She initially
had difficulty with the timing but improved with use. The
major disadvantage of this system was related to training:
while her memory was very good, she was required to
know many codes  and was unable to read a list  of the
codes associated with each keystroke. With audio
scanning, she  was able to immediate ly enter text and
started writing a story during the evaluation. We agreed
that she would be able to learn Morse code if she
practiced but she had a  strong preference for scanning
and the potential speed advantage of Morse code did not
seem to be a major factor.

The alternative access method chosen involved the use of
a keyboard emulator called Ahkey. Other access
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methods  were evaluated; however, they did not have the
programming flexibility that Altkey offered. This
flexibility allowed Altkey to be configured to operate the
Control 1 with a minimum of switch closures (1). Altkey
is  a  memory res ident keyboard emulator that has  both
scanning and Morse  code options. It a llows control of
DOS -based application programs by using one or two -
switch input methods. This is done by way of a  single
menu line  on the  screen. The Altkey menus  can be
changed to meet the user's  needs  with each application
(2). The Altkey program continually accepts switch input
through the computer's serial port. The switch closures
allow the user to select items from the one line menu that
may branch to other menus  or to an action such as  a
keystroke.

The main use of the system was as an integrated
workstation for spoken and written communication. One
possible approach involved using a word processor for
written communication and a separate device or a
dedicated software  package for spoken communication.
However, this idea was not cost effective and sacrificed
ease  of portabili ty. The approach that was ultimately
chosen involved using word processing software to
integrate written and spoken communication (3). This
approach originated from the capability of mos t word
processors to directly print output to any I/O port using a
choice of printer drivers. The generation of speech on a
serial speech synthesizer was accomplished by sending
ASCII characters through the serial port connected to the
speech synthesizer. The production of written
communication on a  seria l printer was performed by a
similar method. Using a word processor for both written
and spoken communication e liminated the  need for a
devoted spoken communication device or program thus
saving space and costs, improving portability, and
decreasing the number of systems the user had to learn.

Microsoft Word 4.0 was chosen as the word processor to
be used with the  sys tem. Newer vers ions of Word, as
well as other word processors, were available, but a copy
had been donated to our department with the intent that it
be  given to a c lient. There were no disadvantages of
us ing the older vers ion as  it  contained all  the  needed
features and saved several hundred dollars from the total
cost. For the communication system two windows were
created in the word processor. One window was used for
written text and the second was devoted to spoken
communication. When entering text in the writing
window, the print command sent the text to the  printer,
when in the  speech window, text was  directed to the
speech synthes izer by the  print command. Using the
multi- windows capability of a word processor to partition
speaking and writing made these  activities  distinct and
allowed M.T. to perform them separately.

A series  of audio scanning menus were developed with
the Altkey system that allowed M.T. to access the
communication sys tem efficiently us ing a  one switch
input mode. When she was  in the  writing window a
menu with choices specific for writing tasks was
provided. The writing menu contained the alphabet along
with choices that allowed for access to loading and saving
word processor files , audio review of a document, and

other options. Text was generated by selecting the
appropriate letters. One of the  choices was  a  review
feature that sent her text to the synthesizer one sentence at
a time. In addition, an option was provided that allowed
her to switch between the text and the speech windows.
Upon switching to the speech window a menu with
choices specific for speaking was started. The speech
menu contained the a lphabet a long with a choice that
allowed for access to commonly used phrases.

The Compaq LTE was an inexpensive, light weight lap
top computer that could be easily mounted on the
wheelchair. One of the features that set it apart from it
other similar computers was the abili ty to easily add a
second serial port needed for the ECS connection. The
MultiVoice voice synthesizer was selected because of its
high quality output and various voice capabilities. Two
miniature speakers  were provided for audio output: one
for output of spoken communication, the other for audio
scanning output. The speaker for audio scanning was
mounted near M.T.'s ear with a male voice used as  the
voice of the computer. The volume was set low so that
only M.T. could easily hear it. A female voice, selected
by M.T., was used for output of spoken communication
through the  second speaker with the  volume set a t  a
normal speaking level. With this method, a listener had
no confusion about when the computer was speaking to
M.T. and when she was speaking to them.

Both the writing and speech windows contained an option
that allows her to access the ECS. Upon selection of this
option, a menu specific to ECS selections was presented.
M.T. was able to control several lights, AC appliances
(radio, TV), and her telephone through the  ECS. When
she selected any device, a special menu relating to that
device's functions was presented. Some options
performed several related tasks with a s ingle se lection.
For example, when she selected the answer option, the
phone was  answered and the following message was
immediately delivered to the caller: "Hello, please  be
patient, I am using an alternative communication device."
After this message, she could enter spontaneous text for
her conversation or read previously written material. The
ECS needed to be plugged in to the system for her to use
it. The cable was long enough that it could be connected
when she was in her room or in the living area. Since she
was not independently mobile, this did not pose a major
inconvenience for her.

The communication system needed to be portable  to
maximize use of the system. Because M.T. used audio
rather than visual feedback, the system did not need to be
mounted in her visual field. Mounting the system under
her wheelchair maximized the flexibili ty in providing
care for M.T. and in mainta ining the  system. She liked
the system positioned out of sight so that people would
feel they were talking with her and not with her
computer. A small rectangular Plexiglass  shelf was
fabricated to fit  u nder the wheelchair. The lap top
computer and voice synthesizer both had batteries that
allowed them to tun for up to eight hours without
recharging. All the components of the system except the
printer and ECS were mounted on the shelf. Each
component was placed in a protective covering to shield
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it against any adverse conditions. The printer and ECS
were placed at her workstation and were  accessed by
connecting extension cables from the computer to the
respective component.

RESULTS

This system provides  M.T . with a re liable method for
production of spoken and written communication. The
use of Altkey software in developing the access method
for the system allows the system to be modified to meet
her changing needs. She has increased her proficiency in
using the system for written communication, specifically,
creative writing. M.T. is also able to communicate more
easily and independently with people who aren't familiar
with her, using the spoken communication capabilities of
the system. The ability to access an environmental
control system has further increased her independence at
home. The portability of the sys tem allows her to not
only use the system at home but a lso use it in various
other settings. Thus, the system has greatly contributed
to increasing M.T.'s overall independence.

However, some problems have been encountered using
the system. File management is difficult for M.T.
Specifically, she must remember the names of all of her
written communication documents as the system does not
provide an audio method to review file names. In
addition, there have been some problems in editing
documents. Particularly, when M.T. reviews a document
and finds an error in the middle of a sentence. She can
stop the review process at this point but the cursor
automatically goes to the end of the sentence. To get to
the error in the middle she must back up using the cursor
keys. The problem is that there is no audio feedback to
where the cursor is with respect to the error in the
sentence. M.T. overcomes this problem by deleting the
entire sentence and retyping it which becomes quite
tedious and time consuming.

DISCUSSION

Future direction involves developing more
comprehensive audio scanning. A poss ible solution to
the  problem of file  management could be the  use of a
screen reader. When loading files on most word
processing software there is an option which allows the
user to lis t the files  that are on disk. A screen reader
could be employed to send the output of this "file" screen
to the voice synthesizer. Also, the problems encountered
in editing may be solved by introducing a more bas ic
level of reviewing a  document. Presently, reviewing a
document (a t the mos t basic  level) can only be done
sentence by sentence. If the document could be reviewed
word by word it  would be  easier to find and correct
errors. Most word processing software allows the user to
highlight one word a t a  t ime. Thus, highlighting one
word at a time and "printing" it to the voice synthesizer
may solve editing problems.

CONCLUSION

A cus tom communication system that uses commercial
word processing software to integrate written and spoken

communication along with other tasks has been
presented. This case study illustrates the importance of
matching custom des igns  with a person's  abili ties  and
needs. For example, M.T. although visually impaired has
full hearing capacity. Using audio scanning as a means
of accessing the communication system maximized
M.T.'s independence in using the system.

Moreover, this case study shows that disabled people may
be able  to use standard word processing software  to
pursue education or vocational goals in both written and
spoken communication. The use of a single computer for
both voice output and other tasks is a highly flexible and
cost - effective means of solving communication problems.
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AB S T RA C T

Adults who suffer severe brain injuries may not be
co ns i d e r e d cand i d at e s f o r aug m e nt a t i ve
communication sys tems, due to minimal response
leve ls af te r mo nt hs of inte rvention. This
presentat ion wi ll  d iscuss  two  adult  c lients  who  had
been described  by p rof ess ionals  as  be ing  unable
to init iate  any cons is tent vo li tional contro l.  Despite
this inte rpretat ion, low cost communication s ignals
and devices were introduced. This presentation will
discuss  these  sys tems , the  the rapeutic  process ,
and  the mod if ications used to mount the  control
interf aces.

B A C K G RO U N D

Cl ie nt : Deb
Deb was quadrip legic f ollowing a spinal cord  injury during
mountain c limb ing. No p roblems were noted in her ve rbal
communications or feeding.

Fo l lowing several years with no signif icant med ical
problems, she deve loped a sepsis at age 42. The  cause
was  no t f ound  f o r 5  months . During  the interim, Deb
suf fered a choking  ep isode  and  was p laced  in a d rug
induced  coma. Following the coma, Deb  was  unable to
communicate ve rbally or through eye  gaze  and  could no
longer take food orally. She remained in intens ive care
for 58 days . After a f ew months , no  the r apy  was
recommended . The husband was provided with
instruct ions in positioning and suctioning. The client was
discharged to  the home.

Deb  was seen fo r an init ial  augmentative communication
evaluation, approximate ly 5 months fo l lowing the
inf ec t ion. The evaluation was reques ted by the
husband , who  f e l t  that his  wif e  was  unders tand ing  at
least some of what was said to her.

C l ie nt : Char l i e
Charlie, a 26 year old  male, suff ered  a b rainstem and
head  injury in an automob ile accident. A year post, he
was described as being at Level I I  or beginning II I  on the
Rancho Levels o f Cognit ive Functioning  Scale. He was
a quadrip leg ic and g -tube fed. His trach had been
removed .

Char l i e was seen for an ini t ial augm enta t i ve
communication evaluation, approximately one year post
his accident. The evaluation was requested by  t he
mother who felt that her son was incons is tently
responding to some basic  commands and ques tions.

O B J E C T I V E

With both c lients, the  objective was to determine if  basic
com muni ca ti on signals could be deve loped and
functional ly used.

AP P R O A C H

The evaluation cons idered the following areas:

Auditory Abilities
- Results of Audiological testing
-Response  to  environmental sounds
-Response to familiar voices
- Response to loud sounds

Functional Vision
-Ability to visually attend to objects in close view and at

a distance.
- Ability to track moving objects without moving head

pos ition
- Ability to follow the movement of objects above and

below eye level.. to the right and left
- Peripheral Vision
-Binocularity
- Changes in response level with tactile cues.... auditory

cues

-Eye  gaze point ing
-- Ability to maintain gaze on target
-- Ability to start from a neutral position

Language

- Ability to follow simple verbal commands
Ability to follow two -part commands

-Use of idiosyncratic gestures to express desires
*Any current attempts to request actions or objects
-Ability to indicate a choice between two items
-Ability to identify common objects, pho tographs

Likes
Dis likes

Motor _Fun ion

-Whether the client's position is inf luenced by:
-- Asymmetries
-- Contractures
-- Deformities
- -Tone
-- Reflexes

-Presence of purpose ful motor responses
- Switch/ Control Interface Operation

- -Body Part(s)

RE S UL T S

Clie nt: Deb
Auditory Abilities
Appeared to be within normal limits
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Func tional V i i n
Deb  could  track a l ight above eye level f rom the
midline to the right periphery. She did not track on the
left side, at eye level or below. In addition, binocularity
was not present.
Deb was unable to use her eyes to select any visual
stimuli.

L tng uAg6
Deb inconsistently followed simple verbal commands.

Likes prior to the illness: Music, certain TV shows,
outdoor sports including sky diving, communicating
with friends.

Motor FunctiQn
Deb 's  control inte rf ace access  was  af f ec ted by he r
positioning in the bed (where she spent all of her time),
as well as contractures.

Deb was ab le to move he r head lateral ly sl ight ly to  the
right and /or left side.

Inte rvention Techniques
Deb was p rovided initially with a loud call  signal. This
was  operated  by late ral head  movements to the  le f t
side. A tab le  switch mounting  was  used. The base
was attached  by screws to the back o f the bed board.
The f lexibili ty o f the  gooseneck allowed fo r the switch
to  be easily re - positioned as Deb's body posit ion
changed throughout  the  day. Her husband was
provided with spec if ic  instruct ions to  respond  to  al l
activations  with the call signal. The cl ient varied  from
us ing the cal l signal when she did no t require
assistance to not using the call signal when she
required assistance . Ini tial ly accurate call signal
activations were rare. It took 4 months before the client
was accurately using the call signal. The use of the call
signal, however, pe rmitted the husband from
maintaining an almost constant vigi l in the bedroom.

A loop  tape on a s tandard tape  p laye r, with a battery
interface, was also  introduced. The tape consisted of
cri tical needs: suctioning , hot cold, and pain. A
latching  mechanism was  used , as wel l,  so  Deb would
not have  to  maintain contac t with the  switch. The
switch was placed on the right side of her head.

To accommodate both the switch for the call signal and
the  loop tape, a bar was  attached  to  the  gooseneck
tab le switch mounting. Bo th switches were  mounted
to the bar. Suff icient space was provided between the
switches  fo r random head  movements that were  no t
intended to be  for selection of an item. Following the
use o f the cal l signal,  Deb  was  encouraged to  use  the
loop tape to request a specif ic need. The f irst request
made after several weeks of training was for suctioning.

C l ie nt: Char l ie

Auditory Abilities
Appeared to be within normal limits

Functional Vision
Charl ie attended  to all objects place in his view,
however he frequently closed his right eye in the
process. He could track an object from his left side to
midline.

A comple te  vis ion assessment was  conduc ted by a
developmental optometrist, who was wi lling to travel to
the residential care fac il ity. The results will be
discussed in the presentation.

Language
Charlie inconsistently followed simple verbal
commands.

Likes prior to the illness : Watching and playing sports,
skiing, rock music

Motor Func tion
Charlie 's control  interf ace  access  was  af fec ted by his
positioning. Init ially, the best control site  appeared to
be on the left side of the head. Once switch
activations were more f requently obtained , the switch
was moved  to  the  r ig ht s ide . This dec reased the
number of false attempts that began to develop.

Intervention Technigues
Charlie was provided  ini tial ly with a radio transmission
cal l signal,  adap ted batte ry operated  adult toys (e .g .,
verbal wise cracks, body sounds), and a loop tape.

A l l  o f  the  d evices  were operated by late ral head
movements. A wheelchair switch mounting was
used. Only one device was accessible at a time.

The loop  tapes  were  used on a tape  playe r that was
adapted  fo r switch input. The  f i rst tape consis ted  of
the  messages  "yes ", "no"  and " I  don't  know " . The
second  tape  inc luded  messages that would  p rovide
the  c l ient with some contro l  ove r his  environment,
such as "Turn on the TV ", "Change  the Channel" and
"Turn on the radio ". A latching  mechanism was  no t
init ially used to encourage the cl ient to maintain
contac t with the  switch. Af te r a coup le of  weeks  o f
training, however, a switch latch control was added.

The family, attendant and p ro fess ionals  working  with
Charlie  were provided with spec if ic instruc tions in the
operation o f  the equipment and their me thod of
response.

D I S C U S S I O N

I n the  early s tages of  the  the rapy prog ram, frequent
modif icat ions  were  required . Family members and
attendants also needed to be reminded in the
appropriate use  of the devices

It was felt that the success o f both of the c lients' therapy
programs was dependent upon the cons is tent
invo lvement o f  the  f amily. Unless  the  f amily provided
access to the  equipment and  consis tent responses  to
the  cal l s ignal and /o r loop tape se lec tions, there would
not have been an increase in communicative skills.

Additional details of the evaluation and therapy programs
will be discussed during the presentation.

D i ane C. Br is t ow, M.S., CCC
L i nk i ng Peo p le wi th Te chno l og y
6241 1/2 Ni t a Ave nue
W ood land Hi l l s , CA 91367
(818) 348 -3246 Vo ice and Fax
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DESIGNING AN AAC ENCODING SYSTEM LINKED TO DEVELOPING LITERACY SHILLS

Yvonne Gillette
The University of Akron

Jeri Lynn Hoffman
INNOCOMP

ABS TRA CT

Scholars in augmentative /alternative communication
have noted the importance of 1) supporting the
literacy skills of those individuals who use AAC
systems and 2) the possibility that letter -based
systems may be easy for literate individuals to
remember. Consequently, it may be logical to design
a developmental AAC coding system that is linked to
literacy skills.

The authors will describe a three level approach to
developing a letter - category coding system that is
linked to literacy. It includes three levels, sequenced
to 1) begin with developmentally appropriate
language learning, 2) add literacy skills that depend
upon recognition, and 3) culminate in efficient access
through letter - category coding accomplished primarily
through recall. They will also share the successes and
limitations they have discovered in designing such a
system.

INTRODUCTION

Pre - literate persons who use augmentative communication
systems often face the challenge of learning a symbol -based
system for their oral communication and a letter -based
system for reading and writing (1). Time split between
learning the two systems likely cuts into the speed with
which either system can be learned. The dual system may
leave some without an intact written or verbal
communication system.

Literate individuals often resent learning a symbol system in
order to communicate when they have already invested so
much time in traditional literacy. The challenge of learning
to think of language in a new way does frustrate many a
would -be communicator (2).

Word prediction systems offer one solution to the problem.
This can be effective for a literate adult. However, word
prediction requires some developing skills in spelling and
reading before the user can interact through the system at
all. Additionally, the space needed on- screen to provide the
word choices may cut into the portability of an augmentative
system for mobile individuals.

The dilemma calls for an encoding option which is
developmental and which the individual can enter at the
point appropriate to his present literacy skills. Letter -
category coding is an option, and has been shown to be a
superior method for recalling message codes (3).

PURPOSE

The purpose of the presentation is to describe a
developmental approach for designing a message system
based upon letter - category encoding. The approach
sequences developmentally appropriate language and literacy
skills into three levels.

Level One develops context -based single keystroke message
learning and links print to daily living experiences.

Level Two expands the messages system through key
sequencing and systematic access through skills in
categorization and first letter of the word spelling.

Level Three provides streamlined access by expanding
dependence upon recall and adding grammatical refinements.

The end product of the system is a letter - category coding
system for the augmentative communication user. The
approach begins to satisfy the need to allow communication
and literacy to grow simultaneously in individuals who use
AAC, much as they do in typically developing individuals.
(4).

LETTER- CATEGORY CODING: A DEVELOPMENTAL

APP ROA CH

The following describes a three level sequential approach to
designing a letter - category coding system that links language
learning, communication, and literacy skills. Those
considering adopting such a system due to the advantages
may find assistance in the description of the three -level
approach and the application.

Level One: Develop a context - based, single keystroke
message system that links print to daily experience.

Current language development theory links language learning
to context. This suggests an approach that connects
language- learning to use. For example the words car, drive
and go are linked contextually and so, would likely be best
learned together.

Augmentative communication systems offer the ideal
platform for these context -based word groups. Many offer
the option of multiple message levels accessible through
multiple overlays. Organizing pictures and symbols
representing messages contextually facilitates language -
learning. Underscoring each picture /symbol with the related
print message links print with the picture /symbol.

At Level One designers should insure that users can
establish a foundation for linking language learning skills
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with literacy by providing:

1. overlays that organize language in context -based units.

2. picture /symbols paired with print to form the link
between the message and print.

Level Two: Expand the message system through sequencing
and systematic access.

This level assumes a context -based message system has been
established. The range of messages and systematic access to
them can be expanded by: 1) using sequencing for message
access, and 2) linking context with a letter -based category
system.

At this level, the AAC user's primary focus is learning about
sequencing. Overlays provide the recognition cues (5) to
form the sequences. The fast unit ofeach code is a letter
that cues which context (category) the word relates to. The
twenty-six letter keys form the organization of these
categories, which are letter - based. The categories can be
personalized to meet the AAC users particular need and can
vary in abstractness.

At Level Two, each overlay contains all ofthe messages and
cues linked to a letter -based category. For example, M can
be the fast signal in the code for medically -based messages
the AAC user may frequently require, Z can signal zoo
messages for children and other animal lovers, and J can
signal Just Friends, a more abstract category which includes
the social messages the individuals may desire.

The second or third letter of the code allows access to a
particular message from the category. For example within
the medical category signaled by "M ", MN, could indicate
"nurse ", MP could indicate "pill". Two cues are provided so
the learner can easily access all of the messages available
through the overlay. First, the key letter of the category
related to the overlay is highlighted to indicate "touch this
key Fast ". Second, the messages available through the
overlay are evident by cues as well. Print cues indicating the
sequence required to access the message are printed below
the symbol /picture. Once the sequence is accessed, the
message itself will appear on the visual display, another link
between literacy and use of this AAC system.

When codes contain only two letters, the picture /symbol and
related print can be placed on top of the key that will access
the message. When codes contain three letters, the
picture /symbol and related print must be placed off the
keypad because each key can only signal one message due to
the space available in most AAC system keyboards.

At Level Two, designers should insure that the AAC user:

1. can learn to sequence with recognition cues available

2. develop skills in categorization and fast and second letter
of the word spelling.

Level Three: streamline access by collapsing the multiple
overlays into one through which all codes can be accessed.

This final level requires good recail(5), categorization, and
first or second letter of the word spelling. Levels One and
Two establish a basis for strengthening these skills. In this
level, only the category and letter cues are provided. The
individual can recognize the category cue for medical words
"M" through the letter and picture /symbol that covers the
key. However, access to MP(pill) or MN (nurse) is not cued
because with a single overlay, "P" and "N" are labelled to
related to their categories, not the messages of the "M"
category. Therefore, first or second le tter of the  word
spelling mus t be recalled to access the message. The
advantages ofthis level are the significant increases in speed
possible by access through one overlay.

LANGUAGE REFINEMENT

The three level system is primarily based upon content
words. The use of content words fosters the language-
learning environment the approach is designed to promote.
However, the AAC user will require access to function
words such as pronouns, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, articles
and conjunctions. These words can be accessed through the
keys remaining on a particular platform after dedicating the
26 letter -based keys to content words.

The primary goals here are 1) to provide as many words as
possible through one or two keystrokes since function words
occur so frequently, and 2) provide the access in a logical
manner to enhance user recall.

At Level Three designers should insure that the AAC user
can:

1. access messages on a broad range of topics through a
single overlay

2. add grammatical refinements to their language by
providing access to functor words in an easily accessible
fashion.

APPLICATION

The system is currently being applied to the Say -it -All
augmentative communication device. To date, developing
Level One has been a reasonable task, primarily dependent
upon selection of topics, messages for each topic and
development of overlays to provide access to the messages.
Currently, 26 topics with an average of 12 messages each
have been developed. Level Two and Three have proven to
be a more time intensive task. Currently, over 750 words can
be accessed through the 47 key platform the Say -It -All
provides. From this application the authors have made the
following conclusions that may be useful to potential
designers of letter- category coding systems:

1. Aspects of Level One such as organizing messages by
context, and linking print to messages can be easily be
employed in developing any initial AAC system.

Consequently, the design of single keystroke message
sending systems may be a reasonable task for the designer
engaged in developing a individual message- sending
system.
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2. Developing the integrated letter - category system required
by Level Two /Three takes time and planning. Selecting
categories, avoiding collisions between potential codes, and
determining which messages to include can be time -
consuming.

3. Once the system is developed, it  is not that eas ily
translated to another platform with differing keyboard
configurations.

The time required to develop systems at Level Two and
Three may prohibit the individual professional from
developing a similar system for an individual client.
However, the instructions provided here may be useful for
a literate users interested in designing individualized systems
for themselves.
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ABSTRACT

Current augmentative co mmunication s ys tems  fo r severely
physically impaired non - s peaking p eople operate primarily on
a word -by -word or letter -by -letter basis. Sys tems  based on
storage and retrieval o f entire sentences  and  lo nger texts have
thus  far pro ved 'unp ractical, given the difficulty o f rememb er-
ing what is sto red and how to  acc ess it. A numb er of research
systems  are und er inves tigatio n which pro vide the user with
predictive as sistance to  inc orpo rate p resto red text  app ro pri-
ately into conversations. T he system described in this pap er is
bas ed o n fuzzy s et theory,  whic h allo ws  it  to c o ntinuous ly
provid e the user with a predic ted s et of approp riate next texts,
and  thus as sis t  the us er to mo ve naturally and eas ily within
and acros s  to pics .  T he sys tem was  tested in co nversatio nal
situations by an able - bo died user. It  p ro vided an imp ro ved
perfo rmance o ver a versio n without the fuzzy retrieval method
by always offering app rop riate items and req uiring less effort
from the user.

BACKGROUND

One metho d for as s is t ing s everely p hys ically imp aired  no n-
sp eakers to  co mmunicate at  a faster rate,  and with mo re im-
pact, would  be for a system to offer them whole phrases,  sen-
tences,  or lo nger texts to  say at  once.  It is well known that the
difficulties  with this appro ach include remembering that  a p ar-
ticular text is  sto red , recalling how to acc ess it, and  carrying
out the ac c es s ing p ro c ed ure.  Users  have thus  far no t mad e
much us e of s tored text, p referring to  create what they wish to
say anew each time [1].

It is an open research ques tion ho w much of everyday c onver-
sation is in fact reusable. Given the large amount of time c on-
vers ationalis ts sp end  rec ounting s tories o f all kinds  to  eac h
other,  many of which are told to a number of different people,
this  wo uld  in any c ase be a useful capab ility for an AAC s ys-
tem [9]. Certainly, given the difficulties in creating text faced
by physic ally impaired  non - sp eakers, it wo uld seem sens ible
at leas t that a system b e able to  s to re all new utterances cre-
ated, and ens ure that  the user did  no t have to rec reate any of
the stored items anew, the next time they had  need o f them.

A number o f research prototypes have demonstrated the effec-
tivenes s o f mo d elling co nvers ation patterns in an AAC s ys -
tem,  to  ass ist  the us er in co mmunicating mo re naturally and
easily [3,4,9]

One charac teris t ic o f co nvers atio n is  mo ving in a c o herent
way from to pic  to topic. This is  normally handled in a s tep-
wise fas hion by conversationalis ts [6]. In this way,  the coher-
enc e o f the co nversatio n is  c o o peratively maintained , while
each s peaker is ab le to  take pan in c ontro lling the co nversa-
tio nal c ontent. For the non - speaking perso n using an AAC

sys tem, this  is  a particularly pro blematic part of communicat-
ing. It has b een s ho wn that  a great d eal o f AAC c ommunic a-
tion consis ts o f s ingle wo rd or s hort phrase responses , where
the to pic  has b een set b y the unaided s peaker [7]. Where the
AAC user might like to introd uce a new d irec tion in the co n-
versation, the time it  takes  to c reate and o utput a suitable con-
tribution us ually means the co nversation has moved on.

The F loorgrabb er research s ystem has  demo nstrated a method
whic h, in trials , gave an AAC us er increas ed  co nvers ational
control by pro viding them large amo unts of their own
pres to red  text , to  ho ld  the flo or when app rop riate [4]. The
pro b lem o f to pic  c hange,  however, s t ill remains  a d iffic ult
one. In the F loo rgrab ber p rototype this  was handled by hav-
ing the user s earch for the next to pic with a set of on- s creen
buttons. A predictive feature wo uld be an effective way to  as-
sist  the user to  mo ve more easily to another to pic  area,  where
related texts from o ther topic s co uld appear in p redic tion win-
dows for possible selection.

This would only be effective, of course, if  the predic tions were
app ro priate o nes.  A definition o f 'app ro priate'  here might be
contrib utio ns  which the user sp ec ific ally wanted to  s ay next,
but might als o includ e items which the user had perhap s fo r-
gotten that  they had  s to red , and which were suitable fo llow -
ons to the last  thing said. In this  way,  such a system could  act
as  a ' p romp t '  fo r the us er as well as a sto rage and  retrieval

system.

A FUZZY RETRIEVAL S YS TEM

With c onventional d atabas e sto rage method s, eac h  ite m is
tagged  with a set of des cripto rs, and a s earch for related items
involves c omparing these d es criptors. In the TOPIC p ro to -
type, an experimental text d atabas e s ystem for co nversatio nal
data, the c onversational items  were given d esc ripto rs ac cord-
ing to c ontent (semantics) and potential us e (pragmatics) [2,5].
Retrieval o f the next c o nversatio nal item was  d o ne fro m a
menu of po s sib ilities  which were p ro d uc ed  by searc hing o n
relevant semantic o r pragmatic  desc rip to rs . Searc hing was
als o p o ss ib le b y loo king for any string o f c haracters in the
store. A so und ex algo rithm red uc ed keying -in effort b y al-
lo wing the key wo rd s which sp ec ified  a searc h to  be d ras ti-
cally ab breviated.

The TOPIC  s ystem produced  co herent c onversation, but fur-
ther d evelo p ment o f the s to rage and  retrieval metho d  was
needed  in o rder to minimise the effo rt in us ing it , and  to  pro-
vide a structure which could be used to predict text items. The
TOPIC  system had more structure in the s torage of itmes  than
Floo rgrabb er,  b ut a p ro b lem remained  with the efficient and
effective use of descriptors.
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With a c onventional datab as e, is  difficult  to d ec ide how many
des c rip to rs  wo uld  b e needed  for a large d atab as e, and  even
with a large numb er there will be frequent prob lems  o f decid-
ing whether o r no t to  ass ign a p art ic ular item to  a given d e-
sc rip to r.  If  to o  few d es c rip to rs  are us ed ,  there will b e to o
many c and id ates after any s earch and  further s earching will be
need ed to  id entify s uitab le o nes .  If too  many d esc rip to rs  are
us ed ,  then the po s s ib ilit ies  increas e o f gett ing a null res ult
fro m a searc h.

Als o d ec iding o n a lis t o f d es c rip to rs requires  knowled ge in
ad vance of the material to  be sto red  in the datab as e, and  the
purpo se for which it is  req uired. This  is not app ropriate fo r a
convers atio nal d atab as e,  whic h will grow with each individual
and  will need  b e us ed  b y them flexib ly in a large number o f
different s ituations.

Fuzzy s et  theo ry is  an extens io n to  co nventional s et theo ry
whic h is  p art ic ularly ap pro priate for mo delling c omplex s ys -
tems  where it is no t po ssible to c lass ify the components  of the
system into  d isc reet sets  [10]. The theo ry is  mathematic ally
rigorous,  but takes as its starting po int the central conc ept that
memb ers hip  o f any set, instead of b eing a binary property (yes
or no, 1 or 0),  is  des cribable as a real number between 0 (defi-
nitely no t in the s et)  and  1 (d efinitely in the s et) . Thus , in-
stead  o f 'x b elongs  to set Y' , we have ' The memb ership  value
of x fo r the s et  Y is  0.146' ,  whic h gives  a relat ive value to
how stro ngly x belongs  to  set  Y.

This  theo ry has  been ap plied s uc cess fully in c ontrol systems
of various sorts [8]. If applied  to an informatio n retrieval s ys-
tem,  the theo ry allows fo r more flexib le s to rage and  retrieval
method s. The s imilarit ies  b etween items  in the datab ase can
be cap tured  witho ut the need for similar items  to  share a num-
ber of d esc riptors  fro m a given s et. From the point of view of
a c onversational databas e, a fuzzy set retrieval s ystem has the
advantage that,  given one item, it  will always prod uce a set of
the mo s t s imilar items  in the d atab as e. It  will never return
from a search with no  items found.

A P ROTOTYPE COMMUNICATION S YSTEM BAS ED
ON F UZZY S ETS

In o rd er to  tes t  o ut the feas ibility of using fuzzy s et  retrieval
metho ds in a co nvers atio n aid , a p ro totyp e s ys tem was  devel-
oped. The c o nvers ational c o ntent o f the s ys tem was  taken
from the Floorgrab ber system.  For the Floorgrab ber pro ject , a
non - sp eaking p ers on, with the help of vo lunteers  to  interpret
his word b oard,  has been creating a databas e of conversational
material o ve r a p e rio d  o f o ne year. This  c ontains stories,
jokes,  auto bio graphical material,  current news , and a wid e va-
riety of c haracteristic speech ac ts fo r us e in giving feedbac k to
ano ther sp eaker.

The fuzzy s et  s ystem p ro totyp e was written in C++ . For la-
belling the s tored items , two typ es  o f d es cripto r were used .
Based on p revious wo rk with a text  d atab as e,  the d es crip to rs
either repres ented  the s emantic s o f an item (its sub ject) o r the
pragmatic s (its  p urp o se in a d ialo gue, i.e.  s p eec h act) [2,5].
The system used eight sub ject desc rip to rs (travel, mus ic,
spo rt,  driving, c ommunication,  wo rk,  family,  friends ) and  five
purpose descriptors  (opening, elaboration, question, joke, con-

clusio n). Each item in the fuzzy set  databas e had a vec tor as-
so c iated  with it  whic h d es c rib ed its  d egree o f b elo nging to
these thirteen c atego ries.

A number o f experiments were c arried out to determine an ef-
fic ient and acc urate way to  as sign thes e values.  The o ptimum
des ign was  an analo gue d is p lay o n the c o mp uter s c reen (a
sliding c ontro l) with which values  could  be s et for each item.
For the purposes o f this feas ibility tes t the values were set  by
one o f the authors. It  is expected  that  the values  s et  will al-
ways  have a c ertain degree of sub jec ivity, This is  accep table,
ho wever,  and  even a des irab le charac terist ic ,  in a system
which should mod el the conversational style of the user.

The co ntrol interface fo r the fuzzy set  co nversatio n s ystem is
shown in F igure 1.  T he CURRENT  T EXT wind ow c ontained
the text  being s po ken at  the mo ment. The OP TION windo ws
contained texts p redicted by fuzzy matc hing to be good c andi-
dates fo r the next text . To co ntrol the system,  the us er only
needed  to p erform three actions. Us ing a mouse,  if the user
clicked  o n the CURRENT TEXT  wind ow, that  text was sp o-
ken b y a s peec h synthesiser. If the user clicked  on any of the
OP TION wind ows , the text  dis played was  sp o ken,  that text
was  mo ved  to the CURRENT T EXT  wind o w,  and  the three
OP T ION wind o ws  were up d ated  with three text  items  fro m
the entire sto re whic h were mo s t c los ely related to  the new
current cho ice. By clicking the mouse on MORE OPT IONS ,
the OPT ION windo ws  were filled with three mo re choices of
text,  whic h were the next three c lo ses t matches to  the item in
the CURRENT  TEXT  wind ow, Rep eated  c ho ices of MORE
OPT IONS would  in effect co ntinually wid en the s earch c rite-
ria, eac h time pro duc ing a full set of candidate texts.

O p t io n  1

At the moment I have
about a hundred
records, tapes, and
disc s altogemer.

Cu r r e n t t e x t O p t i o n  2
>: I've got a compact

Music is  goo d. I s ay
disc p layer and forty things thro ugh my
discs. songs  b ecaus e I c an't

speak.

t io n 3

Do you have any
hobbies 7

Mo r e  o p t io n s

F ig ur e  1  :  I n te r f ac e  f o r  t h e f u zz y  s e t

c o mm u n i c a t io n  s y s t e m
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PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

To evaluate the p erformance o f the s ystem agains t an equiva-
lent system based  o n boo lean s earch d atabase retrieval meth-
ods,  a version of the s ystem was c reated whic h us ed the s ame
stored  text items , but which d ep ended  o n co nventio nal data-
base searching to compare stored items. As expected, the con-
ventio nal s ys tem o ften pro d uced  no  texts  whic h matc hed  a
given text ,  whereas  the fuzzy s et  sys tem always p ro d uc ed a
full set of candidate texts.

A c o mp aris o n was  d o ne with the Floo rgrabb er p rototype,
which had 850 s to red  text items , retrievable through a hierar-
chic al s earc h method  (to pic  -> s ub top ic  ->  text  item). The
same text items  were lo ad ed  into each s ys tem. Conversation
sequences whic h had been p erfo rmed  with the fuzzy set sys-
tem,  were then rep ro d uced  us ing the F lo orgrabb er s ys tem.
Fewer mouse clicks  were needed to p rod uce the c onvers ation
using the fuzzy set s ystem (20% to 35% fewer). Occas ionally,
the F loorgrabb er s ystem req uired a large numb er o f inp ut acti-
vatio ns  (e.g. mouse c lic ks ) to  prod uc e an utterance, whereas
the fuzzy set system tended co ns is tently to need  o nly one or
two. Als o  there was a d ifferenc e in the c o gnit ive tas k in-
volved. With the Floo rgrab ber system, the user had to fo rm a
searc h plan and execute it. The fuzzy s et system s imply pre-
sented appropriate material auto matically.

It  c ould  b e ob jected  that the 'p ro mp ting' nature o f the fuzzy

set s ystem was  inimical to real conversation,  in that one c ould
never kno w what the user might have said if working with a
to tally free c ho ic e. Agains t this ,  it  c an b e argued  that  with
sto red reus able material, the o rd er in which it is  said  matters
les s than its  suc ces s ful and  ap pro p riate introd uc tio n into  a
conversation. The criterion is  thus  not a direc t co mp ariso n
with unaided  sp eech, but with succ essful vers us unsuc cess ful
communic ation, however acc omp lished.

The next s tage in this researc h will be further experimentation
to  imp ro ve the interface o f the s ystem, wo rk on d evising an
eas y to use method  fo r labelling new c onvers ational items for
storage, and  further trials of the system in actual use.
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ABSTRACT
We describe a fo rmal theory of icon semantics for iconic
languages, based upon the icon algebra and the frame
representation oficonic objects. It is demonstrated that the
iconic language based upon the principle ofsemantic com-
paction conceived by Bruce B aker follows a prin cipled
approach in its design. The similarity function is found to be
a key element for the interpretationofan iconic sentence in
this class of iconic languages.

1. Introduction

Iconic languages have been used successfully in
human- computer interface and visual p rogramming. The
iconic language us ed in human-computer communication
usually has a limited vocabulary of visual icons and a
specific application domain: database access, form manipula-
tion, image processing, etc. In this paper, we describe an
iconic language for human-human communication used in
augmentative communication (AC) by people with significant
speech and physical impairment, and the formal theory of
icon semantics that can be applied to this class of languages.

There are a variety of augmentative communication
systems for people with physical limitations or speech
impediments, ranging from unaided communication such as
American Sign Language, to aided communication systems
such as computerized voice output systems. The
Minrpeakru system uses the principle of semantic compac-
tion conceived by Bruce Baker[1 -3, 5]. It involves mapping
concepts on to multimeaning icon sentences and using these
icon sentences to retrieve messages stored in the memory of
a microcomputer. The stored messages can be words or
word sequences. A built -in speech synthesizer can then be
used to generate the voice output. Over the past ten years,
more than 21,000 AC units based upon the semantic compac-
tion principle have been distributed worldwide. Swedish,
German, Italian and other Minspeakru systems are being
developed.

When the user activates the icons on the keyboard, the
system produces the voice output. Thus the MinspeakrM

keyboard can serve as an augmentative communication sys-
tem. For example, when the APPLE icon and the VERB
icon are depressed in that order, the system produces the
voice output "eat ". The sequence "APPLE VERB" is called
an iconic sentence. A different ic onic sentence such as
"APPLE NOUN" will produce the voice output "food ". The
APPLE icon by itself is thus ambiguous. The basic idea of
semantic compaction is to use ambiguous icons to represent
concepts. For example, the APPLE icon can represent "eat"
or "food ". Ambiguity is resolved, when several icons are
combined into an iconic sentence. This principle allows the
representation of many concepts (usually around two
thousand) using a few icons (usually around fifty). It  is
important to note that the user can compose any sentence
without any restrictions.

In this paper, we attempt to formalize the theory of
icon semandcs[71 used to design iconic languages based
upon the semantic compaction principle. The paper is organ-
ized as follows. Section 2 describes the icon algebra based
upon the theory of icon semantics[7]. The frame representa-
tion of icons and a few examples are given in Section 3.

2. An Algebra for Icon Semantics

The design of icon images is a crucial step in the pro-
cess of designing an iconic language. For the class of iconic
languages discussed above, we start by trying to design an
icon for each basic concept. When doing that, the following
requirements have to be taken into account[61:

(a) The icon should clearly describe the basic concept.
(b) The icon should be conceptually rich and created in such
a way that when joined to other icons, some other concepts
are covered. (c) The icon should be related to the
alphanumeric character printed on the keyboard.

Furthermore, we need to provide a methodology to
accomplish this task. In this section we will make use of icon
algebra[7] as a formal basis to approach the icon design pro-
cess. In order to exploit Otis theory, some adjustments need
to be made as the original theory associates a single meaning
to an icon and this assumption doesn't hold for this class of
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ico nic  language . We als o wil l sec  that  some  exte nsions are

needed.

Ico n algebra pr ovide s a power ful way to  der ive  new
meanings of  an ico n by applying some fo rmal operators  on
it. In that, an icon is seen as a pair (1,,,1;) where 1
represents the meaning of the icon, or the logical part, and 1;
is t he i mage, or the physical part . An essential characteristic
of an ic on is  t hat  t he  lo gi cal  part  and the physi cal  part  are
mutually de pendent. That is, if the image is changed also its
meani ng wil l change and vi ce  ver sa [g1. In o ur cas e, all  we
nee d i s to der ive new me ani ngs  and not  new image s, so we
wil l o nly us e the  de rived co nce pts  .  In case mo re than o ne
icon has been employed to deri ve the new meaning, those all
together will const itute  the iconic sentence to enco de the
derived concept.

Further,  we will  see an icon image as containi ng glo-
bal and loc al features . A global feature of an icon represents
the major topic of the image, whereas a local feature
represents a de tail  o f the image . So  f or  e xample , we  may
have an i c on ELEP HANT havi ng t he e l ephant  as  a gl obal
feature while it might as well  have some  local features such
as the trunk up, big ear s and so on.

The  i c o n oper at or s we  wil l us e are  de fined bel ow.
The e xamples are drawn from WorldStrategyTm, a Minspeak
Application Program (MAPnu ).

1. Co mbination COM: COM (4,1; )
It makes  the co nceptual merge of the meanings asso-

ciated to the single icons 1; and /j.

As said above, in icon algebra we apply operators also
to derive a new physical icon . For our purposes, we will only
keep the physical images of 1; and 1i to form the iconic sen-
tence encoding the new derived concept. For example:

COM ( (money , m-  ) ,( name,  ® ))  =  ( chec k, M� j)
because checks are money with a signature. 11

2. Marking MAR: MAR (1;,1i )
The  marker  oper ato r mar ks  t he image  o f t he  ic on 1;

wit h the  i mage of  t he ic on 1J to emphasize a local feature.
Her e the se co nd i con plays  a r ol e of "marker image ". For
example:

MAR ((rainbow,) 77"I),(chesL E40 ; )) _ (gold

Because insi de t he ches t there is a tr easure o f go ld,
the color of treasure is gold. Note that the treasure is a detail
of the second icon and it wasn't directly represented.

3. Contextual Interpretation CON: CON (l;,lJ)

Consider the meaning o f the icon 1; in the context of
1j. For example:

CON�(( applar � `� � ), (moming,r � ))�_� (brcal�fas t�� � i� )
In f act!̀, the apple represents the concept of f ood' and

food in the morning leads to breakfast.

4. Enhancement ENH: ENH (Ir J; )

This operator enhances the conceptual richness of the
icon! [ by adding attributes from 1p For example:

ENH((t hc n nom ew r , r l ) , ( th um bs do w n, 1  I ) )  = ( m id ,

Because low temperatures correspond to cold. 1

S. Inversion INV: INV (1i )

The meaning of the icon l; is inverted. As the inver.
sion is an unary operator, we use an icon image to represent
the operator. The "knot icon" is used , as "knot" sounds like
"riot ". For example:

INV ((god, oO i)'(knot.� ))�_ �(f alse ,

God stands for True, so negation of True is False.

We need to add some new operators to the ones
defined above. Even though we can cover many new con-
cepts by applying icon algebra, there are some concepts
which are derived by giving some conventional meanings to
some icons. For example, in another MAPru for children,
two "birthday cake" icons denote the sentence "when is your
birthday ?" In order to make also those kind of derivations in
a formal way we introduce an operator "CONV" which in
turn could be specialized leading to a certain number of
operators according to several kind of conventional deriva-
tions. We refer to Semantic Compaction diagrams given
in[4) to create these new conventional operators.

3. Frame Representation of Iconic Objects

We give an unified frame to describe by their attri-
butes words, single icons, and iconic sentences. The structure
of the frame has been conceived to model the 'Types of
Semantic Relationship" diagram in[4j and looks like the fol-
lowing. Only for explanation purposes the attributes have
been grouped according to the type of features (in capital
letters) they refer to.

SOUND ACTIVITY
Alphabetic abbreviation .. Use
Sound
Rhyme . EMOTION
Rebus .. What does it make you feel

TIME CONVENTION
Time sequencing Linguistic

Cultural
SHAPE

Type of Shape . QUANTITY
Mass

COLOR Count
Color

IS_A
LOCATION Abstract

.. Where Concrete
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QUALITY
Quality

The frame of an object will be filled with the values
for the attributes together a fuzzy parameter in [0,11 denoted
by W. This parameter indicates the importance o f the
attribute's value for object indexing and it is very important
for the aim of detecting the similarity of two objects. In fact,
it is not sufficient that two objects match on some attributes.
In order to give an adequate value to the similarity we need
to kno w how approp riate is the value of that attribute to
describe the relative object. For example, let us consider the
fruit, orange. Mo st people would think of it as an object
whose color is orange rather than an object of circular shape.
Thus, every object having "orange" in the colo r attribute
should be much closer to orange than any other object shar-
ing with it the circular shape.

The frame for each word is predefined by the
designer. The frame for the single icons is obtained by inher-
iting the frame of the word directly associated with an icon,
plus some more information due to the particular graphics.
The frame for iconic sentences can be derived from the com-
ponent icons. We give two illustrative examples:

Example 1: iconic sentence THERMOMETER /MOUNTAIN

time sequencing: winter 0.686475
use: takes the temperature 0.76275
emotion: cold 0.8475
what does it recall:flu 0.76275

cold 0.8475
is_a_concrete: too] for temperature 0.76275

Example 2: icon THERMOMETER

shape: bar 0.8
color: red 0.8
location: wall 0.6

emergency box 0.7
weather bureau 0.7

quality: mercury 0.6
use: takes the temperature 0.9
what does it recall:fiu 0.9

warm 0.8
cold 0.8

cultural conv.: forecast 0.6
mass: normal 0.2
quantity: single 0.6
is_a_ concrete: tool for temperature 0.9

5. Discussion

In this paper, we presented the elements of a formal
theory of icon semantics, and illustrated how the
MinspeakrM iconic language applies these s emantic ele.
ments to convey meaning. We aemonstrated that the iconic
language based upon semantic compaction follows a princi-

pled approach in its design. The use of ambiguous icons in
semantic compaction has helped us in discovering that the
similarity function is a key element for the interpretation of
an iconic sentence in this class of iconic languages. This is a
valuable discovery toward the construction of a general
theory of ico n semantics and will be explored in further
research.
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Abstract
The design of research in augmentative communication
(AAC) requires the researcher to make many difficult
decisions and to understand the consequences of those
decisions as fully as possible. This paper discusses issues
in AAC research design, using our particular research
goals and resulting methodological approach as a
framework. The intent is not to recommend one
approach at the exclusion of others, but to encourage the
communication of research design decisions and to
stimulate further discussion on the trade -offs involved.

Introduction
There are many reasons why it is desirable to investigate
the performance achieved during use of augmentative
communication and computer access systems. Often, a
primary goal is to provide a means of comparison
between systems, or between aspects of the same system
(e.g., 1,5,6). While there remains a strong need for more
data on how different users perform with different AAC
systems, purely empirical studies can be limited in their
generality. One way to address these limitations is
through the development of user performance models
that integrate system and user factors and support the
simulation of a wide range of user- system combinations
(3,9). Several theoretical studies have been performed,
but the validity of these will remain controversial until
the accuracy of the predictions has been tested
empirically (4,7). Theoretical model development
depends on empirical data to both test and refine model
accuracy.

Important questions exist regarding how to best design
research that enables valid empirical comparisons and the
development of performance models. This paper
discusses some of the issues in AAC research design,
based on experience in our laboratory. It is not intended
to be a detailed account of specific methods, but rather to
encourage dialogue on the trade -offs involved in research
design decisions. We hope this will be valuable to
researchers and non - researchers alike, as it will provide
some insight into the research design process in general
as well as the compromises and benefits involved in our
particular approach.

Background
To provide a foundation for the discussion, the goals of
our research are outlined briefly. The overall aim is to
progress toward general principles underlying the way
people use AAC systems and the way in which the
system design affects behavior and performance. In
pursuit of this goal, our current focus is on the validation
of user performance models for particular AAC systems
and user groups. Principles of human - computer
interaction provide the basis for developing these
quantitative models. User performance can then be
simulated with the model, using parameter values that
represent the system and the user. The resulting

predictions are compared to actual performance observed
over a range of user characteristics and system
configurations.

The data collected in the pursuit of the model
development goals will also support the evaluation of the
specific interfaces under study. This evaluation includes
statistical comparisons of performance across subjects,
across strategies of use, and across time. While these
comparisons fill an important gap in current knowledge,
the model validation goals remain our priority because of
their potential applicability to a much broader range of
AAC system -user combinations.

Approach
The decision areas discussed below are: the type of
system to be studied, subject characteristics, system input
method, subjects' strategy of use, experimental protocol,
and data collection. The main consideration for each
decision is how well the different options support the
research goals, followed by practical considerations (e.g.,
research budget). We outline several options in each
area, our reasons for making a particular choice, and the
compromises involved in that choice. Interdependencies
between decisions are discussed where most relevant.

System. Modeling techniques can be applied to many
different types of AAC systems. In our research, we have
chosen to focus on word prediction, a general technique
intended to enhance rate by reducing keystrokes (11).
Word prediction is widely used clinically, and there are
several well - implemented commercial systems available.
However, word prediction may not always provide a
significant enhancement in rate, which has been
attributed to the trade -off between reduced motor actions
and increased cognitive and perceptual activities (3,10).
Application of modeling to word prediction provides an
ideal opportunity to understand the net effect of this
trade -off more rigorously.

Rather than use a commercially available word prediction
system, we have chosen to develop our own system for
research purposes, to gain sufficient control over the
system configuration as well as the means of data
collection. A main consideration is that the research
system be highly representative of commercial word
prediction systems. Almost all systems use the same
basic method of finding words in an internal dictionary
that match the initial letters entered by the user, then
presenting the set of matching words that are most
frequently used in English. Some systems augment this
basic algorithm by one or more of the following
techniques: using syntactic knowledge to remove
inappropriate predictions; using recency -of -use as well as
frequency -of -use to choose predictions; updating the fre-
quency of words based on user entries; and using infor-
mation about the previous word to refine predictions.
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These variations on the basic word prediction algorithm
share two main effects. First, they improve the success of
the system's predictions. This effect is simulated in our
research system by changes in the text to be entered or
the dictionary used. A second effect is that there are
many possible prediction lists for a given word - initial
sequence. While the software is capable of simulating
these changing word lists, the constant novelty limits the
user's ability to learn when words will appear in the lists,
which at least partially counteracts the increase in
predictive success provided by more sophisticated
algorithms. For this reason, the basic algorithm is often
used alone in actual systems, and it has been chosen for
study in our current research.

The main implication of this choice is that the results will
be most directly applicable to performance with the basic
algorithm. However, models that will result from this
work should be general enough to simulate aspects of
performance with other word prediction algorithms, by
changing model parameter values (e.g., the percent of
words selected from the list). And while the results will
not be directly applicable to systems that do not use word
prediction, any success in applying the models to word
prediction should provide confidence for future
applications to other systems.

Subjects. While the focus of this work is to develop
models for the performance of users with disabilities, our
current research employs both able - bodied and disabled
subjects. The use of able- bodied subjects has three
purposes. First, it provides a feasible way to gain
sufficient statistical power, since able- bodied subjects are
more readily available. Second, the performance
measured from able- bodied subjects allows a "best- case"
test of model accuracy, which will help determine if
inaccuracies in modeling disabled users are due to flaws
in the model itself or to increased variance in disabled
user performance. Third, using both types of subjects
provides a means of assessing the extent to which able -
bodied performance is similar to that of users with
disabilities. Our hypothesis is that the results from able -
bodied subjects will prove to be generalizable at least to a
large segment of the target population, specifically those
individuals who have no cognitive impairments and
whose physical disability does not prevent them from
using the tested input method with consistency.

An important implication of using able - bodied subjects is
that they generally have no prior experience with word
prediction. For consistency, then, this restricts our choice
of disabled subjects to those who have no experience with
word prediction. This decision to employ novice subjects
has affected several other decision areas, as discussed
below. An alternative is to avoid the use of able - bodied
subjects and employ only disabled subjects who are
experienced word prediction users, following a common
method in studies of human - computer interaction (e.g.,
8). The resources necessary to pursue that approach are
currently unavailable, which adds a practical reason to
the theoretical grounds for studying novice subjects.

System Input Method. Although a variety of input
methods could be modeled, early theoretical studies

focused on single switch scanning (2), so our first pilot
study used scanning as the input method. This initial
choice has been revised in our current work. Direct
selection using a mouthstick or other typing aid is now
the basic input method for several reasons. First, it is
frequently used by actual users of word prediction.
Second, user performance with direct selection is driven
primarily by user ability, since the user is free to make a
selection at any time. This is in contrast to single - switch
scanning, in which user skill is confounded with the
system timing parameters as an influence on user
strategy and performance, since these parameters
determine when a particular selection is possible. Third,
existing data on the performance of able- bodied subjects
using a standard keyboard with a mouthstick (5) is a
source of valuable pilot information. Finally, direct
selection is easier to learn than a more complex system
such as Morse code, which is important due to the use of
novice subjects.

Strategy of Use. Strategy refers to the plan of action that
guides the user's behavior while interacting with the
system. In the case of word prediction, strategy involves
the way in which the user employs the word list. For
example, at one extreme is a strategy in which the list is
searched carefully before each and every selection.
Alternative strategies include postponing list search until
after one or two letters have been chosen, or deciding
when to search the list based on the perceived likelihood
of the word's presence.

While there are important questions regarding the
strategies that users develop in the absence of specific
instruction, several considerations have led to our
decision to teach subjects particular strategies for using
the word prediction system. The main reason is our
commitment to performance modeling goals. Since the
model equations are based on the component actions that
the user executes during use of the system, model
accuracy is improved by the ability to know or predict
user behavior. Because subjects are word prediction
novices, strategy instruction provides an important
means of reducing variation in their behavior. Without
some sort of instruction, each subject would employ a
different strategy or mix of strategies, requiring the
development of a different model structure for each
subject. By teaching subjects a particular strategy, and
enforcing its use, performance models can be built prior
to the collection of data, and their predictions compared
with the performance of all subjects who used that
strategy. As confidence in modeling techniques is
established, models can be created to match any
particular strategy.

The primary reason for strategy instruction stems from
the modeling goals, but the approach has interest and
validity from a clinical perspective as well. First, teaching
explicit strategies points to the potential clinical
application of the modeling tools as a means of
determining optimal, or at least good, strategies for using
a system. Second, it is at least as realistic as letting
subjects evolve their own strategy, since actual users
frequently receive at least minimal and occasionally
extensive training in a particular strategy.
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Ex},erimental Protocol. Because allsubjects are word
prediction novices and some subjects are mouthstick
novices, the protocol must allow sufficient time for
subjects to develop skill. Since true asymptotic expertise
would likely take a large number of sessions, the goal is
for subjects to become "skilled novices" and for their
learning curves to begin to level off by the last session.
This approach provides data on skilled performance, as
well as data on unskilled novice use and principles of
learning, which can be analyzed in future studies. It
cannot, however, directly address issues of true expert
performance.

A text transcription task has been chosen for this
research, in which subjects transcribe unique blocks of
text in each session. This approach does not allow us to
address important questions regarding the quality of text
that an actual word prediction user might compose.
However, it has the advantages of ensuring that subjects'
performance can be validly compared to each other and
that the same model simulations (which strongly depend
on the text characteristics) can be used for all subjects
who use a common strategy.

A great deal of care has been taken in the creation of
transcription text samples, since text characteristics can
have a significant effect on performance with a word
prediction system. In particular, sessions that are
intended to have the same system configuration must use
texts that match with respect to the following
characteristics: average word length, percent of words
that can be selected from the word list, average number
of letters generated per word list selection, and percent of
keystrokes saved. Creation of these matched texts was
facilitated by the development of software that simulates
the entry of a text sample using word prediction with a
given configuration and strategy, then calculates the
resulting text characteristics.

Data Collection. The emphasis on performance modeling
in our research places the focus of data collection on
performance time, i.e., text entry rate, as measured by
seconds per character. Each keystroke is recorded with
its associated time of entry and encoded to reveal what
parts of the text were selected letter -by- letter and which
resulted from a word list selection. The number of errors
committed in a session is recorded as well, primarily as a
means of ensuring that all subjects are at a similar point
on the speed - accuracy trade-off. Sessions are also
videotaped to provide a visual record of subject behavior.
This allows verification of adherence to the assigned
strategy and provides a means for revising the behavioral
basis of the performance models if necessary.

The focuson quantitative data is consistent with the
decisions to constrain qualitative variables such as subject
behavior and the text to be entered, as discussed above.
This does not mean, however, that qualitative data must
be ignored completely. Subject motivation and affect are
observed during sessions, and subject comments are
solicited after each session regarding their impressions as
well as their rating of task difficulty.

Discussion
The design decisions outlined above reflect a consistent
focus on model development and quantitative
performance in augmentative communication. The goal
is to develop a modeling framework that provides an
understanding of the factors that determine text entry
speed and predicts the speed that may be accomplished
under a range of conditions. Commitment to this goal
provides the rationale for our research design decisions,
but as in any study, it also restricts the range of questions
that can be validly addressed. Research on other
important issues such as word prediction's effect on user
spelling, motivation, or fatigue would require a different
set of methodological decisions. Indeed, gaining multiple
perspectives through diverse approaches is the key to
advancing knowledge in the field. Our point, therefore,
is not to recommend one particular approach at the
exclusion of others, but to encourage the clear
communication of research design decisions and the open
discussion of their consequences.
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P ATIENTS ' P ERF OR MANCE WITH E -VIC,
VI S UAL L ANG UAG E P R O G R AM F O R G L O BAL AP HAS I A
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Bos to n MA

AB S T R A C T

T his  p ap e r d es c rib es a Mac into s h p ro gram,  E -VIC 3.0,
des igned for use with p atients  who  are in the ac ute phas e o f
rec overy from glo b al ap has ia after cerebro vas c ular ac c ident
(CVA).  T his p ro gram p ro vid es  gradually mo re c o mp lex tasks
req uiring matching and  retaining vis ual s ymb o ls  whic h s tand
fo r c o nc rete o b jec ts .  Data rep res enting the exp erienc e o f 11
p atients who rec eived E -VIC training ind ic ate that the
techniq ue is acc ess ible d esp ite the p ro found c omp rehens io n
deficits.

B A C K G R O U N D

Mo re than 400,000 p eo p le in the United  S tates  e xp erienc e
cerebrovascular accidents (strokes) eac h year (Natio nal Institute
on Dis ab ility and Rehabilitat io n Res earch, 1989), resulting in
app ro ximately 2 million peop le with stro ke - related disability
and  c o s ts es t imated  at  $13.5 b illio n annually (1) (Res earc h
Bulletin,  Octo ber 1,  1989). Stroke is not only a d iseas e o f o ld
age,  b ut o c c urs  freq uently wit h p eo p le in the ir fo rt ies  and
fift ies  an d ,  les s  o ften,  with  yo unger p eo p le.  Ov er 20% o f
peop le who  exp erienc e a stro ke s us tain d amage to  the c entral
language pro cessing areas of the brain and beco me aphasic.

Pers ons who still have global aphas ia at one mo nth post  -onset
show less  reco very than any other d iagno stic gro up  (2),  with
fewer than 20% reco vering minimal language outp ut after one
year.  I t is wid ely rec ognized  that peo ple with c hronic severe
expres sive o r glob al ap hasia have lit tle exp ec tation o f benefit
from therapy and c an be expec ted never to  reco ver language
adequate for functional communication (3).

S TATE ME NT OF T HE PROBLEM

Spontaneous recovery of language after stroke- ind uced aphasia
proc eed s at its  s teep es t rate in the 3 or 4 weeks  immed iately
fo llo wing the CVA.  S inc e language therapy ap pears  to  b e o f
mo s t value when it  is o ffered s o o n after the stro ke (4),  it  is
standard clinical prac tic e to p ro vid e language training as  so on
as the p a tien t  is med ic ally stable. The sp eech / language
pathologist asses ses preserved capacities and tailors therapeutic
interventio n to  them.  F o r the p atient  with s everely red uc ed
expres sive abilities  and  minimal c omprehension, there is  lit tle
or no demonstrab le spared capacity for the therapist to address.
There is  a need fo r effec tive language therapy interventio n
app ro priate fo r patients  with glo bal aphas ia in the acute s tage
o f re c o ver y fr o m stro ke. T o  t he  e x te nt  t ha t reco very is
possib le, the acute period is crit ical.

E-VIC is designed to target the individual's preserved cognitive
and learning c apabilit ies  in the ac ute p has e of reco very fro m
stro ke,  and engage the ind ivid ual in language -like ac tivity in
whic h s he can ac tively partic ipate. With the ind ivid ual ac tively
invo lved  in t he th erap y,  t here  is  a t  le as t  the p o ten tial  fo r
benefit.

R A T I O N A L E

T h e b a s ic hyp o thes is  o f th e E -VIC interventio n is that
eng aging patients in langua ge -like ac tivit ies  as  early as
p o s s ib le in their rec o v ery c o urs e may s t imulate ab ilit ies

und erlying language and res ult  in enhanced language reco very.
Tradit io nal s peech/language therapy fails to engage p atients
with this  severe level of disability at this stage of recovery.

DES IGN AND DEVELOP ME NT

E -VIC  3.0,  writ ten in C  fo r the Mac into s h,  is  d es igned  to
pro vide grad uated  training in matc hing o b jec ts  to  s ymb o ls ,
witho ut req uiring aud ito ry c o mp rehens ion,  while p rovid ing
maximal exp e rien c e o f s uc c e s s .  All irr elev ant mate rial  is
exc lud ed fro m the p at ie nt ' s d is p lay, and imme d iat e
reinforcement is offered when the correct choice is made.

The c linic ian / trainer interfac e is  d es igned  to  fac ilitate the
management of training via a Co ntro l wind o w whic h allo ws
co nvenient c us to mizatio n o f the training variables ,  inc lud ing
the object- p icture pairs , numb er o f resp ons e c hoices , s ize of
the po ol fro m which items are rand omly selected  fo r disp lay
and  the loc atio ns  o n the monitor in whic h they are disp layed.
The Co ntro l windo w ap pears o n the Macintos h monitor, and
the patient' s disp lay ap pears o n a full -page d is play monitor.
T his  c o nfigur atio n keep s  t he p at ient ' s  s c reen  free o f any
mater ial that  c o u ld  c o mp lic at e th e vis ual  p re s ent atio n o r
dis trac t  fro m the tas k req uirements .  T he p ro gram inc lud es
default automatic progression through a criterion -based training
program,  and automatic d ata acquisition.

Bas ic  E -VIC  training co ns is ts o f p icture - o bjec t matc hing
tasks. E -VIC provides prompts to the trainer on the Macintosh
mo nito r re gard ing whic h o b je c ts  to  d is p lay,  and  d is p lays
pictures  for the patient on the large monitor.

Pic ture s t imuli were s imple,  rep res entatio nal line d rawings ,
witho ut p ers p ec tive ,  eac h ap p ro ximately 2 inc hes  s q uare,
d ep ic ting a va riety o f o b jec ts  d rawn fro m the d o mains  o f
co ntainers and utens ils , s mall items o f c lo th ing, offic e
supplies, personal care items,  and foods. Size of the res ponse
choice field was gradually increased as  the patient met criterion
o n eac h s maller array.  Bes id e s  the grad ual inc reas e in the
number o f choices presented at any one time, the pool o f items
fro m whic h thes e cho ic es were d rawn was grad ually
inc remented ,  the and  variety of p o s it io ns  o n the s c reen in
which pic tures co uld appear was also increased , as  the patient
met c riterio n (7 18 co rrec t resp o ns es) in eac h s impler tas k.
Co mp lexity was  typ ic ally inc remented  in only o ne d imension
at a time.

Training was p rovided d uring sessions lasting one half hour or
les s, two to fo ur  t ime s per week by tec hnic ians with
undergraduate degrees in speech/language patholo gy. Training
ter min ate d  when the p at ie nt  wa s  d is c har ge d ,  o r a ft er  a
maximum o f 20 s ess io ns .

In object -  picture matching, an objec t is p laced  in front o f the
patient, and the corresp onding pic ture,  alo ng with one or more
distrac to r p ic tures ,  is d is played.  The p artic ip ant 's  task is  to
mo ve the c urs o r,  b y mo ving the c omp uter mo us e,  until the
cursor o verlays the p icture, and then o nly, to click the mouse
button. If t he c ho ic e is  c o r rec t ,  t he p ic tur e immed iat ely
acquires a reverse -video "frame ".
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If the p artic ip ant resp o nd s  inc o rrec tly,  o r fails  to  res p o nd
within a p res et  t ime interval o f 60 s ec o nd s ,  three t imes  in
suc c ess io n, the p ro gram p romp ts  the trainer to  switc h to  a
demo ns tration mo de, in whic h all means neces sary are us ed ,
including hand  over hand guidance,  to shape prod uction of the
correct response. Continued need for demonstrations at a given
level o f training res ults  in the p ro gram' s  b acking up to  the
previo usly mastered level.

E -VIC pro vides  a time repo rt  to  indicate ho w many sec onds
have elap sed as each trial pro ceeds , registers the nature of the
resp onse and  pro vides the reinfo rcement whenever the correct
response is produced, whether independently by the participant,
o r  wit h the trainer' s help . Until the c o rrec t  res p o ns e is
pro vid ed ,  the p ro gram d o es  no t mo ve o n.  T his  p ro c ed ure
ensures  that each trial provides  an experienc e of p roduction of
correct response. In other words, no "wrong answer" feedback
is  ever given to  the p atient,  only abs enc e o f " right answer, "
until the correct response is produced.

Another feature of the program is management of c entering of
the cursor on the screen. In order for a trial to be presented, the
curs or needs  to  b e po sitio ned within a small rectangle at the
center of the large screen. If the cursor is outside this rectangle,
the pro gram prompts the trainer to rep osit ion it,  and do es not
pro ceed  until it is  repo sitioned.  While this feature c an as sure
only the cursor po sit io n, it serves  as  a reminder to  repos ition
the mo us e as  well,  so  that the p atient  b egins each trial with
the mo us e in a location co mfo rtably acc ess ib le to his/her left
hand, with adequate space on the mouse pad to move the cursor
to the pictures without nec essarily encountering the end of the
mo u s e p ad  o r t he end  o f h is  /h er ran ge o f  mo tio n. This
reposit ioning and centering requirement was included to permit
ac curate measurement of res po nse t ime and rec ording o f the
movement path of the cursor for the subsequent versions of the
pro gram in whic h thes e meas urements were reco rd ed .
Centering the c urs or and  mous e als o s erved  to  s tructure the
task and orient the p atient b y clearly ind icating that  a new trial
was about to begin.

In a p revio us  study using an earlier version of E -VIC,  with 7
patients, results  indic ated that the transition fro m the first  type
of task, in whic h only o ne picture app eared on the sc reen, to
the task in which two pictures appeared, was difficult  for some
patients (e.g. , Ss  2 and 3 in Table 1, below) (5). Succ ess  in
the firs t  t as k d ep end s  o n learn ing h o w to  manip ulat e the
mo use,  and  learning

a

proc edure o f moving the c urs o r to a
picture and clicking the mouse button. The two - picture task is
qualitatively different. There is no lo nger only one image o n
the sc reen, so the clear guid ance p rovided in the previous  task
is  ab s ent.  T he p atient  mus t rec o gnize that  o b jec t- p ic ture
matc hing is cruc ial to succ es s in the tas k, and mus t
dist inguis h between the two  p ictures in ord er to  identify the
o ne c o rres p o nd ing to  the o b je c t  d is p layed  in fro nt o f the
mo nito r. The s ec ond  tas k invo lves  s ymb olic representation,
while the first tas k can b e c arried  out witho ut any recognit ion
of the 'meaning' of the picture.

As part of the attempt to regulate the introduction of eac h new
q uantum o f c o mp lexity,  a further s tage was  intro d uc ed  in
between p res entatio n o f o nly o ne image and  p res entatio n o f
two  alternatives . In the intervening stage, two wind o ws are
p res ente d  with o ne r emaining  b la nk.  In o ther  wo r d s ,  the
message being co nveyed to the p atient  is that there can b e two
things  ap pearing o n the s c reen,  s o  that  s/he cannot us e the
strategy of s imply moving the curso r to  the " lit  up"  loc atio n:
mo re than o ne lo cation c an b e ac tive at  the s ame time. T he

co ntent o f the lit  up  area, i. e.,  the picture, is also  impo rtant.
T he s ub s eq uent s tage the n intro d uc es  o nly the ad d it io nal
informatio n that  b o th o f thes e two  lo c at io ns  c an c o ntain
pic tures  s imultaneo us ly,  and  o nly one of the p ictures  is the
right one.

Bas ic  E -VIC  training is  mad e up  o f 17 levels ,  o n eac h o f
which the p artic ipant must reach criterion in order to  progress.
At the end of level 17, the participant is succ essfully matc hing
the o b jec t  in fr o nt o f him/her t o  o ne  o f 6  p ic t ures  whic h
appear simultaneo usly, in any part of the screen.

A s eries  o f mo r e c o mp lex  ta s ks has  b een d e velo p ed  fo r
ind ivid uals  wh o  c o mp lete Ba s ic  E - VIC ,  b u t who  a re no t
cand id ates  fo r s peec h/language b as ed  therap y,  and no t yet
cand id ates for alternative co mmunicatio n.  Ad vanced E -VIC
inc lud e s  4 mo d ules , each d ivid ed  into 10 levels : Delay,
Co ntext,  S up p res s ed  Co ntext and  S eq uenc e.  In the Delay
tas ks , the s timulus ob ject is  p res ented  b riefly,  then remo ved;
after a delay, the picture response c hoices are displayed. Delay
inc r eas e s  g rad u ally  fr o m 2  s ec o nd s  up  to 16 s ec onds . 4
ind ivid uals  received  Delay training, and  o ne o f these reached
the 16- second delay level. In the Context module,  two o bjects
are p resented,  and  the target o bjec t  is p ointed to fo r a b rief
period; after a delay the picture response choices are displayed.
The tas k is  to  s elec t  the p icture c orresp o nd ing to the o bjec t
p o inted  to ,  n o t the d is tra c to r o b jec t . In the S up p res s ed
Co ntext mod ule, two o bjec ts  are d is played briefly, and  then
removed; the location which had been o ccupied  by tone of the
objects is then pointed to for a brief period; this is fo llowed by
delay, and then disp lay of the p icture respo nse choices.  In the
Sequence module, two o r mo re o bjec ts are placed  in sequence
in the p articipant 's  field  o f view; this is  follo wed by a d elay,
and then display o f the p icture res ponse c hoices.  Selection of
the images  in the temp oral seq uence ac co rding to  which the
ob jec ts  were p res ented  co ns titutes  a c orrect  res p o ns e.  T he
Context,  Sup pres sed  Context and  Seq uence modules were not
evaluated , since no participants co mpleted  Bas ic E -VIC  and
Delay within the 20 or fewer s ess io ns  availab le. The Co ntro l
wind o w p ro vid es  instruc tio ns  to  guid e the clinic ian thro ugh
each trial.

E V A L U A T I O N

All 13 p art ic ipants  in the E -VIC  exp erimental gro up  were
successful in reac hing criterion on the pic ture- cho ice task. 10
of the 13 participants acc omplis hed this by the end  of their Rh
session (Table 1, below). 5 individuals co mpleted Basic E -VIC
within 20 o r fewer ses sio ns.  By the end  o f s ess io n 20,  2 o f
these had completed the 4- second Delay level, one had received
tasks from the S equence module after achieving the 4- second
Delay ,  an d  o ne  c o mp lete d  th e De lay mo d ule (De lay =  16
seconds).

Session number at  which each part icip ant reac hed criterio n on
selec tio n from two  alternative pic tures  is s ho wn in T ab le 1,
below.

N e s s t 2 3 4 5 R 13 15
1 2 2 2 3 1 1 1

T o t a l 1 3 5 7 10 11 12 13
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T a b le 2. Hig h e s t Le ve l re a c h e d U61
S Le ve l S es .

#

AA 2 13
AC 2 15
AD 6 14
AF 6 9
AG 2 1
Al 3 4
AJ 6 6
AK 2 5
AL 6 12
AM 6 13
NA 6 9
NC 2 17
NE 6 15

DI S C U S S I O N

Ind ivid uals  varied  in their style and  rate o f learning E -VIC .
Mean res po ns e times fo r co rrec tl and  inc orrect  res po ns es  d id
no t d iffer s ignific antly in 12 /  13 c as es ,  s ugges ting that  the
tas k was  no t b eing p erfo rmed  in an imp uls ive manner.  T he
rap id ity with whic h mo s t ind ivid uals  p ro gres s ed  thro ugh E-
VIC training is disp layed in T ables  1 and  2. Three individuals
progres sed muc h more slowly,  and had not reached  criterion on
the task o f s elec ting between two  p ic tures  b y the end  o f their
5th training s es s io n.  T he p revio us  stud y had  id entified  two
potential predictors o f E -VIC success: performance on a test of
eye  mo v emen t to  v er b a l c o mman d  (e .g . , "loo k up  "), and
perfo rmanc e o n the map  lo c ation test ,  in whic h the p atient  is
asked  to p oint , on a free -hand map d rawn b y the neurologis t,
to  t he a p p ro xima te lo c a tio n  o f s eve ral  well kn o wn c it ies .
While the numb ers  are s mall,  there is  no  evident differenc e on
performanc e on the eye movement test and  perfo rmance on the
tes t  o f map  lo c atio n whic h c o uld  d is t inguis h " rap id "  fro m
"s lo w" lear ners in res pec t to thes e two c lin ic al tes ts.
Measurements o f lesion size,  the other clinical indic ator which
seemed  to b e related  to E -VIC  performance in the p revio us
s tud y,  were n o t ava ilab le.  T he n euro lo gis t ' s  d rawin gs  and
ind ic atio ns o f  p r es er v at io n  o r inv o lv emen t  o f t hr ee  ke y
neuro anato triic al areas  are availab le fo r two  o f thes e three
ind ivid uals  (and  f o r 10 o f the  13 p a tients  o vera ll) .  V is ual
ob s ervatio n o f the neurolo gis t' s  d rawings  d o es  no t indic ate
larger lesions for the two  slower learners.

Init ial p erfo rmanc e with E -VIC  ap p ears  to  p red ic t  o verall
succ ess in the E -VIC training p rogram.

T he int ent  o f E - VIC  is to  s t imulat e ab il it ies  und er lying
language and  recovery of language func tio n, by engaging these
ind ividuals in language -like ac tivity at a time in their reco very
co urs e when s p eec h and  language are inac c es s ib le to  them.
T he re  is  s o me in d ic a tio n th at  E -VIC  may p ro vid e s o me
b enefit , at leas t in the area of rec o very of aud ito ry
co mp rehensio n of c o nc rete o b jec t  names  (6). A more d irec t
effe c t  o f E  -VIC  is  e xp ec ted  in the  p er fo r manc e o f th es e
individuals  once they reach the c hronic stage, if they are offered
the op po rtunity to  learn a func tio nal c ommunic ation techniq ue
us ing vis ual s ymb o ls , such as C -VIC, NE W VI C o r
Ling rap hic a.  Ane c d o tally,  fa milies  wh o  h ave  alrea d y had
po s it ive exp erienc e with E -VIC are willing and  enthus ias tic
ab o u t p u rs uing the c o mp uterized vis ual c o mmu nic a tio n
approach.

The rap id p rogress  o f many o f the p atients learning E -VIC
sugges ts that  fo r tho s e ind ivid uals  who  rap idly ac q uire the
fund amental matc hing tas k,  it  is  p os s ib le to  mo ve to ward s
more c omplex, language -like tas ks rather than requiring them
to  c o mp lete Bas ic  E -VIC  b efo re go ing o n.  It  may b e,  fo r
examp le, that  training in the Delay c ondition, in whic h mental
representations have to be maintained in the abs ence of visible
symb o ls , wiH pro vid e a stro nger s timulus to language
recovery.

Des p ite the p ro fo und  imp airment in c omp rehens io n and  in
exp ress io n, whic h exc lud es lang uage as a med ium of
c o mmunic atio n fo r thes e ,p atients at this stage o f  t he ir
evo lutio n, the training built into E -VIC is readily acq uired by
most, and provides a sequence through which they can progress
succ es sfully. The extent to whic h this  exp erienc e can benefit
rec o v ery o f lan guage  and  /o r r ec o ve ry o f  c o mmunic a tive
function requires further exp loration.
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COMPARISON OF WORD PER MINUTE RATE ACROSS FOUR INPUT
CONDITIONS FOR AN AUGMENTATIVE WRITING SYSTEM

Pamela Mathy - Laikko & Carol West
Meyer Rehabilitation Institute

University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE

ABSTRACT

Efficiency as measured by accurate words
per minute (WPM) was examined across
four inpu t con ditions for a  subj ect with
ph y s ica l d is ab ilit ie s . Th e in p u t
co nd ition s were : a. A 128 key
m e m b r a n e ke y b o a r d co n ta in in g
st an dard co mp uter functions an d the
alphabet (Alpha); b . The same keyboard
with the ad d it io n of 80 freq uent ly
occurring initial two an d three letter
sequences (VVOM); c. Alpha combined
with wo rd pred ic t io n fea tu res ; d.
VVOM com bined with  word pred ic tion
features. Th e  s u b jec t 's  WPM ra t e  was
great er in th e cond itions wh ere the
VVOM sequences were available.

BACKGROUND

Wh en  p eop le  with  p h ys ical disabilit ie s
(e.g., cerebral palsy, ALS) use computers
to p ro d u ce tex t, th e ir ef fic ien cy ,
measured in  accurate words -per- minute
(WPM), is  greatly  reduced f rom that  of
able bodied computer users. Given this,
con sid erable effor t h as focu sed  on the
development of specialized software and
hardware to  increase  effic iency. Rosen
an d Go o d  en o u gh -  Trep agn ie r (4),
ident ified three factors that influence
efficiency; cost, length and time. Cost
refers to the average  n u m ber  o f  u n it s
requ ired to pro du ce a wo rd . Th is
pe r t ain s to the in ven tory of un it s
p r o v id e d to th e u s e r by th e
device / disp lay. Units can be letters,
phonemes, syllables, who le wo rd s or
even ph ras es . As s u min g th at th e
average wo rd  requ ires  f ive  u nits , (fou r
letters an d  o n e  s p ace ) th e cos t  for  th e
regu la r QWERTY keyb o ard is five.
Length allu des t o  th e n um ber o f mo to r
acts required, on average, to  select a unit
from th e device /display. For example,
when a direct selection access technique
is us ed ,  t h e len gth  eq u als one. When
row - column scan nin g is us ed th e

average len gth wo u ld be three. The
variable of t ime refers to  th e amount of
time  req uired , on  ave rage ,  for  t he  u se r
to m a k e s e lec t io n s on a given
device /display. As strategies aim ed at
increasing efficiency are developed, it  is
important to  conside r the interact ion of
these three factors.

Develo pm ent  o f s of tware an d h ardware
that redu ces the variab le of cost has
rece ived the mo st at tent io n in the
A u g m e n t a t i v e a n d A l t e r n a t i v e
Com mu nica tion (AAC) field. Amo ng
the most popular methods to reduce cost
is  word pred iction. A nu mb er  o f wo rd
p r ed ic t i o n p r o g r a m s h a v e b een
deve lop ed  to  ru n o n s tand ard  pe rs o na l
computer systems (see reviews by 1 & 2).
Mathy - Laikko, Zellhofer and Jones ' (3)
designed an  overlay (called  VVOM) for
use with  a 128 key  mem bran e keybo ard
and th e Ex pand ed  Key bo ard Emulator
(EKE) prediction programs. The VVOM
overlay con tains all o f t he functions on
the standard keyboard, but also adds the
80 highest  ranked wo rd - initia l bigrams
an d tr igram s (two an d three letter
seq uen ces ) d erived  from an ana lys is of
mo st  freq u en t ly  o ccu rring ngram s in  a
999,464 token sample of written text (5).
Mathy - Laikko, et.al. (3) compared the
key s t ro ke s avin gs of the st an d ard
keyb oard versus the VVOM keyboard
when u sed in  con junction with th e EKE
pro gram . Across three, 400 wo rd
samp les represen ting a c ross  sec tion  of
genre, th e re was an  ave rage  key s tro ke
savings of 1.56 keyst rokes per wo rd
(mean cost: 3.44) for the st an d ard
keyboard with EKE and 1.86 keystrokes
per wo rd (mean cost: 3.13) for the
VVOM keyb oard used with EKE. In
ad d it io n to red u c in g cost, it was
hypoth esized th a t  u s e of  VVOM with

1 Developed by Words +, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1229, Lancaster, CA 93584.
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th e EKE pred ict io n p ro gram wo u ld
reduce the variable of time by decreasing
th e time  th e us er  m u st  s pend  search in g
the p rediction  win dow.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The primary resea rch question was does
th e  redu c t io n in co st  provided by the
VVOM s eq u en ces  re s ult  in  an  in creas e
in W PM ra te wh en co mp ared to an
alph abet ic keybo ard  alo ne and when the
two key b o a rd s a re co m p ared in
co n ju n c t io n with th e EKE wo r d
prediction  program?

METHOD

The  su bject was  a 26 yea r o ld male with
athetoid cerebral palsy. He was  a sen ior
in polit ical science at a Mid wes t e rn
University . He had been us in g t he  EKE
pred ict io n p ro gram with the VVOM
layout on a 128 key membrane keyboard
on a Toshiba 2000 laptop compu ter for a
six  month period p rior to  the study. The
subject access ed the keyb o ard us in g
direc t select ion with his righ t in d ex
finger. This system was used for spoken
and  writt en com mun ica tio n.

Fo u r  in p u t  co n d it io n s were com pared.
They were as follows: a. A 128 key
m e m b r a n e ke y b o a r d c o n t a in in g
s t an d ard keyb oard funct ions an d th e
alphabet (the alphabet was located in  the
s am e p o s it io n s as on th e VVOM
overlay) (Alp ha);  b . Th e  s am e  128 key
m em b ran e  key b o ard  with the ad dition
of  th e  80 f req u en t ly  o ccu rrin g b igram s
an d t r i gra m s M O M ) ; c. Alp h a
co mb in ed  with  wo rd  p red ic tion  an d th e
other  stan dard keyst roke savin g fea tures
of EKE (e x c lu d in g ab b r ev i a t io n
expans ion); d. VVOM combined with
word prediction.

The text stimuli used was a passage from
the Bible  that th e subjec t had previously
co m m it t ed to mem ory . Th e s am e
st im u li was u sed  fo r all  m eas uremen ts .
The reason for se lectin g mem orized  text
was t hat it  d id  not  requ ire the s ubjec t to
look away fro m the key board as h e
entered  text. Further, because same text

s a m p le w a s u s ed ac r o s s a ll
measu rements , th e calcu la tion of  W PM
was co m p ara b le ac ro s s all in p u t
conditions.

Th ree ra t e meas u rem en t trials were
completed for each of the four inp ut
condit ions. This da ta was collected,
across four experimental sessions which
to o k p lace  o ver  an  e igh t  week p e r io d .
Th e  o rde r  o f  t h e  inp u t  con d it ion s  was
counter balanced across sessions. To
accommodate the sub ject 's  busy student
sch ed ule,  h e was seen in  h is  d ormito ry
room an d  th e  d a t a collection sessions
were  kep t  u n d er  o n e  an d  a  h a lf  h o u rs
each (inc lud ing setu p). Three of the
in p u t  co n dit io n s  were  s am p led  d u r in g
each session. Ten  minute s amp les  were
collected for each input condition with a
five  m inu te  .b reak b e tween conditions.
Keyboard acceptance time was set at the
sub ject 's  u sua l leve l. Th e su bj ec t was
in s tru ct ed to ty p e as qu ickly an d
accu ra te ly as  h e co u ld b u t n o t t o  s t o p
and correct his errors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The  tot al keys trokes , t he  t ot al accurate
keyst rokes an d the overall mean s per
ten  minute m eas urement for  each inp ut
con dit ion across . t he three trials are
disp layed in Table one. Figure one
depicts the means of the total WPM and
the accurate WPM for the four inp ut
cond itio ns. Before discus sing these
results , it  is  important to  note that in  all
bu t th e firs t trial for each in p u t
cond ition, th ere were a nu m ber of
errors. Fu rthe r,  t h e mo st  t yp ica l er ro r
was d ou ble  ac tiva t io n  o f t he  same  key
wh ich nu llif ied th e ben ef it of th e
predic tio n win d o w. Alth o u gh an
attempt was made to  control this type of
va riab ilit y by co nd uc ting each da t a
collection session a t  t h e  s am e time of
day , keep in g th e accep t an ce tim e
const ant, etc., the subject 's phys ical
control varied across sessions. Because
the do u b le key hits pen a lized th e
pred ict ion cond itions mo re than the
non - prediction con ditions , we will no t
dis cu ss co m par iso n s across all four
in pu t con ditio ns but inst ead restrict
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TABLE 1. Total keystrokes, total accurate
keystrokes and mean keystrokes per ten
minute measuremen t fo r each condition
across the three trials .

Input  Cond ition
Alpha W01v4 Alph /EKE VVOM /EKE
Total Acc. Total Ace. Total Acc. Total Acc.

T -1 100 98 123114 99 98 155152
T -2 132 117 168 154 127 116 152138
T -3 131 118 186 162 182 162 160127

X 121111 159143 136125 156139

1 1 rz

2

0
G

n

a

1

0
3

0

0Total WPM

Alpha VVOM Alpha/EKE VVOM /EKE
Input Condition

FIGURE 1. Means of Total WPM and
Accurate WPM for the four input
conditions.

comparisons to  b etween the two non -
pred ict ion con ditions an d b etween the
two prediction. conditions. It can be seen
that in  the conditions where VVOM was
used the subject was able to  increase his
average  W PM. This s ugges ts th at  t he
red uc t io n  in cost provid ed by the 80
bigrams an d tr igrams on the VVOM
keyb oard ou twe igh ed the add it ion al
tim e it  too k t o  locate  t argets  o n a  mo re
dense array. It is  also important to  note
that even though the subject was not
able to derive maximu m ben efit f rom
prediction du e  t o  e r ro rs,  t h e re  was an
in crease  in  WPM ra te  when th e VVOM
key board was used with predic tio n.
Plans  to  furthe r examine th e b en efit of
using keyb oards that  contain f requently
occurr ing letter sequences with word

prediction programs for AAC users with
variou s ph ys ical d is ab ilit ie s wh o us e a
var ie ty of access techniques will be
discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Au d i to ry s c a n n in g c a n b e u s e d a s a n
a u g m e n t a t i v e co m m u n ica t io n s y s t e m to
a l lo w  a n in d iv id u a l wi th s evere ly  lim it ed
vis u a l an d  m o to r  s ki lls  t o  in d ica t e  ch o ices
a n d r e q u e s t in fo rm at io n . Th i s p a p e r
d is cu s s es  t h e  u s e  o f  a  s im p le ,  in ex p en s ive
au d i to r y s c a n n in g  d ev i c e to ex p lo re th e
cap ab i lit ie s  o f  C .C . ,  a  22 y ea r  -o ld  wo m an
w i t h c e r e b r a l p a l s y . S h e h a s b e e n
d ia gn o s ed  as  p r o fo u n d ly  re t a r d ed  an d  h as
b e e n in a re s id en t i a l fac ilit y fo r t h e
d eve lo p m en ta l ly  d is ab le d  s in c e  t h e  age  o f
7 .

P r e s e n t ly a s t e reo t a p e p la y er is b e in g
u s e d  as  a  s c an n in g  c o m m u n ic a t o r  fo r  t h is
in d iv id u a l wh o h a s p h y s ica l a n d vi s u a l
im p a i r m e n t s . M u l t i p l e e n d le s s lo o p
ca s s e t t e s  a r e  u s e d  e a c h  c u s t o m ize d  fo r  a
p a r t ic u la r  s it u a t i o n . Th es e  i n c lu d e  h o m e,
w o r k , b r e a k f a s t , l u n c h  / d i n n e r ,
mu s ic  /ch o ir , s n a c k t i m e ,
rec rea t io n  / le is u re  co o kin g, an d  s h o p p in g.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Sp eech  s t a f f  t h o u gh t  t h is  n o n verb a l y o u n g
w o m a n w i t h p h y s i c a l a n d v i s u a l
i m p a i r m e n t s w o u l d b e a b l e to
c o m m u n i c a t e if p r o v id e d t h e p r o p e r
e q u ip m e n t a n d t r a in in g . D u e to h e r
lim i t e d vis io n , t h e review of p o s s ib le
d evic es  fo cu s ed o n  au d i to ry  vo ic e  o u tp u t
s in g le  s wi t c h  s c an n e rs .

B a c k g r o u n d I n f o r m a t i o n / P r e v i o u s
Aug mentat iv e E xper ience/  Training

B e c a u s e t h i s in d i v id u a l h a s b e e n
s u cc e s s fu l in ch o o s in g fro m 3 - 4 co lo r
p h o t o g r a p h s ( 3" X 5" ). , e lec t ro n ic
t r a in in g b e g a n with th e u s e of a R e a l
Vo ice S c a n Pac . . Mu lt ip le o ver lay s were
u s ed  fo r  d if fe re n t  e n vir o n m e n t s . Sp o r ad ic
t r a in in g w as  d r o p p e d af t e r  a p p ro x im ate ly
a y ea r , d u e  t o  h e r  v is u a l  im p a ir m en t .  Th e
need  to  j u s t ify  t h e  exp en s e  of  a  R eal Vo ice
S c a n Pa c for s u c h a lim it ed vo ca b u la ry
a ls o  co n cern ed  s t a f f .

Tr a in in g t h e n b e g a n wi th a p r im i t ive
au d i t o r y  s ca n n in g d e v ic e co n s is t in g o f  a
t a p e re co rd e r co n n ec t ed to a n Ab len e t
co n t r o l le r  t h a t  w as  a c t iv a t ed  b y  a  p a d d le
s wi t c h . E a c h of th e fo u r ch o ices w a s
rep e a t ed two t im es with a  2 - 4 s eco n d

d e la y b e t w e e n t h e f i rs t a n d s e c o n d
p r es en t a t io n s . S h e lis t en ed to t h e f irs t
s t a t em e n t , m ad e  a  ch o ic e ,  t h e n  a c t iv a t ed
th e  s wi t ch  fo r  h e r  r e s p o n s e .  Th is  s y s t e m
w a s q u i t e in e ffec tive b e c a u s e th e t ap e
n e e d e d to b e re w o u n d a n d t h a t a ll
s t a t e m e n t s w e r e p r e s e n t e d to b o t h
li s t en e r an d co m m u n ic a t o r . In s p i t e of
th e in e ffec t iven es s o f  t h i s s y s t em it did
s u g ge s t t h a t au d ito ry s c a n n in g wa s a n
op t io n fo r  t h is  in d ivid u a l.

Co m mercia lly ava ilab le  au d ito ry  s can n in g
p r o d u c t s b y W o rd s + a n d Ad a p t iv e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n S y s t e m s , w e r e
co n s id e r ed , a s we ll a s th e Wisp erwo lf .
Th e f irs t two p r o d u c t s were e lim in a t ed
d u e to co s t a n d th e  wi s p e r wo lf  w as no t
ch o s en  d u e  t o  vo ca l q u a lit y .  Th er e fo re , it
wa s d ec id ed to d eve lo p a lt e rn a t iv es . In
an a ly s is  o f  au d ito ry  s can n in g,  we  rea lized
it w a s a two ch a n n e l p ro ces s . O n o n e
ch an n e l, s h o r t  ve rb a l c u e s  a re  p r es e n t e d .
W h en a d es ired cu e is h e a r d th e u s e r
o p er a t e s  a  s w i t c h  c o n n e c t in g  t h e secon d
ch a n n e l to s p e a k e r s th a t  a l l o w th e fu ll
m e s s a g e to b e h e a r d . Th i s c a n b e
im p le m e n te d b y a s t e re o t a p e play er ,
e n d l e s s l o o p t a p e s , s t e r e o
am p lif ie r / s p eaker , a n d co n t r o l lo gic
circu itry .

OPERATION

Prep ara t io n  o f  t h e  t ap es

Th e u s e r s r e a c t i o n t im e s h o u ld b e
d e t e rm in ed .  Th is is t h e  t im e  i t  t a k es  t h e
in d iv id u a l to ac t i v a t e a s w i t c h a f t e r
h ea r in g  a  d es ired  s e lec t io n .  Th e  t ap es  a re
p ro d u c ed  u s in g  tw o  p eo p le s p ea kin g i n to
ex t e rn a l m ic rop h o n es  each  with  an  o n  / o f f
s wit ch .  W h ile reco rdin g, t h e  f i r s t  p e rs o n
t u r n s o n h is  / h e r m ic ro p h o n e , s a y s th e
cu e , an d tu r n s  o f f  t h e  m ic ro p h o n e . After
p a u s in g  f o r  t h e u s e r 's  r eac t io n  t im e , th e
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s e c o n d p e r s o n t u r n s o n h i s  / h e r
m ic ro p h o n e  s ay s  t h e  m es s ag e , a n d  t u r n s
o ff  t h e  m ic ro p h o n e .  A f t e r  p au s in g  fo r  t h e
u s e r ' s re ac t io n t im e , th e p r o ce s s is
re p e a t e d fo r t h e re m a in in g c u e s a n d
mes s ages .

It is im p o r t an t to s to p reco rd in g befo re
th e e n d le s s lo o p re p e a t s . Fo rC .C . , 7
cu es  /m es s a ges were ab le to fit on a 3 0
second t a p e 5 on a 20 second t ap e and
t h e re f ra in of 3 s o n gs . Th e u s e r may

ch o o s e t h e  vo ice fo r  each  t ap e , an d  co u ld
ch o o s e  a  rea l s in ge r  fo r  ch o ir  t ap es .

Us e

for a s lo n g a s th e s wit ch is ac t iv a t ed .
Aga in, t h e  t im eo u t  p e r io d  is  re s t a r t ed .

TRAINING PROCESS

W h ile t h e co n t r o l lo gic c i rc u i t r y w a s
u n d e r c o n s t r u c t i o n , t r a i n in g w a s
co n d u c t ed wi th a mod ified au d io cab le .
Th is cab le co n n e c t ed th e cu in g  c h a n n e l
d i re c t l y to t h e p illo w s p e a ke r . Th e
m es s a ge c h a n n e l  w e n t  t h r o u g h  t h e u s e r
s wit ch to th e m e s s a g e s p eaker . In th is
m a n n e r t h e cu in g ch a n n e l wo u ld play
co n t in u o u s ly  in to  t h e  p i ll o w s p ea ker  a n d
th e  m e s s a g e  c h a n n e l  o n ly  w h e n  th e  u s e r
swit ch  was  ac t iva t ed .

Ph o to 1: C .C . with Ta p e R ec Sc a n C o m m
m o u n t ed to th e b a c k o f  h e r  w h e e l c h a i r ,
co n t ro l s wich  is  m o u n ted  t o  lap t ray .

Th e co n t ro l logic h a s a t im eo u t fea t u re
wh ich tu r n s o ff  t h e t ap e re co r d e r  w h e n
n o t in u s e . P r es en t ly  t h i s is s e t a t o n e
m in u te .  W h e n  p o w er  i s  t u r n e d  o n  t o  t h e
Tap eR ec Sc an C o m , th e cu in g m e s s ag e s
a re  am p lif ied  b y  o n e  ch an n e l o f  t h e  s t e reo
an d play ed  t h ro u gh  th e  p illo w s p eaker .  I f
t h e u s e r s wit ch is n o t ac t iv a t ed with in
th e t im eo u t  p e r io d , t ap e  m o t io n ceas es .
I f  t h e  u s e r  s wi t c h  is  ac t i va t e d  d u r in g  t h e
t im eo u t  p e r io d , t h e m e s s ag e  is am plif ied
b y  th e seco n d ch an n e l  o f  t h e  s t e r eo  an d
fed to th e s p e a k e r s for a s lo ng a s th e
s wit ch  is  a c t i va t e d .  Th e  t im eo u t  p e r io d  is
a ls o re s t a r t ed . If t h e t im e o u t pe r io d is
ex ceed ed , t a p e mo t io n ceas es , a s wit ch
ac t iva t io n  res t a r t s  t h e p lay in g o f t h e  cu in g
m e s s ag e s . A s eco n d s wi t ch ac t iv a t i o n
d u r in g th e t im eo u t pe r io d co n n ec t s th e
m e s s a ge  ch a n n e l  t o  t h e ex t e rn a l s p e ak er

TRAINING RESULTS

C . C . r e s p o n s e s w i t h t h e A b le n e t
co n tro lle r / tap e reco rd e r  s y s t em  aver aged
ab o u t 50 %, with m u lt i p l e ve rb a l an d
g e s t u r a l p r o m p t in g le ve ls . S in c e
ch an gin g  t o th e  Tap e R ecS can C o m m , s h e
is avera gin g 57 % in 9 differen t t ra in in g
a r e a s , m o s t ly w i t h n o n p r o f e s s io n a l
ca regive rs . Th is average do es not tot ally
r e p r e s e n t h e r ab i l it i e s s in c e s h e is
s p o n ta n e o u s ly u s in g th e s y s t em a grea t
d e a l  o f  t h e  t im e . Als o  i t  is  o f t en dif ficult
to m e a s u r e h e r t r u e ac c u ra c y d u r in g
m o n i t o r i n g s e s s i o n s d u e to t h e
n o n p ro fe s s io n a ls u n fam il ia r it y with th e
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eq u ip m en t . In  a r e as  s u c h  a s  c o o k in g  a n d
s n a ck t im e  w h e re  s h e  is  h ig h ly  m o t iva t e d ,
s h e  is  av e r agin g 70 -8 0%  acc u ra cy ,  w ith  a
n u m b e r of s p o n t a n e o u s co m m e n t s an d
re q u es t s .

Th e Ta p e R e cS ca n C o m is u s ed in ra t h e r
n o is y lo ca t io n s . Fo r th is reas o n , o n e of
t h e s t e r e o a m p l i f i e r c h a n n e l s w a s
co n n ec t ed to th e p illo w s p e aker allo win g
for m o re vo lu m e , co n tro lled by th e t ap e
re co r d e r  v o lu m e co n t ro ls .

Ph o t o  2 :  Ta p e R e c Sc a n C o m m  in  m o u n t in g
c a s e . In u s e th e p illo w s p e a k e r is
m o u n te d  b y  u s e r 's  ea r .

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

Th e p ro to ty p e w a s co n s t ru c t e d u s in g
p o in t to po in t wir in g. A cu s to m p rin t ed
c ircu it  b o a rd  w o u ld ea s e d u p l ica t in g t h e
s y s t em  an d  im p ro ve  re liab ilit y .

Th e p r es en t d e s ign u s e s th re e b a t t e ry
p a ck s (1) fo u r  "C "  ce lls  with in  t h e  s t e reo
am p lif ie r (2) two "C" ce lls to po wer th e
t a p e reco rd e r , an d  (3) a  9  vo lt  b a t t e ry to
p o w er t h e s y s t e m lo gic . Th e 9 vo lt
b a t t e ry in s u r e s go od s w it ch in g of th e
MO SF ET t r a n s is t o r u s ed to p o wer th e
t a p e rec o r d e r . Th e s e m u lt i p l e b a t t e r y
p a c k s co u ld b e re p l a ce d by a s in g le
ba tt ery p ack an d a  DC -DC con vert er .
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NON - SPEAKING PEOPLE AND MULTI -MEDIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS:
THE CONTRIBUTION OF NONVERBAL SIGNALS

Andrew McKinley; William Beattie & John Arnott
The MicroCentre, University of Dundee, Dundee
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ABSTRACT

Nonverbal communication is an important aspect
of interaction. This means that recent advances
in using telecommunications technology to aid
the disabled must take account of the nonverbal
dimension. One possible resource is the recent
development of multi -media telecommunications
systems. It is generally thought that the visual
medium of such systems will offer the disabled a
nonverbal signalling capacity. The following
paper discusses visual medium use in a multi-
media telecommunications environment. It  is
shown that the expected benefits for disabled
users of such systems may be smaller than
traditionally assumed.

BACKGROUND

Everyday communication is multi- channel,
consisting of verbal and nonverbal modes of
interaction. Among their functions, nonverbal
gestures and vocalisations seem to be important
mechanisms for maintaining communication
structure (3) and for conveying social (2) and
semantic (1) information. The importance of
such nonverbal signals to the disabled has
already been recognised (4). For those who have
difficulty in  using verbal communication, the
nonverbal domain is an important resource
which must be supported in communications
technology.

This carries an important implication for those
interested in whether telecommunications
technology can benefit the disabled. There is
some evid en ce to su gges t that
telecommunications offer people with
disabilities potential for new developments in
social and work -based communication (5).
However, the importance of nonverbal signalling
in face -to -face communication suggests that such
technological developments must provide for
nonverbal as well as verbal interaction.

One possible solution is the current interest in
multi -media communication technology. These
systems allow the user to employ a standard
audio telephone line while, at the same time,
utilising other communication media e.g.
sending and receiving visual signals, sending
text messages or signalling via graphical images.
This may offer disabled users a greater
opportunity for nonverbal communication. If an
appropriate visual medium exists, users may be
able to supplement their poor verbal

performances by sending nonverbal, visual
signals such as gestures or facial expressions.

However, such technology may impose too great
a work -load on the disabled user.
Communication might become such a complex
task that he or she is unable to benefit from the
increase in number of media. For example, non -
speakers who use the text medium of a
multimedia system to 'speak' via written
messages will usually be forced to restrict their
gaze to the text screen and to the keyboard. It
follows that the introduction of a visual medium
to a telecommunications system for the disabled
may not, for the non - speaking disabled at any
rate, provide the level of nonverbal signalling
anticipated.

RESEARCH QUESTION

The purpose of this study is to assess whether a
visual medium does in fact provide non - speakers
with the ability to supplement verbal text with
n o n verb a l s ig n a ls when us in g
telecommunications technology to communicate.

METHOD

The equipment comprised a multi -media
communication system involving video- cameras,
microphones, headsets, and text - messaging
software running on two PC's connected via
serial ports. Subjects, able - bodied undergraduate
students, were divided into 5 communication
pairs. One member of each pair simulated a form
of non - speaking disability in some of the
experimental conditions. This was achieved by
disrupting his or her microphone output.
'Disabled' subjects were also required to type at a
keyboard fitted with a key - guard, depressing
keys with a stick which only just fitted into the
key -guard holes. Subject pairs were placed in
separate rooms and were asked to perform a
short communication task via the multi -media
link.

Each pair worked under three different
experimental conditions. (1) No 'disability' was
emulated and the visual medium, the audio
medium and the text medium were open. (2) One
partner became 'disabled' and could only send
disrupted vocal signals through the audio
medium. The visual and text media remained
open. (3) The 'disabled' partner could still send
disrupted vocal signals but the visual medium
was closed.
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Possible familiarisation and order effects were the monitor, they looked for twice as long in
controlled. Task success was reflected in a pair's condition 1 (see Figure 2).
task scores. Subjects were video -taped and
computer logs created which detailed keyboard Figure 2: Effect of Having a 'Disabled '
use. Amount of visual medium use was Par tn er on Mean Length of Time  Visu al
measured by analysing video tapes of the 'non- Medium is Surveyed per Episode
disabled ' partner. Frequency and duration of 1/60 the
periods spent by the 'non - disabled' partner in of a Condition 1
looking at the video monitor were established. Second � — Condition 2
Text medium use was calculated from the 300
computer logs.

There were three hypotheses:
200(1) The availability of nonverbal signals would

allow subjects to perform the task better in
condition 2 (visual medium open) than in
condition 3 (visual medium closed). 100
(2) 'Non - disabled' subjects would use the visual
medium more in condition 2 (one subject
'disabled ') than in condition 1 (both subjects p
'non - disabled'), coping with the partner's 1 2 3 4 5
speaking 'disability' by gathering more nonverbal pair
information.
(3) "Disabled' subjects would use the text Subjects did not use the text medium in
medium more in  condition 3 (visual medium condition 1 and there was no significant
closed) than condition 2 (visual medium open) difference between conditions 2 and 3 in the
where nonverbal signals could be sent visually. number of key presses typed at the keyboard by

the 'disabled' partner (see Figure 3).
RESULTS

Figure 3: Effect of Availability of Visual
There was no significant difference among Medium on Use of Text Medium
conditions in the extent to which subjects were
successful in completing the task, although, as Condition 2
would be expected, subjects took longer in —+— Condition 3
conditions 2 and 3 than in condition 1. There Total
was also no significant difference between Key 500
conditions 1 and 2 in the frequencies with which Presses
'non - disabled' subjects monitored the visual 400
medium (see Figure 1).

300
Figure 1 : Effect of Having a 'Disabled '
Partner on Number of Times Visual Medium 200
is Surveyed

Condition 1
100

Episodes — � Condition 2 0
per 12
Minute

1 2 3 4 5
Pair

10
DISCUSSION

8
The results show that whether a person's

6 - communication partner is 'disabled' or not does
not affect the number of times that person uses

4 the visual medium. This means that even when
one partner was 'd isabled ', the other partner

2 showed no increase in attending to visual,
1 2 3 4 5 nonverbal signals. In fact, the average length of

Pair each watching episode in  condition 1 (both
However, there was a significant difference (T subjects 'non - disabled') was almost double that
Test, p  = 0.05) in  the average length of each of condition 2 (one subject 'disabled '). 'Non -
'watching episode' across the two conditions. On disabled' subjects attended to visual, nonverbal
average, when 'non - disabled' subjects looked at signals less when their partners were 'disabled'.
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Moreover, the data from the computer logs
demonstrate that 'disabled' subjects made, on
average, as many key presses in condition 2
(visual medium open) as condition 3 (visual
medium closed). This suggests that the visual
medium's nonverbal signalling potential
provided no savings in typing effort for the
disabled' partners. Nor is there any evidence to
show that availability of the visual medium
improved task performance.

The conclusion to which this study points is that
visual, nonverbal signals in a multi -media
telecommunication system have little effect.
When communicating through such a system
with a 'disabled' person, people spend less time,
not more time, attending to visual, nonverbal
signals. Several explanations for this are
indicated by fine -grain analyses of the video
data. In condition 2, the 'disabled' person had to
type all verbal messages. So 'non - disabled'
subjects sometimes broke off from watching the
video monitor in order to turn their gaze to the
text screen. Subjects also found it more difficult
in condition 2 to match eye - contacts, and this
seemed to have a suppressive effect on visual
medium use.

Nonverbal signals play an important role in
inter - personal communication and should be
accommodated in telecommunication systems.
For ordinary users of the telephone service,
nonverbal signals can be passed vocally. For
non - speakers who use a text - messaging system
to pass on verbal information, this is not an easy
option. Multi -media telecommunication systems
offer a possible alternative: the provision for
visual nonverbal signals. However, the present
findings suggest that this alternative may also be
problematic. If this situation is to improve,
designers of multi -media systems must take
explicit account of the particular functional
requirements associated with those who have
special needs.
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AB S T RA CT

A system is described which uses a word predic-
tion module and a speech recognition system to
make the use of a knowledge -based engineering
system possible and efficient for persons with man-
ual disabilities. Word prediction is used to sim-
plify the task of writing rules in  the higher -level
language of the engineering system. The speech
recognizer is  used to drive the user interface to
the engineering system and to control the detail-
ing of product model drawings that the system
produces.

B A C K G R O U N D

Most engineering tasks require some combination
of creation and manipulation of both graphical ob-
jects, such as engineering drawings, and of text,
such as reports or computer programs. There is
an increasing number of computer programs to
handle these kinds of tasks. Creating and ma-
nipulating graphical objects can be accomplished
by computer -aided design (CAD) packages, solid
modelers, and parametric design systems. Cre-
ating formatted text, in  the form of a report or
computer instructions, can be handled by speech
recognizers, perhaps in conjunction with a report
formatter (2). Integration of graphical or geo-
metric information with other kinds of engineer-
ing information (catalogs, textual rules, or design
methodologies) can be accomplished efficiently by
knowledge -based engineering (KBE) systems. The
strategic integration of these systems along with a
user interface tailored to the capabilities of a spe-
cific individual can now be built with commercially -
available computer -based user input and engineer-
ing technologies (1,3). The advantages of using
existing technologies are apparent when mainte-
nance and customer support are contemplated.
However, these systems have seldom been com-
bined in ways which provide vocational tools for
persons with manual disabilities. Our goal is to
expand the options for vocational tools through

the combination of speech recognition, word pre-
diction, and engineering design technologies.

STATEM E NT OF  THE  P ROBL E M

Knowledge -based engineering systems form a pow-
erful class of tools for eliminating repetitive tasks
and for encoding the rules of an engineering ap-
plication in  the form of a language. The ICAD
System is such a KBE system which is being used
by hundreds of engineering firms in  the United
States, Europe, and Japan. During the past two
years, work has been progressing to extend the ca-
pabilities of this system to allow competitive em-
ployment for individuals who otherwise might be
unemployed or underemployed due to motor dis-
abilities. The goal of the research reported here is
to make accessible the KBE rule- specification fea-
tures and design instantiation in The ICAD Sys-
tem in a highly efficient manner for use by this
population.

AP P R OACH

The approach used in order to gain this efficiency
is to employ word prediction to simplify the task
of writing rules in The ICAD System and a speech
recognizer to drive the ICAD user interface and
to control the detailing of drawings using Auto -
CAD. The use of The ICAD System involves two
forms of user interaction. The first is the speci-
fication in the ICAD Design Language (IDL) of
the set of engineering rules which comprise an
ICAD model. IDL uses both ICAD - specific key-
words and user - defined names. This rule - writing
task is well suited to enhancement by word predic-
tion software. The word prediction system called
Profet, developed by one of the authors, is being
used to  serve this function. A lexicon of words
used in a particular application can easily be pre-
pared which are predicted as the user begins to
enter each word. There is also a facility for pre-
dicting the second word in a word pair as soon as
the first word is entered. When the design is com-
plete, The ICAD System can automatically trans-
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late the product model into AutoCAD drawings,
or into an output file for one of a number of other
CAD systems. These drawings can then be fur-
ther detailed by voice control of the CAD system.
During the spring of 1993, the Infovox speech rec-
ognizer will be evaluated for the task of controlling
AutoCAD. (Previous work by one of the authors
has included the setup of an AutoCAD system
controlled by a speech recognizer, a head pointer,
and a joystick.)

The second task, creating specific examples of
ICAD models (instances), uses the menu - driven
ICAD user interface. This kind of task is  simi-
lar to controlling AutoCAD by voice. The ICAD
System uses a menu -based user interface to create
these instantiations of a set of rules, or examples,
of entities defined by the engineering rules spec-
ified in  IDL. We plan to extend our experience
with menu selection by voice (1) to controlling
the ICAD user interface.

IMPLICATIONS

With access to powerful engineering tools, a
person can realize dramatic gains in productiv-
ity in comparison to using paper and pencil and
even traditional computer programs for engineer-
ing calculations. Particularly for tasks which have
a highly repetitive component, the effort to  en-
code the procedure for performing the calculation,
searching a catalog, or regenerating a drawing is
well worth the time it takes to write the rules into
a system. Users of KBE systems typically report
gains of several -fold: for instance, a layout of a
large heat exchanger that used to  take approx-
imately three months to complete by hand cal-
culation and drawing can now be accomplished
in a few hours. The startup time (the time to
learn the system and encode the rules) is  usu-
ally significant. For the heat exchanger project,
it took approximately three months of learning
and rule writing to create the first version of the
system. In a sense, the first layout took about
the same amount of time to  generate with the
KBE system as the traditional approach would
have taken. However, to generate the next, and
each subsequent, layout took only a few hours.
Because we have seen these impressive productiv-
ity gains by users with no mobility impairment,
we are confident that a person with a firm engi-
neering skill and a manual disability, armed with

prediciton and voice control, can reach a compet-
itive skill level and thus engage successfully in vo-
cational tasks using KBE systems for rule -based
design. Examples of appropriate tasks for this
kind of system include architectural layouts (the
creation of house plans, or the configuration of
heating and wiring systems within a building), au-
tomotive tooling (configuring the tools and molds
needed to build standard parts for automobiles),
and turbine blade design (calculating the paths
of the cooling channels within each blade, surface
detailing of the blade, and determining the shape
of the attachment structure needed to hold the
blade in  the rotor).

DISCUSSION

Vocational tasks which can be based on some form
of language control or menu selection are appro-
priate for access technologies such as prediction
and speech recognition. The success of one quadri-
plegic architectural designer using voice control of
AutoCAD (1) supports this opinion. Since the
time of the cited report, the designer has received
two jobs for pay, which he is in the process of com-
pleting using speech technology. This designer's
C -5 injury is an appropriate example of the sort
of person for whom the system described in this
report would be appropriate: a person with good
voice control, but very limited access to  a key-
board or joystick.

Our further work will emphasize evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of the system described in this report,
the applicability of these technologies to other in-
dividuals, and the usefulness of other combina-
tions of input modalities for use with vocational
tasks.
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THE LYNX
DIGITAL VOICE RECORDER/TOY CONTROLLER
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ABSTRACT

The education of handicapped
children, especially those who
experience motor, cognitive or
sensory impairments is some-
times lacking in simple cause
and effect experiences. The
Lynx is an inexpensive voice
output communication aid (VOCA)
that also functions as a con-
troller for battery powered
toys. The Lynx provides the
teacher or therapist with sev-
eral flexible modes of opera-
tion.. Four messages and or toys
are available via direct select
or single switch activation.

BACKGROUND

Children learn by the manipula-
tion of their environment.
Early experiments with toys,
objects, things in their field
of vision provide a foundation
of knowledge for later years in
life. The use of adapted toys,
appliances and other special-
ized equipment can help provide
some of these opportunities for
physically handicapped chil-
dren. Parents, therapists and
teachers routinely devise
clever ways that children can
turn on and off toys and other
devices. The most frequent mod-
ification is an interruption of
power to the toy or device.

The adapted battery powered toy
is a very effective tool in
teaching the lesson of cause -
and- effect. If the student
closes the switch, the toy will
operate, giving the developmen-
tally disabled child a sense of
accomplishment and control of
his or her environment. This is
of paramount importance if the
use of electric wheelchair or

electronic communication aid is
on the horizon. Once the switch
lesson is learned however, the
intellectual leap to driving a
wheelchair or composing a
speech on a computer may still
be a long way off.

To address the issue of foster-
ing important discrimination
skills beyond the simple cause -
and- effect, it is necessary to
place more than one possible
event under the control of a
single switch. An electric
wheelchair has four possible
directions of movement and a
simple communication system can
be realized with just "yes" or
"no," consequently, the number
of possible events need not be
large. A simple presentation of
four messages and or toys
should be adequate. If an inex-
pensive device could be de-
signed accomplish this task, it
would fill an important niche
in adaptive devices.
OBJECTIVE

The primary goal is to design a
low cost device with the abil-
ity to speak four messages and
control four toys. Direct se-
lect, visual scan and auditory
scan selection modes should be
supported. The device should be
portable and easy to configure.

DISCUSSION

The arrival of the inexpensive
low -power microcontroller has
opened new possibilities in
electronic design. Just a few
years ago, trying to design a
low cost device with some de-
gree of flexibility was a dif-
ficult proposition. Simple
functions like scanning and de-
lay timings were often realized
with shift registers, RC cir-
cuits and many discrete compo-
nents. This led to complicated
hardware designs and frequent
compromises with functionality.
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The microcontroller design pre-
sents software solutions for
many problems like scanning,
switch conditioning and con-
trol. It is possible to build -
in intelligence and flexibility
int o a  de vic e b y w rit ing so-
phisticated programs instead of
adding parts. The PIC16C55 from
Microchip was chosen as the
controller for this device that
is now known as the Lynx.

The voice output requirements
were met by Information Storage
Devices ISD1016. This is a
solid state digital recorder on
a chip. The ISD1016 has an in-
ternal preamplifier for micro-
phone input, 16 seconds of
speech and a low -power sleep
mode. The Lynx PIC16C55 soft-
ware partitions the 16 second
memory into (4) - four second
segments and controls the
RECORD, PLAYBACK and SLEEP op-
erations.

A significant feature of the
Lynx is the front membrane
panel that allows for an in-
sertable user graphic. Under
the graphic area are four mem-
brane switches with tactile
feedback. Each switch area is
approximately 1.0" x .9 for
each message and or toy. There
is a corresponding input jack
for external switches and each
message area is back - lighted by
a high -ouput LED during opera-
tion of that particular selec-
tion.

LED'S

1
MEMBRANE
SWITCHES

SWITCH INPUT GRAPHIC
JACKS OVERLAY AREA

For the Lynx  to oper ate in a
variety of ways, there needs to
be a programming procedure. It
is also desirable to keep the
user from accidently entering
the programming mode by mis-
take. Hidden from view under
the "Lynx" on the touch panel
is a small membrane switch with
a 1.5 second delay. Pressing
this switch in combination with
the other four switch the user
can switch between direct se-
lect, auditory scan, PLAY and
RECORD modes.

Auditory scanning deserves some
discussion here. It is a tech-
nique that presents the user
selection through a private
earphone. When the desired se-
lection is heard, the user then
presses his or her switch mak-
ing the selection The device
then repeats the selection
through the external speaker
for everyone to hear. This is
an very effective means of
single switch access. The Lynx
is the first low cost device to
support this selection mode.

As of the writing of this arti-
cle, the Lynx just became
available for $250.00 from
ADAMLAB. It is far to early to
have any data from the field on
its effectiveness. All o f the
educational professionals in-
volved in the initial design
are very excited about the pos-
sibilities.
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THE ECHOMETER: A USEFUL AUDIO INSTANT REPLAY TOOL FOR SPEECH - LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGISTS

Joseph J. French, Carol Q. Lynch, M.S., and Arthur A. Siebens, M.D.
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ABSTRACT

Speech recording devices have long been recognized as a
necessary tool for speech - language pathologists working
with speech, language, and voice disorders. Presently, the
use of commercially available audio recording devices is
limited in many treatment situations, particularly when
immediate feedback is needed. This paper describes a new
voice recording device which provides high quality and
immediate feedback to the clinician and the client. It is
adaptable to a variety of populations.

BACKGROUND

Speech recording devices have long been recognized as a
necessary tool for speech- language pathologists working
with speech, language, and voice disorders. Presently, the
use of commercially available audio recording devices is
limited in many treatment situations, particularly when
immediate feedback is needed. The Language Master (1)
was introduced in 1966 to address this problem. It utilizes
individual cards containing a magnetic track on which the
clinician and/or client records one message which is then
replayed to analyze the client 's recording. The client
responds without the need to rewind tapes or spend time
Iocating the message. However, several problems limit the
use of this system. These include the need for accurate
timing of the message with placement of the card in the
recording mode, limited recording time of seven seconds,
and the dexterity needed for input of the cards.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We determined that a speech recording device was needed
with the following characteristics:
1) Immediate feedback for the client.
2) High quality recording and playback.
3) Ample recording time for sentence level information.
4) Easy to operate for both the clinician and the client.
5) Portable for bedside, home and clinic use.
6) Adequate loudness for the geriatric population with

potential hearing loss.
7) Adaptable for use with a variety of disorders.

RATIONALE

Approximately two years ago the ISD 1016 (2) came on
the market. This integrated circuit, with a minimum
number of additional components, allows the design of a
device with the characteristics  listed above. We have
designed a logic circuit which uses two single pole single
throw momentary push button switches  to enable  the
record and playback functions of the ISD 1016. When it is
desired to record, the record switch is pressed for the
period of time necessary for the recording. It can record
up to 16 seconds. When playback is desired, the playback
switch is pressed momentarily thereby initiating playback.

No additional switching is necessary, thereby allowing a
rapid sequence of record then playback, record then
playback, etc.

DESIGN

In the following description, HIGH represents a logic high
or one and LOW represents a logic lowor zero.

Although the ISD 1016 has many features, we employ only
a few of them in our device. The ISD 1016 is divided into
two sections, digital and analog.

The digital section controls the analog functions by way of
an input address bus (AO -A7), three input control lines
(P/R, CE, and PD), and one output control line (EOM).
The address bus controls several features of the device.
Since for this application only one of these features is
used, a ll address l ines  are pulled LOW. P/R controls
whether the circuit is in the_p ay back mode (HIGH) or in
the record mode (LOW). CE (chip enable) when LOW
enables  the record or playback functions . PD (power
down) is used when the circuit is not in either the record
or playback mode. When PD is HIGH, the circuit
consumes essentially zero power.  This is an extremely
important feature when the device is battery operated
because it draws current only when it is in the record or
playback mode. EOM (end of message) goes LOW for 12
milliseconds when the recorded message is finished.

The analog section of ISD 1016 has three amplifiers, two
high gain for recording and one power for playback. The
first amplifier amplifies the microphone signals and
employs automatic gain control. The second is a linear
amplifier into which the  first amplifier is capacitively
coupled. The third amplifier delivers 50 milliwatts to a 16
ohm speaker during playback.

CMOS inverting buffers were chosen for our logic control
circuit. In addition to their stated function, they can be
used with an R C circuit to generate a delayed pulse, and
coupled with resis tors can be used as flip - flops. Two
CD4049 (hex inverting buffers) were chosen because in
their quiescent state they draw less than one microampere
per device from the power supply. Of course, any
appropriate logic circuits could be used to perform these
functions.

The schematic and sequence of operation of our device is
shown in Figure 1.

DEVELOPMENT

The following refers to Figure 1. There is an amplifier
built into the case  of the capacitor microphone (MIC)
which draws up to one milliampere. RI1 is its load resistor
and C6 couples its output to the microphone input (MIC)
of the ISD 1016. Normally R11 would be connected to the
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SEQUENCE OF OPERATION

Power on (start up)
When power is first applied to the circuit via SWP the I -10
input of the flip -flop (I -9 and I-10) is pulled HIGH by C4
via D8. This assures that the output of the flip-flop (I -10)
is LOW.

Power on (quiescent)
The I-1 input is held HIGH by Rl, therefore, its output is
LOW. Since the I -10 output is also low the  I -2 output
(P/R) is HIGH, the I-3 output (PD) is  HIGH (via D2 and
D4) and the I -8 output (CE) is HIGH (via Dl, D3,14, I-
5,1-6, and I -7). The ISD 1016 is in its power down mode.
The I-11 inp ut is  he ld  HI GH b y R7,  t her efo re , its  o utp ut
is  LOW . T h e EO M o u t p u t line  f r o m I S D 1 01 6  is  HI GH,
fo rc ing the I  -12 o utp ut LOW.

Record
T h e I -1 inp ut is  p u lle d  L O W  wh e n the rec o rd  s witc h
(S WI) is  c lo s ed ,  making  its  o utp ut  HIGH . This  fo rc es the
I -2 output (P/R) LOW which puts the ISD 1016 in the
rec o rd mo d e. C 2 will c harge ins tantaneo us ly via D2
ther eb y  fo r c in g th e I -3 o u tp ut ( P D)  L O W . T his  p uts  the
IS D 1016  in  the  p o wer up  mo d e . T h e I -5 o utp ut is  fo rc ed
HI G H (via  Dl an d  I- 4) .  T h is  is  c o up le d  to  t he  I -6 in p ut
via R3 and  C l (D5  is  b a c k b ias ed ) .  T he I -8  o u tp u t ( CE)
remains  HIGH until C l c harges  to  three  vo lts  c aus ing a 45
millis ec ond  d elay ( I -7 and I -8 s ha rp e n the  HIGH t o  L OW
trans it io n ) as s uring tha t  the IS D 10 16 is  s tab il ized  b efo re
init iat ing t he r ec o r d ing  p ro c es s . Rec o rd ing will c o n tinue
until either 16 s ec o nd s  have elap s ed (IS D 1016 memo ry is
full)  o r the rec o rd  s witc h is  releas ed .

EOM

TEST

AO
Al MAC

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6 AGC

A71SD 1016

ANA OUT

ANA IN

P/ R

PD

CE SP+

EOM SP-

Rio
2 2(

1CK + C5
R11 T 7 2 AIF

Cfi
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Z C8

T I.OMF

R13
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The I-1 input is again pulled HIGH by Rl when the record
switch (SW1) is released, forcing the I -2 output (P/R)
HIGH. The I -5 output goes LOW thereby discharging Cl
via D5. The I-8 output (CE) instantly goes HIGH and
stops the recording. However, the I-3 output (PD) remains
LOW because of the charge on C2. When C2 discharges
to three volts through R4 (45 milliseconds) the I-3 output
(PD) goes  HIGH and puts  the  ISD 1016 in the  power
down mode. The delay allows an orderly shutdown of the
ISD 1016.

Play
Since the I-2 output (P/R) is normally HIGH, ISD 1016 is
normally in the play mode. To initiate playback the play
switch (SW2) is pressed then released, generating a
positive pulse at the I -11 output which is differentiated by
C3 and R9. The positive portion of the pulse via D6 causes
the I-10 output to go HIGH. C2 is instantly charged via
D4 causing the I-3 output (PD) to go HIGH, placing the
ISD 1016 in the power up mode. The  I -10 output is
coupled to the I-4 input via D3, causing the I-5 output to
go high. As in the record mode CI and R3 cause a delay
in the I -8 output (CE). When the I -8 (CE) output goes
LOW, play back is initiated.

The circuit will stay in the play mode until the I-12 output
is brought HIGH by the end of message (EOM) signal
from the ISD 1016. This signal resets the flip -flop to its
original state (1-10 output LOW). This causes the I-8
output (CE) to go immediately HIGH and the I-3 output
(PD) to go HIGH after the delay. The logic circuit is once
again in its quiescent state and the ISD 1016 in its power
down mode.

FIGURE 1 - SCHEMATIC AND SEQUENCE OF OPERATION OF THE ECHOMETER
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power supply. This would cause an unnecessary drain on
the battery when the circuit  is in the playback mode or
power down/quiescent mode. Instead, R11 is coupled to
the output of I -1 via the filter made up of R10 and C5.
Therefore, there is a current drain only in the record mode
when the output of I -1 is HIGH.  Since the microphone
amplifier has automatic  gain control, no manual gain
control is necessary during recording. R12 and C7
determine the time constant for the automatic gain control
through the AGC input. C8 couples the output of the
microphone amplifier (ANA OUT) to the  input of the
linear amplifier (ANA IN).

The output amplifier of the ISD 1016 is designed to deliver
50 milliwatts to a  16 ohm speaker. However, the only
speakers available to us in the size that we need are eight
ohm speakers.  An eight ohm speaker will  overload the
output and cause dis tortion.  Therefore, an e ight ohm
resistor is placed in series with the speaker. Of course, this
reduces the power to the speaker by one half, but the
sound level is stil l high enough for our purposes. No
provision for a volume control is available from the ISD
1016 during playback. The volume could be controlled by
placing a variable resistance in series with the speaker.
However, because the volume is sufficient for our purposes
and we want to keep the  controls  a t  a  minimum, no
volume control is incorporated into the design.

EVALUATION

The Echometer has been used routinely in the speech -
language department of a rehabilitation hospital for ten
months. The speech - language pathologists working with an
adult population fe lt it  was  a useful clinical tool.  The
Echometer was used with aphasic, apraxic, dysarthric and
voice populations, as it provided immediate feedback of
the client's response.

The Echometer was used with the aphasic clients to record
their jargon utterances/paraphasic responses and to
increase their error awareness. Corrected responses were
recorded to demonstrate effective correction strategies. As
the device provided immediate feedback, it was felt to be
an effective treatment tool. The Echometer was utilized for
word and sentence repetition tasks with the apraxic clients
to improve self - monitoring skills. The clinician commended
the ease of activating the record mode and coordinating
the record mode with the targeted speech output of the
client. The quality of the recordings was excellent, so that
phonemic distortions and misarticulations were readily
apparent when the Echometer was used with treatment of
the dysarthric clients. There was ample recording time so
the client's word, sentence and paragraph level production
could be recorded and played back for analysis. It was used
by many in their rooms for independent practice of word
and sentence drills with minimal instruction. The device
was utilized on one occasion as an augmentative
communication system with a nonverbal client who had
poor motoric control. A message ("I have to go to the
bathroom, could you please help me ") was recorded which
the client activated when appropriate. This was the first
system with which she initiated interaction with the staff.
Based on her success, other options were explored.

DISCUSSION

The device met all the criteria established for an effective
speech trainer system, particularly in the areas of quality of
recording and ease of operation. It was determined by the
clinician to be an effective treatment tool with a variety of
disorders. The clients also voiced satisfaction with the
equipment and felt it was a helpful treatment tool. It must
be pointed out that this device is not commercially
available. However, it could be easily reproduced for less
than $50.00 for the components. Recently several
electronic speech trainers have become commercially
available which seem to be similar to the Echometer in
their functions. However, we have had no experience with
their operation.
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ABSTRACT

Multi -Talk II, a voice output communication
aid (VOCA) is currently being evaluated with
five adult, physically disabled, augmentative
and alternative communication (AAC) users.
The aim of the project is to evaluate the
effectiveness of Multi-Talk II as a VOCA
using quantitative methods, and augment it
with descriptive feedback from participants.
This paper will present findings from
completed questionnaires from two subjects,
their familiar speaking partners, and their
speech pathologists providing the descriptive
information of the evaluation. This will also
serve as a social validation measure.

BACKGROUND

Multi-Talk was the first multi- lingual, portable
VOCA to be developed in Sweden (1). Initial
investigations of use of Multi-Talk by younger and
older AAC users were positive and encouraging (2).
However, follow -up investigations revealed that
successful use of the device was limited, partly due
to negative attitude to synthetic speech by
conversational partners (2). Feedback from users
indicated the need for a smaller and lighter device.

Multi -Talk II, an updated version of Multi -Talk
consists of a communication program that can be
installed on any IBM or IBM- compatible computer,
and an Infovox speech synthesizer. Currently, the
program is available in Swedish, English, German
and French, and the Infovox synthesizer is available
in 10 languages. Multi-Talk II contains the features
of the first Multi -Talk such as text -to- speech, access
to pre - programmed expressions with single
keystrokes, and a user's lexicon. There are two ways
to store and retrieve messages; one is the "quick
store ", wherein messages that are commonly used
are stored under each key and only one keystroke is
needed to retrieve a message. The second store is
called the "sentence store" where messages can be
stored under combinations of two letters or numbers
or a letter and number. In addition, the memory
demands on the user are reduced as the codes and the
messages stored under each code can be easily

displayed on the screen. Another advantage is the
flexibility of using a personal computer for
communication as the user can interrupt any running
program to switch into the communication mode of
Multi-Talk H.

With ever more and ever changing technology, it
becomes increasingly important to evaluate new
communication devices. Detailed evaluations of
VOCAs by users in a variety of contexts need to be
documented. This information could assist users and
professionals in making decisions regarding selection
of devices, and provide suggestions to developers
and manufacturers about future innovations.

RESEARCH QUESTION

The aim of the project is to evaluate the effectiveness
of Multi-Talk II as a VOCA using quantitative
methods, and supplementing it with social validation
measures. This paper discusses the validation aspect
of the evaluation, which will be gathered through
completed questionnaires. Feedback from two of the
five subjects will be presented. An aspect that is
being investigated is whether the information
gathered through the questionnaires corroborate the
quantitative findings.

The quantitative aspect consists of videotaping and
measuring baseline interactive behaviours of subjects
with a familiar partner using their regular
communication system, followed by training subjects
with Multi -Talk II, and then measuring
communicative behaviours with Multi-Talk II.
Communicative behaviours will again be measured
after 3 months' use of Multi-Talk II in various
situations.

Five adults who are physically disabled and users of
AAC are currently evaluating the device. The
subjects have near normal linguistic and adequate
literacy skills, and were not using a VOCA before
the project.

METHOD

Subject NL:
NL is a 25 year old male with cerebral palsy and he
uses an electric wheelchair for mobility. He has no
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speech and uses vocalizations, eye pointing, facial
expressions, a Polycom (an electronic communication
device) and a Canon communicator for
communication. He types his messages using a head
pointer attached to an ice hockey helmet, and has
fairly good spelling skills. He has completed
equivalent to a high school education at a special
school and has some work experience in computer
data entry. He has been without a job for few years
now. His speech pathologist described him as an
independent person with high motivation to
communicate.

Subject AO:
AO is a 38 year old female with quadriplegia resulting
from cerebral haemorrhage 5 years ago. She is
anarthric and uses vocalizations, her own signs for
"yes" and "no," and a Polycom for communication.
She types with her right index finger and has excellent
spelling and writing skills. She studied to be an
architect and worked as a journalist before her illness.
AO has not accepted her disability completely, and
had refused to use a VOCA before this investigation.

Both NL and AO have been videotaped with their
familiar, speaking partners using their regular
communication system in conversation and in
narration of a news item. This provided the baseline
measure of communicative interaction. NL chose one
of his personal assistants and AO chose her
occupational therapist to be their familiar partners.
NL and AO were trained in the use of Multi -Talk 11
by their speech pathologists using a training program
developed by the investigators. NL and AO were
videotaped again using Multi-Talk H with the same
familiar partner narrating another news item.
Currently they are using the VOCA for 3 months
after which they will be videotaped again.

Ouestionnaies:
As a final part of the evaluation, NL and AO, their
familiar partners, and their speech pathologists will
complete a questionnaire providing feedback and
comments on the effectiveness of Multi-Talk II as a
VOCA. The questionnaires will be different for each
of the groups. Issues such as changes in
communicative interaction and enhanced
independence with Multi-Talk II, comprehension of
and attitude to synthetic speech, and acceptability of
Multi-Talk II will be addressed to the three groups.
In addition, NL and AO will be asked specifically
their views on useability of Multi-Talk H with little

stress or fatigue, learnability, ability to interrupt
conversation and amount of conversation with Multi-
Talk 11, and their preferences. Speech pathologists
will be asked about the training provided to them,
cognitive demands placed on the subjects, and future
possibilities with the device for that user. Familiar
partners will be asked about their perceptions of the
communicative competence of subjects with Multi-
Talk II, ease of maintenance, constraints, etc.,

RESULTS

Quantitative findings:
NL's baseline rate of communication was about 7
words/minute and AO's 5 words /minute, both with
Polycom. Both their familiar partners understood the
messages typed on the Polycom and there were no
breakdowns. AO's partner was domineering and
spoke about 90% of the total number of words in
their interaction. On the other hand, NL's partner
waited patiently until NL had completed typing and
asked appropriate questions contributing 60% of the
words in the interaction. NL and AO's
communicative interaction with Multi-Talk H are
currently being analysed Communication rate with
Multi-Talk 11 appears to be faster as they were able to
describe the news item with complete sentences in a
shorter time.

NL mentioned after the videotaping that he really
enjoys using Multi-Talk H and it was easier for him to
describe new information with Multi-Talk R. NL's
partner also commented that it seemed natural with
voice output and everyone could hear NL without
peering over his shoulders. AO's familiar partner was
impressed with the way AO could retrieve complete
sentences with few keystrokes. AO has not rejected
the device and is willing to try the VOCA outside the
therapy situation. The communicative behaviors and
feedback information will be analysed in detail and
correlation between the interaction measurements
and the results from the questionnaires will be
investigated.

DISCUSSION

There are some differences in the attitude toward use
of Multi-Talk H between NL, a congenital AAC user
and AO, an acquired AAC user. However, both the
users, their partners and their speech pathologists
seem positive to the use of Multi-Talk II. Further
analysis of the videotaped measurements and
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questionnaires will provide detailed information
about the effectiveness of Multi -Talk R as a VOCA.
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A choice -based large-vocabulary predictive writing aid
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ABSTRACT
A current research and development effort is
designed to meet the writing needs of
augmentative commuication users who find it
difficult to use orthographic input. The
program which is being developed is based on
making choices, much as one would with a
communication board, but with a very large
underlying vocabulary. Building a sentence
consists of choosing a sentence type by
example, choosing among sentence subtypes
(phrase sequences) by example, and choosing
words to fill in the slots in  a chosen phrase
type. Relations to be included with the words
in the underlying vocabulary will be determined
by automatic parsing methods. An object -
oriented representation is being pursued in the
program which is being written to implement
this design for text composition.

BACKGROUND
In discussions with users and professionals regarding
our prediction program [1], now called Profet, there
has emerged a recognition of a desire for a prediction
program built upon a wide range of choices rather
than abbreviations or orthographic input followed by
prediction. Such a program could make writing and
other communication easier for users with spelling
problems, reading problems and, especially, for those
having difficulty in taking initiative. It would be
important that speech synthesis be available for
listening to possible word choices and to partial or
complete phrases and sentences.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The goal of the project is to develop a text
composition module which will allow users to
compose text by making choices. The user should be
able to create a text by choosing sentence type,
phrase structure within this sentence type and words
for each phrase that is constructed. Since most users
will not be proficient in the use of grammatical terms,
a method is needed to allow choices without this
knowledge. The choices need to be as unrestricted
as possible to allow free composition. Relationships
among the words available in the vocabulary need to

be part of the word database so that appropriate
predictions can be made. Relationships among
words in the vocabulary need to be established
together with statistics for their frequency of
occurrence.

APPROACH
The design of the module allows choices of sentence
type, and phrase structure within that sentence type,
by providing examples. The main sentence types are
declarative, question, exclamation and command. For
each of these sentence types, a simple example is
provided. Having chosen one of these types, the user
will then be presented examples of subtypes. For
example, if "question" is chosen for a sentence type,
a short list of examples of questions beginning with
an auxiliary verb, a main verb (possible in Swedish),
a single question word (such as "how ") and a
multiple -word expression (such as "how much ") will
be presented, each representing a particular phrase
structure. When the subtype has been chosen, phrase
construction begins. Each phrase is then built by
choosing from word lists, and in some cases,
specifying subphrase type, again by example.
Prediction of words within phrases and of main
words in adjacent phrases will be made with
reference to underlying word collocations. Scanning
menus in both alphabetic and frequency order will be
available, those in frequency order being derived
from collocation information. For the alphabetical
menus, a side menu of the alphabet will be available
for jumping directly to a specified first letter.
Additionally, it will be possible to auditorily review
any word in a menu using the speech synthesis device
developed in our department [2].

The phrase structure statistics needed are being
collected using an ATN parser developed by two of
the authors [3]. Since it is extremely time- consuming
to label large amounts of text, the approach being
pursued is to use a dictionary of function words,
adverbs and interjections and to use another
algorithm for probabilistic assignment of possible
word classes to nouns, verbs and adjectives based on
word endings. This algorithm makes a correct fast
choice in 80 % of Swedish words. Using the parser
as a filter, word class assignments will be
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further refined. The resulting labelled phrases will be
used as a grammatical database. Collocations
(studies of which words appear together in a not -
necessarily- adjacent context) will also be produced
using the parser. Planned collocations are subject -
verb, verb - object, adjective -noun in noun phrases and
preposition - object in prepositional phrases.

In implementing the design in a program, an
important task has been to find a suitable
representation of words, phrases and sentences. An
object- oriented representation has been chosen as an
easy, yet powerful way to capture the properties of
these grammatical entities. It allows similarities
between language elements to be expressed with ease
without reducing the ability to provide specific
behavior when necessary. A description of the
handling of word classes provides an example. All
word classes are derived from a common base class
which provides the operations that are common to all
word classes such as printing the word on the screen.
The derived classes, on the other hand, provide the
operations that are specific to the different word
classes. These include change of properties such as
gender, number, comparison, and type of reference.
Phrase classes function is a similar manner. As an
example, consider the realization of a noun phrase
composed of an indefinite article and a noun. In
Swedish, the indefinite article and the noun it
modifies must agree in number and gender. When
the user selects a particular noun in constructing this
noun phrase, it is the function of the "noun phrase
object" to constrain the "article object" to the correct
corresponding form.

IMPLICATIONS
This prediction program should be a good text
composition alternative for persons who have
difficulty in spelling and reading, and for persons
who are passive or lack initiative. It will be possible
for such a user to compose text by looking at and
listening to alternatives, then choosing among the
proposed sentence types, phrase types and words as
one does with a commnication board. Unlike a
communication board, however, it will allow users to
compose messages with a large vocabulary. The
statistical basis from which the supporting
vocabulary with its internal relationships is built will
allow for appropriate predictions within a phrase and
among the main words in adjacent phrases.

DISCUSSION
There are a number of communication aids available
today which provide word and phrase prediction and

several stand -alone word prediction programs, some
of which are memory resident and can be used with
other programs. The Multi-Talk communication aid
[4] and the Profet and Access [5] prediction
programs, developed in our group, belong to these
categories and have given us a good deal of
experience in text prediction. Although complete
texts may be chosen with the communication aid,
text composition with these programs requires
initiative from the user to begin spelling words.
Some users have difficulty in taking this initiative
either because of passive behavior or because of a
lack of proficiency in spelling and/or reading but are
able to use communication boards to make choices.
This new design is intended to offer these users an
alternative text composition method.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF  A T HIRD GENERAT ION FINGERSP ELLT NG HAND
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ABS TRACT

A third  generatio n co mp uter -  c o ntro lled  elec tro mec hanic al
f in g e r s p e ll in g ha n d ha s b e en d e v e lo p e d at the VA
Rehabilitation Res earch and  Develop ment Center with NIDRR
funding. The d evice offers d eaf -blind  individuals the ab ility to
c o n v er s e wit h ab le -  b o d ied p e o p le wh o d o n ' t kn o w
f in g e r s p e ll in g  a n d  imp r o v e d  a c c e s s  t o  c o mp u t e r s  a n d
co mmunic atio n d evic es.  Enhanc ements in this  des ign inc lud e
better intelligib ility,  s maller size,  and  the ab ility to  o ptimize
hand positions.

BACKGROUND

The majo rity o f the es timated 17,000 adults in the US who are
deaf and  blind  have Us her's  Synd rome, a dis eas e charac terized
b y d ea fne s s  at  b ir th  an d  a  gr ad u al lo s s  o f s ig ht in yo u ng
ad ultho o d .  Mo s t child ren with Us her ' s  are bro ught up  in the
d eaf c o mmunity,  le arnin g s ign  langu age a nd  fin gers p e lling
(and/or sp eech and lip reading) rather than braille. As they lo se
their s ight, ind ivid uals with Us her 's  Syndro me res is t  learning
braille, as it is difficult to master as an adult and is an admission
o f  a  d u a l s e n s o r y  lo s s .  F o r  t h is  r e a s o n ,  a u g me n t a t iv e
communic ation devic es  emplo ying braille may b e inapprop riate
for people who are deaf and blind.

ST AT EMENT OF  T HE P ROBLEM

Many deaf -blind peop le are able to  communicate with others by
us ing a hand  -o n -hand  vers io n o f the Americ an One -Hand
Manual Alp habet. Interp reters fo r the deaf use this  hand ges ture
system (fingers pelling) to spell out words fo r which there are no
sign language eq uivalent.  Ins tead  o f vis ually rec ognizing the
ges tures  as d eaf p eo ple d o ,  d eaf -b lind  ind ivid uals feel and
interpret  the motion and p osit ions of the hand as the message is
spelled out, one letter at  a time.  T his  method of exchange is fa
from id eal as it  requires that bo th co mmunicatio n p artners  b e
familiar and c o mfo rtab le with tac tile fingers p elling and  b e in
phys ic al p ro ximity.  Even tho ugh p ro fes s io nal fingers p elling
int erp ret ers  c a n b e hir ed ,  th ey  ar e d iff ic u lt  to  lo c at e a nd
sched ule and are exp ensive to employ. In add ition, the pres ence
o f  a  hu ma n  in t e r p r e t e r ma y  in t r u d e  o n  t h e  p riv a c y o f  a
c o nvers atio n.  Witho ut a mean s  to  c o mmunic ate eas ily with
o t h er s ,  d e a f - b lin d  in d iv id ua ls  ma y e x p e r ien c e  e x t re me
in f o r ma t io na l a nd  s o c ia l  is o la tio n .  I n  s umma r y,  t a c t i le
fingers p elling c an b e a ted io us,  fat iguing,  and  no n - p rivate
communication metho d that cannot be used at a distance.

RATIONALE

Elec tromechanical hands  have been d eveloped to  pro vide deaf -
b lind  p eo p le s o me ind ep end e nc e in c o mmunic atio n.  T hes e
devic es  typic ally trans late keypress es or stand ard  c o mp uter -
produced serial ASCII repres entatio ns of letters into mo vements
of the fingers of a mec hanical hand . Thes e mo vements are felt
b y a d eaf - b lind  us er and  interp r eted  as  th e fing ers p e lling
equivalents of the letters comprising a message. They enable the
us er to  rec eive fingers pelled  mes s ages  fro m the mec hanic al

hand in response to person -to- person communication as well as
gain ac ces s to so urc es of computer -bas ed informatio n. With a
fingers pelling hand,  a d eaf -b lind individual need  not rely on a
human interpreter for allcommunicatio n.

DES IGNS

In it ia l  wo r k  o n  f in g e r s p e llin g  h a n d s  wa s  p e r f o r me d  a t
So uthwes t Res earch Ins titute (S an Anto nio ,  T X) in 1978 (1).
T he nex t e ffo r t  o c c u rred  in  19 85 when  th e R ehab ili tat io n
Engineering Center of T he S mith -  Kett lewell Eye Res earc h
F o und atio n sp o ns o red  a S tanfo rd c las s  p ro ject  to  b uild  an
impro ved fingerspelling hand named Dexter (2, 3,  4).

A sec ond S tanfo rd student team (this one sponsored  by the VA
in 1988) co nstructed Dexter -II (5). It employs DC servo motors
ins tead  o f p neu matic  c ylind ers ,  res ult ing in a 10 -fo ld  s ize
red uction from its  predeces sor. A s peed o f approximately fo ur
letters p er sec ond, almost do uble that o f the original design, is
possible with this des ign. As with Dexter, a message is typed on
a keyb oard by an ab le- bo died perso n wishing to c ommunicate

with a d eaf -b lind  ind ivid ual.  T he s o ftware t rans lates  eac h
letter 's  AS CII c o d e to  a p ointer into  an array o f d ata whic h
pro grams  the p o sit io n o f each o f the eight DC servo  mo tors .
Wire cab les anchored at the hand's fingertips and wound  around
pulleys serve as the finger's "tendo ns ". As the motor shafts are

energized ,  they turn the p ulleys,  p ull the c ables , and  flex the
fingers . T he s oftware used  a s lightly flexed  neutral po sit io n to
avoid linger interferences in moving from one letter to the next.
Altho ugh neither Dexter no r Dexter-11 can exactly mimic  all the
mo vements o f a human hand,  they are ab le to  pro d uc e clo s e
fingers pelling ap p ro ximations that have p ro ven to  b e ea sy for
d e af  - b lin d  us er s  to  lea rn .  An  a d v an ta ge  o f De xt er  - 11 ' s
mec hanical s ystem is that it always  produces  the s ame mo tio ns
fo r a given let ter -  an imp o rtant fac to r in und ers tand ing its
fingerspelling "accent ".

In June of 1989, about twenty deaf -blind attendees at the annual
Deaf -Blind  Conferenc e in Colo rad o Sp rings had  a chanc e to
exp erienc e Dexter -II.  T heir ab ility to  interp ret  Dexter -II ' s
motio ns  varied co ns id erab ly. Some were able to  und erstand it
immediately,  while others  had  so me tro ub le reco gnizing a few
letters.

Altho ugh Dexter -II  is  muc h mo re c o mp ac t and  fingers p ells
fas ter than its  p red ec es so r,  it  d o es  have its  d rawb ac ks : the
mechanic al and c omp uter co mpo nents  are hous ed  separately.
the "neutral" positio n caused recognition problems, amd several
mechanical design p roblems have b een identified . Des pite much
int ere s t  in  th e d ev ic e ,  no  man uf ac t ure r has  c o mmitt ed  to
produc ing a fingerspelling hand.

DEVELOP MENT

In o rd er to  p ro duc e a s maller,  lighter,  and  more intelligib le
version o f Dexter-11,  Gallaud et Univers ity,  with fund ing from
NI DR R ,  c o n t ra c te d  t h e d es ign  a n d  c o n s tr u c t io n  o f  two
improved fingersp elling hand s for clinical evaluation, The effort
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in v o lv e d  two  f ac il it ie s : t h e  R e h ab il i ta t io n R e s e a r c h a n d
Develo pment (RR &D) Center d esigned the new mechanical and
co mputer sys tems , while the App lied  Sc ienc e and  Engineering
Lab oratories (ASEL) p rovid ed  c rit ic al hand p o sit io n data and
will address telep hone interface ac cess  iss ues.

T he need  fo r greater intelligib ility fro m fingers p elling hand s
c a lled  f o r  t he  e limina tio n  o f th e ne ut ra l p o s it io n  s tr at eg y
common to b oth Dexter and  Dexter -II. T his  req uired identifying
the finger mo vements  from o ne fingers pelled letter to  the next.
T h e  r o b o t ic s  la b o r at o r y a t  AS E L d e ve lo p e d  a  k in e mat ic
simulatio n o f the mechanical hand.  T he s imulation modelled  the
letter -to- letter trans itions  as a series of s tatic hand p ostures and
emplo yed a visual ed ito r to tes t the viab ility o f p o ss ib le finger
paths . Figure 1 depicts  a hand pos ture jus t p rior to reaching an
"L ".  T he data from this effort was  used in the software for the
contracted hands.

Figure 1 - Modelled hand posture

The d evic es  co ns tructed for Gallaud et co nsis ts  o f three b as ic
s y s t ems : me c ha n ic a l ,  c o mp u t e r h a rd wa re ,  an d  c o mp ut e r
so ftware.  Mec hanic ally,  the hand (a right hand  the s ize o f a 10
year old ) is oriented vert ically on top o f a enc losure hous ing the
mo to r s  a nd  c o mp u t er  h a rd war e .  E ac h  f in g er  c a n  f lex .  I n
ad d it io n,  the firs t  f inger c an mo ve away fro m the o ther three
fingers  in the p lane o f the b and  (ab d uc tio n). T he thumb  c an
mo ve o ut o f the p lane o f the p alm (o p p o s it io n).  F inally,  the
wrist can flex.

Figure 2 - F ingers pelling Hand  with lap top  co mputer

Mechanical Design

As in Dexter -II,  each hand  motion is d riven b y a s ervo  mo to r.
The servo motors  resp onsible for finger flex are each connected
to a pulley. A cab le is wo und aro und the pulley,  routed up  the
finge r,  an d  at tac he d  to  its  t ip .  T he fing ers  t hems elves  are

constructed of Delrin segments  attached to each other b y a s trip
of c arbo n fiber,  rep lacing the tors ion springs used  in Dexter -II.
The carb on fiber p rovides  the flexib le hinge and resto ring fo rce
neces sary to extend the finger. When the motor shaft and pulley
rotates, the cable is pulled and the finger flexes . When the motor
shaft rotates in the other d irectio n, the tensio n on the cab le is
relieved  and  the finger straightens.

MID POS

OPEN POSIT ION

Figure 3 - Detail of finger flex mechanism

Computer Hardware Design

T h e  s y s t e m ' s  c o mp u t e r  h a r d wa r e  c o n s is t s  o f  a n  R  b it
mic ro c o ntro tier moduleand  as so c iated  digital c irc uitry.  This
co mp ac t as s emb ly unit  is  mo unted  behind  the servo  mo to rs
under the hand and replaces five 4 " .by 6.5"  board s emplo yed in
Dexter -II.

Software Design

The so ftware is written in Forth and is organized in 17 mod ules.
Thes e mo dules provid e enhanc ements  for the F orth kernel,  an
as s emb ler  (inc lu d ing ro ut in es  th at  imp lemen t s p e c ial  I /O
ins truc tio ns  us ed  b y the mic ro c o ntro ller),  an ANS I d is p lay
driver, s erial po rt utilities,  timer po rt utilities,  clo ck utilit ies ,
servo mo tor p ulse width mo d ulatio n generation, sp eed  s witc h
driver,  interrup t routines , input b uffer software, timing co ntrol,
hand  d at a s to ra ge,  fin gers p elling alg o rithm,  hand  p o s it io n
editing support, and  the user interface.
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Opera tion

A s ighted  p ers o n wis hing to  talk to  a d eaf -b lind  ind ivid ual
interacts  with the fingersp elling hand through an Atari P ortfolio
hand  -held  c o mp uter via a s erial c o nnec tio n.  (Ac tually,  any
devic e that p ro duc es  RS 232 s erial d ata,  inc luding terminals ,
modems , computers , or modified closed c aptio n systems, could
be used  to control the hand. ) The user interface is implemented
as  a menu s ys te m whic h p ro vid es  eas y ac c es s  to  the unit ' s
va r io u s  f u nc t io n s  in c lu d in g  d is p la y in g  a n d  s e t t in g  t h e
mic ro controller 's  parameters, test ing the hand mo tions , editing
hand position data, and entering letters to be fingerspelled.

In t he f inge rs p e lling mo d e,  key p res s es  are  ent ered  o n the
Portfo lio. The hand's  s oftware trans lates  thes e keypress es  into
commands for the DC servo mo tors. As the moto r shafts ro tate,
they pull on the cables that  are the "tendons" o f the fingers.  It is
by this  c o ord inated s eries  o f moto r co mmands  that  keyb o ard
input is  trans fo rmed  into  cho reo graphed motion rep res enting
fingerspelling.

TEST ING AND EVALUAT ION

Two fingerspelling hand  have been co nstructed  and  delivered to
ASEL where they will undergo testing and c onfiguration for use
wit h T DDs  ( t ele c o mmu n ic a tio n  d e vic e f o r  th e  d e af )  f o r
telephone ac cess . Sp ecifically, the intelligibility of the hand will
b e e valuat ed .  Ed it ing may b e req uir ed  fo r s o me let t ers  to
imp ro ve rec o gnitio n.  An interface pac kage that  can c o ntrol a
T DD mo d e m an d  ac c e s s  t elec a p t io ning  h ar d war e will  b e
completed  and tes ted  at  AS EL.  F inally, the two  d evices  will be
p lac e d  in  the  ho mes  o f s e vera l d ea f -b lind  ind ivid uals  fo r
extend ed periods of clinical evaluatio n through June, 1993.

DISCUSS ION

Be y o nd  e va lu at io n,  t ec h n o lo g y t r an s f er  is s u e s  mu s t  b e
ad d res s ed .  The market for fingers p elling hand s  need s  to  b e
as s es s ed .  A c ollab o rative effo rt  with a manufacturer will b e
r e q u ir e d  t o  m o v e  t h is  t e c h n o lo g y  o u t  o f  t h e  r e s e a r c h
laboratories,

A po tential s o lutio n exis ts  fo r the p ro vis io n o f fingers p elling
hands to deaf -blind  people. Within California (and  so me other
states ), all telephone subs cribers sup port a fund whic h pro vides
telep ho ne  ac c e s s  e q uip ment fo r p ers o ns  with d is ab ilit ies .
Co mmerc ial ver s io n s  o f th is  fing ers p ell ing  han d  c o uld  b e
Furnished at no charge to deaf -blind people under this program.

All encounters with Dexter have been enthusiastic,  positive,  and
at t ime s ,  hig hly  emo tio na l.  T he  in c re as e d  c o mmunic at io n
capability and  ability to  "talk"  directly with peop le other than
interpreters are p o werful mo tivatio ns for us ing fingers p elling
hands.  They have the p otential to provide d eaf -blind users  with
untiring pers onal c ommunic ation at  rates app roaching that  of a
human interpreter.
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Abstract
Facilitated Communication (FC) is an experimental
procedure with only anecdotal evidence to support its
efficacy, and controversy surrounding its use. The
tentative purpose of FC is to build the hand skills
necessary to allow an individual to use an augmentative
communication aid with increasing independence.
Those who are  thought to benefit from FC are persons
who are unable to communicate effectively, have not
been successful in using traditional augmentative
communication approaches, and whose communication
capabilities are compounded by deficient hand function
and social interaction. The Case Studies on Facilitated
Communication (CSFC) is a multidisciplinary
descriptive research project designed to delineate
intervention procedures that may be clinically useful,
and to objectively measure the effects of FC on those
with severe communication deficits. This presentation
will focus on: a) a description of current literature,
b) assessment instruments designed for and used in this
project to evaluate behavior, sensorimotor, functional,
emotional, and communication abili ties, c) research
design, d) intervention strategies and e) efficacy and
validation research.

Background
FC is a training technique aimed at developing the
individual's ability to accurately, and ultimately
independently, point at words, letters, or pictures on a
communication display in order to communicate.
Training is performed by another person, called a
facilitator, who makes direct hands -on contact to the
person's hand, shoulder, clothing or waist and fades that
contact as the individual achieves more independence.
Although the influence of the facilitator in guiding the
client to construct messages is unclear, it is clear that
the facilitator provides input, for example, to decrease
fatigue or reduce impulsivity in responding. This
training technique is  thought to provide appropriate
sensory and motor input to increase hand function,
emotional support, and in some cases training on how
to use an augmentative communication system.

FC was brought to international a ttention among
parents and service providers of people who have
disabilities by Rosemary Crossley of Australia and
Douglas Biklen of the United States. Although there
have been many anecdotal claims of the effects of FC
on persons with autism or other severe communication
disorders, there has not been any quantitative research
to explore the efficacy and delineate the practice of FC.
Furthermore, there  has been dramatic and provocative
national media coverage of individuals successfully
using FC and showing overall quality of life benefits.
This coverage and consequent polarization of reactions
by professionals, concerned parents, and the public has
had repercussion for all those associated with persons
having severe communication disorders.

Statement of the Problem
Currently the literature on FC is sketchy and confusing.
Often those with autistic disorders are. described as
appropriate candidates for FC, but this diagnostic
category is clearly heterogeneous and not a determinant
of specific communication intervention. Others
( Biklen, 1992; Crossley, 1992) have described certain
characteristics such as enjoyment of books, attempts to
communicate through echolalia, a tendency toward
"hyperlexia ", or neuromotor difficulties that may
suggest suitable potential to benefit from FC. Crossley
(1992) described motor deficits that include low muscle
tone, impaired proximal stability, radial/ulnar instability
and others which are thought to mask communication
ability; but operational definitions and methods of
measuring these motor deficits are absent from her
research. Biklen (1992) suggested that an emotional
element of support is needed by some individuals, but
this emotional element is neither defined nor measured.
Additionally, the pre - intervention communication
status of individuals using FC has not been
systematically defined or measured. Thus many
questions remain such as: Who would benefit from the
use of FC? What are the most appropriate clinical
practices when using FC? What changes are likely to
occur when using FC? How much does the facilitator
influence the messages conveyed by the individual using
FC?

Approach
To study FC, a multidisciplinary approach and
philosophy was adopted since research questions and
practice concerns transcend specialties. A resource
team which includes professors from special education
and communication disorders, a pediatrician, an
occupational therapist, a program administrator, and a
psychologist has guided the research protocol design
and implementation. The research protocol and
assessment instruments were designed by the authors of
this paper. Consultation and training by Crossley and
Stephen Calculator was included as the research
protocol was developed.

Six to ten adults with a history of severe speech
impairment and failure of using augmentative
communication systems will be chosen from a pool of
nominees from the local county. Medical, historic, and
functional status information will be obtained and
assessment of sensorimotor performance, behavior,
communication, and independent living skills will be
performed prior to intervention. This pre - testing phase
of research will be followed by an introductory phase as
individuals begin using FC, then a six month daily
intervention phase with continual monitoring of
intervention systems, followed by post- testing,
debriefing, and data analysis. This research project will
be ongoing throughout 1993.
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Implications
This descriptive case study project should complement
similar efforts to describe the clinical procedures
encompassed by the term "facilitated communication,"
thus providing consumers with systematic guidelines for
using FC, based on clinical hypotheses. These
guidelines or definitions might include information
about what FC is, what FC does, who should initiate its
use, and how to go about using it with appropriate
candidates. Furthermore, the CSFC project has
developed measures and procedures to consider in pre -
and post- testing, ongoing examination, and outcome
analysis of this training approach which may be useful
in future research. In addition, this project attempts to
develop clinical hypotheses regarding the effects of FC
training on sensorimotor performance, communication,
independent living skills, and behavior. The data
collected and documentation of procedures will help
generate additional, more specific, researchable
questions regarding facilitated communication.

Facilitated communication is often not viewed as a
means to an end (independent communication), but
rather an end in itself (a communication system).
However, the focus on FC as a training technique, as
suggested by Crossley (1992), challenges the
assumption that its efficacy as an approach to be used
with individuals who have severe communication
impairment can be tested solely on the basis of the
existence or non - existence of facilitator influence on
generated messages (i.e., whether or not the facilitator
is directing some of the messages produced).
Measuring positive changes in pertinent performance
areas could also validate the efficacy of its use. This
does not however, negate the importance of measuring
facilitator influence on the messages of those using the
technique. Monitoring facilitator influence will provide
useful feedback to facilitators (i.e., the individuals
providing support). It might also lead to the recognition
that facilitator influence is in fact most often a
component of FC. In such a case it could be
hypothesized that the influence itself might be an
important part of the training process. In other words,
it might ultimately contribute to the skill development
necessary to enable the individual to become an
independent communicator.  The serious implications
of some of the messages generated by individual's who
have severe communication impairment also support
efforts to measure facilitator influence.

Discussion
The label "facilitated communication" as it stands can
represent a very diverse array of procedures, which are
loosely related in that they involve some type of hands -
on, physical support. Specific components of the
technique vary along with the rationale and
understanding for using them. Many times clinical
hypotheses concerning the specific procedures used
with individuals are absent or inadequately described.
This project is an example of an initial attempt at
carefully delineating specific assessment and therapy
procedures to be used in implementing FC.
Unfortunately, these procedures will be implemented
with only a small number of individuals, limiting what is
learned about the technique. A unified effort of all

concerned service providers and other professionals is
needed to help provide further definition of FC,
including ways in which to measure its impact.
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ABSTRACT

A fundamental goal in the f ield of  Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC) is to provide the
AAC system operator with increasingly functional,
natural communication, including a variety of
communication styles. One such style is the act o f
sto rytelling, a profound, complex communication
function that people of  all ages utilize. To make this
communicative style available fo r system operators
of voice output communication aids (VOCAs) requires
finding a balance between the need for minimum
physical and/or cognitive demands and maximum
flexibility in composition, while including effective
elements of sto rytelling fo rm. This paper describes
these elements (skeletal /basic segments; expansion/
optional segments; repetitions; intensity, voice, and
rhythm) and the specif ic software adaptations for
VOCAs which have been developed to address these
needs. The paper will also target identif ied areas of
need for further research and development.

BACKGROUND

Although relatively young, the specialty f ield of
Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC)
can be described as having gone through several
"trends." Initial trends focused on making symbol
systems available and providing access to computer
technology. The next trend included information
concerning training facilitators, and providing a
means for literacy (Beukelman, Yorkston, Poblete,
Naranjo, 1984; Blackstone, 1992).

A fundamental goal inherent in each o f these trends
was to provide increasingly functional, natural
communication. Natural communication includes the
act of "making common" or "sharing" through a
variety of  communication styles. A recent trend in
the AAC field is an ef fort to  make a larger variety of
communication styles avai lable f or the AAC system
operator.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Norton (1983), in a study o f communication styles,
lists storytelling as a type of dramatic style that
performs a profound, complex communication
function. Schank (1990) explains that people o f all
ages utilize storytelling to not only interact with
others, but to develop their own understanding of  the
events of their lives. Making this communicative
style avai lable f or AAC system operators of  VOCAs
requires finding a balance between the need for
minimum physical and /or cognitive demands and
maximum flexibility in composition, while including
effective elements o f sto rytelling form.

A number o f important elements o f storytelling form
have been identif ied. These include repetition; the
occurrence of  bo th skeletal or basic segments and
expansion or optional segments; acid variations in
intensity, voice, and rhythm. Providing the system
operato r o f a VOCA with the ability to incorporate
these elements into  their storytelling communication
styles requires the development of specif ic sof tware
adaptations. Another important goal is to provide the
system operator with the ability to  f lexibly compose
and program their own stories.

APPROACH

Schank (1990) descri bes sto rytel lers as
formulating a skeleton for stories f rom a central idea
or experience and then changing the focus, length and
detai l based upon the purpose fo r telling the story in
a given instance.

In a study of sto rytelling within everyday
conversation of 28 elderly individuals, Stuart,
Harrington and Jones (1992) found stories were
frequently repeated but the form of the story varied.
Stories were extracted as transcripts of the recorded
everyday speech of the individuals of  the study, and
more than one version o f the same story for a given
individual was frequently captured (hereafter
referred to as Story 1, Story 2, etc.).

In one type of analysis of the data, Story 1 and Story
2 were compared fo r the level of  similar or identical
word use, and several subjects revealed a level as low
as 55% or less. However, in comparing Story 1 and
Story 2 from the perspective of segments that
produced information transfer, f indings revealed
several simi lar segments which often contained
semantically similar vocabulary items. For
example, the Story 1 segment "my Mother passed
away" might appear in Sto ry 2 as the segment "my
Mom died." The compared pairs of story versions all
contained two types of segments: basic (those which
transmitted the same "core" information), and
expansion (those which further illustrated certain
points or added information which could be considered
"optional" in conveying the central sto ryline). Basic
segments were generally the same for each story
(with variation in the level of formality of the
vocabulary chosen) while expansion segments were
often different.

In addition to the skeletal /basic segments and
expansion / optional segments, a number o f other
characteristic elements were seen to occur in natural
storytelling. One was the f requent use o f repetit ion.
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Both basic and expansion segments were often
repeated, either in response to a listener's question
or simply for emphasis. Repetition can be viewed as
a stylistic element, and was used much more by some
storytellers than others, though virtually all stories
involved some degree of repetition. Another
fundamental stylistic element seen in natural
storytelling was the use of variations in voice
quality, rhythm and intensity. Such variations are
obviously important in adding emphasis, interest,
and humor to a story.

The elements described above as characteristic of
natural storytelling need to be incorporated into any
strategy to provide storytelling capabilities in a
VOCA. An important requirement in such a strategy
is that physical and cognitive demands are minimized
so  that the system operator is free to  f ocus on the
interaction with the listener(s) rather having to
concentrate solely on operating the VOCA. This would
also contribute to helping the story "f low" by
enabling the system operato r to be more f luent in his
or her delivery, and eliminating unnecessary delays.

A simplistic approach to VOCA storytelling might
involve nothing more than typing the entire story,
storing it under some encoding sequence, and having
the VOCA speak it aloud whenever that sequence is
selected. This would fai l to incorporate most of  the
elements described above, although some variations
in the voice quality could be programmed in
depending on the speech synthesizer used. However,
even when being told to a novice listener (and novice
listeners can often be diff icult to f ind), this approach
would no t really "engage" the system operator, who
could only select which story was to be told, and then
listen to the same rendition as always. Adding the
ability to step through the story one sentence or
segment at a time would be a minor improvement,
allowing the system operato r to control the pacing of
the storytelling, but would still fail to incorporate
the above elements.

In order to enable the system operator to utilize all of
the elements of natural storytelling, each of the basic
and expansion segments need to be stored in the
system such that the system operator can freely
choose which elements are to be spoken in a given
rendition. A simple solution would be to simply store
each segment under a separate encoding sequence.
This, however, would tend to place an undue burden
on the system operator, requiring that a significant
number of encoding sequences be remembered, and an
even larger number o f activations be perfo rmed to
tell a story. A much better solution is to have a small
set of encoding sequences, each of which sets up the
device to tell a different story. This is the approach
which the authors implemented on a commercially
available AAC system based on an iconic interface and
having a f lexible and powerful macro capability.

In this approach, once the initial sequence is
activated, signaling the system operator's intention to

tell a part icular sto ry, a small set of  keys become
active for telling the story. Each key consistently
serves a single function - one speaks the next basic
segment of the informal version of the story, another
speaks the formal version segments, and so on.
Another key speaks the expansion segments, which
only occur at certain points in a given story. If  one is
avai lable at the current point of  the sto ry being to ld,
this is indicated by the fact that the LED adjacent to
this key is li t . Likewise, the LEDs adjacent to  the
keys used to speak the basic segments of the various
versions will be lit only when there is a segment
available in that version. Thus, any number of
dif ferent versions (info rmal, formal, humorous,
satirical, etc.) can easily be made simultaneously
available. When a basic segment of  any version is
selected and spoken, the system automatically
progresses to the next segment. For purposes of
repetit ion, a single key is defined which enables the
operator to go back and repeat the same basic segment
or perhaps an alternate version of the same segment.
Thus, the system operator need only remember the
the initiating sequence for a given story, and the
function of a small set of keys which is consistent for
all stories in the device.

The purpose of providing storytelling capabi lities in
a VOCA is to  enable the operator to part icipate in a
type o f communication which is bo th enjoyable and
empowering. In order to have a truly interactive
experience of storytelling, the system operator must
also  have quick access to  everyday vocabulary and
modes of communicating. A single key can be used to
toggle between "storytelling mode" and the operator's
normal vocabulary, allowing free -form response to
questions, comments, etc. A second hit on the same
key returns to the story at the point where the
digression occurred.

An authoring system was developed to facili tate the
creation of stories in the format described above.
This system can be used by either the system
operator or a support person to create the underlying
structure of any story to enable it to be told using the
same standard "storytelling mode" function keys
described above. A story creation macro is invoked,
which prompts the author to select the encoding
sequence to be used to initiate telling of  the story to
be written. A large block of  keys is then li t up which
represent the segments of the story in order (from
lef t to right across several rows). After selecting a
given segment key, the various function keys
representing different versions and expansions are
lit. Selecting one of these creates the underlying
stored segment, programmed with a small piece of
text indicating its place in the story sequence and
version type (e.g. "Line 7b. ", "Expansion 3. ", etc.).

Once the underlying story structure is created, a
storyline editing macro can be invoked to easily
select each of  the story segments and replace the
default text with the actual lines of  the story. Other
macros can be invoked at this time to add stress to
particular words, choose different voices, vary the
speech rate and volume, etc. The editing macro can be
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IMPLICAT IONS

Many adults with acquired communication diso rders
will have support people at hand who know them well
enough to compose and program stories for them,
ones that they had perhaps previously heard many
times over a period of years. They may even know
the system operator's preferred style of expression
well enough to  come fairly close to how that person
would tell the story. One way to further empower the
system operator to feel more "ownership" of the
stories programmed by someone else would be to
program several di ff erent versions of  each segment
and allow the operator to choose which versions they
wish to keep. It the necessary literacy skills are
present, another approach would be to enable the
operator to edit each segment as desired.

However, the greatest challenge yet to be addressed is
how to best enable children who have never had the
opportunity or ability to engage in storytelling to
compose and program their own stories. One
approach might be to  begin by programming a few
simple stories into the system to provide the
operator with some basic experience in telling
stories. If possible, these would be stories related to
the system operato r's personal experiences, but even
starting with fairy tales, jokes, or other material
would be useful to introduce the operator to
storytelling. The next step is a giant one - to have
the support person somehow elici t the information
needed to co- create stories that the operator can tell.

DISCUSSION

The system described in this paper is a start toward
providing AAC system operators with access to a
natural interactive communication style, and the
abi lity to incorporate the important elements of  that
style. Storytelling is a powerful way for an
augmented communicator to "get the floor" in a
communication interaction. It is an enjoyable and
natural style of  communicating used by people of all
ages. The process of story creation and invention is
often one o f adaptation based upon responses and
perceived cues from listeners ( Schank, 1990).
Thus, it is important that the system operator can
freely respond to listeners using his o r her no rmal
vocabulary in order to preserve the interactive
nature of the process. This was an important goal in
the development of the system.

Telling jokes is ano ther communicative style that can
serve an important function in social interaction.
Some jokes are relatively long, and would be best
encoded in an AAC system as stories. Others are much
shorter, of ten consisting of  a rhetorical question with
a humorous answer. This type of joke often is highly
dependent on the timing of the delivery of the
punchline for its effectiveness. This can pose a
problem for an AAC system operator, particularly
someone utilizing some type of scanning access
technique. If  the question and answer are encoded
separately, the delay is generally too long. If encoded
as a single entity, the delay may be too short, and in

any case, is not under the control of the system
operator. However, by including a function in the
AAC system which simply waits for the activation of
any key or switch, the question and answer can be
encoded together as a simple macro, with the wait
function inserted before speaking the answer. The
system operator can then select the encoding sequence
for the entire joke at leisure, then simply hit the
switch (without needing to scan to any particular
loaction) to deliver the punchline at the desired time.

This same approach can be useful for the pragmatics
of group conversation in general. Using a scanning
technique to  assemble a message to  be spoken can
require a signif icant amount of time. The system
operator then needs to wait until the device has
scanned to  whatever location must be activated to
speak the contents of  the display, and when the scan
reaches that location, begin speaking at that time
even if another person in the group is in mid -
sentence. Placing the "speak display" f unction in a
macro preceded by the function which waits fo r any
key o r switch activation allows the system operator
much greater control over the timing of speech acts.

Plans are underway to begin beta - testing the system
described in this paper in the near future with a
small group of elderly AAC system operators to
evaluate its effectiveness and ease of use.
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WHAT A SUPPORT GROUP HAS DONE FOR US

Krisele E. Hass, Andrea Svang, David Lundeen, and Dannel C. Friel
Your Expressive Society
Minneapolis, Minnesota

ABSTRACT

As adult augmentative communication users the

ability to independently communicate has been a

life long problem. Our problems are no t with

how we communicate, but who we communicate

with. In therapy, or with that special someone

communication seems to be no problem.

However, with everyone else we get (excuse the

expression) tongue tied. Fortunately, a support

group was formed to provide us with

opportunities to speak. Adult augmentative

communication users discuss the affect and

experience a support group has had on their

lives.

BACKGROUND

Before the support group started, each of us had

a communication device and attended therapy

sessions to learn how to communicate with

others. Some of us were afraid to talk with our

devices. Some were angry with themselves

because they did not know how to use their

device. And still others were doing pretty well

with contro lling their devices. However, had

problems with managing their vocabulary.

Either we used our devices a little or a lot.

Some of us didn't like our voices or the

vocabulary we had. Many of us had limited

communication partners including; f riends,

family, staff, and speech therapists. Most of

our talking with peers, o ther trained

professionals, and the general public took place

through someone else. In October of 1990, an

augmentative communication support group was

founded by an augmentative communication

user. Eight other aac users were invited to

attend bi- monthly meetings.

OBJECTIVE

When this started we hoped to get more help

with our communication devices, make new

friends, help others live independently and

share our experiences. In addition, we'd like to

raise money to keep the group going.

METHOD /APPROACH

We meet away from home, work, or therapy in

the evening in a relaxed atmosphere. Our leader

makes all the arrangements f or a place to meet

and getting us some help. First thing we do as

everyone wanders in is to  take of f  our coats,

greet everyone and chat. This is when as

friends we gripe about transportation, cry

about getting older, and laugh a lot. We either

get together in one big group o r two  smaller

ones to accomplish what our leader has planed.

During thi s group ti me we use our

communication devices to brain sto rm, share

problems, practice talking, get ready for

singing and presentations, talk about the future,

help each other, and play games. We are nice to

each other and just listen to each others

feelings. We learn how to think for ourselves

form one another. Our meetings are fun.

RESULTS

This group has given us our self esteem. We are

able to make people happy. We feel good about

ourselves and our abilities to help each other.

This group has given us new friends, time to

practice talking, help with our device problems

including how to mange them better, a chance to

learn and use more vocabulary and a time to

grow.
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When we're away from the group we practice on

our own more and talk to f riends, f amily, staff

and yes we even talk to strangers! We have

noticed each other talking more and happier

than when the group f irst started.

DISCUSSION

We enjoy getting together and seeing friends.

We have been able to demonstrate our abilities

to f amily and the general public through our

everyday lives and our presentations and

singing. When we present and sing we make

people laugh and have a good time.

Transportation is very di ff icult to arrange. But

it can be done. This is our biggest problem.

During the group some of us talk slower than

others o r not as much. But everyone is

comfortable with one another and it seems like

they are getting better.
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A SUPPORTED FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSMENT OF
COMPONENT SKILLS FOR COMMUNICATION INTERACTION

Lynn Sweeney, M.A. CCC /SLP
Central Michigan Univers ity

Clifford A. Kushler, Ph.D.
Prentke Romich Co.

ABSTRACT

The authors have proposed the use of Augmentative
and Alternative Communication (AAC) hardware and
software to enhance the quality and efficiency of AAC
assessment. This is accomplished through
development o f modules related to a framework of
models identifying those material and performance
components most critical to determining level of
functioning and technology related ski lls for
communication. Although a single AAC device cannot
mimic all of  the features of  all other devices (e.g.
weight, visual display size, etc.), new features of AAC
technology make clinical assessment applications
more approachable than ever before. Technology
alo ne ca nnot repl ace the intuitive and critical
judgements made by the professional evaluator
during AAC assessment. However, the framework
emphasizes the use of  technology to support clinical
decision making, ultimately enhancing the potential
for the range of opportunities and degree of success a
client will experience during assessment.

BACKGROUND

Assessment of potential candidates for augmentative
and alternative communication presents the clinician
with many unique challenges. As a group, candidates
for augmentat ive and alternative communication
(AAC) represent a full range of age levels and
etiologies related to  communication disorders. For
this reason, existing standardized test measures from
the fields of Speech- Language Pathology and Education
are genera lly insuf f icient or inapp licable.
Heterogeneous complications in the motor /physical,
sensory, cognitive, emotional, and /or experiential
domains may further complicate application of  more
traditional test procedures, particularly when
computer based communication prostheses are
involved.

A comprehensive AAC assessment must include an
evaluation of the potential for the client in using such
prostheses. A variety of electronic AAC systems are
commercially available for prescription. Some
recently developed systems provide a wide range of
options which can be configured to fine -tune the
device to a particular individual's needs. To evaluate
the real potential of such flexible systems, the
clinician is required to adjust a large number of
options, no t all of which may even be relevant for a
given client. Clinicians are thus faced with the
prodigious task of becoming familiar with the detailed
operation of  a wide variety o f devices, and deciding
within the relatively brief time span of an
assessment which device (if any) is most likely to
promote the success of the client.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Although a variety of protocols to assess AAC or
device specif ic skills have been developed (Church
and Glennen, 1992; Glennen, 1990; Goosens and
Elder, 1989; Sweeney, 1992 and 1990), as well as
procedural outlines for use in one or more phases of
AAC assessment (e.g. Beukelman, 1988; Yoder and
DePape, 1988), there remains a need to integrate
components of personal communicative competence
and technological features and functions to  enhance
the quality and efficiency of AAC assessment. Rather
than focussing on domain QL device specif ic skill
assessments, the authors propose optimizing the
individual's opportunities and likelihood for success
in communicating by systematically controlling, in
an integrated manner, those variables most likely to
signif icantly impact performance outcomes whether
they be human or technology based.

Beyond matching characterist ics of  individuals with
specif ic enabling techno logies, an integrated
assessment system would assist the clinician by
including processes and structures in the technology
used for the evaluation to allow a controlled and
orderly exploration of alternative strategies. Such
an approach would be based on providing a
modularized framework to support both software and
hardware components for one or more AAC devices
which are powerful and flexible enough to
accommodate a broad spectrum of possible strategies.
The object Is to  provide the clinician with a system
that is f lexible enough to adapt to  specif ic individual
disabili ties and cognitive levels, and which can be
easily and eff iciently re- configured to explo re
different strategies and successively refine any
promising approaches.

APPROACH

The current framework is based upon the models
proposed by Sweeney (1989) to delineate the basic
(f igure 1.) and interrelated skill components (f igure

(RECEPTIVE) INTERACTION

SOCIAL

LANGUAGE
� V

I T
COGNITIVE

I
SENSORYMOTOR (EXPRESSIVE)

Fig. 1. Compressed Skills Model for Communication
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INTERACTION
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Fig. 2. Component Ski lls for Communication
Interaction

2.) operative in communication development and
interaction, as well as dynamics for application in
AAC assessment (f igure 3.). Yoder and DePape
(1988) have identi f ied " ...  three integral components
to a communication system: person, tools, and
environment." While many evaluative procedures
for use in AAC have focussed more Intensively on
individual components, Figure 2 highlights the
underlying processes meshing these components.
Building from this relationship, the clinician may
begin to identi fy appropriate structures and actions
for optimally accessing these component skills in the
AAC assessment (see Figure 3). Ideally, the clinician
should be able to alter any of these aspects by moving
within a continuum of options for each. This has been
accomplished in part in the past by preprogramming
a varie ty of vocabulary levels and creating age,
activity, o r client specif ic stimulus overlays prio r to
the assessment. Pre - evaluation case reviews
(Sweeney, 1989) have also been helpful in
anticipating and planning fo r a range of client needs
prior to assessment. However, given the range o f
client ski lls and idiosyncrasies, "on the spot"
adjustments in activities and /or equipment functions
are f requently necessary.

If a range  o f pro ce ss  r e la te d as ses sment var ia bl es
were incorp orated into the hardware /software of
augmentative prostheses for systematic manipulation
by the evaluating clinician, possible outcomes could
include: a) greater customization of the evaluation
process, b) increased efficiency in assessment, c)
enhanced opportunities for client to demonstrate
level o f communicative competence or potential f or
same, d) decreased probability of confounding
variables of client fatigue or limited motivation, e)
enhanced quality assurance, f) assessment outcomes
which delineate not only the most appropriate
technology for meeting the client's needs but also
specif ic entry level ski lls o f  the client and technical
parameters f or most eff ective use of equipment (i .e.
ac c e p ta nc e time, delay, sc an rate , etc .), and g)
longitudinal information regarding the most effective
assessment procedures with various types of clients.

REFINEMENT OF SPEED /ACCURACY
BUILDING CONVERSATIONAL

CONTENT AND CONTEXTS

I
OPPORTUNITY TO CONTROL, COMMENT

I
POSITIONING, TIMING, CORRECTION

ADEQUATE
CUES, PROMPTS, TIME

OBLIGATORY CONTEXT AND FAMILIAR FORMS
RESPONSE OPPORTUNITY AND VOCABULARY

/ N� iiiiiiiiiiiiiii�

APPROPRIATE ACTIVITY AT INTERESTING
STIMULI AND OR SLIGHTLY TURN - TAKING
ACCESSSYSTEM 13ELOWTRUE ACTIVITY

COGNITIVE LEVEL

Fig. 3. Framework for Functional Assessment of
Component Skills for Communication Interaction
Using AAC

A variety o f specif ic software load modules would
support di ff erent access and encoding techniques,
each of which would include versions appropriate for
different functioning levels. Based on clinical input,
individual modules would contain options for
selection at each tier of  f igure 3. Modules could be
organized in a variety of ways such as by
age /developmental levels, physical needs, etc.
Starting at the base o f  f igure 3, for example, one
module would supply a menu of interesting activi ties
(ranked by diff iculty) and appropriate stimulus
options for the three to f ive year developmental level.
The activities in turn would be made tangible through
preprogrammed vocabulary and language forms for
the same age /developmental range. The sets of
programmed forms (e.g. phrases for use in a
preschoo l game) would provide response
opportunities given the context of the activity as
provided by the clinician and materials present in the
assessment environment. Within the next t ier of the
model, the device module would no t only collect a
record of a particular client's responses (switch
activations, keys selected, output produced, timing,
etc.), but also provide the clinician with the
opportunity to select sets of timing features (e.g.
scan rate, technique, acceptance time, etc.) from a
menu rather than having to resort to impromptu
reprogramming. These sets of physical timing
features could be altered at any time with simple
menu selections. The same blueprint for device
features would be followed throughout the remaining
tiers of the model. Features common to each module
would be: a) menu accessible preprogrammed feature
sets for each tier of the model; b) a range of
choices /diff iculty levels within each set; c) potential
for record keeping related to the dynamics of
assessment; and d) provision for inclusion of
clinician authored modules.
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Module features would provide the clinician with the
ability to monitor and record changes in the state of
the device, the keys selected and the t ime required,
and the resultant output produced for later (or on-
going) analysis. Such information would be useful
during an assessment to objectively compare
accuracy using alternative strategies and to help
reveal the nature of certain types of errors (e.g.
perseveration) which may be dif f icult for the
clinician to manually record. In cases where a device
might be in use over a longer period of time (such as
trial use during a rental period), the information
collected could illuminate patterns of usage, repeated
errors, rate of improvement, etc. On a broader
scale, data collected for a large number of individuals
may be useful in analyzing why some AAC
interventions succeed while others fail.

IMPLICAT IONS

New features of AAC technology make clinical
assessment applications more approachable than ever
before. The authors have proposed the use o f AAC
hardware and sof tware to enhance the quality and
eff iciency of AAC assessment. This is accomplished
through development of modules related to the
framework of models identifying those material and
performance components most critical to determining
level of functioning and techno logy related skills for
communication. The interdependent dynamics for the
components are able to be flexibly and efficiently
manipulated by the evaluator via menu driven
options. Furthermore, device modules provide the
evaluator with feedback regarding client performance
which may be crit ical to altering the course of  the
assessment. Thus, the framework emphasizes the use
of technology to support clinical decision making,
ult imately enhancing the potential for the range of
opportunities and degree of success a client will
experience during assessment.

DISCUSSION

AAC assessments are generally time consuming and
filled with a multitude of decision making processes.
A number of clinicians and researchers have
struggled with development of assessment strategies
which would more objectively address these
challenges. Using more advanced technology to
support and simplify those processes most often
addressed by evaluators has tremendous implications
for the refinement of AAC assessment procedures,
recording of trends which are perhaps etiology
specif ic, improving preservice and inservice
education related to AAC assessment, and influencing
the development of future technology. Beyond
assessment, many o f  the features of the proposed
framework have equal and perhaps even longer term
ramifications for users of AAC.

The authors are proceeding with plans to  implement
this framework on state of the art technology. Future
research and development will involve definition of
module parameters, creation and manipulation of the
technology to accommodate these, collection of

clinical data related to applications, and refinement
of the technical elements as indicated.
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STRATEGIES FOR MAKING AUGMENTATIVE AND ALTERNATIVE
COMMUNICATION "FIT" INTO THE COMPLEX LIVES OF USERS

Richard West', Carol West2, Pamela Mathy- Laikko2 & Patrick Brunet
Hattie B. Munroe Habilitation Technology Center', Meyer Rehabilitation

Institute2 , University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE

ABSTRACT

Th is p ap er des cr ibes an d illu s t ra t e s
st ra tegies deve lo p ed in ou r facility to
a s s u r e th a t A u g m e n t a t i v e a n d
Alt e rn a t ive Co m m u n ica t io n aid s an d
dis play s are as  con venien t as  p os sible so
th ey  can  b e  im p lem en ted t o  th e  grea t es t
benefit of the user.

BACKGROUND

On e  of  grea t es t ch a llen ges  in  p ro m ot in g
spo ntaneou s, inte ract ive com mun ication
by u sers o f Au gmenta tive  an d Alternat ive
Co mm u nica t io n  (AAC ) is  as s ur ing read y
ava ilability  of th e u se r's commu nica tion
display(s). At our facility  a team approach
is u s e d in c lu d in g H a b i l i t a t i o n
Technology, Speech- Language Pathology,
Occup ation al Th erapy , Phy sical Therap y,
as well as the consumer, his or her family,
and othe rs in th e t arge t communication
en viro n m en t , to develo p meth od s for
assuring that the accessibility  of the user's
c o m m u n ic a t i o n d i s p l a y ( s ) is as
convenient as possible.

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Prob lem:

M a n y AA C u s ers u s e m u l t i p l e
co mm un icat io n disp lays on their Voice
Ou tp u t Au gm en ta t ive Co m m un icat io n
Aids (VOCAs). Most VOCAs are not
des ign ed  to  pro vid e a  s imp le m eth od  fo r
keep in g su ch dis p lay s to ge th e r an d
att ached  t o  the  VOC A s o th at th e use r or
his  / he r co mm un icat ion  p ar tn er  will have
easy access to  the appropriate display for a
communicative context.

So lut ion :

attached using Velcro ®. Th e u s e r 's
disp lays are held inside of  c lea r  p las tic
page p rot ectors th a t  are  a tt ach ed  t o the
Page Ho ld er with two loose leaf rings.
There  is  1 1/2"  o f s pace  le ft  b etween th e
top  o f t he  Page  Holder  and th e VOC A to
allow for the pages to flip completely
aro un d th e Page Ho ld er  s o tha t on ly  o ne
p age at a time is on the mem b ran e
keyboard of the VOCA. Page Holders can
be m ade for  mos t commercially  available
VOCAs.

Ou r  t eam 's  so lu t io n  t o  t h is  p ro b lem  was
to fabricate a "Page Holder ". As depicted FIGURE 1. Page Holder.

in  Figure o ne, t he Page Ho lder is  made of
ABS p las t ic  wh ich  is  h ea t ed  an d  m o ld ed
to fit  on the outer edges of the VOCA. It is
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Problem:

Use of eye -gaze tech niq ues to access
co m m u n ica t io n sy m bo ls p ro vid es a
mean s of  com mu nica t io n fo r in dividu als
whose physical disabilitiespreclude using
the ir up per  ex tremitie s. In  t he practical
ap p lica t io n of eye -gaze tech n iq u es ,
however, we have fou nd that th e displays
are often removed and  set aside to  get the
individ ual in an d  o u t o f  t h e cha ir  o r  fo r
other  reas ons. Th en,  when  it  is  n eed ed
the dis p lay  is  acro s s t h e ro om  o r in the
next room. Therefore, opportunities for
com mu nica tion are often lost. As 'is
depicted in Figu res two and three, we
have d evelo ped s trategies for  s tor in g t he
eye -gaze display under the laptray so that
it stays with the wheelchair equ ipm ent
when it  is not in  front of the user.

In  th e sy stem  dep icted in  Figure two,  the
display fits  on a slotted wooden stand for
use, Wh en  n ot  in  us e,  it  fo ld s in  h alf to
slide under the laptray on slotted wooden
brackets. The display can also be used on a
tab le  o r othe r s ur face  with an ad dition al
slotted stand. A similar- strategy was used
fo r  th e  sy s t em p ictu red in  F igu re  t hree .
In this cas e,  h owever,  s tan ding bracke ts
were attached to the plexiglass display. As
illustrated, this a llo ws th e d is p lay  t o  b e
freestan ding or to attach to the laptray
us in g bracke ts attached und er the f ront
end of the tray. As with the other system,
this sy st em  can  a ls o b e stored  u nd er  t he
tray on slotted wooden brackets.

FIGURE 2. Eye -gaze display /storage
strategy, version A.
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FIGURE 3. Eye -gaze display /storage
strategy, version B.

DISCUSSION

Th e strat egies illu stra ted in this pap er
rep res en t a sm all s am p le of tho se
deve lo ped  b y  o u r  t eam  with  t h e goal of
m a k in g AAC aid s /  t ech n iq u es ' as
convenient as possible for users. We
have received po sitive feed back from
consum ers, familie s and other facilitators
for our efforts to  make AAC "fit " into the
complex lives of users.
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THE LAG TIME BETWEEN EVALUATION AND EQUIPMENT
ARRIVAL: WHAT YOU CAN BE DOING

Dannel C. Friel and Patricia A. Bahr
Gillette Children's Hospital

St. Paul, MN

ABSTRACT

As an evaluation center we typically recommend

t r i a l o f aug m e nt a t i ve  / a l t e r na t i v e

communication (AAC) equipment prior to

purchase. We have implemented an AAC

equipment trial preparation service, provided

by an Assistive Technology Specialist to assist

community AAC teams to be prepared for the

arrival o f the trial equipment. The process is

so successful that nearly 100% of  all purchase

requests are paid for through medical insurance

including Medical Assistance.

BACKGROUND

The augmentative /alternative communication

(AAC) team has provided AAC evaluation

services since 1985. We have typically

recommend trial of  AAC equipment prio r to

purchase. To obtain equipment for trial in our

state, the same prio r authorization procedures

as for purchase o ften must be followed. Prior

authorization creates lengthy time delays and no

clear deliverly date.

Therapists in the client 's community, typically

unfamiliar with the recommended equipment,

were responsible for implementing i t 's use

with the client and families. Without

experience with the actual equipment or

training, i t  was d i f f icult fo r therapists to be

prepared for i t 's arrival. Once equipment

became available for trial, therapist were

expected to learn the device, select vocabulary,

make overlays, program the device, train the

cli ent and family, and do cument the

effectiveness of the trial equipment to enhance

their clients abi li ty to communicate. All this

was expected within the limited time allowed

for use of  trial equipment, about 4 to  8 weeks.

We found that the f irst 4 weeks of the trial was

spent by the therapists  gett ing familiar with

the equipment and setting it up.

With such a trial the variables were numerous,

it  actually put the community therapist ski lls

on trial and did no t provide the client ample

time to  uti lize the trial equipment to  develop

communication interaction skills. This made it

diff icult to determine the successfulness o f the

match of equipment to the client. We found that

the lack of  trial documentation made securing

funding for purchase diff icult. We hypothesized

that documentation of a trial would increase the

likelihood of insurance providers purchasing

equipment.

OBJECTIVE

Our objective was to provide community teams

with training and technical support prior to the

trial for optimal uti lization of the trial

equipment and t ime. An additional objective

was to give the client time to  demonstrate the

effectiveness of the equipment to enhance their

abili ty to  communicate and the therapist ample

time to document it.

METHOD /APPROACH

At the t ime the equipment is recommended for

trial the preparation service is off ered. The

components of this service include an adapted

process fo r vocabulary selection, equipment

programming and training. Provided with an

adapted vocabulary selection process developed

by Sharon Glennen, Ph.D., CCC -SPL from the

Kennedy Institute of  Baltimore, Maryland the

community team develops and o rganizes, the

appro pr i a te vo cabula ry and symbo l

representation to be used with the trial

equipment. There are five stages to the

selection process which include; identif ying

activi ties, script ing activities, organizing the

vocabulary, selecting symbols and creating a
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corresponding overlay.

A to ll free telephone number allows the

Assistive Techno logy Specialist to provide

technical support to the community team

thro ugho ut the process. This invo lves

suggesti ons fo r vocabulary and symbo l

selection, assisting to organize the vocabulary

and providing info rmation regarding the

mechanics required for set up of  the equipment.

Once the vocabulary selection process is

completed the vocabulary and a copy o f  the

overlay can be sent to the Assistive Technology

Specialist for programming. The original

overlay can then be utilized in training sessions

wi th the co mmunit y Speech Language

P atho lo g i s t . Whi le equ i pm ent is

preprogrammed, ei ther on a computer or a

duplicate device. Once funding is secured for the

trai l equi pment , companies can deliver

equipment to the Assistive Technology

Specialist, who loads the pre - programmed

vocabulary, befo re it is sent on to the client.

This is all completed during the lag time

between the initial evaluation and the arrival of

the trial equipment. Equipment training for the

community team is coordinated to  take place

either two  weeks pr io r  t o  o r a t the  t ime  o f

delivery. Training and equipment delivery is

provided by the local equipment vendor

representative or the Assistive Technology

Specialist. Training includes programming and

basic problem solving techniques.

RESULTS

After implementation o f the equipment trial and

preparation service described here, we have

had nearly 100% of  all purchase requests paid

for through medical insurance, including Medial

Assistance.

Other results are no ted here. Trial time is

fully utilized to assess the match between device

and client. The community team has ample time

to co llect and summarize pert inent data which

is required for the procurement of the

equipment. Knowledgeable community teams

implement trial equipment from the moment i t

arrives. With training and technical support

just a phone call away, they are able to make

any necessary changes during the trial.

Therapists report that the organized vocabulary

creates a consistent system which is easier to

teach and learn which encourages independent

exploration. With vocabulary that is pertinent

to their needs and personality, clients are able

to  successfully communicate in a variety of

environments.

DISCUSSION

When the vocabulary selection process is f i rst

proposed  to  the community team, they are

afraid o f  the  t ime  commitment. Once they

begin, they realize the necessity and benefits of

the process. The vocabulary selection process

helps the community team to realize the

varying needs of their clients. It also builds the

team, by requiring everyone to have input. The

vocabulary selected is backed up on disk,

whenever possible, decreasing the time needed

for reprogramming af ter system fai lures and

when a device is purchased. Perti nent

vocabulary allows cl ients to inte rac t

ef fectively, allowing the team to have

appropriate documentation.

The community teams also recognize the benefit

of  the programming service saving them the

time of learning a new piece of  equipment, and

allowing them to concentrate on teaching

vocabulary and communication interaction. The

Assistive Technology Specialist has knowledge of

each piece of equipment and is able to give the
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vocabulary the added charm of laughter,

singing or inf lection. This enables the client to

have fuller expressive capabi lit ies during the

trial.

Timely training enables the corrununity team to

uti lize and apply the learned info rmation whi le

it is f resh in their minds. In addition, i t is less

likely that the staf f receiving the training

would change between the time of training and

equipment arrival.

By maintaining copies of the overlays and

vocabulary list, the Assistive Technology

Specialist can provide personalized direction

over the telephone. This knowledge of the

equipment set up can ease the frustration, often

accompanying phone technical support.

The ef fect of the equipment is proven by

comparing baseline data taken prior to  the trial

to data taken during the trial. This

documentation demonstrates the clients abilities

to utilize the equipment in a manner other than

"testimonial " , which insurance providers

reject. When this documentation is summarized

and put into  statical fo rmat insurance providers

have the factual info rmation for making a

purchase decision.
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Drooling: Current Practices and Future Directions

Janet H. Allaire, MA; John P. Pelegano, MS
Engineering, MD

Kluge Children's Rehabilitation Center
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA

Drooling is  a frequent problem in people
served by rehabilitation engineering. This
problem results in social isolation, narrowed
educational and vocational opportunities and
significant medical problems. There are
limited numbers of therapeutic interventions
which are inconsistently or incompletely
helpful. It is felt that new rehabilitation
engineering approaches to this problem are
possible. This would include development of
accurate measurement techniques, intraoral
prosthetic devices to improve control of
saliva, materials to control wetness and odor
and improved guards and shields. The
recently established Drooling Special Interest
Group (SIG 4) will focus such efforts.

Introduction

Drooling, also known as sialorrhea, is the
unintentional loss of saliva from the mouth.
In babies and young children, drooling is
tolerated until approximately age 4. After
that time, it is considered abnormal
(Crysdate, 1989). During a recent meeting
concerning this topic, a multidisciplinary
group of professionals (physicians and
surgeons, dentists, therapists, teachers,
psychologists, engineers and consumers)
concurred:

"Drooling is both a clinical
sign and symptom that is most
often a consequence of
medical and /or neurological
disorders. In itself, drooling
affects the total will -being of
the individual, and secondarily
it may present problems for
caretakers." Consensus

Statement of the Consortium on Drooling, 1991.

Individuals with cerebral palsy, mental
retardation, craniofacial anomalies and a variety
of neurologic injuries can have difficulty  with
sialorrhea. It is estimated that there is a 10%
incidence of this problem among the total
population of people with cerebral palsy.
Among those who receive rehabilitation
engineering services this percentage would be
expected to be much higher. The incidence
among the other populations is unknown.

Persons with drooling find that it interferes with
the social, vocational and practical aspects of
life. In public, those unfamiliar with people with
disabilities may prefer to avoid visually the
individual with sialorrhea. For the school -aged
child, clothing becomes odoriferous and skin
becomes chafed and macerated. Sialorrhea can
cause problems in school and vocational settings.
Papers can become wet and illegible, electronic
equipment can malfunction and books can
become unusable. Dehydration can be a problem
in those with marginal oral skills and profuse
drooling.

Current Treatments

Interventions to ameliorate drooling include
contributions from the fields of medicine,
therapy, psychology, and engineering. Medically,
various surgeries and pharmacologic agents have
been used to manage this problem. Surgeries
which have been utilized include removal of
some of the salivary glands, relocation of the
salivary ducts or disruption of the nerve supply
to the glands. Increased dental caries and
insufficient saliva to keep the mouth comfortably
moist seem to be disadvantages of these
interventions. Medications such as
anticholinergic agents decrease drooling by
decreasing saliva production. Unfortunately,
these agents effect multiple organs governed by
muscarinic stimulation. Potential side - effects
such as drying of all mucus membranes, blurred
vision, and /or increased body temperature may
be more unpleasant and deleterious than the
drooling itself.
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Physical, occupational and speech /language
therapists and psychologists focus on
improving the individual's skill in swallowing
and controlling saliva. Working with
movement and sensation, therapists pay
special attention to body position and head
control, thereby indirectly influencing
drooling. Some use feeding to facilitate oral
motor functioning, secondarily improving the
handling of one's own saliva. Psychologists
have used learning and behavioral techniques
together with positive reinforcement to
increase swallowing frequency and decrease
drooling in the clinic setting. Once control is
achieved, efforts then switch to generalizing
this control across settings, activities and
caretakers. The efficacy and permanence of
these therapies and behavioral techniques
have been questioned.

Rehabilitation engineering, too, has made
contributions to drooling. These contributions
have focused on positional aids and protective
devices such as computer keyboard guards,
book guards and specialized head rests.

Future Directions

The therapies, surgeries and equipment
outlined above have been helpful to people
with sialorrhea but substantial problems still
exist. Treatments are not curative in the
majority of people. Therapies are often
expensive and can demand significant
commitments of time and effort. Even
people with the necessary resources and
motivation will see only small or transient
improvements in their sialorrhea. Also,
many potential interventions have such
significant side - effects that people either
decide against treatment or discontinue it
once it's started.

Efforts to develop new or improved
treatments face significant obstacles.
Research has been severely hampered by a
lack of adequate techniques to quantify
sialorrhea. To date, many measurement
devices have been bulky and hard for subjects
to ignore. Many are sufficiently technical
that they confine people to research settings.

Efforts to measure drooling by introducing
devices into the oral cavity have been found
to effect both the production and intraoral
management of saliva. For these reasons,
current measurement techniques are suspected of
perturbing the phenomenon they are attempting
to assess.

Research has also attempted to determine whether
individuals with sialorrhea produce excessive
saliva, swallow less frequently or swallow less
efficiently. These studies have also struggled
with questions of accuracy and
reliability. Subjects have needed to be confined

to research settings and their awareness of the
measurement processes raises questions of bias.

The development of quantification devices which
are reliable, portable, non - invasive and allow
people to engage in routine daily activities
remain the most pressing need for adequate
scientific investigation of this problem.
Development of such devices will undoubtedly
fall to rehabilitation engineers in collaboration
with their colleagues in medicine, the therapies
and psychology. Other rehabilitation engineering
needs exist in this area.

Treatment options which utilize intraoral devices
have been considered. There has been initial
design work on an intraoral prosthetic device
(salivary pump). This device would utilize molar
contact and a minute vacuum pump to move
excess saliva from the front to the back of the
mouth. Devices which would rely on capillary
action have also been discussed.

The odor associated with sialorrhea has been
described as a significant social problems. A
number of technological applications may be
possible to help control odors associated with
drooling. Suggestions made by participants at
the Consortium on Drooling (Blasco et al, 1991)
included: 1) the use of odor controlling
chemicals on clothing 2) and the identification of
foods which positively or negatively effect odor.

Chronic clothing wetness contributes to the social
isolation of individuals with sialorrhea
and can also lead to problems with temperature
control, hygiene and skin integrity. It has been
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suggested that the technology currently used
to convert waste liquids to more solid
consistencies (i.e. diaper technology) might
be adapted to solve this problem. This type
of approach might lead to a clothing
treatment much like a fabric softener which
could make garments more tolerant of
wetness.

Other existing materials may also be
applicable to the treatment of sialorrhea. A
non -toxic polymer may already exist which is
capable of absorbing several hundred times
its weight in water. A substance of this type
might be useful intraorally (e.g. in chewing
gum, lozenges, etc.) or extraorally (e.g.
artificial cigarettes, etc.) as a means of
keeping saliva in the mouth or making saliva
easier to direct and swallow.

Though much has been done regarding
shields and guards, improvements in these
devices and increased accessibility of them in
clinics is needed. Further development of
new devices using new materials is felt to be
possible.

CONCLUSION

Sialorrhea (drooling) is a common problem in
persons with disabilities. Though treatments
exist, there are also doubts about their
efficacy, safety and ease of use. It is felt, by
professionals in the area, potentially new and
innovative engineering approaches to this
problem have a great deal of promise.
Research efforts have been hampered by a
lack of adequate measurement devices and, to
a certain extent, by a lack of awareness and
organization among those best able to help.
The recently established Drooling Special
Interest Group (SIG 4) within RESNA will
focus new energy and interest on this
important issue.
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Assessing the Impact of Assistive Technology Using OT FACT Version 2.0

Roger O. Smith, MOT OTR
Trace R &D Center

Abstract
Measuring the impact of assistive technology devices
and services is essential, particularly in this era where
health care funding is being carefully examined and
potentia lly totally reorganized. While  measuring the
functional outcome of assistive technology has always
been critical, few measures  and outcome instruments
have been made available to help assistive technology
practitioners and researchers quantify the impact of
assistive technology. The OT FACT system available
from the American Occupational Therapy Association
provides a software -based measurement and
documentation system which uses the power of modem
computer technology to efficiently quantify functional
performance.  Although OT FACT is built from an
occupational therapy theoretical and practice
orientation, the contributions it makes towards
documenting human performance with regard to the
use of assistive technology is worth examining by other
disciplines from a discipline -free perspective.

Background
Assessing the impact of assistive technology is becoming
more critical as funding. resources are anticipated to
become more scarce and total reorganization of the
health care system is impending. It is essential that
those who provide services in the area of assistive
technology find mechanisms to justify the positive
impact of assistive devices and technology services. The
RESNA Quality Assurance Committee is examining
this issue. Assessing the impact of assistive technology,
however, cannot wait. Many service providers are in
current need of assessment instruments.

Unfortunately, most standard functional assessment
approaches from medical rehabilitation, education, or
independent living are not appropriate for assessing the
impact of assistive technology. Generally speaking,
current assessments do not tease out the assistive
technology variable. Because of the faiulre to control
for assistive technology in the quantification process,
the data which result from these assessments do not
provide impact information. Some current functional
assessments, in fact, do not even score an individual
using assistive technology as fully functional.
Traditional assessments from medical models view
function from an intrinsic human performance
perspective. Thus, if any assistive technology is used,
the person is not independent.

Statement or the Problem
New assessment approaches are necessary to fully
assess the impact of assistive technology devices and
services. Assistive technology interventions have been
acknowledged as legitimate types of methods for
improving independence, productivity, and quality of
life. Better outcome measures are necessary to fully
assess their impact. Such assessments, however, must
be based in theory which includes a functional

performance model, and one which includes assistive
technology as a measured variable.

Approach: The OT FACT Model
The development of OT FACT has a history dating to
1979 when the American Occupational Therapy
Association (AOTA) identified the lack of consistency
in the assessment processes used by occupational
therapists. At that time, AOTA developed its Uniform
Terminology document and a mandate to develop
assessments which use it. Much of the current
OT FACT model has evolved from this initial AOTA
Uniform Terminology. Several versions of OT FACT
have subsequently been developed and its relevance to
measuring the impact of assistive technology has
already been suggested (Smith, 1987).
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Figure  1
Model of OT FACT

Today, OT FACT is available from AOTA as a
software based assessment which covers four levels of
human performance and three domains of function
(Smith, 1990; 1992). Figure 1 shows the overall model
with the hierarchical levels of performance in the center
and the environmental and therapeutic intervention
dimensions off to each side. As can be seen, the  human
performance levels in the center are hierarchically
oriented, where the higher level and most complex
functions are on the top and the more component
ingredients on the bottom. Key concepts of each of the
hierarchical levels are roles, activities, skills, and
components. An example of an item on the role
integration level is role disruption. If someone has
encountered some trauma such as in a motor vehicle
accident, many of their current life roles may be
severely disrupted and would be reflected on this level.
The second level includes life activities. Classical ADU
and IADL components such as community integration,
homemaking, vocational, and educational activities fit
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into  this  level. T he th ird  le vel in c lud es  integ rated  s kills

which c o nt rib ute to  the  ind ep e nd e nc e o r d ep end e nc e  o f
an ind ivid ua l o n t he ac t ivity level. Examp les  o f ite ms  o n
this  level are ha nd  fu nc tio n  and  p ro b le m s o lving.
Las tly,  the b o tto m level is  that  o f c o mp o nents  whic h is
c lo s er to  the p hys io lo gic al and  anat o mic al as p ec ts  o f
hu ma n p e r fo r man c e . Items  s uc h as  range o f mo tio n,
s tre ngth ,  en d ura nc e,  and  me mo ry  lie  o n this  lev el.

F igure 2 s ho ws  an exc erp t o f a mo re d etailed
b re akd o wn  o f  th e c ate go r ies .  T he numb er  o f  q u es t io n
in the  exp an d ing o utline  s et  in vers io n 1. X was  aro und
300. T his  numb e r has  trip led  fo r ve rs io n 2.0.
OT  F ACT  us e s  a n ex p an d in g o u tline t o  p res e nt the
c atego ries  and  d efinit io ns  and  a  s traightfo rward
tric h o to mo us  s c ale.  T o ge ther ,  the s e fo rm a  d ec is io n
b ranc h ing q ues tio ning  s ys t em an d  a t ec hniq ue c alled
tric ho tomo us  tailo red  sub  - b ranc hing s c o ring (T T S S ).
T his  p e rmits  the us e r o f t he as s es s ment  a rap id  and
reliab le way  o f c o llec ting the d ata.

Key to  th e us e o f  OT  F ACT  in relat io n to  a s s is t ive
tec hno lo gy is  a c o nc ep t that  OT  F ACT  s ho uld  b e s c o red
twic e: firs t  fro m an environment freeperspective, an d
s ec o nd  in an environment- adjusted perspective. T his
d ual d ata s et  d is c riminate s  the imp ac t o f as s is t ive
tec hno lo gy as  o p p o s ed  to  the  therap y,  reha b ilitat io n o r
ed uc a tio na l c o n trib u tio n to  imp ro v ing t he fu nc tio n o f
an ind ivid ua l.  F ig ure  3 hig hlight s  h o w OT  F AC T  d ata
may p re s ent o ver t ime fo r  an in d ivid u al who  has  a
s evere injury,  s uc h as  a high s p inal c o rd  injury,  d uring
their r ehab ili tat io n b ac k t o war d s  ind ep en d en c e. T h e
b o tto m lin e o f  the figu re highlig hts  the imp ro vemen t o f

an ind iv id ua l o v er t ime in t heir  int rins ic  p erfo rman c e.
T his  mean s  ho w th eir intrins ic  ab ilit ies  an d  s kills
imp r o ve  wit ho u t a ny e nviro nment al as s is ta nc e
(inc lu d ing as s is t ive tec hn o lo gy ).  T h e to p  line
d emo n s tra tes  t he p ers o n' s  o vera ll fu nc tio nal
p erfo rmanc e whe n as s is t iv e tec hno lo gy an d /o r o ther
en viro nmen t al  int er v en tio n s  ar e  inc lu d e d .  OT  F AC T
imp lements  t his  c o nc ep t  when a file is  lo ad ed  to  b egin a
d ata c o llec tio n s et . It  req uires  the as s es s o r to  s tate
whic h p er s p ec tive is  b eing us ed  d uring the p a rt ic ular

as s es s ment.

OT  F ACT  also  allo ws  fo r o ther co - variate typ es  o f
sc o ring (Rus t & S mith,  1992).  A variety o f c o - variates
can b e us ed as  a fo c us  to  s c o re Level 2 of OT  F ACT .
T hes e inc lud e tas k attrib utes  s uc h as  s afety,  rate of
p erfo rmanc e,  ju d geme nt d u ring  ac tivit ie s ;  c o mp o ne nts ,
s uc h as  p ain,  range o f mo tio n,  memo ry; o r  o ther
imp ortant d imensio ns  s uc h as  s elf  -  s atis fac tio n.
OT  F ACT  inc lud es  a s p e c ial no tat io n s o  it  may b e us ed
as  a s elf  -  s atis fac tion sc ale where ind ivid ual c lients  c an
as s es s  eac h o f their d aily living ac tivit ies  (b o th p ers o nal
c are and  o c c up atio nal ro le relate d  ac tivit ies ) o n  a s c ale
of c o mp letely s atis fied ,  s o mewhat s atis fied ,  and  no t at
all s atis fied . This  p ro vid es  a q uantified  s atis fac tio n

o u tc o me.

Vers io n 2.0
In 1993,  OT  F ACT  is  b eing up grad ed  to  a vers io n 2.0.
T he init ial ve rs io n was  ava ilab le o n  MS  DOS  mac hines .
Vers io n  2.0 is  d es ign ed  to  r un und e r eithe r Ap p le
Mac into s h o r Mic ro s o ft  Wind o ws  o p erating  s ys tems .
S everal  featur es  no w have e xtend ed  the c a p ab ilit ies  o f

I. ROLE INTEGRATION
11. ACTIVITIES OF PERFORMANCE

A. PERSONAL CARE ACTIVITIES
1 Cleanliness, Hyg. & Appear,
2 Medical and Health Mgmt. Act.
3 Nutrit ion Activities
4 Sleep and Rest Activities
5 Mobility Activities
6 Communication Activities.

B. OCCUPATIONAL ROLE RELATED ACTS,
1 Home Management Activities
2 Consumer Activities
3 Educational Activities

a. Studentship Acquis. Acts.
b. Studentship Malnt. Acts.

1 ) Campus /school mob.
2) Participates
3) Stores  materials
4) Records information
5) Studies
6) Tools & supplies

aa. Writing utensils
bb. Computers
cc. Books & Ntbks.
dd. Fasteners
ee. Math tools
If. Science tools
gg. Soo. studies tools
hh. PE equipment
li. Art supplies

U. Music supplies
7) Non - classroom

4 Employmt & Voluntr Prep Acts.
5 Caregiving Activities
6 Employer Activities
7 Community Activities
8 Avocational Activities /Play

III. INTEGRATED SKILLS OF PERFORMANCE
A. MOTOR INTEGRATION SKILLS
B. SENSORY-MTR INTEGRATION SKILLS
C. COGNITIVE INTEGRATION SKILLS
D. SOCIAL INTEGRATION SKILLS
E PSYCHOLOGICAL INTEGRATION SKILLS

IV. COMPONENTS OF PERFORMANCE
A. NEUROMUSCULAR COMPONENTS
B. SENSORY AWARENESS COMPONENTS
C. COGNITIVE COMPONENTS
D. SOCIAL COMPONENTS
E PSYCHOLOGICAL COMPONENTS

V. ENVIRONMENT

F ig u r e  2

O T  F AC T  O u t l in e  E x c e r p t

OT  F AC T . Briefly,  thes e inc lud e inc reas e d  d etail  in the
q ues t io n s et  makin g it  mo re  s en s it iv e to  p ar t ic ular a reas
of as s is t ive tec hnolo gy s ervic e d elivery and  p rac tic e.
Vers io n 2.0 als o  inc lud e s  a rep o rt  writ ing mo d ule whic h
as s is ts  ind ivid u als  in c o mp iling  the d emo grap hic  and  the
func tio nal p e rfo rman c e d at a a nd  imp o rting b o iler  p late
interp r etatio n s ,  go als ,  and  p lans  t o  exp ed ite the  rep o rt
writ ing p ro c es s .  Inc reas ed  a tten tio n  to  the
envir o nmen tal-  ad ju s ted  s c o r ing and  t he d o c ume nted
us e o f as s is t ive tec hn o lo gy has  b een mad e av ailab le in
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the version 2.0. This includes the overt identification of
which type of scoring is being used, as well as the
inclusion of general memos; a specific memo to
document which assistive technology was used, and a
memo about the type of assistance which is provided.
In both version 1.X and 2.0 versions, OT FACT
provides several methods for portraying the functional
assessment data in tabular summaries, bar graphs, and

line graphs.

Figure 3
Environment -Free and Environment- Adjusted

Performance Over Time
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Implications
OT FACT is a computer -based assessment which has a
comprehensive set of questions relating to the overall
functional performance of an individual, and a
mechanism for teasing out the impact of assistive
technology devices. OT FACT has evolved out of an
occupational therapy model viewing the overall
performance of an individual and is designed from an
occupational therapy human performance theory.
OT FACT acknowledges that most traditional medical
rehabilitation and other functional assessments do not
adequately tease out the impact of assistive technology.
Occupational therapy practice has historically applied
assistive technology interventions for many decades,
and thus has integrated the quantification of this
intervention.

Discussion
While OT FACT is an occupational therapy oriented
assessment and documentation system built from an
occupational therapy theoretical perspective, many of
the theoretical elements of this perspective are
compatible with a discipline -free assistive technology
philosophy. The computer based platform has also
enabled the OT FACT assessment to use an entirely
new way of documenting functional outcome using the
TTSS technique. OT FACT was not feasible to
administer in traditional paper and pencil functional
assessments formats of the past. OT FACT, and

particularly version 2.0, will be an important instrument
for assistive technologists to examine as it may be a
method which would be helpful to assess the impact of
assistive technology in the short term. While the
RESNA Quality Assurance Committee and the
RESNA as a whole may develop quality assurance
policies and procedures, including recommendations for
outcome measurement, OT FACT is an instrument
designed to deal with many of the current measurement
questions posed today.
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Calibration and Force Correction of the
F-ScanTM Foot Pressure Measurement System
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ABSTRACT

The F- ScanTM system is a computerized, in -shoe measure-
ment tool used to record plantar pressure distribution
patterns  during s tanding and walking. This  project
compared three methods for calibrating the system; static
calibration using total body weight (method I), dynamic
calibration using total body weight (method II), and static
calibration using free weights loaded over a fixed area for
a specific  t ime (method 1II). We also compared the
uncorrected force values to values using simultaneously
recorded ground reaction force  data , obtained from a
force platform. These techniques were evaluated in a
group of ten normal volunteers. The results showed that
the method of calibration can significantly affect the force
prediction capability of the unmodified F- ScanTM system.
If force  correction using simultaneously recorded force
platform data  i s  incorporated, the  force  predic tion
capability of the system is significantly improved, and is
less  sens itive  to the type of calibration scheme.  We
conclude that dynamic calibration combined with force
platform correction gives the most accurate results from
the F- ScanTM system in its current configuration.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of plantar pressures between the foot and
the floor during locomotion is  an important c linical
quantity for assessing gait abnormalities associated with
many conditions. It is especially useful in the c linical
management of diabetic patients with peripheral
neuropathies, who are at risk for developing foot ulcers.

Several techniques  for dy namically measuring foot
pressure during walking have been devised [Alexander,
et. al., 19901, however, most systems fall into two distinct
categories; pla tform based measurement sys tems and
insole  measurement sys tems . As  the  name implies ,
platform based systems measure plantar pressures using
a fixed measurement pla tform mounted flush to the
walking surface. Regardless  of the type and density of
the sensor array used to transduce pressure, all platform
based systems are of limited clinical value since only the
structure  in direct contact with the  pla tform can be
measured. This  precludes  tes ting subjects  in their
potenti a lly d amaging footwear, and e liminates the
possibili ty of evaluating the  effectiveness of pressure
reducing orthotic devices.

All insole based systems can overcome this problem, but
historically at the expense of resolution and repeatability.
The F- ScanTM system (Tekscan Inc., Boston MA), is an
improv ement over previous insole systems, due
primarily to the  development of proprie tary sensor
technology [Podoloff & Benjamin, 19891. The system uses

a thin (0.004'), disposable shoe insert, designed with two
layers of conductive ink, each photolithographed with
parallel traces on a mylar substrate. The two layers are
arranged perpendicular to each other to produce a grid
of 960 pressure sens itive cells spaced 0.1" apart.
Technical information obtained from the company states
that the sensors have high spatia l accuracy, low
hysteresis, and linearity of 5 %.

First generation F- ScanTM systems measured one foot at a
time, and could not be calibrated in the field. Cranmer
and Patterson [1992) tested the accuracy of this system
and found a  hys teres is  of l0% for loading below 50
pounds, but the hysteresis increased to ±20% at a load of
100 pounds. Rose and colleagues [19921 used the first
generation sys tem and found it  to be  a  reproducible
pressure  measurement system in normal tes t subjects
under certain conditions. However, different sensors
produced different results in the same subject, suggesting
that individual sensor calibration was required. Our own
experience with the  first generation system is consistent
with these findings . Second generation sys tems
introduced in January of 1992 corrected some of these
problems by redesigning the sensor to use a more pliable
substrate, and included a technique for individual sensor
calibration in the  fie ld. Unfortunately, the  prescribed
method of calibration (enter body weight of the subject,
then record data while the subject stands on one foot) was
found to consistently underestimate the actual total force,
when compared to s imu ltaneous force platform
recordings. Apparently, a new calibration procedure was
needed for the F- ScanTM system to be used for reliable
quantification of plantar surface pressures.

The purpose of this study was to compare three different
methods of calibration, and to determine if using a force
platform in conjunction with F- ScanTM recording could
correct for known and unknown system inaccuracies.

METHODS

u ' ts: Ten young adults (4 males, 6 females) with no
history of previous gait pathology ( "normal ") volunteered
for this s tudy. They had a mean age of 26.0 t 6.3 years
and a mean weight of 147.7 t 29.8 pounds. All subjects
read and signed the informed consent form approved by
the Institutional Review Board at the University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center.

Calibration Methods: The three  calibra tion methods
tested in this study are described as follows. In method I,
the subject was asked to stand on the attached F- ScanTM
sensor with one foot, while an investigator recorded the
senso r val ues  us ing the  cali bra ti on fu ncti on of  the
software. This  is the  procedure  documented in the  F-
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ScanTM operators manual. Method II required the subject
to s tand on the opposite foot, wait  for a signal from the
operator, and then transfer to the domina nt foo t.
Immediately upon accepting weight on the tes t foot, the
operator samp led the sensor and recorded the
calibration file. This is cons idered "dynamic"
calibration since the sensor is only loaded for an instant
pri or  t o rec ordi ng a calibration value. Calibration
method III used static free weights equal to the subject's
body weight applied to a 3.0 in2 area in the center of the
sensor, prior to attaching the sensor to the subject's foot.
Weight was  applied with a  block and tackle , and the
calibration sample was recorded exactly 5 seconds after
load application. Three separate ly acquired cali-
bration files  were recorded for each method and each
subject, and then averaged to obtain the  calibration file
to be used for each subject's subsequent recording.

Testing Procedure: Each subject arrived at the laboratory
at t he  time of  their  schedu led  app ointme nt wear ing
comfortable  clothing. Height and weight were recorded
in the  cu s t omary wa y. Trac ings  were  ma de of the
subject 's  dominant foot, with the outline used to cut a
fresh F -ScanTM sensor to the exact size. The edges  of
each sensor were  then re inforced with paper tape, to
prevent the individual mylar layers  from delaminating,
as  we  hav e p re vi ou s l y o bs erve d. The sensor was
attached to the  plantar surface of the subject's bare foot
us ing double  s ided tape, and then covered with a  thin
nylon stocking to secure it in place. The system was then
calibrated in the manner described above for method I.
Each subject was asked to walk at a normal, comfortable
velocity down a 9 meter gait lane a ligned with the force
pla tfo rm, unt il three "acceptable" passes were
completed. The deta ils of the  force  recording sys tem
have been described previously [Carollo, 19921. For this
study, "acceptable" is defined as a  pass where only the
test foot is  in contact with the  force pla tform, with no
porti on of  the  foot  s tra ddling the  sur round ing f loor
structure. Plantar pressure and ground reaction force data
were recorded s imultaneously for each acceptable pass,
and stored on disk for later analysis. This procedure was
then repeated for calibration method II and calibration
method III.

Data  Analys is: All F- ScanTM and force platform data
were transferred from local disk storage to a network file
server for analysis. For uncorrected data, the internal F-
ScanTM scaling factors  used to convert binary sensor
recordings into either pressure or force results were left
unmodified. In this  way, the difference between force
data from F- ScanTM and force  data from t he force
platform reflected the a bili t y of the  uncor recte d F-
ScanTM system to measure vertical ground reaction forces.
For corrected data, the scaling factors were modified by
multiplying by a correction factor obtained by sampling
the force  magnitude a t loading response (firs t peak),
mids tance (firs t valley), and terminal s tance (second
peak) of each measurement pair of vertical force curves,
averaging these three values, and then taking a ratio of
average F- ScanTM force to average force platform force.
In the  case  where  the  two force  recordings  produced
identical average force  values , the  correction factor
would equal one, thus leaving the scaling factor

unmodified. Using the new scaling factor, corrected force
curves were plotted us ing the s tandard F- ScanTM
software. The difference between the F -ScanTM and force
platform force  at loading response was  then calcula ted
for both uncorrected and corrected force values.

Separate one -way ANOVAs were used to determine if
there  were  s ignificant differences  between the  three
calibration methods  in the  uncorrected and corrected
force difference data. If significance was shown, post -
hoc testing us ing the Tukey HSD was used to determine
which calibration methods were significantly different.

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics associated with the loading
response peak are shown below. Average force difference
data between F- ScanTM and force  platform measured
forces  are  reported as mean t  SD for each calibration
method and for uncorrected and corrected force.

Method I Method H Method III
avg. force avg. force avg. force
difference difference difference

(mean t SD) (mean t  SD) (mean t SD)

Uncorrected 69,17 t 33.01 46.71 ± 25.34 102.0 t 35.80

Corrected 7.45 t 3.49 7.82 t 4.10 8.11 t 6.21

A comparison of uncorrected to corrected values for each
method shows clearly that force  correction can improve
the accuracy of the F- ScanTM system, regardless of the
calibration method employed.

Results of the one -way ANOVAs for uncorrected and cor-
rected force  differences  are  shown in the  following
tables.

ANOVA Summary for Uncorrected Force Data
source df SS MS F Prob.

between groups 2 15463.6 7731.8 7.70 0.002

within groups 27 27121.0 1004.5

ANOVA Summary for Corrected Force Data
source df SS MS F Prob.

between groups 2 2.24 1.12 0.05 0.95
within groups 27 608.21 22.52

As shown in the  firs t  t able , t here  was  a  s ignificant
difference between the three calibra tion methods  when
the peak loading response force values are taken directly
from F- ScanTM without correction. From the Tukey HSD
multiple comparisons tes t, the most significant
difference was found between method 1I and method III
(p = 0.002). There  was  not a  s ignificant difference
between either method I and III (p = 0.071) or method I
and II (p = 0.270). As shown in the second table, we found
no significant difference between calibration methods if
force correction is applied to the raw F- ScanTM data.
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DISCUSSION

Previous  studies  and personal experience have shown
that the unmodified, second generation F- ScanTM system
suffers from problems of non - linearity, moderate
hysteresis, and temporal decay. During calibration, the
force sample  recorded can be affected by temperature,
and the amount, pos ition, and area of the applied load.
The calibration scheme recommended by the manufac-
turer (method 1) seemed intuitively flawed, since it did
not control for any of these variables. For this reason, we
devised a dynamic calibration scheme (method I1) and a
static calibration scheme that would control for amount,
position, and area of the applied load (method III).

The results of this study suggest that controlling for some
of the kno wn inaccuracies of the sys tem dur ing
calibration may not yie ld significantly better force
prediction than the manufacturer's suggested calibration
scheme. Although slightly better at predic ting force in
the  unco rre cted  mod e when compare d to  me thod  I,
dynamic calibration using method lI is not s ignificantly
more effective . The gross ly underes timated force
predic tion of method III suggests that even accurate ly
applied and pos itioned sta tic loads can not be used for
calibration. After observing this, it is probably incorrect
to c lass ify method I as  a "static" calibra tion scheme.
The process of balancing on one foot loads the sensor in an
indeterminant way, which from a sta tic  standpoint is
uncontrolled, but from a  dynamic s tandpoint may be
precisely what the sensor requires to accurately scale the
resulting recorded values. The unique des ign of the  F-
ScanTM sensor offers unparalleled measurement capabil-
ity in an insole system. However, it  has  unusual tran-
sient characteristics  in practice , and since its  response
changes dynamically, i t  appears  it  mus t be calibra ted
dynamically to o bta in rea sonabl e  r esu lts  when not
corrected with the use of an external instrument.

An unexpected outcome of this study is the robust nature
of the force correction using a modified scaling factor.
When force  correction is  used, there is  no significant
difference between the  calibra tion methods  s tudied.
Force scaling can even salvage data  calibrated with the
obvious ly inferior technique of method III. It  may be
argued that this would be expected s ince our reference
value is the force platform recording, which is also being
used to rescale the F- ScanTM data. However, it  should
be understood that only three  crit ica l points  from the
force platform recording were used to derive the
modified scaling factor, not the entire curve. Had all
values comprising the F- ScanTM curve been compared
with correspo nding force  p la tform data  points , this
argument would have merit. By modifying the internal
scaling factor ra ther than the entire  curve, the raw data
is  left  untouched, and only the  manner in which it  is
converted to force by the standard F- ScanTM software is
changed. This  approach has the added advantage of
still making available the full complement of F- ScanTM
functions common to the original software, which would
be lost if the data was merely transformed externally to
the  program. Using force  platform data  as  the  "gold
standard" is a lso warranted, since Winter (1987]  has
shown that this  type of data has  the  lowest coeffic ient

of varia tion both within and between subjects , when
compared to other outcome measurements.

It  should be  noted, however, that this  s tudy compared
forces and not pressures, for which the F- ScanTM system
was originally des igned. When a shoeless foot covered
by an F- ScanTM sensor is in direct contact with a force
platform, it is safe to assume both devices are measuring
the same quantity; vertical load. It is therefore appro-
priate  to compare these  two sys tems under this  unique
condition. Unfortunate ly, there  is no human measure-
ment analog to this in regard to pressure measurement.
Since force and pressure are related by a constant (area),
i t  is  ass umed that what  hol ds for force  holds  for
pressure. This will be addressed in a future study.

CONCLUSION

In co nclu s ion, this  s tudy  shows that t he  metho d of
calibration can s ignificantly affect the force prediction
capability of the unmodified or uncorrected F- ScanTM
plantar pressure measurement system. However, if force
correction using simultaneously recorded force platform
data is incorporated, the force  prediction capability of
the system is significantly impro ved, and is less
sens itive  to the  type of calibra tion scheme. Future
studies  will  address the  affect calibra tion has  on the
pressure  predic tion capability of the system, and will
try to identify a calibration procedure that can improve
the performance of the unmodified system.
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STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN THE ANKLE -FOOT ORTHOSIS
DURING PATHOLOGICAL GAIT DUE TO "DROP- FOOT"
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ABSTRACT

Pathological motion of the
ankle -foot complex presents a
maj ^r problem in the rehabili-
tation of stroke patients. They
often develop "drop- foot ", a
problem involving excessive and
uncontrolled plantar flexion.
An ankle -foot orthosis (AFO) is
prescribed to constrain and
inhibit this abnormal motion.
Because of a lack of knowledge
of the stress distribution in
the AFO, the fitting process in
today's practice is still based
on trial and error, and AFO
break down due to fatigue
remains a significant problem.
Therefore, a 3 -D finite element
stress analysis was conducted
and stress distribution in the
AFO was determined.

BACKGROUND

The ankle -foot complex of the human
body is a complex, multi -joint
structure which determines motion
between the foot and the shank.
Pathological conditions such as
stroke contribute to abnormal ro-
tations at the ankle -foot complex
that affect a person's ability to
walk. For example, the "drop- foot"
developed by the stroke patient
creates excessive and uncontrolled
motion at the ankle joint during
heel strike. More specifically,
drop -foot is characterized by ex-
cessive and uncontrolled Achilles
tendon force and excessive plantar
flexion often leading to toe strike
instead of heel strike during the
stance phase of the gait.

AFOs have been prescribed to al-
leviate the drop -foot problem. In
current clinical applications, the
AFOs are generally made from a va-
riety of thermoplastic materials
like polypropylene, and are custom
fitted to the patient. However, this
fitting process is based on trial
and error procedures which cause
pain and are time consuming. Problem
of AFO break down due to fatigue is

also significant because of lack of
knowledge of the stress distribution
in the AFO. Reddy et al. (4) and Lam
et al. (2) formulated a 2 -D model of
the AFO complex which assumed sym-
metry of the device. In reality,
however, orthoses are not symmetric.
The objective of the present study
was to develop and simulate a 3 -D
finite element model (FEM) of the
AFO complex to identify locations of
stress concentrations during "drop -
foot".

METHOD

A 3 -D FEM of a clinically available
AFO system was developed using
PATRAN (3). 3 -D finite element
analysis (FEA) of the 3 -D FEM of the
AFO system was conducted using ADINA
(1). Pathological conditions of
drop -foot were simulated.

A 3 -D FEA mesh totaling 323 elements
and 596 nodes was generated. Eight
node isoparametric brick elements
were used for the AFO, soft tissue,
and foot bones. Two node truss ele-
ments were used for ligaments of the
foot (Figure 1).

The upper boundary of the leg was
assumed to be at one third of the
height of the normal leg above the
ankle joint (Figure 1). This upper
boundary was constrained in all
planes. The upper boundary of the
orthosis was also constrained in all
planes. The tibia was surrounded by
soft tissue and was connected to the
foot by ligaments. A vertical direc-
tion of motion between the tibia and
soft tissue was assumed. The weight
of the foot was simulated by mass
proportional loading conditions.
Ground reaction forces of heel
strike, toe strike, and toe -off
during the stance phase were simu-
lated by concentrated nodal forces.
Achilles tendon force and flexor and
extensor muscle forces were also
simulated by concentrated nodal
forces.

RESULTS

The results indicated that the maxi-
mum compressive stress was highly
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concentrated in the heel region of
the AFO during the heel strike
(Figure 2). Maximum tensile stress
was highly concentrated in the neck
region during toe -off (Figure 3).
Maximum shear stress was also highly
concentrated in the neck region
during toe -off (Figure 4). Toe
strike produced high tensile stress
in the neck region as well. In addi-
tion, the magnitude and location of
stress concentration in the AFO
varied with a change of the ground
contact point during heel strike.
However, the magnitude and location
of stress concentration was not sig-
nificantly altered during toe -off.

With increasing Achilles tendon
force (simulating excessive force
that act on the Achilles tendon due
to drop- foot), the magnitude of the
peak stress in the AFO was in-
creased. However, the magnitude and
location of the peak stresses were
insensitive to ligament stiffness
(simulating drop- foot).

Fi gu re  1 . Th e cr o ss - se ct io na l vi e w of  t he  F in it e
Ele me nt  M od el  o f th e An kl e -F oo t Or th os is  s ys te m.

DISCUSSION

In the field of rehabilitation engi-
neering, the major goal is to re-
store the patient's ability to func-
tion normally during daily activi-
ties, as well as to provide comfort.
The present study clearly demon-
strated the capability of the finite
element modelling technique to im-
prove orthotic devices intended to
mitigate the functional deficit
known as drop -foot.

The present results represent the
first 3 -D FEA of the AFO complex.

Notwithstanding the rudimentariness
of this analysis, stress concentra-
tion in the orthosis can be pre-
dicted by the FEA of the AFO system,
thus adding powerful new tools to
current clinical techniques of AFO
design and fitting. The present
findings are consistent with earlier
2 -D FEA results. In addition, this
3 -D FEM has the capability of pre-
dicting medial- lateral variations of
the stress concentration in the AFO.
The results have also clearly shown
that the stress distributions are
not symmetric. This is due to the
asymmetric geometry of the AFO
itself.
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Fi g u re  2 .  C o m pr e s s iv e  s tr e s s c o n to u r s  i n  th e  A FO  o f
he e l  st r i k e ( g r o un d  c on t a c t p o i n t:  c e nt e r  of  t h e
he e l ) d u r in g  t he  s ta n c e  p h a s e u n d er  s ta t i c  a n a l ys i s .

The present results of drop -foot
revealed that a high compressive
stress is concentrated at the center
of the heel of the AFO during heel
strike, with the ground contact
point located at the center of the
heel (Figure 2). But, a high com-
pressive stress is concentrated at
the neck area between the middle
lateral and lower lateral edge of
the neck of the AFO during heel
strike, with the ground contact
point located at the lateral side of
the heel. A high tensile stress is
concentrated in the neck region of
the AFO during toe -off (Figure 3).
Also, high tensile stress is concen-
trated in the neck region during toe
strike. In addition, high shear
stress is concentrated in the neck
region during toe -off (Figure 4).
These results suggest that the AFO
is likely to fail in the neck re-
gion. This prediction is consistent
with clinical observations.
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P a r a m e t r i c  a n a l y s i s  r e v e a l e d  t h a t
m e c h a n i c a l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  f o o t
p l a y  a n  i m p o r t a n t  r o l e  i n  d e t e r -
m i n i n g  s t r e s s  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i n  t h e
A F O .  T h e  e x c e s s i v e  f o r c e s  e x e r t e d  i n

t h e  A c h i l l e s  t e n d o n  b e c a u s e  o f  d r o p  -
f o o t ,  h a d  a  p r o f o u n d  e f f e c t  o n  t h e
s t r e s s  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  A  l a r g e  f o r c e
e x e r t e d  i n  t h e  A c h i l l e s  t e n d o n  r e -
s u l t e d  i n  e x t r e m e l y  h i g h  c o m p r e s s i v e
s t r e s s  i n  t h e  h e e l  r e g i o n ,  h i g h  t e n -
s i l e  s t r e s s  i n  t h e  s i d e  a r c  e d g e ,
a n d  h i g h  s h e a r  s t r e s s  i n  t h e  n e c k
r e g i o n  o f  t h e  A F O . H o w e v e r ,  t h e  m e -
c h a n i c a l  p r o p e r t y  o f  l i g a m e n t s  d o e s
n o t  h a v e  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t  o n  t h e
p e a k  s t r e s s  i n  t h e  A F O .
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Fi g u r e  3 .  Te n s i l e  s t re s s  c o n t o ur s  i n  t h e  A F O  o f  t o e
of f  ( g r o u n d  c o n t a c t  p o i n t : in n e r  f r on t  e d g e ) du r i n g
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In the present study, one type of
orthosis was analyzed. The anatomy
of the foot and the actual geometry
of the AFO for a given patient can
be derived from MRI or biplanar X-
ray studies. Although the present
study was a comprehensive one, me-
chanical properties in the analysis
were assumed to be linear. In re-
ality, the soft tissue and the liga-
ments are anisotropic, nonlinear,
viscoelastic, and discontinuous with
several inhomogeneities. Moreover,
the magnitude of the actual stress
developed in the AFO is dependent on
the patient's physique and type of
activity. For example, the magnitude
o f  t h e  p e a k  s t r e s s  i n  t h e  A F O  c o u l d
b e  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  a l t e r e d  w i t h  s t a i r
cl i m b in g ,  r un n i n g,  a n d  / o r  we i g h t
l i f t i n g .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  f a t i g u e  l i f e

o f  t h e  A F O  c a n  b e  p r e d i c t e d  f r o m
k n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  m a g n i t u d e s  o f  p e a k
s t r e s s e s .  T h u s ,  t h e  F E A  i s  t h e  t o o l
o f  c h o i c e  a n d  c a n  b e  e a s i l y  u s e d  b y
e x p e r i e n c e d  c l i n i c i a n s .
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Measurement of Muscle Fatigue for Optimized
Overloading in Exercise Therapy

Dusan Simsik, Ph.D., Jozef Zivcak, M.Eng.
Department of Measurement and Regulation

Technical University of Kosice
SLOVAKIA

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a concept for the design of a reha-
bilitation device based on a novel sensor which mea-
sures the surface shape of a patient muscle group. It is
proposed that this shape follows changes in cross -sec-
tional areas of the muscle during an exercise cycle.

The device will be used in the long -term measurement
of the effects of exercise, and in the short -term assess-
ment of muscle fatigue.
The device will be used in conjunction with diagnos-
tic and training apparatus designed at the Technical
University of Kosice in Slovakia.

BACKGROUND

Many devices used in physical therapy and rehabilita-
tion or sports medicine use the monitoring and pro-
cessing of movement parameters for the control and
evaluation of exercise training. Some of these devices
also have functions for the testing of muscle strength,
range of movement, and work done. Such a device,
similar in concept to Cybex, Kin -Trex, or Artromot,
has been designed by the Department of Measurement
and Regulation at the Technical University of Kosice.
With such devices, one can pursue the study of the ad-
vantages of hydraulic, isokinetic, isotonic, or isomet-
ric loading methods where the basic approach is to
accommodate the subject's strength with the appro-
priate loading method. But in such cases, it is difficult
to control and maintain the loading and movement
pattern, especially involving a damaged muscle
group.
For such devices to be effective, it is important to dy-
namically assess short-term fatigue within a therapy
session.

FATIGUE ASPECTS IN EXERCISE

If increasing muscle load is to result in efficient mus-
cle training, it is necessary to increase muscle strength
and endurance. However, overloading and fatigue can
create higher risk, especially for muscles which have
been immobilized. It is necessary to ensure conditions
for safe overloading which will build strength while
preventing excessive fatigue and muscle fiber dam-
age.
This problem is solved by starting with low loading in
the isometric contractions mode or by using technics
like hydraulic resistance equipment [Guffey(1990),
Grimby(1985), deVries(1978), Basmajian(1984)].
The treatment efficiency depends on rehabilitation

staff experiences and patient cooperation.
It is commonly accepted that the adequate load for ef-
ficient training is that which a subject is able to repeat
10 times. The concept of progressive resistance exer-
cise was introduced by de Lorme [de Lorme, 1945].
His training was based on the use of weights that were
lifted for 10 repetitions. He called this weight the ten
repetition maximum -10 RM. This means it is neces-
sary for a muscle group to be in a fatigued state a the
end of ten repetitions. The magnitude of the weight is
adjusted for the subject's immediate conditions. As
the subject's muscle strength increases with repeated
therapy, the weight must be adjusted to maintain the
correct degree of overloading. The selection of the
proper weight is important since an excessive load
level can be dangerous.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Many authors have analyzed the advantages and dis-
advantages of particular contraction modes used for
rehabilitation exercises [Grimby(1985), Kottke &Leh -
mann(1990), McArdle(1991), deVries(1978), Basma-
jian(1984), and others]. The key question remains
how to make an exercise highly efficient without
causing damage. Muscle fatigue is one of the most im-
portant factors for a appropriate solution to this prob-
lem. The muscle fatigue level is assessed by tracking
the number of exercise repetitions (endurance), by as-
sessing the accommodated load level (strength), by
evaluating, upon completion of task, the total work
done (integration of endurance and strength), and by
measuring the EMG.
The EMG method seems to be complicated for daily
use on training machines, but there is no other known
approach for using a real -time data to follow the effect
of short-term muscle fatigue. It is this problem which
has led to the examination of an alternative measure
of muscle fatigue. Under consideration are different
muscle properties which follow a muscle fatigue pro-
cess.
Muscle contraction leads to a change in the cross -sec-
tional area of the muscle (Zivcak et al 1992). During
the fatigue process, muscle contractions and cross -
sectional area decrease in magnitude. Quantifying the
volume parameters of a muscle maymake it possible
to identify its fatigue level with a higher degree of ob-
jectivity than using the subject's assessment of fa-
tigue. The fatigue progress could also be followed in
real time during an exercise procedure.
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DESIGN CONCEPT

The Department of Measurement and Regulation has
been engaged in the development of training and di-
agnostic equipment for use in Slovak rehabilitation
clinics. The design principle behind such devices is to
seek modularity in order to reduce complexity and
cost, while providing only the essential features need-
ed in the specific therapy. It is also desirable to use lo-
cal components and allow the components to be
manufactured within Slovakia.
In conjunction with the training device, a prototype of
a muscle surface sensor has been developed. This de-
vice senses the contour of the muscle bulge as the
muscle is contracted. This surface contour is related to
the muscle volume, and hence the muscle crossection-
al area.
The device consists of 2 flexible rubber units each
containing a 16X16 matrix of electrical contacts
which are connected to a microcomputer. One unit
placed over the muscle to be studied, and the second
over the antagonist muscle. The units are held in place
by elastic straps so that when the muscle is relaxed,
none of the electrical contacts are active.
When the muscle contracts, the resulting bulge in the
surface of the skin causes some of the contacts to
close. The microcomputer detects these closures and
records a 2- dimensional representation of the contour
of the bulge.
During a therapy session, the contours of the surface
bulges produced by the repeated muscle contractions
are recorded. These contours are expected to remain
reasonable constant as the muscle is exercised, until
the muscle begins to fatigue. When fatigue occurs,
there is a decrease in muscle activation which results
in a decreased crossectional area. This is reflected in
a decrease in the size of the surface bulge.
With such a device, it is possible to measure changes
in muscle fatigue during exercise.

USES FOR THE DEVICE

The new sensor will be used to monitor the fatigue
status of a muscle being tested or trained. The avail-
ability of a real -time measurement will allow more ac-
curate determination of the overloading parameters,
and allow for optimization of the training regime.
In addition to the short -term assessment of muscle fa-
tigue, this sensor will provide an alternative method to
assess the long -term improvement due to training. In-
creased muscle contraction (as the result of proper
training) will result in overall increase in muscle cros-
sectional area, and will be seen as increased contour
of surface bulge during contraction.
These data will be recorded for each subject across all
training sessions and will be a measure of improve-

ment.
CONCLUSION

Overloading conditions are used for strength and en-
durance training and to make exercise more efficient.
The proper level of load is checked after completing a
set of exercises. The local muscle disposition sensor
enables real -time following of muscle fatigue by
monitoring cross - sectional changes on a contracting
muscle group during an exercise cycle. The informa-
tion can be helpful in the prevention of muscle fiber
damage and the improvement in exercise efficiency.
The subject motivation effect is also important.
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C O M P U T E R  A P P L I C A T I O N S  F O R  S T U D E N T S
W I T H  L E A R N I N G  D I S A B I L I T I E S

Karen L. Milchus
Center for Rehabilitation Technology

University of Wisconsin -Stout
Menomonie, WI

A B S T R A C T

A group of students with learning
disabilities in grades 5 through
9 participated in computer
assessments to identify tools
which could assist them with
reading and writing activities.
The success that these students
had with various types of
technology, and the needs which
could not be met by current
products, is discussed.

B A C K G R O U N D

The Department of Education has
estimated that 3 %s of our nation's
students have a learning
disability (Lerner, 1981). When
a student has difficulties with
written language it can be
particularly challenging, since
the majority of their classes
have a required textbook and
w r i t t e n a s s i g n m e n t s .
Difficulties with written
communication continue to effect
those students who pursue further
education. On our campus, where
2.5% of the students have a
learning disability, many of
these students gravitate toward
professions where they can use
hands -on skills. They find that
the y st il l n ee d to  be  a bl e to
read and write to complete
Glasswork, and have thus begun to
turn toward technology which can
assist them with these
activities. Much of this
technology was developed with
other disabilities in mind. Only
recently is the rehabilitation
technology community addressing
the unique needs of students with
learning disabilities (Montague,
1990).

P R O J E C T  O V E R V I E W

This past fall, a school district
within our state was awarded a
grant to have our Center provide
technology assessments for their
95 exceptional needs students in

grades 5 through 11. Of this
group, 87% have a learning
disability or slight cognitive
delay. This project is still in
progress and will be completed
during the spring of 1993. So
far, assessments have been
completed with 42 students in
grades 5 through 9 who have
difficulty reading class material
or communicating ideas through
writing. Assessments focus on
computer tools which students
could use to improve their
reading or writing skills.

A S S E S S M E N T S

Four technology groups were tried
with the students to address
reading and writing difficulties.
Many of these programs were not
designed for students with a
learning disability, but proved
to be useful.

Speech output systems

Originally designed for visually
i m p a i r e d u s e r s , s p e e c h
synthesizers and screen reading
programs can be used to read a
computer text file to a student.
Text books can be scanned into a
computer, or students can listen
to their own writing. Speech
output systems are now being
designed for individuals with
learning disabilities as well.
These systems are simpler for the
sighted user to control, and
often highlight the word which is
being read. For the assessments,
two systems were tested. A
DoubleTalk speech synthesizer and
VocalEyes screen reading program
were used to represent systems
for the visually impaired.
HumanWare's SoundProof system for
users with learning disabilities
will be tested later during this
project. Students were observed
for their ability to understand
individual words, ans wer
questions about a paragraph read
by the system, control what is
read, and notice personal writing
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errors when spoken by the
synthesized voice.

Spelling and grammar checking

A number of the students had
particular trouble with spelling.
Students had an opportunity to
try the standard spell check
program within the WordPerfect
word processing program as well
as the Franklin Language Master
electronic dictionary. For
g r a m m a r c h e c k i n g , t h e
CorrectGrammar program was used.
For both of these programs the
student's ability to scan
suggestion or word lists and make
appropriate choices was noted.

Word prediction

A technology area which not
normally applied to the learning
disabities is word prediction
software. When a user types a
letter, the program displays
words that start with that
letter. Traditionally, this
software has been used by people
with physical disabilities to
increase their typing speed. We
found that this technology could
be helpful to the students with
learning disabilities, however,
because the predicted word lists
could be used as spelling cues.
We used the HelpUType program, in
combination with screen reading

as needed. For successful use,
students needed to be able to
scan the word lists for the word
they were trying to spell.

Voice input

Finally, speech recognition
technology offers a means for
older students to dictate papers.
This option was not tried with
elementary students, and would be
of most benefit to those older
students who are frustrated
easily or have attention
deficits. The enhanced speed of
these systems can be particularly
appealing to students. The IBM
VoiceType system was used.
Students were considered
successful users only if they
were able to consistently
identify whether the system had
correctly recognized their word

and instruct the computer to
select a different word if it had
been misrecognized.

R E S U L T S

To date, 42 students have
completed computer assessments:
21 fifth and sixth graders, and
21 junior high students. For
many of these students, simply
being able to edit writing on a
word processor was beneficial.
In addition, 450 of the students
had handwriting which was
somewhat difficult to read. They
may find that typed assignments
are easier to proofread.

The breakdown of potential users
for the technology areas
discussed earlier are shown in
Figure 1.

VOICE SPELL GRAMMAR WORD VOICE
OUTPUT CHECK CHECK PREDICT. INPUT

1 0 Be n e f i t  f r o m St a n d a r d  Ve r s io n

Q Be n e f i t  Min im a l l y  f r o m St a n d a r d  Ve r s io n
- - Voi c e  Ou t p ut  Ma y In cr e a s e Be ne f i t

Be n e f i t  f r o m T e ch n o lo g y  O n l y  i f
Vo i c e  O u t p u t  Pr o v id e d

E: E le me n t a r y  S t u d e n t s
J: Ju n io r  Hig h  Stu d e n t s

Figure 1, Students Expected To
Potentially Benefit From
Technology Applications

S e p a r a t e ba r s r e p r e s e n t
elementary (E) and junior high
(J) students. The students fall
into three groups. First, shown
in gray, are those students who
can benefit from the technology
as it currently exists. Next,
shown in white or black are those
students who would need changes
made to the systems for optimum
success. The students
represented in white may still
have minor benefits with the
standard program. The students
represented in black require the
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changes - -in this case the
assistance of screen reading to
review option lists. Finally,
those students who either could
not or would choose not to use
the system are represented by
bars that do not extend to the
top of the chart.Students who
were able to successfully use
word prediction technology
(without voice output) were
generally able to use our speech
recognition system. Dictation
systems require a user to be able
to recognize and correct errors
consistently so that words are
not learned incorrectly.

The technology that we chose to
test required base reading and
listening skills for successful
use. Stude nts w ho r ead a t or
below a third grade level had
difficulty using spell checking
or word prediction programs
unless screen reading was
provided. Many students also had
difficulty understanding the
prompts provided by the grammar
checking program. They would
make the suggested change, but
not know why. For these reasons,
the junior high students
generally had more success with
these technologies.

DISCUSSION

Not all of the students were able
to use the programs as they
currently exist. When using
voice output, many students
commented that they would like to
use a voice which has clearer
pronunciation. For easily
distractible students, the
synthesizer control process needs
to be more automatic. Some of
these problems may be addressed
by  t he SoundProof system which
has yet to be tested. Three
students also commented that
although they would use screen
reading to review class material,
they prefer taped texts.

Spell checking programs often
offer too many choices for
students to decide between.
Unfortunately, they also often do
not offer the word which the
student was trying to spell.

During the assessments, over 500
of the elementary students found
themselves in a situation where
the word they wanted to spell was
not listed. Missing vowels and
letter reversals contributed to
this problem. Standard spell
checking algorithms do not
account for these types of

errors.

Grammar checking programs also
posed a difficulty. The
CorrectGrammar program was chosen
because, compared to the more
popular Grammatix and RightWriter
programs, this program had
simpler dialog boxes. All three
programs frequently missed
grammatical errors, however,
particularly homonym misuse which
was common among the students.

C O N C L U S I O N S

The results from these computer
assessments will be used to
recommend equipment purchases to
the school system. We expect
that by using these strategies
which computer technology offers,
the students will be better able
to compete in classes where
written material in used.
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A WEARABLE COMPUTER THAT GIVES CONTEXT - SENSITIVE VERBAL
GUIDANCE TO PEOPLE WITH MEMORY OR ATTENTION IMPAIRMENTS

Mark B. Friedman
AugmenTech, Inc.
5001 Baum Blvd.

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

ABSTRACT
We have developed a wearable computer -based
reminding system that is more user f riendly than
prior systems for activities that invo lve locomotion
and manipulation and visual attention to  the non -

computer environment. Using radio and ultrasonic

communication with small transponders placed on
signif icant objects and at key locations in a building,
the computer can automatically provide verbal

prompts at appropriate places and t imes. It can
serve as a cognit ive prosthetic to aid memory and

attention impaired users. It may also  serve as a

temporary training aid to reduce the tedium of

training activities of daily living and vocational tasks
with cognitively impaired people.

BACKGROUND
Mental retardation is estimated to aff ect between
1% and 3% of the United States population,

depending upon how the diagnosis is def ined and
which experts are queried. Memory and attention

deficiencies play a large role in slowing these
people's acquisition of new skills. Traumatic brain

injury (TBI) that impairs memory and attention

capabi lit ies af fects thousands o f o ther Americans

each year. Whether from chronic retardation or
recently acquired brain injury, memory deficits

impair these people's ability to maintain skills over
time and transfer these skills to new situations.

Many studies have shown that sequential prompts

can effectively aid memory impaired people to
accomplish tasks that o therwise would be beyond

their capabilities. Once they learn to do either

activities o f daily liv ing or job - related activities in
response to the sequential prompts, then the
prompting cues can gradually be "faded" to
decrease a user's dependency on them. A major

expense of  bo th training using sequential prompts
and later fading the prompts as learning progresses
is the labor intensive nature of the training process.

An instructor must be present to monitor completion

of each step and prompt the client when necessary.

Use o f personal computers to present sequential
prompts would appear to offer one way of

increasing the autonomy of memory impaired

people whi le potentially decreasing their training
costs. In past RESNA conferences, Drs. Cole,
Kirsch, and Levine and others (1 -3) have all

reported such use of  computers with clients whose
memory impairments were caused by brain injury.
Using custom software on standard commercial

computers, the keyboard response of a client would
cause the computer to prompt a client to

accomplish successive sub -tasks in a well defined

sequence of activities.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
For word processing and other computer based

applications, prosthetic software running on
standard computers is clearly appropriate.
However, in many vocational and daily living
activi ties a client 's hands and eyes must be used
for the task itself, so  activating and reading from a

computer become additional tasks that must be
learned by a learning impaired client. In these

cases, a user interface problem arises f rom the
presumption that cognitively impaired clients are

able and willing to read prompts and produce

keyboard responses within the context of their other

activities.

RATIONALE
Computer guidance might better be done by vo ice

output fo r memory impaired clients who are doing

activities that require visual attention and
locomotion or manual manipulation of objects.

Similarly, if  the computer could automatically sense

that another prompt is needed, without requiring a
special button activation by the client, less cognitive
burden would be placed on the computer user.

For tasks that require locomotion within a facility, it
would be desirable to automatically detect whether

or no t progress to a goal is being made so  as to
help guide the client to his or her destination.
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These enhancement to the computer guidance paradigm

would help memory and attention impaired clients

concentrate on their tasks while minimizing the cognitive

burden of using computer guides.

For client safety, if  the computer is easily wearable by

the client and can detect that i ts instructions are not

being followed or that the client is going towards a

potentially dangerous area, it should be able to call for

human assistance for its user. Finally, if  the computer

can be programmed to automatically help fade

prompting cues, it can help reduce the costs of training

people with mental retardation and rehabilitation of those

with TBI.

DESIGN
To make the system easily wearable and usable, we
decided to build a custom pocket -size computer. Since
processing power is not an issue in this application, we

selected the Motorola 68HC11 as the heart of our

wearable computer. It is a single chip microcomputer
that incorporates sufficient on -board program memory,
time keeping and input/output capacity to minimize the
need for support chips. We use standard
telecommunications circuits to do real -time voice

digitization and data compression for storage efficiency.
A plug -in f lash memory card provides the capacity to
store extensive user schedules and hundreds of voice

prompts. Most signif icantly, we have the ability to query
small, external transponders to determine where the
computer is in a building and whether significant objects

have been manipulated on schedule or in the correct

sequence.

DEVELOPMENT
The key proprietary technology in our system is the
wearable computer's ability to interrogate small, remote
transponders and receive information back about
distance, direction and transponder state. Initially,

pulse -coded infra -red (IR) light was used to

communicate from the computer to the transponders. IR

usage has the advantage of being virtually unregulated

at power levels used for communication. However, while

IR communication is effective for directed beams, such
as are used in television remote controls, in our

application undirected signals from our belt -worn
computer depended on multiple reflections to reach their
targets. Dark carpets and walls, high ceilings and very

large rooms all tended to degrade system performance.
Ultimately, we found that high frequency digital radio,

licensed under FCC Code Part 15 regulations, was more

reliable. We considered using returning radio signal

strength as a means for gauging transponder distance.

The vagaries of indoor radio propagation lead us to use

ultrasound for transponder response.

Sound travels through air at about 1 foot per millisecond.

On that time scale, radio transmission is virtually
instantaneous. By timing the latency between the
transmission of a radio interrogation and the arrival of

ultrasonic pulses returning from a transponder, we can

calculate the approximate distance from the computer to
the transponder. With 2 tuned ultrasound receivers on

the wearable computer separated by 3" horizontally, we
can determine whether the wearer is facing toward or
away from the transponder by comparing the relative

reception latencies. As the average latency changes

over successive transmissions, we can determine if the
wearer is making steady progress toward or away from
the transponder location. Finally, depending on the

radio code broadcast, we can determine whether
switches attached to each transponder have changed

state since the last interrogation.

By programming into the computer the logical sequence
of transponders that are placed in a building, the

computer can iteratively interrogate the transponders
(each of which has a unique digital address) and

measure the distance to the nearest one(s). In use, a
client's schedule is programmed together with digitally

recorded voice prompts. The voice can be anonymously

authoritarian, a familiar one, or even the client's own
voice! Preliminary evidence suggests that the latter is

especially effective.

As a user goes about his or her schedule, the computer
monitors its position against a pre - programmed schedule
using its measured distance from pre - placed

transponders. Based on either time of day or place in a

behavior sequence (as measured by transducer event
switches changing state), it can automatically offer voice

prompts if  it detects that the user is not adhering to
scheduled activities. Continued evidence of difficulty in

adhering to the schedule can cause the computer to
automatically radio an automatic telephone dialer to call

for human assistance for the computer user.

EVALUATION
An early prototype of this system was evaluated under
the supervision of Drs. Cavalier and Ferretti of the
University of Delaware's Special Education Technology

Group. Two subjects who had mild mental retardation
were taught to do a vocational task (wiring a wall switch -

plate) that required over 50 sequential steps to
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complete. Ne ithe r of these subjects, students at a

regional vocational high school, could follow written

instructions to successfully complete the task.

A spec ial education graduate  research assistant taught

each sub ject to do  each of  the  s teps , individual ly, af te r

she spoke its  descrip tive  ve rbal p rompt. These tasks

inc luded  ge tt ing  and rep lacing e lectr ic ians' tools  f rom a

tool board on one wall of the  room, gett ing supplies  from

bins on a tab le , and  do ing  the  installat ion on a vert ical

test board  for wiring skills. Each of these three locations

had transducers installed that could monitor the

students' activities at that s ite via switches under the

bins, the tool board, and behind the test board.

Independently, the subjec ts were s till unable to correctly

complete the wiring task. Then, the subjects were

ind ividually introduced to  the  wearable  compute r by the

graduate assis tant. They were shown that as they

comple ted  steps  in the wir ing  task, the ass istant 's voice

would automatical ly p rompt them to  do  the next step.

On the  f irs t use  of  the computer, each s tudent was  ab le

to follow the prompts to correctly do the 50+ steps

needed to wire the switch plate. They used the

computer once each, on three successive days, and

continued  to  successf ully comp lete the task. Each day

their speed o f completion improved. Finally, they were

tes ted  without the  use  o f the  compute r. One student

comple ted  the task, but did some steps  out of order.

The other student got most of the way through, but

omitted a vital step.

DISCUSSION
The evaluation of the prototype wearable prompting

system showed some of its promise. The students  used

it willingly and were able  to correctly heed its prompts on

the  f i rst day t hey were exposed to it. The  wearable

computer was able to automatically give appropriate

verbal sequential prompts in a timely fashion after it

detected the  student's location or action merited the next

prompt. The sub jec ts c learly learned  the  task as they

were fo llowing  the comp lex, prep rogrammed sequence

of computer generated verbal cues.

This  and  o the r, less f ormal, evaluations  show that the

wearable voice output computer can enable retarded

students to maintain complex behavior sequences

whose  components have been taught by conventional

means. These clients needed litt le prior exposure to the

computer system bef ore  they could  use it successf ully.

The experience  that they ge t using it may he lp them

learn the sequences so that they may ultimately not

need this computer aid. Thus , the system shows

promise both as  a p ros the tic  to maintain behavio rs  o f

impaired users and as a temporary teaching aid to

decrease the labor intensive process of teaching

cognitive ly impaired users.

We have not yet explored the system's capability to

increase user autonomy by allowing non - linear

scheduling. In this  app lication, any o f several d if fe rent

activities may be permissible at any given time.

Similarly, we have no t tested our system's  capabi li ty to

automatically fade  prompts. I t does this by sensing if  the

next step in a task sequence is self- initiated without

prompts. I f  so, it can immediately offer verbal praise and

record the accomplishment to document progress.

This sys tem is not intended to supplant human

instructors of people with cognitive de ficits. Rathe r, i t is

intended as  a p roductivity aid  to reduce  the ir ted ium of

monitoring correct perf ormance of recently taught skil ls.

I t is  intended to  allow instructors to  teach more students

whi le  be ing on cal l  fo r the ir students whose behavio rs

are being computer p rompted and monitored. it may

also enhance the autonomy of those cognitively impaired

users who may need it as  a cognitive prosthetic.
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COMPUTER RELATED EMPLOYMENT AND STUDENT TRAINING

Mick Shatswell
Richmond Unified School District

San Pablo, CA

ABSTRACT

C.R.E.S.T. is focusing on
training and employment for
Special Education high school
and transition students with
the use of assistive
technology. Students with
ph ys ic al and cog nit ive
disabilities given the needed
training, job seeking skills,
and assistive technology.
Training occurs in both
classroom and on- the -job sites.
An analysis of the success and
failure encountered thus far is
described. Evaluations on
various technologies and
resources are provided.

BACKGROUND

The status of special education
st ud e nt s after leaving
secondary school programs has
become a national concern.
Recent studies have found that
these youths do not make
adequate adjustments in their
transition from school to adult
living in the community. The
c u r r e n t s t a t i s t i c s on
employment show that 67% of all
Americans with handicaps
between the ages of 16 and 64
are not working and 65% of
working -age unemployed persons
with disabilities say that they
want to work. (Wehman et al,
1985) To alleviate these
tr ag ic stat isti cs, the
variables of secondary programs
are being closely examined. A
federal initiative was enacted
to focus on improving the
transition elements and
outcomes for this unique
population (Will, 1984).

OBJECTIVE

The Richmond Unified School
District is conducting a job
placement and training program
for disabled high school

students. The focus is on the
use of assistive technology to
enhance the job training and
placement of physically and
mentally disabled high school
students. The overall goal of
C.R.E.S.T. is to incorporate
assessment and training to
facilitate long -term job
placement for disabled students
using assistive devices and
adaptations at the employment
site.

APPROACH

By surveying 32 San Francisco
East Bay area businesses, the
most frequently used computer
systems and programs were
determined.

Workshops on the available
assistive technology and the
use of computers in the work
place were provided to RUSD
teachers, staff, students and
parents. Also provided was
instruction on computer
literacy and how to incorporate
the use of adaptive technology
into existing curriculum.

Purchased computers and
adaptive computer equipment was
made available to students in
job training environments
either on the high school
campus, the Regional Occupation
Program classes, or community
employment sites.

Students were recommended to
the project based on their age,
"job- readiness" and potential
benefit from the program. A
Vocational Assessment Checklist
was prepared for each student
to identify whether the student
has been provided with the
opportunity for, or has the
ability to conduct job related
skills in, the following areas:
job exploration, job search
techniques, getting a job,
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keeping a job, and leaving a
job.

Individual assessments are
conducted to determine needs
for adaptations, assistive
technology, and training. Job
site accommodations are taken
into consideration along with
any modifications necessary for
actual job tasks.

With every job site, an assess-
ment specialists works with the
student(s) and is responsible
for the on- the -job training,
assessment, data collection,
and monitoring of the student's
progress.

The overall goal of C.R.E.S.T.
is to incorporate assessment
and training to facilitate
long -term job placement for
disabled students using
a s s i s t i v e de v i c e s and
adaptations at the employment
site. The philosophy and
methods behind C.R.E.S.T. are
being transplanted into the
existing Transition Department
to make this project one of the
many facets of services
provided to all Special
Education students within the
Richmond Unified School
District.

DISCUSSION

Net findings from the business
survey resulted a fundamental
shift in the initial concept of
C.R.E.S.T. The project
o r i g i n a l l y p r o p o s e d
facilitation of training and
job placement in computer data
entry positions. However,
employment trends indicated a
decrease in the number of
entry -level positions, a lack
of computer -based jobs,
prohibitive speed requirements
for competitive employment for
some disabled individuals.
Consequently, the focus of
C.R.E.S.T. was altered to
include a wider range of
computer "related" jobs and

jobs were students needed
assistive technology to
complete a task (computer based
or not).

Initially, the project intended
to use a short period of on-
the -job training to prepare the
student with the necessary
skills for an entry level
position, and an Assessment
Specialist was to conduct the
training. However, we have
learned that many disabled
students are faced with
barriers above and beyond those
addressed by on- the -job
training. These barriers can
be generally delineated into
attitudinal, independent living
skills, educ ati on, and
technology.

These barriers, and the methods
used to overcome them, are as
diverse as the personalities of
the students. Early on, it was
determined that some of the
more severely impaired
students, or students who do
not have substantial family
support, needed additional
assistance in preparing for
independent living.

Therefore, the grant employed a
part -time specialist to make
recommendations for curriculum
changes that addressed the
identified needs. The
s t u d e n t ' s pr o gr a m was
comprehensively reviewed to
investigate all possible
avenues for training in the use
of technology and independent
living skills. This person
also served as a mentor for
some of the disabled students
enrolled on the grant.

Furthermore, to assist the
students in life after school,
inter - agency collaboration has
become a critical component.

The training and employment
sites have provided students
with hands -on experience in a
real life work environment. In
addition to job skills, they
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have also learned to address
issues like transportation and
many other independent living
skills and responsibilities.
Most of all, they are learning
the skills necessary to be
self- advocates for independence
in a society that is just
beginning to acknowledge the
rights of the disabled.
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PROJECTS WITH INDUSTRY: TRANSITIONING STUDENTS WITH SEVERE
DISABILITIES INTO THE WORKPLACE

Ruby Frazier, M.P.A., O.T.R.
Lansing School District

Lansing, MI U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Projects With Industry combines the
resources of school system and area
businesses to create and expand job
and career options for students w ith
severe disabilities. At the end of the
first project year, 14 persons had been
successfully placed in employment
situations.

BACKGROUND

Making a successful transition from
school to the world of work has major
impact on the lives of young people
with dis abi l i t ies. The high
unemployment rate of people with
disabilities in our society suggests that
training programs and service providers
have not fully addressed this problem.

For many years, the Lansing School
System has had an active vocational
program for special education students
who are physically able. However, the
population of students with severe
disabilities was underserved for both
job training and job placement. This
population included students with birth
defects, traumatic injuries, health
impairments, and neuromuscular
disorders.

Because of their unique problems,
these students posed a challenge to the
professionals responsible for their
vocational training and placement.
Al though cognitively capable of

Donna E. Heiner, Ed.S.
Living and Learning Resource Centre

Lansing, MI U.S.A.

participating in work experiences, their
physical concerns greatly limited their
opportuni ties to do so. Physical
management concerns were an integral
part of their dai ly routines. Lack of
adequate muscle control made jobs
involving handling a variety of materials
impossible. Physical and postural
adaptations were necessary for these
students to cope with a work
environment. Impaired mobil ity,
problems in gross and fine motor
control, lack of stamina, unintelligible
speech, and sensory limitations
required that potential employers
modify job tasks and facilities.

OBJECTIVE

Projects W ith Industry is a transitional
program which creates and expands
job and career opportuni ties for
students with severe disabilities by
combining the resources of the school
with resources and businesses in the
community.

APPROACH

The Projects With Industry program
began October 1, 1991, funded jointly
by the U.S. Department of Education,
Rehabilitation Services Administration,
with a 20% match from the Lansing
School District.

A business advisory council comprised
of representatives of labor, private
industry, and indi vi dual s with
disabilities was given the charge of
identifying job and career availability in
the community, identifying the skills
necessary to perform the identified jobs,
and prescribing training programs to
develop those skills.

Area employers were invited by letter to
participate in the project, which was
described as a "federally funded
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program which assists young persons
with dis ab i l i t i es in becoming
com pet i t ive ly employed in the
community." Benefits to employers
included: prescreened applicants who
are job -ready candidates, help with
worksite modification and accessibility,
PWI Job Coaches for training and post -
trai ning consisting of disabi l i ty
awareness, and legislative clarification
on the American with Disabil it ies Act
(ADA) was available.

Project staff consisted of Project
Director, Job Coordinator Specialist,
Job Coach, and Secretary. Additional
substitute job coaches are added when
necessary. Staff provided training in
real istic work settings, and job
placement and support services. When
appropriate, the Project also provided
for development and modification of
jobs to accommodate special needs,
distribution of rehabilitation technology,
and modification of faci li ties or
equipment. A state -wide assistive
te c h no lo gy c en te r p r o vi d e d
consultation on the selection of adapted
computer input and loan of devices for
trial, on job site, use.

DISCUSSION

During the first year of Projects W ith
Industry, 19 persons, 18 of whom had
severe disabilities, were served. Major
disability categories included cerebral
palsy (47 %) and hearing impairment
(21 %). At the time of project entry, 15
persons served had been unemployed
6 months or more.

Assi'stive technology required by project
participants ranged from none to a
combination of voice input and
miniature keyboard for entry of data into
a micro - computer.

By October 1, 1992, 14 persons had
been suc ces sfu l ly pl aced in
employment situations.

CONCLUSION

Projects With Industry has greatly
enhanced the vocational training and
placement programs of the Special
Education Department of the Lansing
School System. Closing the gap to the
goal of 100% employment for students
who exit special education will be
real ized with the employment of a
formerly underserved population.
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TRAINING TEACHERS TO USE ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
IN THE EDUCATION OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

Martell Menlove
Utah Assistive Technology Program

Utah State University
Logan, UT

ABSTRACT

The goal of the Student Access to Technology
(SAT) Project is to provide quality training for
teachers, both inservice and pre- service, in the
appropriate use of alternative input and output
devices for computers and other technologies;
making existing technology accessible and
applicable for students with disabilities. Not
only do students with disabilities represent an
important portion of the school -age population,
they are the population most likely to be
positively influenced by the effective use of
technology, and demonstrate the greatest need of
the benefits of technology.

BACKGROUND

The Utah Educational Technology Initiative (ETI)
is a state sponsored program designed to promote
the use of technology in public schools in Utah.
Funds are available to local school districts and
state sponsored universities for the purchase of
technology and applicable programs. The author
applied for, and was granted a $15,000 grant for
the SAT Project through the College of Education
at Utah State University. The Utah Assistive
Technology Program (UATP), Utah's "Tech
Act" sponsored state program also has
contributed $5,000 towards this project.

The project will be completed during the 1992 -93
school year with information beyond what is
contained in this paper available for the RESNA
'93 Conference.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PROJECT

Assistive technology (AT) is redefining what is
possible for children served in special education
programs. AT is designed, developed and
implemented for children with an increasingly
wide range of cognitive and physical disabilities.
AT in the classroom enables students with
disabilities to be more independent, self
confident, productive, and to be integrated to a
greater extent in the mainstream of society (Lahm
and Elting, 1989; Wilds, 1989). Bragman
(1987) states that "it is the responsibility of
educators to see that advanced technology is used
to maximize student potential and allow the
handicapped student full access to society."

Recent advances in technology and rehabilitation
engineering have led to a dramatic surge of
interest in the use of assistive devices, and to a
proliferation in the commercial availability of

equipment and devices designed for persons with
disabilities. AT includes adapted toys, alternative
input and output devices for computers, eating
syst ems, powered mobility devices,
augmentative communication devices and special
switches. Thousands of commercially available
or adapted devices and solutions, that improve a
student's ability to study, learn, compete, work,
and interact with family and friends, are now
available.

Technological advances have had a tremendous
impact on all our lives. We see, hear, write,
calculate, feed and amuse ourselves daily through
the use of technology. For most of us it is  a
convenience. However, for those with
disabilities, technology is a vehicle by which
many obstacles can be circumvented and
disabilities overcome (Fifield, 1990). Access to
technology promotes efficiency, increases
accuracy, promotes student performance in the
basic curriculum areas, and acts as a motivation
and stimulation to learn. In particular, access to
appropriate technology holds great promise for
enriching educational opportunities and effecting
the lives of students with disabilities (Gradel,
1990; Barker, 1990).

Technological advances also hold unique
attributes for teaching students with disabilities
(Lahm, 1989). Computers as well as other
technology - related learning applications have
expanded and enriched lives and given many
children with disabilities options not imagined a
decade ago (Lahm & Elting, 1989).
Technological advances in speech recognition
and reproduction allow greater communication
and interaction for those who lack verbal skills or
the physical ability to talk. Technology can be an
effective tool for teaching children spoken and
written language (Meyers, 1990). Individuals
who cannot isolate keys on the computer can
perhaps use "mice ", track balls, touch screens, or
even their voice for word processing, entering
data, and conducting analyses.

The Utah Ell has provided technology widely
across the state. It is  important however, to
provide educational opportunities to all of Utah's
students. Although many students with
disabilities will benefit from the general
application of technology, many of them cannot
access the technology being purchased by
schools. This project proposes to make that
accessibility more universal. A major emphasis
of the project will be the accessibility  of
computers currently in the schools for students
with disabilities. Teachers will be exposed to
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alternate input and output devices which are
available for the computers students already
haveand use in school libraries, computer labs
and classrooms.

This project, as proposed, has the potential to
impact every education major at USU as well as
teachers already in  the field . Th e UATP is
requested on a regular basis to make
presentations in various College of Education
classes on assistive technology. This proposal
would allow for this instruction to be more
practical and allow pre - service professionals
actual hands -on experience with assistive
technology. It would also provide an additional
resource for inservicing professional whc
apparently  lack knowledge and are seeking
additional information about applicable
technology.

A survey of service providers in Utah, conducted
in March, 1991, found that 50% of the
respondents felt they didn't know enough about
what technology is available to help consumers.
This same survey found that 99% of  t he
respondents felt their agency needed to  learn
more about technology. Those respondents
included special education teachers, regular
education teachers, and speech and language
therapists.

OBJECTIVES
#1 Identify and prioritize the 30 most

appropriate pieces of technology designed
to increase the accessibility for students
with disabilities to the technologies
commonly found in schools.

#2 Purchase the identified technology in a
form that is as portable as possible.

#3 Develop at least 20 self- directed
instructional material packages to instruct
teachers to use each piece of technology
purchased.

# 4 In at least 4 sections of SpEd 301, make
presentations using the purchased
technology and the instructional
materials. 80% of the students in SpEd
301 will use the technology and
instructional packages in a hands -on
experience outside the regular class
presentations as requested by course
instructors.

# 5 The technology and the instructional
materials will be presented to at least 150
inservice teachers around the state
through at least 4 conference
presentations, 2 inservice workshops
with UAAACT team members, having
materials available at the CCCD, and
having materials available through the

state -wide network already established by
the Utah Assistive Technology Program
(UATP).

# 6 Evaluate the project and prepare a final
report on the effectiveness of the entire
project by compiling the evaluation data
collected in each phase of the project and
incorporating a third-party evaluation.

METHODS

Much of the technology that is currently available
is not used even if it is available in the schools.
Many teachers have a very limited knowledge of
technology, no experience with assistive
technology, and some are even "technophobic ".
For these reasons, this project will develop
instructional materials, designed for teachers, to
accompany all technology purchased. The intent
of the instruction will be for teachers to actually
use the technology. Materials will be written
accentuating "hands -on" experiences. All
materials will also contain examples and
suggestions for practical use of the technology.
Field- testing and revision of all materials will be
an important part of this project. Final forms of
all instructional materials will be available in
alternate format.

These material will be self - directed
modules that use a modified direct instruction
approach and include the following principles:

1. The instruction will be teacher /self-
directed.

2. The instruction will be designed to induce
some activity by the student.

3. Advanced organizers will be used to
inform the participant what they will learn
and what is expected of them.

4. The instruction will elicit overt response
from the participants.

5. The participant will receive feedback on
results.

6. Prompts will be used to identify critical
attributes of the technology.

7. Practical application examples will be
included.

The overall objective of the instruction is to
provide knowledge about how the technology
can be used to compensate for a disability.
Instruction will incorporate the materials that
accompany the technology, i.e. instructors
manuals, technical manuals, owners manuals,
etc.

A comprehensive selection criteria for the
technology will be developed following the
review of the current literature. This selection
criteria will include consideration of the cost of
the technology, its applicability in instructional
situations, the compensation function of the
technology, maintenance and durability, the
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necessity of prerequisite skills, and the ease of
use for the students and the teachers.

The methods and activities correspond with the
goals and objectives of the project. The
objectives and activities are designed to meet the
objective of the En and "prepare pre - service and
inservice teachers and teacher education faculty to
be more effective users of technology to enhance
teaching."

DISCUSSION

The application of assistive technology for
students with disabilities is an increasing
important concern for all educators. With
increased attention on mainstreaming, transition
and universal accessibility as a result of the
Americans with Disabilities Act and the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, all
teachers will need a working knowledge of AT.

This project is unique in that it is centered around
the actual devices which will likely be
encountered by teachers. It is anticipated that a
practical, "hands -on" approach, will better
prepare teachers. In addition to basic
information, this approach will also instill a level
of confidence and familiarity that will help
guarantee success.
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A PART NERSHIP:
UNIVERSITY ELECT RICAL AND COMPUT ER ENGINEERING

AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

Judith  A. Phelps , OTR
Wayne County Regional Educational Service

Agency Wayne , MI

Abstract

This  paper desc ribes  an approach to  deve lop
enabling technology based  on spec ial  education
s t ud en ts ' needs , int eg r ate techno l og ical
innovations into spec ial  education p rog ramming,
and provide e lec trical and  computer engineering
students  with p rac t ical appl icat ion o f  textbook
knowledge . A joint pro ject be tween Wayne
State Unive rsi ty' s  Co l lege o f Eng ineering and
W ayne County Regional Educational Service
Age ncy prov ided a un iq ue b lend ing of
experiences mutual ly bene ficial to unive rs ity
students and  spec ial education students and
educational staff .

Background

W ayne County Reg ional Educational Service
Agency (W C RESA) is  an inte rmed iate  schoo l
district p rovid ing d irec t and support se rvices  to
34 local schoo l d is tr icts , includ ing Detroi t, in
southeastern Michigan. WC RESA operates f ive
cente r p rog rams fo r s tudents  who  are  severely
phys i c a l l y , me nt al ly and  /or emo tio nal ly
challenged.

W ayne Sta te Unive rs i ty' s Department of
Elec trical and Compute r Engineering o f fe rs a
senio r /  f i rst year g raduate  schoo l leve l design
course , "The Des ign o f Enab ling Technologies ".
While most of the students do not pursue
car ee r s in B i om e d i ca l Eng i nee r ing or
Re hab i l i t at i o n Eng ine er i ng , this course
sensit izes s tud ents  to  the needs of disabled
ind ividuals and introduces the principles of
universal design.

Objective

Through a school improvement survey process,
WC RESA staf f  dete rmined  vocational training to
be  a p riority schoo l need . The main f ocus  was
inc re as i ng spec ial ed uc at io n s tuden ts '
par t i c i pa t i on and indepe ndence in work
activit ies. Four spec if ic  areas  which could  be
enabled  through e lectromechanical means were
identif ied.

Robert F. Erlandson, Ph.D.
Wayne State  Univers ity

Detroit,  MI

1. Students who are switch users need
simp le moto r ac t ions autom ated , such as
moving i tems  from one place to another, plac ing
caps on items, etc.

2. S tudents with limited range  o f mo tion o r
who  have  limited  workspace due  to use  of  jigs
need frequent rep lenishing of supp l ies and
ass is tance removing completed work f rom the ir
work space.

3. Provision of  consis tent, repetitive, mult i -
sensory f eedback during  training  ac t ivi t ies f o r
students  with severe cognitive impairments.

4. Provide  s tudents  with severe  cognit ive
impairments varied leve ls of ass is tance to
accurate ly count items (i.e.,  f or packaging jobs)
or measure supplies ( i.e ., laundry or dishwasher
soap).

Wayne  S tate Unive rs ity (W SU) o f f ers  des ign
courses to p rovide prac t ic al, hands  -on
experience with theore t ical concep ts . It is
important to identif y funct ional projects that are
small  enough to  be completed by a team of  two
to four engineering students in a given semester.

Approach

A partne rship was  fo rmal ized  between W ayne
State  Unive rs ity (W SU) and  the W ayne  County
RESA. The intended outcomes of the
partnership were comp le tion of  design projec ts
for Wayne State Unive rs i ty s tudents and
provision o f customized enabl ing technology for
spec ial education students . Bo th part ies
acknowle dged that the par tne rsh ip was
expected  to  p rovide a learning  experience f o r
everyone involved  and that intended  outcomes
were not guaranteed.

Specif ic vocational p roject ideas  were gathered
from special education staff  at four center -based
school programs  and one  community workshop.
Transdisc ip linary teams of special education
teachers , parapro f ess ionals , adminis trato rs ,
occupational the rap is ts , job coaches , and
speech patholog is ts were used during this idea
fo rmulation stage. Twenty po tential project
ideas were identif ied.
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WSU offered the four credit course, "The Desigii
of Enab ling Technolog ies ". The twenty p ro ject
ideas  were reviewed by the WSU professor.
The prof essor se lected six projects  based upon
po t en ti al me sh ing wi th des ign course
requirements  and expec tat ions . Twe lve  W SU
students  d ivided into  f our teams . Each team
chose one of  the s ix pro jects based on the  team
members' interests and expertise.

WC RESA agreed  to  pay the  costs  fo r p ro jec t
components . Pas t experience by WSU
ind icated semeste r pro jec t cos ts  typ ical ly f al l
between $300  - $400. An assis tive  technology
resource  person served  as  p rojec t coo rd inato r;
with responsibi l it ies of  comp il ing init ial  ideas ,
provid ing  orientation f or the univers ity s tudents,
and  hand l ing  budge t issues . Ind ividual school
occupational therapists acted as project leaders
at the school s ites. These  ind ividuals me t with
the unive rs i ty s tudents to de tai l pro jec t
requ irem ents and to address f unc t ional
spec if ications  inc lud ing  use r needs , durab i li ty,
saf e ty, and hyg i enic cons ide rat ions . A
discussion o f poss ible  des ign features led to
prioritizing of functional specif ications.

WSU student teams deve loped work plans,
time lines and des ign spec if icat ions . The
s tudents met weekly with the unive rs i ty
prof essor. Contac ts with school staff were
frequent initially during design spec if ication and
at the end of the semes te r during project
f inal ization and  de livery, with minimal contacts
necessary during the middle of the semester.

Results

Twe lve eng ineering students produced four
pro to types : a switch ac tivated packag ing
dispenser, an assembly traine r, a dispenser f or
soap powders, and a switch ac tivated turntable.

Packaging Dispenser
This device provides an opportunity for students
who are switch use rs to participate  in packaging
jobs. A dispensing mechanism drops a specif ied
ob ject into  a container upon switch ac tivation.
Counting  o f i tems  may be  contro lled e i the r by
the user or automatically by the device.

Assembly Trainer
Visual, aud ito ry and /or vib rato ry feedback
prompt a student' s time on -task and correct
sequence of assembly or packaging jobs.

Soap Dispenser
The  device  d ispenses a prede te rmined amount
o f  soap  powder upon switch ac tivation. The
mechanism also provides auditory prompting
and verbal reinforcement.

Switch Ac tivated Turntable
This switch act ivated  turntab le  may be  used in
one of several ways. The  turntable  device can
be set up to  present only one i tem at a time to a
student for beginning training on assemb ly jobs.
I t  may be  used  to  b ring  many work i tems  to  a
person who has limited reach or limited
workspace , thereby al lowing the student to
co nt i nue wo r ki ng f o r lo nge r peri ods
independently without res tocking. Jigs  may be
placed on the  turntab le  to  s tab i l ize  p resented
items during assemb ly jobs  f o r s tudents  with
hemiplegia or dif f iculty using two hands together.

In add it ion, as a demons trat ion projec t,  robotic
arms  were inco rporated  into the designs of  the
measuring dispenser and the turntab le to
remove parts from and load suppl ies. The
robo tic  arms  were  on loan f o r one  semes te r.
The  f our p ro jec ts listed above  wi l l remain as
property of the school sys tem. The loaner
robotic  arms allowed WC RESA staff  to become
f amil iar with the capab i l i t ies of robotic
technology and begin to  determine  appropriate
app lications  o f rehab il itative  robo tics  in special
education. Please re f er to  a companion paper
"Mechatronic  Systems  as  Vocational Enable rs
for Persons  with Severe Multiple  Hand icaps ," in
these proceed ings , fo r a more de tai led
discuss ion of mechatronic sys tem uses in
vocational rehabilitation and special education.

The proto types are in various stages of  f ie ld
tes ting at two schoo l workshops . The
community workshop se tt ing was not used
during  init ial f ie ld testing , but wi ll  be  invo lved in
future project act ivit ies. If the f ield test ing
uncovers the need fo r modif ications or redesign,
either W C RESA will produce  version two  of the
produc t, or WSU students in a subsequent class
take  on the redesign and produc tion o f ve rs ion
two.

Discuss ion

This partne rship is a mutual ly bene f ic ial
arrangem ent, but is poss ib le only with
subs tantial effort on the parts of eve ryone
involved. For success, the  spec ial  education
staf f  mus t be  al lowed  the  t ime  and  f lexib i li ty in
the ir schedules  to  co l laborate  with each o the r
and work with the engineering students.
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The completed projects provided several
signif icant results in the special education
programs.

• Increased student participation in work
activities.

• A positive experience for school staff to
brainstorm ideas and participate in a
process which develops and creates those
ideas.

• Increased awareness for special
educators to consider the impact of
technological innovations on student
success.

• Recognizing the valuable contribution ar
electrical and computer expert may offer
the school team.

The engineering students indicated they learned
numerous lessons through participation in the
design course.

• Practical application of textbook
concepts.

• The importance of communications, i.e.,
the need to clearly understand the users
needs and the ability to translate these
into technical design requirements.

• An appreciation for the time necessary to
integrate software and hardware systems.

• The valuable experience of the benefits
and drawbacks of working with a team as
preparation for future work experiences.

• The challenge of producing designs
based on a consumer's capabilities and
specifications when all variables are not
under the students' control.

The WSU students stated that the opportunity to
create a prototype which directly benefited a
group of users was a reinforcing experience. As
expected, this process presented occasional
diff iculties. Several university students found it
challenging to communicate technical concepts
with consumers who had relatively minimal
computer expertise. Students typically
underestimated the amount of time required for
integration of hardware and software systems.
Two prototypes were not completed within the
semester timelines. Numerous problems were
encountered during system integration even
though separate testing of software and
hardware systems had been successful.

A great deal of concern must be given to the
scope of the projects and the relative strengths
and capabi lities of the student groups. The
projects must be useful to the client, but should
also be completed in one semester. The
instructor must carefully monitor progress and
identify potential problems. Ordering and the
delivery of components must be monitored. If a
vendor is slow in responding the groups must be
ready with an alternative plan.

Future considerations

Several ideas are being considered to further
enhance the success of this partnership.

• Field test the projects at community work
sites.

• A two semester concept could allow a
university team to continue this process
through from concept to prototype to initial
field testing and design modifications.

• Include other WSU departments, such as
mechanical or industrial engineering, or
perhaps even colleges other than
engineering.

• Expand program to include areas other
than the vocational domain and involve
additional Wayne County school
programs.
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MYOELECTRIC PROSTHESIS TRAINING PROGRAM: A SCHOOL BASED APPROACH

Aimee J. Luebben
University of Southern Indiana

Evansville, Indiana

ABSTRACT

With increasing numbers of students with physical disabilities
being mainstreamed into standard public school programs,
agencies providing special education diagnostic and
intervention services must take lead roles in ensuring that
students with disabilities are able to utilize their assistive
technology devices effectively in regular classrooms. Using a
case consultation model to implement intervention, this study
determined that successful completion of a 10 step
competency based training program in the utilization of a new
myoelectric prosthesis improved overall fine motor skills of an
elementary school student who received two new myoelectric
prostheses between May 1988 and January 1992,

BACKGROUND

For the last eighteen years, public schools have mandated by
Public Law 94 -142, the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975 (EHA) to place students with
disabilities in the least restrictive environments. For most
students with physical disabilities, the least restrictive
environment is the regular classroom, but some teachers
without special education training are reluctant to deal with
the assistive technology devices some of these students
require for life task equalization, particularly in the area of
school activities.

Assistive technology, first defined in Public Law 100407, The
Technology Related Assistance for Individuals with
Disabilities Act of 1988 ('Tech Act), was included when EHA
was reauthorized as Public Law 101 -476, the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act of 1990 (IDEA). IDEA requires
multidisciplinary teams to examine each student's assistive
technology needs at least once per year. According to the
Tech Act, a myoelectric prosthesis qualifies as an assistive
technology device since this piece of equipment is used to
increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities. Few
regular education teachers have knowledge of myoelectric
prostheses, so the special education resource personnel
(teachers, psychologists, social workers, therapists, therapy
assistants, etc.) must be responsible to train regular classroom
staff in basic device information including the wearing
schedule, the proper functioning, the appropriate activities,
the assistance needed, and the application and adjustment (1).

An effective method of transferring assistive technology
information for use in the classroom environment is the case
consultation model, a service in which expertise of one or
more related services professionals is used to help the
educational system achieve its goals and objectives for an
individual student (2). The case consultation model efficiently
transfers the responsibility of the student's school
performance from the related services staff to the personnel
in the classroom, the student's natural environmental context.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to determine whether
successful completion of a competency based training
program in the utilization of a new myoelectric prosthesis
would improve overall fine motor skills of an elementary
school student.

METHOD

This study employed a single system ABAB design with the
A phase signifying baseline performance with a new
myoelectric prosthesis, and the B phase indicating
performance following intervention. The study, which took
place between May 1988 and January 1992, examined the
performance of an elementary student who received two new
myoelectric prostheses during the time period.

In May 1988 JR was a four year, three  month old right
handed girl who was referred by a public school district for
an outside occupational therapy assessment in an effort to
obviate the need for a due process hearing.  JR has a
diagnosis of congenital amputation of her left upper extremity
three inches distal to the elbow. She had been successful with
the body powered hook prosthesis she received when she was
12 months old, but was having difficulty with a myoelectric
prosthesis she had received in August 1987. In April 1988 the
occupational therapist who worked for the district had
recommended discharging JR from occupational therapy
services after determining that JR was functional in school
related tasks with her preferred upper extremity.

The Fine Motor Subtest of the Bruininks- Oseretsky Test of
Motor Proficiency ( BOTMP) was selected to assess JR's fine
motor performance. A standardized instrument, the BOTMP
examines preferred hand and bilateral upper extremity
achievement in the areas of initiation of response, school tool
utilization (pencils and scissors), and manipulation skills. For
each composite standard score (e.g., Fine Motor Subtest), the
BOTMP utilizes normalized standard scores with a mean of
50 and a standard deviation of 10 (3). Visual inspection was
used to examine the changes in fine motor performance that
occurred between baseline testing (A phase) and post
intervention testing (B phase) for each of the  two new
prostheses.

RESULTS

On May 17, 1988 JR was evaluated. Following a routine
myoelectric prosthesis checkout that determined the device
worked and fitted appropriately, standardized testing was
performed. On the Dine Motor Subtest of the BOTMP, JR
received a composite standard score of 39 that corresponds
to a percentile rank of 14 and a  stanine of 3. Since she
performed below the average range, it was recommended that
occupational therapy services provide consultation services to
design a myoelectric training program and to train classroom
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staff and related services personnel to implement the
intervention. In the multidisciplinary staffing held later that
month, the school and family team decided to accept that
recommendation.

A ten step myoelectric prosthesis training program, designed
to be  competency based, was des igned for JR. The ten
competencies were: 1) stringing seven round one -inch beads
within 60 seconds; 2) unstringing 15 various sized and shaped
beads, one at a time, within 60 seconds; 3) taking apart and
stack five  nes ting measuring cups  within 30 seconds ; 4)
completing a 15 item pegboard task within 90 seconds; 5)
sorting a standard deck of cards into face cards and number
cards within 180 seconds; 6) building a tower of eight blocks
within 15 seconds; 7) sorting five pennies and five nickels into
two containers within 30 seconds; 8) catching a beach ball
with both hands; 9) unbuttoning three one -inch buttons within
90 seconds; and 10) cutting out a two inch square; staying
within % inch of the line. Documentation consisted of a
competency chart upon which each competency was written
and JR's performance was recorded for each day. A
competency was considered achieved when JR performed the
specific competency a minimum of three consecutive days of
data collection.

Four classroom and related services personnel as well as JR's
parents were trained in the myoelectric prosthesis training
program which was implemented in the fa ll of 1988. JR
worked on the program under the supervision of classroom
and related services staff on a daily basis. Following JR's
successful completion of the 10 step myoelectric prosthesis
training program, JR received weekly monitoring from related
services staff and occupational therapy consultation on an as
needed basis.

During the reassessment of May 2, 1989, JR scored within the
average range on the Fine Motor Subtest of the BOTMP
composite standard score of 56 that corresponds to a
percentile rank of 72 and a stanine of 6. During her annual
review JR's multidisciplinary team accepted the
recommendation to continue weekly monitoring of JR's
progress with her myoelectric prosthesis during the 1990
school year. On March 12,1990 JR was reevaluated using the
BOTMP Fine Motor Subtest. With composite standard score
of 67 (corresponding to a percentile rank of 95 and a stanine
of 8), JR showed above average performance in fine motor
skills. However, during this assessment it was noted that JR
had outgrown her myoelectric prosthesis: the socket was
causing irritation and the length of the device and hand size
were visibly smaller than JR's right upper extremity.

JR received a new myoelectric prosthesis on August 23, 1990.
Following a routine myoelectric prosthesis checkout that
determined the new device worked and fitted appropriately,
standardized testing was performed on September 6, 1990. At
this  time JR scored below average on the BOTMP Fine
Motor Subtest with composite standard score 41 that
corresponds to a percentile rank of 18 and a stanine of 3. The
same myoelectric prosthesis training program was
implemented and then discontinued when JR had successfully
completed the ten competencies.

Weekly monitoring continued, but formal testing did not
occur in 1991 as the occupational therapy prescription had
expired and was not renewed for the school year. On January
23, 1992 JR was reevaluated and performed above the
average range on the Fine Motor Subtest of the BOTMP with
a composite standard score of 77 (corresponding to a
percentile rank of 99+ and a stanine of 9). At that time a
multidisciplinary staffing approved the recommendation that
JR be discontinued from occupational therapy consultation.
Her parents were advised to refer JR for a new occupational
therapy assessment when she receives a new prosthesis.

Visual inspection of Figure 1 shows the differences between
JR's below average fine motor performance during the A
phases that signify baseline performance with each new
myoelectric prosthesis, and JR's average and above average
fine motor performance on the B phases which indicate
performance following intervention. In the case of the first
prosthesis, comparing JR's baseline performance with the two
subsequent tests , she showed a 17 standard score point
increase from the A phase and to the first testing of the B
phase (a 12 month time period) and a 28 standard score
point improvement when comparing the A phase with her
performance during the second testing of the B phase (a 22
month period of time). Improvement in standard score points
is also evident after the delivery of the second prosthesis: JR
showed a 36 point change from A phase to B phase over a
period of 16 months.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study suggest that a case consultation
model used to implement intervention was appropriate in
assisting JR to become effective with each new myoelectric
prosthesis. Additionally, the results of this study suggest that
the competency based myoelectric prosthesis training program
worked twice for JR. While the myoelectric prosthesis
replaced JR's nonpreferred upper extremity, her overall fine
motor skills improved after successful completion of the 10
step program. However, there are limitations. One limitation
is related to the time intervals of testing and duration
required for successful completion of the training program.
While the time intervals followed natural patterns (schedules
for testing and retesting, and the length of time JR needed to
complete the competencies successfully each time), from a
pure research standpoint, the variations in timing were not
ideal. Another limitation is related to the external validity of
the study: since JR is a single subject, generalization of the
results of this study cannot be assumed and replication of
these findings is needed before the results can be generalized.
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FIGURE 1: Composite standard score
performance on the Fine Motor Subtest of the
BOTMP during baseline periods (A) and
following intervention periods (B).
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The Us e of an Intelligent Cognitive Aid to Facilitate the Self- Management of
Vocational Skills by High School Students  With Severe Learning Disabilities
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Abstract

Students with cognitive disabilities often have
difficulty monitoring and regulating their use of task -
specific skills. This lack of self - management skills
adversely impacts their transition to more normalized
environments, such as school, work, and the
community. Recent research shows that directly
teaching self- management skills holds considerable
promise for improving the functioning of these
students. The current training regimens, however,
require supervision by teachers to prompt use of the
self - management skills. This study investigated the
utility of an intelligent cognitive aid in reducing this
need for external supervision and assisting students
in self- managing their performance on vocational
tasks. Results demonstrated greater independence
and accuracy by both students when using the
cognitive aid. Implications of these findings are
presented.

Background

The transition from school to the workplace
continues to be one of the most pressing problems
facing America's adolescents with disabilities (8).
Data on their high school performance engender little
optimism about the career prospects for students with
disabilities. Twenty -two percent of students with
disabilities dropped out of school between their
sophomore and senior years and only 29%
participated in vocational education programs (7).
The smooth transition of students with disabilities
from school to work is exacerbated by their
excessive dependence upon external agents for
structuring settings, monitoring behavior against
performance standards, and consequating behavioral
outcomes (4). Implicit in the principle of
normalization that underlies the transition process,
and explicit in its "least restrictive" implementation,
is  that people with disabilities will become less
dependent upon highly structured learning programs
and become increasingly self - regulating.

Until recently, the transfer of behavioral control to
the student was seen solely as a matter of gradually
fading the external controls and assistance provided
by structured educational programs. Students were
rarely taught actual self - management skills. Self -
management typically involves a sequence of mental
and behavioral processes that is initiated by a person
to achieve a goal that has been set by that person or
some other agent (2). There has been a recent
upsurge of interest in the benefits of teaching the self -
management of academic and vocational skills to
people with disabilities (2, 5). One of the principal
goals of this work has been to increase the

productivity of workers with disabilities because low
productivity is most often identified as the reason for
being fired (6).

In these studies, however, it often has been
necessary for supervisors to monitor and prompt
workers with disabilities to  employ their newly -
acquired self - management skills (2). This reliance
on other persons manifests a quite limited definition
of self - management and an overly qualified notion of
independence. Intelligent technologies now exist that
offer unprecedented possibilities for significantly
reducing the worker's need for constant supervision
by other persons in the performance of these skills
and for facilitating the transition to  completely
internalized self - management.

Research Questions

The goal of this pilot study was to evaluate the utility
of an intelligent cognitive aid in assisting high school
students with severe learning disabilities to self -
manage their performance of vocational skills that
were originally acquired under human supervision.
Our principal objective was to investigate the amount
of human supervision that was required both with
and without the use of the cognitive aid. We also
sought to determine the accuracy of task performance
with and without the use of the cognitive aid.

Method

Subjects. Two students, one female and the other
male, participated in the evaluation study. They
were in the 9th grade at a vocational- technical high
school in New Castle County, Delaware. Both were
diagnosed as having severe learning disabilities
based on a severe discrepancy between general
intellectual aptitude and achievement in the
classroom. The female student was 16.7 years of
age, attained a Full Scale IQ score of 80, and
performed at or below the fifth grade level in
spelling, reading, and mathematics on standardized
achievement tests. The male student was 17.3 years
of age, had a Full Scale IQ of 85, and scored at or
below the fourth grade level in spelling, reading, and
mathematics. Both students were reported by
teachers to have memory difficulties in performing
academic tasks.

Equipment. The cognitive aid is a portable remind
- and -guide device, developed by AugmenTech, Inc.
of Pittsburgh, PA. It is comprised of a belt -worn
microprocessor unit (including miniature radio
transmitter, ultrasonic sensors, and speech output
capability) and a variable number of miniature
transponders that can be attached to  significant
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components of the vocational task or items in the
student's environment. The cognitive aid can guide
a student to objects and locations on student demand
or automatically cue the student at pre - specified
times. It can orally instruct a student about
component steps to be performed and on demand can
remind the student about the goal of an ongoing
activity. An important feature of the aid is its ability
to monitor under some conditions the student's
compliance with the instructional prompts. The aid
also creates an electronic record of the movement of
the student. The hardware specifications of the
device have been reported previously (3).

Criterion Task. The criterion task was adapted from
a skill taught in the electrical maintenance shop at the
vocational- technical high school. A student was
required to wire a switch box to complete an
electrical circuit to a low- voltage light bulb. There
was no risk to students because a 9 -volt power
source was used and the flow of electricity  was
always controlled by the teacher. In  this task,
students were also required to move back and forth
among a table with a board that contained tools, a
desk that contained materials, and a board at which
the wiring task was performed. Therefore, the
criterion task was comprised of navigational and
assembly steps. In total, the task consisted of 47
component steps.

Procedure: Acquisition Under Human Supervision .
In the basic acquisition condition, a teacher followed
a prescribed training protocol to teach the students
the individual steps of the electrical wiring task.
Instruction began by teaching students to identify the
17 items that were used in the criterion task. The
teacher labelled each item and then asked the student
to point to the object that corresponded to the label.
After identifying each item, the teacher then labelled
each item in random order and asked the student to
point to the corresponding item Both subjects were
perfectly accurate in identifying items on the first
opportunity.

After completing item identification training, students
were taught to perform the electrical wiring task. In
this condition, the teacher delivered a series of
instructional prompts necessary for task completion
using the System of Least Prompts (1). The criterion
for success was the successful completion of each
individual step of the task, rather than completion of
the whole task. Students were given prompts that
were increasingly explicit until they correctly
performed the step.

Four levels of prompts were used: (a)Self - Initiation -
the student perfored the step without prompts or
assistance from the teacher; (b) Vocal Prompt - the
teacher provided an oral prompt to the student to
perform the actions that comprised the step; (c)
Modelling Prompt - the teacher performed the step
while delivering the oral prompt; the student then
performed the actions that comprised the step; and

(d) Physical Prompt- the teacher physically guided
the student through the actions that comprised the
step while delivering the oral prompt. During this
phase, we recorded the number and kinds of prompts
that were needed to ensure the correct performance of
each step.

Procedure: Maintenance Under the Supervision of
the Cognitive Aid. In the maintenance condition, the
cognitive aid delivered oral prompts to  perform
actions corresponding to the steps of the task.
Approximately three seconds after a student's correct
performance of a step, the cognitive aid delivered an
oral prompt to perform the next step. The device
"knew" that a step had been performed correctly in
one of two ways: (a) the environment had been
configured such that completion of the step would be
detected by a switch closure that communicated
wirelessly with the device, or (b) a research assistant
pressed a switch that signalled to the device correct
performance of those steps that could not be detected
by the physical environment. If a student failed to
respond to an oral prompt, the teacher intervened by
either modelling the correct action or physically
prompting the student. At each step, students could
self - initiate the actions corresponding to each step.
During this condition, we recorded the number and
kinds of prompts that were required for the correct
performance of each step. We were especially
interested to see if the cognitive aid reduced students'
reliance on human supervision.

Results

Student 1 (female). During the acquisition condition,
the student responded correctly to oral prompts for
42 (89 %) of the 47 component steps. The student
required modelling from the teacher on 2 (4 %) of the
steps and self - initiated the correct action on 3 (6 %) of
the steps. Thus, human intervention was required
for the correct performance of 44 (94 %) of the
component steps. In nearly all of these cases, an oral
prompt was sufficient to ensure correct performance.

During the maintenance condition, the student
correctly self - initiated 5 (11 %) of the 47 component
steps and needed oral prompts from the cognitive aid
on 42 (89 %) of the steps. Modelling or physical
prompting was never required during maintenance.
More importantly, direct human intervention was not
required to ensure correct performance by this
student.

Student 2 (male). During acquisition, the student
responded correctly to oral prompts for 40 (85%) of
the 47 component steps, needed modelling on 1 (2 %)
step, and self - initiated 6 (13%) of the steps. This
student seemed to have a better intuitive under-
standing of the task requirements but still required
oral prompting for most steps of the task.

During maintenance, the student correctly self -
initiated 9 (19 %) of the 47 component steps and
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needed oral prompts from the cognitive aid for 36
(77 %) of  t he steps. The student successfully
completed the task without performing 2 intermediate
steps of the task. This occurred because he retrieved
all the tools for the wiring task during one visit to the
tool board. As during acquisition, this student
showed considerable insight into the task. However,
he still required oral prompting from the cognitive aid
to correctly perform most of the steps.

Anecdotal Observations. After completing the
acquisition and maintenance conditions of  t he
evaluation protocol, we permitted both students an
opportunity to perform the task without any
supervision from a person or the device. The male
student performed the task quickly and accurately
without any intervention. The female student
completed all but two of the steps correctly. As a
result of these errors, the electrical circuit was not
completed. These errors were not made when the
student used the cognitive aid.

Discus s ion

The use of the cognitive aid by two students with
severe learning disabilities reduced their dependence
on external supervisors for prompting the self -
management of vocational skills. They performed
with greater independence and accuracy. This was
accomplished by having the cognitive aid (a) monitor
the student's spatial position with respect to  the
locations at which various tasks were to be
performed, (b) monitor the student's execution of the
tasks, (c) issue prompts about the requirements
associated with these locations and tasks when
appropriate, and (d) give feedback on his/her
performance.

The results of this pilot study are encouraging for the
further development and application of cognitive
prosthetic aids for students experiencing deficits in
memory and self - management skills. This includes
not only students with severe learning disabilities,
but also students with mental retardation. The
anecdotal observations mentioned above anticipate
the two major projected applications of such
cognitive aids: with students who can benefit from a
training phase of intermediate assistance (i.e., from a
device) en route to completely- unaided self -
management and with students who need continued
assistance from a cognitive aid to function
independently. With either population, the objectives
of lessening students' dependence on external
supervision and improving their productivity will be
facilitated. This in turn should advance the ultimate
goals of successful transition from school to work
and full inclusion in society.

In conclusion, the evidence obtained in this pilot
study suggests that the cognitive aid is useful in
assisting students to self- manage vocational skills
originally acquired under human supervision.
Virtually no direct human prompting was required

when the device was used. Future evaluations
should determine the appropriateness of the device
for maintaining the performance of students who are
more severely disabled and, with extended use, for
facilitating their complete internalization of the self -
management process.
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ABSTRACT

A new emphasis on designing assistive devices
for disabled persons has strengthened a tradit ional
undergraduate design curriculum in Mechanical
Engineering. Mechanical and electro- mechanical
assistive devices have provided an excellent source of
"real- world" problems to challenge and motivate
student design teams. These problems have proven
to be very effective in teaching design methodology
and providing an industrial design experience in a
two - semester senior capstone design course sequence.
Approximately thirty such projects have been
completed over the past three years. Among these,
several have been selected for patenting and possible
commercialization with the goal of providing a funding
mechanism fo r future student pro jects. Due to  the
success o f  this program, a certif icate program in
rehabilitation engineering is planned.

BACKGROUND

With no major industries to support its design
program, the Department o f Mechanical Engineering
has been assisted by the Office of Technology Transfer
and Economic Development (OTTED) to  establish a
local clientele among private and governmental
rehabilitation agencies including the Rehabilitation
Hospital of the Pacific (REHAB Hospital), Hawaii
Assistive Technology Services, and the State of Hawaii
Vocational Rehabilitation Division. These "clients"
have provided design projects and funding to pay for
materials to construct working prototypes.

OBJECTIVE

The American Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET) requires that all
accredited engineering programs provide a meaningful
design experience in a senior capstone design course.
In response to ABET s guidelines on this matter, the
Department of Mechanical Engineering has made
substantial progress in meeting this objective. The
senior design capstone course has evolved from a one -
semester course where mockups of  a paper design
were created to a two - semester sequence where
working prototypes are manufactured for clients. In
this process, students experience the design process
in realistic circumstances.

METHOD

A two- semester design course sequence is now
required for all seniors. Two instructors are involved
in teaching this sequence beginning in alternate
semesters. Thus, students can enroll in any semester,
but must continue their project over two consecutive
semesters. Also, each instructor works with the same

group of  students fo r the two courses. A simi lar
approach to teaching design is used at the University
of Delaware f 1 I.

The first course, Engineering Design
Methodology, formally introduces students to the
design process. Lectures on the methodology of
design are given concurrently with a design project.
With this approach, abstract design philosophies can
be demonstrated realistically with a parallel design
experience. Lecture topics include conceptual design
(creative synthesis), decision making, concurrent
engineering, selection of materials, manufacturability,
quality control, economic decision making, computer -
aided engineering (solid modeling and f inite element
analysis), planning and scheduling, written and oral
presentations, and engineering ethics.

At the beginning of  the first semester, the
class is given orientation lectures by physical and
occupational therapists and a f ield trip to the REHAB
Hospital. Following this brief introduction to  the
rehabilitation professions, written descriptions of
needed assistive devices are submitted to the class for
consideration. These descriptions address project
needs (constraints) and wants (optional) which are
expressed in the requestor's own technical or
nontechnical language. Some project ideas are
generic and some are specif ic to individual needs.
Students must interpret these descriptions in terms of
engineering requirements and decide which projects
are o f the most interest. Each student lists three
project choices from which the instructor tries to
organize design teams of two to four students. Every
effort is made to  place students on their preferred
project.

The students interact with the rehabilitat ion
staff and patients to gain a clear understanding of the
problem and then produce a report defining their own
interpretation of the project in terms of  the required
functionality, safety and cost of the device. Once the
problem has been clearly stated, the student design
teams conduct a literature and product survey to
obtain information needed for the design effort. Each
team generates between ten and twenty preliminary
design concepts, from which the best three concepts
are selected. These are then discussed with the client
and subjected to engineering and economic analyses.
The f inal design concept is selected based on technical
merit and cost. A f inal written report is submitted to
the instructor, and a written proposal and oral
presentation of the f inal design concept is made to the
client for funding consideration. The proposal
consists of a technical description, budget and
schedule to complete a working prototype. An
important feature of  this proposal is the graphical
presentation of the design concept as a three-
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dimensional solid model defining the assembled
device and its component parts as shown in Figures 1
and 2 [2, 3]. A computer - generated solid model can
relate the design concept to the client readily and is a
very effective tool to describe how it functions. Figure
1 depicts a battery- powered scooter intended as a
training device to teach disabled children how to
operate an electric wheelchair. The problem
statement provided by the client states that the

Figure 1. Training Scooter

Figure 2. Scooter Chassis

scooter must fully support the child in a slightly
reclined and secure position. The solid model gives
the student design team and the client an excellent
focal point to exchange ideas about the shape of the
molded shell. Ano ther design objective is that the
scooter should be able to turn away from obstacles in
a small maneuvering space. In Figure 2, the students
can easily demonstrate how the vehicle is propelled
with a two -wheel drive system having a small turning
radius. It is possible also to use animation at a
computer workstation to  i llustrate the operation of
mechanisms.

The design concept proposed in the first
semester is developed in the second course, Design
Project. The critical factor, of course, is the availability
of f unding. The client has the opportunity to  study
the proposal between semesters and writes a technical
assessment of  the proposal and funding level. A
pro ject that does not obtain f unding from the client
can obtain limited support from the ME Department to
construct a scale model of the prototype. In this way,
the continuity of the academic objectives is preserved.

Milestones for the second course include
project scheduling, detailed engineering analyses,
checking geometric tolerances to confirm compatible
assembly of all structures and components,
production of shop and assembly drawings,
supervising proto type construction, prototype
assembly, performance evaluation, redesign, and a
written report of the year -long design effort. Finally,
the students compete in the Francis R. Montgomery
design competition sponsored by the local section of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. This
competition includes an oral presentation before a
panel of local practicing engineers and a poster
session where judges conduct a hands -on evaluation
of the design projects.

A growing design library is available for
student use. The most important of these are design
codes, periodicals, engineering handbooks, a product
source encyclopedia, catalogs of materials and
components, and numerous rehabilitation equipment
catalogs.

RESULTS

Table 1 lists student projects completed since
this new design program began. Students have
benefitted by

experiencing the design process with
realistic projects. Although most pro totypes would
require redesign to be put into actual service, a few of
the projects possess the simplicity and usefulness to
make them candidates for future commercialization.
To date, two of these projects have been identified for
further development and patenting by the university.
These are the sliding tub /shower bench shown in
Figure 3 and a page turner. Projects receiving funding
are given to  the client fo r evaluation and use upon
signing a release of liability. Many of these projects
have inspired follow -on design efforts aimed at
bringing viable concepts to a practical conclusion.

DISCUSSION

Designing assistive devices for the disabled has
strengthened teaching senior design in Mechanical
Engineering. In a locali ty where industrial support is
unavailable, student projects had been limited to
paper reports and mockups or crude prototypes to
demonstrate design concepts. Students often would
spend too  much time engaged in f i t ting their own
poorly fabricated parts. By gaining the support o f
local rehabilitation agencies, it has become possible
for students to carry out projects of real -world
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Table 1. Student Designed Assistive Devices

Mobility

• Hemiplegic steerable wheelchair
• High -low tilting wheelchair seat
• Adjustable weight- bearing walker
• All- terrain wheelchair tire
• Battery-powered scooter

Transfer

• Universal transfer device (f ive concepts)
• Portable wheelchair lif t for van
■ Wheelchair lif t for private home
• Tub /Shower rolling transfer bench
• Conveyor belt chair -bed transfer bench

Self -Help

• Electrical and mechanical reachers (f ive concepts)
• Writ ing tablet for visually impaired
• Page turners (four concepts)
• Wheelchair umbrella (three concepts)
• Portable vertical storage system (two concepts)
• Artist easel
• Wheelchair fold -away writing desk
• Book retriever for library stacks (two concepts)
• Trunk li f t
• Computer diskette changer
• Adjustable computer workstation support system
• Arm exerciser

Figure 3. Sliding Tub /Shower Bench

problems for real clients that result in working
prototypes manufactured by professional machinists.
This approach has proved to be an excellent vehicle to
teach design and has challenged and motivated
students to perform their best.

The success of this new program is manifold.
Students receive a design education which better
prepares them for industry, clients obtain a prototype
for only the cost of materials, and technology
developed in the classroom will be transferred to
industry result ing in additional f inancial support f or
the design program. This approach has been so well
received by students and faculty, a Rehabilitation
Engineering certificate program in Mechanical
Engineering is planned.
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Abstract
This paper will summarize the results

of a study visit to Brazil from mid -April
to mid -May, 1993 under the sponsorship
of the World Institute on Disability. The
study will analyze results of the PATH
program, as a case study of an
appropriate technology, community
based rehabilitation effort which has had
centralized support from the Partners of
the Americas, a sister -state organization.
The principal focus of the study will be
on the achievements of the program in
the area of assistive technology.

Background
Persons with disabilities in developing

countries have a need for assistive
technology which is frequently not met
by devices from developed countries, due
to cost, energy supply, maintenance, or
the work or home environment.
Throughout the world, however, there
are individuals and groups who are
developing assistive technology which
"works" in their environment. The issue
is not "high tech" or "low tech ", but the
"right tech." Unfortunately, many of the
appropriate technology efforts remain
unknown outside a small geographic
area.

One of the few large -scale efforts to
encourage and support appropriate
assistive technology was the PATH
program (Partners Appropriate
Technology for the Handicapped) of the
Partners of the Americas, a volunteer
sister -state organization. Because of its
somewhat unique nature in supporting
local efforts through an international
program, it would be instructive to study
some of the achievements of PATH.
Appropriate assistive technology
initiatives in developing countries tend to
be spontaneous and unplanned. By

contrast, the PATH program was a
systematic, programmatic initiative. This
is a feature of PATH which make the
analysis of the potential and limitations of
such an approach so important.

The PATH program of the Partners of
the Americas is one of the few examples
of a program to systematically identify,
stimulate and support appropriate
technology efforts throughout the
hemisphere. Brazil is the country with
the greatest number of Partners chapters
in Latin America. The PATH program in
Brazil thus represents a unique
opportunity to see a wide variety of
assistive technology projects as they
were conceived and implemented in
different parts of a diverse country.
Objective

A one -month visit does not permit an
exhaustive study of all that PATH
accomplished in Brazil. The goal of this
study is not to perform a complete
evaluation of PATH, but rather to collect
information about a small number of
recognized successes.
Method/Approach

Four PATH projects will be visited in
different parts of Brazil. The basic
information to be sought is: the specific
need or problem which the project
addresses; the devices or interventions
which have been tried; the processes by
which the projects were developed, the
involvement of persons with disabilities;
and the results. A series of meetings will
be held with project staff, clients,
members of the community and local
service providers.
Results

Exemplary products and practices,
especially those which are unique or
which are potentially transferable, are the
results which will be sought. These
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include devices, forms of organization,
and mechanisms for collaboration.
Discussion

Discussion will focus on the potential
of PATH -like approaches for linking
local, community efforts with
international cooperative networks.
Successes and difficulties encountered by
local PATH, as well as alternative forms
of action, will be discussed.
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ABSTRACT
The literature on technology evaluation and transfer for
assistive devices demonstrates the need for a
collaborative model process involving a partnership
between the three essential participants: research centers
for technical evaluations, businesses for marketing and
sales, and consumers for conducting user evaluations.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The assistive device marketplace is a difficult
environment for both device producers and device
consumers. Despite the presence of many assistive
devices, providers and consumers operate in an inefficient
and often precarious marketplace. The findings of the
U.S. Congress summarizes the marketplace problems:
"Many individuals with disabilities do not have access to
the assistive technology devices and assistive services that
such individuals need to function in society
commensurate with their abilities [at the same time]
marketers perceive insufficient incentives for the
commercial pursuit of the application of technology
devices to meet the needs of individuals with
disabilities."1

The Electronic Industries Foundation's Rehabilitation
Engineering Center (REC), organized marketplace
problems under three areas: a) Identification - providers
have difficulty identifying consumers, and consumers
have difficulty finding the provider's devices. b)
Selection: Providers lack enough knowledge about the
needs of consumers to produce and distribute more
appropriate assistive devices, and consumers lack enough
knowledge about the device's capabilities to choose
optimally. c) Financing: Providers face a relatively small
and specialized group of consumers, who typically have
limited resources, and consumers typically have limited
resources and lack knowledge of programs providing
funding support.2 3 How can the technology evaluation

and transfer process be improved to mitigate these
marketplace problems?

A. The Role of Research Centers
Research centers are engaged in device development,
evaluation and technology transfer. The REC at Rancho
Los Amigos Medical Center found that a majority of
research centers surveyed cited commercialization as a
factor considered in selecting research projects and a
major factor in selecting development projects.4

The National Rehabilitation Hospital's REC conducts
comparative evaluations of assistive devices with ECRI,
a nonprofit company specializing in the evaluation of
medical and health care technology. Their evaluation
process has three stages: a) Literature Review -
searching for existing standards and previous reports on
the device's technical performance; b) Protocol
Development - developing new or adapting existing
methods; c) Product Testing - evaluating three attributes
of the device: performance, safety and ease of use.5 6 7

Research centers also fulfill the critical function of
documenting the technology evaluation and transfer
process, and disseminating that information to
practitioners in the field. Most of the literature cited in
this paper was generated by research centers

B. The Role of Consumers
Basing consumer evaluations on criteria that reflects their
practical needs as end users, is more effective and
informative than using criteria established for technical
evaluations. One study found that experienced users
relied on four key criteria when evaluating assistive
devices -- regardless of the device involved: a)
Effectiveness - the level at which the device's functions
improve the consumer's ability to perform activities of
daily living, including the consumer's perception of
functional capability and independence; b) Affordability
- the costs associated with the device's purchase,
maintenance and repair, as compared to the consumer's
discretionary income; c) Operability - the ease with
which the consumer is able to start-up, control and use
the device for desired purposes. Operability includes
controls, displays and instructions; d) Dependability -
the device's ability to continually function under all
reasonable conditions and circumstances of use-8

The context of device use is also important to consumer's
evaluation criteria. One study compared evaluations for
devices used in work settings with evaluations of devices
used in activities of daily living.9 The two groups agreed

that mobility aids were the most important devices.
Beyond that, the work group valued devices that were
durable, had a pleasing appearance, made the user proud
to operate them, and that functioned well with other
devices. This work group looked for features of
sturdiness, efficient operation and durability in new
devices. In contrast, the group considering devices for
independent living valued convenience, comfort and ease
of use. They looked most for sturdiness, simplicity and
functionality when selecting new devices.
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Thus, consumers bring their own perspective to the
evaluation process, a perspective that may be quite
different -- and arguably more appropriate — than
researcher's criteria for technical evaluations.

C. The Role of Business
Several studies report the problems and pitfalls inherent
in commercializing new products, particularly involving
issues of intellectual ownership and shared investment.
These reports help document the process so that others
may avoid the problems. 10 11 Their recommendations
are summarized in six points: a) The technology transfer
process is largely driven by manufacturer considerations,
so potential manufacturers should get early and frequent
looks at outside designs. The technical research and
development agency must share information on products
under development, given the appropriate protections for
disclosure. b) Establish effective communication
outlining each partners needs and requirements. The
overt action of establishing the partnership presents the
perfect opportunity to define and articulate each partner's
role and responsibility_ c) Develop solid business, legal,
and financial arrangements. The business entity has a
primary mission to establish solid business plans, with
the requisite legal and financial arrangements, given
oversight and input by the partner's legal counsel.
d) Completion of comprehensive market survey. The
business partner performs the requisite market analysis to
quantify the expected demand, while the community-
based agency conducts the user trials to provide a
qualitative sense of the device's value to consumers.
e) Manufacturer needs to know time involved in
fabricating design prototypes. The technology transfer
partnership should assume the cost of fabricating
"reduced to practice" prototypes, through program funds
or through external support for a particular device.
f) Develop specific guidelines for roles and
responsibilities of staff. These roles and responsibilities
must be defined within and between the partner agencies.

The business community addresses the mechanics of
production, marketing and sales, and financial
considerations, in the evaluation and transfer process.
Essential issues for eventual commercialization.

APP ROA CH: A Collaborative Model
An article by Mann argues that a major impediment is the
absence of a clearly defined and comprehensive service
delivery model.12 For example, consumers acquire
devices directly, clinicians prescribe devices in service
facilities, and community agencies provide guidance in
the selection process_ Each of these models serves a
valuable purpose, but none is broad enough to reach the
entire population of persons with disabilities. A new,

more inclusive model is needed, to integrate the available
resources both vertically or horizontally.

The successful technology evaluation and transfer
process must include all three of these essential
participants: consumers, researchers and businesses.
Ideally, the effort should be directed by the end users --
the consumers -- with direct and continuing support from
research centers (technical expertise) and the business
community (marketing and selling expertise).

The notion of a collaborative model for technology
evaluation and transfer, based on a partnership structure,
is derived from the principle of Participatory Action
Research (PAR), an accepted strategy for conducting
activities in organizations that involve both theory and
practice. The NIDRR is currently developing a policy
called Constituency Oriented Research and Dissemination
(CORD), based on the PAR principles. PAR, by
definition, involves the practitioners (users, consumers,
caregivers and service providers) in the entire research
process, from the project's initial design, through the data
collection, analysis, decisions and finally the actions
resulting from the research. 13

The Electronic Industries Foundation REC's model of
technology transfer shows the relationships of research
and development, manufacturing and marketing, and the
evaluation of products.14 This model reinforces the
value of PAR principles to assistive devices by including
researchers that develop and test, businesses that market
and sell, and consumers that evaluate and purchase.

IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION
A collaborative process involving persons with
disabilities — with full support in technical areas from a
research center and in marketing areas from the business
community, offers a fundamentally different set of
opportunities for training and employment, provides a
role model for persons in the community, and directly
serves the needs of consumers by developing new
assistive devices. Such a process presents a real
opportunity for consumers to pursue new business
opportunities by commercializing useful devices.

This collaborative model process could serve as a model
of self- empowerment. Self -employment represents the
highest form of empowerment — empowerment embodied
in the concept of "inclusion." The tern empowerment
typically means consumer's participating in existing
systems of training, education or employment
opportunities. However, these existing programs more
accurately embody the concepts of "integration" and
"mainstreaming" — they constrain the consumer to the
limits imposed by existing systems. In contrast, the
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concept of "inclusion" changes the focus to a vision of
new systems and different approaches. As Berko (1992)
states: "Inclusion lies at the heart of the true
c o m m u n i t y .  " 1 5

A collaborative process is also important to future
success in a changing marketplace. The National Council
on Disability recently completed a major study, "The
Financing of Assistive Technolo8 ' Devices and Services
for Individuals with Disabilities." i6 The report contains

sixteen policy recommendations which would implement
statutory authority to coordinate service delivery, and
require reimbursement for devices and services from
private health insurers. They would create financial
incentives for private industry to invest in the assistive
technology marketplace, establish universal design
guidelines, and collect the kinds of information on
assistive device needs and use that aids market analysis.
The expected increase in market activity from the
combined effects of these recommendations, will facilitate
and the implementation of collaborative models for
technology evaluation and transfer.
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WORKS T AT ION ROBOTICS:
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ABS T RACT

Robo tic aid s can serve to restore manip ulatio n
ab ilit ies  and  imp ro ve the q uality o f life fo r p ers o ns
with severe mo b ility imp airments . A majo r c hallenge
has  b een making this tec hnolo gy func tional,  p ractical,
and affo rd ab le for the end -user. A technology
transfer process is presently underway that will
valid ate the s afety,  reliab ility,  and  effec tiveness  of a
Deskto p Vocatio nal Assis tant Robot (DeVAR" ' )

system. The purpose fo r develop ing the DeVAR
wo rkstatio n was to provid e persons with severe
d is ab ilit ies  a meas ure o f vo c atio nal independence.
Through voice reco gnit ion and prepro grammed
tas ks ,  the user c o mmand s  a P UMA 260t r robotic

arm to manip ulate o b jec ts within the works tatio n
envelo pe. This  pap er dis cus ses  the pilot  study and
technology trans fer pro ces s o f the DeVAR s ystem.

BAC KG RO UND

Robo tics technology appears to be in a
develop mental stage similar to that of business
co mp uters in the early 1960' s  (1). Ind us trial ro bo ts
are constantly gaining advanc ed language and
mo b ility res ult ing in greater c ommercial availab ility.
The ap plic ation o f ro b otic  d evices has pervaded the
health an d  human s ervic es field  giving ris e to  the
area of rehabilitat io n robotics. Computer -based
robo tic manipulators can pro vide persons with
bilateral upp er extrenuty d ys func tio ns  an interac tive
aid  for p erfo rming pers onal and vo cational activit ies.
By rep lac ing or augmenting a p ers on' s manip ulatio n
skills,  the ro bo tic  aid  can enhance their quality o f life
by dec reasing dependence on personal attend ant
care, imp ro ving self- esteem, pro mo ting mental
st imulatio n, and allo wing greater mastery o f  th e

phys ical enviro nment.

Rehab ilitat io n ro bo tics  c an be d ivid ed  into two main
categories: workstation (fixed - lo cation) and mo bile
(po rtable) systems. This paper focuses on a
wo rks tatio n -b ased manip ulato r intend ed  fo r use b y
persons with severe motor impairments within a
vocational enviro nment. In t he p as t , emp lo yment
op po rtunit ies for thes e ind ivid uals were extremely
limited . Today's electro nic tec hnologies have created
a s h ift  in t he jo b  marke t t hat  is  e vid e nc ed  b y the
influx of information- processing professions.
Co up led  with the p a s s age o f the Americans with
Dis abilities Ac t, this movement towards a more

information- intens ive jo b  market has p ro vid ed the
imp etus for emplo yment of p ers o ns with severe
disabilities . Access to approp riate assis tive
tec hno lo gy and training,  allo ws thes e ind ivid uals  to
bec o me effec tive and prod uctive memb ers o f  t he
workforc e. Ad ditionally, spinal co rd  injury (SCI)
researc h has s hown that increased c lient involvement
in p urp os eful activity enhances p erso nal health and
inc reases  lo ngevity (2,3).

S YS T EM DES CR IP T ION

The Palo Alto VA Rehab ilitation Research &
Development (Rehab  R &D) Center,  in collaboration
with Stanford Univers ity' s School o f Engineering,
developed a Desktop Vocational Assistant Robot
(DeVAR) s ystem. T he DeVAR  s ys t em u tiliz es  a
voice rec ognit io n sys tem thus allowing p erso ns with
severe physic al impairments to  co ntrol a ro botic arm
and manip ulate objects within the workstation
envelop e. The manipulation capability is built
aro und a PUMA -260 ro b o t a rm with a modified
Otto -Bock Greifer ( ' M) prosthetic hand as the

grip per. The robotic  arm is sus pended on a four foot
overhead  track lo c ated  abo ve a fo ur fo o t b y three
fo o t main worksurface. This  main wo rks urfac e is
flanked  by two s ide s urfac es  to  fo rm a "U"  s hap ed
workstatio n for the us er. The track allows the rob ot
to access overhead shelving and side work - surfaces.

A Co mpaq c omp uter is used  as the high -level ro bot
contro ller. A Mac intos h C lassic serves as the user 's
applicatio n c omp uter and is s eparate from the ro bot
co ntro ller to clearly d elineate user and  ro bo t tas ks .
As  a bac kup c o ntro l metho d , the us er can use the
Macintosh to send robot commands. An X -10
enviro nmental control unit permits the user to
operate the lights, Macinto sh, and a call -help
mod ule.

The DeVAR utilizes prepro grammed, computer -
controlled mo vements  to exec ute sp ecific tasks that
the user initiates through ro bot task commands. The
wo rks tatio n is arranged in a p red etermined fas hio n
with all p erip heral eq uip ment p os itio ned  in s p ec ific

locations. The sys tem is  des igned  to b lend  in with
exist ing o ffice furniture

Sinc e the ro b o t maneuvers  c los e to  the o p erato r ' s
head,  safety is  o f the utmo st imp o rtanc e. Fo r this
reas on the following features have been b uilt into the

sys tem:
1) op eration at  relatively slo w speeds;
2) a lightweight (15 po und s) mechanic al
arm with a limited force level of five
pounds; and
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3) three method s by whic h the user can
stop the arm (giving the command "stop ",
making a lo ud noise,  o r hitt ing an emergency stop
switch mounted  near the
user' s face).

No prior co mputer knowledge is required to op erate
the DeVAR; the ro bo t co ntroller is  p reprogrammed
to perfo rm c omp lex tas ks  in res ponse to  o ne or two
wo rd  co mmands  from the us er. The us er c an als o
"p ilo t"  the arm us ing s imp le d irec tio nal c ommand s .
Tasks are d ivided into  three c atego ries : vocational
sup po rt,  ac tivities o f d aily living,  and enviro nmental
control. At p resent, the DeVAR is  p ro grammed to :
manip ulate and file computer print -outs,
select /load /retum disks, select /dispense medication
(throat lozenges), retrieve /return mouthstick,
operate a speaker /private phone, perfo rm facial
scratching, and op erate lights , computer, and call -
help mod ule. T he DeVAR is  p r o grammed  with a
standard set o f tas ks that can be used as is o r
adap ted to meet ind ivid ual user needs.

Develo per' s clinic al trials perfo rmed on several
prototypic versions  o f the DeVAR sys tem pro vided
suffic ient data to  move forward with the tec hnology
transfer process. One major step  is  a field evaluation
accomplished indep endently from the develo per' s
arena. This  is  a critic al s tep  that mus t b e carefully
reviewed prior to valid ating the d evic e /system for
co mmercializatio n. A p ilo t s tud y was rec ommend ed
due to the so phis tic ated level o f tec hnology invo lved
with the DeVAR. Res ults  gleaned  fro m the pilo t
wo uld ass is t in ensuring an effective national, multi-
center,  clinic al evaluatio n.

OBJ ECTIVE

The p rimary go als fo r the p ilot  s tudy were to verify
all levels  o f built -in safety alo ng with all op eratio nal
and performance features. The stud y als o examined
the DeVAR' s utility in assis ting high -level
quadrip legic s to  at tain independ ence in a vocational

enviro nment. This included assessing the
appropriateness of the current tas k s et and  need for
additional tasks as identified  by the subjects.

In add it io n, the study assessed the supp lied
ins tructio nal materials (manuals and  videotap es) for
ins tallatio n, staff /subject training, and technical
support informatio n. Level of on -site technical
sup po rt  required to  maintain system op eration, on a
routine basis, and resolution of s ys tem failure(s)
were also evaluated.

METHOD /APPROACH

With c o llabo ratio n from the VA National Direc to r,
Spinal Cord  Injury (SCI) Programs, s ite selection for
the p ilo t  was accomplished. Two pre- commerc ial
DeVAR systems were procured for evaluation
purposes. The DeVAR 001 system was placed  at the
VA Technology Transfer Section (TTS), Rehab
R &D Servic e,  Baltimo re, MD.  while the DeVAR 002

sys tem was  lo c ated at  the VA Med ic al Center S CI
Service, Richmond,  VA.

The placement o f the DeVAR 001 s ys tem at  the T TS
site allowed the project monitor and bio medic al
engineering technician, assigned to the project, to
become familiar with the op eratio n, training
tec hniques, and  technic al management of the system.
The DeVAR 002 s ystem was evaluated extensively by
fo ur males with quadriplegia who  were b etween the
ages o f 32 and 51. The levels  of injury were C-4 and
C -5, and included one ventilator - dependent user.
The follo wing results focus primarily on their
experiences.

RES ULTS

Subjects  learned to  op erate the s ystem op timally in
three to  five ho urs. The DeVAR performed all tas ks
reliably,  s afely, and in an effic ient manner. Three
subjects recommended more efficient us e of
workstation space. Sugges tio ns inc lud ed:
1) ad ding a motorized  reference c arousel,
2) replac ing one o f the co py s tands  with a page
turner, and
3) relocating the pro mpt mo nitor next to the
Macinto sh c omp uter to  minimize head  /neck fatigue
for the user.

Tas ks  rated  as mo st beneficial were p ap er handling,
retrieving medications , and hand ling of flo p py d is ks .
The mo uths tic k and retrieval o f the p ho ne rec eiver
were ques tioned due to assistive tec hnology p resently
availab le to  ac co mp lis h thes e ac tivit ies . Tas ks  that
were added to the s ys tem, during the p ilo t , were
retrieving a d rink and  paper filing. A task to ac cess
books /manuals was als o identified by the s ubjec ts as
being voc atio nally imp ortant if  they were to  rely o n
the DeVAR to  perfo rm a job.

A Sony Desktop micro phone and a hand -held
VOTAN microp ho ne were inc luded for use with the
VOTAN voice recognition system. Tho ugh all
subjects liked the voice rec ognition interfac e,
prob lems were no ted  with the microp hones . These
prob lems invo lved speech reco gnit ion quality and
interference from extraneo us background noises.
Both p ro ved  frus trating to  all sub jects  but esp ec ially
for the ventilator- dependent user. Frequent
recognition erro rs and co ntinual repetition of
co mmand s  were very dis turb ing to  the users . The
iss ue with b ac kgro und noise also  raised concern for
us er s afety. Based  o n these findings, a S HUR E
noise - cancellation microp hone (model 562) was tried
with the s ys tem and did help  to improve reco gnit io n
capability and minimize interference from
background noise. It is  no w p ro vid ed as a third
micro phone option for use with the system
thro ughout the remaind er of the evaluation phase.

Based  upo n staff and subjec t input, the technical and
training manuals were updated and revised for
clarificatio n. On -s ite b iomed ical engineering staff
proved adeq uate fo r d iagnos ing a faulty enc o der in
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the grip p er and faulty hard drive in the Comp aq
co mp uter. Develo per and manufac turer support
were required to recalibrate the robot nes ting
pro gram,  res o lve a trac king p ro b lem,  and  p ro gram
two tas ks.

Sub jec ts  als o s ugges ted  ad d ing a metho d  to  p ermit
ind ep endent access to the sys tem i. e. wheelc hair -
activated  floor o n /off switc h. All subjec ts  ind ic ated
that their purc hase of a DeVAR sys tem wo uld
depend upon the addition of more vocatio nal - related
tasks i. e. book /manual retrieval and imp roved
utilizatio n of worksurface space i. e. motorized
carous els  and  p age turners . If  thes e c hanges  were
inco rpo rated, all subjects felt the DeVAR could
prove to b e a practical and useful as sistant to persons
with severe phys ical disabilit ies.

DISCUSSION

Pro ceeding to the multi- center evaluatio n is
warranted  as  a result  o f the p ilo t . It  is  evident that
ad d it io nal d ata is required to further exp lo re the

vocatio nal app lication of the DeVAR sys tem.
Pres ently,  b o th sys tems  are und ergo ing a natio nal,
multi - c enter, c linical evaluatio n. T he fo llo wing VA
Medical Centers (VAMC) are partic ip ating:
Bro ckton/West Roxbury, MA. , Seattle, WA. , and
Tamp a, F L. The S eatt le VAMC will utilize the
expertis e and  reso urces  o f the Ass is t ive Tec hnology
Center of the Reso urc e Center fo r the Handicapp ed
(RCH). The RCH is  a vo catio nal training ins titute
fo r p ers ons with d isabilit ies . Designated  s taff fro m
the S eatt le VAMC and RCH will c o llabo rate o n the
evaluatio n p ro jec t . Only through this technology
transfer mechanis m can the system's practic ality,
clinical utility, cos t- effectivenes s, and co mmerc ial
read iness be best  determined.

In a related  VA- funded  res earch p ro jec t , the P alo
Alto  VA Rehab  R &D Center and SCI p rogram are
us ing  the DeVAR s ys tem as  p a rt  o f  a Vo c atio nal
Training F ac ility for high -level q uadriplegic s.

IMP L IC AT IO NS

As human servic e rob ots  become more c ommerc ially
available,  the final meas ure o f us er ac cep tance will

o nly c o me fro m pro lo nged  op eratio n und er ac tual
daily living and vo cational c o ndit ions . Rob otic aids
should be flexible, functional and affo rd ab le eno ugh
to allo w p ers o n s  with s evere mo b ility imp airment
expand ed  and independent acc es s  within their home

and  /o r work environments.
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ABS T R AC T

There are over 22 trillio n deaf or hard of hearing ind ivid uals
in the United  S tates  that  c an b enefit  fro m vid eo  tap e and
televis ion p ro grams  that are c aptio ned. With the p as sage of
the Americans with Disab ilities Act and  o ther legis lat io n, it
is beco ming hard er to pro duce vid eo tape p ro grams  witho ut
making them ac c es s ib le to  all ind ivid uals . With the new
lo w cost yet  h ig h q ua li ty vid eo  eq uip ment in  us e  b y
industry and educatio nal entit ies to day,  there is  a b ig need
for lo c alized cap tio ning alternatives . A backgro und of
captioning as  well as equipment, captioning resources, and
options is d isc uss ed.

BACKG RO UN D

Cap tio ning b egan in the early d ays  o f mo vies . At that  t ime
there was  no  s o und  an d  c ap t io ns  we re p lac ed  in b etween
sc enes  to  p ro vid e the viewer with the d ialogue. Captioning
fo r the deaf and  hard o f hearing was fas t  s een in 1971 when
WGBH in Bo ston, the loc al p ub lic broadc as t stat ion,  placed
sub titles at  the bo tto m of a b roadc ast  o f Julia Child s, "T he
French Chef ". Hearing imp aired  ind ivid uals lo ved  it and
requested more captio ned  pro grams,  esp ecially news. WGBH
fo rmed the Cap tio n Center to purs ue cap tio ning of
televis ions s ho ws and  news .

Ten years  later 'P BS  d evelo p ed  its  own c ap tioning s ystem.
This  o ne was  d ifferent. The c aptio ns  were plac ed in the
vid eo  s ignal and vis ib le o nly to thos e with a sp ec ial deco der.
This  was a big hit  as  p op ular televis io n s ho ws  co uld now b e
clo sed - c ap tio ned  and  the c ap tio ns were o nly seen b y tho s e
who  wanted to  s ee them. PBS gave the rights  to  the s ys tem
to  the National Captio ning Ins titute (NCI) who  d id  no t share
the tec hno lo gy. NCI was  the o nly o n e c a p ab le o f d o ing
clo sed  - captioning and  op en - cap tions  o r s ub tit les b ec ame a
thing o f th e p as t . Pro ducers o f  v id eo  a nd televisio n
p ro grams  wis hing to  c lo s e- c ap tio n p ro grams  had  to  s end
them to  NCI . In 1984 the Cap tion Center d evelop ed  its  o wn
clo s ed - c ap tio ning s ys tem c o mp atib le with the o ne
develo ped by PBS.

OBJ EC TIVE

Ov er the pas t few years clo sed and open - captioning
eq uip ment has  s lo wly b ec o me  a availab le. S o me o f  it  is
very expens ive. Knowing where to find equip ment is no t an
eas y tas k. Onc e eq uip ment is  p urchased there is usually litt le
or no training of the op erato r on prop er cap tio ning
tec hniques  s uc h as parap hras ing o r text  p lac ement. This
p ap er  will  p ro v id e a n o v erv ie w o f c a p tio n ing .  Ho w it  is
do ne.  Where vid eotap es  c an b e s ent to  b e c ap tioned , and
where equip ment can b e p urchased fo r in -hous e c aptioning.

DI S C US S I ON

Captioning is  the p roc es s  o f d isp laying the spo ken word or
dialo gue of a p ro gram on the sc reen. Traditio nally c aptio ns
ap pear as white text  o n a black or grey b ac kgro und  o verlaid
on to p of the video picture, us ually app earing at the b otto m.
Open - c aptions  are visible to  everyo ne. Closed - captions are

placed  o n line 21 of the video  s ignal b y an enc o der and are
invis ib le unless  rec o vered b y a dec o der. A d eco der at  the
viewers ho me reco vers the cap tions  and  disp lays them on the
televis io n sc reen. Closed - captions make it p o s s ib le to
captio n all p ro grams witho ut d is rupting the p ic ture fo r thos e
who  d o  n o t need  the c a p tio ns . Tho s e wishing to  c ap tio n
vid eo  programs have two  o ptions. They can send it out to  be
c ap tio ned ,  o r t hey  c a n b uy th e e q uip me nt and  c a p tio n it
thems elves . One imp o rtant thing to reme mb er ab o ut
cap tioning: T he c ap tio ns  are no t enc o d ed  o n the o riginal
tape. T hey are enco ded as a c opy is  made.

There are several ways that captio ns  are d is played  o n the
screen. Pop -on, Paint -on , and Roll-on. Pop -on is the mo st
po p ular and  allo ws  the cap tio ns  to  b e p lac ed  anywhere o n

the  t o p  o r  b o t to m o f th e s c r ee n. Bec aus e c ap tio ning is
us ually an after tho ught to vid eo  p ro grams ,  po p  -on allo ws
the c ap tio ns to be plac ed with o ut c o vering c rit ic al
info rmatio n that  is  p art  o f the o riginal p ro gram. Paint -on
cap tio ns are s imilar to pop -on captions exc ep t that  the
cap tio ns ap p ear right to left  as though they were typ ed o r
p ainted  o n in  o ne s tro ke.  Ro ll - o n c ap tio ns  a p p ear at  the
bo tto m o f the s c reen in two , three or fo ur lines . As  a new
lin e a p p e ars at  th e b o tt o m the to p  l ine d is ap p ear s  in a
sc ro lling motio n.  T his  mo d e o f c ap tio ning is  mo s t p o p ular
with live c aptio ning es p ec ially news .

The two  larges t kno wn c aptio ning c enters  are the Cap tio n
Ce n te r in Bo s to n Mas s ac h us etts and the Nat io n al
Cap tio ning Institute (NCI), in F alls Churc h, Virginia (s ee
ac knowled gement s ec tio n fo r a c omp lete list  of ad dres s es  ) .
Thes e centers emp lo y full t ime "c aptioneers " an d  ar e
res p o ns ib le f o r mo s t o f t he c ap t io n ing  o f  te lev is io n and
videos. Co sts fo r captio ning- run ap proximately $1,300 for
a 30- minute vid eo . In add it ion p ro grams  are required to  b e
sub mitted on 1 -inc h vid eo tap e,  alo ng with a c o p y o f the
script , and a 3/4 -inc h t ime -co ded  co py (audio on channel I
and  time -c o d e o n c hannel 2).  T he Cap tio n Center will als o
ac c o mmo d at e tap e fo r mats  o ther  than 1 -inch. Co mp uter
P ro mp ting Co rp o ratio n, a manufac ture of c ap tio ning
eq uip ment,  will als o  c aptio n p ro grams  fo r cons iderably less
than the o ther two . They will als o ac c ommod ate o ther tap e
formats. All cap tio ning c enters  have an info rmation p ac ket
availab le. It  will d es c ribe all that  is  req uired to  c ap tio n a
tap e s ent to  them.
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Captioning Alternatives

The following equipment is needed to close - caption a video
tape.

1 Captioning station
1 Line 21 encoder
1 Decoder
1 Television monitor
2 High quality Video cassette recorders

To caption a video tape program the operator uses a 3 /4 -incb
or VHS copy of the program to format the captions. If pop -
on or roll  -on captions  are  used then the operator will
determine where the captions will appear and when they will
appear. This is usually done with time -code which makes the
actual captioning process automatic once they are formatted.
The tape to be captioned is played in one VCR and the `video
out" signal passes through the line 21 encoder on its way to
the "video in" of the record VCR. Captions are sent to the
encoder form the captioning station which is usually a PC
computer with captioning software. Once captioning is
complete, the caption master is the videotape in the record
VCR. The mas ter videotape in the  play VCR is  left
untouched. Any type of VCR may be used, but the encoder
requires a clean video signal from the play VCR. Some
consumer Vcr may not work properly. Industrial or
Broadcast quality decks are recommended.

Open - captions are made by taking a already captioned tape
and placing a decoder between the play and record Vcr. A
decoder can also be placed right after the encoder to open -
caption an program.

Captioning is a great tool for providing access to individuals
with hearing impairments. As more and more corporations,
government agencies, and educational institutions, start
producing there own videotapes, the need for captioning
resources will increase.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Much of the information on the history of captioning was
provided by the Caption Center, 125 West ern Avenue,
Boston, Massachusetts 02134.

Below is a list of captioning centers, equipment
manufactures, and guides to captioning. This fist has been
compiled over several years and may not be complete . The
authors have been involved with captioning for just a few
years and would greatly appreciate any additional
information on captioning & equipment.

Captioning Hardware

Computer Prompting Corp. low cost captioning systems
3408 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., uses eeg or Softouch

Image Logic captioning systems
6807 Brennon Lane, uses eeg, softouch or
Chevy Chase MD 20815 -3255 shibasoku encoder
(301) 907 -8891
(301) 306 -1382 (TDD)

SoftTouch,Inc. encoder
1310 Braddock Place
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 549 -8445

Shibasoku Co, Ltd. encoder
12509 Beatrice Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066 -7007
(310).827 -7144

Instant Replay consumer VCR with
2601 SO. Bayshore Dr., decoder built in
STF 1050
Miami, FL 33133
(305) 854 -8777

National Captioning Institute consumer decoders
5203 Leesburg Pike, 15th Floor, models 4000, VR100
Falls Church, VA 22041 Available at many retail
(703) 998 -2400 outlets. Call 1- 800 -533-

9673 for retail outlets in

your area.

Caption Centers

Caption Center
125 Western Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02134
(617) 492 -9225 voice or TDD

National Captioning Institute
5203 Leesburg Pike, 15th floor
Falls Church, VA 22041
(703) 998 2400

Computer Prompting Corp.
3408 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 966 -0980

Captioning Resource Book

How to write and Caption for Deaf People
T7 Publishers, Inc
(301) - 5854440

Suite 201 encoder Kevin L. Reeve
Washington D.C. 20016 ComputerNideo Specialist
(202) 966-0980 Center for Persons with Disabilities

Utah State University
eeg enterprises, inc. captioning systems Logan, Utah 84322 -6800
1 Rome Street encoders (801)750 -3106
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 decoders (801)750 -3944 fax
(516) 293 -7472
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WALL MOUNTED ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIR ARTIST EASEL

Ray R. Rego Larry E. Gray
Rehabilitation Technology Center

Indianapolis, Indiana

ABSTRACT

A need was identified to  design an easel

that could be accessed and operated by a

quadriplegic in  a power wheelchair. The

Inherent problems with a typical easel

are paintings need to  be raised and

lowered, so an artist in a wheelchair can

reach them, and an easel that sets on the

floor does not allow wheelchair access.

The solution was to  design a wall mounted

easel that would allow wheelchair access

and could be repositioned by the use of

switch. The easel needed to  hold

paintings up to  10 foot long, have an

adjustable angle, and a movable pallet

holder.

CONSTRUCTION

The easel was constructed of two

separate frames. A steel rectangular
base frame mounted to  the wall 30 inches

off the floor and an outer frame, which

holds the paintings, constructed of

aluminum. A 24 inch linear actuator was

used to  raise and lower the outer frame

on machined nylon

glides. The outer frame has a channeled

base that holds the paintings and

prevents them from kicking out. A

machined nylon friction block assembly

holds paintings at the top. A sliding

pallet holder was constructed of

stainless steel tubing and mounted to  the

aluminum channel base. The pallet

slides easily  the length of the outer

frame and utilizes a friction lock.

ALUM INUM A

FRAM E

PAL LET
HO L DER

STEEL BASE

F RAM E

ELECTRI C

X T U AT O R

. . . . . . . . . J L E

SIDE VIEW

WALL M OUNT

PALLET

FRONT  VIEW

RESULT

The easel allowed the wheelchair artist

to  access the entire painting. The artist

Is  able to  independently  adjust the

height of the painting easily  by a wall

mounted toggle switch. The angle of the

painting was adjusted to  a comfortable

working position. The
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sliding pallet p rovided a rigid base for

the artist to  set his paint s on but also

was easily  moved by a simple lifting and

sliding motion.

CONCLUSION

This simple device allowed the

wheelcha ir artis t to  work independently

and much more  efficiently . Since its

design, several non - wheelchair artist

have expressed an interest in  the easel

because It can be used in  a sitting

position to  reduce fatigue.
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A STUDY OF ISSUES RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF CONSUMER
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS BY PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AND

FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS

Timothy D. Farr
Technology Applications Program
Electronic Industries Foundation

Washington, DC

ABSTRACT

In recent years there have been major devel-
opments in the area of assistive technology
product development to enable persons with
disabilities to increase their functional capa-
bilities in activities of daily living. However
there are many mass market consumer
products available that could be usable by
these persons. This study explores some of
the issues relating to the acquisition of these
products by persons with disabilities, and
offers their opinion on the desirability of a
concept entitled a "Seal of Accessibility."

BACKGROUND

In recent years the accessibility, or usability,
of consumer products has become the focus
of much discussion. Member companies of
the Consumer Electronics Group of the
Electronic Industries Association seek to
investigate methods to inform consumers of
the usability of consumer electronic products
by people with disabilities. As part of this
process, a survey was conducted to study
consumers' electronic product shopping
practices and preferences, the relative im-
portance of operational design features, and
their attitudes towards the proposed "Seal of
Accessibility." The seal would be a symbol
or label, placed voluntarily on the product,
packaging, and /or literature, which would
indicate the degree of usability of the prod-
uct by persons with different functional limi-
tations.

METHODOLOGY

While an effort was made to select a sample
population that represented a broad base of
disability, it  is important to  note that be-
cause of cost and time factors, a scientifical-
ly determined random sample of consumers
with disabilities was not used to conduct the
survey.

A total of three hundred and forty -one (341)
completed questionnaires were returned,
representing a strong 24.4% response rate.
Of these 341 respondents, 274 identified
themselves as having one disability, and 65
two or more disabilities. Two respondents
represented non - disabled caregivers who
were not screened out.

Survey findings are based on the information
provided by the 274 respondents identified
as having one disability. It should be noted,
however, that after a review of the respons-
es from those with two or more disabilities,
the inclusion of their responses would not
have significantly changed the overall results
of the survey.

The findings presented on the following
pages are organized by question. The figures
presented indicate the response to each
question across all disabilities, with individ-
ual disability opinions expressed for clarifi-
cation where necessary.

RESULTS DISCUSSION

Where do you currently shop for consum-
er electronic products?
Where would you prefer to shop?

The clear overall shopping methods are
retail electronic stores 175 (63.9 %), and
department stores 185 (67.5%). However,
the numbers who indicated these as their
preferred choices as somewhat to most
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desirable were 211 (77.0 %) and 204
(74.5%) respectively.

The differences between current choice and
preferred choice suggest problems at these
shopping locations which may have to  do
with lack of availability of appropriate
products, problems of access to these store
facilities, and, as is discussed later, the
levels of product knowledge and helpfulness
of sales staff.

It appears that the desire to use a particular
shopping mode exceeds the current ability to
access these modes, and suggests problems
with all five shopping methods for persons
with disabilities. Investigation of the diffi-
culties encountered by these individuals may
represent a future area of research.

What magazines /publications do you read
as a potential resource for information on
consumer electronic products?

While a broad range of magazines and
publications were reported as being sources
of information on consumer electronic prod-
ucts, overall, the three major information

resources were:

Consumer Reports 21.9% (60)
Popular tech. mags. 17.5% (48)
Disability pubs. 16.4% (45)

An important point to note is that 39.1 % of
the respondents either did not answer this
question, or indicated that they did not use
newspapers or magazines as resources for
information on consumer electronic prod-
ucts.

How do you presently determine If an
electronic product is suitable for your
needs?
To what degree are the above methods
satisfactory in helping you determine if a
product meets your needs?

Talking with other consumers was the first
choice of the respondents as being the most
satisfactory method to determine if a product
would meet a need. This was especially the
case with deaf and visually impaired individ-
uals (91.7% and 84.0% respectively).

A broad range of opinions were cited by 34
respondents regarding methods used to
determine if a product met needs. Several
respondents perceived sales representatives
as a problematic resource, even though they
were the second most frequently chosen.
They were often seen as less than objective,
lacking in knowledge of the product, and
more interested in making a sale than in
providing accurate product descriptions. One
respondent reflected "...store personnel are
often unaware of the needs of the disabled,
and very little help is available in most
stores."

Several respondents offered recommenda-
tions for making wise consumer electronic
product purchases. One explained, "...the
prospective buyer must always precede the
purchase with research that is careful and
thorough...." Another suggested charging
for a service where a product would be
delivered to the potential buyer's home for
inspection and trial use prior to purchase.
Others praised telephone sales services,
computer bulletin boards frequented by
people with disabilities, and family members
or friends without disabilities who are know-
ledgeable about electronics.
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Please rate the importance of the follow-
ing operational design features when
deciding to purchase an electronic prod-
uct.

The findings can be summarized as follows:

Control location is an important feature,
particularly to people with dexterity limita-
tions (100 %).
Remote control, while generally considered
important, is much more important to per-
sons with mobility limitations (82.0 %).
Visual display , as might be expected, is  a
significantly more important feature to
persons who are deaf (82.1%), those with
mobility limitations (74.4 %), and those with
hearing limitations (93.8 %).
Audio display is similarly a much more
important feature to those who are blind
(86.7 %), or visually impaired (84.0 %).
Ease of assembly is, understandably, more
important to blind persons (86.7 %), but,
surprisingly, a feature important to hearing
impaired persons (87.5%).

Operating instructions were rated by respon-
dents overall as being important, but again,
surprisingly, by an even higher percentage
of hearing impaired persons (93.8 %).
Adaptable to an assistive device was one of
the lowest rated operating features overall,
but for blind persons (80.0 %) and those
with hearing impairments (87.5 %) it is
considered one of the most important.

What is your perception of  a "Seal of
Accessibility" illustrating a product's
usability by people with functional limi-
tations?

All survey respondents who answered this
question agreed that such a seal would
improve their ability to make satisfactory
purchases. The seal of accessibility was
generally perceived as a starting point.

While some consumers had doubts about the
ability to develop a seal that could meet
diverse needs, the majority perceived it as a
useful tool in evaluating consumer electronic
products, and improving their ability to
make a satisfactory purchase.

Timothy D. Farr
Acting Director
Technology Applications Program
Electronic Industries Foundation
919 18th Street, NW, Suite 900
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 955 -5822
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T HE NAV B E L T  - A COMP UT E RI ZE D T RAVE L AI D F OR  T HE  BLI ND

Shraga Sho val,  Jo hann Bo rens tein,  and Yo ram Koren
Department o f Mechanic al Engineering and  App lied  Mec hanics ,

The University of Mic higan, Ann Arb or

AB S T R A C T

This p aper pres ents  the Navb elt -  a new travel aid  fo r the
blind. The devic e c ons ists o f a po rtable co mputer, ultraso nic
sensors and stereo phonic head pho nes . T he co mputer ap plies
navigatio n and  o b s tac le avo id anc e tec hno lo gies  that  were
develo ped  o riginally for mo b ile ro bo ts . T he co mputer then
uses stereo phonic  imaging techniques  to p ro cess  the s ignals
arriving from the ultrasonic sensors and relays them to the
user by stereophonic headphones. The imaging techniques
pro duc e s everal info rmative parameters ,  whic h pro vid e the
us er with an aco ustic "picture" o f the surround ings, or,
dep end ing o n the o p eratio nal mo d e,  with the rec o mmend ed
directio n o f traveling.  The ac o ustic  s ignals  are trans mitted
as discrete beeps or continuous sounds. Each of the
operational mo des  req uires  d ifferent levels of at tention, thus
allo wing d ifferent degrees of ass istance. In the Navbelt,
ad ap tive c ontro l metho d s  are c o mb ined with o p timizatio n
tec hniq ues  to  minimize human wo rklo ad  and  to  red uce the
user's  cons cious effort during travel.

L BAC KG R O UND

The mo st widely used travel aid is the long cane which can
detec t  o b stacles o n the ground, uneven surfaces, holes,
step s , and  p udd les  [1].  The c ane c an d etec t  o b stac le o nly
within its reach (3-4 feet) and therefore it provides only
limited  info rmatio n ab o ut the enviro nment.  F urthermo re,
the traveler is required to constantly scan the surrounding

with the cane,  a time and effort-c onsuming process.

During  the p as t  20  years  a numb er o f Electron ic Tra vel
Aids (ET A' s ) have b een d evelo p ed . Bes t  kno wn are  the
Laser -cane, the Mowa t S en sor, the Russell Path soun der,
and  the Bin au ral S onic Aid  (Son icguide). While all thes e
devices improve the d etec tion range of the lo ng c ane,  they
still require active s canning of the environment by the user.
Furthermo re, once an obstacle is detected, the user is
req uired  to  perform further meas urements  in o rder to avo id
the obstacle, again a process that requires time and

conscious effort.

Another type of assis tive devices is called Global
Navig ation Aids (GNAs ).  GNA systems are not c oncerned
with local obstacle avo idance but rather with glob ally
direc ting the user toward  a d es ired  target.  T hes e d evic es
aim at  p ro viding the ab so lute po sition o f the user (e.g.,  an
intersec tion of two streets , an entrance to a b uilding, a b us
stop), or direc tio nal info rmatio n (e.g., "go straight 30
meters," "turn left," "go up the stairs "). Examp les for
GNAs are the Talking Signals, the Son a System, the
Freeston device, and the Gilden device. Since these
devices were not des igned to perform local obstacle
avo idanc e tas ks,  travelers  had to  us e ad d it io nal as s ist ive
devices whic h c omp lic ate the traveling pro ces s.

2,  GE NERAL CO NCEP T  OF  T HE NAV B E L T

In o rder to  o verc ome the s ho rtc o mings  of exist ing travel
aids, we have transferred an obstacle avo idance
technology, originally d evelop ed  fo r mob ile rob o ts , to  a
portable devic e - the Navbelt [2]. The Navbelt consists of a
belt,  a s mall co mputer,  and  ultras o nic  s enso rs.  App lying
the o bstacle avoidanc e system, the co mputer p rocesses  the
signals arriving from the sensors and relays them to the
us er by s tereop ho nic  head p ho nes , using a stereo  imaging
technique. The co ncep t of the Navb elt des ign is  illus trated
in F igure 1.  T he electrical s ignals  whic h o riginally guid e
the robot around obstacles are substituted by acoustic (or
tac tile) s ignals. Ho wever, the c omp utation of the free path
and the sensing techniques are similar in bo th app licatio ns.

Mobile Robot
mw.alr
smq i � a 5 l.Signals Co.t rdkr

0 0
a

3 1  o  k h e a d p b o o m

Audio
alr .ob

Opl .l Bhia
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of fn. p.th Opt io. .I

ai a.b

U i a a r
Sa o r .
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Figure 1: The concept of the Navbelt.

The obstacle avo idance system (OAS ) [3] scans the
environment with several sensors simultaneo us ly and
emp lo ys  a uniq ue real -time s ignal p ro ces sing algo rithm to
pro duce active guidanc e signals . The strength of the OAS
is bas ed on its grad ual reduction of data complexity (from
multip le senso rs) to  a level suitable for real -time guidance
of ro bots  or humans. T he s enso rs'  data is s tores in a world
model, and is upd ated  co ntinuously in real -time. T he OAS
co mp utes the rec o mmend ed  traveling d irectio n acc o rd ing
to the user's current position, target location and the
obs tacles  in the s urro undings. In the abs ence of o bs tacle,
the rec ommend ed  d irec tion is s imply the directio n to ward
the target.  If,  ho wever, o bstacles b lock the us er's  path, the
OAS  c omputes an alternative path whic h safely guid es  the
user aro und it.
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An additional algorithm generates acoustic signals for the
user. Part of this algorithm is a sophisticated optimization
model based on a human's performan ce model. The model
reflects the user's ability to perceive and analyze the
signals, and is continuously adjusted according to the up-
to- date performance of the user.

3. DESIGN

The user wears the Navbelt around the waist like a "fanny
pack." In our first prototype, the user must also carry a
portable computer as a backpack. Further developments
will reduce the size and weight of this computer
considerably. Eight ultrasonic sensors, each covering a
sector of 150, are mounted on the front pack, providing a
total scan sector of 1200. More sensors will be installed in
the future for more complete coverage.

Small stereophonic headphones provide the user with the
auditory data without precluding perception of acoustic
signals from the environment. A binaural feedback system
(BFS) based on internal time and amplitude difference
(phase and volume difference between left and right ear)
creates a virtual direction (i.e. an impression of
directionality of virtual sound sources).

The Navbelt is designed for four operational modes, which
offer different levels of assistance to the user.
l) Guidance Mode - The acoustic signals actively guide

the user around obstacles in pursuit of the  target
direction. The signals carry information regarding the
recommended direction and speed of travei and
proximity to obstacles.

2) Image Mode - This mode presents the user with a
panoramic acoustic Image of the environment. A sweep
of stereophonic sounds appears to "travel" through the
user's head from the right to the left ear. The direction
to an obstacle is indicated by the spatial direction of the
signal, and the distance is represented by the signal's
volume.

3) Directional Guidance Mode - The system actively
guides the user toward a temporary target, the location
of which is determined by the user. The user indicates
this location with a joystick, and when the joystick is
not used, the target is located five meters in front of the
user. In case an obstacle is detected, the Navb elt
provides the user with information to avoid it with
minimal deviation from target direction.

4) Selected Image Mode - In this mode the user is
presented with a selectable section of the environment,
as with the image mode. However, unnecessary
information is suppressed and only the most important
section of the environment is transmitted to the user.

4. ADVANTAGES OF THE NAVBELT OVER
EXISTING DEVICES

• The Navb elt not only detects obstacles but can also guide
the user around them. This combination of obstacle
detection and avoidance reduces the conscious effort
required from the user.

• Continuous scanning of the environment relieves the
user from additional actions, therefore reducing the
required physical and mental effort

• The Navbelt can provide the user with a panoramic view
of the environment, covering a sector of 1200.

• The Navbelt can automatically guide the user alongside
walls. Consequently, . the traveler can easily detect
corners of buildings or rooms, doorways, windows etc.

• Us ing the Na vb elfs computer as  a training device
reduces training cost significantly. A computer -based
simulator can systematically train the user in various
types of environments and circumstances with absolutely
no danger to the user's safety, requiring only limited
assistance from a professional trainer.

• The Navb elt adjusts itself to changes in the environment
and to the user's needs. It suppresses insignificant
information and transmits only the most relevant and
crucia l data  so that the  user can react with only a
minimal conscious effort.

• In a commercial product based on the Na vb elfs design,
the portable computer can be used just like a
conventional computer, making the purchasing cost of
more economic.

5. IMPLEMENTATION

We have built a prototype of the Navbelt, which comprises
of an IBM PC 486 33 MHz computer, 8 ultrasonic sensors
and stereophonic headphones (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: The Navbelt's prototype
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Five programmable timers produce the binaural feedback,
allowing control over the signal wave form for the
stereophonic effects. The ultrasonic sensors are controlled
by an I/O board via interrupt handler for efficient
utilization of CPU time. A joystick attached to the
computer allows the user to specify directional commands
to the computer while traveling. Out of the four modes of
operation listed in Section 3, we have currently
implemented only the image mode and the directional
guidance mode.

6. SIMULATOR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A simulator, based on the same hardware as the Navbelt,

assists the user in the training procedure. The same
acoustic signals that guide the user in the real Na vb elt are
used in the simulator. The users response to these signals
are relayed to the computer by the joystick. Several maps
are stored in the computer representing different types of
environments.

We conducted initial experiments with the Navbelt's

simulator to asses the performance of the binaural feedback
system, different formats of acoustic signals, and the user's
ability to react quickly to such inputs. In the first
experiment the image mode was tested. Acoustic images
were created continuously, with a sweep -time of 0.55 sec.
After 20 hours of training, users could "travel" at an
average speed of 30 cm/sec.

Next, the guidance and directional guidance modes were
tested. The test persons were able to "travel" (again using
the joystick) among different types of obstacles toward a
pre - defined target (guidance mode) or a user's specified
temporary target (directional guidance mode). Depending
on the user's experience and the type of the environment,
test persons moved through the simulated environment
based only on the acoustic guiding signals. Figure 3(a)
illustrates an experiment using real sensor data while the
experiment in figure 3(b) is based on computer generated
obstacles. In both experiments the dots represent obstacles
while the continuos curve is the user's traveling path. In
Fig. 3(a) the user traveled at an average speed of 0.75
m/sec and in Fig. 3(b) at an average speed of 0.54 m/sec.

Figure 3: Simulation results for real sensor data (a) and
computer generated data (b).

A self - training computer program which includes 10 -20
hours of training with the simulator (for the directional
guidance mode only) gradually and systematically exercises
the user for safe and quick travel. Furthermore, an adaptive
user's -model and optimization algorithm enable the
training procedure to be adjusted to the user's individual
progress. Additional experiments to be conducted in the
future will investigate the effect of the adaptive training on
human performance.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE NAVBEL

The experiments with the Navb elt prototype included
investigation of the Na vb elfs ability to detect obstacles and
construct an environment map. We also observed the
reaction to the acoustic signals in a real environment. Test
persons were asked to travel through an unknown
environment in a pre- defined direction using the
directional guidance mode without using the joystick.
Subjects were able to travel in cluttered environments,
avoiding obstacles as small as 10 cm in diameter.
Classifying human performance in term of their walking
speed, deviation from recommended direction and ability to
avoid obstacle, we found that training has the dominant
effect on performance. Subjects with more experience
traveled faster and generally were more comfortable while
traveling. A subject with 10 hours experience with the
simulator and 10 hours of practical experience traveled at
an average speed of 0.6 m/sec while a subject with 20 hours
of practical experience traveled at 0.8 m/sec.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have built and tested a new travel aid for the blind - the
Navbelt. The device, based on technology originally
developed for mobile robots, integrates fast and reliable
obstacle detection with obstacle avoidance technology. The
Na vb elt is designed to offer four operational modes, each
requiring a different level of conscious effort from the user.
Adaptive information transfer and optimization techniques
adjust the signals transmitted to the user according to
changes in the  environment. Signals are also adjusted
according to the user's skills and requirements to improve
human and machine integration.

The Novbelt's built -in simulator can train the user
systematically and independently according to the
individual progress. after 10 -20 hours of self training users
were able to travel with the Navbelt at 0.6 -0.8 m/sec while
avoiding obstacles as small as 10 crn in diameter.
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A N  A L T E R N A T I V E  M O B I L I T Y  D E V I C E  F O R  S P E C I A L  A D U L T  P O P U L A T I O N S
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ABS TRACT

The purpose of this project is to
investigate existing devices to
determine the advantages and
disadvantages of each design and to
develop an effective mobility device
for special adult populations. Many
visually impaired individuals are
unable to use the traditional long cane
to achieve independent mobility. These
populations include preschoolers,
multiply- impaired adults, and elderly
adults. Alternative mobility devices
(AMD) have been developed to provide
preschoolers and multiply- impaired
adolescents with the ability to travel
independently. These devices are easy
to use and only require the user to
push the cane in the direction of
travel. However, orientation and
Mobility (O &M) Specialists have
expressed dissatisfaction with several
aspects of the current devices.

BACKGROUND

Most people who are visually impaired
use the long cane and the two -point
touch technique to achieve a high level
of independence. These individuals
perform most activities of daily living
independently and are able to go to
work, go to the grocery store, and
participate in social activities
without the assistance of another
person. Using the long cane requires
cognitive abilities, to learn to use
the cane properly, coordination, to
synchronize the tapping with the
footsteps, and strength, to manipulate
the cane for extended periods.
However, some visually impaired
individuals such as preschool children,
multiply- impaired adults, and elderly
adults do not posses these skills and
are unable to use the long cane and the
two -point touch technique.

For visually impaired people, a
significant part of orientation and
mobility training is learning to use
the long cane and to travel
independently. Individuals who do not
have an effective mobility aid are
unable to travel independently. This
can effect their ability to perform
many activities of daily living and to
participate in social activities.
Friends and relatives must be relied
upon to accomplish simple tasks. This
total dependence on others often
produces loneliness, isolation, and
depression.

Statistics show that people who are
visually impaired are five times more

likely to be institutionalized than any
other group and that the older blind
population is institutionalized more
often than the older sighted
population. Many are
institutionalized, not for medical
reasons, but because they have not been
taught orientation and mobility skills
and independent living skills and are
unable to care for themselves (Rinaldo,
1985; Crews, 1985).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Since the long cane is not an effective
mobility aid for many visually impaired
people, O &M Specialists have been
developing alternative mobility devices
(AMD). A variety of adaptive devices
have been developed and are being used
primarily by congenitally blind
preschoolers both as precursors to the
long cane and as permanent mobility
aids.

These alternative canes have several
features in common. They are easy to
learn and require minimal skills to
use, enabling the user to travel
independently, immediately. The user
pushes the cane in the direction of
travel, but does not need the fine
motor strength and coordination that
the long cane requires. The canes
provide full coverage across the width
of the body. The devices are in
constant contact with the ground,
providing optimum tactile and auditory
feedback. Most designs have a bumper
bar across the bottom to clear a wide
path. The materials used to construct
the devices are flexible to absorb
impact. In some cases, individuals
with poor gait have experienced
significant improvement in gait when
using an alternative cane.

The Hula Hoop has been implemented as
an independent mobility device for
preschool children (Bosbach, 1988). it
is wide to provide full protection and
flexible to absorb shocks when the
child bumps into obstacles. The user
does not need a specific hand grip and
only needs to push the Hula Hoop in the
direction of travel for full
protection. The Hula Hoop plastic is
flexible and smooth and slides easily
over most surfaces. it is inexpensive
and readily available. However, the
Hula Hoop is awkward to handle because
of its large size. It has one contact
point in the center of the travel path
and cannot detect side drop -offs or
obstacles low to the ground.
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The Hoop Cane and the PVC Cane are
trapezoids constructed from Hula Hoop
plastic and PVC, respectively. Rollers
are attached to the bottom bar which
slides along the ground and functions
as a bumper bar. The width of the bar
is determined by the width of the
user's shoulders or of the user's gait,
whichever is greater. The top bar is
wide enough to be gripped with both
hands. These canes provide better
coverage, are smaller, and are less
awkward than the Hula Hoop. However,
the bumper bar tends to snag on uneven
terrain as it slides across the ground
and does not improve the user's ability
to detect side drop -offs.

The Connecticut Precane is similar to
the PVC Cane with two critical
modifications. The Precane has two
curved runners attached to the bottom
of the cane. This adaptation allows
the device to glide smoothly over most
surfaces and enables the user to detect
side drop -offs. Also, the bumper bar
has been raised so that it does not
snag on uneven terrain (Foy, 1991).

These devices have been successful
because they require little
coordination, provide total body
coverage, and can be used effectively
and safely with minimal training.
However, there are limitations to the
designs. The most significant problem
reported by O &M Specialists working
with these devices is the wear of the
runners or bumper bars which slide
along the ground. Constant contact on
sidewalks and other abrasive surfaces
wears through the wall of the PVC pipe
or Hula Hoop plastic after a few hours.
Since most canes are constructed of
hollow pipe instead of solid rod, the
wear produces sharp, rough edges that
are a safety hazard and make the canes
difficult to push.

Several designs do not allow the user
to detect side drop -offs. The runners
on the Connecticut Precane detect side
drop -offs, but protrude ahead of the
bumper bar and tend to snag on
obstacles, making maneuvering
difficult. The bumper bar, included in
some designs, slides along the ground
and clears a wide path, but does not
glide smoothly over uneven terrain.

With few exceptions, the AMDs are
designed and produced by O &M
Specialists who are able to determine
the features that make a mobility
device effective, but have limited
experience with mechanical design,
construction methods and material
selection. Because custom made parts
and specialized materials are expensive
unless purchased in large quantities,
the choice of construction materials is
limited to products that are available
at local hardware stores. The O &M
Specialists may not have access to the
necessary tools to properly construct

the canes. Finally, the Specialists
must spend valuable teaching time
constructing and repairing canes.

DESIGN

Most of the alternative mobility
devices have been used by preschool
children and multiply- impaired
adolescents. The devices have been
successful for these individuals, but
may need to be adapted for use by
elderly and multiply- impaired adults.

A search is being conducted to locate
O &M Specialists who have experience
with alternative mobility devices.
Those who agree to participate in the
study will complete survey
questionnaires to determine the most
desired features for an AMD.
Specialists contacted during the
initial stages of this project have
indicated that the following criteria
are considered the most critical in the
design of an alternative mobility
device:

• The handles of the cane must enable
the user to maneuver the cane and
maintain a straight line of travel
while providing a comfortable grip
for the user.

• The parts that slide along the
ground must allow the user to detect
side and forward drop -offs in the
path of travel in time to react to
the change.

• The cane must be easy to maneuver
around obstacles and through
doorways.

• The structure must be flexible to
absorb shocks.

• The cane must provide tactile and
auditory feedback and enable the
user to assess the environment and
detect changes in the surface.

• The criteria for determining the
appropriate size must be determined.

• The criteria for determining the
appropriate weight must be
determined.

• The design must have potential for
commercial production.

• A collapsible design is an option
that would improve the convenience
of the cane.

The Connecticut Precane has been
modified as an initial step in
determining the cane design. Two
modifications were made. The PVC
runners were replaced with curved
pieces of metal pipe. The bumper bar
which was located behind the runners
was repositioned in front of the
runners to prevent snagging on
obstacles. Several adult -size
prototypes were constructed and used by
young adults. The new runners provided
excellent tactile and auditory
feedback. However, the metal runners
wore through as quickly as the PVC
runners. When the metal wore the edges
were very sharp and more dangerous than
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the worn PVC. The new bumper bar
position was successful.

The metal runners were replaced by
castor wheels and tested by blindfolded
volunteers on a neighborhood sidewalk.
The wheels were effective in enabling
the user to detect drop -offs and
changes in surface texture and in
providing good auditory and tactile
feedback. However, this design has not
yet been tested in the field, and O &M
Specialists are concerned that the
wheels will tend to lead the user.

DISCUSSION

Several prototype designs will be
developed and constructed based upon
the information provided by the survey
questionnaires. O &M Specialists will
provide prototypes to their clients for
evaluation. The Specialists and the
clients will be asked to evaluate the
effectiveness of the prototypes. The
results of this final survey will be
used to determine a design for the
Tandem Cane, an AMD designed for
special adult populations.
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An Electroluminescent Lighting Aid for Persons With Low Vision

Steven H. Fazenbaker, MSEE, and Gale R. Watson, MAEd.
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Decatur, Georgia

Abstract
Research is being conducted to determine
whether electroluminescent (EL) lamps may be
useful for low vision readers. EL lamps offer
the advantages of a thin profile, cool
temperature, and almost no infrared or
ultraviolet radiation. They may also be
configured to mount on spectacles, or be
inserted into stand magnifiers.

Introduction
Illumination is a requirement for seeing.
Because of the nature of visual impairment,
readers who have low vision generally require
higher than average room lighting levels in
order to read or write optimally. The additional
lighting necessary for reading or other close
work has traditionally been provided in the
form of flex -arm lamps with incandescent or
fluorescent bulbs. However, incandescent
bulbs produce considerable heat after a
prolonged period of use, and fluorescent bulbs
flicker and provide a harsh light that many
individuals find uncomfortable.

Objectives
The purpose of this research project was to
investigate the practicality of using
electroluminescent (EL) panels as lighting
devices for low vision readers. The specific
objectives of this research project were
threefold:

1) to determine which available EL
lighting source provides the most
optimal combination of brightness
and color content.

2) to design an optimal portable, low -
energy, battery driven power supply.

3) to evaluate performance on the tasks
of reading and writing when
illumination is provided by
electroluminescent light sources.

Methodology
The following criteria were established as
effective objective measures of the practicality
of using the EL panel for reading:

-the device will provide similar amounts
of incident light for close working
distances as provided by incandescent
and /or fluorescent lighting sources.

-the device wil l not impose extreme or
uncomfortable postures on the low
vision reader.

-the device will provide light without
significant glare.

-even after extended use, the device will
remain cool to the touch.

-the device will not require any additional
lighting (i.e. can be used under dim
illumination).

-the device will increase contrast on the
printed page by emitting only longer
wavelengths of light.

-the device will be adjustable for lower
levels of illumination.

-the device housing and connections will
be able to withstand the same amount
of handling as a low vision optical aid.

-the device wi ll  be powered by a safe
and inexpensive AC power source.

-the device will be inexpensive to
produce (less than $20).

Initial research focused on the proper EL lamp
for the reading device. EL lamps are available
in several different colors and intensities.
Characteristic data were supplied by the
manufacturer on each of the lamps. The data
included power spectral density, color, and
brightness. The lamps were specified as being
driven by a 120VAC, 400 Hz power source.
The investigators proposed achieving greater
brightness by lowering the voltage and
increasing the frequency. The rationale was
that although the power emitted by the power
supply was well within safe limits, 120 volts
can provide an uncomfortable shock if the user
is exposed to a defect such as a bare wire.
Therefore, tests were performed on -site to
collect characteristic data on the lamps driven
with an adjustable voltage, adjustable
frequency power supply. It was discovered
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that when the frequency of the power supply
was increased, it caused a blue -shift in the
power spectrum. In other words, the EL lamps
emitted more short- wavelength light when the
new power supply was used. Because part of
the methodology dictated that the EL lamp
should emit as little short- wavelength light as
possible, it was necessary to conduct further
research with several other colors of EL lamp
samples supplied by the manufacturer. An EL
lamp with the spectral density displayed below
was chosen for the lamp:

400 nm 450 nm 500 nm 550 nm 600 nm 650 nm 700 n

Figure  1 : Spec tral  Dens ity o f EL  Lamp

Results
The research revealed that increasing the
frequency of the power supply could not
adequately offset the loss in brightness due to
the decrease in voltage. Furthermore, the
brightness was increased significantly
increasing the frequency to 1000 Hz while
fixing the voltage at 120VAC. Therefore, the
decision was made to drive the lamp with
120VAC at 1000 Hz. Higher frequencies tend
to use more power, yet do not add any
additional light.

Hz\VAC 40 60 80 100 120
400 1.19 3.26 6.37 9.73 12.0
600 1.27 4.45 8.92 13.9 18.8
800 1.70 5.56 10.8 16.8 23.6

1000 1.89 5.78 11.8 19.3 26.8
1200
1400

Tab le 1: Brightness  (Foo t- Lamberts )

A thermometer was fastened to the face of the
EL lamp with electrical tape. Another

thermometer was use to measure the
temperature in the laboratory during the
experiment. The following data were collected:

Time (min) Lamp Temp ( °F) Room Temp ( °F)
0 75 75
5 76 74

10 76 74
15 77 73
20 77 73
25 78 73
30 78 73
35 79 73
40 79 73
45 79 73
50 79 73
55 80 73
60 79 73

Table 2: EL  Lamp Surf ace  Temperature

The collected data revealed that after one hour
of use, the EL lamp never rose above 80 °F, or
7 °F, above the temperature of the laboratory.
This data indicates that the EL lamp will
remain cool to the touch throughout the
duration of its use.

A portable power supply was assembled using
a 6VDC to 120VAC (1000Hz) inverter. The
input voltage is currently supplied by a 1.3AH
lithium photographic battery. (The final
product wiil incorporate a rechargeable
battery system.) The power supply is
controlled with a SPDT switch, which allows a
"high" and "low" brightness setting .

Conclusions
This research has shown that
electroluminescent lighting is useful to persons
who need 8x or higher magnification when
reading or performing other near tasks. Efforts
are being made to determine uses for EL
lighting that may be of use to a greater
population.
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THE NATURE OF TACTILE PERSISTENCE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TACTILE READING
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ABSTRACT

Vibrotactile stimuli containing temporal gaps were
presented to the fingertip via an OPTACON, and the
detectabi lity of the gaps as a function of the gap's duration
and temporal location was investigated. The duration of
the gap between stimuli (inter - stimulus i nterval, or 151) was
found to provide a better account of performance than the
time between onsets of stimuli (stimuli onset asynchrony,
or SOA). The results were compared to existing accounts
of temporal integration, and differences were noted. The
possible implications for sensory substitution and tactile
reading were discussed.

BACKGROUND

The tactile sense has been considered a promising
substitute or augmentative information channel for people
with visual impairments. An important goal of tactile
sensory substitution is to present information as efficiently
(i.e., as quickly and accurately) as possible. One of the
main drawbacks to this approach, however, is an effect
called "masking." Masking is the degradation of one
vibrotactile pattern by another, and arises when the
patterns are presented within sufficient temporal and
spatial contiguity to each other. It is imperative that the
nature of this temporal effect is understood, so that its
effect on tactile information processing can be minimized.

There is evidence that vibrotactile masking is produced by
temporal integration of patterns (2, 4). That is, when two
patterns are presented in succession such that the second
stimulus is presented before the internal representation of
the f irst stimulus has not suff iciently decayed, the two
patterns are integrated (5). It was found that temporal
integration occurred at short SOAs (i.e., under 10 ms);
performance reached asymptote at longer SOAs (i.e., over
100 ms).

This explanation implies that at long SOAs there should
be little or no temporal integration, and that performance
should not be affected by other factors such as the various
combinations of stimulus duration and inter - stimulus
interval (ISI, the time between the offset of the f irst
stimulus and onset of the second) that combine to make
up the SOA. If SOA is solely responsible for performance,
the amount of integration should decrease as SOA
increases. To test this hypothesis, a temporal gap
detection task was employed, in which observers were
required to detect gaps of different temporal durations
located between two vibrotactile stimuli also varying in
duration. It was expected that a temporal gap would not
be detected if stimulus presentation conditions cause the
the stimuli to be integrated.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The purposes of this study were to (a) investigate how the
temporal integration function of the skin is affected by
variations in gap duration and gap location, (b) determine
the relative utility of these temporal variables in describing
performance versus that of SOA, and (c) suggest possible
implications for tactile reading.

METHOD

Subjects: Fou, sighted participants (two female, two male)
with no formal OPTACON training served as observers in
both Parts of the study.

Apparatus: An OPTACON (OP(cal- to-TActileCONverter,
TeleSensory Inc.) under the control of an IBM PC XT
microcomputer was used to deliver the tactile stimuli.
The OPTACON's tactile display consists of a matrix (6
columns 24 rows) of piezoelectric bimorph reeds or
"pins" that vibrate at 230 Hz when activated.

Stimuli: In Part I and Part II, stimuli consisted of static
(i.e., non - moving) patterns presented on the uppermost 16
rows of the display. Within this selected display area, the
patterns activated either 100% of the matrix (96 pins) or
50% of the matrix (48 pins), with activated locations
chosen at random on each trial. In Part I, each stimulus
had a duration of one second, whereas each stimulus in
Part II was presented for two seconds.

Temporal gaps, during which the activation of all pins was
suspended, were systematically placed into one stimulus
on each trial. A gap of 5, 10, 15, or 20 ms was presented
in one of four temporal locations (called "gap midpoints ")
in a stimulus. In Part I, the gap midpoints were 125, 375,
625, and 875 ms; in Part II, 250, 750, 1250, and 1750 ms
gap midpoints were used. The gap midpoints were
located at proportionally equal locations (i.e., 12.5 %,
37.5 %, 62.5 %, and87.5% of the way through the stimuli)
in both Parts I and 11. All gaps were centred around the
gap midpoints. For example, a 10 ms gap occurring
around the 250 ms gap midpoint would begin at 245 ms
and end at 255 ms. Note that gap duration corresponds
to ISI, and that SOA may be approximated in this
experiment as: SOA — gap midpoint + (gap duration /
2).

Procedure: The observer rested his or her left index finger
on the OPTACON's tactile display matrix. Because the
auditory system is highly capable of making the f ine
temporal judgments required in this experiment, and
because the OPTACON produces an audible "buzz" when
the pins are activated, it was necessary to mask this
auditory cue. Observers wore headphones delivering
white noise of sufficient intensity to make auditory
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feedback from the OPTACON imperceptible.

A two-alternative forced choice procedure was employed.
On each trial, two stimuli were presented in succession:
one contained a temporal gap; the other did not. The
location of the gap - stimulus (first vs. second) was
counterbalanced across trials. The observers' task was to
identify the stimulus that contained the gap. Observers
indicated their choice by means of pushbuttons mounted
on a switchbox. Responding to a trial automatically led
to the presentation of the succeeding trial.

Each observer received 25 repetitions of the 64
conditions, for a total of 1600 trials in each Part. This
data was collected in approximately half -hour sessions
distributed over several days. Parts I and II were
alternated after every five repetitions to compensate for
any practice effects.

RESULTS

For both Parts I and II, gap detection performance was
poorer at the shorter gap durations (see Figures 1 and 2).
These findings were confirmed by statistical analysis.
Three -way (gap duration, gap midpoint, and amount of
activation) repeated measures analyses of variance
( ANOVA) were performed. In Part 1, a significant effect of
gap duration was obtained, F (3, 9) — 40.60, p < .05.
Post hoc analysis (Tukey's HSD method) showed that the
5 ms gap was detected less frequently than all other gap
durations, and that performance in the 10 ms gap
condition was poorer than in the 20 ms condition (HSD
— 7.5% between means, p < .05). It was also found that
thegap duration gap midpoint interaction was significant,
F (9, 27) — 3.34, p < .05. Post hoc analysis revealed
that performance in the 5 ms gap duration condition
improved from the 125 ms to the 875 ms gap midpoint
conditions, whereas performance in the 20 ms gap
duration decreased from the 375 ms to the 875 ms gap
midpoint conditions (HSD between means — 8.9 %, p <
.05).

In Part II, a similar three -way ANOVA was performed;
only the gap duration effect was found to be significant,
F (3, 9) — 42.03, p < .05. Post hoc comparisons
revealed that the performance in the 5 ms gap condition
was poorer than in all other gap duration conditions, and
that the 10 ms gap was detected less often than the 20 ms
gap (HSD — 5.1 % between means, p < .05).

A three -way (stimulus duration, gap duration, gap
midpoint) ANOVA was performed to examine the
differences between Parts I and IL A main effect of gap
duration was obtained, F (3, 9) — 36.21, p < .05, and
was determined to be a result of poorer performance in
the 5 ms gap duration condition (Tukey's HSD — 6.8%
between means, p < .05). The stimulus duration x gap
duration interaction was significant, F (3, 9) — 6.53, p <
.05. Post hoc comparisons showed that the 5 and 10 ms
gaps were detected more frequently in Part II (HSD
between means — 3.7 %, p < .05).

DISCUSSION

Past research has provided evidence that the internal
representation of a vibrotactile stimulus starts to decay
beginning at the onset of the stimulus (2), predicting a
monotonically increasing function of gap detection
performance with SOA. However, such a result was not
obtained in this study (see Figures 1 and 2; data are
collapsed over the non - significant effects of subjects and
pin activation amount). Rather, it appears that ISI
provides a better account for the findings. The 5 ms ISI
(gap) condition did not produce complete integration
(indicated by at least 65% correct gap detection
performance); it may be that complete integration occurs
at less than 5 ms ISI. Note that the finding that
performance in the 5 and 10 ms gap conditions in Part II
was superior to that in Part I provides only weak evidence
for an SOA -based account of gap detectability.

If the "trace" or internal representation of the stimulus
begins to decay at the onset of the stimulus, then SOA
would be the critical factor in temporal integration,
implying that with increases in stimulus duration
(approximated by the gap midpoint), gap detection
performance should increase. For example, all stimuli
presented around the 375 ms gap midpoint have less time
to decay than the stimuli presented around the 625 ms
gap midpoint, thus stimuli at the earlier gap midpoints
should be integrated, indicated by poorer gap detection
performance. Yet performance in the 375 ms gap
midpoint-20 ms gap duration condition is better than in
the 625 ms gap midpoint -5 ms gap duration condition.
This outcome is not expected if SOA alone were
responsible for performance: gap detection performance
at the greater gap midpoints would be expected to be
better than that at smaller gap midpoints.

Investigations of tactile temporal integration have typi cal ly
employed a masking paradigm. That is, the task has been
to recognize or identify a target presented in close
temporal proximity with a masker, or to discriminate
between a target and a masking stimulus. Masking has
frequently been found at SOAs over 100 ms (1). It has
been suggested (3) that this effect was caused by the
masker interfering with the extraction of higher order,
relational information in the target at longer SOAs. The
current study, though, employed a detection task that
required little higher -level cognitive processing. Also, the
stimuli were not created to have detectable features.
Thus, it does not seem likely that the interference account
provides a suitable explanation of the f indings in the
current study. However, it is imprudent to rule out the
possibility of another, lower -level type of interference
effect. For example, because it is extremely diff icult to
extract features from a pattern of random activation, it
may take longer (or even be impossible) to construct an
internal representation of the stimulus, which would likely
affect the persistence function.

This study suggests some implications for tactile sensory
substitution applications, such as tactile reading using the
OPTACON. Although scan mode, in which letters move
laterally across the fingertip, is the most common mode of
OPTACON operation, advances in computer technology
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(6) allow for other modes of presentation. There is some
evidence that an alternative means of presentation, static
mode, in which letters are presented motionless, may be
more efficient than scan mode (7). Inserting a relatively
small temporal "buffergap" (around 10 to 20 ms) between
letter presentations in static mode could reduce any
degradation of pattern integrity caused by temporal
integration, and may provide a further increase in tactile
reading performance.

If inserting a buffer gap between letters reduces masking,
it might not necessarily decrease the reading rate. For
example, it may improve accuracy for those OPTACON
users who have sacrificed accuracy for the sake of speed.
Thus, the cost of a few milliseconds per letter may prevent
the loss of seconds spent rescanning misread words.
Conversely, a buffer gap might allow for an increase in
speed for those readers who have sacrificed speed for the
sake of greater accuracy; these OPTACON users may
increase their reading rate without sacrificing accuracy.

This project constitutes an integral part of ongoing
research, the goal of which is to delineate the information
processing capacity of the tactile modality. It is hoped
that an optimally efficient means of symbolic information
delivery may eventually be developed based on this and
other, similar research. Specifically, future research
should be directed at determining the extent to which a
buffer gap affects tactile reading, in both static and scan
modes. I t is  also imperative  that the temporal nature of
the internal representation be further delineated. Research
to this  end has been started in our laboratory.
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REMOTE SIGNAGE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS TO PRINT - HANDICAPPED TRAVELERS

William Crandall, William Gerrey, and Albert Alden
The Smith - Kettlewell Eye Research Institute

San Francisco, CA

ABSTRACT

The Americans with Dis abilitie s Act h as left
open the question of the specific implementa-
tion of accessible signage appropriate for open
spaces where  tactile signs are  inappro pria te.
Infrared remote signage provides a solution to
th is  n eed  b y  lab e lin g  t h e  en viro n m en t  fo r
dist ant viewing. This paper outlines uses for
infrared remote signage, specifically  describes
a mo d el u rban s ign al ligh t ins t alla t io n,  an d
summarizes system technical specifications.

INTRODUCTION

W ith  t h e  p as s a g e  o f  t h e  A m e ri c an s  w it h
Disabilities Act (ADA), qu estions  arise  as to
ho w the  en viro n ment  sh o uld b e lab eled  fo r
blind and visually  impaired travelers. During
the rulemaking process a  qu est ion raised  by
the Architectural and Transportation Barriers
C o m p l i a n c e Bo a r d (ATBC B) fo r p u b li c
co m m en t  s t a t ed ,  in  p a r t ,  " In  a re as  wh e re
overhead signage is  typically provided such as
conference centers and bus stations, how can
information on these signs be made accessible
t o  p e r s o n s  w h o  u s e  r a i s e d  a n d  b r a i l l e d
characters ?" (Federal Register,January 22,1991).
As a result of written and oral testimony given
befo re t he ATBCB by our inst itut e, t he f inal
Rules and Regulations (Federal Register, July 26,
1991)  s t a t ed  t h a t  "Alth o u gh  t ech n o lo gy  is
ava ilab le  fo r  m akin g o verh ead  an d  rem o te
signage accessible, the Board plans to  further
stu dy  this  is s u e t o  d e te rm in e  wh ere an d in
wh a t  t y p e  o f  b u ild in gs  an d  fac ilit ie s  s u ch
t e ch n o lo gy  m a y  b e  n ec es s a r y  f o r  fu t u r e
revisions of the guidelines." No doubt, various
systems (radio, inductive loops, infrared and
satellite navigation) will be considered.

RATIONALE

This paper does not deal with the general issue
of accessible signage for persons who are blind
or  o the rwis e p rin t-  han dicap p ed . Rather, it
d iscusses remotely accessible signage -- signs
wh ic h d o n o t h a v e to be s p e c i f ic a ll y
approached to be read — a technology which is
most  co nsistent with t he con ven tio nal signs
available to nondisabled individuals.

Sp ec if i ca l ly , remote signs a l lo w p e o p le  t o
directly know not only what, but where. Just as
sighted persons visually  scan the environment
to acquire both label and direction information,
remo te s igns directly orient  the p erson to  the
labeled goal and constantly  update the person
as to  his progress to  that goal. That is , unlike
bra ille ,  ra ised  le t t ers ,  o r  vo ice s ign s  wh ich
passively label some location or give mobility
instructions to  some goal, the remote signage
technology developed at our institute provides
a  r ep ea t in g,  d ire c t io n a l ly  s e le c t iv e  v o i ce
mess age which  o rigin at es  a t  t he  s ign  and  is
t ran s m it t ed  t o  a  h an d  - h e ld  re ce ive r . Th e
direct ion s elect ivity  is  a characteris tic o f the
inf ra red mes sage  b eam and  ens ures th at  t he
person using the device gets constant feedback
ab ou t his  relat ive  locat io n  t o  th e goa l as  h e
moves towards it .

What other characteristic of signs are valuable
to  t h e t r a v e l e r ? M a in ly ,  s i g n s  p r o v id e
identification. However, in  the broadest sense,
s ign s  co m p ris e  a  m en u  o f  ch o ices  fo r  t h e
travele r; t hey  co nfro nt him with t he o ptions
ava il ab le  t o  h im  a t  an y  give n  p o in t  in  h is
t r av e l s . In  a  s en se ,  s ign s  ac t  a s  a fo rm  o f
mem ory for  th e trave ler ; they "remind"  h im
ab o u t im p o r t a n t ch a r a c t e r i s t i c s of th e
environment. In  transit situations, the sighted
traveler receives adequ ate preview of vehicle
ar riva l an d he  kno ws  which  b us es  / tram s or
stops are irrelevant to  him. Early identification
o f  d i s t an t  o b j e c t s  ( b u s es  o r  s t o p s )  i s  a n
especially  impor tant at tribute of an ef fective
remote signage system.

Street signs can serve as a simple and revealing
ex am p le  o f  h o w s ign s  a r e  u s ed . W h at  d o
s igh t ed  p eo p le  kn o w as  t h e y  ap p ro ach  an
in t e rs ec tio n ? Th ey  kn o w th e  n am es  o f t h e
street s; they kno w the blo ck nu mber, which
or ient s th em  in th e city 's  s ch em e of  t hings;
they see the presence of a crosswalk or the lack
of  o n e;  an d wh ite  lines t ell t hem c ro ss walk
d irec t io n s . Ob s ervin g t ra f f ic  p a t t e rn s  an d
noting the presence of walk /wait signs, they
kn o w if t h e  in t e rs ec t io n  is  co nt ro lled  b y  a
s ign a l ; t h e y  a ls o , wi t h a q u ic k glan ce ,
d e t e r m in e  w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  t h e  s i g n a l  i s
controlled by a pushbutton.
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What do b lind peo ple know as they approach
an  in te rs ect io n ? Th ey  kn o w b y  lis ten ing t o
traffic patterns whether or not the intersection
is  c o n t r o l l e d  b y  a  t r a f f i c  s i g n a l . W h e r e
intersections involve three or more streets, the
lis t en e r  ca n  a t  l eas t  d e t e rm in e  t h a t  it  is  a
complex intersection. By noting the direction
of signal- controlled traffic, the times when it is
permissible to  cross can usually  be determined.
Th e b l in d t r a v e l e r m ay n o t n o t ic e th e
pu s h b u t to n  if  t h e re  is  o n e . Like th e p rint  -
handicapped, the blind traveler may not know
the name of the street he is  crossing. To learn
an  ad d res s  n u m b er ,  h e  m u s t  f in d  a n  o p en
establishment and ask the proprietor.

WORKING URBAN STREET SIGNAL

Th e in frared  t rans mitt er  and  p ho to de tect in g
receive r d eveloped at  ou r in stitu te  became  a
pro d u c t  of  Lo ve  Elec t ro n ics  ca lled Ta lkin g
Signs- . They go beyo nd th e concept of  mere
indicators; they are full- featured information
s y s t e m s . R e c o g n iz in g  t h is ,  M r .  G o r d o n
Chest er  o f t he  San  F ran cisco Depar tm en t of
Parkin g a n d  Tra f f ic  s p ec if ied  a  d e s ign  fo r
Talking Signs'" which would give the user six
pieces of information:

1. The name of the cross- street can be heard
through  the us er's  receiver. (The name of
the street parallel to  his direction is  heard
wh en  th e  rece ive r is  po int ed  ac ros s t ha t
street.)

2. The  add ress  n umb er  o f th e blo ck (  "ze ro
hundred block," "100 blo ck," e tc.) is  also
announced through the user's receiver.

3. Since Talking SignsTM use directed beams of
inf ra red ligh t,  t he  d irect io n in  which  t he
u s e r ' s r e c e iv e r is p o in t i n g is a l s o
a n n o u n c e d (f ac in g s o u t h w e s t , fo r
example).

4. Th e  "co lo r"  o f  t h e  ligh t  co n t ro llin g t h e
traf f ic  is  ann o un ced  (  "red ," "green,"  o r
"yellow ").

5. The c rosswalk inform ation  is  t ransm itted
via a narrow beam which is  confined to  the
bo un daries  o f t he  c ro ss wa lk. There fore,
when red, green, and yellow information is
heard, the traveler kn ows that he is  in  the
crosswalk.

6. By scanning the receiver left and right, the
prec is e direct io n alon g th e cros swalk is
indicated; the user searches for the clearest
signal.

Th e  C i ty  o f  S an  F r a n c i s c o  h a s  i n s t a ll e d
eigh t een  Talkin g S ign s-  u n it s  o f t h e  ab o ve
spec ificat ion s at  bu sy downtown p edestr ian
intersections.

Another consideration in  choosing aids for the
blind traveler is  the intrusion caused by their
presence. Where audible traffic s ignals have
ex is t e d (s u ch as San Fr a n c is c o ' s ea r ly
crosswalk experiment, which used a bell and a
buzzer), resident s have insis ted that  they be
tu rned  o ff  a t  n igh t . At  t he  ve ry  leas t,  t hey
draw needless attention to the accommodation
made for the blind traveler.

The receiver of the Talking Signs- system is a
personal listening device. Its  small speaker is
in  t he h and  of the use r an d causes no  high -
vo lu m e signa l t o  b e p ro du ced  fo r o th ers  t o
hear. Furtherm ore,  if the traveler  is  familiar
with all as pec ts  o f an  in te rs ec tion wh ich he
uses regu larly , he  may choo se not to  actuate
the receiver at all, but to  depend on standard
mobility  skills to negotiate the intersection.

Because Talking SignsTM speak the names of
streets and address numbers, they address the
needs of the print - handicapped as well. Other
services, such as closed- circuit newspapers by
rad io  an d  t h e  Ta lk in g B o o k  li b ra ry ,  h a ve
exp an ded to  th eir current  leve ls  b ecaus e of
their use by the print- handicapped.

Ou r  in s t it u t e  h as m ad e  it s  in f ra red  rem o te
sign age  t ech n o lo gy  availab le  in  t h e  p u b lic
dom ain in  t he  form of  braille,  cas se tt e,  and
computer disk (1).

TECHNICAL DATA

The following technical specifications are for
those familiar with communications theory:

Transmission S, sy tem

An  in f ra red  ligh twave  ca r r ie r  ( 880 t o  950
n a n o m e te r s )  i s  g en e ra t ed  w it h  s i n g l e  o r
mu lt ip le  IR LEDs . Mu lt ip le  su b carr ie rs a re
po ss ible , b ut  t h ey  will req uire a  s in u so ida l
drive to  reduce intermodulation products; this
is  at the expense of transmitter efficiency. The
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IRLED source is  either pulsed or sinusoidally
driven, with a  standard sub carr ier f requ ency
(fc)  of  25kHz. Redu cin g du ty  cy cle t o  10%
while maintaining constant average current in
pulsed mode produces a 30% to 60% increase
in  e f fec t iv e  ra d ia t ed  p o w er  f o r  m ax im u m
range, single subcarrier applications.

carrier frequency (fc) = 25kHz (o r au xiliary
frequencies as described above)

au d io b a n d w id t h (fm ) = 300-  3300Hz
(telephony voice bandwidth)

subcarrier deviation (fdev) = 2.5kHz

modulation index = 0.76

Receiving System

A low -n oise PIN photo diode is  fitted  with a
Ko d a k 8 7 C  W r a t t e n  f i lt e r . Th i s  f ee d s  a
modified transresistance preamp designed for
high dynamic range and full -sun background
illum ina t io n . The  Lo ve Elect ron ics  produ ct
uses a  tuned radio - f requen cy design with a
conventional limiter and a Travis discriminator
with noise squelch.

Capture of the receiver by the stronger of two
signals in  the receiver field  of view requires a
received power ratio  on the order of 20dB for
negligible interference. Adjacent transmitter
carrier frequency tolerance of 50Hz to  IOOHz
im p r o ves  t h e  in t e lli gib i lit y  o f  in t e r fe r in g
signals.

audio output level = 85dB maximum at 1 ft.,
10% distortion

maximum receiver sensitivity = 0.3nW optical
power in

worst case full in  -line sun - induced shot noise
reduction of receiver range = 5 to 1 (e.g.,
200 ft. to 40 ft.)

s y s t e m ra n g e fo r 50-  d egree b e a m at
16mW /ste radian s ource  and  12 dB input
s/n  ratio = 10 meters (no receiver optics)

CONCLUSION

The  em ergen ce  of  s ens it ive  infrared devices
an d  n o n vo la t i l e  m e m o r y  h a ve  m ad e  t h i s
tech n o lo gy  lo w co s t ,  h igh ly  e f f ic ien t ,  lo w
maintenance and easy to  install. It  serves the
mobility  needs of the blind, visually impaired,
and print - handicapped. "Signs" which can be
dis c re t ely  id ent if ied  a t  a  d is t an ce  p ro m o te
direct paths  of travel. Short range  indicators
(fixed speakers, braille or raised letters) divert
travelers even when they can be located. With
infrared rem ote s ignage , the choice of t ravel
path is  at the discretion of the traveler.
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ABSTRACT

There is  a need for improved vision tests which
are of practical clinical utility  and relate more
c lo s e ly  t o  v i s u a l  p e r f o r m a n c e  p r o b l e m s
experienced  in  the  real world by  th e visua lly
im p a i red . We h ave  develo ped  a  nu m ber  o f
su ch  t e s ts  which  a re  no w un d er evalu a tio n .
Sim ila r ly , t h e re  is  a  n eed  for  im pro ved lo w
vision aids and devices  which are specifically
designed to  address  particular types of visual
d e f i c i t s  a n d  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  d iv e r s e
every day ta sks. The pres ent paper describes
several new solutions for these problems.

INTRODUCTION

W e h ave  d e ve lo p ed  a  n u m b er  o f  n ew a id s ,
devices, and tests to assist in the diagnosis and
rehabilitation of the 2 -3 million persons in  the
United Sta tes with insu fficient visio n to  read
regular  newsp rint u sing co nventional reading
glasses.

LOW VISION TESTS

Th e  co n ven t io n a l  vi s io n  t e s t s  u s ed  in  ey e
clin ics  are  re la tive ly  u ns u ited  to  p red ict in g
real -wo rld  vis ua l pro blem s of  p a tien ts  with
modest vision deficits  associated with normal
a g in g  a n d  e a r ly  o r  m i ld  e y e  d i s e a s e . In
particular, the conventional tests do not allow
detection or measurement of problems relating
t o  p o o r  v i e w in g  c o n d i t i o n s  s u c h  a s  l o w
co n t ras t ,  p o o r  ligh t in g,  g la re ,  e t c .  E ld e r ly
individu als  with early  ey e disease, as well as
those with more ad vanced visual imp airment,
commonly suffer from these types of problems
(1, 2). We are deve lo ping a  n um ber of  low -
cost, rapid, and easy -to- administer vision tests
to  ad dress  t his  p rob lem. The first of these is
the SKILL Card -- a black -on -gray near acuity
card for testing vision under conditions of low
lum inance and lowcontrast (akin to  driving at
dusk or in  fog, etc.). A new Retinal Recovery
Rate test measures the rate at which the retina
rec o v er s  f ro m  ex p o s u re  t o  a  g la r e  s o u r ce
(o bviou s ly  im p or t an t  in  s uch  t a sks  a s  n igh t
dr ivin g) . A new Attent ional Visual Field test
has been developed to  test the patient 's  ability

to  p e rc e ive  o b j ec t s  ap p ro ac h in g f r o m  th e
per iph ery wh ile  co n cent ra tin g o n  a cent ra l
visual task. Performance on this test has been
fo u n d  t o  c o r re la t e  wi th  ac c id e n t  ra t e s  in
driving (3).

LOW VISION AIDS AND DEVICES

We have d eve lo p ed  ad van ces  in  lo w visio n
telescopes, including a design proposal for the
use of advanced aspheric optics incorporated
in a spectacle clip  -on telescope featuring dual
magnification (2X and 4X). We have designed
a n ew e rgo n om ic  t ele s co pe  gr ip  (F igure  1)
wh ich  a llo ws  a  m u ch  s t ead ie r  h o ld  o n  t h e
telescope to  avoid jitter, and even allows one-
handed operation (both holding and focusing).
The user can therefore keep his other hand free
to  h old  a  walkin g st ick, han db ag, s ho pp in g
bag, etc.

In c re as ed ill u m in a t io n can  m ake  a  m a jo r
difference in the ability  of many persons with
visu al imp airm en t s to  s ee  c lear ly . We have
developed a portable, battery - powered, head -
mounted lamp u sing modern q uartz  halogen
technology with a focused dichroic reflector.
Th is l a m p p r o v id e s a m aj o r b o o s t in
i l l u m i n a t io n  w h i l e  r e a d in g ,  s e w in g ,  o r
p e r f o rm in g  t a s k s  w h ic h  r e q u i r e  m o v in g
aro u n d . A s eco n d illu m in a t io n  device  is  a
small, spectacle- mounted clip  -light intended
fo r  p e rs o n s wh o  read  with  h igh  -  p o wered
sp ec t ac les  req u ir in g a read in g d is t an ce  o f
approxim ate ly two inch es. Normally, use of
these spectacle lenses causes occlusion of much
of  t he  am bien t  ligh t by  t h e us e r's  head an d
read ing m ate ria l,  m aking it  d iff icu lt  t o  s ee .
Th e  n ew  s p e c t ac l e  c l ip  - li gh t  s o lve s  t h is
problem by  directly  illum inating th e page in
fron t  o f t he  s p ec tac le  lens . It can be eas ily
a t t ac h e d  t o  a n d  re m o ve d  f r o m  th e  u s e r 's
spectacle frame, and utilizes a small pocket- or
purse - carried battery pack.

SUMMARY

By addressing the need for improved clinical
as s e s s m e n t  p ro c e d u r e s  f o r  t h e  v i s u a l l y
impaired, we hope to allow clinicians to detect
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Figure I . New ergonomic telescope grip for one - handed operation.

vis io n  p ro b lems  ea r lie r  an d  q u an t ify  t h em
b e t t e r in t e rm s of rea l -wo r ld vi s u a l
perfo rmance -- thus allowing b etter  targeted
reh ab i lit a t i o n  m et h o d s  an d  d e vic es  t o  b e
prescribed and applied. Devices such as those
des cr ibed here,  ta rgeted at pa rticu lar  vision
deficits  and visual performance tasks, should
increase t he resources available for effective
reh abilita t ion  o f t h e in dividu a l with visu a l
impairments.
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Ex te r n a l Tac t il e  Tra n s d u c e rs  f o r  Lo s t  S en s a t io n

Star B. Teachout and Eric E. Sabelman
Palo Alto VA Medical Center

ABSTRACT
Technological improvements in  sensory
feedback have largely been driven by
competition in  the automated manufacturing
and robotics industries. Present tactile sensors,
therefore, are generally  too large and too
insensitive, particularly  to shear forces, for
direct application to the human body. The
development of more precise tactile sensors
and their integration into existing functional
neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) systems
would have a significant effect on improving
the safety and motor function of people with
tactile impairments. This paper describes the
investigation and evaluation of tactile sensors
based on a variety  of existing technologies.
Unlike robotic sensors, these tactile transducers
were subject to  clinical evaluation using the
Semmes- Weinstein monofilament assessment.

BACK GROUND
Loss of the sense of touch severely impacts an
individual's safety and ability  to perceive
his /her immediate environment. Lost tactile
sensation in the hand, even if motor function is
present or replaced by a powered prosthesis or
stimulating system, places the hand at risk. In
addition to  this risk, the motor activities of
people without sensory feedback take more
time, which may have a negative effect on the
quality of their lifestyles. For example, existing
powered prostheses users are burdened with
the task of visually  estimating the forces
needed to  grasp an object without damaging it ,
and typically must maintain eye - contact
throughout the procedure. This diverts his or
her attention from other tasks, and also
increases the time needed to  complete simple
acts of locating, grasping, moving, and
replacing objects.

Several manufacturers were known to produce
tactile sensors using capacitive, force - sensitive,
optical fiber, micromachined silicon, and
magnetic- sensing technologies. Manufacturers
of conductive gels and elastomers were also
encouraging about the use of their products for
tactile sensing.

METHOD
Spgcific Goals
(1)Purchase silicon, resistive, capacitive,
optical, hydrogel and Hall effect sensors and
measure the properties of each.
(2)Assemble individual sensors into arrays
sized and positioned to  fit on a fingertip or
palmar surface; arrays may include more than
one type of sensor.
(3) Test arrays using clinical assessment tools
such as the Semmes- Weinstein monofilament
test for comparison with normal and minimal
human sensation.
(4) Test the arrays on a mechanical simulated
"finger" equipped with actuators for exerting
known forces against a fixed plate.
(5)Using the simulated finger fixture,
determine the ability of sensor arrays to  detect
slippage under uniform conditions.
(6)Operate the finger fixture in a closed -loop
mode to determine effect of response time and
resolution of sensor arrays on stability of force
control.
Test Equipment
A pneumatic cylinder with a calibrated
pressure sensor was originally  chosen for
applying loads to  the sensors. Lacking finer
sensitivity and inhibited by excessive friction in
its piston shaft, it was eventually  replaced by a
5 LB Chatillon gage bolted to a lathe milling
head attachment. The milling head attachment
allowed the Chatillon gage - -which has a
precision spring that measures force directly- -
to be linearly advanced by a precision screw
for loading. The increment of loading for all
tests was typically 0.1 LB and continued until
the sensor was saturated. Sensors were
subjected to normal load, shear load /tangential
displacement, step response, and edge
detection tests.

RESULTS
After a thorough search for available tactile
sensors, it  was determined that there was an
abundance of product advertisements but no
available sensors. Fabrication difficulties and
low demand were cited by manufacturers as
the primary reasons for lack of sensor
availability. It was necessary, therefore, to
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construct capacitive, force- sensing resistive,
optical fiber, Hydrogel (conductive gel), and
conductive elastomer tactile transducers using
workbench scale fabrication methods. Samples
of micromachined silicon and magnetic (Hall -
effect) sensors were obtained and modified.

As expressed by many sensor manufacturers,
most tactile sensors displayed one or more of
the following problems -- excessive noise, inter -
elemental cross talk, hysteresis, brittleness,
poor miniaturization capability, and sensitivity
to moisture and oxygen. Of all the sensors
tested, the optical and magnetic Hall- effect
yielded the best overall performance.

The optical sensor contained a spring- loaded
shaft that would progressively occlude LED
light falling onto a cadmium sulfide
photoresistor (Figure 1). Normal testing results
were favorably linear, and an improvement
could be made by using a stiffer spring (not
preloaded), or the substitution of a suitable
elastomer (Figure 2). The step response output
was sluggish, possibly caused by the friction or
memory of the photoresistor. Exposing the
photoresistor to constant and low level
illumination would minimize this problem.
Despite the somewhat favorable results of this
device, however, the sensor's  3/8 "X3 /8 "X5/8"
measurements are beyond the useful limits of
this application. For finger mounting, a custom
sensor with radius of 10 mm or less is needed.

The magnetic Hall- effect sensor performed
well with both normal and tangential loads.
Tests were conducted with either a silicon
rubber or open -cell foam intermediate layer
between the sensor and the magnetic
source(Figure 3). The silicon rubber exhibited
no appreciable deformation between the
loading and unloading cycles as indicated by
the absence of hysteresis in Figure 4. This
suggests it  would be more accurate than the
open- celled foam which experienced a delay in
restoration once the load was removed. The
open - celled foam, however, possessed superior
compressibility which provided a larger range
in which to  sense pressure- -150 millivolts
compared with 8 my for the silicon rubber.
Both materials and the Hall effect sensor were
highly repeatable for normal pressure sensing.

Discussion
The original goals of the project were impeded
by the necessity to  build nearly all the sensors
needed for the research. Despite this, the test
data was useful and is  the basis for a current
proposal to continue research on tactile sensing
using both the optical and Hall- effect sensors.

Optical
Continued research on the fiber optic sensor
should attempt to reduce the capacitance of the
wire, and improve the intensity-to- frequency
converter signal. If this is  achieved, then
experimentation with light intensity
modification schemes should take place. Also,
existing components and practices appear
incompatible with the 2 mm point -to -point
spacing desired for miniaturization. This effort
may benefit by investigating micromachining
of an optical occluding sensor, including a
search for alternative arrangements of occluder
shafts for shear sensing.

Hall- effect
Appropriate miniaturized packaging is needed
for this sensor. Ideally, this would include
more effective and higher density methods of
magnetizing tape (chromium dioxide video
tapes may have 3 times the capacity  as
computer magnetic tape (900 Oersteds
compared to  300 Oersteds). An annular
magnetizing scheme for both normal and shear
sensing may improve the sensor performance.

One concern in  using the Hall effect sensor is
controlling its response to  extraneous magnetic
fields. Sensitivity  to external fields could be
reduced by a Mu -metal shield overlying the
outer layer and /or by adding Hall sensors
outside the range of the magnetic spot which
detect only the external source.
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Resolution of Infertility Using Adapted Wheelchair Cushion
A Case Study

Laurel S. Mendelson', Rosalind K. Gauchat, Todd C. Gauchat
* University Affiliated Program in Developmental Disabilities

University of Illinois at Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

ABSTRACT

Individuals who spend much of their day sitting,
may experience an increase in interscrotal
temperatures leading to reduction in
spermatogenesis. People using wheelchairs,
especially those with foam cushions, may be
particularly susceptible to this problem. In this
case study, a custom seating system was
designed for an individual with severe cerebral
palsy who was experiencing infertility. The seat
allowed increased ventilation in  the testicular
area without sacrificing supportive positioning.
This configuration produced an increase in
sperm quality and led to conception of a healthy
child.

INTRODUCTION

Information regarding the fertility of individuals
using wheelchairs has been extremely limited. It
is known that spermatogenesis and sperm
motility are adversely affected by elevated
scrotal temperatures (1, 3). Linsenmeyer and
Perkash (4) attributed one of several causes of
poor semen quality  in  men with spinal cord
injuries to testicularhyperthemmia. Brindley (1)
found that men who were seated had higher
scrotal temperatures than those who were
standing and active. The use of a foam cushion,
as is very common for individuals using
wheelchairs, may serve to insulate the scrotal
area and thus increase the heat retention (2).

Although men who are ambulatory have the
option of attempting to reduce interscrotal
temperatures in a number of ways, those using
wheelchairs due to neuromuscular impairments
are more restricted in the options available. For
example, some individuals depend on their
wheelchair cushion to provide pressure relief to
prevent pressure sores. Others require the
seating system to provide resistance and body
support to improve distal function.

In this case study, we examined whether a
change in wheelchair seating configuration could
increase fertility in a man with severe cerebral
palsy.

BACKGROUND

TG is a 38 year old man with severe
spastic /athetoid cerebral palsy. He is non - verbal
and non - ambulatory, and has used a wheelchair

for all mobility throughout his life. Until he was
seen in the seating clinic, in 1989, he had
received no positioning intervention and used
only the naugahyde sling seat and back in his
power wheelchair. After a comprehensive
evaluation, it was determined that TG would
benefit from a custom contoured seating system
including hip adductors, an abductor pad
between his knees, lateral supports, and a
headrest. The seat and back were fabricated
from plywood and foam, covered with
naugahyde, and installed into TG's wheelchair.
With his new seating system, TG experienced
significantly improved distal function, as
evidenced by his increased ability to access his
computer, Touchtalker, and power wheelchair.
His comfort and appearance also improved.

In May, 1991, TG returned to the clinic to
inquire whether we knew of any intervention to
improve his fertility, to increase the likelihood of
him and his wife conceiving a child. After more
than three years of attempting conception, TG
and his wife had recently undergone extensive
fertility testing. TG had been found to have a
sperm count of 710,000 /cc with a motility of 0%
after 1/4 hour. Since a level of 20,000,000 /cc
with motility of 60% has been identified as an
approximate threshold between fertility and
infertility (4), he had been told that there was
little chance that he could ever father a child.

OBJECTIVE

Our objective was to determine whether this
client's  sperm quality (including density and
motility) could be improved using a seating
system that reduced the heat stored in his scrotal
area, while at the same time provided him with
the same positioning and support as his existing
seat and back.

APPROACH

We determined that there were five factors that
were necessary to include in the seating system.
First, it had to retain custom contouring.
Second, it needed to include a hole in the seat to
allow optimal air flow in the scrotal area. Third,
it had to be made from natural materials that
allowed good heat transfer. Fourth, it had to be
comfortable enough for TG to sit on it for 8 -10
hours per day. Finally, it had to be fabricated
from easily obtainable, inexpensive materials.
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We chose to  use cotton batting (available in
fabric stores) as the material for padding the seat
and providing the contours. This is the same
material that is used to fill futon mattresses and
has the properties of being both comfortable and
accommodating to the body. We fust cut an 8"
long x 6" wide oval - shaped hole in the center of
an 18" x 18" wooden seat board. We padded
the seat with two inches of the packed cotton
batting. Additional cotton was packed to build
approximately four inch contours around TG's
hips and between his legs. The seat was
covered with cotton terry cloth, which was
stapled to the underside of the seat board. It
was mounted into the wheelchair frame using
standard seat hardware and drophooks. The
total cost of the supplies was under twenty
dollars. TG found the seat very comfortable and
had no trouble sitting on it all day.

RESULTS

Sixty days after our intervention, TG returned to
the fertility clinic for further testing. At that
point, he was informed that his sperm count had
risen to 18,000,000 /cc with approximately 40%
motility after 1/2 hour. One month later, we
were informed that TG's wife was pregnant. A
healthy baby boy was born in May, 1992.

TG used the seating system for approximately
four months. By the end of that time, the cotton
was beginning to lose its supportive properties
and was quite dirty. As it was no longer
needed, it was discarded and replaced with the
original contoured seat.

DISCUSSION

Poor sperm quality in men with spinal cord
injuries has been attributed to a number of
factors including urinary track infections, use of
medications, contact with urine, stasis of
prostatic fluid in addition to testicular
hyperthermia (4). It is only logical to assume
that some of these same factors can contribute to
infertility in other men who use wheelchairs.

Only the last factor, testicular hyperthermia, can
be easily addressed by the seating clinic. There
are many issues to consider when prescribing a
wheelchair seating system for a client. While
fertility requirements are not usually discussed
in a seating evaluation, it should be noted that
composition of the wheelchair cushion may have

a significant effect on spermatogenesis. Since
there does not seem to be any indication that
future spermatogenesis is affected by temporary
testicular hyperthermia, it may be possible to
address fertility issues as they occur, without
anticipating them in advance. Nonetheless, it is
valuable for the clinician to be aware that the
equipment prescribed may have far greater
impact than was its original intent.
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TOWARD OBTAINING USEFUL CONSUMER FEEDBACK
FROM YOUNG CHILDREN WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITIES

Stephen Ryan, Patricia Rigby, Wesley From, and Jonathan Kofman

The Hugh MacMillan Rehabilitation Centre, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA

ABSTRACT

As part of a project to develop a new line of adaptive
seating for children, a hands -on evaluation session was
organized for 26 primary grade students  from The Hugh
MacMillan Centre School in Toronto. The students
were asked to choose which colours and shapes they
liked best, what they thought of materials they felt but
could not see, and how comfortable they were sitt ing on
different seats and using different types of lap belts.
Seated anthropometric measurements were also taken.
Following this, teachers led group discussions to
discover what the children thought of this experience.

Results of the pilot session demonstrated this to be an
excellent means for obtaining feedback from young
consumers. The children also indicated that they
enjoyed the experience. In addition to assisting in the
development of the new seating system, it is  suggested
that some of the methods developed be used in clinics
to obta in opinions from young clients during the
prescription of seating systems.

BACKGROUND

To aid in the development of assistive devices for
individuals with disabilities, the traditional approach has
been to consult knowledgeable service clinicians. While
clinical involvement is important, perspectives from
target consumers early in the design process are
necessary if a useful and useable product is to be
created (1).

Many investigators have attempted to involve consumers
in the development and/or evaluation of assistive
devices (2,3,4). However, these studies primarily focus
on determining the  needs  of adult consumers and on the
prescription and evaluation of appropriate assistive
devices. There is no information provided on how to
obtain useful design information from a group of young
paediatric consumers with disabilities.

The difficulty that arises is how to acquire meaningful
information from young children. The protocol selected
must be both understandable and motivational for the
child. Researchers investigating the treatment of pain in
young children have found that children as young as 5
years of age can effectively use category scales, such as
a scale of happy to crying faces, to describe their level
of discomfort (5).

This paper describes a unique approach to surveying the
preferences of one group of young consumers.

METHOD

The goal of the approach taken was to have a group of
young children with disabilities evaluate features of
specialized seating that included colour, seat shape,
cushion firmness, covering texture, and pelvic belting.
It was intended that the children be offered selections
that would not compromise essential functional and
operational aspects of the adaptive seating device.

Planning meetings were held with primary grade
teachers and therapists from The Hugh MacMillan
Centre (HMC) School in Toronto to determine the most
suitable approach for polling their students. From these
meetings, a hands -on "Seating Experience Day" was
organized for the students (6 -8 years of age). Of the 26
children who participated, 23 had cerebral palsy while
the remaining three had other neuromuscular disorders.
Ten children required wheelchairs with postural support
systems.

Five "experience" stations were devised:

Station I: Cushion Firmness Four visually - identical
seat cushions were constructed and secured to small
wooden chairs to assess the preferences of each child
with respect to cushion firmness. Every child was
allowed to sit for a short time on each cushion before
being asked to rate it using a face scale (Figure 1). The
children were asked to indicate whether they liked the
cushion (by selecting the happy face), did not like it (by
selecting the sad face), or were not sure whether they
liked it or not (by selecting the middle face).

Figure 1

The seats were arranged such that each child was asked
to make a choice without knowing the selection of the
other students. The seating sequence was randomized to
compensate for influences due to presentation order.

Station 2: Texture Four different types of seating
upholsteries were evaluated. Each was glued to the
bottom of one of four shoe boxes. The shoe box was
covered and at one end a hole was cut to allow the
children to put their hands inside. A small cloth flap
was added at the opening to prevent the children from
seeing the material inside. As at first station, the
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children were each asked whether they liked or disliked
the textures by using the face scale. Again, the order of
presentation was randomized.

Station 3: Colour and Shape Both colours and shapes
were presented at this station. Four -inch square samples
of four different colours (black, grey, purple, and lime
green) were provided. The children were individually
asked to indicate the colour they would choose for a
seat. Two models of seating inserts were constructed
from structural foam blocks. One seat had rounded
corners, while the other had conventional, rectilinear
sides. Each student was asked to indicate which seat
shape they preferred.

Station 4: Lap Belt Two different types of 90 degree
lap belts were evaluated by the children at this station.
An appropriately -sized seat was mounted into a
paediatric wheelchair and each child was positioned with
the lap belt secured. Rails on the sides of the seat
allowed for individualized placement of the belt. Each
child was given a soft ball and asked to put it through a
hoop in front of them. The hoop was placed such that
the child had to lean forward to complete the task.
After using both belts, the students were asked to
indicate their preference.

Station 5: Measurement To assist in determining the
range of sizes needed for the seating system under
development, a measurement station was included. At
this station, the child was asked to sit in a low wooden
chair while eight body measurements were taken.

One or two researchers were assigned to each
experience station. Each was provided with a script to
ensure that each child was provided with the same
instructions. Randomization schedules were prepared
for each station to compensate for any influence due to
the order of presentation. As a choice was made, the
attending researcher recorded the selection.

One day before the experience day, teachers prepared
their students by discussing what to expect. The
children were also shown the face scale and told how to
use it to indicate their preferences.

Two one -hour sessions were held with the 26 students
divided into two manageable groups. At the start of
each session, teachers divided the children into smaller
groups of three or four. In this way, simultaneous
evaluations were conducted at four of the five stations,
with the fifth being used to accommodate "early
finishers ". The stations were separated by partitions to
prevent children from being distracted by the activities
of their classmates.

Experience day "passports" were also provided to each
student so that as each passed through a station, a
sticker was provided. In addition to being motivational

for the child, the passport was used to keep track of the
completed stations.

On the following day, teachers and a research team
member held a group discussion (i.e. during "circle
time ") with their students to hear their opinions
regarding the evaluation day. One week later, one
researcher returned to the classrooms to discuss the
cumulative results of the experience day with the
students.

RESULTS

From the results of Station 1 (Figure 2), it appears that
the children generally preferred the softer cushions.
Only two of them disliked the softest seat The children
were on the seats for a short period of time, hence the
design team will need to consider whether there are
concerns in sitting on softer cushions for longer periods.

Seating Experience Day:
Cushion Preferences
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There was some uniformity in the children's preferences
regarding the material textures. Generally, the students
rated them all favourably as suggested by their
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With the exception of one covering, the materials were
disliked by either five or six children. It was interesting
to see that a s tre tchy Lycra'-like material received a
relatively high "not sure" rating. This may be attributed
to its bidirectional nature (slippery one way and rougher
the other). Only one child did not like the feel of this
material.

There was a pronounced preference for non - neutral
colours (purple and lime green, with more selecting the
former). Twenty-two of the 26 children preferred these
colours over the neutral black and grey. At the follow -
up discussions with the children in the classroom, this
preference was reinforced. However, some children also
said that they would have chosen pink and blue had
these selections been available.

Regarding their choice of seat shapes, most appeared to
prefer the rounded shapes of seat and back, as opposed
to the rectilinear version.

There did not appear to be  a significant difference
between the preference of lap belts used by the children
at this station. It is difficult to judge why this was so.
At this station, each child was asked to choose between
one strap and the other, whereas at other stations, they
were given the choice of "not sure". Perhaps the belts
were too similar for the children to discern a difference,
thereby making their selections arbitrary.

The anthropometric data obtained was relatively
consistent and will be used to ass ist in sizing the
adaptive seating system under development. From the
feedback of project team members at this station, and
based on classroom discussions with some of the
students, this was an enjoyable experience for the
children. For instance, many of the children found that
the instruments used to take the measurements tickled
them.

During the circle time discussions with their teachers on
the following day, the children agreed that the favourite
part of the experience day was getting the passport
stickers. However, they were also positive about each
of the experience stations.

DISCUSSION

As a pilot study, this approach to obtaining feedback
from young children was successful. In general, it
seemed that the children enjoyed Seating Experience
Day. Integrating survey techniques that are both age -
appropriate and fun for the children made the evaluation
process meaningful for both the device developers and
the students.

Participation in the planning stages by the teachers and
school therapists was essential in creating a practical,
enjoyable session that matched the ahilities of the

children polled. Some of the evaluation tools used may
need refinement and tests of reliability and validity. It
may also be interesting to judge whether a more
sensitive face scale could be used to investigate to what
degree they liked or disliked a stimulus.

This method of obtaining feedback from children may
also prove useful in obtaining the perspectives of
paediatric clients during the prescription of seating
devices and in the development of other assistive
devices.
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A HABILITATION SWING FOR A CHILD WITH CLOVERLEAF SYNDROME

John M. Henshaw and John Funk
Department of Mechanical Engineering

The University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK

ABSTRACT

To aid in the habilitation of a nine year old boy
with severe congenital defects, a novel swing was
developed. The new swing, with its  inverted
pendulum design, allows the child to achieve
instant motion when he presses a switch. This
feature aids in the environmental control
habilitation of the client, as he is able connect his
actions with the motion of the swing.

In addition to the instant motion feature, the new
swing has several other advantages over
conventional swings, both for the client in
question and in general. The inverted pendulum
design allows for much easier entry and egress of
the client. The swing is also quite durable,
having logged hundreds of hours of service to
date, outlasting its commercially available
predecessors.

BACKGROUND

In a previous study [1], the case of T.D., a nine
year old child born with cloverleaf syndrome,
was described. T.D. is deaf, blind, mute, and
non - ambulatory. He enjoys the sensation of
motion, such as in a car or buggy, but particularly
the harmonic motion of a swing.

To aid in T.D.'s habilitation, the previous
investigators wanted to improve his ability to
communicate and control his environment. In
terms of environmental control, it was felt that it
was imperative that an activity be selected that
the child both enjoyed and actively sought out.
Because of its pleasing harmonic motion, they
selected a swing as the environment that they
wished to enable T.D. to control.

A commercially available child swing was
obtained. This swing's design consists of a
simple A -frame from which a child seat is hung,
pendulum -like. A battery- powered electric motor
at the top of the A -frame powers the swing in the
familiar oscillatory manner. This swing was
equipped with a switch that enabled T.D. to
operate the swing by pushing the switch with his
hand. The previous investigators wanted T.D. to
be able to  associate his pressing of the switch
with the motion of the swing. One of the
difficulties with the conventional swing used in
the previous study is that the swing starts slowly,

swinging back- and -forth through a short arc, and
gradually building up to a much longer arc.

Typical A -frame style child swing

OBJECTIVES

It was clear from the previous study that T.D.
was able to connect the pressing of the switch
with the commencement of motion (a critical
result). However, the previous investigators
wanted the mental connection between T.D.'s
action (pressing the switch) with the motion of
the swing to be crystal clear. An "instant on"
swing, that would very quickly go from a dead
stop to its normal speed, was thus desired.
Several other swing improvements were deemed
important. T.D. spends a great deal of time in his
swing (up to four hours per day). At his current
weight of about forty pounds, this results in short
swing service lives and frequent replacement.
Thus, a much more robust machine was desired.
The A -frame design of m ost commercially
available swings is somewhat inconvenient, in
that it is difficult for a care -giver to place a child
in the swing, because the A -frame itself gets in
the way of the care- giver. This is a particular
problem with T.D., because of his weight. T.D.
has a younger, non - disabled brother. It  was
necessary for the swing to be safe and reliable in
the presence of this rambunctious youngster. It
was also desirable for the swing to be lightweight
and portable, and as inexpensive as possible.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

A team of four senior mechanical engineering
students was enlisted to design and build a
machine for T.D. meeting the above objectives.
Detailed results are contained in [2]. Machine
concepts that incorporated several types of
motion were considered. These included rotating
motion ( "washing machine" style), sliding
motion (as along the coupler arm of a four -bar
linkage), the incumbent type of motion (A -frame
pendulum), rocking motion (as in a rocking
chair), and an inverted pendulum.

Based on an analysis of the objectives described
above, the inverted pendulum concept was
adopted. To ensure the efficacy of the concept,
the design team constructed a simple wooden
model that employed the inverted pendulum
concept. This mock up was used in a test
involving the client. T.D was placed in a child
seat atop the inverted pendulum mock up, and the
mechanism was manually  powered back and
forth. T.D. clearly enjoyed the motion, which
was of course slightly different from the motion
of the A -frame pendulum design. Thus it was
determined to proceed with detailed design and
construction of the device.

The design of the machine is  quite simple, as
shown schematically below.

Schematic design of the inverted pendulum
mechanism for the swing.

While the mechanism may be simple, the design
of the machine included some critical parameters,
such as the size of the electric motor and of the
various members of the linkage. A computer
program analyzed the motion of the linkage and
allowed for proper sizing of the motor and
linkage elements.

The completed prototype features a rigid frame
supporting the motor, linkage and seat. A box
encloses all moving parts except the seat and top

end of the seat mounting post. The top of the box
is just above the pivot point of the mounting post,
thus reducing the pinch -point hazard. (The slot
in the box through which the post extends
includes a rubber boot, further reducing the pinch
problem.) The machine is equipped with a
variable timer such that it will run continuously
for a preset amount of time each time T.D.
presses the switch. After the preset time has
elapsed, the swing stops.

EVALUATION

The machine was tested extensively with dead
weights up to  and exceeding T.D.'s  forty  lb .
weight. After minor modifications, the machine
was ready for testing with T.D. Initial tests with
T.D. were satisfactory, and shortly thereafter the
machine was turned over to T.D. and his family
for home use. Immediately, the swing became a
favorite activity of T.D., in which he continues to
engage for three to four hours each day. After
about two months, the machine suffered a minor
failure when the plastic child seat developed a
small fatigue crack due to the alternating stresses
of the swing cycle. This problem was repaired,
and in the ensuing six months, no further
problems have developed. T.D. and his parents
remain satisfied with the swing. The parents
have found, as expected, that T.D. is much easier
to move in and out of the new swing than in any
of their previous A -frame models. This last
improvement suggests that the new swing would
offer some advantages in the general child swing
market, and not only specifically  for special
children like T.D.

FUTURE WORK

A second - generation model of th e swin g is
currently being designed for T.D by a new team
of mechanical engineering students. While the
existing swing satisfies the most important
objectives admirably, it  falls short in some
secondary areas. The swing is rather heavy and
not as portable as desired. The base is also rather
large. Thus, it  is difficult to move the swing
from one room to another in T.D.'s home. The
second generation swing design team is also
attempting to use a smaller electric motor in the
new device. The current model uses a large
electric gear motor, which, when operated for
three to four hours per day, makes a significant
addition to the parent's electric bill! The new
team is looking at various ways to  reduce the
amount of torque needed to start the swing in
motion, currently the critical factor in the sizing
of the motor. Various other refinements are also
planned for the second generation prototype. The
overall goal is to better serve the needs of T.D.
and his parents, while at the same time
broadening the appeal of the swing to other
potential users.
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GUIDE TO RESEARCH RESULTS
SEATING MATERIALS AND FABRICATION METHODS OF 12 NORTH AMERICAN CENTERS

Fred Tchang
University Hospital School

University of Iowa, Rehabilitation Engineering Department
Iowa City IA 52242

ABSTRACT
Wouldn't it be great to take off in a van to visit
other centers like your own and talk shop- and I
mean shop. In the September- October issue of
the Resna newsletter, Andrew Brule of Sunny
Hill Hospital in Vancouver suggested a
personnel exchange program as one way of
learning different techniques and sharing
information. Well, I d idn't have the resources
for either suggestion, but I wanted to do
something along those lines. The result is a
collection of telephone interviews on materials
and fabrication methods used in seating. This is
a guide to the text of those interviews, and is
meant as an invitation to review the full text.

BACKGROUND

Our services, like many others, grew
organically, and are in their present shape
because of the nature of the original
organization. This research effort grew out of
our need to learn from the experience of others,
while putting all the small details in context by
gathering general facility  information.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
METHODOLOGY

Twelve centers that (a) serve people with
developmental disabilities, and (b) are capable
of fabricating their own seating systems were
asked to participate in a one and one half hour

Cone interview. We discussed the nuts and
bolts of seating - literally. Topics included
seating fabrication and mounting, upholstering,
laptrays, clients, and personnel.

This is not meant to be an objective,
comprehensive survey of national practices.
Nor does it  make a claim to best practices. It is,
rather, meant to elucidate specific ways in
which seats, backs, and laptrays are made and
put together.

NOTE: A center name next to a comment
means that the comment can be traced back
to the text of their interview. The absence of
any particular center name does not mean
the converse; it simply means that the
particular comment cannot be traced back to
that center's interview text.

This notation facilitates your search for
details within the full interview text.

GUIDE TO THE RESEARCH RESULTS

Seat and Back Base Materials
Plywood continues to be the principal material
used as a base for foam. Fir (CHC, MFB),
nine -ply birch (LDC), and sign board SUHS)
are variations, with comments that fir is strong,
but has patches (non- cosmetic if it will show);
while the number of plys increases overall
strength. Sign board (from the road sign
industry) is sealed to moisture and so needs no
refinishing, allowing it to be reused. Plastics
such as high density polyethylene are used with
metal reinforcement to form the base (RIC,
MHSB). Kydex has many advantages: it is
strong and light, is easily heated and shaped
(i.e., to provide a one -piece seat and back, or to
provide a bi-angular back), and is esthetically
pleasing (PCH @@S, LDC).

Alternative Materials Sintra, a foamed PVC, is
being used in trials (LDC, MFB), but has found
to have the same weakness as ABS- it cracks
(MHSB). Also unique is the vinyl covered
alumdrium pans from :.etalcraft (UW)
(removing questions of susceptibility to
moisture or flexing).

Seat n Back M n in
Here again is a standard for half the centers -
hooks and brackets. Comments included .75
inch width having adequate strength (as
compared to hardware of 1 inch width; MHSB,
MFB), and a center moving towards black
powder coated hardware (UW- powder coated
but same base material). There were many
alternative mountings, from a simple seat and
back one -pie mce with a velcro strap the back
(which allows the system to be used on the
floor, in a chair; SHHC, HMC), to permanent
mounting of seat and back (LDC, SDC).

The question of what components to purchase
versus what to make in -house is complicated by
another choice- subcontracting the work. One
center has found that this method not only
saves money and allows customization, but
allows their own staff to concentrate on more
demanding tasks (MFB).

Accessory Mounting
Thoracic Supports Much more variety here,
with most respondents making their own
mounts. Custom bent metal brackets like those
from Metalcraft have high marks for strength
(AS, MFB, PCH @S, UHS). To build in
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adjustment, some centers go to an I or T back
(MHSB, SHHQ or mount to the front of the
backrest (PCH S, SHHC). Swing -away
mounts are made custom by RIC, but bought by
most, with no one company standing out (MFB,
MHSB, UMI).

Pads vary in the base material (plywood, kydex)as well as the foams used (self - skinning foam- )

LDC polyurethane foam- PCH @S, sunmate-UMI� . Most respondents use commercial in
addition to custom pads (PCH @S, RIC, UW).

Headrests Many facilities are using Otto Bock
headrests (HMC, MFB, MHSB, RIC, SHHC,
UHS, UMI), with some fabricating their own
variations (AS, LDC, MFB). As a result, most
mounting goes that way. There is some use of
Miller's flip -down mount (UMI) as well as trial
use of the new S.O.F.T. headrest system from
Whitmeyer Biomechanics (MHSB, RIC, UHS).

Abductors When it comes to flip -down
brackets, most respondents went to AEL (MFB,
MHSB, RIC, SHHC, UHS, UMI), even though
they were perceived as expensive. More
standard mounts followed the stainless steel
strap and slide -on style like that from
Metalcraft. Finding that commercial pads tend
to break away from their mounting base, and
that upholstering the abductor is a chore, one
center is looking at using two pads and a unique
mount that allows adjustment (WISB).

Straps A plethora of strap designs was
reported, with most centers using nylon
webbing and doing much in -house fabrication.
Variations included an x -strap of sewn rubatex
about nylon webbing (MFB), and the use of
tubular webbing, of the kind that climbers use.
This webbing prevents straps from slipping inadjustable plastic buckles (ddue to greater

thickness) and affords more comfort since there
are no edges to cut into a person (LDC,
SHHC).

One novel way of keeping seat belts from being
ripped out while at the same time keeping them
above the wheels, was to sew several inches of
1/8 inch kydex to the end of the belt, using a
hole in the kydex as your mount (MFB).

Vacuu m Fo rmic
The usual reasons for and against the use of
vacuum forming vinyl were repeated here. On
one side, it is believed to make the seat harder,
may deform the foam, and may not handle
complex contours (PCH @S); one center said
that for clients who need the contourin for
pressure relief, they wouldn't use vinyl UW).
On the other side is ease of application, time

savings, no seams, and aesthetics (AS, HMC,
LDC, MFB, MHSB, SDC, SUNY, UMI). All
who use vacuum forming acknowledge its
drawbacks , rema rk on skills  ne eded to make it
work, and have alternative methods for
upholstering. Two centers were still
considering the possibility (SHHC, UHS), and
one did not have the room for the machinery
(RIC).

The variety of machines used is of interest: 2
pizza ovens (MHSB, SDC), 1 infrared heater
formerly used for packaging (LDC), 1 use of
heat lamps (SUN ?), 1 oven element (HMC),
and 1 ceramic fiber heater (AS). Vacuum
power came mostly from shop vacs or vacuum
pumps. Most respondents have made
modifications to their early systems- some have
totally remade them; two centers who had
purchased Pin Dot vacuum formers have
replaced their heating systems (MFB, UMI).

Upholstery Materials
Use of vinyl continues to be popular, with its
ease of use when vacuum forming, its
waterproof quality, and its ease of cleaning.
Those who turn to using Rubatex for its
pressure relief qualities use the 1 cra covering
(HMC, MFB, MHSB, PCH @S, UHS) or the
nylon (LDC, SHHC, UW). Terry covered
Rubatex got low points for getting dirty easily
(RIC, UHS). Some are not using Rubatex,
either because it is difficult to sew, or it holds
odors more than does vinyl (SDC, UMI). Of
those that use Rubatex, two do not suggest it for
individuals who are incontinent (MHSB, UW).

Darlexx is being investigated as an alternative
to Rubatex (has thin stretchy plastic where
Rubatex has neoprene; LDC, SDC, UHS).
Another center has cushions dipped by Danmar
(UMI). Several centers make washable slip
covers (HMC, PCH @S, RIC); removable
covers make replacing the foam an easier task.

Technician Training
Seven of the respondents have sent technicians
to national conferences (AS, HMC, MFB,
MHSB, PCH @S, SDC, SUN Y), mostly sending
one or two technicians per year, or every other
Year. Other training includes monthly
inservices (by manufacturers or in- house), local
workshops, and visits to nearby centers.

Of most interest was the way in which
technicians are defined. Those who are doing
the fabrication are not easy to replace; they
often gain knowledge and expertise which blurs
the line between salaried "professionals" and
hourly paid staff. Solutions vary from getting
the job classified as professional staff (AS-
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though still not the same wage scale), to
defining a third category of seating assistant or
seating specialist (PCH @S, UMI).

Square Pegsand Round Holes
In my attempt to  find a dozen centers that (a)
served many people with developmentaldisabilities, and (b) did much fabrication in-

house, it seemed inevitable that I would talk to
some that did not fit- but that were interesting
for their own reasons. I hope that you will read
their individual profiles.

University of Wisconsin A seating "center"
which operates away from a central building. A
very interesting and successful outreach based
operation, they make use of commercial
components and have established relationships
with local facilities.

State University of New York at Buffalo A
relatively new seating service, using methods
few others are using as extensively (Bead Seat,
Matrix system). Emphasizing the science of
seating and mobility through the use of seating
simulation and database product information.

Helen Hayes Hospital Interviewed before the
questionnaire was formalized, there is much
information here on evaluation for equipment
needs, as well as on the entire process and each
professional's  role.

DISCUSSION

By asking a wide variety of questions, I did not
get the level of detail which a self - proclaimed
details survey sought to do (like the material of
the hooks and brackets used- stainless steel,
steel, or aluminum; and the materials and head
types of nuts and bolts used). Although the
purpose of the general questions on services
was to put all other answers in context, I believe
the materials questions could be answered and
judged without background information.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Thanks go to every participant. With much
energy, they gave their time and shared their
knowledge. It is my hope that the results are as
useful to them as they are to me. Special
thanks to Jean Minkel of Helen Hayes
Hospital, who allowed me to interview and visit
her facility at the point at which I was figuring
out what questions to ask. One of the most
important lessons was that, as much as possible,
know when to abandon the generic
questionnaire in front of you and let people talk
about what they think is most important.

Seating Centers Participating in the 1992
Interviews

AS- Assistive Solutions
Martin Tieg- IA

HMC- Hugh MacMillanRehabilitation Center
Linda Mochan- Ontario

LDC- Lanterman Developmental Center
Brian Allison- CA

MFB- Mary Free Bed Orthotics and Prosthetics
Steve Anderson- MI

MHSB- Memorial Hospital South Bend
Kerry Jones- IN

PCH @S - Packard Children's Hospital at
Stanford
Hugh O'Neill and Paul Trudeau- CA

RIC- Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago
Bill Armstrong- IL

SDC- Sonoma Developmental Center
Emmet Band- CA

SHHC- Sunny Hill Hospital for Children
Dave Cooper- British Columbia

SUNY- State University of New York, Buffalo
Nigel Shapcott- NY

UHS- University Hospital School
Fred Tchang- IA

UMI- University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Valerie Musselman- MI

UW- University of Wisconsin, Madison
Bob Jones - WI

Helen Hayes Hospital
Jean Minkel- NY

The preceding has been just a taste of the
information available from the actual
interviews. To receive the full text, please
write or call:

Fred Tchang- 319- 356 -7993
S374 University Hospital School
University of Iowa
Iowa City IA 52242

Each interview is equivalent to 3 pages of
text, and is separated by categories for easy
scanning. Each takes 15 minutes to read.
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Evaluation of three bowel care / shower chairs

Pascal Malass ignd , MI D, I DSA, C lement J . Zab locki VAMC, Milwaukee W l.
Audrey L . Nelson, RN, Ph .D., James  A. Haley Ve terans '  Hosp ital , Tampa, FL .
Thomas  L . Amerson, Ph.D., US Naval Medical Research Ins ti tute, Be thesda, Md .
R ichard  Sa ltzs te ln, MD, Clement J . Zablocki VAMC, Milwaukee  W I.
Joseph E . B inard , MD, James  A. Haley Veterans ' Hospital , Tampa, FL.

Ab st ra ct

Bowel care is a critical aspect of daily living for persons with
disabilities; ineffective bowel care can lead to severe and
costly complications. An evaluation of three bowel care
shower chairs was conducted  and led to the conclusion
that exist ing bowel care chairs were unsafe, inconvenient
and ineffective for showering and bowel elimination. The
study has  determined that a new and enhanced design
would also improve the safety, effectiveness, and
eff iciency of caregivers who perform bowel care
procedures.

Backg round

There are over 200,000 persons with spinal cord injuries
in the United S tates today. The majority of these patients
have neurogenic bowels, requiring bowel care an average
of three times a week. Because bowel care procedures
can be lengthy, proper seating posture and comfort is
necessary to prevent pressure ulcers. Patient failing is
another common problem occurring during transfer,
transport, or during actual bowel care or shower.

An interdisciplinary research team, comprised of an
industrial designer, a nurse, a human factors /psychologist
and two physicians collaborated to address this important
problem.

Me t h o d

An evaluation of three commonly used bowel care chairs
was conducted at the SCI Centers at the Milwaukee and
Tampa VAMC's  between January and August 1992. A
total of 39 patients and 25 caregivers from the two SCI
Centers  partic ipated in the study. Procedures developed
by the investigators for related studies were adapted as
necessary for this study. These included (1) evaluation of
bowel care chairs with videotaping of caregivers and
subjects simulating bowel care in a toilet room setting; (2)
still photography of these bowel care chairs with and
without patients and caregivers and (3) administration of
questionnaires to patients  and caregivers concerning
bowel care procedures and effectiveness with the chairs.

E va l ua t i o n re s ul t s

Traum -A id cha i r mode l 494

Described as a bathing and toileting chair for use with
trauma patients this chair offers unique features such as
head support, high back, and adjustable leg and foot
rests. Many of these features are however unnecessary
for SCI patients.

Comf o rt: The chair offers extensive safety straps (legs,
foot, chest, head) for stability and protection against falls.
The seat, backrest, armrests and leg rests are padded to
protect against skin breakdown, but the seat support
board can be felt around the ischial area. Furthermore, the
seat is loo small (4lx4lcm -16x16 in.) to hold properly
patients. In addition the seat surface has a seam, which
can cause pressure sores. The arm rests are too narrow
and mounted too high for proper use. The footsiraps are
held by exposed bolts that can cut the feet of patients.

The backrest offers  head and neck support for patients;
but this feature is rarely needed for SCI patients. The
backrest reclines, which is an excellent feature for patients
with postural hyper- tension, however, the chair in reclined
position was f ound to take too much space in a bathroom.

Photo #1: Traum -Aid chair.

Patien t trans f e r: The  brakes, desc ribed as  "active
dual - plunger f loor brakes," cannot be easily used because
their levers located below the seat are beyond the arm -
reach of patients. In addition when activated by a
caregiver they do not provide the stability necessary for
safe patient transfer. The armrests are removable and the
leg rests swing -up to an horizontal position but are not
removable, making transfers dif f icult. Transfers were
effective only when using a patient lif t , impeding
independent patient transfe rs.

Pati ent  mob i l i ty: The 60 cm (24 ") wheels aid in
mobility, however, the chrome rims on the wheels are
prone to chipping  and cutting the f ingers of users. They
are very slippery when wet, making self - propulsion very
dif f icult after the shower.

Acces s ib i l i ty f o r bo we l c are : The seat has a 4 -way
adjustable opening fo r hand access. Although the
opening  seems  wide enough, the  support bar under the
seat blocks hand access for digital stimulation (see photo
#2). Furthermore, when the opening is positioned in the
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front, the patient is forced forward in an awkward, unsafe
position. In addition, the position of the wheels is such
that the chair cannot be properly rolled over a toilet. Finally
the armrests do not facilitate locking the patient's arm in
order to gain the necessary stability for reaching down.

Photo #2: Close -up of hand access.

Accessibili ty f o r showering: The multiple Velcro
straps deteriorate over time in the shower. The vinyl seat
covering is easily cleaned but cracks easily, trapping water
and odor inside. Too much of the body surface (head,
neck, back, perianal area, back of the legs) is covered by
the chair, limiting effective access for showering.
Furthermore, if  patients do not have good sitting balance,
caregivers must hold them forward in an unsafe position
for showering.

Lumex chair model 6872

Described as a chair for SCI or stroke patients this non
foldable chair is used for showering, toileting and patient
transport.

Comfort: The self- skinned, 4 position seat does not
absorb water or urine, even when cut. The seat is too
small (37.5x37.5 cm- 14.75x14.75 ") to support properly
patients and the hole in the seat is too big. This results in
major difficulties in maintaining proper body alignment in
the chair because patients have the tendency to fall in the
hole. In addition this seat forces the spine of patients
forward, putting unnecessary pressure on the ischial area
and at times, pinching the scrotum. The seat cushioning
does not wrap around its supporting board and leaves the
wood exposed. This can lead to cuts or pressure sores.
The armrests are not padded, too high, and too narrow for
comfortable use by patients. The footrests offer good
heel support and are coated to prevent the feet from
slipping. However, the footstraps are held by bolts with
exposed sharp edges that can cut the feet of patients.
The foot -rests are also difficult to adjust up and down. The
backrest of the chair is not height or angle adjustable.

Patient transfer: The swing -away footrests and drop -
arms promote patient transfers in and out of the chair. The
release mechanisms are designed for easy release, even
for patients with impaired finger dexterity. The brakes
mechanism protrude over the wheels which has resulted
in cuts or bruises on the patient's hand. When the wheel
tire pressure is low the brakes are not locking on the
wheels. Furthermore, the brake mechanism do not work
overtime, causing serious patient injuries due to falls.

Patient mobility: The 60 cm (24") wheels with
pneumatic tires roll smoothly and the chair can be self -
propelled. The wheel rims are corrosion resistant but
smooth, and are therefore slippery when wet. Patients
feel the chair lacks substance and are afraid that it will tilt

during transport. Furthermore, the front casters are too
small and don't take up the shock of a curb.

Accessibility for bowel care: The open frame
combined with the U- shaped seat was designed to
facilitate hand access for bowel care, but the structural
member of the chair limits accessibility for digital
stimulation (see photo #4). Furthermore, the wheels
protrude in the back and interferes with getting the chair
positioned directly over the toilet (see photo #4). When a
patient has a bowel movement part of the stool falls on the
floor. In addition the armrests need to be lowered to gain
adequate hand access, which is difficult for quadriplegics
who need a stable armrest to wrap their arm around for
stability in order to reach down.

Photo #3: Lumex chair.

Photo #4: Close -up over toilet fixture.
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Access ib i l i t y f o r showering: The  mesh l ike  mate rial
of the back -rest facilitates bathing, dries fast, and is easier
to maintain than padded vinyl. The "open- frame" design
provides reasonable access to all parts of the patient's
body for showering.

E &J sho we r commode cha ir.

Described as designed for toileting and showering. This
chair folds easily for storage.

Comf o rt: The chair has a foam cushion seat covered
with a vinyl material, with no obvious seams. However,
patients feel there is insuff icient padding for safety and
comfort. The seat is considerably larger (43x46 cm
17x18.25 "), than the seat of the other two chairs. I t has an
un- broken oval hole and cut out sides for closer hand
access (see photo #5). Both the armrests and
leg rest s /footrests are removable to facilitate access and
transfer, but over time they do not f it properly. The
armrests are not padded and aro not adjustable. The
footrests are adjustable but do not have the noel- straps
needed to prevent injury due to spasms. The chair has
high and low back options  but no  width adjus tment.
Larger patients tend to press up against the armrests,
which results in pressure ulcers.

Photo #5: E &J chair.

Patient trans f e r: The b rakes  hand les  are reached
easily by patients and covered with rubber. Initially, the
brakes lock well and are tight. Overtime the brakes have
failed resulting in falls and injuries during transfers.

Pati ent  mob i l i ty: The  wheels have  rubber coated rims,
allowing patients to self  - propel even when the chair is wet.
However, the rim's hand area is too narrow for quadriple-
gics to hold and push independently. The largest
drawback, however, is that the chair is unstable and has a
tendency to tip over during transfer or transport. Patients
complain that they do not feel safe in this chair.

Acces s ib i l i ty f o r b owe l care: Overall , access ib il ity is
poor; the wheels and brakes partially block the two cut -out
side openings (see photo #6). There is insuf f icient space
between the seat and  the toilet bowl to  insert suppository
or provide digital stimulation. Furthermore, there is no
available space for hand access in the front or the back
which is the area of choice for some patients.

Photo #6: Close -up of hand access.

Access ib ility  for  showers: The  open f rame chair
design allows reasonable access to the body to shower.
However, the seat vinyl covering tears easily resulting in
water /urine getting inside the foam padding. Patients
tend to stick to the seat which can cause reddened areas
or tears in the skin.

C o n c l u s i o n s

This study indicated that there were severe design
deficiencies in the three and most commonly used bowel
care chairs evaluated. Patients reported serious problems
and complications from these  chairs, including injuries
from falls and pressure ulcers.

The results of this evaluation were incorporated in a VA
Rehab. R &D research proposal to design a new bowel
care - shower chair that addresses the functional, safety,
and comfort needs of SCI patients and their caregivers.

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s

Support for this research was provided by the VA
Rehabilitation R &D Service and was part of the study
No. B 92 -461 A., entitled: Toward the design of a new
bowel care chair, Pilot Study.

The views expressed in this paper do not necessarily
represent those of the Department of Veterans Affairs or
the  United S tates government.
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THE BACK SUPPORT SHAPING SYSTEM:
AN ALTERNATIVE FOR PERSONS

USING WHEELCHAIRS WITH SLING BACK UPHOLSTERY

Jean Anne Zollars, PT, MA
Peter Axelson, MSME

Beneficial Designs, Inc.
Santa Cruz, CA

ABSTRACT

The back support shaping system was designed to
address the postural problems wheelchair riders
experience using chairs with sling backrest
upholstery. Six individuals with spinal cord injuries
evaluated the back support shaping system in a pilot
study. Design specifications were optimized and
used to develop a prototype which is currently being
evaluated by sixty participants.

THE NEED

It is clinically accepted that sitting in a wheelchair
with a sling backrest promotes rounding forward of
the spine (Bergen & Presperin 90, Presperin 2190),
posterior tilting of the pelvis, which can lead to
back and neck pain, and even long -term deformities
of the spine and pelvis. Furthermore, these postures
cause shearing because the tissue between the skin
and the underlying bones becomes stretched and
distorted (O'Neill 88). Hobson (1989) found that in
general, a person with spinal cord injury will sit
with a pelvis tilted posteriorly 15 degrees greater
than a non - injured person. Most sling backrest
upholstery sags within two to three months. A
variety of back supports are commercially available
and were evaluated by the authors. Most
commercially available back supports do not have
the ability to adjust for the different needs of the
wheelchair user during the day, require removal in
order to fold the wheelchair, do not work with the
existing sling upholstery, and are not able to adapt
to different people's back contours.

DESIGN CRITERIA

A back support is needed that satisfies the following
design criteria:

a. Postural Control
For optimal stability and function, the back support
must stabilize both the upper part of the pelvis, the
sacrum, and the lumbar spine, if lumbar mobility is
available (Zacharkow 90). If the person has limited
lumbar mobility, a lumbar support will push the
person out of the wheelchair. Applying a force to
the posterior pelvis and sacrum is critical in
achieving a neutral spinal position because of the
fundamental importance of pelvic stability on
postural alignment, and to take advantage of
lumbosacral joint mobility (Margolis 92). Lateral
stability provided by the curvature of standard sling
upholstery should be retained.

b. Adjust ability for Function

The back support should be dynamic and flexible
for slight position changes and must adjust for the
user's different seating needs, i.e.. static sitting and
active propulsion. Also, the back support needs to
accommodate and adapt to each individual.

c. Ease of Use
The back support should be easily adjustable: by
the user while sitting in the wheelchair; with one
hand; and by people with limited hand function and
strength. This system must be able to attach to
different folding wheelchairs with sling
uphols tery, and between the vertical upright
members of the wheelchair frame. The foldability
of the wheelchair should be preserved. The back
support should not need to be removed in order to
fold the wheelchair. Finally, a back support should
add minimal weight to the wheelchair.

d. Performance Specifications
A back support should ideally extend the life of the
sling upholstery of a standard wheelchair to five
years. The back support system should cost less
than $250. A back support should be aesthetically
pleasing and acceptable to the wheelchair user.

Back Support Shaping System
The back support shaping system will provide
wheelchair users with an affordable, lightweight,
comfortable, posturally supportive, easily
adjustable, back support alternative which does not
need to detach from the wheelchair in order to fold
the chair. No other commercially available back
supports are able to meet the above design
specifications. This system utilizes ergonomically
shaped support pad(s) with tension straps. The
support pads hook onto the vertical upright frame
members of the wheelchair behind the sling
backrest upholstery. The horizontal strap(s) can be
tightened or loosened causing the pad(s) to press
forward through the upholstery against the pelvis
and spine in the desired location. Persons with a
wide variety of functional limitations will be
candidates for the back support shaping system.
Persons inappropriate for the back support system
include those with significant hip extension
contractures, severe pelvic and spinal deformities,
poor postural stability, and severe tonal and
movement abnormalities.

PILOT STUDY

A pilot study was undertaken to: validate the need
for a back support shaping system, determine the
preferred spacing of the back support pads, and to
take postural and pressure measurements with and
without the back support. Six people with spinal
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cord injuries (ranging from C4 to L5 levels) served
as participants and one non- disabled male served as
a control. First, background information was
gathered with regard to the person's wheelchair and
seat cushion. Secondly, each person was fitted with
the Evaluation Back Support (EBS) which is  a
plastic plate with two vertically oriented foam pads.
The plastic plate was attached to the wheelchair
frame by straps, and the tension of the straps was
then adjusted by the therapist. The preferred lateral
and vertical placement of the pads was determined
individually with feedback from the participant. The
displacement of the person's spine relative to the
back frame members of the wheelchair was
measured with and without the EBS. Pressure
measurements were taken at the spine, greater
trochanters, sacrum, thighs and ischial tuberosities
with and without the EBS on four participants.
Finally, the participants completed a questionnaire
which asked questions about their functional level
and their opinions about the EBS itself.

FINDINGS OF PILOT STUDY

Preliminary data showed the following. The
participants' preferred spacing between the pads
ranged from 12.5 to 14.3 cm., with the average span
equaling 13.1 cm. The forward displacement of the
person's spine with the EBS ranged from 0.5 to 5.2
cm. with the average displacement equaling 3.1 cm.
This means that most people preferred over an inch
of forward displacement when using the EBS. The
preferred vertical placement of the pads varied for
each individual. The following illustration shows a
side profile of a wheelchair user's spine with and
without the back support in place.

J I '
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f

3 {
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z   

Figure 1
- - - - -- with back support

without back support

Subjectively, the users' sense of their own postural
stability during functional activities changed when
using the EBS. Some people felt more stable, some
felt less stable during certain wheelchair maneuvers.
The pressure measurements were inconclusive.

The feedback received verifies the need for a back
support shaping system that works with sling back
upholstery. The mean values obtained during the

pilot study for the pad spacing were used to design
the back support shaping system for current work as
explained below.

WORK IN PROGRESS

a. Overview
The purpose of the current project is to optimize the
design specifications for the back support shaping
system through a fitting and interview process.
Different configurations of foams, pad placement,
and strapping are being evaluated by sixty
participants. Each participant uses a wheelchair with
sling back upholstery on a full time basis, has
reliable expressive communication skills and does
not have abnormal tone /movement patterns caused
by brain damage. Persons with spinal cord injuries,
polio, spina bifida, amputations and other
neuromuscular diseases are participants in this
study.

b. Methods
Subjects are evaluated by a physical therapist as to
his /her appropriateness for using the back support
shaping system. Participants are then fit with
various configurations of the back support shaping
system. Once the most comfortable and posturally
beneficial position is obtained, the examiner records
the participant's preference for each of the following
criteria:
• Support pad configuration /shape, including
length, width, and thickness
• Stiffness of the support pad material
• Position of support straps

c. Postural Measurements
The contour of the user's back in the sling
upholstery before and after the back support shaping
system attached to the wheelchair is measured.
Measurements are made of the subjects' spine
relative to the vertical frame members of the
wheelchair. The information is then graphically
displayed in a side profile.

d. Interpretation and Analysis of Data. The data
is directing the design and fabrication of the back
support shaping system, which will undergo more
extensive evaluation in the future. The
measurements direct the thickness of the support
pad(s). Optimal contours and configurations of
support pad(s) are decided upon such that ultimately
each person will have the choice of support pad(s)
according to his/her preference and comfort level.
Depending on feedback regarding the ease of use of
the adjustment hardware, a second design may be
developed for people with limited hand function.
The results of the above tests will be presented at
the RESNA 1993 conference.

CONCLUSION

The development and testing of the back support
shaping system is designed to enhance the physical
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and functional abilities in people using sling back
wheelchairs. The results  of this study will have
implications for postural measurements in the clinic,
and will encourage the development of seating
options which are more functional and dynamic for
the wheelchair rider.
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ABSTRACT

Calc ulating jo int  moments  o f the c ritical joints (wrist ,
elbow, shoulder) during wheelchair p ropulsion may help
to further the understanding of possible injury
mechanisms. A model was developed using the Newlon-
Euler method based on a variable degree of freedom body
coordinate system (i.e., the number of body segments is
not fixed ). A rec urs ive matrix back prop agatio n
algo rithm was  derived  for determining 3- d imens io nal
jo int  mo ments  from kinetic and  kinematic  data.  T he
algo rithm is  c o mp utatio nally effic ient and numerically
stable.

BA CK GR OU ND

Evaluating jo int  mo ments d uring wheelc hair propulsion of the
shoulder via kinetic and kinematic analysis may identify causes
of musculoskeletal overloading and rotator cuff injuries [2].
Carpal tunnel syndro me and o ther wrist and hand  injuries are
also  experienc ed by wheelchair us ers.  Res earc h in this area
sugges ts that  carp al tunnel synd ro me may b e the res ult  o f
nerve compression which occurs during forceful exertions with
the hand  and  wris t in hyp erflexio n o r hyp erextens io n [1].
Rep etitive strikes of the heel of the hand agains t the pushrim
may caus e p ain and numbnes s o f the thumb and fingers . T he
ab ility to  acc urately c alc ulate jo int mo ments  fo r the wris t ,
elb o w,  and  s ho uld er may help  in es tab lis hing p reventative
measures for wheelchair users.

Knowledge of the t ime profiles of joint  forces and mo ments
are nec es sary for an und ers tand ing of the caus e and
imp lic ations  o f any movement [5]. Muscle and tendo n forc es
o f hu mans  mus t  b e d ete rmine d  in d irec tly fro m availab le
kinematic, anthropometric, and reaction force data. Rigid link -
segment models are us ed to calculate net joint  reactio n fo rces
and  ne t  mus c le mo ments .  Us ef ul c a lc ulat io n o f net  jo int
reaction fo rc e s  an d  ne t  mu s c le mo ments  r eq uires  a full
kinematic description, accurate anthropometric measures, and a
full description of the external forces [3]. The inverse dynamic
mo del fo r the link- segment s ys tem us ing the Newton -Euler
method was applied. The s ummation o f all musc le activity at
each joint is very useful information fo r the s urgeon , therapist,
and kinesiologis t in their diagnos tic assessments.

RES EARCH QUESTION

Net joint moment equations can be derived from the free -body
diagrams o f the lin k s egment mo del [4]. Ho wever,  the
eq uatio ns  of mo tio n c an b e pro grammed  in any number o f
forms : so me more efficient than o thers.  T he p urpo se o f this
s tud y was  t o  d ev elo p  a numeric a lly s tab le  algo rithm for
efficiently computing 3- dimensional net muscle moments  and
net joint forces for n- degree of freedom link- segment models.

MET HOD

A matrix ap p ro ac h was  us ed  to  d evelo p  an algo rithm fo r
co mp uting 3- dimens io nal net  mus cle moments  and net jo int
forces. The similarity of the structure of the free-body diagrams
for link-segment models was exp loited.

Assump tions

1) Accurate meas ures  of segment mass es, centers of mass,
joint centers , and  mo ments  of inert ia are available.  Eac h
segment is of fixed mass which is mo deled as  a po int mass
lo cated  at the c enter o f mas s (COM). The s egment COM
remains  s tat io nary w. r. t . the  s e gme nt,  i. e.  no  relative
mo tio n.  T he  mas s  mo men t o f in ert ia o f ea c h s egment
about its proximal end remains cons tant during the motion.
The length o f eac h s egment remains  c ons tant d uring the
motion , i.e. no  migratio n.

2) Ac curate kinematic and external forc e- to rq ue (kinetic)
data are available. Kinematic and kinetic  data are temp orally
and spatially synchronized.

3) All b o d y jo ints  are co ns id ered  either hinge o r b all and
socket joints.

Forces Acting or Link - Segment Model

Three bas ic types of forces  act upo n link segment mod els: (1)
gravitational forces; (2) external forces; (3) muscle and
ligament forces . Gravitational forc es act  do wnward s thro ugh
the COM o f each s egment and  are eq ual to  the mas s t imes
acceleratio n due to gravity. External fo rces must b e measured
using an external sensor. Such forces typ ically act  over some
area and are modeled by a force vecto r acting upon the center
of pressure.  Muscle and ligamem forc es are computed in terns
of net mus c le mo ments  and  net jo int  fo rces. Cocontraction,
joint friction , and  p as sive p ro perties o f musc le and  tendo ns
prevent determining actual muscle forces.

Basic Link - Segment Model

Each b ody s egment acts  independently under the influence of
reaction forces, muscle moments, and  force due to gravity. A
feature of link- segment models is that the free -body diagrams
for each segment are similar. T his feature can be exploited to
develo p a s ingle recursive algo rithm with back prop agation to
calculate net muscle moments, and net  joint forces.

To  d evelop  a 3- dimens io nal net musc le moment mo del and
net jo int force model, three free -bo dy diagrams will be used.
Muscle moments and joint forces are determined from the free.
body diagrams using force and moment balance equations.

Y F x  = M a x Y F y = M a y _ F x  = M a , (1)

 M  P x = I Pxa Px
EMPy = I Pya

Pj I MP : =  I P P  P ,

The mo ments  and  fo rc es  ac ting in the sagit tal plane were
determined with vector addition using force and moment
balance equations, figure 1.

R xP + R x D  -  M X 1 1 1  = 0 (2)

R y P + R yD - t o Yeum - m g = 0 (3)

M .p + MID + R 1x a Y D P •  R Y D XD P

+ m g x oP - x cum! - I Pia P. = 0 (4)
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T he mo ments  an d  fo rc e s  ac tin g in th e fro nt al p lan e were
d etermin ed  with vec to r a d d it io n  us ing f o rc e and  mo ment
balanc e equations , figure 2.

R e + R zD - m z c o m =  0 (5)

R yP + R YD - MY eom - m g= 0 (3)

M x P +  M I D+ Rz D Y D P - RyDzDP

+ m OX DP - x Ca m)
- I PIa  PI = 0 (6)
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Figure 2.  Co mp lete fro ntal p lane free -b o d y d iagram o f a
single segment

The mo ments and fo rc es  acting in the transverse p lane were
d etermine d  with ve c to r ad d it io n us in g fo rc e a nd  mo ment
balanc e equations , figure 3.

R w + R ID -  m z c o m  =  0 (5)
R xP + RI D  - m z c o m  = 0 (2)

M yP:+ MyD + R z u x D P - R x 6 Z D P - I P y a P y =  0
(7)

Matrix Implementation of Joint Moments and Forces

The follo wing d efinitions simp lify transforming eq uations 2-
7 into matrix form:

a l p = xc o m a yp = Yc o m a  e  = Zc am (g)

For xcom = KxDP, Ycom = KYDP, zcom = KzDP. then

X Transverse Plane
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X com P P P
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M yP t

m z com
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D P PYM yD� � R zo
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Figure 3.  Comp lete transverse plane tree -b ody diagram of a
single segment t

C r r 1
a x P = LKtxP - Xd .axP= CK� YP - Y� �a x P =  L K 1 Z p - Z� -

(9)
The angular accelerations about the proximal end, ax, a y,
a z, are the 2nd derivatives of each segment absolute angle
about the appropriate axis.

Equations 2 -8 can be written as a matrix equation using the
following definitions:

RxP RI D axY 0

R ,P R yD ayP m

r— R , r r R,D a 2 0 M 0

MIP MI D cc 1. m(] — K) zDip

M yP M yD cc Py 0

M e M ID c " m(1 —K)xnp

M 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0

0 m 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1" 0 0 0 ZDP -YDP- 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 I py 0 ZDP 0 -XDPO -1 0

0 0 0 0 0 IPA - YDP XDP 0 0 0 -1

The variables defined above can be combined to form a single
matrix equation.

rP = f1rD + la + Mg (10)

Equation (10) can be used to calculate 3 -D net muscle
moments and joint reaction forces for a particular "snap-
shot" of a single segment.

RESULTS

The particular application determines the implementation of
equation (10). For real-time implementation, the joint
moment vector is calculated for the most distal end, the
point where the reaction vector is measured, and then its
negative is used as the reaction vector for the next most
proximal link - segment model. This process is repeated
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until all desired joint moment vectors for a particular snap-
shot have been calculated. The authors  know of no
combined kinematic- kinetic data acquisition systems with
real -time capability. With the anthropometric, kinematic,
and most distal joint- segment kinetic data defined, a real -
time algorithm for each snap -shot can be outlined as
follows:

for = l,n _ (11)

rq(t) _ f 2(j)rDj + 1(j)a(j) + M(j)g
rDl +r(t) _ — PJ 0
end

where i is the joint - segment index, and n is the number of
joint- segments of interest in the model. The most distal
joint- segment is defined as joint 1, figure 4. The algorithm
in equation (11) would be called each snap -shot, time
sample, to compute the joint reaction vector for joint -
segments of interest.

y
0 Reference
1 Knuckle of hand
2 Wrist
3 Elbow
4 Shoulder
5 Hip
6 Ear
7 Knee
8 Rear wheel hub
9 Pushrim

Figure 4. Marker locations
Currently, post pro c ess ing is the o nly means of
determining mus c le mo ments  and  jo int  reac tio n fo rc es .
This is due to limitatio ns in image proces sing s ystems , and
the integration of kinetic  and kinematic  d ata. When p os t
pro cess ing all of the anthropo metric , kinematic and mo st
dis tal link segment kinetic data are availab le. Mo st
systems store this  data in matrix fo rmat.

The kinetic data set for the most distal link- segment is
defined as the reaction matrix.

rR D ( j , t ) =  l r l ( t  . )  ; i t r ) , - - r l ( t N) , R D  = R 6 X N +l

The accelerations (linear and angular) for each joint segment
can be written as an acceleration matrix.

x N+rA( j)  = a l t o  a )  0 . . .  a l(t i,  , A = R s

The mass and moment arms of the Earth's gravitation can
be combined into a single matrix for each joint- segment.

Mi w = Ml( to ) MJ(tr ) . . . MI(tt t)l , M =  R 6 x N +t

Selecting the form o f the kinematic data matrix can
improve the efficiency of the algorithm.

XrDF( t(l) YrD10 0 ZlDP(f 4)... X -DdtO) Y„Ddt(l) Z„DdtO)
R X 1 1 1 1 { t 0 YtDP (tr) ZIDP (tr).. . Xaudtr) Y.DP(tr) Z„DF(t r)

X rDF(m) YlDP(tN) Zr D F ( t N ) -  - • X„ n F ( t N) YeDgW Z . m 4 t .h

All of the matric es are of the proper d imens ion to  calc ulate
the mus c le mo ments and  jo int  reac tio n forc es .  Ho wever,
the reac tio n matrix requires s ome p rec ond it ioning whic h
makes the post pro ces sing algo r ithm s lightly mo re
complex than the real -time algorithm.

for j = 1, n (12)
fo r t  =0,N _

RD ( j , t )  _ f 1 ( j , t ) R D ( j , t )
end

R r ( j)  =  R D( j)  + I( j) A( j)  + M( j ) g

RD( j +1 ) _  -R v( j)
end

DISCUSSION

A general ap pro ac h to determining 3 -D mus cle moments
and jo int reac tio n forces was d erived . Metho d s of
imp lementing the algo r ithm for real -time and post
processing applications were developed. This approach is
computationally efficient because the matrix struc ture takes
advantage of comp uter data structures. The algorithms only
req uire s imp le mat rix multip lic atio n  and  ad d it io n.  T he
matrices are triangular whic h s implifies  co mputatio n.  All
transformations are numerically stable.  The algorithms can
be imp lemented  with any numb er o f languages (C , Bas ic ,
or Fortran) or software packages (Matlab, Mathead, or
Mathematical). Computations of muscle mo ments and jo int
reaction forces show a substantial speed -up with the matrix
ap proach co mp ared to d irec tly p ro gra mming mo d el
eq uatio ns .  In ad d it io n,  the algo rithm is  ind ep end ent o f
mo d el o rd er.  T his  makes  t he algo rithm us eful fo r any
number of b iomechanic al models.
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ABSTRACT

An app ro ximate metho d  is  d esc ribed  for d etermining

the best and worst poss ible res ponses of a
wheelchair - o ccupant system d uring a crash. T he

res ults ob tained by this metho d for a c o mp uter
simulated  c ras h with an IS O (Internatio nal S tandard s

Organizatio n) d ec eleratio n c o rrid o r are given.  S inc e

the resp onses fo r any two  s imu latio ns which have

d ec elerat io ns  tha t  lie  wit hin the IS O c o rrid o r mus t

fall between the b es t and  the wors t  res p o ns e c urves ,
the res ults  are us eful as  a measure o f s ens it ivity when

c o mp aring d ata from different tests.

INTRODUCTION

The s ys tem und er c o ns id eratio n is  an o c c up ied wheelchair

attac hed by tied own bars to the flo or o f  a trans p orting

vehic le.  T he respo ns e of this system to impact lo ads  d uring a

cras h is  s imulated in s led  tes ts  b y fo rcing the d ec eleration o f

the s led to  lie within s pec ified time - varying up per and  lower

bo und s .  If  this b ound ed  dec eleratio n is s ubjected  to  further

c o ntro ls  t o  make th e p eak t ie d o wn s tre s s  as s ume its  leas t
po s sib le magnitude,  this  dec eleration is  charac terized  as  the

b es t  d is turb anc e and  the res u lt ing s ys tem r es p o ns e as  the

best  resp o ns e. On the o ther hand,  if  the d ec eleratio n is s uc h

that  the p eak t ied o wn s tres s  takes  o n its  greates t  p o s s ib le
value, the dec eleratio n is the wo rs t d is turb anc e and the

sys tem resp onse the worst res ponse. In general, when
lo ad ing co nstraints for a linear elastic structure ar e

express ible as linear inequalit ies , the best and worst

dis turb anc e p ro b lem c an b e s o lved  b y linear pro gramming.
T he  p ur p o s e  o f t his  p a p e r is to find  the b es t and  wo rs t

dec eleratio n functio ns for a simplified mo del of the

wheelc hair- o c c up ant s ys tem to  whic h linear p ro gramming

c an b e a p p lied  and  to  s tu d y t he b eha vio r  o f  the  o r igin al,
no nlinear system with these d eceleration func tio ns . T his is a

game theo r y ap p ro ac h  that  p ro v id es  an ap p ro ximate b es t
and  wo rs t dis turbanc e analys is fo r a wheelc hair- oc cup ant

sys tem under impact loads  d uring a cras h.

A single d egree -o f- freed om linear s pring -mas s system with

mass eq ual to the to ta l mas s  o f  th e whee lc h air and the
oc cup ant d ummy - ab o ut 193 lb - and  with st iffness  eq ual to

that o f the t iedo wn b ars  -  ab o ut 600 lb / in -  is  the mo d el o f

the wheelchair- o c c up ant s ys tem to which a b es t  and  wo rs t

dis turb anc e analys is is  ap p lie d .  One  en d  o f t he s p r ing  is

attac hed to a rigid  b od y rep resenting the sled , who se velo city
c hange d uring t he c ras h is  ta ken to  lie b et ween 30  and  36

mp h. An ac c eleratio n c o rrid or defined  by ISO(International
Stand ard s Organization) is  us ed .

T h e  AAMR L  Ar t ic u la t e d  T o t a l Bo d y Mo d el s imulating

pac kage(ATB) has been used to  calc ulate the best  and  worst
res ponses  of the o ccupant and wheelchair und er the b es t and

worst dec eleratio ns ob tained by line ar  p ro gr amming  a s

mentio ned  ab o ve. T he o c c up a nt is  a Hy b rid  III  d ummy.
This  s imulatio n gives  the p o s s ib le minimum and  maximum

wheelchair and o cc up ant resp ons es  during sled tes ts  whos e
dec eleratio ns are specified by stand ard corridors. A

res p o ns e s ens it ivity analys is  c an b e p erfo rmed fo r c ras h
pulses falling within s tand ard co rrid ors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The d ec eleratio ns  o f the sled co rresp o nd ing to  the best  and

worst tied own forces were co mp uted using linear

pro gramming fo r the s p ring -mas s mo d el o f the wheelc hair

and oc cupant. Thes e decelerations and the IS O ac celeration

c o rrid o rs  with in whic h they lie are  s ho wn in F ig. 1. The

tiedo wn fo rc e grap hs  in F ig.  2 and the s afety belt  fo rc es in
Fig.  3 us e the best  and worst  dec elerations  o f F ig. 1 for the

sled, b u t ar e o b ta in ed us in g a multi - d egree of freedo m
mo del for the wheelc hair and an artic ulated , no nlinear

d ynamic mo del for the d ummy. Figure 4 shows this

no nlinea r mo d el at  thre e d iffer ent ins tant s  d u ring  a b es t

res p o ns e c ras h s imulatio n run with the c o mp uter p ro gram
AT B. An animated  dis p lay of a seq uenc e o f suc h p ic tures

c an b e us ed  to  fo llo w the ins tantaneo us  kinematic s  o f the

system d uring a s imulated  c rash.

As  lo ng as  the dec eleratio n o f the s led is c o ns trained to  lie
within the IS O c orrid o r,  the leas t p eak t ied own fo rc e whic h

mus t b e exerted during the c ras h is as shown in F ig. 2a.  This

corres ponds to  the b es t  d is turb anc e. T he t ied o wn force

who se peak value is  the larges t p os s ib le varies with time as
sho wn in Fig. 2b. This corres ponds to the wors t d isturb anc e.

The res ults  s ho w that  the t ied o wn fo rc e ratio  b etween the

wo rs t  and  the b es t d ec eleratio ns  is  R  =  1559 (lb) /991(lb ) =
1.57 for a polyester tied own bar. This means that the

res ponses (tiedo wn fo rces in this cas e) fo r two  different test
sled  runs,  b oth o f whic h have dec eleratio ns that fall within
the IS O corridor, can vary by 57 percent.
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Crash Simulations for Wheelchair...
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Design of an Anthropomorphic ISO -RESNA /ANSI
Wheelchair Test Dummy

R.A. Co o p er, C . My r e n , J. F . S t er III, D.P . VanS ic kle, K. J. S t ewa rt , G . Re it ma n & T .A. He il
Hu ma n En g in e e rin g La b o r at o r y

De p a r t me n t of Bio med ic al En g in ee r in g
Sc ho o l of En g in e e rin g an d Co mp ut e r Sc ienc e

Ca lif o r n ia S ta te Un iv er s ity , S a c r a me n to , CA, U.S .A.

ABS T R A C T S t at emen t of the P r o b le m

A set of standards has been appro ved  by the American
Natio nal Standard s Ins titute (ANS I) and by the
Internatio nal Stand ard s Organizatio n (IS O). Test
dummies are intended for tests  in whic h the wheelchair
is  req uired  to  b e lo a d ed .  With the large varie ty o f
wheelc hairs to be tested there is  ne ed for so me
mo dific atio ns  to  the d ummies . Currently a co nto ured
lo ad er gage is  us ed  fo r measuring seating dimensions
and a p lanar fatigue d ummy is used fo r testing
durab ility. T he lac k o f anthro po mo rp hic  co ntours o f
fatigue te s t  d ummies  may mas k failures  t hat  wo uld
oc c ur d uring ac tual us e.  The d es ign o f a c o nto ured
d ummy s uitab le fo r fatigue tes ting and seating
meas urements may make tes t  res ults mo re meaningful
and reduce the amount of test equipment required.

Ba c k gr o u nd

T here are n umero us  p e rs o ns  _ in t he Wo rld  who  rely o n
wheelc h airs  f o r the ir mo b ility,  and  fo r their  well b eing.
Nearly 1.2 millio n Ame ric an s  u s e wheelc hairs  as their
primary source of mobility (P ope A.M. , T arlo v A.R.,  1991),
and  o v er 20 millio n p eo p le ac r o s s  th e Wo rld  c o uld  us e
wheelc hairs (Ho tc hkis s R. , Kneze vic h J. , 1990). A
subs tantial number of peop le depend o n research in wheeled
mobility fo r their quality o f life.

Standards are required to establish minimum performance and
d urab ility c rit eria for wheelc hairs . Stand ard s benefit
co ns umers ,  manufac turers  and  third  party p ro vid ers . T he
ANS I T ec hnic al Ad vis o ry Gro up (T AG),  o rg anized  b y
RES NA is made up  o f representatives fro m many d ifferent
dis ciplines  (Mc Laurin, C.A. , Axels on P .,  1990). This  helps
to ens ure that eng ine ering, ergo no mic , aes thetic and
perfo rmanc e need s are c o ns id ered . Stand ard s help
manufacturers in c omp aring their pro duc ts on a q uantitative
bas is with o ther manufac turers ' prod uc ts , and with
estab lis hing minimum d esign c riteria.  Cons umers b enefit by
being able to evaluate wheelchairs  before they are purc hased.
Purchas ing agencies  are as sisted  in es tab lishing reas onab le
acceptance criteria.

Standards consist of two primary components: 1) Tests and 2)
Normative Values. The tests have been d eveloped, tho ugh no
do ub t there will b e s ome refinement. T he normative values
can o nly c o me by app lying the tes ts .  T he d evelo pment o f
no rmative values  is starting to show s everal things,  not the
leas t  o f whic h are: 1) the  ne ed  to  mo d ify  s o me o f the
standards, 2) the need for independent evaluation, 3) the need
fo r d is c lo s ure.  T he ap plic atio n o f the stand ard s  requires
intimate kno wled ge o f the standards  and  the intentio ns o f
their d evelo p ers .  Clarification and  simplific atio n o f so me
standards  is  required (Tam E.W.C .. Chiu Y.M., Evans J.H.,
1992)

This pap er s hall fo cus  o n s ome imp ro vements  in the design
of wheelc hair test  dummies (ISO 7176/11) and  of the load er
gage d evice (IS O 7176/7). There are fo ur dummies used for
wheelc hair tes ting (25,  50,  75,  100 kg. ).  Dummies  c an b e
used fo r all tests where the wheelc hair is  to b e lo aded.  T he
lo ader gage is us ed d uring meas urement of seating
dimens ions.

The d ummies  d es c rib ed  in the IS O/RES NA s tand ards  are
linear and  may no t load  wheelchairs realis t ic ally. On s ome
wheelchairs the seat and b ac k of the dummy are s upp ort by
the wheelc hair's  seat and  backrest  frame members.  On other
wheelc hairs  the dummy is  s upp orted  by the upholstery. T he
inco ns is tency in the manner in which the dummy interfaces
to the wheelc hair c an alter fatigue test results . T he objective
of this  d esign p rojec t was  to d evelop  a test  dummy whic h
meets  IS O/R ES NA s tand a rd s  (at  lea s t  intentio ns ) b ut is
contoured to load the wheelchair more realistically.

R a t io n a le

T he IS O /RES NA d u m my s h o uld be s imila r
anthro p o metric ally and  anth ro p o mo rp hic ally to  a human
wheelchair rider and  should be much mo re durable than any
wheelc hair being tested. The d u mmy sho uld load the
wheelchair s imilarly to how a wheelc hair user wo uld load  the
wheelc h air.  T he s eat  and  b ac k o f the d u mmy s ho uld  b e
conto ured similar to a human. Ho wever, the seat and bac k of
the c onto ured  d ummy mus t be d urab le eno ugh to  withs tand
numerous fatigue tests. The feet of the dummy should be able
to  res t  p ro p erly o n the f o o tr es t(s ) o f  a wid e v ariet y o f
wheelc hairs ,  T he b ac k s ho uld  lean  p ro p erly a gains t  the
bac kres t and  the base s ho uld  s it  prop erly on the wheelc hair
seat. The design s uggested  in the s tandard has been observed
to  s hear the s eat  upho ls tery on s o me wheelc hairs ,  o r to sit
d irec tly o n the fra me fo r o thers .  T he 100 kg.  d ummy is
c o mmo nly us ed to tes t  ma ny whee lc h airs ,  a nd  mus t  b e
designed to sit properly in a number of designs.

De s ig n

T he d es ign o utlined  here was  fo r a 100 kg.  tes t  d ummy.
However,  the process co uld be extended  to the other s izes as
well.

Design Criteria:
1) T he  d u mmy was to  meet the intent o f IS O /RES NA
stand ard s  fo r b o th fatigue tes t ing (IS O 7176/11) and  fo r
seating meas urements (ISO 717617).

2) The d ummy was  to  b e c ap able o f withs tanding 10 million
c yc le s  in a wh eelc h air o n an  IS O /RES NA Do ub le Drum
Tester.

3) The dummy was to b e us ed as a linear test d ummy or as a
contoured dummy.

4) Materials were to b e c ommonly available, and  simple to
app ly.

Material Selection

The d ummy frame was  c o nstruc ted  o f 318 inc h aluminum
(6061T 6) plate. T his material was  s elected  bec ause it  is  a
relatively inexp ensive s truc tural aluminum,  which is easy to
mac hine, and is  widely availab le.  S teel p lates were us ed  for
additional mass. S teel is very durable, is read ily available and
is easy to  work with. All fasteners were grade 8 (SAE).
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W h e e l c h a ir T es t Du mmy

v 7
Sell(

h

Figure 2. Schematic of loading patterns with stand ard and
contoured dummies, (a) standard dummy where back and base
of dummy are narrower than the wheelchair seat and backrest
supports, (b) standard dummy with back and base of dummy
equal to or wider than the wheelchair seat and backrest
suppo rts.  (c) contoured d ummy with loading more similar to
human.

The butto cks  of the d ummy were co nstruc ted  from sec tio ns
of a co mpo site, epo xy res in shell and epo xy res in with c ork
co re; 10 p in bo wling ball. A bo wling b all was c ho s en fo r
its availability, low c ost,  and  prec isio n. The thighs and back
co nto ur of the d ummy were co ns truc ted  o f red  o ak.  T he
thighs  and  b ack are bo lted  to  the d ummy bas e and b ac k,
res pec tively.  Red oak is a c ommonly availab le,  inexpensive
hardwood

Frame Geome W

T he b as is fo r the d u mmy was co ns truc ted as per
IS O/RESNA stand ards .  T he s eat  was  mo d ified b y ad ding
slices of a b owling b all to  the p os terior end  o f the dummy.
Slic es  from o p po site sides  o f the b owling ball were mated
and bolted to the rear po rtion of the dummy base.

The s lices were c hosen to mimic a human buttocks, and s o as
not to sit on the  fr ame tub es for mo st co mmo n ad ult
wheelchairs.

The base was further modified by adding contoured oak thighs

11/4 2 " 2 l / 2

35 /8  " R 4  " R
E n d  Vi e w

Ba c k

Bottom View T o p  Vi e w

Figure 1. Lavout for contoured fatigue - loader gage dummy

anterior to the bo wling ball s lic es.  The thighs are ro und ed to
mimic human thighs , and are mated to  the b uttocks. The back
of the dummy was  mo dified  by add ing a contoured  oak b ack
sup plement. All co nto ur elements were b olted to the exist ing
aluminum d ummy.  T he c o nto u rs  were d es igned  to  matc h
human c onto urs  and  to  b e s uitab le fo r making wheelc hair
s eating d imen s io n meas ur ements (IS O 7176/7). The
dimensions and layout of the contour elements are dep icted in
Figure 1. The legs are the same as tho se repo rted p reviously
(Co oper R .A., Ster I .F ., Myren C. , P ett it D. , 1992).

De ve lo pme n t

The design spec ificatio ns developed out of experience gained
b y tes t ing wheelc hairs  to  c urrent IS O and  RES NA/ANS I
Stand ards .  Up o n tes ting a variety of s tyles o f wheelc hairs
from several manufacturers, it  was discovered that the dummy
did not sit consistently o n all types and  sizes o f wheelchairs.
It was hyp othes ized that the results of some wheelchairs may
be b iased becaus e of dummy loading. Sometimes the dummy
would sit o n the seat supp ort tub es, others it would  seat just
between the s eat supp ort tub es (o ften s hea ring the
upholstery), and o thers it would sit between the seat  sup port

tubes.

T his  c r eate d  a variety  o f  d iffer ent  lo ad  c as e s ,  mak ing
comp arison of fat igue results difficult,  Figure 2.  In add ition,
the  lo ad er gag e us e d  f o r  s e ating meas uremen ts  c an b e
expensive, and adds to the number of test dummies required to
evaluate wheelc hairs . Us e o f the s ame d ummy fo r fat igue
testing and  s eating d imensio ns  wo uld  help  to  make res ults
more meaningful,  and' reduce the amount of s pecialized test
equipment required by testing centers.
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Whee lcha ir Te st Dummy

Typ ic ally,  wheelchairs are tes ted for ap proximately 200,000
cyc les  o n an IS O/RESNA Do ub le Drum T es ter,  and  7000
cycles on an ISO/RESNA Curb  Dro p T ester. The contoured
dummy had to be designed and built to withstand several tests
without damage or deformation.

T h e d u mmy was co ns truc ted first by d etermining the
appropriate geometry using a CAD, EZ -CAM, p ackage. The
parts were than rough cut o n a band saw,  and finished cut on
a milling machine. The final finis h wo rk was  do ne b y hand .
T he c o mp o ne nts  (b ac k,  s eat ,  le gs )  o f the d ummy were
weighed than app ropriate steel weights were cut and bolted to
the frame in the p ro p er lo c atio ns .  T he frame was  b o lted
to gether.  An ad hes ive was  ap p lied  to  all b o lts  to  inhib it
lo os ening.  Bec ause of the d ummy c ontour, a layer o f high
dens ity fo am was  no t ad d ed  to  the b as e and  b ac k o f the
d ummy,  ra ther s hee ts  o f hig h d ens ity  fo am wer e p lac ed
between the wheelchair and dummy during testing.

E v a l u a t io n

The co nto ured d ummy has survived  over 600,000 c ycles on
an ISO/RESNA Double Drum T es ter and  21,000 c yc les  o n
an ISO/RESNA Curb Drop  Tes ter without any signs of wear
o r fat igue, F igure 3. The d ummy has exp erienc ed no
lo o s enin g o f any o f the  b o lts or s c rews  whic h ho ld  it
together. The use of foam sheets placed between the chair and
d ummy has  minimized  the p ro b le m o f fo am d amage and
breakdown acc ompanied by glueing foam to the dummy.

The use of the dummy as a load er gage has pro ved effective.
However, its  size and weight make it awkward.

A c o mp aris o n s tud y b etween fatigue tes t  res ults  us ing a
standard linear ISO fatigue d ummy and the contoured dummy
is in progres s. The res ults sho uld  indicate any d ifference in
fatigue life based upon contoured and linear dummies.

Dis c u s s io n

Several improvements  to IS O/RESNA dummies can st ill be
mad e.  T he s tandard s IS O 7176/11 & RES NA WC /I 1,  and
IS O 7176/7 & RESNA WC/7 s ho uld  b e c hanged to permit
use o f the prop osed conto ured dummy for all tests requiring
the whe elc hair  to  b e lo ad ed .  T he lo ad ing s c h eme  o f  a
conto ured  dummy is  prob ably more consistent with that of a
wheelc hair user, and will likely yield  different fatigue failure
than the current linear dummy. Conto uring the dummy back
and base resolves the problem of the dummy and seat support
tubes conflicting.

Ac k n o wle d g e me n t s

This project was p artially s up p o rted  b y Rehab ilitat io n
Services Administration, U.S. Department of Education under
Award  No .  H129 E0000 5,  S u nris e Med ic al Inc . ,  and  the
Human Eng in ee ring Lab o rato ry of Calif o rn ia State
University, Sacramento.

Figure 3.  P hoto graph o f co nto ured  d ummy d uring fatigue
testing.
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Effects of Undeformed Contour and Cushion Stiffness at the Buttocks - Seat Interface

Sunita M. Mathew , Spr.igle, Stephen H.2

lWoodrow Wilson Rehabilitation Center, Fishersv.ille, Virginia 22939
2University of Virginia, CharloLtesvi.11e, Virginia 22901

A B S T R A C T

The primary focus of this proioct was
to investigate  the hypothesis  that the optimal
pressure distribution at the buttocks -seat
interface is achieved by matching the  shape of
the enveloping surface to the unloaded shape of
the buttocks. A gel buttocks model with a
wooden core representing the ischial tuberosity
was used to load cushions that were contoured
to match the  shape of the model. Cushions of
various indentation load deflection (ILD) rating
(an index used to measure cushion stiffness) and
various  contour depths were tested. Cushion
deflection, internal pressures a t the wood -gel
interface and external pressure at the gel -
cushion interface  were measured and used to
determine the efficacy of contoured cushions.
The lowest cushion deflection and lowest
internal and external pressures were measured
with the cushion of the deepest undeformed
contour. A strong linear relationship was found
between internal and external pressures.

INTRODUCTION

Wheelchair users who maintain a
seated posture for lengthy periods of time are at
risk for developing pressure ulcers. Pressure
ulcers are most common underneath bony
prominences such as the ischial tuberosities in
the buttocks. There are over one million
wheelchair users in the United States . This
presents a need for the investigation of the
mechanics of pressure sore formation and
approaches to reduce the likelihood of their

occurrence.

Chow [ 1974] inferred from his
experiments that a  purely hydrostatic loading
would incur minimum tissue dis tortion, reduce
shear and the resultant occlusion of blood
vessels. He concluded, based on Hertz Contact
Stress Theory, that hydrosta tic loading would
be achieved if the seat surface matched the
undeformed shape of the buttocks. This
hypothes is  has  been the driving force behind
efforts to build devices  that measure the shape
of the buttocks - cushion interface. At the
University of Virginia Rehabilitation
Engineering Center (UVA REC) an e lectronic
shape sensor (ESS) was developed to measure
seat interface contours. Clinical studies

involving human subjects showed that
contoured cushions are more effective in
reducing interface pressures than flat cushions
[Sprigle  et al., 19901. The contour of the
buttocks that is measured when an individual is
seated on the ESS reflects the shape of the
loaded buttocks after t issue deformation takes
place. This  is  a "deformed contour ", not the
" undeformed contour" that Chow's hypothesis
prescribes. Currently, no shape measurement
sys tems measure the  undeformed shape of an
object.

This research project was designed to
determine the influence on the buttocks of
cushions that are contoured to match the
undeformed shape of the buttocks. Since
knowledge of the undeformed shape was
necessary, a buttocks model of defined shape
was  used to load the cushion. A gel -based
model was  used to represent one -half of the
buttocks designed as a section of a sphere with a
wooden core in the middle that represented the
ischial tuberosity.

Cushions contoured with the
undeformed shape to various depths were
loaded with the buttocks model. Material
properties (ILD) of the seating surface also play
an important role in the distribution of forces.
When prescribing contoured cushions the
therapis t must often choose a cushion with a
high ILD rating in order to provide lateral
stability and to avoid bottoming out the
cushion. Cushions of 3 contour depths and 3
ILDs, comprising a total of nine cushion
configurations, were evaluated. Among the
measured parameters were cushion deflection
core, pressure at the interface of the wood core
and the gel (internal pressure) and pressure at
the interface  of the buttocks model and the
cushion (external pressure). All of these were
measured in the area  immediately beneath the
wooden core, representing the ischial
tuberosity. Reduced magnitudes of these
parameters would diminish the risk of pressure
ulcer formation.

METHODS

A model shaped as a section of a
sphere, 177.8 mm in diameter (Fig. 1), was
fabricated based on previous work [Chow,
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19741. The core representing the ischial
tuberosity was  32 mm in diameter with a  flat
upper end, a rounded lower end and a  tota l
length of 38 mm. A transducer (XTM -1902-
50A, Kuhte Semiconductor, Inc.) was threaded
into the  center of the core so that the pressure
sensitive area was flush with the rounded lower
edge of the core . Gel representing soft tis sue
was cast around the instrumented core by
Southwest Technologies in Kansas City,
Missouri. The gel used was a mixture of
glycerol, cross - linked rubber and water.

A wooden base disk was attached to the
upper edge of the  core to transfer the  applied
load to the model. The model was assumed to
represent one -half of the buttocks of a medium
framed person weighing about 68.2 kg. The
upper body accounts for about two- thirds of a
person's total body weight. Since only one -half
of the buttocks was modeled, a weight of about
20 kg was applied to the model.

The cushions that were tested included
flat cushions and cushions contoured with the
unloaded shape of the model to varying depths.
The 100 mm thick cushions were of three  ILD
ratings - 45, 55 and 70 Ibs, and contour depths
were  20 and 60 mm maximum depth. Three
flat (non - contoured) cushions were also tested,
constituting a total of 9 cushion configurations
that were included in the study. The
undeformed contours were generated in Quattro
Pro using the  equation of a  hemisphere . A
resolution of 5 mm was used between points.
Once the contour of the hemisphere was
generated, the contour of the cushions was
obtained by globally subtracting the required
value so that maximum depth of the  contour
was  20 mm and 60 mm. This was done using
software developed at UVA -REC. The
contours were then cut into foam cushions
using a numerically controlled cushion carving
machine that was built at the UVA REC
[Brienza, 1990].The buttocks model was  also
loaded on a flat rigid surface to obtain baseline
information. However, the load applied in this
case was 8.4 kg to avoid rupture of the model.

Final testing was performed using the
foam contour gauge which was one of the
earliest versions of the electronic shape sensing
system. Using this system it  was  possible to
measure cushion deflections. Internal pressure

was measured using the XTM transducer. The
routine to obtain internal pressure transducer
information was incorporated into the software
controlling the contour gauge. Pressures were
measured before loading and after loading and
the difference between the two - a gauge
pressure - was  used to compare the different
cushions. External pressure was measured
using an Oxford Pressure Monitor.

RESULTS

Five trials were performed for each of
the ten configurations and then averaged to
obtain the data in the table below.

ILD Depth Cushion Pressure
Deflection Internal External

Ibs mm mm % mmH mmHa
45 0 55 54 128 85
45 20 44 55 90 67
45 60 8 21 78 48
55 0 42 42 142 101
55 20 30 37 106 77
55 60 6 15 84 161
70 0 33 33 151 110
70 20 18 23 136 90
70 60 4 10 80 58
Irigid 10 1 - - 1332 1214

Fig. 2. is a graph of cushion deflection
versus contour depth. The raw data for each of
the  five trials of the nine  custuon situations,
were then pooled together for statistical
analysis. Univariate analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) was used to determine the influence
of each independent variable (ILD and contour
depth) on each dependent variable. The p
values in all  cases was found to be 0.001 or
less. ANOVA was also done to study the
combined effect of ILD and contour depth on
each dependent variable. Again, the p value for
each dependent variable was 0.001 or less.

DISCUSSION

The p values obtained in the statistical
analysis indicate that the combined effect of
ILD and contour depth have a very strong
influence on the variations in the magnitudes of
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the d ep en d ent variab les . T his is c le a n y

ex emp lif ied  in F ig . 2 whic h iq  a p lo t O f ctls tuun
d eflec tio n agains t  c o n to u r d e p th . As LLD was
increased cushion deflection was found to
decrease. At the  same time, as  contour depth
increased the disparity in cushion deflection
over cushions of varying H-D was found to
diminish.

A reverse relationship was observed
between ILD and pressure. Here as ILD
increased, pressures were found to increase.
Again increasing contour depth served to reduce
the disparity in the magnitudes. The two factors
contributing to the observed relationships were
the increase in cushion stiffness as ILD
increased and increased load distribution area
due to increased contouring. The interplay
between these  two factors, which explains the
low p values calculated for the combined effect
of ILD and contour depth, is more extensively
analyzed and explained by Mathew [ 1993].

L a t e r a l e x t e r n a l p r e s s u r e s w e r e a l s o

calculated using the Oxford Pressure  Monitor.
For the  fl' t cu v =_ -nr�,�the�n� � •1 premree were
greater than the lateral pressures by 22.7%,
31.4% and 36.2% for the cushions with ILD of
45, 55 and 70 lbs respectively . This difference
was greatly reduced in the case of the 60 mm
contoured cushions where medial pressures
were 6.4%, 25.% and 17.6% greater than
lateral pressures for the 45, 55 and 70 lb
cushions. This indicates that contouring of
cushions with the undeformed shape of the
indentor induced a tendency towards more
uniform distribution of interface pressures.

Another important result of this project
was the strong linearity which was found
between internal and external pressures. The
correlation coefficient between the two
parameters was found to be 0.95. The clinical
application of this result is that use of pressure
sensors which provide information regarding
external pressures ate highly representative of
internal pressures as well. Tbus it seems
reasonable to make a determination regarding a
cushion based on external pressures..
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ABSTRACT

This papers reviews the current anthropometric data
available concerning individuals who require a
wheelchair for mobility. These data are summarized and
reviewed with respect to the information necessary for
workstation design. Summary data and a list of future
research needs are presented.

INTRODUCTION

There are a variety of regulations and programs operating
in various countries which have been implemented to
increase accessibility in the workplace. These regulations
and programs are designed to increase employment
opportunities and to limit forms of discrimination to the
workplace of individuals who are "disabled ". These
programs provide an economic benefit to society and a
social benefit to both society and the individuals
protected under these regulations.
The current legislation refer to documents which have a
direct impact on the  design and functional use  of the
workplace. In particular, dimens ions are provided for
traffic areas, points of ingress and egress and areas for
personal use. However, there does not appear to be any
specific reference to the design of personal work areas
(workstation design). Therefore it was the intern of this
paper to analyze the available  anthropometric data  for
individuals who require  a  wheelchair for mobility in
order to determine the dimensions relevant for
application to workstation design.

METHODS

A comprehensive lis t of available data sources was
prepared and from this list general demographic
information regarding the age, gender, number of
subjects and origin of the papers was prepared. Then a
summary was made of the measurement techniques and
the mathematical and statistical procedures employed in
the papers. Finally a  comparison of the structural and
functional anthropometric dimensions obtained from the
various was performed. Whenever possible the reported
values  were adjus ted in a similar manner to a llow for
greater ease of comparison. For example, seated stature,
eye height and similar vertical dimensions were corrected
with respect to the seat pan instead of the floor. When
necessary the 5'" and 95'" percentile values were
calculated from the reported mean and s.d. values.
Summary tables were compiled for the body dimensions
for the 5`", 50Y' and 95" percentile separated by gender.
From these values the mean (X), standard deviation (SD),
coefficient of variation (CV), the minimum (Min) and the

maximum (Max) values  were calculated for the  body
dimensions based on the available data.

RESULTS

Ten papers were  reviewed which covered a range of
physical impairments which could necessitate the use of
a wheelchair. In total the  information collected was
based upon direct measurements of 588 individuals.
Two of the  ten papers were summaries of previously
existing data and did not perform any direct measures.
The number of subjects tested varied from 15 to 203 per
study. The paper with the greatest number of cases (203)
was by Boussena and Davies (1987).  However, they
included measurements  for individuals with mental as
well as physical disorders. The actual number of people
with physical impairments requiring the use of a
wheelchair was estimated from the description given in
the paper to be 25. This reduced the overall number of
subjects who required a wheelchair formobility from 588
to 410 and also meant that the paper with the  greatest
number of subjects was the paper by Floyd et al. (1966).
Their study was based on measures taken on 91 males
and 36 females with spinal cord injuries. Considering all
the papers reviewed, the age of the people studied ranged
from 15 to 70 years and there were 390 males and 198
females. The compiled data represented measurements for
individuals from 3 continents.
The mos t common (8 papers) measurement technique
employed was  direct measurements us ing mechanical
measurement systems. This includes standard tapes and
measurement rods to various mechanical reach
measurement systems  used by Floyd et a l. (1966) and
Smith and Goebel (1979).
Diffrient et al. (1974) presented previously published data
in a convenient handwheel method. However, the exact
source of the data used by Diffrient et al. and alterations
made to the  data  by the authors  was not provided.
Pheasant (1986) developed his data using a mathematical
technique he had previously described in 1982. The
advantage of his  technique was the ability to quickly
estimate various dimensions  for a sample based on the
mean and standard deviation of the stature of the sample
compared to a standard directly measured database. This
approach avoids the cost and time of a direct
measurement approach.
Table 1 presents the data for the 50th percentile males
from all sources reviewed. The summarized data for the
5U' percentile male and female data  are  presented in
Table 2. Similar tables were prepared for the 5" and 95"
percentile male dimensions as well as the 5", 50'" and
95" percentile females dimensions however, due to space
limita tions  they will not be presented. The order of
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limita tions  they will  not be  presented. The order of
presentation of the dimensions has been subdivided into
three sections. The first group of data  are a ll vertical,
structural dimens ions in the  sagittal plane. The second
group are  horizontal measures  in e ither the  sagittal  or
frontal planes. The remaining group are dimens ions
associated with functional (reach) dimensions. The data
reviewed was collected on more males than females and
the number of papers reporting data for females was also
less  than for males.
Important in the design of an industrial workstation are
structural measures of seated stature, eye height e lbow
height and knee height. The mean seated sta ture data
ranged from 724 mm for the 5`" percentile females to 917
mm for the  95'" percentile male. The CV of the seated
sta ture  varied from 2 to 8%. The eye height was  as
expected, lower than the  seated stature and ranged from
601 to 817 mm. The CV for the eye height dimension
was also low ranging from 2 to 4% across the data. The
elbow height values (measured from the seat pan), ranged
from 132 to 273 mm for the 5YA' percentile female to the
95'" percentile female respectively. The CV varied from
4 to 31% for this  dimens ion. The reported knee height
values  were measured from the floor. The mean values
ranged from 482 to 586 mm for the 5 '" percentile  male
and 95'" percentile male respectively. The CV for the
knee height values ranged from 10 to 15%.
The next group of data  are less  important in industrial
worksta tion design. The CV for all of these measures
ranged  from 2 to 17% for the  shoulder breadth, 95'"
percentile female to the thigh thickness for the 5'"

percentile female respectively.
The reach dimensions demonstrated the greatest
variabili ty of the three subgroups of data. The mean
overhead reach ranged from 951 to 1347 mm for the 5'h

percentile female and 95`" percentile male respectively.
As  expected the values for males were  greater then
females within each percentile group. Mean arm reach
forward values ranged from 501 to 755 mm. The CV for
the arm reach forward ranged from 17 to 21 %. Arm
reach down is the  measure of the reach below the seat
pan. The mean values for this dimension ranged from 36
mm for the  5 '" percentile  male  to 141 mm for the 95"
percentile female. The associa ted CV values  ranged
from 3 to 96 %. Mean values for lateral reach varied
from 471 to 755 mm for the 5" percentile female to the
95" percentile male respectively. The CV for this
dimension ranged from 20  t o 25 %. The arm span
dimens ions ranged from 1269 mm for the 5" percentile
male  to 1723 mm for the 95`" percentile  male . The
corresponding CV values  were unable to be calcula ted
due to the limited number of papers reporting a measure.

CON CLUSIO NS

In summary, the conclusions reached by this
investigation are:

1) Some of the data presented demonstrated a great deal
of variability specifically for body dimensions related to
work surface heights and reach dimensions. Part of the
variability is associated with a lack of consistent measure
techniques and measurement definitions.
2) Vertical work surfaces should adjus t between the
values of 132 mm and 273 mm above the seat pan of the
wheelchair to watch the seated elbow height. 3) Tasks
requiring visual monitoring for prolonged periods should
not exceed the seated eye height which ranged from 601
to 817 mm above the level of the seat pan.
4) For fixed work surfaces the minimum knee clearance
necessary is 586 mm above the floor for the 95"

percentile male.
5) The required maximum forward reach should not
exceed 501 mm (from the shoulder) to accommodate the
5th percentile reach.
6) The maximal overhead reach should be less than 951
mm from the seat pan in order to accommodate the 5th
percentile reach.

FUTURE RESEARCH AND DESIGN ISSUES

The future research and designs needs are:
1) The exis ting data for wheelchair mobile individuals
should be compared with the able - bodied population for
the purpose of redesigning existing industrial
workstations.
2) A comprehensive and reliable study must be
conducted to ensure that the mean values reported in this
paper reflect the true user population. Large CV values
were associated with some measures.
3) There was a low CV for all measures of seated stature
but progressively larger CV values  for other critica l
dimensions for workstation design. Therefore additional
dimensions other than seated stature must be used in the
design process.
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Table 1: A presentation of the variation in 50th percentile male values for different anthronometric measures (mm).
Body feature 8* 3 4 2 9 1 5 7 6 10
Seated height 858 848

-

851 835 893 700 840
Eye height 744 739

-

739 720
-

-

Shoulder height 561 554 481 531 580
-

480 567
Elbow height 223 210 183

-

185 223 210 191
Knee height 512

- -

648
-

535 400
Popliteal height 444 377

-

427
-

546
Trunk depth 218

-

-

-

352
Buttock- popliteal 495 399 472 460 503
Thigh thickness 122 163

-

150 141
-

-

-

Shoulder breadth 388 427
-

445 433 400 442
Elbow breadth 468

-

382
- -

- - -

Max. elbow breadth 751
- -

- -

_

Arm overhead reach 1171 1179
-

1146 1165
-

-

1351
Arm reach forward 765 686 779 541 455 623 833
Arm reach down 98 89

-

89 65
-

Lateral reach 748 447 505 645 941
Arm span 1496

-

1645
- -

-

Table  2: A summary of the  50`" percentile  male  and female  values  for different anthropometric  dimens ions .

Body dimension 50" percentile Male 50' percentile Female
N X SD Min Max CV N X SD Min Max CV

mm mm mm mm % mm mm mm mm %
Seated height 7 833 61 700 858 2 5 800 29 765 853 4
Eye height 4 736 11 720 744 2 4 682 13 660 696 2
Shoulder height 7 536 41 480 580 8 4 503 18 485 526 4
Elbow height 7 204 17 183 223 8 4 203 22 170 224 11
Knee height 4 482 72 400 535 15 3 535 62 487 622 12
Popliteal height 4 449 71 377 546 16 2 413

-

409 416
-

Trunk depth 2 285
-

218 352
-

1 234
-

234 234
Buttock- popliteal 5 466 41 399 503 9 2 476

-

467 485
Thigh thickness 4 144 17 122 163 12 4 126 17 100 145 13
Shoulder breadth 6 423 23 388 445 5 4 382 14 363 401 4
Elbow breadth 2 425

-

382 468
-

1 428
-

428 428
-

Max. elbow breadth 1 751
-

-

751
-

1 665
-

665 665
-

Arm overhead reach 5 1202 84 1146 1351 7 4 1067 36 1011 1109 3
Arm reach forward 7 669 137 455 833 20 5 569 99 410 692 17
Arm reach down 4 85 14 65 98 16 4 91 3 87 95 3
Lateral reach 5 657 198 447 941 30 4 535 126 399 720 24
Arm span 2 1570

-

1496 1645
-

1 1440
-

1440 1440

* N denotes the number of papers reporting a value for the respective body feature.
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A STRAIN GAGE FORCE SENSOR FOR A COMPUTER AIDED SEATING SYSTEM

Richard J. Kwiatkowski, Rafael M. Inigo
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Charlottesville, Virginia USA

ABSTRACT

A strain gage based force sensor designed for use in a
force sensing array for a computer aided seating system
is described. The sensor is designed to measure
vertically applied forces acting on a motor - actuated
probe. The sensor consists of a cantilever beam
equipped with strain gages. Sixteen force sensing
probes were built and tested and found to  measure
vertically applied loads from 25 to  4500 grams with
percentage errors of 5 %.

BACKGROUND

A computer aided seating system described in a
previous paper [1 ] is being constructed to measure and
control the seating interface forces of a seated human.
The seating system contains an array of motor- actuated,
force - sensing probes which make up the seating support
surface. The forces sensed from each probe are sent to
a computer which then determines how the probes'
positions should be adjusted to produce the desired
force distribution. In this sense, the system can be
characterized as a closed -loop system. A number of
designs for the force sensor have been tested, but none
have been found to be satisfactory for the system. It was
desired to obtain force sensors which could be
positioned in each o f the 128 seating probes which
would measure the vertical forces acting on the probes
by the seated person. Commercially available strain gage
load cells were prohibitively expensive so a number of
different designs were studied. A number of f iber optic
sensors using microbending and reflecting techniques
were reported in [2] but found to be unreliable, hard to
service, and difficult to manufacture with the local
machine shop resources. A commercially available piezo-
resistive pressure transducer with a built -in flexible
membrane was also studied in[2] and found to work
well for relatively small loads (1 -1000 grams). However,
the manufacturer stopped selling the device. A design
employing a liquid medium pressure transducer with a
reservoir containing silicone f luid and sealed with a
rubber diaphragm reported in [1 J was found to be prone
to slow, but unacceptable leaks. The modification of a
force sensitive resistor for use in seating systems was
reported in [3]. The resistance varies nonlinearly with
load which would lead to reduced precision when
digitized for computer input. A design employing strain
gages which could be manufactured with locally
available resources was then investigated and is
described below.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The object of this project was to design a force sensor
which could be positioned inside a seating probe which
could measure the vertically applied force to the probe
head surface, see Fig, 1. The force sensor would

SWIVELING hEAD

TOROIDAL POTENTIOMETER
BALL BEARING

SLIDING CYL.iNDER

LINEAR POTENTIOMETER
POTENTIOMETER WIPER

SENSOR BODY

SPRING

PISTON

PISTON GUIDE / BEARING

STRAIN GAGE CANTILEVER

Figure 1. Typical probe with strain gage force sensor.

measure the force transmitted down a rigid piston, The
desired vertical static load range to be measured was 25
to 5900 grams with a 95% accuracy. The sensor should
be excited by a DC voltage in the range of 5 -15 volts
with an impedance of 100 -10000 ohms. The output of the
sensor should vary linearly with the applied load and
produce rated outputs no smaller than 1 mV/V excitation.
The sensor should not be too sensitive to temperature
fluctuations. The total cost of materials for each sensor
should be under $30 (not including the cost of labor).

RATIONALE

Bonded foil strain gages are used in many commercially
available load cells since they are simple in principle,
reliable, and inexpensive. Accurate load cells which use
bonded -foil strain gages to transduce strains due to
applied loads into electrical signals are readily available,
but prohibitively expensive for the system described.
However, the individual parts which make up these force
sensors are themselves fairly inexpensive. The strain
gages, bonding materials, and protective coatings
necessary for a moderately accurate ( +/- 5% accuracy),
moderate sensitivity (3 mV/V), temperature compensated,
cantilever -beam force sensor can be purchased and
installed for less than $25 each for quantities of fewer
than 100 pieces. A strain gage is mounted onto a
material, in the case of load cells it is called the •spring',
which is expected to be strained when a stress is
applied. Usually, the gages are designed so the
resistance of the gage varies linearly with the strain.
Ideally, as long as the strains are within the design range
of the gage, and the gage is glued properly to the
spring, and the spring is designed to strain elastically
with the applied stress, then strain gages can be used
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for force measurements with accuracies better than 95%
and life times g reater than 106 cycles.

DESIGN

Figure  2 illustrates the  aluminum cantilever beam which
acts as the load bearing surface (spring) the strain
gages are bonded  to. Four ind ividual strain gages  (350
ohms each) are used to complete a 'full resistive  bridge`
network. I t is possible to use fewer gages to measure the
applied load, but the full bridge offers linearity,
temperature compensation, maximum sensitivity, and
increased noise immunity due  to the  dif ferential output.

When designing a strain gage force sensor, a number of
decisions have to be  conside red: type of  material used,
types of strains to be measured, manner o f load ing
employed, etc. The spring mate rial  was  chosen af te r
reviewing [4, pg 37]. 2024 -T351 aluminum alloy was
conside red a good, widely used mate rial fo r transducers
and was  readi ly avai lab le.

The cantilever beam configuration was  chosen mostly for
its s implicity in construction, low prof ile, and high output
sensitivity fo r small loads,
The sensitivity of the completed sensor is determined by
a number o f fac tors:

1. The cross - sectional area of the cantilever beam.
2. The cantilever beam mate rial  composit ion.
3. The  strain gage sensitivity.
4. The manner in which the  load is appl ied to the  beam.

A cross  sectional d rawing  of  the  f inal probe  design that
incorporates  the cantilever s train gage sensor is shown
in F ig . 1 . The pis ton has been machined into  a conical
point at the  end  where it  comes in contac t with the
cantilever beam to concentrate the load in approximately
one point. An overload safety feature  has been designed
into  the probe by al lowing only a spec if ic  amount o f
deflection in the  canti leve r beam to  occur be f ore  the
sensor body comes  in contact with the  p is ton bearing .
This  def lec tion is  set by adjus t ing the canti lever beam
vertically with the use o f  two mounting screws and
slotted holes in the  vertical portion o f the beam.

APPLIED
FORCE

TENSION
SIDE

AMW
ANW-7

COMPRESSION
SIDE

The no -load output of the strain gage force sensor
depends  on a number o f fac to rs : res idual s trains in the
gages , the resis tance variat ion o f the individual gages,
as  we l l as temperature d if f erences between the beam
surfaces. For these  reasons, the  no -load output is  often
not exactly equal to 0  volts  and was compensated f or by
the  add ition o f a cal ibrat ion c ircuit shown in Fig. 2. The
potentiometer allows  the no -load +Vout vo ltage  to  be
varied  so  i t is  equal -Vout which produces  a no - load
dif f erential output voltage near o volts.

DEVELOPMENT

Sixteen T- shaped springs were manuf actured with a
mil l ing  machine , tho roughly c leaned and  the  surfaces
were p repared  f o r gage  mounting. T ransducer quali ty
epoxy glue (Micro Measurements AE -15) was used which
required  curing at 200 OF f o r 75 minutes. The gages
were c lamped to the  sp ring with rubber pads during the
curing to ensure unif orm pressure distribution. The
gages were wired toge ther and the probe was
assembled as in Fig. 1. The completed probes were then
tested.

EVALUATION

The strain gage force sensors were tested for their
load /voltage relat ionships. Theoretically, the output
should be  fair ly l inear, but certain nonl ineari ties always
exist. Figure  3 shows  the load response of  a typ ical
sensor with and without the overload protection. For the
overload protec ted sensor, the  output is fair ly linear over
a load  range o f 0 to  3600  g rams (0  to  8  I bs), and  then
saturates fo r higher loads.

Figure 4 shows the resulting measured vs. app lied load
charac terist ic  o f  a typ ical probe when loads f rom 0 to
5400 grams were app lied to the sensor. A cub ic
approximation was  used to  calculate the  app lied  load
from the measured voltage. Various masses were
stacked on top of each other one at a time then removed
one  at a time  during  the  tes t to il lustrate  the hysteres is
and the overall accuracy of the force sensor. The
sensors were found to have percentage errors  less  than
5% fo r loads up to  4500 grams.

Figure 2 . Strain gage canti leve r beam.

NO -LOAD
TRIM
POT
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measurements were signif icantly reduced by this
method.

To compute the normal force, Fnormal' from the
measured  vertical fo rce, Fsensor' the  f ol lowing equation
can be used:

Fnormal —Fsensor/cosh

where 6 is the tilt angle measured by the linear
potentiometer in Fig. 1. This  equation is valid when there
are no shear fo rces ac ting on the probe head. It is
assumed that the normal force will be the largest
component of  the  f o rce act ing  on the p robe head, and
shear forces can be ignored. This assumption should be
valid when the normal forces ac ting on the array of
probes  in the comp leted  system are uniform.

Figure 3 . Typical sensor load /voltage curves. The results  f rom the  tes t ing  o f  the  strain gage  based
force sensor indicate that it  should be acceptable for use
in the  c losed  loop  seating  system mentioned above . A
4x4  po rt ion o f  the  who le  128  p robe sys tem has  been

s 0 0 0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

implemented and i t was  found possible to produce fairly
unif orm fo rce  distr ibut ions f or sof t hemispherical loads.
Future goals  of the project are to construct the remaining

E4 0 0 0
- - - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - -

-;
- - - -

probes  and to  pe rf o rm tes ts with seated  humans . I t is
hoped that this  system wil l  inc rease  our unders tand ing
o f  the  way the  human body reac ts to various seating

o
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Figure 4. Typical sensor measured vs appl ied  load.

When a person sits on the comple ted system, the
swivel ing  probe  heads  wi ll til t and rotate  with the  seating
surf ace . Tes ts were taken to  de te rmine how accurately
the  fo rce  sensor can de tec t loads appl ied at an o ff  -axis
direc tion. Loads were applied to a probe head which was
permanently tilted at a known angle (15, 30 and 45
degrees). Fo r the 15 0 tilt , the maximum percentage error
was 10.7  %. The abso lute  errors tended to increase with
the tilt ang le. The maximum percentage errors were
26.6% for 30 0 tilt  and 72% for 45 0 tilt . Most o f the errors
were due to friction acting on the piston at the surface of
the piston guide /bearing  (see F ig. 1).

DISCUSSION

To reduce measurement errors due  to  fr ic t ion at the
piston, a vib rat ion can be  g iven  to  the probe  by the
probe's position ac tuator. This type  o f pe rturbation can
easily be included in the ac tual use of the seating
system. Be fo re a f orce  measurement is taken, a p robe
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A LEVERED DEVICE FOR INDEPENDENT LEGREST ELEVATION
IN A MANUAL WHEELCHAIR

Charlotte A. Bhasin, MOT, OTR /L,' Don Lewis,
'The Cleveland Clinic Foundation /Mellen Center for Multiple

Sclerosis, Cleveland, Ohio
AAkron- Cleveland Home Medical Services Company, Akron, Ohio

ABSTRACT
A non - ambulatory, dependent
transfer client, required an
independent method to raise and
lower elevating legrests on her
manual wheelchair, while seated in
the wheelchair and alone at home.
No commercial device was found. A
device was designed to modify the
existing elevating legrest
mechanism. The device allows
independent and controlled
movement, by the user, of standard,
manual elevating legrests.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
Mrs. P. is a 50 year old non -
ambulatory woman diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis in 1963. She is
home alone during the day while her
husband is at work. She stays in
her manual wheelchair during her
husband's absence, as she is a
dependent transfer. She has had
c,.rfn i f i cant deb endent edema in the
lower extremities that has not
responded well to compression
p u m p i n g , s t o c k i n g s , an d
medications. she does find comfort
and relief in having her legs
partially elevated while sitting
(hips flexed, knees extended) for
intermittent, short periods, when
someone has placed her in this
position. Although not ideal for
edema reduction, this has been
condoned by her physician, in light
of the caregiver burden to transfer
her to a supine position multiple
times throughout the day.

When Mrs. P.'s husband is not
available to position her elevating
legrests, her knees remain flexed
in sitting. While in her
wheelchair, she is unable to
independently raise the standard
elevating legrests. This prevents
her from periodically raising and
lowering the legrests throughout
the day when she is alone. She has
also been unsuccessful at attempts,
despite Occupational Therapy, to
place her feet up on a chair or
couch, using her arm strength or
adaptive devices to lift her legs.

DESIGN CRITERIA
To design a mechanism by which
elevating legrests can be manually
operated by the wheelchair user,
within the following parameters:

User must be able to operate device
while sitting in the wheelchair.

Device must be operable with Fair+
upper extremity strength.

Device needs to be able to lift the
weight of an edematous paralyzed
lower extremity, approximately 25
pounds.

User's position should not require
more than 40- degrees hip flexion
from upright sitting, to prevent
loss of trunk balance, while
operating the device.

Device must raise, as well as
lower, the legrest in a controlled
fashion, to prevent injury and
spasms from an uncontrolled drop of
the legrest.

Device should be no wider than the
handrim diameter so as not to widen
the chair any further.

Device design should be safely
constructed, e.g., no sharp edges,
no projections that could injure
the user.

Device should be durable for daily

use.

DEVICE DEVELOPMENT
The above criteria were conveyed to
a Rehabilitation Technology
Supplier with fabrication
capabilities. A ratcheted
mechanism was the first idea as
this would allow the legrest to be
moved with minimal strength.
However, it was decided that the
original elevating mechanism could
be modified with a levered device.
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Design
The device attaches to the pivot
point of the elevating legrest
mechanism, via an extended bolt.
The bolt is secured through an L-
shaped rod (5/16" in diameter) .
This rod extends 2 -3/4"
horizontally from the pivot point
to provide clearance of the
armrests. An 18" lever (1 " wide
and 3/8" thick) was heliarc welded
to this rod. (See photo.)

The original 3 -3/4" long legrest
release lever was modified to
extend 10" so that the user did not
have to lean forward to lower the
legrest.

The device is operated by downward
force on the 18" extension lever.
The long length allows this to be
done with minimal strength. The
legrest is lowered by pushing
forward on the 10" release lever.
The velocity that the legrest
lowers can be controlled by the
other hand applying counterpressure
to the 18" elevation lever.

Materials
The f irst prototype was created out
of aluminum. During the initial
trial, the elevating lever and L-
shaped connector rod bent, so a
stronger material was sought. The
final device was fabricated from
304 stainless steel that was brush
finished (4130 chromoly steel that
is subsequently chrome plated could
also be used).

Cosmesis
Cosmesis was of concern to the
therapist and fabricators, but was
not an issue to the client. "I
don't care what it looks like.
I'l l o nly  be  us ing  it  at  ho me,
alone." In the initial wheelchair
prescription two sets of front
riggings, standard and elevating,
were prescribed. The standard
front riggings are used by the
client when out in the community.

DEVICE EVALUATION

All design criteria were met.
Follow -up after one week found the
client was able to operate the
device.

Follow -up 6 months later found that
the client was independently using
the device, on a daily basis, to
both raise and lower her legs at
will. She especially liked the
design feature that prevents the
legrest from "crashing" when
lowering the legrest.

Her home physical therapist was
impressed that some stretch was
being exerted on the hamstrings and
gastrocs, in addition edema relief,
in the elevated position. However,
full stretch is not achieved due to
the static length of the standard
elevating legrest. An extended
elevating legrest was added to
provide the additional 2" needed
for a better stretch. Although the
footplate would now touch the
floor, the client does not use or
propel the chair with the elevating
front rigging in the lowered
position. An articulating legrest
was not used as the existing
mechanism was working and the
client does not need to fully lower
the legrests, as she uses her
standard footrests at that point.

This current design is not
transferable to articulating
legrests as the elevation mechanism
is entirely different device.
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CONCLUSIONS
Elevating legrests can only be
raised by someone else on manual
wheelchairs, not by the person
using the wheelchair. A levered
device that allows the user to
independently elevate and lower
elevating legrests was designed and
fabricated, and is in daily use by
a client.

Contact Addresses:
Don Lewis
Akron- Cleveland Home Medical
Services
489 W. Exchange St.
Akron, OH 44302
(216) 376 -2135

Charlotte A. Bhasin, MOT, OTR /L
The Cleveland Clinic, Area U -1
9500 Euclid Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44195 -5244
(216) 444 -8610
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A LIGHT- WEIGHT FOLDABLE PUSH -CART WITH SELF-LOCKING BRAKES

Dominic P.K. Cheng
Rehabilitation Engineering Centre

Hong Kong Polytechnic
Hong Kong

ABSTRACT

A push -cart was designed and fabricated for a  man
suffering from severe ankylosing spondylitis. The push-
cart is light - weight for easy handling by his wife, also a
disabled person. It is foldable for convenient
transporta tion us ing a  taxi as  well as s torage in their
very small apartment. Each rear wheel has its own built -
in self - locking brake for safety especially on a slope.

BACKGROUND

The man has a rigid spine, hip, knee and ankle caused
by ankylosing spondylitis. He can shuffle about slowly
using two axilla crutches and some residual hip
movement but since he cannot sit, a commercial
attendant propelled wheelchair cannot be used.

As  a  member of a  se lf -help group for the  phys ically
disabled with all limbs  affected, he frequently visits
other disabled members and actively participates in
functions organized by the group. Because of his limited
mobility, a standard 24" wide steel hand trolley is
modified to allow able - bodied members of the group to
cart him around.  He gets  on the  trolley sometimes  by
shuffling up a heavy wooden ramp or more often, he is
lifted up onto it  by a  s trong volunteer.  Bes ides  the
weight and s ize, which make the  trolley hard to handle
and not able  to go through a lot of doors, it is not safe
because it would run away on a slope unless held by an
attendant.

He is married to a  person with kyphosis  and she finds
the modified trolley hard to push and too heavy to lift.
She is  certa inly not s trong enough to lift her husband
onto the trolley. The couple lives in a  very small
apartment and s torage has  been a  problem with the
trolley. They have the desire for a mobility aid that can
be handled by the couple alone without help.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Design a push -cart  which allows the man to move up
unaided. It has to be light enough to allow handling by
the wife  a lone, narrow enough for easy access and
compact enough to go into the trunk of a taxi as well as
convenient storage in a very small apartment. It must be
safe for use on a slope.

DESIGN

Fig. 1 Push -cart with ramp in position

The push -cart has a detachable ramp which allows theman to shuffle up onto the  pla tform unaided (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 Push -cart with ramp as trunk support
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Afterwards, the ramp can be fastened on the back of the
cart to serve as a  trunk support (Fig.2). A wide chest
belt loops through two slots on the trunk support for
securing the  man on the  cart . Both rear wheels  are
normally self - braked to prevent run -away. The handle is
a full- length bar which also serves as the brake release.
The height of the handle, with the brakes released, is at
elbow height of the wife.

Each solid synthetic rubber rear wheel has its own self -
braking mechanism. A standard bicycle brake pad is
normally driven by two adjacent springs to press down
firmly on the wheel. The brake is released when it is
pulled up by a cable connected to the handle assembly.
For long trips on level ground, the  brakes can be
disabled by inserting two tapered aluminum flats in both
hinges of the handle assembly. The rear wheels can be
placed either in a wide position for added stability
outdoors or narrow position for increased access
indoors.

Non -rust material is used wherever possible because this
city is  hot and humid. PVC is  used for the ramp and
back and a luminium is  used for the  platform.  Light-
weight is achieved by using thin gauge materials
reinforced by a welded stainless steel tube frame.

The folding mechanism is similar to a good quality steel
trolley from hardware stores. A user steps on a
horizontal bar with one foot to release a latch before
pushing the handle forwards to fold the cart.

Specifications:

Carrying capacity: 40 kg
Platform: 337 mm x 545 mm
Ramp: 610 mm x 505 mm
Ground clearance: 127 mm
Maximum width:

Wide position: 785 mm
Narrow position: 545 mm

Weight of ramp: 2.3 kg
Weight of main chassis: 8.5 kg

EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT

The couple  was shown the cart and how it was to be
used. The wife  had no difficulty in removing the trunk
support from the back and hooking it  to platform to
form a ramp. The man shuffled up the ramp without any
problem. Removing the ramp, inserting and securing it
on the back was also done with ease. After the man was
secured with the chest belt, the cart was taken out by the
wife  for an outdoor trail. The firs t thing the wife
reported was  how light i t was to push re la tive  to the
modified steel trolley. The cart locked positively on a
1:12 slope when suddenly let go at normal speed. On a
rough road similar to that found in an unpaved path in
a country park, the cart was stable enough with the rear

wheels in the narrow position. The wife had no problem
tilt ing the cart to climb a  kerb.  Folding the  cart  and
lifting the two components , the  ramp and the main
chassis, one at a t ime into the trunk of a car also went
smoothly.

After three weeks of use, the following minor
modifications  were  made on the  cart in response to
reported problems and requests.
1. The cart  was sometimes  handled by persons

other than the wife and the handle was found to
be uncomfortably low.  As a compromise , the
handle was raised from 726mm to 840mm above
ground.

2. Holes were drilled on the platform and back to
decrease the total weight of the cart slightly.

3. The rear wheels were locked permanently in the
narrow position because there is no need for the
added sideways stability.

After 10 months of use , a pair of rear wheels  was
replaced because the threads were abit worn down and
there was loosening of one tire from its rim.

DISCUSSION

This cart was essentially a one -off design to increase the
mobility of a person suffering from a rare  condition.
The self - locking brake design was, however, found to be
generally useful in attendant propelled wheeled mobility
aids.
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BICYCLING MADE EASIER WITH A SIDECAR

Jody J. Whitmyer
Whitmyer Biomechanix, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Bicycling is an enjoyable experience fo r all ages
but can prove to  be a di ff icult maneuver f or those
with phys ical chal lenges. In this art icle a
modif ication is described that allows a twelve year
old boy with mild hemiparesis from birth, the abi lity
to ride a bicycle independently for the f i rst time thru
the use of an age appropriate alternative to
"training wheels ",

BACKGROUND

The twelve year o ld chi ld described also happens
to be my step -son. Due to his hemiparesis, it was
dif f icul t f o r hi m to  balance a  s tandard bicycle.
Several years earlier he had tried to learn to ride
using training wheels but had di ff iculty because of
his balance and lack of strength on his left side.

OBJECTIVE

In order to avo id the embarrassment of using
training wheels, we explored o ther options such as
a large "trike" or attaching a dual set o f wheels on
the front of his existing bicycle. The third option was
to fabricate a framework and add a sidecar to  the
bike. This would certainly add stability to the frame
and at the some time provide a unique look to the
bike tha t might make i t  more att ractive to  o ther
chi ldren his age. This would benefit him socially as
well as functionally.

APPROACH

To do this, the framework was built from 1 -114" steel
tub ing and then we lded to the frame and
reinfo rced at the attaching points. A 12 -1/2"
pneumat i c wheel was then mo unted to the
f ramewo rk thru an axle bushing. Because the
bicycle  was l imi ted to  one  gear rati o , the  f ront
sprocket was replaced with a smaller unit to give it a
lower gear ratio, thus making it easier to pedal with
the increase in weight o f the sidecar. To f inish the
bike of f , a small plastic seat, f ootrest and handle
were added fo r a passenger.

DISCUSSION

This modif ication proved to be an Instant success
as he was able to  ride with stabi li ty and safety.
Although he Initially would sometimes tip for enough
whi le riding, that the sidecar would raise o f f  the
ground, he quickly learned to  contro l his balance.
The addit ional weight caused by the sidecar may
have worked slightly to his advantage in increasing
strength in his left leg. Motorcycle enthusiasts have
since pointed out that that the sidecar was placed
on the wrong side of  the bicycle, although this has
no t been a problem. His balance and strength are
continually improving and i t  is anticipated that he
will be able to  ride a standard two wheel bicycle as
his next bike.
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UPPER AND LOWER EXTREMITY POSITIONING CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE CLIENT WITH MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

Cathy J. Ellis , MS PT
Project Access World

Massachusetts Hospital School
Canton, MA

ABSTRACT

As medical technology advances, the number
and age of individuals living in advanced stages
of Muscular Dystrophy increases. The desire to
remain active, productive, and independent does
not diminish as the disease progresses. Rehabili-
tation Engineering Specialists play a vital role in
maintaining functional abilities in the young adult
with Muscular Dystrophy. When evaluating seat-
ing and powered mobility , several problem areas
can be identified as unique to  this population.
Precise upper extremity positioning is critical for
function, particularly as it relates to access to
control switches and comfort. Lower extremity
positioning is frequently difficult due to defor-
mity, and foot protection needs of the active young
adult with Muscular Dystrophy. While solutions
may necessitate custom design, concepts can be
generalized to the population as a whole.

BAC KGR OUND

Duchenne's Muscular Dystrophy is the most well
known type of progressive muscle disease affect-
ing between 13 and 33 p er 100,000 live m ale
births (1). It  is  characterized by a progressive,
and ultimately fatal, proximal to  distal loss of
muscular tissue and function. In the past, scales
of functional ability described loss of ambulation
by age 10 with dependence on power wheel-
chairs for mobility. Boys were often bed -bound
by 20 due to  respiratory compromise, with an
overall life expectancy of 18 -22 years (2).

Surgical intervention and improved medical care
for respiratory and cardiac complications allows
boys to stay up in their wheelchairs. The advent
of night -time assisted ventilation increases life
expectancy by an additional S to 10 years, and
leads to longer and potentially more functional
and productive lives (3). Although medical tech-
nology and specifically assisted ventilation is
able to  improve life expectancy, it  has not yet
been able to slow the loss of muscular tissue and
function. The end result is a growing population
of older boys and young men with rapidly chang-
ing and profoundly diminished physical abilities.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

A generally healthy, aging population of boys
with Muscular Dystrophy presents a unique chal-
lenge to providers of Rehabilitation Technology
services. The typical client at this residential fa-
cility  is  an active, social teenager who attends
classes, enjoys rock concerts, and participates in
high impact sports such as power wheelchair
soccer. These clients require ongoing interven-
tion as their disease progresses and physical abili-
ties change. Clinicians must be sensitive to the
fact that for these boys change is always negative
as it  is  equated  with further lo ss of function.
Students often resist adjustment to their seating
and mobility  systems until they are completely
unable to tolerate the current situation.

While overall positioning is vital to function, the
techniques and solutions employed are similar to
those of clients with other types of disabilities.
The need for a stable, aligned pelvis and trunk
can frequently be met with an appropriate combi-
nation of commercially available components.
The focus of this article is on the upper and lower
extremity positioning needs encountered in older
boys with Muscular Dystrophy. These areas are
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often best addressed by an integration of com-
mercial and custom design to enhance function
and provide a comfortable resting position. Cus-
tom solutions are frequently chosen for upper
extremity positioning as it relates to joystick and
recline -tilt unit access, and lower extremity pro-
tection and positioning.

Upper Extremity Positioning and Access to
Control Devices
Loss of shoulder girdle musculature frequently
leads to difficulty in maintaining hand position
on standard power wheelchair joysticks. Students
can typically operate the chair once their hand is
placed on the control box. Bumps or irregular
driving surfaces may be enough of a force to
cause loss of contact with the joystick. Some
students also experience difficulty with the
amount of effort required to activate a standard
joystick and drive effectively in all four direc-
tions.

The addition of recline or tilt mechanisms to aid
respiratory functions and diminish pressure fre-
quently causes loss of position due to the gravita-
tional forces acting at the elbow. Additionally,
the standard recline or tilt switch is often too
difficult to activate, and once used, is no longer
within reach to return to upright. Ulnar nerve
compression is also reported by some individuals
due to the inability to unweight an extremity.
Contractures of upper extremity musculature can
be severe and cause further limitation of func-
tional range of motion.

Lower Extremity Positioning
In general, footrests tend to be rather unpopular
with the majority of boys with Muscular Dystro-
phy in this residential facility due to social pres-
sures. The need for an acceptable form of foot
support and protection is evident. Students are
active and involved in a variety of high impact
sports activities which can easily result in bruis-
ing and injury to unprotected lower extremities
and feet. This is especially true with this popula-
tion as disuseresults in osteoporosis and increased
risk of fractures.

Severe, uncorrected equinovarus foot deformi-
ties are found in a number of clients with Muscu-
lar Dystrophy making shoes difficult, if not im-
possible to wear. Standard footrests are frequently
inadequate due to both foot deformity and de-
creased hamstring range of motion. Commer-
cially available angle adjustable hardware has

not proven durable enough over time, requiring
frequent repair or costly replacement.

APPROACH

The Rehabilitation Engineering Department re-
lies strongly on an interdisciplinary team ap-
proach. Clients are frequently referred by their
therapist following a report of discomfort or dif-
ficulty driving their power chair. Initial assess-
ment looks at overall wheelchair positioning with
modifications suggested as appropriate. Small
changes often have great impact on functional
abilities so each modification undergoes a lengthy
trial period prior to final fabrication and uphol-
stery. Clients need the opportunity to trial the
equipment in all environments including school,
home, and recreational settings prior to final con-
struction and upholstery.

The design of equipment must be sensitive to the
needs of the student for peer acceptance while
providing the support needed to maintain func-
tion. Specific types of solutions for both upper
and lower extremity positioning .issues are pre-
sented as follows:

Upper Extremity Positioning
Initial solutions to problems of joystick access
and control attempt to minimize the apparent
visual impact of a modification while maintain-
ing present functional level. Boys frequently re-
sist any change in overall `look' of their system
at this stage. Clinicians start with sensitivity ad-
justments, then progress to a short throw joy-
stick. Control boxes can be rotated to take advan-
tage of relative strengths. Forward and reverse
can be accomplished by medial and lateral wrist
movements if that proves to be better maintained.

The next step is to alter upper extremity position
to improve function. Some students will do well
with custom designed arm troughs. These can be
positioned in line with the standard armrest or
mount in toward midline with swing -away hard-
ware. Other students require the addition of a
tray and midline control box. Control boxes may
be dropped into the tray so that the student's
forearms can rest on the tray surface. Elbow
blocks are often required to prevent upper ex-
tremities from sliding out of position. Trays with
midline control boxes must be designed with
caretakers in mind. Joysticks should easily be
removed and stored prior to tray removal, or
wiring should be long enough to accomplish tray
removal without damaging the control box in the
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process.

The majority of students seen for upper extrem-
ity positioning issues also operate either a tilt -in-
space unit or a recliner. If  a  c lient  is having
difficulty with joystick operation, they are prob-
ably unable to  independently operate a standard
recline or tilt switch. In  many cases, the power
wheelchair can be reprogrammed to allow the
recliner or tilt  to  run off the joystick. Custom
light touch rocker switches have been extremely
successful replacements for the standard control
units as have switches with extra long lever arms.
Clinicians should be aware that changing to  a
light touch switch will frequently require the ad-
dition of a relay box to reduce current.

Switches can be positioned wherever convenient
and functional for the individual. Locations have
included alongside the joystick, mounted on the
tray, threaded through the seatbelt, and worn on a
finger like a ring. The key point is to insure that
the switch is available and operable at all points
in  the range of tilt  or recline that the student
utilizes.

Lower Extremity Positioning
Possibly unique to  this setting is the need to
provide impact protection for feet and lower legs.
A foot bucket has been designed which is  ac-
cepted by the majority of students. It  provides
both support and impact protection. This basic
design is  then customized to meet the specific
needs of each client. In  its  simplest form, the
bucket consists of a solid foot plate with sides to
provide lateral protection and positioning of the
lower leg. The front of the bucket can be left
open or closed to  provide even greater impact
protection. This is particularly useful to students
who use the front rigging of their wheelchair to
push open non - electric doors.

Some students require removable padding inside
the bucket to protect their feet when they are not
wearing shoes. Buckets are often mounted in
place using existing leg or footrest hardware. In
this way, the foot bucket can be incorporated into
the power tilt or recline as desired. However, in
many cases students recline, but d o not  have
sufficient hamstring range of motion to  elevate
their legs. In this case the back wall of the bucket
provides the support and contact needed as they
alter their position.

The majority of residential students are trans-
ferred using a mechanical lift , so  swing away

front riggings are not required. The needs of
these students in their homes and other settings
may be different and must be considered when
designing foot buckets. Many students still re-
quire swing away hardware for transfers at home.
Additional size constraints must also be taken
into consideration when designing footbuckets
including doorway width, van, and school bus
clearance, and table access both at home and in
the classroom setting.

SUMMAR Y

Olderboys with Muscular Dystrophy have unique
positioning needs due to the progressive nature
of their disease and their desire to remain active.
Although students at this residential facility may
have a higher activity level than average, these
designs can also have a significant impact on the
quality of life of community or home based indi-
viduals. Rehabilitation Technology Specialists
need to  be sensitive to  both the physical and
psychological needs of this unique group. While
medical technology has made it  possible to  ex-
tend the length of an individual's life, Rehabilita-
tion Technology is vital to maintain the quality of
that life.
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POSTURAL POSITIONING COUPLED WITH THERAPY
A LEUKODYSTROPHY CASE STUDY

Bobbie Jennings, RPT; Jaimie White, OTR; Charles J. Laenger, PE
Tulsa, Oklahoma

ABSTRACT

Three brothers lived with this
genetically - linked disease.
The two remaining brothers,
ages 31  a nd  3 2, were fitted
with custom - contoured linear
positioning devices in December
of 1990. In a home setting,
these men received dedicated
physical, occupational and
communication therapy. RC
s h o w e d r e m a r k a b l e and
unexpected improvement. After
observing improvement in
tolerance of the postural
positioning system and an
increase in range of motion,
the linear positioning device
cushions were modified several
times. This client now sits
almost upright in a new
Contour -U cushion positioning
system mounted in a tilt -in-
space wheelchair.

Figure #1. During evaluation
almost all joints appeared to
be fixed.

Figure #2. custom- contoured
linear positioning device
designed after Bazata, Jones
and Conyers was provided to
client in December of 1990.

BACKGROUND

The three C brothers were born
with leukodystrophy which is a
genetically linked disability
carried by females but
affecting males only. This
affects the brain and results
in decreased muscle tone
throughout the body. When the
authors first evaluated RC for
postural positioning, he was
supine where he had been for
almost 30 years. He
demonstrated little response to
people and virtually no
understanding of cause -and-
effect. His deformities
appeared to be fixed.
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POSTURAL POSITIONING COUPLED WITH THERAPY
A LEUKODYSTROPHY CASE STUDY

OBJECTIVES

The general objective was to
improve postural positioning by
accommodating his "fixed"
deformities. Specific
objectives were as follows: 1)
Improve respiratory function;
2) Improve eating /swallowing
abilities; 3) Improve digestive
function; 4) Prevent or slow
progression of further
deformities; 5) Improve spatial
orientation and interaction;
and 6) Provide opportunities
for community access.

ACTION AND RESULTS

At the age of 29, RC was
provided with a linear
positioning device after
Baaata, Jones and Conyers. See
Photo #2 and Reference #1.
After using this device and
rec ei vi ng physical and
occupational therapy on a
regular basis, the client
d e m o n s t r a t e d r e m a r k a b l e
increase in range of motion,
tolerance for the fixture and
awareness of his environment.
Approximately six months after
r e c e i v i n g t h e l i n e a r
positioning device, it was
necessary to modify the
cushions. See Photo #3. This
was done several times.

Photo #3. Linear positioning
device was modified as client
changed.

Photo #4. Mold was made for
new Contour -U seating system in
November 1992.

In November of 1992, RC was
remolded in an upright seated
position and provided with a
tilt -in -space wheelchair. RC
has begun to eat much better;
he has gained seven pounds
which is a remarkable
achievement. His number of
hospital visits and days of
confinement have decreased
significantly. Problems with
intestinal gas distress have
decreased. His interactions
with people are much more
positive.
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A LEUKOKYSTROP HY CASE STUDY

Photo #5. New custom - contoured
seating system in tilt -in -space
wheelchair - December 1992.

DISCUSSION

Dramatic increases in range of
motion were not expected.
Successful transition from
supine or linear positioning to
upright seating is remarkable,
indeed. It is believed that
weight- bearing and warming of
the joints provided by the
linear positioning device
c o n t r i b u t e d t o t h i s
improvement. Clearly,
ap pr o pr ia t el y ag gr es si ve
physical therapy administered
faithfully contributed most
significantly. Communication
therapy could be accelerated in
the linear positioning device
and even more so in the custom -
contoured system mounted in the
tilt -in -space wheelchair.

Pr o v is i o n of tec hn ic al
intervention and increased
therapies for this man has been
costly and time consuming. But
this has resulted in improved
health and quality of life for
the individual. It has also•
made attendant care easier and
more convenient. It has made
life better for his caring
family. A strong argument
coul d b e ma de tha t th e c ost
savings in reduced medical
expenses would dramatically
exceed those for technical and
therapeutic intervention.
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SER IA L CU ST OM  -  C ON TO UR ED  S EA TI NG
F O R  A N  I N D I V I D U A L  W I T H  A T H E T O I D  C E R E B R A L  P A L S Y

J a i m i e  W h i t e ,  O T R ;  B o b b i e  J e n n i n g s ,  R P T ;  C h a r l e s  J .  L a e n g e r ,  P E

T u l s a ,  O k l a h o m a

A B S T R A C T

T h e  a u t h o r s  s a w  t h i s  w o m a n  f o r
a s e a t i n g e v a l u a t i o n M a y o f
19 9 0 . S h e w a s in a p l a n a r
s y s t e m  t i l t e d  4 5 1

.
s h e  h a d  n o

fu n c t i on a l  u se  o f  he r  h a nd s  a n d
ar m s . In  O c t o b e r  1 9 9 0 ,  s h e  w a s
p r o v i d e d a Contour -U s e a t i n g
s y s t e m a n d a tilt -in -space
wh e e l ch a i r  a n d  on g o i ng  p h ys i c a l
t h e r a p y . Num er ou s,  o n-  d em an d,
c h a n g e s w e r e m a d e t o t h e
s e a t i n g s y s t e m . A f t e r 18
m o n t h s , a s e r i e s o f c h a n g e s
w e r e  m a d e  t o  t h e  s e a t  c u s h i o n s
d u e t o c h a n g e s in w e i g h t .
A f t e r  2 4  m o n t h s ,  a  n e w  s e a t i n g
s y s t e m w a s m a d e . T h e
i n c r e d i b l e r e s u l t s o f s e r i a l
d e v e l o p m e n t o f p o s t u r a l
p o s i t i o n i n g , c o u p l e d w i t h
t h e r a p y , h a v e a g a i n b e e n
d r a m a t i c a l l y  d e m o n s t r a t e d .

B A C K G R O U N D

Thi s sm all , tw en ty -s ev en ye ar  -

ol d  wo m a n h a s  a  s en s e  of  h um o r ,
is  i n qu i s i ti v e  an d  f un ,  b ut  s h e
i s  l i m i t e d  b y  s e v e r e  a t h e t o i d
t y p e c e r e b r a l p a l s y a n d
d e f o r m i t i e s . Sh e  sp e n t m u ch  o f
h e r  l i f e  o n  a  m a t  o n  t h e  f l o o r
in a n i n s t i t u t i o n a l s e t t i n g .
S h e n o w l i v e s in a s p e c i a l ,
m o d e r n h o m e w i t h t w o o t h e r
y o u n g  w o m e n  w h e r e  s h e  r e c e i v e s
r e g u l a r t h e r a p y a n d o n g o i n g
i n t e l l e c t u a l  s t i m u l a t i o n . S h e
h a s s o f t t i s s u e c o n t r a c t u r e s
a n d  s e v e r e  s c o l i o s i s . S h e  h a s
s h o r t e n e d b a c k m u s c l e s o v e r
s t r e t c h e d a n t e r i o r t r u n k a n d
a b d o m i n a l  m u s c l e s .

T h r e e  y e a r s  a g o  h e r  a r m s  w e r e
v i r t u a l l y u s e l e s s a n d s e v e r e

s p a s t i c i t y c a u s e d p a i n a n d
i n v o l u n t a r y ,  u n c o n t r o l l e d  b o d y
m o v e m e n t s  a n d  p o s i t i o n s . S h e
w a s e x t r e m e l y f r u s t r a t e d ,
co n t i nu a l l y u n h ap p y  an d  u su a l l y
ill- tempered. T h e  a d v e n t  o f  a
f e d e r a l c o u r t o r d e r in 1 9 8 9
d e m a n d i n g  p r o v i s i o n  o f  m o d e r n
a n d a p p r o p r i a t e s e r v i c e s a n d

e q u i p m e n t a n d a c o m m u n i t y
l i v i n g  e n v i r o n m e n t  b r o u g h t  n e w
h o p e f o r  t h i s  p e r s o n a n d  h e r

p e e r s .

O B J E C T I V E S

Th e  c o u r t  o r d e r  m a n d a t e d  r e t u r n
o f i n d i v i d u a l s t o t h e
c o m m u n i t y , a n d s e r v i c e s a n d
e q u i p m e n t p r i o r t o t h i s
t r a n s i t i o n . O b j e c t i v e s  o f  t h e
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n t e a m w e r e a s

f o l l o w s :

1)  I m p r o v e  s p a t i a l  o ri e n t a t i o n ;
2) D e c r e a s e s c o l i o s i s - ( T h e
s p i n e r e m a i n e d s o m e w h a t
f l e x i b l e d u e t o o n g o i n g ,
i n v o l u n t a r y m o v e m e n t s ) ; 3)
I m p r o v e r e s p i r a t o r y f u n c t i o n ;
4) I m p r o v e  s k i n  i n t e g r i t y ; 5)
I m p r o v e e a t i n g  / s w a l l o w i n g

a b i l i t i e s ; a n d 6) I m p r o v e
f u n c t i o n a l  u s e  o f  h e r  a r m s  a n d

h a n d s .

A C T I O N  A N D  R E S U L T S

T h i s c l i e n t p r e s e n t e d  t o t h e
P o s t u r a l  P o s i t i o n i n g  T e a m  i n  a
pl a n a r  se a t i n g  sy s t e m  t il t e d  a t

4 5 1 . S e e  P h o t o  # 1 .

P h o t o #1. P l a n a r p o s t u r a l
p o s i t i o n i n g s y s t e m f a b r i c a t e d
i n  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  s e t t i n g .
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SERIAL CUSTOM- CONTOURED SEATING FOR AN
INDIVIDUAL WITH ATHETOID CEREBRAL PALSY

Photo #2. Contour -U seating
system fabricated in October
1990.

In October 1990, a m ol d w as
made and a Contour -U seating
system was mounted in a tilt -
in -space wheelchair. See Photo
#2. It was necessary to
provide various headrests, a
SUBASIS bar, double - velcro
r e s t r a i n t b e l t s , ha nd
deflectors and thick padding on
the footrests and other parts
of the wheelchair. Many trials
and modifications were made on
an on- demand, quick - response
basis in collaboration with
institutional staff therapists
and the director of the state
institution. Over the course
of three years, the weight of
this young lady varied from 59
pounds to 83.5 pounds. The
first modification of the
Contour -U cushions were made in
March of 1992. See Photo #3.

Photo #3. Cushion ready for
modification.

Photo # 4 . Seat cushion was
modified several times as
individual changed.

In the ensuing 12 months,
additional major modifications
were made to the custom -
contoured cushions. The
cushions were reupholstered by
vacuum forming with vinyl.

Then in December 1992, the
individual was recast and an
entirely new custom - contoured
seating system was made. The
seat -to -back angle is now 88 1 ;

a tilt -in -space wheelchair is
still in use. The seating
system can be conveniently
transferred from the manual to
a powered wheelchair.

Photo #5. New Contour -U
cushions, January 1993.
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SERIAL CUSTOM - CONTOURED SEATING FOR AN
INDIVIDUAL WITH ATHETOID CEREBRAL PALSY

Photo #6. Early trial of
powered wheelchair.

The Postural Positioning Team
tried the client in a battery
powered wheelchair in August
1991 about 9 months after she
received the first Contour -U
seating system. She clearly
understood the joystick control
concept and was extremely
ex c it e d a b o u t g a i n i n g
independent mobility. But her
spasticity made development of
such capability doubtful. In
September 1991, a temporary
foam -in -place seating insert

A , °ai

Photo #7. Temporary FIP insert
was used in powered wheelchair;
Contour -U system remained in
manual chair.

was made using the Contour -U
seating system as a pattern.
This was installed in an
Invacare XT powered wheelchair
to facilitate driving trials
and to avoid transfer of the
custom - contoured seating
cushions from the manual to the
powered wheelchair. Through
approximately 12 months of
intermittent trials in the
powered wheelchair, coupled
with dedicated physical and
occupational therapy, and
progressive changes of the
seating system, this woman
improved greatly. Initial
postural positioning goals were
met. Muscle tone and
spasticity were reduced and
head and hand control, as well
as postural alig nme nt,
significantly improved. This
young woman now has the ability
to drive the powered wheelchair
and her driving skills will
undoubtedly improve even more.

DISCUSSION

Proper postural positioning and
development of independent
mobility for this young woman
with a severe developmental
disability woman has been
d i f f i c u l t , co s t l y and
remarkable. This case again
demonstrates the tremendous
improvements that can be made
in health, function and quality
of life when adequate resources
are available. Clearly, modern
technology and ongoing therapy
must be applied concomitantly
to achieve best results.
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Electric Wheelchair Drive Train Efficiency

By J. J. Kauzlarich, PhD, J. G. Thacker, PhD, and M. R. Ford, MS
University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center

Charlottesville, Virginia

Abstract

Laboratory tests of a typical drive train for an
electric wheelchair consisting of a motor,
wormgear, and belt give a low efficiency,
ranging from 30% at .8 km /hr (1/2 mph) to 50%
at 8 km /hr (5 mph). By changing the gear box
from a wormgear to an EVOLOID gear box the
efficiency of the drive train is increased by 10%
for all speeds, which would result in an increase
in wheelchair range by 10 %. This study of drive
train efficiency has also looked into changing
the gear box lubricant, and it was determined
that an additional 3% increase in  efficiency of
the drive train results from changing the
lubricant from a grease with molybdenum
disulfide to polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
grease.

Introduction

An efficient drive train in an electric wheelchair
helps compensate for the limited supply of
energy available from the lead -acid batteries. A
drive train with improved efficiency will offer a
greater range for the wheelchair. Improving the
drive train efficiency will also increase the life of
the batteries since the number of times a
battery can be recharged is limited by depth of
discharge, and with greater drive train efficiency
the depth of discharge may be less on average.

The most common drive system for electric
wheelchairs a 1/5 horsepower direct current
permanent magnet motor, a gear box with a
speed ratio of about 12 to 1, and a V -belt with
a speed ratio of 3 to 1, which gives an overall
speed ratio of around 36 to 1 between the
motor speed and the rear wheel speed.

Two types of gear boxes are standard, with a
worm gear box being more common than a
spur gear box. Our tests examined the system
with a worm gear box and also w ith a new
EVOLOID gear box. The EVOLOID gear box is
similar to a helical gear box, and we found that
the theoretical equations for a helical gear box
gave the proper trends for efficiency. See
References 4 and 5.

Experimental Setup

A schematic of the test setup for the motors
and gearboxes is shown in Figure 1. The
power supply was set at the standard electric
wheelchair voltage of 24 volts, and the current
was controlled. The dynamometer measured
the output power, and the efficiency is
calculated by taking the ratio of the output
power to the input power. Several motors were
tested and one was selected that offered the
average performance. Knowing the motor
efficiency as a function of speed, it was then
possible to measure the motor and gear box
efficiency and compute the efficiency of the gear
box.

POWER SUPPLY

D:G:TAL INF UT j i t ] O O( 1 \ 7

� o.zs zc.o� z,o� s R
ONTROLLLL^ R

DIGITAL OUTPUT ° U

i

24 VOLT GEAR
PM MOTOR BOX J

i

Fig 1: Gear  Box and Motor  Test Setup

A schematic diagram of the test set up for the
V -belt and pulley part of the wheelchair drive
system is shown in Figure 2. Again, the
efficiency of the motor, gearbox, and V -belt &
pulley system was measured. Knowing the
efficiencies of the motor and the gear box
system allowed the determination of the
efficiency of the V -belt and pulley part of the
system.

Test Results

All of the test results were based on a constant
load of 120 Watts at 5 amperes, which is an
approximate value for the output power of a
wheelchair at full speed on a level road (see
Ref. 1).
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Fig, 2: V -Belt and Pulley Test Setup

PULLEY

Figure 3 gives the efficiencies of the individual
gear train components. The V -belt and pulleys
had a practically constant efficiency over the
speed range tested of 90% as did the EVOLOID
gear box. The wormgear box did much better
than would be expected, and this is attributed to
the fact that a grease lubricant is used rather
than oil. The drop in efficiency of the motor at
low speeds is characteristic of these permanent
magnet motors (see Ref 3, p, 269), and
suggests the need for an increased gear ratio at
low speeds.

i t
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Fig. 3 Drive Train Component Efficiency

Figure 4 shows the experimental efficiency of
the drive train with two di fferent gear boxes
(worm gear box or EVOLOID gear box), and
with two types of lubricant in the gear boxes; a
standard molybdenum disulfide augmented
grease and a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
grease. The overall efficiency of the gear train
is calculated by multiplying the individual
efficiencies of the components as reported in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 we see that the wormgear drive
train with grease is rather inefficient, especially
at low speeds primarily due to the motor; the
drive train efficiency was 30% at 1/2 mph (0.8
km /hr) and the maximum efficiency was about
50% at 5 mph (8 km /hr). For this same drive
train with the grease replaced by a PTFE
lubricant the test results show an average
increase in efficiency of about 3 %. However, if
the worm gear is replaced by the much more
efficient EVOLOID gear there is an increase of
efficiency for the entire drive train of about 10%
with a grease lubricant and about 13% with a
PTFE lubricant. All of the test data had a
standard deviation of about 5 %.
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Fig. 4 Drive Train Efficiency

Discussion

One aspect for gear box selection concerns the
fact that the worm gear input and output shafts
are at a right angle while the EVOLOID gear box
has its input and output shafts parallel. With
right angle shafts for the worm gear the motor
can be placed along the side of the frame,
whereas the parallel shaft EVOLOID box means
that the motors cross the frame. Motors that
cross the frame do not permit a folding frame.
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The test results show an improvement in
efficiency by using a PTFE grease in place of
the standard grease. However, the cost of the
PTFE grease may prohibit changing grease. It
was determined that the grease presently used
in the gear box costs $25 per gallon, while the
PTFE grease costs $40 per gallon. The PTFE
grease consists of colloidal PTFE suspended in
a phenolic resin. The resin adheres well to gear
teeth surfaces, and a much smaller amount of
PTFE grease may be needed to lubricate the
gear box. No life tests for the PTFE grease
have been carried out yet, but if a smaller
amount of PTFE grease were found to be
satisfactory the added cost would not be a
problem.

In our testing we selected the permanent
magnet motor whose efficiency is shown in Fig.
4. Measurement of the efficiency curve for 4
motors (not shown) gave a maximum deviation
between motors of about 5 %.
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EFFECT ON W HEELCHAI R S TABI L I TY AND MANEUVERA BI L I TY OF VARYI NG THE
POSIT I ON OF A REAR - ANTI T IP  DEVI CE: A THEORETI CAL MODEL

R. Lee Kirby, Frederik A . V. Thoren, Brian D. Ashton, Stacy A . Ackroyd- Sto larz
Division of Physical Med icine and  Rehab ili tat ion

Dalhousie  Unive rsi ty, Department of Med icine
Hal ifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

ABSTRACT

The purpose of  this study was to evaluate a
theoret ical mode l that we  deve loped to es timate
the effect of the position of antitip devices on rear
stability and maneuverabil ity. To  validate the
mode l we  measured the stat ic  rear stab il ity on a
tilt ing platform of a representative manual ly
propelled whee lchair,  occup ied by an test dummy
and  equipped with a customized  anti t ip  device
that allowed us to test 68 combinations and
permutations of vertical and horizontal positions.
The relationships between the position o f  the
anti tip device and bo th the measured rear -
stability and maneuverabil ity values corre lated
highly (r > 0 .98) with the values  p red ic ted  by the
theore tical model. These relat ionships should
assist clinicians, users and  wheelchair designers
in f ind ing appropriate compromises between
saf ety and maneuverabi lity.

BACKGROUND

Each year in the  United  S tates  the re  are about
30,000 wheelchair - related acc idents that are
serious enough to result in a visit to an
emergency room'  and  about 50  deaths . ' Tips

and falls account for two - thirds of these
accidents. To limit the extent of  rear t ipp ing ,
many wheelchair manuf ac turers  p rovide optional
rear - antit ip devices that extend  backwards f rom
the lower f rame of the  chair.

In spite of their presumed safety benefits, a
recent study found  that antit ip devices were  only
used by 29.5% of 566  people who used manually
propelled wheelchairs ,' pe rhaps due to the
ad ve rs e ef fect of suc h devi ces o n
maneuverabil ity.

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study was to evaluate a

theoretical model that we  deve loped  to  estimate
the effect of the position of antitip devices on rear
stabil ity and maneuverab ili ty.

METHODS

The mode l was developed  to re late stab il ity and
maneuverabil ity parameters to the fol lowing
variables: A = radius of the  antit ipper wheel; B  =
height o f the  rear -whee l axle from the  ground; E
= d iamete r o f caster; H = height o f the cente r of
gravity (of the wheelchair comb ination) above the
rear -wheel axle ; L  = horizontal d istance between
the antitipper -wheel axle and the rear -wheel axle;
P = the horizontal distance  between the cente r of
g ravity and rear -wheel axle; Q = the  dis tance
from the  rear -whee l axle  to the cas te r axle ; V =
the height of  the anti tipper -wheel axle above the
ground.

The stability parameter was the total- rear - stability
angle m, the  ang le  o f  the  whee lchair at which
the  chair t ips  backward s  about the  axis  o f  the
antitip- device axle. The maneuverabil ity
parameters  were the departure angle s (D, the
angle between the ground and a line connecting
tangents o f bo th the rear and antit ipper whee ls ),
and  cas te r clearance  (CC, the  room beneath the
casters that is available  f o r c learing obstacles
when the  chair is tipped back on the  rear whee ls
to  the  po int of  contac t o f  the  anti t ippe r with the
ground).

The theoretical relationships among these
variables and paramete rs were dete rmined by
trigonometry. Using the mode l, we pred icted the
T. D and  CC values  co rrespond ing  to a set of
horizontal (L) and vertical (V) coordinates
describing the location of  the  antitipper axle. The
actual values were measured on a tilting  platforM 2

us ing a representative -whee lchair (an I nvacare
Ridelite 9000) occupied by a Hybrid I I  test dummy
and customized antit ip devices set in 68
comb inations  and permutat ions  of  vertical and
horizontal positions.

We dete rmined the correlat ion coeff icients
between the ac tual and pred ic ted  values.

RESULTS

The equations allowing the prediction of T, D  and
CC on the bas is of measurab le or derivable
dimens ions are:

T = Arctan[(P +L) /(H +B -V)]
D = Aresin [(B- A) /(L2 +(B-V) 2)  " Z j  - Arctan[(B -V) /L]
CC = B  - E - Q *sin[Ares in[B -E) /Qj - Aresin[(B

- A) /(L2+(B -V)2) " 2 j + Arctan[(B- V) /Lj)
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The correlations between the predicted and
actual values were highly significant: T (r =
0.983), D (r = 1.000) and CC (r = 0,998) (Figure
1),

a

i

n

!a

[ m

A

r

Figure 1. Theoretical vs actual values. A. Total
rear stability. B. Departure angle. C. Caster
clearance.

DISCUSSION

The development of an empirically validated
theoretical model, relating the position of rear -
antitip devices to stability and maneuverability
measures, should be useful to those designing or
carrying out research on antitip devices. We plan
to incorporate the equations derived into a
computer model of wheelchair stability that we
have been developing.'' Theoretical models
may eventually also play a role in appropriately
prescribing and fitting wheelchairs.

There are a number of implications that can be
drawn from the model, including:
1. If  the slope o f  an incline (IS) that one is

attempting to ascend is > the stability without
an antitip device (N), then the chair will tip
over backwards (through the angle D) until the
antitippers contact the ramp surface. If IS +
D > T, then the chair will do a full tip
backwards, pivoting around the antitipper axle.
This is worse than tipping around the rear axle
as the "fall" is from higher as R is > B. Also,
on an incline the distance through which one
falls is greater than it would be on the level.

2. If D < N, then no 'wheelie" is possible. If D
> > N, then the user could get stuck in the
wheelie position and the force of dropping to
D could be almost as dangerous as dropping
to the ground.

3. If the antitipper clearance (AC) is less than the
vertical height of an obstacle (OH), it may not
be possible to clear the obstacle. If  rolling
forward over such an obstacle, the wheelchair
may become suspended between the casters
and the antitippers, with the rear wheels not
touching and therefore with no rear -wheel
traction.

4. If the CC < OH (e.g. of a curb), it will not be
possible to negotiate the obstacle by lifting the
front wheels. if  coming down over a curb
backwards, the chair will be at risk of
becoming "hung up ", suspended tractionless
between the casters and the antitippers.

S. Similarly, if  one wishes to negotiate (in any
direction) the lower transition of an incline, and
the IS is > D, then the chair will be at risk of
becoming hung up and tractionless.
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There are some limitat ions to this study, including
the single whee lchair stud ied, the use of an
anthropomorphic  tes t dummy rather than ac tual
wheelchair users, and  the use of static  - stabil ity
considerations to he lp in predicting what will
happen in dynamic si tuat ions . In the future , this
work will need to  be validated on a broader range
of existing whee lchairs, extended to powered
wheelchairs, to the problem of forward- and
lateral- tipping accidents and  to inc lude dynamic -
stabil ity testing.

A well- designed chair, that has been properly
presc ribed and ad justed for the individual
charac te rist ics and the environment of  the  use r,
should be bo th safe and maneuverable. We
hope that the relat ionships that we have
demons trated be tween the  pos it ion o f  the  rear
anti tipper and safety and maneuverabil ity
paramete rs will assist clinicians and users in
f ind ing an appropriate compromise between
safety and maneuverab il ity fo r individual users
and will stimulate whee lchair des igners to
improve upon exis ting des igns.
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THE KINEMATICS OF WHEELCHAIR PROPULSION
IN ADULTS AND CHILDREN WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY

Janet H. Bednarczyk, David J. Sanderson
British Columbia Rehabilitation Society, Biomechanics Laboratory, University of British Columbia

ABSTRACT

There are few studies in the literature on
wheelchair propulsion which have involved
children and apparently none that have used
kinematics to describe the wheeling style of
the pediatric wheelchair user. Ten pediatric
subjects were neurologically matched (by the
ASIA scale) with ten adults subjects with
spinal cord injury. The results of 3 -D video
analysis of wheeling at a steady speed, across
a level runway showed that the pediatric
group had significant absolute angular
differences from the adult group. However,
the angular changes over time and across the
experimental conditions (own chair and test
chair) were the same in both groups. The
implications of this work for clinical practise
are that the conclusions from previous adult
studies on the bomechanics of wheelchair
propulsion may be applied to the pediatric
wheelchair user.

INTRODUCTION

Wheelchair propulsion is a repetitive, cyclical
movement which is the product of a user -
machine interaction. For a child with a
disability which makes mobility by way of
the lower extremities impossible, the
interaction with a machine is a life -long
experience. The mass as well as the inertial
force of the wheelchair that the user must
overcome, are almost the same in pediatric
and adult wheelchairs (1,2). There are very
few studies that have involved children with
disabilities and apparently none in the
literature that have examined the kinematics of
wheelchair propulsion by pediatric users.
The consequence of the absence of such data
means that clinicians have no objective data
by which they can appropriately prescribe
wheelchairs for children with disability. The
purpose of this study was to determine if
children with spinal cord injury would
demonstrate similar kinematics of wheelchair
propulsion to adults with spinal cord injury.

METHODS

The two subject groups were adults (n =10)
with spinal cord injury secondary to trauma
and children (n =10) with uncomplicated
spinal cord injury secondary to congenital
defects (Spina Bifida). The two groups were
neurologically matched by motor assessment
according to the American Spinal Injury

Association (ASIA) scale. Steady state
propulsion across a level runway at a velocity
of about 2 m/s was recorded by two gen-
ocked video cameras. Each subject
performed five trials for each of two test
conditions: own chair and a test chair. The
test chairs were new, identical low -mass test
chairs (Kuschall, Champion 3000, mass =
9.3 kg) which were available in a variety of
sizes to match the users. The three
dimensional coordinates of 8 light reflective
markers placed on the subjects' right side
were determined by direct linear
transformation after digitization and filtering
(6 Hz). From these data, the movement of
body segments (trunk, upper and lower arm)
and angles between these segments (elbow,
shoulder, trunk, and shoulder abduction)
were determined An electronic signal
generated from a thumb switch was used to
determine the timing of wheel contact (grab)
and release from which the % propulsion of
the wheeling cycle was determined. A single
wheeling cycle was analyzed from the central
portion of each trial and time normalized with
grab being defined as 0% of the cycle and the
subsequent grab being defined as 100% of
the cycle. Within and between subject
coefficients of variation (CVs) of the angular
data were calculated in order to compare the
variability of the angular data in the two
groups. Statistical analysis were multiple
univariate, repeated measures ANOVA and
ANCOVA (BMDP) with significance levels
set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

The average mass of the pediatric group was
much smaller than the adult
user's mass (37.4 kg vs 68.5 kg). The
mean age of the pediatric subjects was
almost one third of the mean age of the adult
subjects (11.3 years vs 33.5 years). The
subjects were closely matched neurologically
as evidenced by the mean ASIA scores in the
two groups (pediatric = 56.1 ± 3.48, adults
= 55.2 ±4.73). There were 3 female and 7
male subjects in each of the two groups.
The averaged group wheeling velocities
were 2.26 ± 0.39 m/s for the pediatric group
in their own chairs and 2.38 t 0.31 m/s in
the test chairs. The adult wheeling velocities
velocities were 2.51 ± 0.18 m/s in the
subjects' own chairs and 2.51 t 0.17 m/s in
the test chairs. A 2- (groups) -by -4-
(conditions) ANOVA of the actual wheeling
velocities showed a significant main - groups
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effect and a non significant interaction effect
indicating that the pediatric group were
wheeling their chairs at a significantly lower
velocity than the adult group but that the
response to the test chair condition was the
same in both groups. The pediatric group
spent 24.45 ± 7.29 % of the wheeling cycle
in propulsion in their own chairs and 24.41
± 7.61 % in propulsion in the test chairs.
Comparable figures for the adult group were
25.20 ± 5.45 %D in the own chair condition
and 23.65 ± 4.87 % in the test chair. An
ANOVA of the timing data showed that both
the groups -main effect and the groups -by-
condition interaction effect were not
significantly different. The angular data
showed that the pediatric group had greater
shoulder extension (maximum pediatric
group 66.6 ° , adult group 60.3 °) and less
elbow extension than the adult group
(maximum pediatric group 138 0 , adult
group 144.7 °). A 2 (groups) -by -2-
(conditions)-by-6 (time, first  25% of the
wheeling cycle) ANCOVA of the angular
data, correcting for wheeling velocity
differences , showed s ignificant differences
for three (e lbow, shoulder, and shoulder
abduction) of the four angular parameters
and non significant groups -by- conditions
effects indicating that both groups responded
in a similar manner to the different
wheelchairs . The analysis was  performed
over the first  25% (propuls ive phase) of the
wheeling cycle because this was the  portion
of the  cycle  where  force  was being applied
and therefore was the area of greatest clinical
interes t. The differences  between the
pediatric and adult group angular data are
summarized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Shoulder angle/ elbow angle plots
for the two groups (a= Adult and
b= Pediatric) averaged across 5 trials and

across 10 subjects /group over a normalized
wheeling cycle.

These different wheeling styles are similar to
those described by Sanderson & Sommer
(3).

The within subjects coefficients of variation
(CVs) average over the wheeling cycle and
across subjects for the angular data were
determined to be not significantly different
between the adult and pediatric groups for
the elbow (adult 5.24 ± 0.48, pediatric 7.09
± 0.87) and shoulder (adult 9.93 ±1.61,
pediatric 11.45 ± 1.51) angular data. The
pediatric group showed significantly more
within subject variability over the five trials
than the adult group in the shoulder
abduction (adult 6.34 ± 0.9, pediatric 16.87
± 3.36) and trunk (adult 55.54 ± 7.72,
pediatric 59.44 ± 8.59) angular CVs. The
between subject CVs a found to be
approximately 16% for both groups.

CONCLUSIONS

The adult and pediatric groups demonstrated
significant differences in the angular and
wheeling velocity data. However despite
these differences, the two groups responded
similarly to the test chair condition and
showed similar variability and %

propulsion. There is a need for further
studies on the special needs of the pediatric
wheelchair user.
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THREE vs. FOUR - WHEELED SCOOTERS:
WHICH HAVE GREATER STABILITY?

Mark E. Greig and Patricia A. O'Neill*
Rehabilitation Engineering, Victoria & Parkwood Hospitals, London, Ontario

*Rehabilitation Engineering, The Rehabilitation Centre, Ottawa, Ontario

ABSTRACT

Four- wheeled scooters are purported to be more
stable than their three - wheeled counterparts;
however, the extent to  which this is  true is  not
generally known. The purpose of this paper is  to
quantify the characteristic differences between the
two types of scooters, both in terms of static and
dynamic stability. In conclusion, we found that
four - wheeled scooters are generally more
statically stable than three - wheeled scooters,
however, the difference is marginal when dynamic
stability is compared.

B A C K G R O U N D

The four - wheeled scooter has, over the past
several years, made significant inroads into the
scooter market. In fact, during 1992, 56% of the
new scooters entering the Ontario  market were
four - wheeled devices , compared with 25 % in 1991
and  0 % i n 1 9 90 . Gene rall y, t he  p rima ry p hys i cal

difference between the four - wheeled scooter and
its three - wheeled counterpart is, as the name
suggests; the replacement of the single front
wheel with two separated front wheels. This
design modification can be attributed to the
demand for greater lateral stability than is
inherently possible with a three - wheeled base.
The perceived severity of this limitation is as much
based on theory as it is on intuition and
experience.

From a theoretical perspective, there are many
ways of explaining the reduced lateral stability of
a three - wheeled base. Figure 1 comparatively
illustrates the stability conditions of the otherwise
equivalent - centres of gravity  included - three
and four- wheeled bases. The centre of gravity of
each illustration is  represented by the quartered
diamond. Essentially, the effect of wheel -base
geometry on stability can be characterized by the
line segment D; the shortest horizontal distance
from the centre of gravity to the envelope formed
by the wheel's geometry. The larger the
magnitude of D, the better the wheelbase is  at
stabilizing the device. As depicted below, and
can be shown mathematically, Da (D for the
three - wheeled base) is shorter than D4.

Therefore, from a theoretical perspective, a four -
wheeled base increases the lateral stability of an
otherwise equivalent three- wheeled device.

TOP VIEW

D3 D,

� -

D3 <D4

Figure 1: Comparison of the wheelbase
characteristic length for stability of a
three and four-wheeled scooter.

However, factors other than wheelbase geometry
also greatly affect the stability of a scooter. Static
stability is also a function of the centre of gravity
position (operator included) and the frictional
and pneumatic properties of the tires. Dynamic
stability is yet more complex, as it is not only a
function all of the above, but also a function of
turning radius and velocity. Therefore, although
the effect of a rectangular wheel -base is to
increase stability, the influence of the above
factors could possibly diminish the overall effect.

RE S E ARC H Q UES T IO N

Essentially, we posed the question: are four
wheeled scooters generally more stable than
three - wheeled scooters? Before answering this
question, the term stability, as we use it, must be
defined. Two types of stability  will be used to
characterize a scooter's  overall stability: static
stability and dynamic stability. Static stability
shall refer to the device's ability to maintain
ground contact with all of its wheels while placed
on inclines of increasing grades. Dynamic
stability shall refer to the device's ability to
maintain ground contact with all of its  wheels
when subjected to inertial forces; forward or
lateral.
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METHOD

Static Stabiles
The static stability of each device was measured
using the ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) standards for wheelchairs and
the ISO standard 75 kg test dummy. Each device
was placed on a variable incline ramp in each of
three different orientations; fore (directed uphill),
aft (directed downhill) and lateral (directed across
hill). For each orientation, the ramp was inclined
until the device either slipped, rolled, or tipped.
In all cases, the devices were not prevented from
rolling or slipping. However, only for those
devices which tipped were results included. Also,
three- wheeled devices were measured in the
lateral- critical orientation ( the orientation
whereby an imaginary line connecting the front
wheel to  the left rear wheel is made parallel to
ramp's axis of inclination).

Dynamic Stability
To measure dynamic lateral stability the device
was driven over a flat hard surface by a 75 kg
driver. Mounted with an accelerometer, the
device was accelerated to full speed at which time
the driver would execute the sharpest possible
turn. Measurements of the lateral inertial
acceleration necessary to cause impending tipping
were then recorded.

RESULTS

Static Stability
The results for the static stability tests are shown
in Table 1. In the fore orientation, results from
eleven three - wheeled scooters indicate an overall
average static stability of 17.11. Alternately, four -
wheeled devices were, on average, stable to  an
angle of 20.20 in the fore orientation, an 18.1%
relative increase in stability over three - wheeled
devices. In the lateral orientation, the four -
wheeled devices were, on average, 12.7% more
stable (18.80 vs. 21.20). Comparing the lateral -
critical orientation for three- wheeled devices with
the lateral orientation for four- wheeled devices,
four - wheeled devices exhibited an increase of
13.9% in stability. The aft orientation results
have not been included, as they were all
exceptionally large and, therefore, deemed
irrelevant to the issue at hand.

FORE LATERAL LATERAL
CRITICAL

Sample Size

3- wheeled 11 12 6

4- wheeled 6 6 6

Angle of Impending Tipping

3- wheeled 17.11 18.80 18.6°

4- wheeled 20.20 21.20 21.20

Relative
Difference 18.1% 12.7% 13.9%

Table 1: Static stability  test results  in  the fore,
lateral and lateral-critical orientations

Dmamic Stability
Table 2 contains the results  from the dynamic
stability tests. On average, the four - wheeled
devices tended to  tip  when exposed to a lateral
inertial acceleration of 2.92 m/s2. By comparison,
the three - wheeled devices tended to tip, on
average, when exposed to a lateral inertial
acceleration of 2.86 m/s2, a relative difference of
2.1 %. Maximum lateral inertial accelerations for
the three - wheeled devices ranged from 2.22 m /s2
to 3.53 m/s2. For the four - wheeled devices,
maximum lateral inertial accelerations ranged
from 2.65 m/s2 to 3.14 m / s 2.

Fs:pl c Avg. Lateral
Acceleration

(M/S�3- wheeled 7 2.86

4- wheeled 5 2.92

Relative
Difference N/A 2.1%

Table  2: Ma xi mum la te r a l  ac ce l er a ti ons  t o

cau se  i mp endi ng d yna mi c ins t ab il i t y.
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DISCUSSION

From the results above, four- wheeled scooters do
indeed appear, on average, to  be more statically
stable than their three- wheeled counterparts.
The 18.1% increase in fore static stability, and the
12.7% increase in lateral static stability , indicate
that wheel -base geometry does impact
significantly on static stability. This increase in
lateral stability  is to  be expected, however, it  is
difficult to  attribute the increase in fore stability
directly  to  wheel -base geometry. Most likely,
since the frontal weight of a four - wheeled device
is generally  greater - a result of the increase in
the number and size of components found in  the
front end - causing a favourable downward and
forward shift in  the device's centre of gravity.

Dynamic stability , however, is the more revealing
stability  characteristic for scooters. Experience
would indicate that most mishaps occur while
users attempt to negotiate turns at relatively high
speeds (dynamic stability), not as a result of
parking on inclines (static stability). From the
results shown above, the four - wheeled scooter is
only marginally more stable than the three -
wheeled version. This indicates that lateral
dynamic stability is not greatly affected by wheel-
base geometry as is static stability. This is
expected, as other physical factors also greatly
influence dynamic stability (as mentioned
previously), all of which may mitigate much of the
desired effect of the expanded wheel -base.

Additionally, it is  important to note that two of
the seven three - wheeled devices were dynamically
more stable than the most stable four - wheeled
device; indicating that not all four wheeled
devices are necessarily more stable than all three -
wheeled devices. Therefore, care must be taken
when prescribing or purchasing a scooter to
ensure that the selected device, whether three or
four- wheeled, provides sufficient stability for the
intended user, perhaps with a user test through a
slalom course. Concluding that a four - wheeled
device guarantees increased dynamic stability
could be a false and dangerous assumption.

Given that limited data is available regarding
stability characteristics of scooters, individuals are
often forced to make assumptions about a
device's stability based on wheel -base geometry.
Misguided assumptions could be preempted if
consumers were provided the appropriate and
standardized stability information from
manufacturers /distributers. Voluntary disclosure

by manufacturers /distributers of results obtained
by testing to ISO/RESNA/CSA standards could
alleviate much of this uncertainty.

CONCLUSIONS

Statically, four- wheeled devices are generally
more stable than three - wheeled devices.
Dynamically however, the increase in stability is
marginal at best. Some three - wheeled devices
were found to  be more stable than some four -
wheeled devices. Therefore, great care must be
taken in the selection of a scooter to ensure that
the system as a whole - device an d us er  -  is
statically and dynamically stable.
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Stress Response of Wheelchair Frames  to Front Cas ter Impact
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Abstract

Test results are reported for the stresses experienced in the
frames  of a manual and power wheelchair rolling over
different size  bumps on a  treadmill. Both wheelchairs
were folding design with cross tubes pinned at the center.
On each wheelchair, one strain gage rosette was attached
to the tube directly behind one of the front casters and the
strains were recorded for one traverse of the bump. The
strains were converted to von Mises stresses. Comparison
of the  s tress variations indicate  the response of both
wheelchairs is very similar for a given size bump. Both
wheelchair frames experienced large tensile stress spikes
in response to the front caster impacts. The data show
that the stresses developed at impact were in the range of
two to four times the mean stress.

Introduction

A tes t program has been underway to inves tigate the
dynamic response of wheelchair frames  when operated
over various terrains [1,2]. Earlier efforts [3,4]  have
tested wheelchairs in dynamic environments, however the
strains were recorded by a storage oscilloscope. The data
collection for this investigation was performed by a
computer driven analog -to- digital data acquisition system.
In addition to illuminating the nature of the time - varying
responses, the test program has provided a body of strain
data that can be used in future wheelchair frame fa tigue
analyses.

Two wheelchairs , an Invacare  Rolls  IV manual and an
Invacare  Rolls  Arrow power, were  used in the  tes ting.
The manual wheelchair frame was constructed of chrome
plated steel tubes; the power wheelchair had painted steel
tubes. These wheelchairs had very similar frame designs
in that both were folding chairs with cross tubes pinned at
the center pivot. The similarity extended to the structure
supporting the front cas ters where  both frames had a
second vertical member connecting the top and bottom
side frame tubes located behind the front vertical member.
The second vertical member provided both a guide for the
vertical seat rail tube and additional structural stiffness to
the front of the wheelchair frame. Stress response data
will be presented for a strain gage rosette located on the
bottom horizontal tube between the two vertical members
as shown in Figure 1. This rosette is designated CGI for
"caster gage V. On both wheelchairs, the tube CGI was
attached to had an outside diameter of approximately 0.82
inches; the inside diameters were unknown. Note that the
size of the strain gage rosette in Figure 1 is exaggerated
for clarity. The terminal strip for the strain gage wires is
also shown schematically.

The manual wheelchair had rigid steel caster forks and
semi -solid tires. The manual wheelchair's front tires had
a cross sectional height (radial thickness) of about 0.75
inches. The power wheelchair had steel caster forks
mounted with a  flexible rubber bushing between plates
attaching to the  frame. The front t ires on the  power
wheelchair were semi -solid with a cross sectional height
of about 1.5 inches. The power wheelchair was tes ted
with a simulated battery load.

Tes t Methods  and Computations

The wheelchair frames were instrumented with three -
element rectangular s train gage rosettes with 0.06 inch
gage length and grid width. The s train gage rosette
installation was identical on both wheelchairs. The analog
voltages output by the strain gage circuits were filtered
with 30 Hertz low pass filters prior to sampling and
digitization by the personal computer -based data
acquisition board. The system was programmed to sample
the strains at a rate of 512 samples per second from each
stra in gage element. The s train gage c ircuitry and data
acquisition system has been described previously in
Reference 2.

The wheelchair under test was tethered on a treadmill that
provided a nominal relative velocity of 1 meter per
second. The wheelchair was tested over three different
terrains on the treadmill: no bump and wooden dowels of
0.375 inch and 0.625 inch diameter. The bumps  were
intended to simulate obstacles that might be encountered
in daily operation of the wheelchairs. For the tests
simulating bumps, a single dowel was  placed across  the
treadmill  belt perpendicular to the direction of the belt
motion. Both front wheels impacted the bump
simultaneously. For all of the tests reported here, a 150
lb. able - bodied male rode the wheelchair.

A single test consisted of rolling a wheelchair over a test
terrain at cons tant speed and recording the stra ins as
measured by the strain gage rosette for four seconds. The
strain signals were  sampled and digitized by the  data
acquisition system and stored as digital values. The von
Mises stress at the rosette location was computed from the
measured strains.

In this investigation, a test series consisted of a number of
tests on a given wheelchair travelling over a given terrain.
For each test series, thirty data sets were recorded.

Results and Discussion

There were six test series recording strains from CGI on
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Bump  S ize Whlc hr . Tes t ID Max ( 1) Mean (2) Min (3) (1)/(2) (1)- (3)/(2)

No  Bump M trd  366 - 4493 p si -

P trd 470 2127 - -

0.375 in. M trd 407 9739 psi 4174 1398 psi 2.3 2.0

P trd 488 5684 1537 344 3.7 3.5

0.625 in. M trd 424 15217 4884 410 3.1 3.0

P trd 520 12857 3229 890 4.0 3.7

Table 1: S ummary vo n Mises S tres ses fo r Sample Test  Data
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the two wheelchairs. One sample from each of the test
series was selected to illustrate the stress response of the
wheelchair frame to the front caster impact. These stress
histories are representative of their respective test series,
however it is  acknowledged that no two stress histories
from a given test series will be identical.

The von Mises stress versus time plots for the sample tests
are  shown in Figure  2. The manual wheelchair stress
histories are on the left, the power wheelchair data is on
the right. When crossing the bumps, the manual
wheelchair responded with about 3'A cycles of larger than
average variation. In contrast, the power wheelchair
experienced about I'A cycles of above average variation.
It is apparent that the power wheelchair developed lower
mean stresses than the manual wheelchair. A summary of
the stress histories is given inTable 1.

It can be seen from the data in Table 1 that, although the
manual wheelchair developed larger maximum stresses and
larger ranges between the maximum and minimum
stresses, the power wheelchair developed maximum
stresses that were  larger on a percentage bas is when
compared to the mean stress. The data show that for the
power wheelchair, the maximum stress was between 3.7
and 4.0 times the mean stress when impacting the bump.
The corresponding data for the  manual wheelchair show
that the maximum stress is between 2.3 and 3.1 times the
mean stress. Another measure of the impact response is
the ratio of the stress range (maximum - minimum) to the
mean stress. Again the power wheelchair developed
larger stress  ranges  compared to the  mean with ra tios
between 3.5 and 3.7. Corresponding data for the manual
wheelchair indicate ratios between 2.0 and 3.0.

Clearly the power wheelchair has a larger response, on a
percentage of the mean basis, than the manual wheelchair
even though the manual wheelchair has larger mean and
maximum stresses.

Conclusions

Data has been presented that summarizes the von Mises
stress response observed in the vicinity of the front caster
on a  manual and a  power wheelchair frame. The test
procedure consisted of rolling the wheelchairs over 0.375
and 0.625 inch dowels and recording the  output of a
rectangular strain gage rosette. The data shows that the
manual wheelchair developed higher mean stresses  and
peak stresses in response to the impact. The power
wheelchair, however, experienced stress maxima that were
higher (as  a  percentage of the  mean) than the  manual
wheelchair. The lower mean stress developed in the
power wheelchair is perhaps  due to the flexible  caster
connection transmitting less load to the frame than the
stiffer caster connection on the manual wheelchair. For
the this data, the peak von Mises stress experienced during
a bump was between 2.3 and 4.0 times the mean stress.

The data presented here are applicable only the location on
a given wheelchair frame where the stra in gage rosette
was attached and for the tire /cas ter fork combinations
tested. It would be necessary to perform a more detailed
structural analysis to relate  the measured stresses to the
stresses developed in the adjacent tube joints. Such a joint
calibration would be used in a detailed fatigue analysis.
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ABS T RACT

The intro d uc tio n o f new materials  has  mand ated mo re
stringent app ro ac hes to  the d etermination o f wheelc hair
dynamic  lo ad s . The us e o f accelerometers to d etermine
thes e lo ad s  has  a greater ap p lic ab ility than the us e o f
strain gages b ecause the data is more trans portable from
o ne d es ign to  a no ther d es ign. T his  s ho uld  have the
effect  o f enco uraging new d es igns. The acc eleratio ns of
several p o ints  alo ng the s urface o f the wheelc hair are
needed  and therefo re,  a techniq ue was  imp lemented to
derive thes e acc eleratio ns fro m known acc elerations  at
kno wn lo c at io n s  o n  an  I S O te s t  d u mmy. A d ep o t
wh ee lc ha ir  a nd an ultralight whee lc h air  wer e b o th
subjected to  dynamic lo ading on an ISO curb -drop tester
and an ISO two -drum tester. The data from the ultralight
wheelchair is presented  in a s tatis tical format. The data
fro m the ultralight and d epo t chairs  are co mp ared  and
s o me vis ual ac c eleratio n map s  are p res ented  as  well.
The res ults  indicate that this method  c an be generalized
to  three d imens io ns  and  the two  - d imensio nal data is
useful fo r design purposes.

BACKGROUND

Many ac tive wheelc hair users  sub jec t  their wheelc hairs and
thems elves to  frequent and  s evere shoc k lo ad s. Thes e lo ads
c a n b e  d et rime nt al to  the lo ng -term s urviva b ility o f the
wheelchair and  to  the co mfo rt of the rid er. Shock or dynamic
loads  o cc ur when the kinetic  energy of the chair in motio n is
ab so rbed  b y the c hair and  rid er. This tempo rarily prod uc es
fo rc es  greater than is  exp erienc ed  when the wheelc hair is
lo ad ed  s tat ic ally. In the p as t ,  wheelc hair d es igners  have
commonly used a facto r of safety approach to acc ount fo r this
increas ed load . T he stat ic load is  simply multiplied b y a fixed
fac to r o f s afe ty (ty p ic ally  three ) and  i t  is  h o p ed  th at  the
dynamic  load s  d o  no t exc eed  this  value. Furthermo re, the
wheelc hair may fail b y fatigue whic h is  s tric t ly a d ynamic
failure mode.  A better app roac h would b e to  define a dynamic
lo ad  his to ry that  is  typ ic al fo r many wheelc hairs  and  then
design new wheelchairs  acco rdingly.

Attempts have been mad e to  d efine the d ynamic lo ad  his to ry
exp erienc ed  b y wheelc hair. One s uc h metho d  us es  strain
gages placed  on the cro ss members of a folding chair [1]. The
data is co nverted  to digital informatio n and then stored  o n a
co mp uter. T his  metho d  is  limited . First ,  the d ata is  only
applicable to  the area that d irectly surro und s the s train gages.
Sec o nd,  o nly o ne typ e o f wheelc hair des ign is  co ns idered ,
namely a folding tub e frame wheelc hair. The strain gage data
can no t be us ed  direc tly to  fo rm the typ e o f d ynamic  lo ad
history that  is necessary to  design a new typ e of wheelc hair.

Ano ther method  is to derive the dynamic  load  his to ry from a
dynamic acceleratio n history. While ac celerometers have b een
us ed  in the p as t  to  d etermine rid er co mfo rt  [3], a s uffic ient
numb er o f ac c elero meters  has  no t b een us ed  to  d erive an
acc eleratio n his to ry over the s urfac e of the wheelc hair.  If the
ac celerations of all o f the po ints  alo ng the loaded surfac e of
the wheelc hair (i. e,  the s eat , bac k,  and foo trest)  are kno wn,
and  furthermo re the mas s  d is trib utio n o f the lo ad  (i. e.  an
o c c up ant o r a lo ad  d ummy) is  kno wn,  then it  is  s imp le to
c alc ulate the f o rc es  ac ting o n  the wheelc hair  at  all p o ints

alo ng the load ed  surface us ing Newton' s 2nd  Law. This data
can then be us ed  b y wheelc hair d es igners  for a numb er o f
wheelchair des igns. Using the dynamic lo ad history, ad vanced
design techniq ues  suc h as finite element analysis c an b e used
to produce lighter and more durable wheelcha irs [6].

RES EARCH QUES TION

A dynamic lo ad histo ry was d etermined using an arrangement
of fo ur acc elerometers. Fo r all of the tes ts,  bo th a fold ing
ultralight wheelchair and a fold ing depot wheelchair were used.
An ISO two -drum tester and an ISO curb -drop tester were used
to produce the dynamic loads and the wheelchairs were loaded
with a 100 Kg IS O d ummy [2]. The head  arms  and  trunk
(HAT) of the dummy and the what represents the thighs of the
dummy (LAP) were the instrumented  segments.

MET HOD

T he ac c elero meters (ICSenso rs mo d el 3031 -050) were
mounted  in o rtho gonal p airs to  aluminum bloc ks  (1"xVx2 ")
whic h were then b o lted  to  the s urfac e o f the IS O d ummy.
The ac celero meter blocks were mounted at the extreme fro nt
and rear s urfac e of the d ummy segment that was being tested,
figure 1. Analog devices  IB31AN s ignal c ondit io ning chip s
were us ed to  amp lif y an d  fi lter  the  s ig nals  .wh ic h were
sub seq uently s amp led b y a Data T rans latio ns DT 2825 A/D
co nverter bo ard  in a DOS c omputer (80486,  33 Mhz). The
cuto ff frequency of the analog filter in the IB3IAN was set  at
1000 Hz and the signal was s amp led  at  2500 Hz per channel,
The high cutoff frequenc y was c hos en to allow fo r flexibility
in designing a digital filter after the d ata had  b een c ollec ted.
Since the sampling frequency was high, a sp ecial pro gram had
to be written whic h used the expand ed memory capabilities of

the computer.

The ac c eleration at  an arb itrary po int  fro m o ne end  o f the
dummy segment to the other end  of the dummy s egments can
be derived with the fo llowing relation.  (1).

AC =  AA +  rAC(AB - AA) /  rBA (l )

Comp lex numbers are used to make the calculations  eas ier to
understand  and manip ulate. AA and AB c orresp ond to  the
ac c eleratio ns that are being d irec tly meas ured by the
accelerometers and AC is the acceleration at an arb itrary point
between p o int A and  po int  B, figure 1. The components  of
the accelerations that are perpendicular to the d ummy segment
are d efined as imaginary ac celerations. The d istance vectors
rCA and rBA are defined in a s imilar manner,  figure L This
metho d  d o es  no t imp ly a s imp le weighted  average o f the
ac c elera tio ns  b e tween p o int  A an d  p o int B. The ab o ve
method takes into ac count rotation of the dummy segment and
the resulting c entripetal acc eleratio n if the rAC is no t p arallel
to rgA [5]. This would be the c as e if the bo ttom surface of
the dummy were not flat as  in the case of a standard ISO test
dummy [2].
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I S O  d u m m * l m`  A c c e le r o m e te r locatios A for HATsegment

9A Accelerometer loca[for l.AP segment

Locations—.
A & B - accelerometer locations
C - arbitrary point

Figure 1: Diagram of accelerometer locations and definition of
acc eleration direc tio ns. The LAP s egment is 11.5" from A to
B and the HAT s egment is 14.95" from A to  B.
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Figure 2: Power spectral density function for two -drum test
(HAT, block B, perpendicular to dummy). DC power not
displayed for clarity.

The data was filtered and analyzed with MATLAB. A
MATLAB program was used to select characteristic data from
the curb drop tests by rejecting the data 500 points (0.2 sec)
before the value of any accelerometer reached a threshold
value. The value chosen for threshold was 1 % o f the
maximum value under or o ver the first value. After
windowing the data as described, the data was  filtered  using a
Chebyshev type I filter of order 10 with a cuto ff frequency of
25 Hz. Figure 2 s hows  a p ower s p ec tral d ens ity func tio n
(g 2/Hz) for the two -drum tester (HAT, block B, perpendicular

to  d ummy). Figure 2,  s ho ws  that  mo s t o f the unfiltered
power lies  below 25 Hz.

RESULTS

To help visualize the acc eleration patterns that occ ur ac ro ss
the surfac e of the d ummy segment. a mesh plot was generated
using the d igitally filtered sets of data,  figure 3 and  figure 4.
These plots represent the accelerations of six points across the
surface of the dummy segment (from A to B) as they vary
with time. Each of the accelerations has been resolved into
the vertical direction relative to  the wheelchair.

Acceleration

Acceleration

0 a " y

Figure 3: Vertical acc elerations  o f the LAP segment d uring a
curb  -d rop tes t. Ultralight abo ve.  Depot below.

Figure 4: Vertical ac celeration o f the HAT segment during a
two -drum test of the depo t whee lc ha ir. Max imum
acceleration is 1.83 g.

The init ial data s ho wn in figure 3 (po int 1), repres ents  the
wheelc hair being s up po rted by the curb -d ro p  tes ter b efore
being dropped. J ust after release (point 2), the acceleration of
the dummy with respec t to the wheelchair is zero because they
are in free fall. Upo n c ontacting the gro und  (point 3),  bo th
chairs show s harp  p eaks  o f ac celeratio n and then b ounc e in
muc h the same manner. The bounce can be detected by the
second period of reduced acceleration. Both acceleration maps
in figure 3 are s imilar , but the ultralight wheelc hair has  a
greater impact acc eleration and takes longer to  settle. These
differences indicate that the ultralight wheelchair is stiffer than
the d ep ot wheelchair. The c orrelatio n co effic ients b etween
like ac celerometers of the dep ot wheelchair and the ultralight
wheelchair are shown below in table I (LAP, curb -drop).

Table 1: Correlation coeff
(N =170).

A(perpendicular)
A(parallel)
B(perpendicular)
B(parallel)

icients of like accelerometers,

.8834

.6453

.7095

.6067
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A statist ical distribution of the accelerations at equally sp aced
po ints  alo ng the d ummy are s ho wn in table 2. The curb -drop
data is  normalized  to 100 p oints p er d ro p. Two -drum data is
averag ed  fo r  o ne p o int  p er s ec o nd  fo r 16 .4 s e c .  T he  left
column data is derived from the magnitude of ac celeratio ns at
bloc k A

.

The co lumns progress  to the right as  the loc atio n
of the acceleratio n pro gresses from block A to bloc k B.

Table 2: Normalized Statis tic al Distrib ution of Accelerations
for the Ultralight Wheelchair.

Two -Drum
-

HAT
acc <0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

1.0<acc <1.5 8.3 8.5 8.3 8.3 8.4 8.2

1.5 <acc<2.0 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.8

2.0<ac c<2.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3

Curb -Drop
-

HAT

acc <0.5 14 13 3.6 1.2 0 0

1.0<acc <l.5 33 36 47 50 55 34

1.5 <acc<2.0 47 47 45 45 43 68

2.0 <acc <2.5 3 1.2 1.8 2.4 4.2 0

2.5<acc <3.0 0 1.8 1.8 1.2 0 0

3.0<acc <3.5 1.8 0.6 0 2.4 0 0

acc >3.5 0.6 0 2.4 0 0 0

Two -Drum
-

LAP

ac c<0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

1.0 <acc <1.5 8.2 7.9 8 7.9 7.8 7.8

I.5<acc <2.0 7,7 8.1 8 8 7.7 7.6

2.0<acc <2.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7 1

Curb -Drop
-

LAP
acc <0.5 13 11 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6

1.0 <acc <1.5 39 41 45 45 47 47

1.5 <acc<2.0 42 40 38 38 36 35

2.0<acc <2.5 6 6 5.4 3.6 4.2 5.4

2.5 <acc <3.0 0.6 0 0.6 2.4 1.2 0

3.0<acc <3.5 0 1.2 0.6 0.6 1.8 2.4

acc >3.5 0.6 0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

DIS CUS SION

The res ults  o f the acc elerometer test ing have shown that  it is
po ss ible to generate two- d imens io nal ac c eleratio n load
histories b ased  on actual data. T he technique us ed for find ing
acc elerations  at arb itrary points is ro bus t and  c an be d irectly
app lied to cas es  where the bo tto m surfac e of the d ummy (i. e.
that  p an in c ontact  with the wheelchair) is  not flat  ( this  add s
the seco nd  dimens io n). With s ome mod ific ations this basic
method c an b e extended to the three - dimensional cas e where
the lo ad  can vary fro m s id e to  s ide as  well as fro nt to b ac k
ac ro s s the s urface o f the dummy. The majo r ob s tacle to  b e
o verc o me befo re the three d ime ns io nal mo d el can be
implemented is the develop ment o f faster s oftware to p roc ess
the increase in data from nine accelero meters.

The res ults  s hown in tab le I  are enc ouraging. If a s ingle set
of data c ould b e d efined  whic h rep res ented  a large c las s o f
wheelchairs,  then a d es igner c ould  us e this  s tand ard d ata to
design a new type o f c hain bas ed  o n d ifferent materials  o r a
d iffer ent ar rangement o f  c o mmo n mate rials . T his  wo uld
pro vid e an invaluab le firs t  s tep in the d es ign pro c es s . If  a
s ingle s e t  o f  d at a c o uld  no t b e  d ef in ed ,  th en  t he worst
ac c eleratio n pro file c o uld  be us ed  fo r init ial d es igns . The
wind owing algorithm performed  well enough that  it  c ould  b e
used fo r signal averaging. This  method  c ould  eliminate much
o f the  no is e  in t he aud io  fr eq u enc y r ang e p re s en t in t he
outp ut. This would produce data more suitable for design use.

T he c urb  -d ro p  tes t  is  id eally s uited  fo r s ignal averaging
becaus e each drop is highly rep eatable. The two -drum tester
would  have to  be modified  so that  the both the front and rear
drum ro tated at  the same rate to prod uc e a repeatable cycle.
The curb  -d ro p res ults may b e mod eled as a sec ond o r third
ord er impuls e res po ns e which wo uld make the d ata eas ier to
use for design.

The reader should be cautioned when using the data p resented
in tab le 2. While the use o f real statist ical data is s uperior to
s imp ly as s u ming a no rmal d is trib utio n, it must be
remembered that this system cannot be directly represented by
a random process. However, the data does give an engineer a
go o d  firs t  s tep  in evaluating the feas ib ility o f a p art ic ular
design before having to co llect data of his/her own.
It is interes ting to no te that the peak ac c eleratio n is
cons iderab ly abo ve 3 g at many locatio ns. A s afety fac tor of
three is  c ommonly used in the design o f wheelc hairs . This
may not p ose a problem for wheelchair designs made of metal
bec aus e metals  have the ab ility to  d efo rm p las tic ally and
ab so rb  muc h o f the exc es s energy. But,  many new designs
are based o n composites or other materials [4]. Many of these
materials experience brittle failure and cannot be loaded above
their ult imate s trength.
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ABSTRACT

Devices known as integrated controllers are now readily available
to allow access to multiple assistive devices from a single input
device. It is sometimes difficult to determine when these devices
are appropriate for clients. Through a retrospective review and
a performance study, information is being obtained to determine
factors  which suggest  when integrated controls are and are not
appropriate. Integrated controls appear to be appropriate when:
1) the "best" method for controlling each assistive device is the
same; 2) the individ ual has  a s ingle, reliable ac ces s site; 3)
performance on one or more devices is improved with integrated
control; and 4) the ind ividual p refers integrated c ontrols for
subjective reasons (e.g., aesthetics, minimizing fatigue).
Integrated controls may not be appropriate when: 1) performance
on one or more devices is degraded; 2) greater cognitive demands
of integrated  controllers make use difficult; 3) acc ess to o ther
devices is desired from a position other than from the wheelchair;
and 4) additional cost (up to $3500) may not be justified.

BACKGROUND

Frequently, individuals who use more than one
assistive device such as a wheelchair, com-
munication device and environmental control unit
(ECU) operate each piece of equipment using a
separate input device (e.g., switches, joystick). in
this type of system, access to each assistive device
is distributed across several input devices, and often
to more than one access site. While using several
"distributed" controls is effective for some, it can be
difficult or impossible for others, especially those
with limited reliable access sites. Multiple input
devices can also make a system more cumbersome
to use, and less aesthetically pleasing.

In response to the specific needs of several people,
customized systems were developed in the past
decade to combine control of multiple assistive
devices to a single input device (e.g., Braswell &
Burkett, 1983; Romich, 1984; Trefler, Romich &
Russell, 1985; Bresler, 1989). These customized
systems demonstrated that "integrated" controls were
both clinically and technically feasible.

Since that time, several integrated controllers have
become commercially available. These integrated
controllers offer therapists greater flexibility in
making access recommendations to clients. For
example, the same joystick or switches which are
used to control a wheelchair can now also be used
to control a communication device, a computer, a
recliner, and an ECU. Caves, et. al. (1991)
described an application of a commercially available

integrated controller. An integrated controller
allowed an individual with C1 -C2 quadriplegia who
had severely limited head range to access a
wheelchair, computer, and communication device all
through a single sip - and -puff device. Caves (1992)
also demonstrated that other devices (e.g., a
Nintendo game controller) could be modified to
allow access from a wheelchair equipped with an
integrated controller.

While integrated controls may be beneficial to some,
they are not appropriate for all individuals. Two
projects are currently underway to determine when
the recommendation of integrated controls is
appropriate. First, a retrospective review of all
patient charts at the Center for Applied
Rehabilitation Technology (CART) was conducted
to determine the factors involved in recommending
integrated controls. Second, a performance study is
underway to compare access to  various assistive
devices using both integrated and distributed
controls. The results of the retrospective study will
be summarized briefly, and two case studies from
the performance study will be presented.

RESEARCH QUESTION

Integration may be clinically advantageous in some
cases. However, it is also possible that integrated
controls may actually interfere with performance.
The current project seeks to determine the factors
which support integrating control of multiple
assistive devices and those which suggest that
control be distributed across multiple input devices.

METHOD

Retrospective Review. CART therapists were asked
to identify the primary factors considered in
determining allocation of control. Twelve primary
factors were identified and were categorized into
four domains: perfortnance (speed, accuracy, ease
of use), functional abilities (visual/perceptual,
physical, cognitive), subjective (aesthetics, personal
preference, independence achieved), and extenial
(cost, technical limitations, other). Since the
primary commercially available integrated
controllers operate through the wheelchair input
device, only those individuals receiving a
recommendation for powered mobility were entered
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Rgure 1. Frequencies of  f actor s supporting the r ec ommendation of  distri buted controls.

into the retrospective review. Information for each
of these individuals was obtained regarding the
specific disability, available access sites, clinically
feasible access methods, and configuration of access
methods recommended by CART therapists. Using
this information, alternative feasible access methods
(which included integrated controls if recommended
systems were distributed, and vice versa) were
considered, and reasons for recommending or not
recommending an integrated system were
determined for each individual.

Performance Study. Individuals who were able to
operate both integrated and distributed controls were
considered eligible to participate. To date, six of
twelve individuals have completed the performance
study. Participants were asked to perform a variety
of simple exercises to access the devices
recommended to them. For example, those who
used a communication device were asked to access
specific cells  in various locations on the device.
Participants performed exercises using the input
device(s) recommended by therapists, and also using
an "alternate" system, with input devices configured
in the opposite manner (i.e., integrated if the
recommended system was distributed & vice versa).

RESULTS

Retrospective Review. A total of 205 charts were
reviewed. Of these, 65 met the study criteria and
were entered into the retrospective review. Fifty -
four (85 %) received recommendations for systems
with distributed controls. For many individuals,
more than one reason for recommending a specific
system type was noted. Therefore, the combined
frequencies across all factors exceeds the total
number of subjects. As can be seen in Figure 1
above, the primary reasons cited for recommending

distributed controls rather than integrated controls
were attributed to factors relating to performance
(e.g., speed, accuracy).

Functional limitations and subjective factors were
noted as the primary reason for distributing control
for much fewer individuals. The additional cost of
integrated controls was a factor for 7 people (14 %),
as was location from which access is desired, a
factor not identified in the original list. This latter
factor was important for individuals who wished to
access equipment such as a computer or ECU from
a position other than the powered wheelchair (e.g.,
couch or bed), thus precluding the possibility of
integrating control through the wheelchair.

Eleven individuals (15 %) received recommendations
for systems with integrated controls. Limited
functional abilities -- primarily limitations in physical
access- -were the primary reasons for recommending
integrated controls for four individuals. Superior
performance was noted for four individuals when
using integrated controls to operate other devices
(i.e., computer, communication device) through the
wheelchair controller.

Performance Study

Case Study #1 - Integrated controls reconnnended.
This individual was a 16 year old female with
congenital myopathy. She had extreme weakness in
her upper extremities but had selective control of
her arms and hands when using mobile arm
supports. She wished to access a powered
wheelchair and a computer. Wheelchair driving was
accomplished through a proportional joystick
operated by her left hand. During the performance
study, computer access was compared using direct
selection (pressing keys with her fingers) and using
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a scanning software program, accessed through the
wheelchair joystick. While speed was only half as
fast using the integrated system, error rates were
comparable and were extremely low with both
access methods. Furthermore, this person reported
a strong preference for the integrated controls
because she found them much less tiring to use and
could use them for a much longer period of tithe.

Case Study #2 - Distributed controls recommended.
This individual was a 25 year old male with spastic
athetoid cerebral palsy. He desired access to a
powered wheelchair, communication device,
computer, and ECU. He accessed his wheelchair
using a proportional joystick, and was also able to
access large keys by touching them with his hands,
although control was imprecise. During the
performance study, access to the communication
device was compared while using direct selection
with his hand versus using directed scanning with
the wheelchair joystick To perform directed
scanning, however, he required a four direction
switch joystick rather than the proportional joystick
used for wheelchair driving. While error rates on
the communication device were 50% lower while
scanning, time required was 3 -4 times that of direct
selection. In addition, in order to  use the four -
direction switch joystick to communicate, this
joystick would also replace the proportional one for
driving. In the driving exercises, driving
performance was severely compromised with the
four - direction joystick. Furthermore, this individual
wished to access his computer and ECU from
locations outside the wheelchair. For these reasons,
integrating control of all devices to the wheelchair
joystick was considered inappropriate.

DISCUSSION

From the information gathered in the retrospective
review, as well as from preliminary findings from
the performance study, several factors emerge as
important in the recommendation of integrated
controls. First, integrated controls appear to be
appropriate for clients whose "best" method for
controlling each individual assistive device is the
same, and for individuals with functional limitations
that result in a single, reliable access site. In
addition, integrated controls may be preferable for
individuals who experience fatigue using separate
methods of access. Finally, integrated controls may
be preferable for performance reasons.

However, consideration should be given to the
effects of integrating control on an individual's
performance with each separate assistive device;
integrating control often results in performance
trade -offs, especially if an individual must use a less
appropriate mode of access for one device in order
to integrate control. The cognitive demands of
integrated controllers appear to be greater than those
involved in using dedicated controls for each device
and thus should be taken into account. Finally, the
additional cost of up to $3500 for integrated
controls must also be considered.
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A LOW -COST SHAPE SENSING MACHINE
FOR CUSTOM CONTOURED BODY - SUPPORTS
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ABSTRACT

A PC- based, 3 -axis motorized movement with a working
volume of 900mm x 480mm x 480mm (XYZ) has  been
constructed to automatically trace the shape of a
moulding bag impressed with the  contour of a  client.
The machine uses only one single commercial
displacement sensor and is constructed with s tandard,
non - precision materials for low -cost.

BACKGROUND

Various equipment have been devised to facilitate shape
sensing for special seating. One approach uses 32 linear
displacement sensors, 0.5" apart, to obtain the contour
of the cast of a moulding bag at given intervals (1). The
disadvantages are that a cast has to be made and that an
operator has to move the sensor array at precise
intervals to capture the shape of the cast. A more recent
approach uses a number of spring loaded probes, each
with a linear displacement sensor, arranged in a 11 x 12
matrix, to sense  the shape of the  buttock of a person
sitting on the probes (2). The advantage is that buttock
shape can be obtained almost ins tantaneously and that
the  springs  can be adjus ted independently to obta in a
desirable normal pressure distribution profile. The main
disadvantage is that the probes have to be custom made.
A 1.5" probe spacing was used likely because of the
large number of probes  required for a  finer spacing.
This wide spacing may be inadequate  for small users.
The most recent technique uses a commercial
electromagnetic 3 -D space sensing equipment for shape
sensing of a moulding bag. These ideas  have resulted
recently in three commercial products in North America
and all  rely on the  commercia l supplier to produce a
contoured cushion which cost several hundred US
dollars each.

RATIONALE

Contoured body support service in this city is not
adequate mainly due to the lack of formal funding and
expertise.  A computer aided seating provision sys tem
which helps  unskilled front -l ine workers to produce
contoured body - supports at low -cost with little technical
support may help to alleviate this problem. The first step
is  to des ign and cons truct a  low cos t shape sens ing
machine.

Fig. 1 3 -axis shape sensing machine

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

To design and construct a low -cost PC -based 3 -axis
machine large enough to trace  out the body contour
impressed on a moulding bag automatically.

DESIGN

The orthogonal 3 -axis movement has a s teel structure
constructed with standard bars, channels and square
tubes  (Fig. 1). The moulding bag is supported on a
plywood platform on the Y -axis assembly which is rack
and pinion driven to travel on two stainless steel square
tube tracks. A commercial 100mm LVDT, a
displacement transducer which has a freely moving
plunger, is attached on the rack and pinion driven Z -axis
movement. The Z -axis assembly is chain driven to travel
on two s tainless s teel square  tube tracks along the  X-
axis.

The freely moving plunger of the LVDT has  a  5mm
diameter s tylus a t the end. It  is  driven by the 3 -axis
movement to travel along the moulding bag at fixed X -Y
grid points and its 3 -D coordinates is collected by a PC.
Displacement on the  X and Y axis  are  sensed with
digital scales with a resolution of 5mm. Since the LVDT
only has a  ra nge  of 100mm, it  is augmented by a
380mm digital scale with a resolution of 5mm. Z -axis
displacement is determined by the output from the
LVDT, which produces a continuous s ignal, plus  an
offset from the digital scale.
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Small electric wheelchair DC geared motors are used on
all  3 axis . Each motor is  further geared down by a
worm gear and the top speed for all axis is 20mm /sec.
A block diagram of the shape sensing machine is shown
in Fig.  2.  The motors can be controlled either us ing
push- buttons on the Motor Drive Module or under an
IBM compatible PC.

EVALUATION

In operation, the machine is first driven manually to four
points  on the moulding bag to define the  X -Y limits.
Control is  then passed over to the  PC which will scan
the moulding bag in the X direction for each 10mm step
of travel in the Y- direction. When the LVDT is close to
the limit of its measurement range, The Z -axis drive will
automatically step to the next 50mm in a direction which
brings the LVDT back towards its mid range.  Tracing
an adult  s ize moulding bag takes  about 1 hour. This
apparent slow speed is caused by the  fac t tha t the
maximum speed cannot be used throughout because the
motors take time to decelerate and stop to get to known
positions, a shortcoming of using a digital sensor with
5mm resolution and simple open -loop motor control.

DISCUSSION

The cost of this shape sens ing machine is low because
structural materia ls chosen are low -cost and only one
commercial displacement sensor is used. Tracing a
moulding bag is slow but it is possible to speed up this
process with better motor control hardware and
software.

With the collected data, software can be developed to
generate paper patterns to facilitate manual construction
of a foam body support. The second step of this project
is to built a low -cost 3 -axis foam milling machine
similar in des ign to this shape sensing machine.  These
two machines  together may be used to form

a copying
milling machine for quick production of a  contoured
body support.

M
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of shape sensing machine
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A BATTERY - POWERED URINARY LEG BAG EMPTIER
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ABSTRACT

The ability to empty one's urinary leg bag can give
an individual who is quadriplegic great
independence. None of the commercially - available
electric leg bag emptiers are ideal. Design criteria
for a better device were established. A new battery-
powered device, the Freedom Flow leg bag emptier,
was developed. Eight subjects participated in a two -
month study to evaluate the Freedom Flow leg bag
emptier, as well as several types of manual
switches. Preliminary results show that the device
is effective.

INTRODUCTION

Many quadriplegic individuals are independent
throughout the day with the assistance of powered
wheelchairs and accessories. One task that is
difficult for most of these individuals is emptying
their urinary leg bag. Often, this is the only
hindrance to living independently during the day.

In 1977, Project Threshold, a rehabilitation service
delivery program at Rancho Los Amigos Medical
Center in Downey, California, developed a urinary
drainage device. The device consists of a spring -
loaded solenoid that is mounted on the wheelchair
footplate. The device stops the flow of urine by
pinching the leg bag drainage tube shut.

Although the device has been reliable, there have
been several problems. For example, installation is
quite complicated because it requires drilling into
the wheelchair footplate and tying into the
wheelchair battery. Also, it  is too easy for the
emptier to be accidentally activated by someone else
because of the switch design.

Other devices have since become commercially
available. None, however, seem to be ideal. Most
control the flow of urine via an in -line valve. Such
valves may increase the risk of  a urinary tract
infection. Furthermore, they can easily become
clogged or, in some cases, corroded, because they
are in direct contact with urine. Most of these
devices are powered by the wheelchair battery and
some also require drilling into the footplate.

Because the need is so great and the existing
devices have shortcomings, we sought to develop a
more effective urinary leg bag emptier.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The first step was to meet with seven users of the
Project Threshold device to develop design criteria.
Some of the major goals were as follows (not
necessarily listed in order of importance):

• Must not leak
• Must be reliable
• Must be easy to set up each day
• Must be able to remove footrest and/or swing

footrest to the side
• Must allow normal positioning of the user

and wheelchair
• Must accommodate leg muscle spasms
• Must have a manual back -up /override
• Must be easy to install on all major makes of

wheelchairs
• Must be as cosmetically unobtrusive as

possible
• Desire that it can easily be used on either leg

Also of importance was the design of the switch.
The challenge was to design a switch that is easy to
use but will also prevent accidental activation. Not
only is the shape and size important but so is the
switch type (latching or momentary). A momentary
switch is on only while the user is activating it. It
automatically turns off when released. An
advantage of this type of switch is  that the user
'doesn't have to remember to turn it off and if it is
accidentally bumped on, it won't stay on. A
latching switch locks in the ON or the OFF position.
The advantage of this type of switch is that one can
be very discrete when emptying one's legbag. A
disadvantage is that more damage can be done if it
is inadvertantly tripped. Of course, good placement
of the switch is essential to success.

Our next step was to develop a working prototype
for clinical testing. It was during this time that we
were fortunate to meet Seyed, a client who was
using a battery- powered leg bag emptier that his
professor had designed and built for him. This
device, called the Freedom Flow leg bag emptier,
seemed promising because it already fulfilled many
of the design requirements.

The inventor is an associate professor in the
Industrial and Systems Engineering Department at
the University of Southern California. He had
custom -built a couple of units, but did not have
plans for immediately proceeding to market the
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device. We collaborated to make several sample
emptiers of his design and to evaluate them. We
were also to provide all feedback and suggestions
for improving the design.

The Freedom Flow leg bag emptier is a small box,
4 "L x 1.25"W x 1 "D. An extension flange and
tubing guides bring the overall dimensions to 5 "l., x
1.25 "W x 1.44 "D. It weighs appoximately three
ounces (93 grams). The device is molded of ABS
plastic. It stops the flow of urine by pinching the
leg bag drain tubing under a metal lever. The lever
is kept in the closed position by a torsional spring.

The device is worn on the leg bag tubing as shown
in Figure 1, concealed under a trouser leg. The leg
bag tubing is cut long enough to end near and just
below the heel, so urine can be emptied into a floor
drain or urinal.

The mechanism and power source for the device are
completely self - contained within the housing. The
electric current, controlled by a simple switch, is
supplied by rechargeable batteries sealed in the unit.
When the current is applied, the lever lifts up far
enough to allow the leg bag to  drain. Once the
electrical current is discontinued, the torsional spring
returns the lever to the closed position and the
tubing is clamped shut.

The lever can also be raised by pressing a manual
release button (Figure 2). This is especially useful
when inserting the tubing under the lever during
daily set -up.

Figure 2. The manual release button.

A variety of manual switches can be plugged into a
small port in the device. A switch is attached to the
chair in a location that is easy for the user to reach
but not likely to be accidentally activated by
someone else. The wire is routed along the chair
frame then up into the bottom of a trouser leg.

Because of individual abilities and preferences,
several kinds of switches were provided. One type
was a momentary pushbutton in a protective well.
This switch can be mounted on any 7/8" round
wheelchair tubing with a rubber band. The touch -
sensitive button is set approximately 1/2" deep in
the well to prevent accidental activation. An
optional swiveling cover is provided.

Two types of latching switches were provided - -a
simple toggle switch and a rocker switch. The
rocker switch is color coded so that, from any angle,
it is easy to tell that is is on.

The emptier is recharged overnight every one to two
weeks. The charger plugs into the same port as the
switch.

CLINICAL EVALUATION

The objectives of the clinical evaluation were to
evaluate the Freedom Flow leg bag emptier and the
switches for effectiveness, ease of use, and satis-
faction of design criteria. This information would
allow us to make suggestions for improvement.

Eight subjects, all in powered wheelchairs,
Figure 1. Leg Bag Emptier shown on left leg. participated. Seven of the subjects have been
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diagnosed at a C4 -05 level of quadriplegia and have
been using the Project Threshold emptier for several
years. The remaining subject has muscular
dystrophy and had no previous experience with a leg
bag emptier.

Each subject was given an emptier, instructions, a
charger, extra drain tubing, and up to three switches
to try. We installed the switch(es) that each subject
chose, and attached the emptier. Each subject was
asked to try out the device for two months and then
provide feedback.

RESULTS

Although we have not finished collecting all the
data, we have the following preliminary results:

Several of the subjects experienced problems with
leaking units; the lever did not pinch down on the
tubing hard enough. However, all of those who had
no problems with leaking liked the Freedom Flow
device and most will continue to use it instead of
the Project Threshold version.

The subjects were favorably impressed with how
convenient the device was to use and how reliable
it was. They liked the fact that the system was
discrete because the device was concealed. They
especially liked the fact that, other than the switch,
the system was not attached to  their wheelchair
footplate or the battery. One subject reported using
it on both his powered and his manual chair.

Aside from the leaking, there were few negative
comments about the system. A few subjects noted
that their attendants found the Freedom Flow
emptier harder to set up in  the morning than the
Project Threshold solenoid emptier. This was due
to having to fit the new device under a pant leg. To
set up the solenoid emptier one just slips the leg bag
tubing into a slot near the heel.

One subject rejected the device because it hung out
of the bottom of his trouser leg. This problem can
usually be corrected by wearing the leg bag higher
up on the leg, but the subject strongly preferred to
wear his bag low.

Most thought the device's physical appearance was
acceptable, but a couple of subjects thought it
should be smaller and less boxy.

Though there is no battery- charge indicator, no one
had problems with running out of power.

DISCUSSION

In general, the Freedom Flow leg bag emptier
proved to be an effective device that worked well
for many of the subjects. It was easy to use,
worked well, and satisfied most of design criteria.
The most significant problem was that several of the
units leaked. This must, of course, be corrected in
future versions. Other than the leaking, there were
no significant complaints about the system.

Another issue must be resolved. We must decide on
the best type of switch(es) to provide. This may
become more clear after we complete our surveys.
Although, at this point, slightly more than one -half
of the subjects preferred a latching switch, we must
consider that they are accustomed to this type of
switch since this is what accompanied the Project
Threshold version. Perhaps other potential users
should also be surveyed.

One last comment is that the evaluation units were
tested for only two months; it would be beneficial to
test for a longer term. It is  worthwhile to note,
however, that Seyed, the original client, has used his
unit for over three years with no problems.

After improving the design, there are plans to
market the Freedom Flow leg bag emptier. Definite
dates for marketing are not available at this time.
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INCREASED REACH AND TRANSFER CAPABILITIES FOR WHEELCHAIR USERS
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ABSTRACT

Individuals with lower extremity paralyses have limited
access to heights that are attainable to able- bodied
individuals in a standing position. Because of their
disability, some are also unable to transfer themselves
to objects at heights greater than that of their
wheelchairs. These two limiting factors affect their
employment opportunities and independent living
capabilities. Research is needed to improve the
capability of motorized wheelchair transportation
systems to improve the independent living and
employability of wheelchair users. Described below is a
system which will improve the vertical reach of the
outstretched hand from the wheelchair seat by 24." The
system can also be used by individuals with limited
upper extremity strength to transfer themselves to
alternative positions higher than the wheelchair seat
height by 24."

BACKGROUND

The present motorized wheelchair design has not
addressed the problems of (a) limited reach beyond the
outstretched hands of wheelchair- dependent individuals
from their wheelchair seats, and (b) their inability to
transfer independently to positions higher than their
wheelchair seat when the upper extremity of the
individual is weak.

Literature from patents show proprietary artwork by
Koeingkramer et al. [1 ], where a patient carriage has a
base support mounted on castors with a patient
supporting surface mounted on a hydraulic lift for
vertical movement. The patient support can be moved
around freely back and forth, side to side or rotated.
This system is very large and expensive, and it cannot
be turned into a chair for personal transportation. It
cannot be used at a home or office. The system can
only be moved side to side using the support castors
which does not facilitate independent transfer. A
second system was developed by Anderson et al. [2]
which can be configured to support an individual either
in a supine or a seated position. However, it does not
have the capability to increase the reach of a seated
individual, or to enable independent transfer. Additional
devices other than these and commercially available
wheelchairs include those by Kuhlman [3], Fumiss [4],
Weiner [5], Ooka et al, [6] and Plewright et al [7]. None
of these devices used alone has the capability of
providing the disabled individual access to greater
heights, and the ability to improve independent transfer
to heights greater than their wheelchair seats, while at
the same time being used for transportation.

OBJECTIVE

The objective was to seek the answers to three key
questions: (1) whether it is possible to develop a system
that will enable individuals with lower extremity
paralyses to overcome limitations of reach of 24" above
their outstretched hands from their wheelchair seat, (2)
whether the system could facilitate independent transfer
to devices within this differential height safely; and (3)
whether 4 is possible to develop a system to accomplish
these functions and still be used as a motorized
wheelchair in home and work environments.

APPROACH

The solution was to design a motorized wheelchair that
has the following capabilities: (1) the seat designed to
rotate 1800 on either side from its vertical axis to
facilitate reach without mobility; (2) the pillar which
supports the seat can extend 2 feet in a vertical plane;
(3) the motion guide system upon which the pillar and
seat are mounted facilitates side to side movement on
the wheelchair base; (4) the system base withstands
overturn tendency during side to side movement of the
pillar and seat arrangement, and during transfer; (5) the
finished product occupies and weighs no more than a
regular motorized wheel chair, and is capable of being
driven by a regular motorized wheelchair drive.

Figure 1 shows the illustration of the seat mounted on a
pillar via a rotational drive system. In this design hinges
were used to adjust the leg and back supports when the
system is used in either the supine or sitting positions.
In the supine position the back support rests on an
aluminum stalk which telescopes in an aluminum tubing
attached to the seat base. Self lubricating plastic sleeve
rings were used to reduce the friction between the
aluminum parts. In the sitting position, the aluminum
stalk remains retracted in the seat base. The back and
leg supports are padded with high density foam. The
vertical height drive system consists of a three stage
quiet DC driven telescoping pillar. It is made of high
grade aluminum and is capable of withstanding a 400
LB load placed one meter off the center.

Hotational drive system

illar extended

Figure 1. Illustration of the seat mounted on a pillar via
a rotational drive system.
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Figure 2 illustrates the arrangement for side -to -side
movement of the pillar on the wheelchair base. The
pillar is mounted on a linear motion guide system which
is secured to the system base. The pillar is driven side -
to -side by a DC motor attached to a ball screw drive
system. Left or right travel is limited to 5 inches on
either side of the center of the wheelchair base.

I i

t
crew drive

tion guide
I I

Figure 2. Illustration of the side -to -side movement of
the pillar via linear motion guides and ball screws.

Figure 3 shows the illustration of the system base. The
shape of the system base is crucial to the stability of the
system during use and transfer. The front and the back
wheels are located towards the farthest positions to the
left and right of the system base. The base support has
a small negative arch with the maximum deflection
located at the center of the base. This design refers the
center of mass of the system and the user to the center
of the wheelchair base when the pillar is at the farthest
position to left or right side of the wheelchair base. The
control panel illustrated in Figure 3(b) is mounted on an
adjustable stand off the base of the system along with
the electrical connections. The system is driven with
joystick control mechanism.

t d l Back wheels

A V W

Joystick

to side

(b) Control pannel

Figure 3. Illustration of the system base (a) with the pillar
mounted on the left /right movement arrangement. Note
the positions of the wheels. Figure 3 (b) shows the control
pannel on a stand off.

Knowing the expected maximum load of 400 LB, an
appropriate rear drive system and the front wheels have
been selected from commercially available systems.
The control circuitry has been developed to select the
tasks of vertical drive, up or down, or the rotation of the
seat base to the left or right, or to move the pillar
support on the motion guide system to the left or right of

the user. Feedback systems were used to limit
rotational movements to a maximum of 1800 and the
side -to -side movement to a maximum of 5 inches to the
left or right of the user from the center.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 illustrates the assembled system in the sitting
position (a), and the optional use in supine position (b).
Field testing of the system stability with a 400 LB able -
bodied rider going up and down slopes; over small
pavements; in and around office tight corners; and,
retrieving files from shelves were very successful.
Independent transfer when the seat base was moved to
either the extreme right or left was also successful.
While it was convenient for the user to get off the
wheelchair independently, it was difficult for others to
help the user get off the wheelchair by physical lifting.
Although the system was designed for independent
transfer, the assisted transfer test was conducted
because in some real -life cases, the user may need
help during medical emergencies. This difficulty was
due to the physical size of the back support which was
part of the design in order to turn the wheelchair seat
into a bed as an optional use of the system. If this
option is to be maintained, a new back support would be
necessary.

kdl anuny Nuswun

(b) Optional supine position

Figure 4. Illustration of the assembled system and
the optional use in the sitting (a) and supine (b) positions.

During the field test, the control circuit was able to select
and execute each of the assigned tasks exclusively.
With the added reach and maneuverability, the new
motorized wheelchair will make the work of getting into
and out of bed easier for wheelchair dependent
individuals. This is due to the fact that instead of
working against gravity, they will be working with gravity
during transfer. It may also enhance their employability.
This is because the users of this system in a work
environment will be able to retrieve items from shelves
independently, and to turn 1800 towards the left or right
of the work area without moving the wheels which could
affect the flow of traffic.
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COGNITIVE READINESS FOR POWERED WHEELCHAIR MOBILITY
IN THE YOUNG CHILD
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ABSTRACT

Few resources are available to therapists to assist in the
decision to recommend a powered wheelchair to a
young child. A f ive -year research project is currently
seeking to identify the cognitive developmental skills and
temperament factors that inf luence functional powered
wheelchair mobility in young (18 -36 months) children
with physical disabilities. A case study comparison of
two children who have completed a cognitive
developmental assessment battery and powered
wheelchair mobility program is presented and discussed.
Information gained from the project will be used to assist
professionals in determining cognitive readiness for
powered wheelchair mobility, as well as to describe a
program of mobility skills necessary for functional
operation of a powered wheelchair.

BACK GRO UND

Research has documented the developmental and
psychosocial benefits of independent mobility for
children with severe physical disabilities (1,2). At this
time, provision of powered wheelchairs to young children
continues to be infrequent due in part to professional
biases and inexperience, the sparse and relatively recent
nature of research studies, the difficulty in disseminating
available information to care providers and professionals,
and the lack of research that identif ies the skills needed
to operate a powered wheelchair functionally.

A child's abili ty to operate a powered wheelchair is
influenced by a number of factors. Clinicians consider
these factors to include physical access, cognitive
developmental 'readiness', temperament (e.g.,
attentiveness, persistence, motivation), and dynamic
sensorimotor integration (e.g., perceiving and processing
stimuli, motor planning, and reacting appropriately in a
timely manner while moving in space). Apart from
actually placing a chi ld in a powered wheelchair or
transitional powered mobility aid (TPMA) (3), it is often
difficult for clinicians to determine whether a child has
developed the cognitive skills and has the temperament
necessary for functional powered mobility.

OBJECTIVE

This project focuses on identifying the extent to which
specif ic cognitive developmental skills and temperament
factors influence functional powered mobility skills in very
young children. Results of two children who have
completed a cognitive developmental assessment battery
and a powered wheelchair mobility program wi ll be
compared.

METHOD

Forty-five children between the ages of 18 and 36
months will participate in the study over the next three
years. All children will have severe physical disabilities
that limit independent mobility but will demonstrate age
appropriate cognition and learning abilities. Only
children with physical disabilities (e.g., muscle disease,
spinal cord injury, arthrogryposis or osteogenesis
imperfecta) will participate to minimize the inf luence of
sensorimotor integration problems which often result
from central nervous system involvement (e.g., cerebral
palsy, acquired brain injury).

To evaluate specific cognitive developmental skills, an
assessment battery has been compiled with tasks
grouped into f ive Piagetian -based hierarchial scales
(4,5,6,7). The scales include eighty -three items
evaluating cause /effect, object permanence, problem
solving, spatial relations, and symbolic play. Because of
the ordinal construction of the scales, it is possible to
determine a child's stage of developmental thinking
within each cognitive scale from their performance on the
assessment battery. Characteristics of each specif ic
stage of development are evaluated through individually
modified activities. For example, a child's response to a
solid ring stacking task can help differentiate between
the stages of trial and error problem solving and
foresight problem solving. The battery also includes a
measurement of "temperament" which includes factors
such as persistence, intensity of responses, and
adaptability in new situations (8).

In addition, a program has been developed to introduce
and evaluate powered wheelchair mobility skills through
the child's exploration and play. The program includes
nineteen basic mobility skills that demonstrate
cause /effect association, directional control, and speed
control. Sixteen more advanced tasks integrate these
skills in different community environments. The child's
ability to maneuver the powered wheelchair through the
tasks is scored according to the amount of hands -on
assistance and /or verbal cueing required, according to
the following scale:

0 - Tasks not attempted;
1 - Maximal hands -on assistance of joystick with

verbal cueing;
2 - Minimal hands -on assistance of joystick with

verbal cueing;
3 - Direct stand -by guarding with verbal cueing;
4 - Verbal cueing only;
5 - Age - appropriate supervision.

Upon completion of all subjects, the cognitive
developmental assessment results will be compared to
the overall levels of assistance required on the powered
mobility program to determine which cognitive and
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temperament factors influence functional powered
mobility skills. Information gained from the project will be
used to develop an assessment tool to evaluate cognitive
and temperament factors that inf luence functional
powered mobility in young children, and to document an
age- appropriate powered mobility program.

RESULTS

Eight children have completed the study. Following is a
brief comparative description of the performance of two
of these subjects, Both subjects are male and
chronologically 30 months of age. Developmental age
ceilings (and range of scores) on each cognitive scale,
as well as the scores on the powered wheelchair mobility
program as shown in Table 1. Their performance on the
cognitive developmental evaluation, temperament rating,
and level of assistance required on the powered mobility
program is described.

SUBJECT #1. Etiology; Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA)

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL EVALUATION
Cause /Effect: Able to infer the cause of something
shown only its actions.
Object Permanence: Finds objects hidden through a
series of visible displacements. Emerging ability with
invisible displacements.
Problem Solving: Invents solutions through foresight.
Emerging ability to generalize foresight in
unfamiliar /abstract problems.
Spatial Relations: "Represents, relationships that exist
between objects (matched parts to objects). Emerging
ability to discriminate shapes.
Symbolic Play: Symbolic play with realistic toys. Short
and self - limiting sequences. Parallel play emerging.

PARENTAL TEMPERAMENT RATING
Overall Score: Average temperament
Variable intensity of response; variable persistence and
attention span; generally adapts easily in new situations,

POWERED WHEELCHAIR MOBILITY
Average Score = 1.4
Required maximal hands -on assistance of joystick with
verbal cueing for completion of basic mobility skills (e.g.
stop spontaneously to avoid a stationary object; turn
wheelchair right /left).

SUBJECT #2. Etiology; Arthrogryposis.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL EVALUATION
Cause /Effect: Able to infer the cause of something
shown only its actions.

TABLE 1

Object Permanence: Finds objects hidden through a
series of invisible displacements.
Problem Solving: Invents solutions through foresight
with familiar objects and with unfamiliar /abstract objects.
Spatial Relations: Emerging ability to copy shapes and
sequence by toys by size. Can "represent" objects
symbolically (e.g. 4 blocks are a train).
Symbolic Play: Short and self- limiting sequences with
unfamiliar toys and miniature toys. Parallel play
predominates.

PARENTAL TEMPERAMENT RATING
Overall Score: Easier than Average temperament
Mild intensity of responses, high persistence, generally
adapts easily in new situations.

POWERED WHEELCHAIR MOBILITY
Average score = 3.7 points. Degree of assistance
required to perform advanced integrated community
tasks ranged from occasional direct stand -by guarding
with verbal cueing to verbal cueing.

DISCUSSION

Although both boys are 30 months old, different stages
of cognitive abilities emerge in the cognitive
developmental evaluation using the Piagetian -based
model. It is not unusual f or a child to  demonstrate
different stages of development between the cognitive
scales or for children the same age to demonstrate
different cognitive abilities (9). From this comparison, it
appears that certain stages of cognitive development
and possibly certain cognitive scales do inf luence a
child's readiness to learn powered wheelchair mobility
skills. It is interesting to note the wide discrepancy
between the two children's spatial abilities, a factor which
would seem relevant to operating a powered wheelchair.
Differences in performance are also apparent on the
object permanence and symbolic play scales. The
developmental differences between the two subjects are
reflected in the amount of assistance required to
functionally operate a powered wheelchair. Subject #1
requires maximal hands -on assistance. He is
appropriate for atransitional powered mobility aid, but
not yet ready for functional mobility in a powered
wheelchair. In the case of Subject #2, factors such as
his school /home environment settings and parental
involvement need to be considered. He isappropriate
for powered wheelchair mobility with additional training
for him, his parents, and teachers in the recognition of
potentially unsafe settings. As more children complete
the study, we anticipate being able to further delineate
specific cognitive abilities and temperament factors, and
their influence on powered mobility.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL EVALUATION
Ceiling Age in Months (Range)

POWER MOBILITY
Scale range

-

0 to 5

Cause /Effect" Object Perm "' Problem Solve Spatial Rel Symbol Play
Sub #1 21 (0) 15(15-22) 26(24-30) 22(22-30) 24(24-30) 1.4
Sub #2 21 (0) 23 (0) 26(20-30) 36(36-42) 30(30-42) 3.7

"Scale ends  at 21 mos "'Scale ends at 23 mos All other scales end at 42 mos
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A SURFACE ACCESSIBILITY MEASUREMENT DEVICE
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ABSTRACT

Our goal is to design and evaluate a device that can
quantitatively measure characteristics of a suface
that correlate with its  degree of accessibility to
wheelchairs. A wide range of test surfaces will be
measured using four proposed and four existing
devices. The device that best correlates with the
resistance to wheelchair movement imposed by the
surface will be identified.

INTRODUCTION

Persons with mobility limitations often encounter
environments that are difficult or impossible to
access due to the characteristics of the floor or
ground surface. Unfortunately, none of the current
accessibility standards regulate the physical
properties of a surface, such as penetrability or
sheer strength. The characteristics measured by
existing surface measurement devices include the
coefficient of friction, rolling resistance and sheer
resistance. These devices only measure a limited
range of surfaces and the data obtained with these
devices has not been correlated to the degree of
accessibility of the surface to wheelchair users.

Quantitative surface measurements would enable a
person with mobility limitations to determine the
degree of accessibility of indoor and outdoor
environments. Such measurements would also
facilitate the creation of standards for the usability
of indoor carpeting and other surfaces by persons
with mobility limitations.

BACKGROUND

Research on surface- wheelchair systems has
focused mainly on the characteristics of the
wheelchair and user, rather than the surface. The
amount of metabolic energy required to travel a
given distance in a wheelchair is greater on
carpeting than on a concrete surface (Wolfe et al.,
1977).Brubaker et al. (1988, 1989) has shown that
propulsion efficiency is affected by several
wheelchair parameters such as the speed of the
wheelchair, the seat position, and the user /chair
interface. Therefore, characterizing a surface in
terms of the amount of metabolic energy expended
would vary between different people using different
wheelchairs. In addition, measuring metabolic
energy requirements in outdoor environments would
be extremely different.

The factors that affect the rolling resistance of a
wheelchair are: wheelchair tire characteristics,
wheel alignment and surface texture. Kauzlarich et
al. (1985) found that the rolling resistance on carpet

was three times that on concrete and that the
differences among the various tires tested on carpet
were not significant. This research indicates that the
characteristics of the wheelchair system may be
relatively insignificant compared to the
characteristics of the surface in determining the
wheelchair rolling resistance. Since the rolling
resistance did not vary significantly with speed, an
indirect method such as the proposed surface
accessibility measurement devices would be the
easiest way to measure the rolling resistance on
various surfaces.

Analysis of terrain - vehicle systems can be broken
down into two components: the terrain and the
vehicle. The characteristics of a terrain that relate to
its trafficability to vehicles include resistance to
penetration, sheer strength, slipperiness, water
content, and the presence of geometric obstacles
(Hemstock et al., 1969). Data obtained with the
cone penetrometer developed by the US Army
Corps of Engineers has been correlated only to the
trafficability of soils to military vehicles.
Unfortunately, this device is incapable of measuring
a variety of surface types.

Objective
The objective of this research is to develop a surface
accessibility measurement device that can
quantitatively measure a variety of indoor and
outdoor surfaces. The data obtained with this device
will correlate to the wheelchair rolling resistance
measured, which gives an indication of the degree
of accessibility of the surface. The surface
accessibility measurement device will be cost
effective, portable, easy to use and reliable on a
wide range of surfaces.

Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted to validate the need for
a surface accessibility measurement device and to
evaluate the feasibility of three prototype devices.
Four devices were used to measure four test
surfaces: concrete, carpet, packed granite and sand.
The four devices included a tire penetrometer, a
gimbaled pull -cart, a modified stimpmeter and a
commercially available pocket penetrometer.

The results of the pilot study showed that the pocket
penetrometer was capable of measuring only a
limited range of surfaces. The repeatability of the
device was poor, as indicated by the large standard
deviations of the readings. All three proposed
surface accessibility measurement devices were
capable of measuring the wide range of test
surfaces. From the pilot study, it was concluded
that, with design modifications and a more precise
data acquisition system, the three prototype devices
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could potentially measure the surface characteristics
which correlate to the wheelchair rolling resistance
and the degree of accessibility.

FUTURE WORK

Overview
A system for measuring surface resistance to
wheelchair movement and four surface accessibility
measurement devices will be designed, fabricated
and tested. Proposed and existing devices will be
used to measure a variety of test surfaces.

System for measuring surface resistance
The system for measuring surface resistance to
wheelchair movement will measure the rolling
resistance of a wheelchair pulled across a test
surface. The components of the system include a
manual wheelchair, a semi- anthropometric dummy,
an electric winch, a linear force transducer and a
data logger. The force required to pull the
wheelchair system across the test surface at a
constant velocity will be measured. The resistance
the wheelchair encounters will be used as an
indicator of the degree of accessibility of the
surface.

Surface accessibility measurement devices
Gimbaled pull -cart
The gimbaled pull -cart device will consist of a
mass, in a gimbaled box, suspended from a pair of
24 -inch wheelchair wheels. The cart will be pulled
at a constant velocity across the test surface, and the
force required to pull the device will be measured.
The device will be weighted such that 75 kg will be
exerted on the two wheels.

Tire penetrometer
The tire penetrometer will consist of a section of
wheelchair rim and tire with a vertical push handle.
The device will be pushed into the test surface with
a given force, and the amount of vertical
displacement of the device will be measured.

Modified stimpmeter
The components of the modified stimpmeter will
include a bar and a weighted object. The bar will be
raised to a specified angle above the horizontal and
the object will be rolled down the bar onto the test
surface. The distance the object rolls on the test
surface will be measured. Two objects, one
spherical and one cylindrical in  shape, will be
fabricated and evaluated. The mass per unit of
surface contact area of the objects will approximate
that of a loaded wheelchair tire.

Modified coefficient offriction measuring device
The test apparatus for the modified coefficient of
friction measuring device will include a 10 kg steel
test block and a force gauge. The test block will
contain two curved ribs protruding from the bottom
surface, resembling two wheelchair wheels in
parallel. The average force required to  pull the
device over the test surface at a constant velocity
will be measured.

Optimization of parameters
In order to produce reliable and repeatable
measurements on a wide range of surfaces, certain
design parameters and testing procedures need to be
optimized. These include: 1) the speed which the
wheelchair system and the gimbaled pull-cart are
pulled across the test surface; 2) the force applied to
the tire penetrometer; 3) the weight and shape of the
modified stimpmeter object; and 4) the slope of the
inclined bar and the distance the object travels down
the bar used in the modified stimpmeter. Each of
these parameters will be varied and tested to
determine the best design.

Existingsurfacemeasurement devices
Existing surface measurement devices will include a
cone and a pocket penetrometer, a stimpmeter and a
coefficient of friction measuring device which is
currently used in ANSI /RESNA wheelchair
standards test procedures.

Measurement of test surfaces
The surfaces that will be measured include a variety
of carpets with various pile heights and padding
thicknesses, and outdoor surfaces such as concrete,
dirt, gravel, and sand. The system for measuring
surface resistance to wheelchair movement will be
used to measure the wheelchair rolling resistance on
each test surface. Each of the test surfaces will be
measured with the four existing surface
measurement devices and the four proposed surface
accessibility measurement devices.

Data analysis and interpretation
The mean values obtained with each device will be
compared to the data obtained with the system for
measuring surface resistance to wheelchair
movement and the correlation coefficient will be
calculated. A simple comparison of the correlation
coefficients will determine which surface
measurement device best correlates with the actual
resistance to wheelchair movement measured. The
reliability of each device will be evaluated by
performing two - tailed t -tests to determine if the
measurements obtained on different test surfaces are
significantly different. The standard deviation of
measurements obtained on each test surface will
give an indication of the repeatability of each
device. Inter - tester repeatability will be examined
by performing paired t -tests on the data obtained by
two different operators using the same surface
measurement device to measure a given test surface.
From the results  of the statistical analysis, the
surface measurement device that best correlates
with the surface resistance measured and produces
reliable and repeatable measurements over a wide
range of surfaces will be identified.

CONCLUSION

The development of a surface accessibility
measurement device will enable accessibility
experts, park and recreation management authorities
and others to quantitatively measure indoor and
outdoor surfaces. The information obtained with the
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appropriate device would enable a person with
mobility limitations to determine the degree of
accessibility of the environment. The measurement
device may also facilitate the development of
standards for the use of indoor carpeting and other
surfaces by persons with mobility limitations.
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ABSTRACT

Custom - contoured knee blocks
are required for certain
clients. Lack of immediate
availability can delay the
fitting process. Clearly, a
knee block fitting jig can
ac c el e ra t e fitting and
fabrication and performance of
a custom - contoured postural
positioning system.

The knee block fitting jig
described herein fulfills two
roles, (1) it serves as a
temporary component during the
fitting process and (2) it
serves as an accurate pattern
for fabricating the final knee
blocks.

BACKGROUND

Symmetrical, commercially
available, knee blocks seldom
meet the needs of severely
involved seating candidates.

A

Photo #1. Wing nuts and holes
one inch on- center facilitate
adjustment of depth.

It be c o m e s n e c e s s a r y ,
t h e r e f o r e , t o t a k e
measurements, fabricate a
prototype, conduct a fitting
with the prototype seating
system, modify the prototype,
and eventually fabricate and
install the completed knee
blocks. This results in long
delivery times and increase in

expense.

OBJECTIVE

The objective was to develop an
accurate, quick and inexpensive
device for making temporary
knee blocks and a pattern for
fabricating permanent knee
blocks.

APPROACH

The framework of a knee block
fitting jig was made with
Kydex, a heat formable plastic
sheet, with holes one -inch on
center to permit adjustment of
base width and depth. See
Photos #1 AND #2.

Photo #2. Overall width is
readily adjusted.
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Photo 43. Foam blocks are
interchanged to make and
position abductor and knee
slots.

A series of outboard and
inboard plastic foam blocks
with velcroed sides and of
various sizes were fabricated
for fitting purposes. See
Photo #3. Trial and
substitution of these blocks
readily permitted mockup of
knee blocks to, (1) compensate
for leg length discrepancy, (2)
properly size the abductor, (3)
properly size the knee slots,
(4) offset of abductor and knee
slots if required, and (5)
provide correct overall width.
See Photo #4.

Photo #4. New foam blocks can
readily be made and added to
the kit.

Anterior - posterior adjustment
members were made of sheet
Kydex with adjustment holes and
snap -in seat belt buckles. This
permits quick and accurate
adjustment relative to the back
of the seat. Adjustment of
elevation is accomplished by
use of modified Enduro 6025
spring - loaded clamps.

Photo #5. Knee block made
using Knee Block Fitting Jig.

DISCUSSION

Five sets of custom knee blocks
have been fabricated during the
past year. This has resulted
in accurate fits, reduced
fitting and fabrication time,
and a durable, adjustable
product.
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Charles J. Laenger, P.E., Chris Bailey, R.P.T.,
Yvonne Longoria, O.T.R., James Lee, P.E.
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ABSTRACT

Certain severely deformed
clients require custom -
contoured anterior - lateral
supports. These can be made
directly by using heat - formable
plastics such as Kydex or with
Beadseat components. Those
made with Kydex can be padded,
upholstered and fixed - mounted
or mounted swing -away with Otto
Bock hardware. The larger
anterior - lateral supports,
molded with Beadseat materials,
must be reinforced. Methods
for fabricating and mounting
l a r g e custom  - con toured
anterior- lateral supports have
been developed.

BACKGROUND

Clients with severe deformity
and unusual muscle tone
sometimes require support that
cannot be provided with a
molded back alone. various
approaches to this problem are
available including the
f o l l o w i n g : s h o u l d e r
r e s t r a i n t s , c h e s t o r
"butterfly" vests, padded chest
belts, flat supports, spherical
thoracic supports (Otto Bock)
and deeply custom- contoured
backs. But if none of these
suffice, a custom- contoured
anterior - lateral support bears
consideration.

Custom - molded anterior - lateral
supports have been fabricated
from sheet Kydex and applied
very successfully. See Photo
#1. These lend themselves to
fixed or swingaway mounting.
However, they are not readily
applicable and adaptable to
large, compound surfaces or
significant pressures. In some
instances, the fit achieved
through vacuum - consolidation of
plastic beads is indicated.

Photo #1. Swingaway anterior -
lateral supports made from
heat - formable plastic.

PROBLEMS

C o m m e r c i a l l y a v a i l a b l e
anterior - lateral supports do
not always provide sufficient
contact area and support.
L a r g e , custom - contoured
supports are difficult and
inconvenient to mount on
wheelchairs.

DESIGN APPROACH

It is well known that custom -
contouring can be achieved
through the use of vacuum
consolidation of beads. Small
Beadseat platilon bags can be
hand -held in making supports
that fit surfaces of unusual
geometry. Strength of such
supports ca n be achieved by
providing enclosures that
a s s u r e a p p l i c a t i o n of
compressive forces. But both
st r e n g t h an d mo u n t i n g
attachment can be achieved by
installation of dowel pins
after the Beadseat mold has
been formed. The design
approach is, (1) make a
suitable molded support by
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Photo #2. Fabricating a
thoracic and arm support with
hand -held platilon bag and
vacuum consolidation method.

hand- holding a platilon bag,
(2) reinforce the plastic bead
and epoxy mold with dowel rods,
(3) attach mounting hardware to
the dowel rods, and (4) custom
mount the assembly to the
wheelchair.

Photo #3. Support strength and
mounting options can be
achieved with dowel rods or
plywood.

DEVELOPMENT

The need for a custom - contoured
anterior - lateral support is
determined collaboratively by
therapists and a seating
h a r d w a r e s p e c i a l i s t .
Ordinarily a small Beadseat
platilon bag is simply
preshaped by using a partial
vacuum. See Photos #2 and 3.
With the client in the existing
seating system, the bag is
pressed against the body and
shaped. Negative pump pressure
is adjusted to facilitate
shaping. The primary criterion
is to shape and position the
raw support fixture until the
required support is achieved.
This is, of course, determined
by the participating therapist.
Once the support shape is
determined to be satisfactory,
an appropriate negative
pressure is applied and the raw
mold is removed and permitted
to cure.

A second criterion is to shape
the support to facilitate
attachment to the wheelchair
structure and to "marry" the
new support with existing seat
and back cushions. The need
and feasibility of making the
new anterior - lateral support
swingaway or quick- disconnect
must be considered at this
point.

The mounting method is a major
factor in determining whether
reinforcement is required. It
also poses requirements for
a t t a c h m e n t h a r d w a r e .
Reinforcement is usually
achieved by drilling the cured
mold and installing wooden
dowel rods. Obviously, large
rods provide more strength and
a larger "target" for screws
that attach mounting hardware.
An alternative is to epoxy a
suitable board, with mounting
nuts, to  th e Beadseat mold.
See Photo #3.

The activity of the client,
pressure applied, shape and fit
of the existing back cushion
and need for swingaway or
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Photo #4. This support used 1"
dowel rods and fixed mounting.

quick - release will dictate
mounting method. Upholstery of
the new anterior - lateral
support is facilitated by
vacuum - forming. Acceptable
appearance can be achieved by
attaching a plastic, metal or
wood plate on the back side of
the support to cover upholstery
seams.

Photo #5. Client had used this
anterior - lateral support for

one year.

DISCUSSION

This center has fabricated four
custom - contoured anterior -
lateral supports using the
heat - formable plastic method.
All of these have swingaway
mounts and have functioned most
satisfactorily for two to three

years.

This center has also fabricated
five custom - contoured lateral=
supports using Beadseat
components and custom mounting.
All of these have functioned
satisfactorily for six to
twelve months. One is
presently being remade due to
positive changes in the client,
Three more units are under
fabrication.
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AN ECONOMICAL SWING -AWAY AMPUTEE BOARD FOR THE WHEELCHAIR

Elsa M. Cherwak, P.T. and Brad K. Unruh, R.T.S.*
Department of A.R.T., Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital and Clinics

The Durable Medical Equipment Shoppe, Naperville, IL*

ABSTRACT

Proper positioning of the residual
limb of the below the knee amputee
is an essential part of an effective
pre - prosthetic program. Sitting in a
wheelchair with the limb flexed for
prolonged periods of time promotes
knee flexion contractures, and
distal limb edema. This can result
in increased discomfort for the
amputee and a delay in prosthetic
fitting. Criteria for an effective
amputee board include: 1. ease of
removal for transfers and standing
up; 2. adjustability for individual
limb size and comfort; 3. durability
and 4. affordability. An amputee
board which is easily mounted to the
footrest hanger of the wheelchair
and meets these criteria is
described.

BACKGROUND

Although one of the primary
rehabilitation goals for amputees is
to have them be independent in
ambulation with a prosthesis, the
reality is that they often use a
wheelchair for at least part of the
day. A study was done at Guys
Hospital in London, England on
success rates for rehabilitation of
vascular amputees. It was concluded
that only 5 percent of the 440
patients studied became independent
of their wheelchair and that more
consideration should be given to
surgery that will optimize
wheelchair rehabilitation.'
Amputees often are referred to our
seating and positioning service
within the Applied Rehabilitation
Technology (A.R.T.) Department for
proper seating while they are
inpatients, but also for their
definitive wheelchairs. A
Rehabilitation Technology Supplier
(RTS) from a nearby company
collaborated with the therapists in
our department to develop a product
which would adequately meet the
seating needs of these clients with
below the knee amputations.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The primary task was to develop an
amputee board with the following
features:
1. Easy removal and replacement by
the client, making transfers and
coming to stand from the wheelchair
as easy and as safe as possible.
2. A high degree of adjustability to
accommodate the great variance in
residual limb shape and length. The
board could be angled slightly if
needed to accommodate an existing
knee flexion contracture, and to
decrease pressure on the distal
portion of the residual limb.
3. Durability to withstand everyday
use, but the ability to be easily
repaired by any RTS using
commercially available hardware.
4. Availability to the client at a
cost below the price of most
commercially available boards as
Medicare in Illinois does not
reimburse for this item.

RATIONALE

Other amputee boards which had been
assessed failed to meet the needs of
the clients prompting the decision
to explore other alternatives. The
most commonly used board is the
slide -in type which consists of a
flat board that slides under the
wheelchair cushion and a pad on the
end that supports the residual limb.
Clients often require assistance to
slide the board under the cushion.
Without a solid seat under the board
it tends to angle down towards the
center of the chair following the
sling of the upholstery. Even with
a solid seat under the cushion,
having an additional board under one
side can cause a pelvic obliquity.
Another type of amputee board often
used is hinged and attaches either
to the wheelchair or to a wooden
solid seat. By means of a release
mechanism, it swings down out of the
way for transfers. This type of
board can usually be operated by the
client and does not cause problems
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with the pelvis. However, it is not
adjustable for height and angle and
costs approximately fifty dollars
more than the swingaway amputee
board. The third type of board
assessed is similar in concept to
the swingaway amputee board in that
it  s wi n gs  o ut  of  t h e wa y a nd  i s
adjustable in angle and height. It
attaches to the wheelchair with a
footrest hanger to fit the client's
own wheelchair. At this time it is
available for a limited number of
wheelchairs and the cost is ninety
dollars more. If problems arise
with this type of board, it must be
returned to the manufacturer for
repair.

DESIGN

The design of the amputee board
pictured above consists of a padded
board with a zippered vinyl cover
and mounting hardware which attaches
it to the footrest hanger of the
wheelchair. The 1/2" plywood base
of the pad is 7" wide and 9" long.
The dimensions can vary according
to the size of the clients residual
limb and the width of the
wheelchair.) A 1 1/2" pad of medium
density foam is attached to the base
and covered with the vinyl cover.
Two pieces of commercially available
hardware by Millers' are used. The
first piece is a 6" adjustment bar
with a ball socket that is mounted
to the base using T -nuts and screws.
This controls the angle of the
board. The entire board is attached
to the upper most portion of the

footrest hanger using a mounting
base bracket. one end attaches to
the adjustment bar and the other to
the footrest hanger and is available
to fit 3/4 11, 7/8" and 1" wheelchair
tubing sizes. The adjustment bar
slides up and down in the bracket,
allowing for height adjustment.

DEVELOPMENT

The RTS originally designed this
amputee board for a bilateral below
knee amputee who was not a
prosthetic candidate and needed to
perform a transfer to her toilet
independently. She was unable to
maneuver the slide -in type of
amputee board. The pad portion was
originally the entire width of the
wheelchair and was mounted to one
footrest hanger. However, this was
not sturdy enough to support both of
her limbs, thus individual pads for
the right and left limbs were
fabricated and attached to the
respective footrests. The original
hardware used to attach the pad to
the mounting bracket was an L- shaped
bracket, but this was often not
sturdy enough to support a heavy
residual limb or a limb with a rigid
dressing. As a result, the original
bracket was changed to a ball socket
or a heavy duty L- bracket.

EVALUATION /DISCUSSION

The swingaway amputee board meets
all of the criteria for an effective
residual limb support. It has been
found that when a client is using
the wheelchair and is wearing their
prosthesis for a portion of the day
it is more efficient for the amputee
board to be mounted on a separate
footrest hanger without a footplate.
The amputee board and the standard
footrest can be alternated as
needed. The swingaway amputee board
has been shown to be an important
tool used for the rehabilitation of
below the knee amputees.
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A COMPARISON OF SWING -AWAY LATERAL TRUNK SUPPORT
FOR SEATING SYSTEMS

Robert B.  Stickney
Sunny Hill Hospita l for Children

Vanco uver , Bri tish Colu mbia
Canada

ABSTRACT

The following is a review of commercia l
swing -away latera l trunk supports that can
be used in the des ign of postural seating
systems . Those utilized are manufactured by
Advanced Enginee ri ng Labs , Freedom
Designs, Mulholland, and Otto Bock. Each has
a different approach to answering the need
for la tera l trunk supports that can be moved
out of the way for client transfers . This study
is ba se d on extens ive use of these four
sys tems in service delivery. The conclus ion
reached is that each style of swing -away
trunk latera l has its advantages and
disadvantages . The selection of which system
to use for a specific application depends on
the individual merits of the application.

INTRODUCTION

There has been an increase in the number of
comme rci a l ly available la tera l trunk supports
with a swing -away function. At present
there are 12 systems that we are aware of.
This hard ware provides client and caregivers
with full clearance for transfers into and out
of the seating sys tem. Swing -away hardware
allows the use of curved trunk latera ls to
provide anterior trunk control. This often
reduces the need for extra strapping.

Adaptive Engine ering Labs (AEL), Freedom
Designs, Mulholland, and Otto Bock are four
of the compa nies producing swing -away
lateral trunk supports of which we have
cons iderable experience in our service
delivery program. Each has a different
mechanism of locking the latera ls in position.
Operating under similar conditions , the
hardware must address the same problems
and cons tra ints such as:

-wear on the locking mechanism,
- binding due to forces from the client,
-build up of res idue,
- large forces on the locking mechanism due

to cons id erable mechanical disadvantage,
- inappropriate use due to caregivers

unfamili ar with their operation.

We are not aware of any published or
unpubl ished reports address ing this issue.

METHOD / APPROACH

The analys is  used was based on usage of  the
four sys tems in our service delivery program.
Those included were the A.E.L "Quick Plus
Lateral Brackets ", Freedom Designs "Swing -
away Trunk Supports " , Otto Bock " Moss STS
Supports ", and Mulholland "Trunk Control
Assemblies ". There were other sys tems that
are excluded for which it would be
interes ting to make similar comparisons but
we thought it was appropriate to include only
those systems with which we have suffic ient
e xp e r i e nc e .

A subjective analysis of the problems in
des ign, ability to accomplish seating goals,
and eas e  o f u se  was utilized for 102 sys tems
delivered. Feedback from the seating team,
community profess ionals , c lients , parents ,
and caregivers were taken into account as
were the incidences of component failures or
inadequacies. This analys is was affected by
the availability of commercia l swing -away
supports and limited to those with dynamic
and adjus table attributes .

RESULTS

-AEL or Freedom Design laterals allow greater
offsets to midline from the mounting bracket.
The AEL allowed an offset up to 2 1/2 "
including the pad, while Freedom Designs has
offset brackets allowing up to 4" including
pad.
-When trunk supports are needed on a
wheelchair the Otto Bock STS supports or
clamp style AEL attach directly to the
whee lchair canes .
-The pivot po int on t he AEL lateral is a t the
inside o f  t he bracket. When the pad swings
away it protects the client from the hardware
but the lateral is still in front of the back.
The Mulholland, Otto Bock, and Freedom
Designs swing clear of the back. The pivot
point of  t he Freedom Designs is at the side
while the Mulholland lateral pivots behind
the sys tem.
-The l ock s  of the  AEL, Freedom Designs, and
Mulholland latera ls are positive pin locks
while the Otto Bock lateral is positioned in a
saddle .
- Freedom Designs and Otto Bock have exposed
alien bolts where the pad attaches to the
hardware . AEL bolts were countersunk and
Mulholland bolts were partially covered by
the nauga hyde cov eri ng.
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RESULTS - c o nt

AEL Quick Plus Freedom Designs Otto Bock Moss Mul ho lla nd Trunk
Lateral Bracket Swi ng - a wa y S.T.S. Support C o nt ro l

Trunk Supports As s e mbl i e s
N u mb e r 8 in last year 36 in las t 2 years 38 in las t 6 years 25 in last 2 years
Ae s the ti c s Anodized black, Anodized black Al umi nu m and Anodized black,

powder coated s t ee l steel rods
Me c ha n i s m covered, spring, open, spring, pin open, rod sits in cove red, spring

lo ck s into steel strike saddle, lift 1/2" pin locks into
i n t o ha r d e n e d plate, locks  into to release steel post, pull
steel post, push bracket, lift. ring to release
button to release 1/4" to release

Mo u n t i n g 1/8 "x 1 1/2" 3/16"
x

2 1/4" c l a mp , al uminum blocks ,
Bra c k e t steel bar al umi nu m bar a l u m i n u m track, steel post,

bracket, 7/8" steel rod
steel rod

# of s tyles 4 4 3 1
(C ,Z,L,C i a m) (0, 1,2,3" offsets) are cus tom made)

a d j u s t me nt alien key alien keys alien keys alien keys
wi t h 1 size 2 s izes 2 sizes and 2 sizes

P hi l l i p s
s c r e w d r i v e r

Weight (lbs )
hardware

-

0.8 pair 0.$ pair 1.0 pair 2.8 pair
incl. pad

-

(4 x5 ) 6.4 pair 6.4 pair 7.2 pair 8.0 pair

Latera l pads/ abs / foam/ abs / foam/ mo ld ed abs / foam/
s u p p o r t s n a u g a h y d e n a u g a h y d e p o l y u r e t h a n e n a u g a h y d e

fo a m
stock sizes 13 4 3 10
custom sizes ye s ye s n o ye st hi c k n e s s 3 / 4 " 1 " 1 1/4" 3/4 "
a d j u s t me nt s 3 settings on slide adj. on tat. n o slide adj. on pad

front pla te 1" bracket 1 1/2" bracket /s lide adj.
/slide adj. on /slide adj. on on mo unti ng
mounting plate 2 mounting plate 3" bar /both limi ted
1/ 4 " by length of rods

a n g l e l a t e r a l l y ho r i zo nt a l l y any angle It o
a d j u s t me nt 30 in 10 out 20 up 20 down to 90
(d e gr e e s )

Cost $225.00 pr $300.00 pr $260.00 pr $565.00 pr
Canadian

DISCUSSION

As with any component for positioning a
client there are no absolute choices, each of
the swing -away lateral supports are useful in
their own right. Any of the swing -away
lateral trunk support hardware may be more
advantageous depending on the other factors
affecting the prescribed seating sys tem.
Aesthetics, durabili ty, ease of use,
adjustability and the ability to be customized
are factors to cons ider when making a choice .
Often overriding some of these technical /
therapeutic cons iderations are the necess ities
of cost, availability, and suitability to the
seating sys tem.

A e s t h e t i c s . Aes thetically all have been
acceptable to the client, parents and
caregivers. The AEL and Freedom Designs

styles were perceived more favorably due to
their slim lines and black coatings .

Ease of use. The ease of  us e of e ach sys tem
affected their acceptabili ty. The AEL release
mechanism was obvious and required lit tle
training. Freedom des igns and Mulholland
hardware needed demons tra tions and often
pra c ti c e .

All of the laterals would bind when client
pressure was applied latera lly or lifting
forces were applied to the dis tal pad. This
would greatly impede the operation of the
lateral and increase the frustra tion of the
user. Wear and tear on parts was also
accelerated. The Ott o Bock STS support is
easily used, however upward forces can i use
these latera ls to release unintentionally. . kEL
and Otto Bock are easily oae handed
operations while Freedom Designs and
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Mulholland often needed two hands to release
with one hand to relieve the la tera l force
while the other lifts or  p ul ls the pin. All
des igns needed pressure to counter the forces
from the client while the locks were released.

"T "and "1" Back. When "T" and "I" back
seating sys tems are used the swing -away
latera ls are better util ized. This keeps the
hardware offsets minimal while allowing a
closer fit, greater adjus tabili ty, and less
int er fer ence with arm functi on.

O ffs e t s . The larger offset brackets of
Freedom Designs are often required when not
using a "T" or "I" back s tyle  seat system.
These place an obs truction at the back of the
elbow which could limit function or hurt the
client. AEL mainta ins its flat profile to the
back cushion in these circumstances . The Otto
Bock allows a greater offset adjus tment than
the  A EL b u t i s less s table  due to a  l ong l ev er
arm to the pivot point and places an
obs truction behind the arm. All swing -away
lateral supports except Otto Bock are limited as
to degree they can open when a seating
sys tem is recessed between the canes .

A seating sys tem that is recessed between the
ca ne s  o r has an open back readily lends itself
to use o f  t he Mulholland latera ls. With open
access behind the mobility base and the
cons ideration of other compo nents such as
pelvic pos itioners , cus tom headrests , or
switch mo unts the bulk of hardware behind
the seat poses few problems. Whether one
compo nent is behind the seat or many the
attachment concerns are the same. There
may be pro blems if  t he seating is to be used in
other places .

Lateral pad s . In the pediatric use of these
latera ls, all were felt to limit function due to
the thickness of the  p ads . Cus tomizing the
pads was easily accomplished with AEL,
Freedom Designs , and Mulholland due to their
pad des ign. Customizing Ott o Boc k was not
poss ible and was therefore limited to their
three stock sizes. Customized lateral pads
were  made us ing ABS, a  thin fo am, and a
neoprene covering. Cus tom neoprene sleeves
were often ma de  fo r a l l styles of p ads to
protect the clients arms from bolt heads or
the edges of the bracket.

D u r a b i l i t y . Durability would be major
cons ideration when choo s ing a swing -away
lateral support. AEL and Freedom Designs had
only minor failures while Otto Bock shifted
out of pos ition and Mulholland locks
sometimes failed. The Freedom Designs and
Mulholland needed more maintenance. in the
form of frequent cleaning and oiling as their
springs and contact surfaces tended to stick as
the  surfaces wore. The clamping o f  t he Otto

Bock latera ls to the canes required regular
tightening of bolts due to the clamps slipping
on the round tubing of the wheelchairs .

We i ght . Weight would rarely be a priority
when selecting la tera l swing -away
ha r d wa r e .

Co st . Cost of  t he components vary greatly as
do supply and availability in Canada. Cost
had litt le to with the durabili ty, appearance,
or ability of the lateral support to be
cu s t o mi zed .

S U M M A R Y

A comparison of Adaptive Engineering Labs ,
Freedom Designs, Mulholland, and Otto Bock
swing -away latera l trunk supports has
demons trated all to be a great b enefit in
pos tural seating control. The major factors
when deciding which device to use are
aesthetics , durabili ty and the interference of
the pad or hardware with client function and
other seat hardware .

When multiple caregivers were involved
extra time was needed in demons tra ting and
practic ing use of the swing -away latera l
trunk supports. AEL were chosen most often
when greater client independence was
sought. Freedom Designs were preferred
when cus tom pads were necessary due to
their adjustability and ease of cus tomization.
While Mulholland latera ls were utilized more
often when other supports such as pelvic
pos itioners or shoulder supports were to be
used as well.

Failure of components was highes t with the
Mulholland locks while AEL and Freedom
designs were felt to be the most pos itive
locking. Otto Bock latera ls  were the mos t
easily knocked out of adjus tment and were
also most likely to release unintentionally.

Availability of components was a more
important factor than cos t and all swing -
away lateral supports were felt to be quite
e xp e n s i v e .

Robert B. Stickney
Pos itioning Devices Technologis t
Sunny Hill Hospital for Children
3644 Slocan Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
Ca na da
V5M3E8
(604)- 436 -6502
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Kevin Caves, B.S.M.E., Paul Meadows, M.S.,
Don McNeal, Ph.D., Jan Furumasu, RPT, Irene Gilgoff, M.D.

Rancho Rehabilitation Engineering Program
Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center

Downey, CA

Abstract

Advancements in technology and training
methods have made it possible to provide power
mobility to younger children. Here we describe
a remote radio frequency (RF) wheelchair stop
switch intended for use by parents in emergency
safety situations or by clinicians during power
mobility  training. The system is based on a RF
car alarm, modified to cut off power to the
wheelchair control module.

Background

Many advances have been made in  technology
and training methods, which have enabled
younger children to receive power mobility.
Several studies have shown the importance of
early power mobility for children (1,2), and
manufacturers have developed pediatric size
power wheelchairs.

While independent power mobility is very
beneficial to  children several factors combine to
make it a dangerous proposition. Pediatric
wheelchairs can weigh upwards of 150 pounds
without the child  in  the chair and while these
chairs are smaller, they often have the same
motors and power as adult wheelchairs. This
power can make these chairs climb an wall and
flip rather than stopping. For a parent or trainer
to manually  stop such weight and power can be
difficult or impossible. Also, children are
curious. This curiosity can cause problems for
adults because they can not simply grab a child
who is in danger due to the size of the wheelchair.

Statement of Problem

Rehabilitation Engineering was contacted by the
Pediatric Service to develop a remote emergency
stop switch forpower wheelchairs. This switch
system could be used by parents in  emergency
safety situa tions or by rehab ilita tion
professionals during power mobility training.

Design

There were several design criteria that were
incorporated into the device.

1. The device must stop a power wheelchair
on command from a distance of at least
25 feet.

2. Device should work with a variety of
wheelchairs.

3. The device should have different channels
to allow several wheelchairs to be
independently stopped (during training
sessions).

4. The device should not require
modification to any of the wheelchair's
wiring.

In order that the switch operate over a distance
yet not be connected to the chair, it was decided
that the device be radio frequency (RF)
controlled. The system was designed to interrupt
the power to  the wheelchair's control module.
This was to  ensure that the device would work
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with different wheelchair systems and not
require modification to wheelchair wiring.
Taping into the control module or joystick could
potentially void the manufacturer's  warranty.

Development

A Ninja RF auto car alarm was modified to open
a 60 amp, normally closed relay. The Ninja car
alarm provided a small package, a keychain sized
transmitter switch, and 512 possible digital
codes. The car alarm was used to  drive a NPN
bipolar transistor which energized the relay, and
cut off battery power to the wheelchair
controller. The receiver board and relay are
always powered. The system was packaged in  a
plastic enclosure.

A smaller RF transmission package has been
identified as well as a physically  smaller relay.
This should reduce the overall size of the device.
Future development plans include investigation
of use with a variety wheelchair systems.

Evaluation

Testing found that cutting the po wer to the
wheelchair at the battery worked well for
wheelchairs at slow to moderate speeds. At high
speeds the wheelchair module stores power
which will cause  th e chair t o  coas t t o  a  st op.
The distance the chair moves before it stops is  a
fun ction of the speed and te rrain. Our tests
were on an Everest and Jennings Xcaliber with a
Dufco Multimode. Top speed settings which
allowed immediate cutoff were Outdoor -60% and
Indoor -80 %. In general these speeds are
sufficient for the young or inexperienced driver
population who would require such a device.
Also, most of the power wheelchair
manufacturers have systems of adjustment which
prevent accidental modification, so that the
performance parameters are protected. This will
reduce the chance that the settings could be
changed.

At the time of this paper, the device was
scheduled for evaluation with a ten year old girl.

Discussion

As we look to  provide independent mobility  to
younger children it is  important to  realize that
though they can operate this sophisticated
technology, they are still children. By providing
power mobility we are expanding children's
access to  their environment. They are able to
explore, interact and even get into trouble. It is
our responsibility to ensure that the driving
experience is  a safe one.
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INTRODUCTION

Powered wheelchairs are an option of
choice in provi ding a means of
independent mobility to individuals who do
not possess the physical capacity to propel
a manual device. Providing powered
mobility to persons with both physical and
cognitive impairments has been a
controversial issue among rehabilitation
professionals as some people do not feel
that individuals who fall into this category
possess the skills necessary to operate
and maintain a device safely or effectively'
A powered mobi l ity simulator was
developed based on the concept and work
of Mark Bresler and his Turtle Trainer2. Our
design concept is a motorized platform to
which an individual's manual wheelchair
can be mounted and fastened to
experience actual powered mobility. It
serves as an assessment and training
device to provide critical information on an
individual 's abiiity to operate a powered
mobility device.

BACKGROUND

Evaluation and prescription of the optimal
powered mobili ty device for an individual
depends on several factors that includes a
c o m p re he ns i ve i n t e rd i s c i p l i na ry
c o l l abo ra t i on of reha b i l i ta t i on
professionals, the candidate, and
significant family or caregivers3. Generally,
the protocol for evaluation and prescription
of these devices is as follows;

1) assessment of the individual 's
neuromuscular movement and tone as well
as cognitive and perceptual capabilities
that will affect the ability to use the device

2) assessment of the individual's level of
ability to complete daily tasks

3) assessment of the individual's home,
work/school, family, social, and community
environments that wil l play a role in the
ability to use the device

4) assessment of the individual's ability to
access and operate an input device such

as a switching system or joystick needed to
control the wheelchair appropriately

5) assessment of the person's seating
needs to determine what system will
provide the most appropriate postural
support for controlling the device

Evaluating a cognitively and physically
impaired person's ability to operate a
powered mobility device is often difficult as
one can only speculate performance
based on the individual's past performance
at related tasks. Successful powered
mobility is a complex integration of various
skills that have perhaps only been
obs erved in cont rol led isol ated
environments. For example, an individual
may possess the capabi li ty to activate a
switch for the cause - effect task of turning a
radio on however, can the individual
activate the same switch to propel a
powered wheelchair through the doorway
without striking an obstacle? Snell and
Balfour 4 state that individuals who have
long been dependent for mobi li ty needs
have never had the opportunity to develop
the skills necessary for independent
mobility. From this, one assumes that the
training process for these individuals will
involve significant remediation in skill
development.

Traditionally, powered mobility training for
the cognitively impaired involves a series
of progressive training phases ranging
from and starting with simple cause - effect
understanding, to using a switch control
interface in simulated activities related to
powered mobility (such as a computer
based simulation program), and finally to a
trial phase of actual powered mobility in a
trial chair. This method is by far not the
most efficient as two documented case
studies by Chase & Bailey 5 and Bailey &
DeFelice 6 have reported that the entire
process has taken up to five years. Another
problem with this method relates to the fact
that persons with significant cognitive
problems may have di fficulty with carry-
over of skil l from one activi ty, such as a
computer simulated task, to control of an
actual powered wheelchair.
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Placing the candidate in a trial powered
wheelchair often involves removing them
from their familiar specialized seating
environment. This takes away the postural
support necessary for them to effectively
access and control the interface needed to
operate the mobility device therefore, is not
a fair measure of their ability to use it.

Equipment vendors, who supply trial
devices, are also limited in the availability
of trial wheelchairs thus can only offer the
equipment for a short time -span which is
insufficient to provide enough information
regarding an individual 's abil ity to use it
successfully.

There are also problems with the person's
special ized interfacing control device
being electronically incompatible with the
trial chair since standardization of
interfacing is nonexistant.

The above mentioned problems, input from
therapist actively involved in the evaluation
and prescription of powered mobility
devices for people with cognitive and
physical impairments, and our own
experiences in providing the technology
compelled us to design a device that w ill
serve the following needs;

1) actual simulation of powered mobility

2) the ability for the user to remain in their
own seating environment

3) compatibility with virtually any joystick or
other switch interface device

4) continuous availability for long -term
assessment and training protocols

5) universal accessibility
varying disabilities

by people with

Photo 1:
Powered Wheelchair Mobility Simulator

METHOD

Fabrication and design of the device
involved taking the existing base of a
powered wheelchair and modifying the
chassis to fit a platform to which a manual
wheelchair could be mounted. The
Invacare Arrow XT was chosen as it is
available with microcomputer controls that
allows for electronic compatibility with a
multitude of switch options. The on -board
computer also allows for variabilitv in
speed, turning, acceleration, and
deceleration control. An attendant control
is provided with the unit that enables the
therapist to override the user's controls in
hazardous situations.

The front end of the chassis was cut and
removed leaving only the two motors, the
drive system, and m icrocomputer. A 36"
long and 25" wide frame was constructed
out of steel and welded to the residual
base. A housing unit was placed at the
front of the frame to encase a four hundred
pound industrial strength double caster
that would support the device. Two 36"
long and 6 3/4" wide plastic runners were
cut and inserted on both sides of the frame
to support the user's wheelchair. The
battery box was attached behind the caster
housing underneath the user. A steel
bracket was mounted to the rear of the
frame that prevents the rear wheels of the
user,s chair from rubbing against the tires
of the power base. This bracket is also
fashioned with a nylon webbing strap that
wraps around the user's wheelchair frame
and is tightened with a ratchet to secure
the chair safely in place. Two additional
straps were provided at the front of the
platform to anchor the casters in place.

Photo 2: Powered Wheelchair Mobility Simulator
mounted with manual wheelchair. Also, switch
control options are shown.
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Once the user's manual wheelchair has
been mounted and secured to the platform,
the switch control system is connected to
the power base and positioned in the most
appropriate way for access. Switch
controls can be placed on a lap tray or on a
mounting arm that can be adjusted in
various positions depending on the user's
need. The parameters are entered into the
microcomputer to adjust for control needs.
The attendant control is plugged into the
unit and used by the therapist to stop and
redirect the user when necessary.

RESULTS

A prototype of the device has been in use
for approximately six months by the
therapy staff with several clients who were
selected as potential users of powered
mobility. The initial responses by the staff
have been favorable. The simulator has
been well received by a multitude of
rehabilitation professionals at conferences

and workshops. Demands for use of the
device are continuously being received
from other centers who wish to try it with
their clients. As the demand cannot be met,
plans are underway to construct additional
prototypes and ultimately find a
manufacturer who is willing to mass
produce them.

CONCLUSION

A Powered wheelchair mobility simulator
has been developed based on a previous
design concept and existing technology. It
serves as a tool to enhance the evaluation,
training, and prescription process of
providing powered mobility to individuals
with physical and cognitive limitations. It
should assist in providing vital information
as to an individual's ability to successfully
operate a powered mobility device. A
prototype has been well received and used
by therapist in the clinic. Plans are in place
for a research study that will determine its
efficacy in simulating actual powered
wheelchair mobility as well as to develop
appropriate protocols for maximum
utilization.
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A MODIFICATION OF JOYSTICK ASSEMBLIES TO
LIMIT THE EXCURSION AND FORCE APPLIED BY THE USER

by Jody J. W hitmyer
Whitmyer Biomechanix, Inc,

ABSTRACT

Proportional contro l joysticks are, by concensus,
preferable to  o ther types o f  Input drive contro ls
used o n motorized wheelchairs because they
provide the user with f inely graded movement and
enhance their maneuverabili ty. These joysticks are
f requently a t risk of damage when used by
Individuals with high tone o r spostici ty due to  the
mechani sm's inherent ly de l i ca te desi gn.
Described in this article are two  dif ferent types o f
linkage  devi ces whi ch have  been ret ro f i t ted to
interface with Invocare's proportional joysticks to
prevent the mechanism f rom trave li ng past it 's
range o f  excursion, whi le also  limit ing the fo rce
applied to  them.

BACKGROUND

Two client's, ages 31 and 33, bo th diagnosed with
cerebral palsy, spastic quadroplegia, currently
reside in a state residential care facility and had
both been using Invacare Arrow conventional
frame power chairs. Due to their extremely high
tone, both clients had a history of damaging their
joysticks thru their normal driving operations. Each
client had required the replacement of their
inductive joysticks numerous times in the course of
a three year period. Besides the frustraton
experienced by the clients during "down" time, the
replacement costs for the joysticks and labor to
install them was becoming an expensive
reoccurence.

OBJECTIVE

Both clients were assessed for new powered
mobility systems. Because both client's had
become quite proficient at driving with proportional
controls, alternatives were sought which would
permit this. Invacare XT power bases were chosen
and the objective was to build a type of force
limiting device to protect the delicate joysticks
from the movement of the clients.

APPROACH

Two di ff erent approaches were uti lized. The first
method (see f igure 1) involved the fabrication o f a
metal housing constructed o f  a luminum channel
that was bolted over the top of  the factory joystick.
A linkage assembly, made of  a nylon material, was
then added to the inside of the housing where one
end slipped over the factory joystick and the other
end was attched to  a secondary joystick. Pivioting
for the secondary joystick was accomplished using

a spherical rod end coupler attached to  the inside
of  the housing, The ho le in the top side o f  the
housing was cut to a diameter that would limit the
amount o f  excursion on the secondary joystick,
thus stopping the factory joystick befo re it reached
it's full travel. Both of the left and right motor leads
were then swapped to compensate for the action
o f  the linkage assembly to reassign directional
commands.

The second method employed a f lat plate surface .
that was horizontally positioned above the factory
joystick (see figure 2) using ball and socket
hardware. A large diameter ho le was cut directly
over the joystick assembly, A pair of bushings were
then fabricated to f it thru the hole and bolt together
with a loose enough f i t that they could easi ly slide
within the full area of the circular hole. In the bottom
of the paired bushings was a hole that was drilled to
allow the joystick gimble to  f it  into. A secondary
joystick that the user would grasp was then added
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to the top o f the limiter. The size of the hole which
the bushings moved within was critical in limiting the
excursion of the factory joystick. Return to neutral in
both of the methods described, relied on the spring
tension in the factory joystick.

DISCUSSION

Both of  these devices have been in use on a
regula r bas is f o r more than a year without any
damage occuring to  the inductive joysticks. The
few down times the clients have experienced have
been caused by totally unrelated incidents such as
battery charge and loose connections. Although
bo th o f  these methods have been successful in
protecting the factory joysticks, the team prefered
the second method because of  i t's simplici ty and
it's easier fabricaton requirements.

AUTHOR:

Jody J, Whitmyer
Whitmyer Biomechanix, Inc.
848 Blountstown Hwy., Suite H
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
904.575.5510
Fax 904.576.4798
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DEVELOPMENT OF A POWERED ELEVATING LEGREST SYSTEM (PELS)

William D. Evans  and  Julie J.  Mund ay
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Rehabilitat ion Techno logy As ses sment S ection

Baltimo re,  Maryland  21202

ABSTRACT

A powered elevating legrest system (PELS) was
developed for wheelchair users who require
elevating legrests but cannot manage the elevating
task manually. One of two variations of the system
can be installed on either a manual or powered
wheelchair. The PELS uses switch controlled
electric actuators to  raise and lower the legrests.
Initial review is positive. Benefits include increased
independence for the wheelchair user and reduced
incidence of back strain for the caregiver.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The ability to  elevate the legrests on a standard
powered or manual wheelchair is  a necessity for
some individuals. Elevating legrests are medically
required for those with edema in the lower
extremities or environmentally required because of
obstacles such as unusually high door thresholds.
When using a standard wheelchair, the legrest is
elevated manually either by the wheelchair user or
a caregiver. However, for some individuals,
manually lifting the legrest is  a difficult, if not
impossible, task. Currently, commercial powered
legrests elevate only in coordination with powered
reclining backrests.

OBJECTIVE

A PELS has been developed to provide an
alternative for those wheelchair users who require
elevating legrests, without a coordinated reclining
back but who cannot manually elevate the legrests.

DESIGN /DEVELOPMENT

The PELS requires two 24 volt, 100 pound force
actuators to raise and lower elevating legrests
currently used on powered and manual wheelchairs.
The entire system consists of two electric actuator
assemblies with mounting clamps, two lift wedges,
and a fused wiring harness with toggle switch
controls. For manual wheelchair applications, two
6.5 amp -hour sealed lead -acid batteries, two battery
holders, and a charger are also required. The
mounting clamps which attach the actuators to the
side of the wheelchair and the slide mechanisms
which permit the actuators to elevate the legrests
are composed of machined aluminum alloy. A
separate actuator is used for each legrest. The
stock manual elevating legrests are modified by
removing the hardware that holds them in elevated
positions and installing lift wedges which determine
the maximum height to which the legrests will
elevate. The wiring harness is connected to  the
existing battery system of a powered wheelchair or,
in the case of a manual wheelchair, it is connected
to the two small batteries added to the rear portion
of the wheelchair frame. The double -pole, double -
throw, momentary control switches, which are
mounted in an accessible location on either the left
or right side of the wheelchair, permit unilateral
control of the legrests.

Mounting
Bta cke tl

When either switch is pushed forward, the actuator
assembly extends and elevates the respective
legrest. When the switch is pushed rearward, the
actuator assembly retracts allowing gravity to
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slowly return the legrest to the down position.
With the actuator retracted and the legrest in the
down position, the legrest can be rotated to the side
and removed. The system is designed for easy
removal to allow the wheelchair to be returned to
its original condition. When installed on a manual
wheelchair, limited folding capability still exists.
The PELS adds approximately 8 pounds additional
weight to a powered wheelchair and 20 pounds
additional weight to a manual wheelchair. In either
the powered or manual wheelchair versions, the
mounting brackets may require customization
depending upon the application and wheelchair
model. It is not certain that either version will be
compatible with all wheelchairs.

ml
l

Li ing Roller � ..

Maximum IpIpIIHeight Adjustment III�I�� I�I

EVALUATION

Laboratory

The PELS was attached to a powered wheelchair,
loaded, and subjected to some preliminary fatigue
testing. No failures or adverse effects on the
wheelchair frame or electrical system were noted.
Additional testing is planned.

Clinical

The PELS has been reviewed and operated by
clinicians and wheelchair users on a limited basis.
Initial reaction to the PELS has been extremely
positive. Powered operation of elevating legrests
offers independence to the wheelchair user and
reduced attendant care and back strain. Operation
of the system is easily accomplished by accessible
switches. Unilateral elevation of the is also
beneficial. The additional weight of the power pack
on manual wheelchairs appears to be negligible
during wheelchair propulsion. However, it may be
a factor when transporting the wheelchair. The
batteries can be removed from their cases to reduce
the additional weight during transport activities.

Additional clinical trials are planned with manual
and power wheelchair users. It is believed that the
powered elevating legrests can be beneficial to a
variety of individuals with different disabilities who
must elevate their lower extremities. The switch
mechanism can be altered to enable operation by a
variety of controls, e.g., pneumatic, chin.

DISCUSSION

Further evaluation is planned in order to obtain
additional clinical information. It is believed that
the PELS could be a viable alternative to existing
elevating legrests. Due to the individual
modifications necessary to attach the mounting
brackets of the PELS onto specific wheelchairs, it
may be necessary for the PELS to be offered by
individual wheelchair manufacturers as an option.
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Evaluation of an Isometric Joystick For Power Wheelchair Control
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ABSTRACT

Many power wheelchair users with severe intention
tremor, limited range of motion, or spastic hypertonia
may benefit from a stationary joystick that uses force as
the control signal. An isometric, force- sensing joystick
has been designed for control of a power wheelchair.
The joystick was compared with a standard displacement
joys tick in a wheelchair driving test us ing non-
wheelchair users(n=18) and experienced power chair
users (n=4). The subjects displayed increased, but not
significant (p = 0.069), ability to control the wheelchair
using the isometric joystick.

INTRODUCTION

Many preliminary studies have shown that people who exhibit
intention tremor show some improvement in tracking tasks
when using an isometrically restrained or damped controller
(Repperger 1991, Durie 1980, McGill 1990, Bennett 1987).
Other studies, however, conclude that isometric joysticks offer
no advantage over displacement joysticks (Riley 1987, Stewart
1990, 1991, Sengupta 1974, Adelstein 1981). In each of these
studies, the subjects were tested with a computer tracking test
in which the subject used the joystick to move a cursor to a
moving target. This kind of test does not accurately simulate
the feedback one receives from controlling a wheelchair.
Driving a wheelchair involves proprioceptive and vestibular
feedback as well as visual cues. A computer tracking test only
measures the subjects' visual ability and handleye coordination.

An isometric, force - sensing joystick was designed to directly
replace an existing displacement joystick currently standard
with Quickie Design's P100 and P300 model power
wheelchairs. The joystick consists of a steel shaft
instrumented with strain gauges in two full bridge
configurations. One bridge supplies the directional signal and
one bridge provides speed information for forward and reverse.
The electronics are designed so that the output mimics the
output of the displacement joystick so no modifications to the
motor controller circuitry are required. The sensitivity of each
bridge can be set independently as well as the damping cutoff
frequency.

TESTING

The purpose of the testing was to investigate whether users
were able to control a power wheelchair with the isometric
joys tick better than or as  well as  with a conventional
displacement joystick.

The subject pool consisted of 18 ambulatory novice power
wheelchair users (4 female and 14 male) with no upper
physical impairment and 4 experienced power wheelchair users
(2 female and 2 male).

Novice wheelchair users were used to minimize the probability
of a subject having a preconceived preference for or experience
with either type of joystick. Experienced power wheelchair
users were included to provide qualitative information and to
validate the feasibility of an isometric joystick.

TABLE 1 - Subject Data

Mean
Age 34.6 f 10.2 years
Weight 171.9 t 46.0 pounds
Height 68.0 ± 4.0 inches
Years of wheelchair use* 13.8 t 5.2 years

* Experienced wheelchair user subjects, n = 4.

EQUIPMENT

A Quickie Designs, model P300, power wheelchair was used
as the test chair. It was equipped with a padded, planar seating
system (16" wide, 16" deep, 21" back height),
removable /adjustable arm rests, and removable (non adjustable)
footrests on an adult -sized rigid frame, total weight of the chair
was 180 pounds. The rear wheels were 20" in diameter and the
pneumatic front casters were 10" in diameter. The maximum
speed attainable was 6 mph. The chair was equipped with a
microcontroller -based control system (Dynamic, New Zealand).

The power wheelchair was equipped with a chalk holder
constructed from aluminum to mark the path. The holder was
clamped to a horizontal cross brace on the wheelchair frame.
The arm of the holder was allowed to pivot freely. The weight
of the arm placed sufficient pressure on the chalk to mark a
path. The chalk, a piece of 1" diameter colored sidewalk chalk,
was positioned between the axles of the front casters. The
chalk was encased in a block of foam, to absorb the shock due
to the rough surface, and held in place with duct tape.

A inductive joystick (Flightlinks) and an isometric joystick
prototype were used in the testing. The handle for the
isometric joystick was a dome shaped knob, approximately 3"
in diameter, 1/2" thick in the center tapering to 1/8" thick at
the outer edge, and was turned on a lathe from 6061T6
aluminum (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 - Isometric Joystick

The test course (Figure 2) was designed as a continuous set of
tasks that modeled tasks performed on an everyday basis by
power wheelchair users. The overall length of the course was
190 feet and was marked with duct tape on a level asphalt
surface. The tasks were:
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TABLE 2 - Tasks

Task 1 180 degree left turn (10'radius)
Task 2 180 degree right turn (10' radius)
Task 3 straight path (25'length)
Task 4 90 degree left turn (13'radius)
Task 5 90 degree right turn (13' radius)
Task 6 360 degree left circle (16' circumference)
Task 7 90 degree turn while in reverse (5.5' radius)
Task 8 straight path in reverse (18' leng(h)

star % 1 forward

reve

- feverse

Numbers in () denote Tasks

Length of each task:
(1) l0'
(2) lo'
(3) 25'
(4) 13'
(5) 13'
(6) 16'
(7) 5.5'
(8) 18' onion

j l

FIGURE 2 - Test Course

Prior to testing, a person traversed the test course multiple
times to determine approximately how many trials would be
needed to establish a steady -state value for completion time.
Steady state was reached when the subject's completion time
differed by less than 10% from the previous trial. It was
determined that a subject could reach a steady completion time
in approximately 5 trials.

Each subject was asked to maneuver the test chair using one of
the two joysticks along the test course. Each joystick was
mounted on the armrest using the mounting arm standard with
the P300. It was positioned on the right side for right- handed
subject and on the left for left -handed subjects. Fore /aft
placement was per the subject's preference. Subjects were
randomly assigned to use the isometric joystick first or the
displacement joystick first. Each subject was instructed to
travel at the fastest speed that was comfortable and to keep the
chair centered on the tape. Subjects were not allowed any trial,
runs or practice with either joystick. The time required for the
subject to complete the course was recorded for each trial.
When the subject's time from one trial to the next differed by
less than 10 %, the chalk holder on the chair was allowed to
drag, marking the course of the chair. The other joystick was
then installed on the chair and the test was repeated. Each
subject was then asked to complete a survey regarding their
assessment of the isometric joystick.

DATA COLLECTION

Five equidistant points for each of the 8 tasks were marked.
The lateral distance from the center of the tape at each mark to
the chalk line created by the chair was measured and recorded at
each point for each task.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Two-way ANOVA's were performed on the data for each task,
each joystick, each subject group (experienced and novice
wheelchair users). Leaming effects were also explored for each
joystick by analyzing the completion times for each trial.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS

The results of the ANOVA analysis comparing the overall
average deviation for all subjects for the displacement joystick
(DJ) and the isometric joystick indicate that the subjects'
performance with the isometric joystick, while not
significantly better (p5 0.05), was slightly better for all the
tasks combined (p = 0.069). The non - wheelchair user subjects
had a significantly lower mean path deviation (p = 0.0001)
than the experienced wheelchair users. This could be attributed
to the small sample size for the experienced wheelchair users.
The tasks where the mean path deviation was significantly (p
g 0.05) greater for the isometric joystick were the left and
right 90 degree turns for all subjects, the reverse turn for the
novice wheelchair subjects, and the left 180 degree turns for
the experienced wheelchair users. For the straight reverse
task the mean deviation for the isometric joystick was
significantly lower than the DJ (p = 0.05). The differences in
the mean deviation for the straight forward and the circle tasks
were substantial but not significant (p = 0.062 and p = 0.065
respectively).

The order with which the subjects performed the tests did have
a significant (p = 0.04) effect on mean path deviation. All
subjects performed better with the second joystick with one
exception. The experienced wheelchair user subjects that
started with the isometric joystick had a lower mean path
deviation for the isometric joystick (m = 4.525) than for the
DJ (m = 5.181). The subjects' completion times also
improved with the second joystick but by the fifth trial the
times were similar for both joysticks and regardless of which
joystick was used first. There was a more dramatic decrease in
the mean limes from the first trial to the second for the
isometric joystick ( -19.7 seconds for the isometric joystick and
-2.5 seconds for the displacement joystick, a decrease of 21.1%
and 3.05% respectively) but the mean times between the two
joysticks for the third, fourth, and fifth trials were within 3%.

SURVEY RESULTS

Of the ambulatory subjects, 12 out of 18 favored the isometric
joystick while none of the four wheelchair user subjects
preferred the isometric joystick even though statistically they
performed equally as well with the isometric joystick. Of the
6 ambulatory subjects who chose the DJ, most indicated that
they would have preferred the isometric joystick if it were
more sensitive and required less effort or if the handle was
more comfortable. The 4 ambulatory women subjects were
included in those 6 who chose the DJ. 36°% of the subjects
reported some fatigue (including 3 of the 4 wheelchair -using
subjects), 50% of the subjects reported some soreness in the
hand or wrist, and 32% of the subjects experienced frustration
while using the isometric joystick.

Although none of the wheelchair -user subjects chose the
isometric joystick as a preference, all were enthusiastic about
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the concept and felt if given a sufficient amount of time to
adjust to i t , they might be  better able  to make a  fa ir
assessment of the isometric joystick. Also, experienced users
tend to travel at top speed for longer periods of time and might
fatigue faster with the  isometric joys tick at its current
sensitivity.

Some of the comments made by the subjects on the survey
form stated that the isometric joystick was not sensitive
enough and required too much force for full speed. Many
negative comments were also made about the shape and size of
the handle. Some subjects also felt that the chair slowed
down, specifically on the straight forward task, and that the
isometric joystick should somehow incorporate a "cruise
control ". Some subjects felt that changing directions was
much smoother with the isometric joystick. Those subjects
who preferred the DJ commented that they felt more
comfortable with the feedback of the positional joystick.

On the survey, the subjects were asked to rate six
characteristics of the isometric joystick on a scale of 1 to 5
with i being poor and 5 being excellent. The following table
lists the average value of the responses.

Table 3
-

Survey Responses

Cateeory _M= S(d, Dev, Err r

Appearance 4.182 .853 .182
Ease of Use 3.273 1.241 .265
Maneuverability 3.818 1.006 .215
Control 3.409 1.054 .225
Acceleration 3.591 1.098 .234
Comfort 3.409 1.098 .234

DISCUSSION

The statistical results lend mild support to the hypothesis that
power wheelchair users would have better chair control with an
isometric joystick even though the difference between the
joysticks was not significant. The significant difference in the
time decrease from trial one to trial two for the isometric
joystick compared with that for the  DJ implies that the
learning curve for the isometric joystick has a much steeper
slope. One subject who was having a lot of difficulty using
the isometric joystick was instructed to not concentrate on
what his hand was doing, he immediately relaxed and gained
full control over the chair. This incident shows that a lack of
feedback can sometimes increase performance by relegating the
task to a more intuitive level. This is consistent with the
significant decrease noted in the average time for the first trial
to the second; the subject is no longer focusing on the
mechanics of using the isometric joystick.

The slowing down of the chair when using the isometric
joystick that some subjects mentioned in the survey was most
likely due to the relaxation of the arm muscles after the initial
thrust against the joystick. This type of muscle activity is
consistent with a displacement joystick where only an initial
movement is necessary to activate the joystick. The isometric
joystick requires a sustained muscle contraction. The subjects
that complained of fatigue and soreness may have been
pushing harder than necessary for full speed. Because the
isometric joystick gave no feedback or indication when full
scale output was reached, the subjects may have continued to
increase the force in an attempt to go faster than the controller
allowed, resulting in wasted energy and muscle fatigue. This
condition would probably diminish after the user became
familiar with the isometric joystick and how much force is
required to maintain full speed.

CONCLUSION

The isometric joystick design principle developed here can also
be extended to other applications as well; chin controls, foot
controls, possibly even a proportional switch. The prototype
isometric  joystick produced in this project has been
demonstrated to be functionally and economically viable as a
control interface for a power wheelchair. Further development
and refinement is necessary to improve the design and prepare
it as a commercially available product.
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ABSTRACT
T his  p a p er d es c rib es  the d es ign and  imp lementatio n o f a
highly reliab le wheelc hair and  p rop o ses  intelligent d iagno s -
tics for imp roved  effic ienc y. This improved effic iency is
ac hieved  by automatic ally d etec ting d egrad atio ns  in perfo r-
mance and rec o mmend ing preventative maintenanc e to
inc rease the us eful lifetime of the wheelchair. Artificial neural
netwo rks  c an b e us ed to  c hec k fo r d egrad atio ns in c rit ic al
co mp onent perfo rmance, such as  t ire pres sure,  frame d egra-
datio n,  and  motor p erformanc e.  Als o,  faults  in the co ntro ller
elec tro nic s , moto r d rives ,  and interc o nnected wiring can b e
detected , located,  and  rec onfigured around.

MOTIVATION

Preliminary inves tigations have shown that inc reases in
wheelc hair reliab ility have c o me b y either the ad d it io n o f
diagnostic  sens ors o r inc orporating the increased  durability of
ind ividual compo nents. Diagno stic sensors inc lude such
things  as watchd o g t imers  and  battery monitors .  Inc reas ed
durability includes  using a better or stro nger grade of material
for belts  or gears , and  placing more frame members o r s tro n-
ger frame joints in a wheelchair frame.  Bo th of thes e methods
have pro ven highly effective in increas ing wheelc hair reliabil-
ity. However, the wheelchair indus try has inco rporated the use
of these features in o nly the mos t rudimentary way.  Mo st s ys-
tems inco rp orating these features  d o so  o nly on the simp lest
of co mp onents  and  assume p erfect  o peratio n of s enso rs  and
other mo re co mp licated compo nents. lnvac are' s Ac tio n
Arrow line o f p owered  wheelchairs are arguab ly the state -o f-
the -an with res p ec t to  d iagno s tic  c ap abilit ies  (alo ng with
E &J' s Excalibur),  and  it falls well short of its po tential with
res pec t to  d iagno stic and  efficiency imp ro vement.  T here is
also  a limit on the level o f reliab ility that c an be c o st  effec -
t ively ac hieved  b y  us ing mo re d urab le c o mp o ne nts .  T wo
recent surveys [ 1,2] indicate that wheelc hair comp onents s till
fail quite freq uently.

Motivated  b y the need  to take full ad vantage of the c ap ab ili-
ties  of this  and o ther co mmercially available p latfo rms , this
wo rk attemp ts  to  extend wheelc hair d iagno s tic s to  inc lud e
motors , t ires,  and frame members.  By d etecting degradatio ns
in co mp onent performanc e,  p reventative maintenanc e can be
perfo rmed  and the us eful lifet ime of wheelc hairs can be
increas ed.

APPROACH
The next two s ub - section d escribe the design and implemen-
tation of a highly available microp roc ess or- -b ased c ontroller
for a powered wheelchair. By using the cap abilities o f the con-
troller to detect and  locate faulty components, and reconfigure
itself around these comp onents, this controller can continue to
operate inthe presence of failed compo nents.  Then a des crip-
tio n o f ho w thes e c ap ab ilit ies  c an b e extend ed  to  inc lud e
imp roved  efficienc y will b e presented.

De s i e n
A d iagram o f the system is s ho wn in Figure 1. T he co mmand
senso r o r jo ystic k mod ule consists  o f two  Hewlett - Pac kard
(HP) HRPG miniature o ptic al enco ders and four HP  HCTL-
2016 co unter s ingle chip integrated  c irc uits . The optical

enc oders pro duc e p ulses  which are transmitted to the co unter
chip s  as the jo ys tic k is moved alo ng either o f two  axis , for-
ward- reverse and left -right. Each of two counter chips records
the c urrent p o s it io n o f the jo ys tic k along that  axis .  T hes e
counters have an eight bit interface to the c ontroller mod ules
so that it  can be read at  any instant. T his arrangement is d upli-
cated fo r the redund ant system,  therefo re using four co unters.

The co ntroller mo d ule cons ists of a single Motoro la
MC 6 8 HC ll mic ro co ntroller, lo cal memo ry and two HP
HCT L -1100 p ulse width mod ulated (P WM) motor c ontro ller
chips . T he 68HCl l perio dically read s the joystick values  and
upd ates  the c ommand  regis ter of the HCT L -1100.  T he loc al
memory is used  to s tore the co ntrol and diagno stics  ro utines.
T he HCT 1,4 100  re c eives  an  eight  b it  c o mmand  ve lo c ity
fro m the 68HCll and  generates  a P WM s ignal to  the inter-
face and  b rid ge mod ules .  It also  rec eives  feedb ack fro m the
mo to r mo d ule  tac ho meter and  up d ates the P WM signals
b as ed  o n its  o wn in tegral velo c ity c o n tro l algo rithm.  T he
gain c oefficients for the c ontro l algo rithm in the HCT L -1100
are init ially supp lied  b y the user via the 68HC11.

T he interfac e and  b rid ge mo d ule c o ns is ts  o f fo ur Intema-
tio nal Rec tifiers  IR2110 level s hift and  b o o tstrap  interfac e
chip s and eight IRF Z42 high current po wer MOS FETs
arranged in two  H -b rid ge c o nfiguratio ns .  T he PWM s ignals
must be level shifted from 0 -5 vo lts to 0-15 volts to drive the
gates o f the MOS FET s and boo tstrapp ing must be performed
since all nFETs are used . This can b e acco mp lis hed b y using
a s ingle IR2110 integrated  c irc uit .  T he o utp uts  o f a s ingle
IR2110 go  to  the gates o f two nFETs,  therefore o nly fo ur are
needed

The mo tor mo d ule co ns is ts o f a relay,  two  permanent mag-
netic DC motors,  and  HP HEDS  -5500 shaft op tical encoders.
Velo city feed bac k is ac hieved  by sending the pulses  from the
optic al enc oder to  the HCTL -1100 o f the c ontroller mod ule.
The relay is used  to control which complete s ystem is d riving
the moto rs . T he mo to rs are 24 vo lt  DC p ermanent magnetic
mo to rs and  are no t d up lic ated.  The glo bal memo ry co ns ists
of a d ual p orted  RAM which allows both sys tem's  microco n-
troilers to  co mmunicate.  S pecific  lo cations  are reserved fo r
known variables and  an interrup t from one c o ntroller to  the
other can b e generated.

Operation
The mic roprocessors o f the two independent systems p eriod-
ic ally s ync hro nize thems elves to  s imultaneo us ly read fro m
the co mmand sens or. T his is  initiated  b y o ne o f the proc es -
sors (the master) handling an internal real t ime interrup t.  T he
mas ter sync hronizes  its elf to  the slave by writing to the dual
ported memo ry whic h interrup ts the slave. The slave
resp onds  b y ac knowledging the sync hronizatio n reques t and
read s the c o mmand  s ens or.  If  either s ys tem has  failed , the
other system o perates in stand alone mode and reads  from the
command s ensor by proc ess ing its real t ime interrupt witho ut
trying to  co mmunic ate with the failed s ys tem.  Having read
the c ommand  s ens or,  the two  systems  ind ep end ently calcu-
late the motor s peed s to  b e writ ten to  the motor c ontrollers .
Again, the master prompts the slave to exchange their calc u-
lated  mo to r s p eed s  and to  d ec id e o n their valid ity.  T hey
exc hange their respective d ec isions via the dual po rted mem-
ory. If b oth micro processo rs agree that the mo tor sp eed s are
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equivalent,  within s ome degree of acc urac y,  b oth will write to
their res pective motor c o ntro llers  and  no  o ther ac tion will b e
taken.  Even tho ugh bo th s ys tems  initiate drive s ignals  to  the
motor, o nly one actually co ntrols the motors  at any instant.

If either s ys tem d etec ts  a mis compare, bo th s ystems init iate a
co mp rehens ive s eries  of fault  lo c atio n ro utines  to  detemiine
whic h is  faulty.  T hey exchange their c ommand  s ens or values
and  o ther intermed iate values  and  try to d etermine where the
erro r o cc urred . S elf d iagnos tic  ro utines are tun by eac h p ro -
cess o r to  see if the fault can b e loc ated.  If  either s ystem can
determine that  it is the faulty one, it no tifies  the other, notifies
the us er that  it need s  to  b e rep lac ed , and  s huts  its elf  d o wn
until it is  rep lac ed o r p ro mp ted to return to  ac tion.  A failed
co ntroller, whic h has  turned its elf  o ff,  c an b e b ro ught b ac k
into  o p eratio n b y the c urrently running sys tem to  s ee if  its
previo us  fault was  trans ient o r p ermanent.  If  the s ame fault
can st ill b e detec ted , the failed system again shuts  itself  do wn
and will no t b e p ro mp ted  to  return to  action until it has  b een
rep lac ed and the co ntrollers are reset  by the user.

If neither system is ab le to lo cate the fault , bo th are inhib ited
and  this info rmation is relayed to the us er. The user may then
selec t either s ystem to  get him ho me if  neces s ary and  o ver-
rid e the mutual inhib itio n.  T his  is  known as  " failed  s afe"  in
that  the s ystem has  failed ,  b y no t kno wing which s ys tem to
let o perate the mo tors , but failed in s uch a manner that is s afe.

If  the c o mmunic atio n mec hanis m b reaks  d o wn o r the s lave
sys tem d o es  no t resp o nd  as  exp ected,  the master will no tify
the us er,  take c o nt ro l and  me rely ac t  in s tand  a lo ne mo d e
until res et.  If  the master sys tem fails, it relinq uis hes  co ntrol to
the slave. This pas sing of co ntrol is  usually achieved by co m-
munic atio n thro ugh the dual p orted memo ry, but if  this is  not
pos sible, bo th systems  monito r the c ontro l signal and  c an tell
if they have b een p as sed  c ontrol from the other without wam-
ing. In ad dition,  b oth s ys tems will period ically switc h control
bac k and  fo rth to allo w tes ting of their b ridge and  interfac e
mo d ules .

& Interface Mo dule

u
rap H- Bridge

H -Bridge I II Moto r Mo dule

Motor

Bridge & Interfac e Mo dule

g Ve tShift H -Bridge

As  lo ng as  the p ro ces s ors  are ab le to run their c o ntro l and
diagno stics  ro utines , no uns afe failures will o ccur in the co n-
troller. However, it is difficult to pred ict the effects that a run-
away processor will have on the system. Therefore, a
watchd og timer is used to p revent the p roc ess or fro m gett ing
out o f c o ntro l.  T his  watc hd o g t imer allo ws the p ro c es s o rs
and  the motor contro ls  to  gracefully die.

T he wheelc hair  c an  d ete c t  f aults  in the c o mma nd  s e ns o r
counter circ uitry, by utilizing a c us to m integrated  c ircuit [3],
all o f the ind ivid ual c o mpo nents  o f the c o ntro l mo dule and
the MOSF ET s of the H- b ridge. Faults  in the c ommand  s en-
so rs are d etected  b y c o mp aring the values read  in fro m the
two pro cess ors . Faults in the co ntrol module c omp onents are
detected by tradit ional means o f detec ting faults in digital c ir-
cuits .  Thes e inc lude memo ry c hec ks,  add ress  and  data b us
chec ks , ALU checks and regis ter chec ks . T he MOS FETS  in
the H- bridges can be tested b y alternately energizing and d e-
energizing the terminals  that feed  into the relay and  verifying
their operation via feedback to the processor.  Faulty intercon-
nectio ns between mo dules and  c o mp onents can b e detec ted
and,  mo re imp ortantly loc ated to s pec ific faults.

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT
This sec tion describ es  ho w this controller is able to perfo rm
intelligent d iagno s tic s fo r imp ro ved efficienc y.  T his wo rk
extend s the d etection c apabilit ies o f the c ontro ller to include
non - electronic c omponents o f the wheelchair and  those that
have no t b een replicated.  This wheelc hair not only achieves a
high degree of reliability, but is  also able to monitor its perfor-
manc e and detect and classify any degrad atio ns in
performanc e.

This  res earch us es intelligent d iagno s tic s b as ed o n mod el -
bas ed fault  d etec tio n fo r imp ro ved  effic ienc y.  T hes e tec h-
niques will enab le a microproces sor based wheelchair
controller to monitor sys tem parameters  (mo tor armature c ur-
rent and ac tual veloc ity) and to auto matically diagnose
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potential crit ic al c o mp o nent p erformanc e d egrad atio ns .  In
ad d it io n,  maintenanc e fac ilitat ing ro utines will b e imp le-
mented to  aid the us er in rep lac ing failed co mp onents.  T hese
co mp onents  c ons is t of mod ular,  eas ily replac eab le units  that
can b e pulled o ut and a rep lac ement p lugged  in without ever
needing the services of a technic ian.

The aim o f mo d el -b as ed  fault  d etec tio n fo r imp roved  effi-
c ienc y is  to  find  d egrad e d  c o mp o nents  in th e mo d e l o f a
system using p arameter o bs ervations.  T his invo lves  identify-
ing co mp onent failures whic h are resp onsible for
dis crepancies between ob served and predicted sys tem b ehav-
io r.  Onc e thes e disc rep ancies  have been detected , they mus t
be class ified in order to d ist inguish between individual faults,
multiple s imultaneo us faults,  or fals e alarms . T his p redic ted
sys tem b ehavio r of a c ontinuo us dynamic sys tem is b as ed on
a mathematical mo del express ed  in terms  o f many no n - linear
differential equations  and afford s an analytic al red undancy of
the system. As previo usly mentio ned , most exist ing self-diag-
no s ing wheelc hair sys tems  ad d res s only the most trivial
is s ues . T his  is  b ecause failure d etection,  in the p res enc e o f
no is e and  mo delling errors,  fault  c las sific ation (using signal
processing, pattern reco gnition, o r expert sys tems tech -
niq ues), s enso r failure is olation, and  s ys tem failure detec tion
often involve very co mplex models of ill - defined processes.

This wo rk p ro po ses to  c irc umvent thes e c o mp lexit ies  b y
using artificial neural netwo rks to detect and clas sify
degrad ed perfo rmanc e. In the p ast , exp ert  s ystems  have been
used to  s uc cess fully diagno se co mp onent failures  in elec tro-
mec hanic al s ys tems . However, they s uffer in their ability to
handle unanticipated situatio ns . Als o,  the c ausal relationship
between s ymp to ms and  dis ord ers  do  no t need  to  be clearly
defined for an artificial neural network. This metho d res olves
the fund amental c o mp utatio nal c o mp lexity p ro b lem whic h
has  p revio us ly limited  the us efulnes s  of mo d el -bas ed fault
detec tion tec hniq ues. Fault detection is ac c o mplis hed  b y
training an artific ial neural netwo rk to  recognize the s ignature
of res pec tive ineffic iencies.

Model -based fault detection has b een shown to achieve good
diagnostic c apab ilit ies in a wid e range of applications,  inc lud-
ing aerospace [41, industrial ro botics  [5], and pro cess c ontrol
[6].  Examp les  range from diagno stic s ys tems for the S p ac e
Shuttle main engine [7] to small s quirrel c age elec tric  mo to rs
[8]. Detro it Dies el Co rpo ratio n' s  engine monitoring s ystem
uses a redundant micro proces sor -based controller to perform
on -line diagnostics  and, with the aid of a hand held diagnostic
unit  and  a modem, c an p erfo rm troubles hooting for its  marine
engines  anywhere in the wo rld  [9]. Wo rk is c urrently being
performed  o n an art ific ial intelligenc e vers ion o f this engine
mo nito ring s ys tem.  T he tec hno lo gy for mod el -bas ed  fault
detec tion and  n eural network -bas ed classific ation already
exis ts  and  o nly n eed s  to  b e incorp orated into  wheelc hair
design.

This intelligent diagnostic s enables the user to feel co nfident
that  not only is the co ntroller ab le to withs tand  failed  compo-
nents and c ontinue to  operate, but is also  performing on -line
diagnos tics  o f the wheelchair itself  to determine if and when
maintenance should be perfo rmed.  Thus  preventative mainte-
nanc e will help  avo id s ystem failures outside of the controller
loop.

T hes e go als  will b e ac hieved  b y us in g red und anc y where
applicable, recognizing trends toward failure, before an ac tual
failure oc curs, and  classifying these trends. T his class ification

invo lves d is crepanc ies  b etween actual and predicated  mo to r
res ponses and deviations  between right and  left mo tors.

CURRENT STATUS
T he red und ant microprocessor -based contro ller, includ ing
the jo ys tic k mo d ule and  brid ge and  interfac e mo d ules ,  has
been c ompleted  and tested. The c ontro l and  diagnos tic s soft-
ware has  b een writ ten and  tes ted .  Currently wo rk is  b eing
perfo rmed on develo ping an artificial neural netwo rk that  c an
detec t d egrad atio ns  in wheelchair perfo rmanc e and method s
are being develop ed to inco rporate these find ings into
increasing wheelchair efficiency.
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ABSTRACT:

The NavChair assistive navigation system [l, 2] is being
developed to meet the needs of multiply handicapped people
who are unable to operate available wheelchair systems. The
NavChair shares control with users by allowing them to
achieve desired behavior while overriding unsafe maneuvers.
Issues related to this shared control are being investigated.

An outgrowth of this project is an investigation into new
methods  for autonomously switching between different
NavChair operating modes such as wall following, close
approach and obstacle avoidance. Autonomous mode
determination, the assignment of control responsibility
between internal control modules, is discussed within the
context of the NavChair control system and ongoing research
into its solution is outlined. In particular, this paper suggests
that human modeling is a promising approach for autonomous
mode determination and adaptive shared control of the
NavChair.

INTRODUCTION:

The NavChair assistive navigation system is being developed
to meet the needs of multiply handicapped wheelchair users [1,
2]. In particular, the goal of the NavChair Project is to
provide increased mobility and safety for people who have
impairments  that limit their ability to operate a power
wheelchair. The NavChair control system is designed to use
sonar range detectors to avoid obstacles, follow walls and
travel safely in cluttered environments. This paper outlines
research into shared control systems that is an outgrowth of
the NavChair Project.

The NavChair is a human- machine system in which the
machine must share control with the user. In other words, the
control system must allow the user functional control while
overriding unsafe commands. Two aspects of real -time shared
control are of particular interest: autonomous task allocation
and mode determination. Task allocation is the problem of
assigning control between the human and the computer. This
kind of decision is illustrated by the obstacle avoidance control
mode: in most circumstances, the human user exercises direct
manual control over the wheelchair, however, if an obstacle is
present the control system must allocate itself enough control
to prevent a collision. This decision is not necessarily binary;
the system must be able to adjust the allocation of control
along a continuum from direct manual control to autonomous
wheelchair control. The NavChair control system allocates
control based upon the presence of obstacles in the direction of
motion.

The NavChair control system consists of separate control
modules  corresponding to different behaviors: obstacle
avoidance, wall following, close approach, etc. These control
modules may act independently or in unison. Not only must
the NavChair allocate control between itself and the human
user, but also between these internal control modules. This
decision is called mode determination and can be either
continuous or discrete. For example, wall following has only
two activation states, on and off, while obstacle avoidance can
share control with wall following, from having no influence to
completely overriding the wall following command.

Task allocation and mode determination are important aspects
of human - machine system adaptability — a crucial
characteristic of any system that will be used in a variety of
environmental conditions by people of different and varying
abilities. However, autonomous mode determination for
human- machine systems is not readily achieved using current
control techniques; mode determination is typically performed
manually by a human user.

The purpose of this paper is to present an approach to
developing methods of autonomous mode determination
specifically for the NavChair wheelchair control system. The
first section outlines the NavChair control system. Next, the
shared control of the NavChair is discussed and an example of
a mode determination problem is presented. Finally, an
approach to the solution of autonomous mode determination in
the NavChair is proposed and discussed along with a brief
description of ongoing experiments.

THE NAVCHAIR CONTROL SYSTEM:

The NavChair system consists of an Everest and Jennings
Lancer power base equipped with a portable computer and
Polaroid ultrasonic range detectors. Detailed descriptions of
the NavChair hardware and low -level software can be found
elsewhere [3]. The following paragraphs outline the functions
of the  primary control modules: close approach, wall
following and obstacle avoidance.

Close approach mode enables a user to enjoy fine manual
control in tight spaces. It imposes stric t limits  on the
velocity of the chair and the scaling of the joystick based upon
the proximity of obstacles.

Wall following mode drives the wheelchair smoothly parallel
to a wall even if the users joystick command is unsteady.
Wall following must be either on or off. It functions well in
conjunction with other modes such as obstacle avoidance.

Obstacle avoidance mode is an application of a system
developed by Borenstein and Koren. This system consists of
two components: Vector Field Histogram (VFH) obstacle
avoidance [4] and sonar error rejection [5]. Application of the
VFH to a human- machine system has been studied in the
context of teleautonomous systems [6], but this is its first
application to a system in which the human user is onboard
the vehicle. The advantage of the VFH method, robust, high-
speed obstacle avoidance [7] in a cluttered environment, has
been demonstrated [g]. Figure 1 illustrates the operation of the
VFH obstacle avoidance method.

SHAR ED CONTROL OF THE NA V C HA I R :

As previously discussed, the NavChair control system must be
able to perform task allocation and mode determination in order
to achieve effective shared control. Autonomous task
allocation is based upon an unambiguous environmental cue:
the presence of obstacles in the  direction of motion.
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Autonomous mode d etermination, while desirable, can be more
diffic ult  sinc e s ometimes  it  must be perfo rmed in the ab sence
of environmental cues, as the following example illustrates.

Co ns id er the sc enario s ho wn in F igure 2 in whic h the
NavChair is  app ro aching an ob stac le head  -on. The co ntro l
sys tem mus t make a disc rete mo de decision based upo n us er
intentio n: either app roach the d es k (clo se ap proac h mod e) or
avoid  it  (o bs tac le avo idance mo d e). Typically,  this so rt  o f
problem issolved  in one o f two ways: either l)  the s ystem has
only o ne contro l mode and therefo re has  no  decis ion to  make
or 2) users  ind ic ate their intentions  exp lic it ly,  suc h as  with
s witc hes . Fo r this and o th er analo go us s ituatio ns ,
autono mous mode determination may be of value.

One broad clas s of ap p ro ac hes to auto no mo us mo de
determinatio n is b ased upon the use of human dec ision models
of the us er. Thes e ap p roac hes  rely up o n the idea o f go al
inferenc ing — d etermining the intentio n o f the user. These
methods  have not been shown to improve system perfo rmance
in s hared tasks at all [9]. This failure is at  leas t p artly d ue to
the rudimentary s tate o f c urrent integrated  mod els  o f human
cognitive behavior.

We propose a new approach to mode determination based upon
co ntrol theoretic  mo d els o f human trac king b ehavio r. We
hypo thes ize that  human driving c an be class ified into  a few
basic control behaviors, such as high -speed forward travel and
narrow -space passage, and that these behaviors can be identified
in real time to estimate the intention of the us er.

Target Direction
tion

Figure 1: The Vec tor Field His to gram Ob stac le
Avo idance Metho d: Sonar readings are used to update a
map of obstacles in the form of a certainty grid. Obstacles are
represented as areas of high obstacle certainty. New readings
are used to increment the certainty value at the location of the
reading and decrement areas thought to be obstacle -free. The
certainty grid is us ed  to  calculate a p o lar histogram of
obstacle dens ities in eac h direction. This histo gram gives
the approximate risk of collision for mo tion in any given
direction. In obstacle avoidance mode, the target direction
specified by the joystick (solid arrow) is modified to a free
directio n (d otted arro w) to avo id areas of high obs tac le
density while staying as c lose as poss ible to the d irec tion
specified by the user. This system allows the NavChair to
steer automatic ally around ob stac les  with o nly a marginal
decrease in speed.

MODE  DE T E R MIN AT I ON: T his  new ap p ro ac h is  b as ed
up o n the id ea o f us ing identified  human trac king mo d els  to
es timate us er in tentio n in real t ime. The mo d eling o f
instrument -based human manual trac king is  well- understood, .
but litt le is  known ab out actual d riving behavio r under real -
world c onditio ns. The primary diffic ulty with modeling real -
wo rld  human trac king b ehavior is  that  the mec hanis ms  b y
whic h humans extrac t co ntro l variab les from senso ry
p erc ep tio ns  are no t well und ers to o d  [10]. This  ap pro ac h
attemp ts to bypass thes e d iffic ult ies by searc hing for
pred ic table human c o ntro l p atterns  b as ed  up o n meas urab le
variab les . We make analogy to engineering co ntrol theory b ut
d o  no t nec es s arily c laim to  ac c urate ly reflec t  t he internal
wo rkings of neurolo gical c ontro l proc ess es . Our go al is  to
perceive patterns  in human tracking behavior and use them to
co ntro l the wheelc hair, no t to exp lain tho se p atterns
theoretically. This app roach to  mo deling the human is  c alled
control theoretic modeling to  reflec t  the fac t  that  it  is  a
control- rather than decision - oriented approach.

Exp eriments are c urrently und erway to inves tigate the
ap p lic atio n o f this  ap p ro ac h to  mo d e d eterminatio n in the
NavChair. In p art ic ular,  the mo d e d eterminatio n p ro b lem
illus tr ated  in  F igure  2 is  b eing s t ud ied . Stand ard s ys tem
identification techniques are being used to find linear models of
the human o p erato r in real t ime [12]. Figure 3 d ep ic ts the
sc hematic  diagram o f the human- machine s ys tem o n whic h
modeling effo rt are bas ed. Patterns of behavior, such as "fast
forward  travel, " and  "do or p as sage"  are b eing id entified  and
compared.  Characterist ics o f these behaviors  are being so ught
that  wo uld  allow real t ime c atego rizatio n o f human d riving
behavior. Preliminary res ults indic ate that  in at  leas t  s o me
circ ums tanc es , human behavio ral p atterns exis t  and  c an b e
determined in real t ime.

Figure 2: Mode Determinatio n for the NavChalr.
An obstacle avoiding wheelchair is an example of a shared
control system that must perform mode determination in an
absence of environmental cues. Frame (1) shows the
NavChair approaching a d es k. One of two outcomes is
possible: either (2a) the NavChair 'docks,'  allowing the user
to access the desk, or (2b) the NavChair performs an
avoidance maneuver and continues to move forward. These
two behaviors correspond to two different modes of
operation, close approach and obstacle avoidance, that
cannot be performed simultaneously.

This appro ach c ould  be applied in the follo wing manner in the
situatio n d epic ted  in F igure 2: As  the d es k is ap proached ,
system identificatio n determines that  the perso n is co ntrolling
the motio n of the c hair to ac hieve a sp ec ified head ing (zero)
and a d esired velocity. The NavChair s ystem will react to the
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desk by slowing the wheelchair in anticipation of either
turning or stopping. If the person is trying to continue in the
current direction and is unaware of or unconcerned with the
desk, their reflexive control response will be to increase the
joystick command in response to the undesirable decrease in
speed. On the other hand, a desire to approach the desk could
be signaled by an acceptance of the lower speed or a command
to fine -tune the orientation of the chair. We hypothesize that
measurable human control characteristics can be used to make
the mode determination decision in many such situations.

Human /Machine System-,
Wheelchair  and Human:

Hu m a n Na v C ha i r

r e Control m Motors Y

Figure 3: Overview of th e wh eelch air system:
The human, wheelchair and environment together make up
the wheelchair system. The "input" and "output" variables, r
and y, represent the path the user isattempting to follow and
the actual path of the chair, respectively. A control theoretic
model of the human is a relationship between a and j that
describes how the human translates the perceived path error
into joystick position.

DIS CU S S IO N:

This method of using identified human tracking models for
mode determination takes advantage of an important attribute
of control models: rather than merely measuring the result of
human control behavior, we suggest attempting to estimate
the process of human control in real time.

Human tracking models provide information useful in many
aspects of adaptive shared control besides autonomous mode
determination. For example, since human behavior models
reflect the human's performance capabilities, such as
fundamental frequencies, time delay and gain, these parameters
could be used to adapt joystick characteristics, such as gain and
tremor damping bandwidth, in real time.

CONCLUSION:

Important changes are occurring in the way human- machine
systems are designed. Computers are sharing more high -level
control tasks with humans, such as the resolution of
instructional conflicts and ambiguity. This paper presents
ongoing research into the design of an advanced assistive
navigation system that dynamically shares control tasks with
the user.

The development of effective assistive technologies will
require advances in our ability to estimate and react to the
intentions of users in the absence of explicit instructions and
environmental cues. An improved abili ty to perform
autonomous mode determination potentially would allow a
broader range of multiply handicapped people to use assistive
technologies. It is our hope that the solutions developed will
also have application to numerous other human - machine
systems.
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A DIRECT CURRENT TO THREE -PHASE INVERTER FOR
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ABSTRACT

New high perfo rmanc e,  reliab le and  inexp ens ive pro pulsio n
sys tems  have b een d esigned fo r elec tric  auto mo biles  us ing
new typ es of moto rs. On the other hand , elec tric wheelc hairs
st ill rely o n c ommutato r type direct  current mo tors,  a motor
that  has  been in us e for more than 100 years . In this p aper we
describe an "inverter ", i.e.  a circuit  that transforms the battery
direct current vo ltage to  a three -phase sinusoid al voltage. This
is required  when ind uc tion s quirrel c age mo to rs are us ed  for
propulsion. This is the typ e o f mo to r mo s t us ed  in elec tric
automo biles.  The inverter is d esigned using integrated circ uits,
thus it  is  reliab le and  inexpens ive. An inductio n mo to r ad e-
quate for wheelchair p rop ulsiuon has  b een tes ted  using the

inverter with excellent results.

BACKGROUND

Electric propulsion systems req uiring variable speed have
been imp lemented ,  until q uite rec ently,  by means  o f direc t
current (d c) servomoto rs . This was  d ue to  the go od  torq ue -
speed charac terist ics plus  the eas ines s  o f sp eed control of
co mmutator typ e do  moto rs [1,2]. Co mmercially availab le
elec tric wheelc hairs (EWC) use this type of motors
exc lusively.  In s pite of its  many advantages , d o servo mo to rs
also pres ent s ignificant disadvantages [3] such as  the use of a
mechanical c o mmutato r and  brus hes ,  whic h pro duc e strong
elec trical and  aco ustic nois e and d ecrease efficiency. In ad di-
tion, maintenance is req uired to replace worn o ut brushes.

Other types o f elec tric  mo tors are being c ons idered  and used
fo r electric vehic le p ro p uls io n,  p aramount among them the
squirrel -cage induc tion motor (SCIM), [4]. The SCIM is
extremely reliable d ue to its  lac k o f co ntac ts between s tato r
and rotor, very inexpensive, because it does require p ermanent
magnets ,  and  s ma ller in s ize fo r  a given  p o wer t han a d o
mac hine.  It  als o  has go o d  effic ienc y o ver a wid e range o f
operation and  torque /speed characteristic [5). The reason why
SCIMs  have no t been us ed fo r EWC is  that they req uire a

three p has e sinus oidal p ower supply with variable frequency
and vo ltage. T his vo ltage has to  be o btained  from the de 24

volts battery and, until quite recently, this was not an easy pro-
positio n. However, the availab ility o f p owerful integrated s ig-
nal c ond it ioning c ircuits  has simplified  the tas k considerab ly

in addition to making it ec onomically attractive [61.

In a previous p aper [7] we reported a p reliminary version of a
do  to 3p has e ac  inverter.  This  inverter was  des igned ,  c o n-
structed and tested with a 24 volts ac, 3/4 hp S CIM with good
res ults. However, the inverter's  vo ltage was s quare wave and
constant amplitude, thus producing a dec reased motor perfor-
mance because o f the high harmnic c ontents of a sq uare wave

and the no n co ns tant iron gap  magnetic flux due to  the c on-

stant voltage amplitude.

OBJECTIVE

The o bjective o f the pro ject reported here was to des ign, con-
struct and test a sine wave variable frequenc y, variable voltage
inverter to be used as a co ntro ller for two SCIM motors fo r
EWC p ro pulsion. This co ntro ller s hould  b e co mp etit ive in
price and comp arable in performance with exis t ing do
co ntro ller -mo to r s ys tems.  SCIMs  are maintenanc e free and
should las t  as  lo ng (o r lo nger) than the EWC mec hanical
structure.  All the co nmpo nents  o f the inverter are integrated
circuits (IC), except the power transistors. T he number o f ICs
is minimum,  thus making the devic e lo w co st  and highly reli-
able.  A SCIM ad equate for EWC propuls io n s ho ws excellent
performance when driven by the new inverter.

The po wer p art of the inverter co ns is ts  of p ower transistors
(MOS FETS ) in a brid ge c o nfiguratio n.  Fo r efficient inverter
operation, the MOS FETS must operate in "ON" (saturated ) of
"OFF" (cut off) mo de. This is achieved by controlling the gate

voltage.

METHOD

PWM s ignals  are d erived  by a c omp ariso n p roc ess . In this
case, a variable - frequency, variable - amplitude modulating
sine wave is compared to a (cons tant) high -frequency,
constant -  amplitude triangular c arrier wave. The res ult  is  a
series  o f p ulses  that app ro ximate a sinus oid and  that  c an b e
used to  c ontrol the p ower inverter.  F igure 1 shows the co m-
parison.

Bo th of the majo r p ro blems  of the s quare -wave s ys tem are
addressed by the P WM controller. The harmo nics of the
PWM s ignal o cc ur at  high frequenc ies ,  aro und  multiples o f
the c arrier frequency.  T hese frequencies have lit tle effect on
mo to r p erfo rmanc e,  s o  lo s s  of effic ienc y is  minimized . In
additio n, the amplitude voltage app lied to  the mo tor is propor-
tional to the ratio of the amp litud es of the mo dulating and  car-
rier waves , s o the moto r voltage amplitude can b e controlled
alo ng with its  freq uenc y. Therefo re,  in ord er to  pro duc e a
variable frequenc y three phase voltage with an amplitud e p ro-
portional to  the freq uenc y,  a puls e -width mo dulated  (PWM)

sys tem was us ed.  A variab le freq uenc y,  variab le amp litud e
mo d ulating sine wave is c o mp ared  to  a c ons tant amp litud e
co ns tant high frequency triangular wave c arrier. T his results
in a series o f pulses  which approximate the sinuso ide with the
desired frequency and vo ltage c haracterist ic s and is us ed  to
control the power transistors, Fig.2 .

Notice that the PWM waveform turns the MOS FET s "ON"  or

"OFF" as required for efficient operation.
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Figure 1. Sine and triangular wave comparison and
resulting PWM with variable width.

Figure 2. Sine wave obtained from the PWM
waveform

Figure 3 is  a b lo c k d iagram o f the c o mp lete inverter. T hree
programmable- read -only- memories (PROM) contain each one
period o f the three -phase s ine wave. These are accessed
thro ugh the PROM ad dress  b its  us ingan 8 -b it  c o unter. The
sp eed o f the co unter is d etermined  by a vo ltage c ontrolled
oscillator (VCO). The d o vo ltage input to the VCO is also the
reference voltage for D/A converters which create c ontinuous
sinusoidal signals fro m the PROMS d igital data. A fo urth
PROM c o ntains data representing o ne perio d of a triangular
wave. For this signal the o scillator setting counter s peed runs
at a fixed high frequenc y and the reference voltage input to the
D/A c onverter is  also  c onstant. Further p roc es sing by means
of o perational amplifiers and voltage co mparators  finally gen-
erate the three -phase sinusoidal signal used to  c o ntrol the

inverter's p ower transis tors.

RESULTS

The P WM inverter d es cribed abo ve was  tes ted  to  verify the
hyp o thes is  that  the p erfo rmanc e o f P WM ind uc tio n motor
control would greatly surpass that of a square -wave controller.
Tes ted  in a lab o rato ry sett ing, the o utp ut o f the P WM co n-
troller was us ed to  drive a 24V -24A three -p has e ind uc tio n
motor at variable sp eed from a constant DC voltage source.

In initial no -lo ad  tes ts ,  the P WM c o ntroller was  cap ab le o f
maintaining a fairly co nstant air  gap flux,  evid ent b y the co n-
stant c urrent req uirement o f the mo to r o ver a wid e range of
freq uenc ies,  fro m 10 to  120 Hertz. Below 10Hz,  the air  gap
flux bec omes a non- linear function of voltage and frequency.
This series of tests showed, as demonstrated in theory, that the
pro po rtional vo lts- frequency ratio prod uc ed by the PWM
controller succ essfully held the motor flux constant at variable
frequency.

In the mo s t rec ent tes ts ,  the PWM c ontro ller has b een used
with the mo to r und er lo ad . Utilizing a dynamometer and
power analyzer; it has been found fro m this init ial series of tri-

als that pulse - width - modulation control of three -phase induc-
tion motors greatly increases the torque capacity and the
effic ienc y of the induc tion motor over the mo re naive square -
wave approach to motor
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MORE PATTERNS IN POWER MOBILITY REPAIRS

Jim Fiss,' Bruce Markmueller,' Aimee J. Luebben; and Rebecca A. Collins'
'Rehab Medical, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri

'University of Southern Indiana, Evansville, Indiana

ABSTRACT

The viabili ty of any company that markets assistive and
rehabilitation technology isbased on the selection of cost
effective product lines. Power mobility systems comprise one
high expense category of assistive and rehabilitation
technology devices. To gather information necessary to
determine which power mobility product lines to carry, a
company owned by three rehabilitation technology suppliers
collected data on the types of repairs needed by manufacturer
and by type of power unit. This paper discusses the patterns
in power mobility breakdown gained from the study of 136
power mobility system repairs completed between July 1991
and November 1992.

BACKGROUND

Rehabilitation technology suppliers (RTSs) have become
essential to teams making decisions regarding the provision
of assistive and rehabilitation technology devices to persons
with disabilities. In addition to providing general information
about the variety of equipment commercially available, the
RTS is in a primary position to offer options, specific product
specifications, characteristics, and performance capabilities.
To remain viable in a competitive marketplace, the selection
of cost effective product lines is crucial to the RTS who
works for or owns a business in the private sector. Power
mobility systems comprise one high expense category of
assistive and rehabilitation technology devices.

To determine whether there was a pattern to power mobility
system repair, a preliminary study was conducted in an RTS
owned company (1). For each power mobility unit brought
into the shop for repair, the Power Wheelchair R epair Survey
was completed by the electronics repair supervisor. The
survey included six sections: specific information about the
power system (manufacturer, type, serial number, and age),
user's description of the  problem, other problems found
during servicing (if applicable), length of time needed to
complete repairs, retail cost of replacement parts, and time
and materials (if any) covered by warranty. In this earlier
study, electronics repairs occurred significantly more
frequently than either battery related repairs or mechanical
repairs; however, a repair pattern did not emerge among
manufacturers nor among mobility types with the sample size
of 36 power mobility units.

A significant problem that emerged from the earlier
investigation was the incidence of torn joystick boots. Once
inexpensive parts to replace, when left unrepaired, the boots
either directly or indirectly caused the more costly electronics
problems in 25% of power mobility systems (1). The need to
replace the boot was found for one manufacturer: Invacare.
The earlier study proposed using a replacement boot from
Production Research Corporation (PRC) that was noticeably
thicker than the original factory boot and also featured a
wider flange at the base.

A second investigation in this ongoing series of studies looked
at the expected and actual repair rates of power mobility
systems by manufacturer and also by type of power unit (2).
This study showed the power mobility product lines from
ABEC, Amigo, Damaco, E&J, Orthokinetics, Pace Saver
( Lmsure Lift), and Shuttle (Pride) performing at or above
expectations while the combined performance of Fortress,
Invacare, and Quickie was below expectations. For the power
unit types, the power bases, three - wheelers, and add -ons
performed at or above expectations, but the conventional
power system performed below expectations.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine whether there is
a •iattern to power mobility repairs. Three research questions
were investigated:

1. Which power mobility systems by unit type
and by manufacturer have repair rates that
were higher than expected.

2. Which power mobility systems by unit type
and by manufacturer have repair rates that
were lower than expected.

3. Which power mobility systems by unit type
and by manufacturer have repair rates that
were expected.

METHOD

From November 1991 to November 1992, the electronics
repair supervisor continued to complete the six part intake
questionnaire, Power Wh eelcha ir Repa ir Su rvey, for each
power mobility unit brought into the shop for repair. Data
collected during this time were added to the information
gained between July and November 1991. Concurrently with
survey completion, an examination of the records of RTS
owned business was performed to ascertain the numbers and
percentages of power mobility systems sold by power mobility
unit type and by manufacturer. Chi - square tests were
conducted to determine if there were differences between the
expected (calculated from the examination of records) and
actual repair rates (calculated from the surveys) among
manufacturers and among types of power units.

RESULTS

In the 16 months from July 1991 through November 1992,
four types of power mobility units (conventional, power base,
three wheeler, and add -on power unit) from 10 manufacturers
[ABEC, Amigo, Damaco, E&J, Fortress, Invacare,
Orthokinetics, Pace Saver (Leisure Lift), Quickie, and Shuttle
(Pride)] were included in the total of 136 power mobility
repairs. The repairs were divided into three categories:
electronics, boots, and mechanics. The actual and expected
repair rates for mobility unit types are depicted in Figure 1
and for manufacturers of mobility systems are illustrated in
Figures 2,1 and 2.2 (listed in alphabetical order).
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Repairs were needed significantly more frequently than
expected in all three categories (electronics, boots, and
mechanics) for conventional mobility systems, X

2
(2,

N= 97)=11.644, p <.05; in the electronics and mechanics
categories for systems manufactured by Fortress, X2(2,
N =12)=7.666, p <.05; and in the boots and electronics
categories for systems manufactured by Invacare, X2(2,
N= 26) =6578, p <.05.

In the electronic, boots, and mechanics categories, there were
significantly fewer repairs for power bases, X2(2,
N= 26)= 6.578, p <.05; and three wheelers, X2(2,
N=81)= 213.148 p <.05; and for systems manufactured by
Pace Saver (Leisure Lift) systems, X2(2, N =0) = 12.00, p <.05.
The number of actual repairs equaled the expected number
of repairs for add -on units, X

2(2, N =4) =1.00, n.s., and
systems manufactured by ABEL, X2(2, N= 4) =3.5, n.s.;
Amigo, X

2(0, N =4) =0.00, n.s.; Damaco, X
2(2, N= 3) =3.5, n.s.;

E&J, X2(2, N= 22) =2.5, n.s.; Orthokinetics, X2(2,N =0) =0.00,
n.s.; Quickie, X2(2, N =9) =1.25, n.s.; and Shuttle (Pride) X2(2,
N =5) =1.50, n.s.

DISCUSSION

With lower than expected repair rates, power bases, three
wheel mobility units and systems manufactured by Pace Saver
(Leisure Lift) appear to be cost effective lines to carry in this
assistive and rehabilitation technology company. Add -on
mobility units and systems manufactured by ABEL, Amigo,
Damaco, E&J, Orthokinetics, Quickie, and Shuttle (Pride)
are product lines that will be kept as these systems performed
as expected. One mobility unit type (conventional) and the
systems of two manufacturers (Fortress and Invacare) will be
watched more carefully as these mobility systems seem to
have more frequent repairs than expected.

Similar to the finding of the earlier study (1), boot repairs
were found in the current study to occur more Lequently
than expected for systems manufactured by Invacare. While
the earlier s tudy had no data on the success  ra te of the
proposed PRC replacement boot, subsequent long term use
of the PRC boot has proven to be a poor alternative as these
thicker boots were brittle and tended to break apart at the
folds after a few months of use. A simple solution to the
joystick boot problem, proposed in the earlier study, was the
redesign of the original product to eliminate tearing and to
prevent subsequent electronics difficulties. After contact
regarding the frequency of the boot problem of the current
study, Hymie Pogir of Invacare found that the easiest solution
would be to place an extra boot over the standard boot. This
extra boot would be retrofitted and could be installed at the
dealer level. Invacare is now researching and testing various
materials for effectiveness. With a change in boot design,
systems manufactured by Invacare will be cost effective units.

To collect more data for the determination of cost effective
product lines, the electronics repair supervisor will continue
to complete the six part questionnaire, Power Wheelchair
Repair Survey, for each power mobility system brought into
the shop for repair. An update on the continued effort to
investigate power mobility repair patterns will be available in
the future.
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NAVCHAIR: DESIGN OF AN ASSISTIVE NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR WHEELCHAIRS
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ABSTRACT

The design of the NavChair system for assistive
wheelchair navigation is described. The system
utilizes  a  commercia l powered wheelchair which has
been enhanced to sense  its  environment so that i t can
assist the chair user in safe navigation.
Enhancements include an array of Polaroid ultrasonic
sensors to detect obstacles, a portable IBM -PC
compatible computer, interface circuitry to monitor
and control the  wheelchair i tse lf and software . This
design provides the  basic capabilities for a shared
control system which can augment the limited
capabilities  of a  wheelchair user to permit functional
mobility and increased independence.

BACKGROUND

The development of mobility a ids  for persons with
disabilities has followed a logical progression mirroring
the pace of technology. In particular, the  powered
wheelchair has evolved into a  range of products which
offer a wide variety of interfaces  and control features.
Nevertheless, persons with a variety of motor, sensory,
and/or cognitive impairments find it difficult or
impossible to drive a wheelchair.

Many potential users  would benefit from a wheelchair
control system which assists in making control
decisions rela ted to avoiding obstacles, following a
stra ight path, or safely approaching objects. An
assistive navigation sys tem for wheelchair control
called NavChair is being developed to meet these
objectives (3).

e

Figure 1. NavChair Prototype

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The ultimate goal of the  NavChair project is to create a
wheelchair control sys tem which red uces  the motor
coordination and cognitive effort required from the
user. There  are  a  numbe r of  ways  to decrease  the
control demands on the driver. The most important of
these  methods is automatic  obstacle avoidance, which
provides the centra l des ign goal of  the NavChair
system. Other features of the NavChair include a wall
following mode and a close  approach mode. NavChair
is  based on an ultras onic  mapping and navigation
system developed for autonomous  mobile  robots (2).
This technology allows a robot to move smoothly
through an environment filled with both moving and
stationary obstacles. Avoidance maneuvers are
automatic, and occur in real time, without significant
slowing of the robot.

NavChair employs these navigation techniques to
ass is t  the  wheelchair operator. The user indicates
desired direction and velocity of travel us ing the
joys tick in the  normal way. NavChair monitors  the
joystick and also obstacles in the wheelchair's
immediate environment. As long as the user's
comma nds  move t he  chair throu gh cl ear s pace,  the
joys tick commands  are  merely echoed to the  power
module. When an obstacle appear s  in the  de s ired
path, the  NavChair computer will  a lter the  joys tick
command enough to  miss  the  obs tac le , whether this
requires a slight s teering change for small obstacles, or
a full s top when a dead end is encountered.

To provide these navigation capabilities, several
features mu s t b e added to a standard wheelchair.
First, significant computational power is  necessary, in
the  form of one or more computers. The system must
have an interfac e  which all ows  it  to  re ad the  us er
joystick and send its  own commands to the  wheelchair
motors. It mus t have sensors which can detect
obstacles around the  chair, and finally, it  mus t be able
to measure the  actual movement of the chair.

This las t requirement presents a challenge to
wheelchair implementation. In order  t o mai nta in a
map of the  environment, the  robot or wheelchair mus t
know when it  has  moved, so that its internal map can
be altered to reflect that change. Mobile robot drive
sys tems are designed with close attention to this
requirement. Wheelchairs are  quite  different. Most
make no provision for feedback about wheel movement,
as  this  is  norma lly unne cessary. While  pneumatic
tires cushion the ride  for the user, they slide across the
ground easily and move differently a t different internal
pressures.
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DESIGN

The NavChair prototype is constructed on an s tandard
Everes t & Jennings Lancera powered wheelchair.
Modifications made to the  chair, itself, are minor and
are described below.  The Lancer (Figure 1) is a robust,
powerful base  with an accurate and responsive control
system. It is functionally divided into a joystick
module which produces the proportional control
signals and a power module which converts these
controls into appropriate moto r c urre nt (Figure 2).
This separation of functions allows the NavChair
module to intercept control signals from the joystick,
modify them and then pass them on the power module.

In s tandard operation, the  joys tick module  trans la tes
the  pos ition of the  joys tick into two output voltages ,
one for the  right wheel and one for the left wheel. The
transfer function employed by the joystick module can
be customized by the user. A series of 9
potentiometers allow the use r to specify individual
characteris tics such as maximum forward velocity and
maximum turning velocity.

The Lancer has  one unusual feature  which benefits  the
NavChair project: closed -loop velocity feedback control.
This  chair is  designed to monitor the  actual motion of
the wheels.  This allows it to compensate automatically
for unusual terra in such as inclines . To provide this
capability, wheel rotation sensors  are  built in to the
motors. These sensors are  u se d  b y t he NavChair
system, as explained below.

The components  of the  NavChair module  are  mounted
on the La nce r a nd  p owe re d b y the chair batteries ,
making the  sys tem completely mobile . The NavChair
module consists of three  subsystems (Figure 2):

Onboard Master Control Computer Thi s  i s  a  3 3
MHz PC- compatible 80486 -based computer
manufactured by Ergo Computing. Des igned as  a
portable  computer, i t  is  small and rugged. It  has
an aluminum case, internal space for two
expans ion circuit boards  and takes DC power from
an external source . The computer reads  joystick
voltages and produces output control voltages
through an internal anal og interface  board made
by Real Time Devicesc. The computer is  vis ible  as
the light - colored box behind the chair back in
Figure  1.

Ultrasonic  Sensor Array A semi - circular array of
12 Polaroid ultrasonic transducers is mounted
across the  front of a  s tandard -size lap tray. The
sensors are aime d in a  r ad ia l p at te rn with an
interval of lb ' . Each sensor can be fired
individually, and provides  information about the
distance to the neares t obstacle  in the direction the
sensor is  facing.

Interface Module All necessary interface  circuits
are combined in one box, located between the
Master Control computer and the back of the  chair.
This  box provides voltage conversion for computer

power, a  multiplexor to fire  and read ultrasonic
sensors and a se t of wheel position pulse counters
to track wheelchair movement.

When it is  active, the  NavChair module  interrupts the
direct connection of the joys tick module to the  power
module. Joys tick signals are read by the A/D board in
the computer. In this  way the  computer can monitor
wha t the  us er  wants  the  chai r to  d o. The joys tick
signals can then be modified by the computer (if
necessary) before being passed on to the  chair power
module through the D/A converters in the computer.

Information used b y the  Mas ter  Compu ter to  make
decisions  about editing the user's joys tick commands
comes  from several sources. The mos t important of
these is the ultrasonic obs tacle detection system. The
Master Computer can trigger individual sonar
transducers to produce a short ultrasonic  click (this  is
called f iring a sensor). That burs t of sound travels
away from the sensor, bounces off the closest obstacle
and re tu rns . The sonar trans ducer  func tions  as  a
microphone to detect this re turning echo and the  time
from tri gger to  echo is  direct ly propo rtional  to the
dis tance the  sound waves  have to travel. NavChair
uses  this method to assemble data about its  immediate
environment.

While the sonar sensor is attractive due to its
simplicity and low cost, individual sonar distance
readings are often erroneous. There are several
sources for these errors . The sound wave travels  out in
a 30'  cone, and can reflect off anything in that area .
Sound from one se nsor can re flect  back to another
sensor. A pulse can bounce off a series of object in a
round -about path, before  re turning to the transducer.
A smooth, hard surface oriented at an oblique angle  to
the  sensor may reflect enough of the  sound energy
away so that not enough returns to trigger the
transducer. To extract useful information, sonar
readings  mus t clearly be acquired and evaluated under
carefully controlled conditions.

The sonar mapping method currently used with
NavChair is the result of subs tantia l research in

. . .
o ao

Masonic Sensors

Figure 2. NavChair Block Diagram
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controlling autonomous mobile  robots. It is  called the
Error Eliminating Rapid Ultrasonic  Firing ( EERUF)
method (2). The mapping process is  performed by the
Master Computer. The computer fires all the
transducers  in the  array approximately 10 times  each
second. By varying the order and timing of individual
sensor readings, the EERUF algorithm is able to detect
and re ject a  large proportion of erroneous  readings .
This correction, combined with large numbers of
separate  readings, allows  the  computer to assemble  an
accurate two - dimensional grid map of obstacles around
the wheelchair.

The Master Computer has one other important source
of data about the  environment. To keep the  grid map
of obs tacles  accurate , the computer tracks when and
how far the  chair moves . This is accomplished using
binary counters  to track the motion of the two driven
wheels, right and left. The counters ta lly tach pulses
produced by the  rota tion sensors  on the  wheelchair's
motors. Each time a wheel moves one millimeter
forward or backward, one tack pulse is  produced. To
complete the system, the  motor circuits a lso provide a
forward- backward signal which tells the counter
whether tach pulses should be added (forward motion)
or subtracted (backward motion). The Master
Computer can read these two counters a t any time to
find out the current position of the chair.

DEVELOPMENT

During development, the  joys tick interface had to be
redesigned. Initia lly, i t  was  to use  only the  control
signals coming out of  the  joys tick module. These
signals are already modified by the joystick module to
limit velocity and acceleration (as dictated by the
potentiometer settings). This signal conditioning
causes  an unacceptable  delay between actual joystick
motion by the  user and output voltage change. The
interface had to be altered to give the NavChair
system access to both these conditioned signals and the
raw position signal coming straight from the joystick.

Another area which had to be reworked was the
motion control software. As  noted above, the Lancer
monitors  the  actual motion of i ts  wheels  and a lters
motor current automatically to mainta in velocity.
Thus, a given control voltage produces the  same chair
velocity whether the  chair is going uphill or downhill.
The initia l NavChair plan was  to rely on this built  -in
velocity control. Experimentation showed that this  did
not give the NavChair software accurate enough
control. The software  now monitors wheel motion and
implements its own closed -loop feedback control.

DISCUSSION

The hardware of the basic NavChair system is
complete. The functions of ultrasonic mapping,
obs tacle detection, path planning and motor control
operate as planned. The software can be configured to
make the wheelchair function much as the robot from

which it is copied. In fact, one of the  system tests used
was  to run the  wheel chair as  a n autonomo us  robot,
without a driver.

However, this  represents  the  completion of only the
first  phase of the  NavChair project. Current efforts
are  focused on refinement of navigation routines  and
optimizing performance. This includes the
development of methods for a  user to manually choose
between various control modes  (wall following, close
approach, etc.). Next will  come tes ting with users to
investigate the functional effectiveness of the
NavChair system as well as to establish optimal
system configuration for varying user capabilities.

One offshoot of this  research has been the use  of the
NavChair for inves tigating issues  re la ted to shared
control systems (3). Shared control describes systems
whe re  bo th human and machine partic ipate  in the
control process. Study includes  the  development of
methods for automatic mode selection based on
prediction of human intention.
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COMPUTER  AIDED DESIGN OF  INDUC TION MOTORS FOR

ELEC TR IC  W HEELC HAIR  PR OPULSION

Aaron Olowin, Rafael lnigo

University  of Virginia Rehab ilitation Enginering Center

ABS TRA CT

Many of the  electric automobiles  now being introduced
use induction motors (IM) because of their outstanding
characteristics for vehic le propulsion. This also makes
IM an attractive alternative for e lectric wheelchairs.
Commercially available IM can not be used in this appli-
cation because they require 120 or 240 volts power sup-
plies. The source of energy in an EWC is a 24 volt bat-
tery. This voltage is converted to three phase alternating
current by means of an inverter, but only a maximum of
24 volts is easily attainable. This paper describes a com-
puter program developed a t the UVA Rehabilita tion
Engineering Center, that allows for easy and fast design
of an induction motor when key performance parame-
ters, such as  rated power, maximum torque, maximum
and minimum frequency and voltage, are entered by the
designer. If an existing frame is  available, the program
specifies the windings. If no frame is available, the pro-
gram provides a complete design, including frame
specifications.

BA CKGROUND

Alternating current three phase squirrel cage induction
motors (SCIM) are inexpensive, efficient, highly reliable
and have a torque /speed characteristic very adequate for
vehicle propulsion [1,2]. These characteristics have
made SCIM the motor of choice for many of the  new
electric automobiles [3,4]. SCIM should also be a very
attractive alternative for electric wheelchair (EWC) pro-
pulsion [5] . Commercial SCIMs, however, can not be
used for this application because the  available  power
supply in an EWC is a 24 volts battery, and commercial
SCIMs are  available for much higher voltages only.
Practical inverters (the device used to transform 24 volts
do to three phase sine voltages) have a maximum voltage
amplitude equal to the do voltage. SCIMs for EWC need
to operate a t variable frequencies and corresponding
variable voltages [6]. This makes the motor design dif-
ferent from commercial, cons tant frequency, cons tant
voltage motors . This motivated the  development of a
program to des ign SCIMs specifically for EWC

propulsion.

OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this project was to develop a
Practical computer aided design method for SCIM
intended for EWC propulsion. The design required low
operating voltage with variable amplitude and variable
frequency. The program, however, can also be used for
more general purposes, i.e. motors with higher voltages
and different frequency ranges, adequate for other indus-
trial applications.

DESIGN

The heart of the program consists of an analysis routine
which is used to obtain the operating characteristics of a
motor such as its output torque and efficiency. This rou-
tine is based on the equivalent circuit model of an SCIM
[7]. In order to accurately take into account the effects
of a variable frequency, variable voltage power supply
the model was modified to include frequency dependent
losses, and reduced voltage operations. In addition, a
graphics  routine  has been added to enable the motor's
operating characteristics to be viewed on the screen if
desired. The analysis routine is used as the basis of
several other portions of the program.

The remaining sections of the program include routines
for rewinding an existing SCIM frame and designing a
motor from scratch as well as some user interface con-
siderations. The winding of the motor (used in both the
rewinding and motor design sections) is handled by an
optimization algorithm which finds the  "best" winding
available  in much less time than an exhaustive search
would. The program can be set to optimize the motor's
efficiency, power consumption, or torque output depend-
ing on what the user feels is most important.

In designing the entire motor there are no hard and fast
rules which can be used. Instead there are many "rules
of thumb" which are  used by des igners to obta in the
frame dimens ions  of the motor [8,9]. These rules of
thumb have been automated in the program and are used
to des ign the frame of the  motor. The frame is then
rewound by the optimization algorithm.

One of the primary user interface  considerations is the
ability of the program to use  e ither metric or English
units. This is  des irable since many people are much
more familiar with the use of English units. An attempt
has also been made to reduce the amount of data which
is entered by the user by including look -up tables within

the program of the most commonly used information.

The various interactions within the program can be most
easily visualized from the flow chart given in Figure 1.
The initial call of the UNITS block determines whether
the program will prompt for English or metric units dur-
ing the  program run. This can easily be changed while
the program is  running by another call  of the UNITS
block. The ANALYSIS block computes the equivalent
circuit  for a given motor frame and stator winding and
can display graphs of the resulting operating characteris-
tics. This block is also used by the optimization routine
during the des ign of the motor windings. If a motor or
winding is to be designed by the program the MOTOR
SPECS block is used to obtain information about the
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desired operating parameters of the motor such as the
torque needed and the speeds at which the motor will be
run. Once these are obtained, the  motor frame dimen-
sions will either be designed by the program in the STA-
TOR DESIGN and ROTOR DESIGN blocks  or, if just
the windings are to be  determined, input by the user in
the FRAME INPUT block. In either case the OPTIMI-
ZATION block is  used to design the motor windings.
Once this is  done the frame, windings , and operating
parameters are displayed or sent to a file by a call of the
DISPLAY MOTOR block. The program is then ready to
run again.

DISCUSSION

The portion of the program which is expected to be of
greatest use in the area of wheelchair propulsion is the
motor rewinding routine. This is because it is generally
much cheaper, given the lack of an appropriate SCIM, to
have existing motor frames rewound than to specia lly
order a unique motor.

As a verification of the program's techniques the results
of a  simulated rewinding compared well to that of a
motor rewound by other methods. Work is continuing in
this  area in an effort to guarantee the accuracy of the
program's results.
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ABSTRACT

FNS research has reached a critica l point in its
development in the  United States. While great
progress and significant advances have occurred
in bas ic science and application of electrical
stimulation in the  neurologically impaired or
disabled population, future research in FNS is at
risk of subs tantially reduced support. This is
du e  t o a number of factors and respons ible
parties for the current state of affairs include not
only researchers and grant funding agencies, but
also Congress , clinicians, the  public  and the
media. The effect of this  s ituation and our
response to it may have profound effects on the
realization of benefits to mankind unless
concerted and subs tantia l efforts  are made to
support new and continued research and
development in this important fie ld.

INTRODUCTION

Functional Neuromuscular Stimulation (FNS) is
one of the most interesting and potentially
beneficial areas of investigation in clinical
research. It combines the fie lds of electronics,
computer science, medicine, physical therapy,
mechanics and a host of other related fields. The
combined talents of engineers, physical
therapists and physicians are all integral to the
de s i gn a nd success ful research and
implementation of techniques and devices in this
fascinating field. Over the last thirty years FNS
has  grown tremendous ly with c linical impact
being fe lt in clinically useful applications of
electrical stimulation. Patients suffering the
effects of a multitude of neurological
impairments , both temporary and permanent,
have been able to realize relief from limited joint
range of motion, spasticity, inappropriate muscle
timing during function, contracture, weakness,
joint subluxation and lack of neurological control
to name but a few of the areas in which electrical
stimulation has played a significant role.

FNS RESEARCH AND ITS APPEAL.

Electrical stimulation has the potential to achieve
far greater benefits for mankind than those
mentioned above. Perhaps it is because

of the awareness of this  potentia l that FNS
research has been subjected to exaggerated and
unfair expectations beyond its current potential,
To date , FNS research has concentrated on the
complete spinal cord injured individual as the
most appropria te  model for study. This is in
many ways appropriate in that it provides
researchers with a study situation in which there
is a clear distinction between the physiological
actuators and the artificial control systems and
their agents. This  model has  been the guiding
foundation for a number of granting agencies
under the premise of studying the basic and well
defined principals of FNS and creating a  total
solution, even if it takes decades to accomplish
the ultimate desired outcome. The most
common form of spinal cord injury and other
forms  of neurological impairment, however, is
that of the incomplete loss of central control.
This  population of patients  (incomplete SCI,
stroke, brain injury, cerebral palsy, multiple
sclerosis, etc.) has been avoided for a number of
reasons, including the number of research
variables to be controlled and the  inabili ty to
adequately simulate these human disorders in an
animal model. In terms of clinical application
however, incompletely paralyzed patients
comprise the  vast majority of potentia l FNS
consumers and have the  most to gain from FNS
applications.

Complicating success in FNS research
applications are the myriad of difficult issues to
solve in even the complete  spinal cord injured
population. The physical properties of human
motor systems are those of highly non - linear,
time variant systems, and cannot be favorably
compared to the  those  of the  usual tools  of
engineering research such as  DC servomotors.
Multi-joint biomechanics is an exceedingly
difficult area of study and has defied all but the
most s implistic applications in FNS research.
The unavailability of accurate and readily
applied sensors to detect motion, force, and
intent of neurologically impaired research
subjects has greatly limited the success rate of
FNS. Yet despite all of these and other
difficulties  we have seen electrical stimulation
become commonplace in physical therapy patient
ma na g e me nt as well as imp re ss i ve
demons tra tions  of the potentia l application of
FNS toreplace function in the patient who has
lost voluntary control.
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FNS RESEARCH FUNDING

FNS research has enjoyed the funding support of
a number of federal and private organizations
for the last several decades  but is currently
receiving fewer research dollars than inrecent
years. The most significant reduction has been
in federal grants. Primary supporters have
included the National lnstitute of Handicapped
Research (NIHR) (now the National Institute on
Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR)),
the Veterans Administration (VA), the National
Ins titutes  of Health (NIH), and the National
Science Foundation (NSF). Recently, however,
NIDRR has dropped the Rehabilitation
Engineering Center on Functional Electrical
Stimulation (REC) as one of its core research
areas. The REC structure  has provided major
funding on a  five year bas is  and its  loss  will
have a  significant impact on FES research to
come.

NIH has recently formed the National Center for
Medical Rehabilitation Research (NCMRR) with
the intention of funding research into the more
applied arenas of medical science. While  this
agency will  undoubtedly prove to be a  key
funding source for FNS research, i t is not yet
funding at levels commensurate with its
potential. This is due to a number of factors,
including its recent organization, the fact that a
standing study section has not yet been formed
and will not be formed until more proposals are
received, and that it is not yet receiving many
proposals. Since applications to this center will
be significantly different from those submitted to
other centers it can be expected that other study
sections temporarily responsible for review of
proposals  submitted to NCMRR may not be
prepared to give priority to the proposals over
proposals more in line with their own research
interests. This transitory period will potentially
be difficult for new applicants to NIH under the
auspices of the NCMRR.

EXPECTATIONS OF FNS RESEARCH

The ultimate result of any medical research is
that it  either results in the  development of a
commercial product or that it affects the delivery
or practice of medicine to the benefit of
mankind. Has progress in FNS been fast
enough, or has Congress , the funding agencies
and the public had expectations of FNS research
that have been unrealistic? Or both? In many
areas of medicine the research and delivery of
devices or techniques has been readily
observable. References have been made to the
development of the cardiac pacer as an example
of how medical devices can evolve from research
curiosities to medical commonplace. Not to
make light of the requirements of cardiac pacing,

but it is a far different situation to supply
regular stimulation pulses to a single muscle as
opposed to controlling multiple  muscles  and
joints  and maintain dynamic stabili ty in the
neurologically involved patient.

Despite  this inherent complexity, expectations
have been raised in the public and patient
communities that FNS is ready to be fully
transferred to commercial availability. This false
expectation has been generated in part because
of a  number of ambitious investigators, media
who fa il to distinguish fact from fiction utilize
sensationalism. The result is that the public has
clamored for quick research results and
investigators have fa iled to deliver the desired
results to the medical community, however well -
intentioned the effort.

Despite these difficult times, dramatic  results
have been achieved. Credible researchers have
made substantial progress in recent years.
Commercial entities are poised to test and
deliver exciting new technologies. The
possibilities paved by past research are close to
fruition with continued support. Now is not the
time to restrict research funding, it is the time to
ma inta in a nd exp and , to enc ourage
commercialization and to facilitate the delivery
of systems to the medical community which can
now enhance, at least in small part, the lives of
the neurologically impaired.

REALIZATION OF FNS BENEFITS

What can be done to encourage and enhance the
delivery of FNS's  tremendous potential in the
future? A better understanding by the public of
the  difficulties  of this  very integrated area of
research is important. The recognition by the
reimbursement community that FNS treatments,
or for that matter many other treatments relevant
to neurological impairment, are not cured in
fixed number of treatment visits or limited dollar
amounts will greatly help to increase the
understanding of FNS applications  and foster
more realistic levels the expectations and timely
arrival of FNS solutions to neurological
impairments. A goal- oriented approach to
allocation of research and clinical dollars would
improve quality of patient care as well as FNS
applications.

In as much the  media  often views the  medical
and scientific community as the gold standard
for reliable information it is imperative that all
researchers and clinicians in FNS help by
tempering their discuss ions with the media and
with patients, by refraining from promises  or
predictions that exceed reasonable expectations
in the foreseeable future. Funding agencies need
to be encouraged to maintain and expand
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programs in FNS research and to keep in mind
the complexities of this field when setting
clinical goals for research programs. Consumers
need to be careful not to believe everything that
is cast in their direction, to place as  much
skepticism in the analysis of medical and clinical
cla ims  as they  do in a ny o ther  purchas e  of
services or goods.
The future potential patient benefits from
continued FNS research are  mos t promising.
The respons ibili ty for the direction and well-
being of that research is mutually shared among
researchers, clinicians, funding agents and
recipients.

Address  correspondence to:

Paul Meadows, M.S.
FES Systems Scientist
Alfred E. Mann Foundation for Scientific
Research
12744 San Fernando Road
Sylmar, California 91342 USA
(818) 362 -6822 x3021
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ABSTRACT

The efficacy of functional neuromuscular stimulation
(FNS) during wheelchair locomotion was evaluated
using 8 male spinal cord injured (SCI) subjects (6
quadriplegics and 2 paraplegics). Two randomly
assigned tests were performed, one with and one
without FNS applied to the musculature o f the lower
extremities. The functional locomotion range consisted
of self - selected "slow ", "fast" and two interpolated
velocities, each performed for 4 -min stages. Heart rate
(HR) was recorded each min via an earlobe pulse
meter. Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) were
solicited at rest and following each 4 -min stage. The
results showed that HR increased linearly with
increased locomotive velocity, analogous to a graded
intensity arm crank exercise stress test. HR was
consistently lower during FNS application at each
velocity than without FNS. RPEs were consistently
lower during FNS. FNS application during wheelchair
locomotion may have important clinical implications for
enhancing wheelchair mobility and improving
rehabilitation potential in SCI individuals.

INTRODUCTION

Individuals with lower -limb paralysis due to SCI often
experience pooling of venous blood in the lower limbs
secondary to inactivity of the skeletal muscle venous
pump and vasomotor dysfunction (5). This condition
has been shown to induce "hypokinetic circulation',
i.e., marked reduced central circulatory responses such
as stroke volume (SV) and cardiac output(6)at rest
(9) and during upper -body exercise in SCI individuals
(8). Excessive venous pooling and diminished venous
return may predispose these individuals to medical
complications such as edema and venous thrombosis,
as well as reduced arm and wheelchair exercise
capacity (5).

FNS has been used to induce contraction of paralyzed
muscles and increase circulation from the legs by
activating the muscle pump (1,10). Glaser et al. (9)
reported a 12 -30% increase in SV and 0 at rest during
FNS - activation of paralyzed thigh and calf musculature.
In addition, Davis at al. (2) used FNS to induce
contractions of similar musculature in paraplegics and
found cardiac output to be signif icantly augmented at
rest (by 30 %), as well as during several submaximal
intensities of arm cranking (by 18 -28 %). In contrast,
neither rest nor exercise HR was significantly
influenced by the lower -limb FNS application.
Therefore, the FNS - induced increases in SV and O
strongly suggest enhancement of venous return during
rest and exercise in the upright posture.

Wheelchair propulsion has been shown to be
mechanically ineff icient compared to arm cranking and
leg locomotion (i.e., walking and cycling) (6). As such,
upright wheelchair locomotion, which requires
relatively high energy expenditure, may be even more
encumbered in the presence of hypokinetic circulation.
Whether lower -limb FNS could enhance wheelchair
locomotion capability by facilitating peripheral and
central circulatory responses has not been reported

previously. Thus, the purpose of this pi lot study was
to determine the effects of leg FNS upon the
wheelchair locomotive effort in SCI individuals.

PROCEDURES

Subiects:
Eight male SCI subjects 16 quadriplegic and 2
paraplegic) participated in this study. Physical
characteristics, including lesion level and time since
injury are presented in Table 1. Prior to testing,
subjects were medically screened, and signed a
statement of informed consent in accordance with the
Institutional Review Board of our University.

Table 1. Subject Characteristics.

Subject Age Height Weight Level TSI
(yr) (cm) (kg) (yr)

1 51 172.7 84.1 C7 1.0
2 30 190.5 60.1 C7i 5.0
3 32 188.0 79.5 C8 10.0
4 37 182.9 67.8 C7 14.0
5 51 170.0 56.2 T6 5.5
6 39 183.0 82.6 Chi 7.0
7 26 170.2 61.0 T4 -6 2.5
8 16 177.8 59.1 C6i 1.0

Mean 35 179.4 68.8 5.8
(±SD) 01 ) (7.4) (10.8) (4.2)

i - incomplete
TS/

-

time since injury

Wheelchair Field Test:
To determine the range of functional wheelchair
propulsion velocities, each subject was asked to
operate his wheelchair at a self - selected "slow"
velocity and at a self - selected "fast" velocity while the
absolute speed was monitored. Based upon these two
endpoints, two additional intermediate velocities were
interpolated, resulting in a total of four test velocities.
During testing, the velocity for each stage was set and
maintained via a speedometer -wheel that was pushed
in front of the subject by a technician. An illustration
of this procedure is presented in Figure 1. Subjects
propelled their own wheelchairs indoors, over a low -
pile carpeted hallway of a modern research facility. On
two separate occasions, each subject performed a
wheelchair test in a counterbalanced order during
which FNS was or was not applied to the muscles of
the lower extremities.

A continuous, graded - velocity test protocol was used.
Following a 5 -min rest period, the subject was paced
by the speedometer -wheel at the slowest velocity for 4
min. The velocity was then increased by the pre-
determined increment for the next 4 -min stage,
followed by a second 4 -min intermediate stage and a
final 4 -min "fast' stage. The test was terminated upon
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comp l e t ion  o f  the  f inal " f as t" s tage  o r  upon vo l i t ional
exhaus tion, ind icated by the sub jec t' s inab il i ty to
maintain the  p re- determined, paced ve locity.

FNS App l icat ion:
For FNS app licat ion, a spec ial ly cons truc ted  8 - channe l
neuromuscular st imulato r, which was similar to one
previous ly desc ribed  (7 ), was used. This  device was
batte ry powered and provided FNS paramete rs as
f o l lows : rec tangular b iphas ic  asymmetrical waves , 35
Hz f r equency, 3 00  us ec  du rat i on wi th a curre nt ou tput
of  10 -150 mA. This device was  secured  to  the  back o f
the wheelchair during bo th test to equalize we ight.
During the FNS test, skin surface elec trodes were
placed bi late rally over the moto r po ints of the thigh
(quadriceps, hams trings ) and the calf (tibialis ante rio r
and  gastroc- so leus) musculature . Current leve l (up  to
15 0  mA ) f o r each musc le  was  ad jus ted  independently
to ob tain moderate ly intense contrac t ions without
caus ing the subjec t discomf ort. The FNS app lication
patte rn caused  the  calf  musc les  to  co- contrac t f o r 1 .5
sec  f o l lowed by a 1.5  -sec relaxation. A t 1 .0  se c  into
this  contrac t ion, the  thigh musc les  were  induced  to  co -
contrac t f o r 1 .5  sec  f o l lowed  b y a 1.5 -sec re laxation.
Thus , t he re  was  a 0 . 5  -sec  ove rlap  where  the  ca lf  and
thigh muscles were contracted simultaneous ly. The
rat ionale  f or this  FNS patte rn was that venous  re turn to
the heart would be faci l itated due to the upward
"milking  ac t ion"  o f  the  musc les  on t he  ve ins , and  back
f l ow into the calf veins would be minimized if there
was  valvular insuf f ic iency.

Figure 1. SCI subject paced by technic ian during
wheelchair locomotion field test wi t h FNS applied to
the calf and thigh musc les .

Monito red  Variables :
The  re lat ive  s tress  o f  the  whee lchair locomotive  e f f o rt
was  e valuated  f rom HR and  RPE responses . HR  was
de te rmined us ing an infrared earlobe dig ital pulse
monito r (Schwinn PulseMeter Mode l SPM 150) and
recorded  each minute . RPE was recorded  by use  o f the
Borg Scale which was printed on a placard and
presented  to the  sub ject during  the  f inal 10  sec  o f  each
ve locity stage. Category-rat io ratings (0 -10) were
ob tained in the categories of central (heart- lungs),
peripheral (arm musc les), and integrated ( overall ).

Stat ist ical Analys is :
A 2 x  4 repeated measures analys is o f variance was
used to examine dif ferences be tween the t wo tes t
cond itions (i.e., FNS v no FNS) at rest and the f our
locomotive velocities. The pos t hoc Duncan Mult ip le
Range tes t was util ized to determine interact ions
be tween tes t cond i t ions  o f  res t and  the  f our s tages  o f
locomotion. Signif icance  leve l was  maintained  at .05 .

RESULTS

I t  was  f ound  tha t m ean ve lo c it i es  f o r the  s low s tage ,
First and second  inte rmediate  stages, and the  f ast s tag .-
were  6 .5 , 7 . 8 , 9 .7 , and 11 .3  km /hr, respec tive ly. Six
of  the sub jects  were  able  to  comp le te  al l f our s tages  o f
bo th f ield tes ts, whereas t wo of the sub jec ts were
unab le  to comp le te  the fas t stage . HR responses at
each ve loc ity of bo th tests, (i .e ., wi th and without
FNS) are  p resented  in Tab le  2 . I t  was  f ound  that HR
increased progressively (i.e., linearly) as locomotive
veloc ity inc reased. In add it ion, during  FNS appl icat ion,
HR was  cons is tently lower at each s tage  (2 -7  %), with
a mean dif ference of 3 % between the FNS and non -
FNS conditions. However, the dif ferences in HR
between tes t cond it ions  were no t signif icant (p  >.05 ).

Table 2. Mean (,:LSE) HR response at res t and four
locomotive  ve loc it ies  with and  without FNS.

Stage rest 1

FNS 71.6 84 .5 91 .1 96 .3 100 .6
(6.8) (4.4) (5.7) (6.2) (7.1)

No -FNS 67 .3 85 .9 92 .6 98 .5 108 .0
(4.0) (7.8) (8.1) (7.3) (7.9)

Table 3 presents the Borg Scale ratings of
pe rceived exertion f or central , peripheral and integra ted
categories. These  dat a show a cons is tent patte rn of
lower perceived e ff o rt in al l categories during the  tes ts
in  whi c h FNS was  appl ied . The observed  dif f erences
be tween cond it ions  were  no t s ignif icant (p  >.05 ).

Tab le  3 . Mean (_:LSE) RPE for central, peripheral, and
integrated categories o f perceived  ef fort.

Stage rest 1 2 3 4
RPEC
FNS 0.0 0 .8 1 .8 4 .4 5 .9

(0.0) (0.2) (0.4) (o,a) 0.3)
No -FNS 0.0 1 .2 3 .1 4 .9 6 .6

(0.0) (0.3) (0.6) (0.7) (0.9)
RPEP
FNS 0. 0 1 .0 2 .8 4 .4 7 .1

(0.0) (0.4) (0.6) (0 .8 ) (7.1)
No -FNS 0. 0 1 .6 3 .6 5 .9 7 . 4

(0.0) (0.5) (0.6) (0.9) (1.0)
RPEI
FNS 0. 0 0 .9 2 .1 4.1 6 .4

(0.0) (0.3) (0.5) (0.8) (1.1)
No -FNS 0. 0 1 .6 3 .5 5 .9 6 .9

(0.0) (0.5) (0.5) (0.7) (0.7)

DISCUSSION

In this pilot investigat ion, there was a strong trend
toward reducing the stressfulness of whee lchair
locomotion at given velocities when rhythmic , static
FNS - induced contrac tions were induced in the
paralyzed musc les. This was ind icated by the
consis tently lower HR and RPE responses at each
ve loc ity when FNS was applied. A lthough these
dif f erences were no t statist ical ly signif icant, the re
appeared  to  be  de fini te  advantages  o f  us ing  FNS with
some of our subjects. This was especially true of
those  ind ividuals  who  tended  to  be  hypo tens ive . This
FNS technique had been previous ly reported to
markedly faci li tate venous re turn ref lected in greater
SV, Q, and the maintenance of mean arterial blood
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mean arte rial  b lood  p ressure  (4 ). Therefo re, FNS may
reduce the incidence of orthos tat ic and exercise
hypo tens ion in susceptible SCI ind ividuals. This may
reduce the incidence of presyncopal symptoms and
improve wheelchair locomotive pe rfo rmance .
Laborato ry stud ies which have util ized arm crank
ergometer exercise in SCI ind ividuals ind icated that
performance was improved and cardiopulmonary
responses were enhanced when methods to increase
venous  re turn were  incorporated . For ins tance , Figoni
et al. (3) demons trated higher maximal power  ou tp ut
when arm exercise was perfo rmed in a supine vs
sitt ing posture. This was primari ly attributed to a
reduc tion of gravitat ional effects on the co lumns of
blood in the lower body. Pitetti et al. 0 1) f ound
improved arm exercise capac ity when a G -suit was
used to  app ly lower body pos itive  p ressure to f aci l i tate
Xenous return. Davis  e t al.  (2 ) reported greate r SV and
Q when FNS was  app l i ed  during  submaximal levels of
arm crank ergometer exercise. There fore, it appears
feas ib le  that improved  venous  re turn during  whee lchair
locomotion could  trans late  into improved pe rfo rmance .
Of  the methods emp loyed in the laborato ry se ttings ,
FNS appears  to be the  mos t favorable  technique  due  to
its small size and portab i li ty. An add it ional benef it
from ac tivation of the skeletal muscle pump may be
improved  limb  integrity ( i.e., bone and muscle).

Heart Rate :
The  app l icat ion of  FNS to  the  musculature  o f the  lower
extremit ies  appeared  to  have  only a sl ight e f f ec t upon
lowering HR. Previous  inves tigat ions  have  not reported
signif icant HR e f f ec ts o f  s tat ic  pulsat i le  FNS, but have
reported  marked  increases in both SV and Q. I t  m ay
be  physio logically s ignif icant t hat the  added muscular
"wo rk " of the FNS - induced contrac tions did no t
increase HR due to the larger ac tive musc le mass
during FNS. In contras t, the tendency of the larger
ac tive muscle mass during FNS to increase HR
appeared to have been counterbalanced by the
inc reased  vagal tone  f rom the FNS - induced  inc rease in
venous  return via the  baro recepto r re f lex.

Perceived Exert ion:
The Borg Scale of perceived exertion may off er a
sensitive, albeit global, indication of underlying
phys io logical responses to  FNS. I n this  s tudy, rat ings
related to local arm muscle stress were 21 % lower
during  FNS app lication. Similarly, mean central  ratings ,
(i .e .,  a re f lec tion of  central cardiopulmonary responses )
were 31 % lower during FNS app l icat ion than without
the FNS. Overall rat ing s  wer e  als o  27% lo we r when
FNS was  appl ied  during wheelchair locomotion. During
FNS, the decreased central ratings of perceived
exertion may have part ial ly resulted  f rom the  reduced
HR, thus suggesting decreased cardiovascular stress.
The cons is tently striking reduc tion in these sub jects'
perceived level of stress during  FNS - app lied locomotion
is  c learly deserving  o f furthe r investigat ion.

Methodo logical Considerat ions :
The process of deve lop ing this pro tocol provides a
valuable  source  of  info rmation f or future investigations .
First, in our pro tocol the subject self - selected the
slowest and fas test velocities, wi th t wo intermed iate
veloc ities interpolated. The successful comp le tion of
the four inc remental stages was partial ly dependent
upon the sub jec ts' ab il ity to gauge their endurance
capab ilit ies. For an inexperienced or sedentary
ind ividual this  may be  d if f icul t  and  result  in premature
local musc le  f at igue  bef ore test termination. Therefo re,
i t  may be  he lp f ul  t o  al low several p r ac t ice  hab ituation

tr ials  p rior to  actual tes t ing . Second , in contras t to  the
present test cond itions , this test would be better
performed on a non - carpeted surface within a large
enough area to e liminate  unnecessary turns . This  latte r
fac to r may be dif f icul t fo r quadrip leg ics and require
additional energy no t related direct ly to locomotive
performance. Inc lusion of these modif icat ions could
improve  ef f orts to s imulate physio log ic  requirements  o f
dai ly whee lchair locomotion f urthe r enab ling the
evaluation o f FNS app lication in this  environment.
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CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES OF GERIATRIC MEN TO ELECTRICALLY STIMULATED
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ABSTRACT

Ten geriatric mobili ty- impaired men part ic ipated in
this s tudy to compare card iovascular responses
during rest, vo luntary bilate ral repe ti tive ankle
plantar /do rsi f lexion (VOL), and elec trically st imulated
pulsatile contrac t ions of bilateral calf and thigh
musc les  (ES) whi le  s i tt ing  upright. VOL and  ES were
perf ormed f o r 1 -min periods to ac tivate  the skeletal
musc le pump and ass ist venous re turn. Only VOL
inc reased heart rate (HR) signif icantly above rest,
whereas  only ES inc reased  stroke  vo lume (SV) abo e
res t. Bo th V OL and ES increased cardia output (Q)a bove rest, with ES elici ting a greater than VOL.

Ne ithe r VOL nor ES produced  a s ignif icant change  in
mean arte rial pressure (MAP). Bo th VOL and ES
decreased to tal peripheral resis tance (TPR) be low
rest, wi th ES el ici t ing  a greater decrease than VOL.
Only ES inc reased  tho rac ic  f luid  vo lume (TFV) above
rest, whereas bo th VOL and ES decreased calf  f luid
vo lume (CFV). These results  suggest that,  whi le  bo th
VOL and ES reduced  calf  venous  poo ling, ES- induced
contract ions of  calf  and  thigh musculature  enhanced
venous re turn tw i ce as much as calf VOL in the
upright s i t t ing posture. There fore, with this  ge riatr ic
populat ion, ES may produce greater clinical
circulato ry benef i ts  than VOL. ES was  to lerated  we l l
and  would  no t require  patient comp liance s ince  i t  can
be  appl ied  automatical ly.

INTRODUCTI ON

Elec trical st imulat ion (ES)- induced  contrac tions  of  the
lower- extremities of spinal cord injured individuals
have been sho wn to ac tivate the skeletal muscle
venous pump and faci l itate venous re turn during
orthos tat ic  and  exerc ise  s tress (1 2). This  app l icat ion
of ES may be cl inical ly usef ul since paralysis of leg
musc les and sympathe tic autonomic dys f unc tion
predispose these individuals to excessive venous
pool ing and its medical complications. ES may also
have appl ications f o r use with othe r clinical
populat ions who are at risk fo r lower- extremity
circulato ry problems. In part icular, inst itutionalized
geriatric patients are at high risk due to their
advanced age, mult ip le chronic medical cond itions ,
and sedentary lif es tyle. Some spend long periods
sit t ing  immob il ized  in chairs  which tend  to  encourage
venous pool ing and lower- extremity edema. Thus ,
physical inact ivity may p red ispose  these  ind ividuals to
po tential ly l if e - threatening  vascular p rob lems  such as
varicose ve ins, venous stasis ulce rs, venous
thrombos is , and  thromboembo lism.

To  aid  c irculat ion in sedentary ge riatr ic  patients , i t  is
recommended that a simple exercise cons is ting of
bilateral ankle movements (alte rnate ly raising and
lowering  the  hee ls  and  toes ) be pe rfo rmed at regular
intervals . These movements require vo luntary
cooperation /compliance and neuromuscular
coordination of opposing muscle groups bilate ral ly
(gastroc - so leus and tibial is  ante rior muscles ). Due  to
the impaired  abi l ity to  pe rf o rm /coord inate  the required
movements , such vo luntary exercise is often
inef fect ive fo r patients with neuromuscular,
neurolog ical, or psychiatr ic  disorders . However, ES-
induced contract ions may off er advantages over
vo luntary exercise since it can be automatical ly
app l ied  at spec if ied  inte rvals  and provide contrac tion
of  multip le  muscle  groups  in more  comp lex patte rns .

To date, no stud ies have been published which
compare  the e ff ec t iveness  of  vo luntary ankle  exerc ise
wi th ES- induced leg muscle contrac tions for

METHOD

Sub iec ts :
Ten men vo luntee red  to  serve  as sub jec ts . Me an  t
SD age , he ight and  we i ght were  64  t 8  years , 1 8 0  t
5 cm, and 8 4  f 10 kg , respective ly. All subjects
were mobility - impaired but func tional ly independent
with ass is t ive devices  such as  a manual whee lchair o r
cane , res ided  at home, and  part ic ipate d  in the  Adult
Day Health Care  p rogram at a large  urban VA Med ical
Center. Each subject had at least one phys ical
disabi li ty resulting from s troke , brain injury, diabetic
comp lications (exc lud ing amputat ion), hypertension,
co ronary artery disease, etc. Al l subjects were
med ically stable  at the  t ime  o f tes t ing . Subjec ts  took
a variety of  p resc ribed med ications  f o r the ir chronic
cond it ions . Although several sub jec ts were
hemipare tic, all subjects had suf f icient ankle plantar
and  do rs if lexion streng th to  move  the ir ankle through
part of the range of motion against gravity. All
subjects  were  cooperative  and  seemed to unders tood
ins truc t ions  without di f f icul ty.

Procedures :
The chair used in this study was a "Three- Position
Rec liner"  (Mode l 574, Lumex, Div. o f Lumex I nc.,  Bay
Shore, NY). This chair pe rmitted the sub jec t to be
placed in a nearly sup ine pos it ion, or a seated
pos it ion. In the  seated pos ition, the subjec t' s back
was  was  rec l ined  25°  f rom the  ve rt ical ,  and  the  seat
was recl ined 10°  from the  ho rizontal. The leg  rest o f
the  chair remained  ve rt ical  f o r this  s tudy (al though i t
was capable of elevating the legs toward the
horizontal position). The  sub jec t 's  fee t res ted  f lat on
the  f loo r, with his  arms  supported  by arm rests .

Al l sub jec ts participated in a single test ing session,
the pro tocol for which is illustrated in Figure 1.
During an init ial 10 -min period, where they were
placed in a nearly sup ine pos ture, the subjects
sequential ly rested, performed VOL, and had ES
appl ied. Then, the sub jec ts were seated upright in
the padded  chair. In this pos ition, two  cyc les  (trials  1
and 2) were conducted , each cons is ting of 6 -min
periods of rest that were alte rnated with 1 -min
periods of VOL and ES. These dup licate trials
al lowed  est imation of  the tr ial  -to -tr ial re l iabi l ity o f the
data within one tes t ing  sess ion.

VOL consis ted of bilateral ac tive ankle plantar and
dorsi f lexion. Thus , contrac tions of gastroc - soleus
and  t ib ial is  ante rio r muscles al te rnated every second ,
ve rbal ly paced ( "up "- "down ") by the  te chn ic i an who
used the sweep  second hand of a clock. Subjects
were requested to vo luntarily contrac t the ankle
musculature with moderate vigor through their
maximum range  o f  mo tion. ES consis ted of  b ilateral
isometric co - contract ions of  the calf (gastroc - soleus,
tibialis anterior) and co- contractions of the thigh
(quadriceps, and  hams tring) muscle groups . VOL and
ES contract ions  were  intended  to  ac t ivate  the  skele tal
muscle  pump, ass is t venous  re turn, and  move  venous
blood  from the  legs to the  tho rax.

ES was applied via skin surface electrodes using a
spec ial ly cons truc ted  neuromuscular s timulator s imi lar
to  one  previously desc ribed  (3). ES paramete rs  were
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Figure 1. Testing protocol.

as fo l lows : rec tangular -wave biphas ic asymmetrical
pulses , 35  Hz f requency, 300  µsec  durat ion, with an
ES current output range  of  0  -150  mA. The  calf  and
thigh muscle groups were stimulated fo r 1 .5 sec
each, with 0 ,5 sec overlap and 1 .0 sec of rest
be tween pairs  o f  contract ions . Figure  2  i llus trates  the
timing pattern f or ES- induced  contrac tions  of  the calf
and thigh musc le  g roups .

Cardiovascular responses were monitored befo re,
during and af te r each VOL and ES period with
computerized impedance card iography, impedance
ple thysmography, ECG, phonocard iography, and
auscultat ion. Card iovascular variab les  included  heart
rate  (HR, beat-min-1, computed from the R -R intervals
of the ECG), le ft ventricular stroke vo lume (SV,
mL-beart),  card iac  output (Q= HR•SV•1000 -t) , mean
arterial blood pressure (MAP= DBP +[SBP- DBP)•3- t) ,
and to ta l , periphe=ral vascular resistance
(TPR= MAP•Q -t) . Segmental f luid volumes were
calculated for the tho rax (TFV= p•L2.Zo-1) and the
right calf- segment (CFV= p•1-2•Z0 -1 ),  where  p  was  the
blood resist ivity computed  f rom hematoc ri t  (Hc t, %):p= 53.2eo.o22• be L= leng ths of thoracic and calf

segments (constants 25 .0 and 15 .0 cm,
respectively), and Zo =me an baseline impedance (0)
of each segment. A specially constructed multi -
segmental impedance device uti lizing an IBM -type
microcompute r was used to collect data
simultaneous ly from the tho rac ic  and calf  segments .

Data Analysis :
Two - factor (tr ial x cond it ion) and one - factor
(condition) repeated measures analyses of variance
and post hoc  Tukey tests were used to stat is tically
analyze  the  data. Intrac lass corre lat ions  were  used  to
estimate trial -to -trial re l iab i l i ty o f  the  data. The 5%
signif icance  level was  used fo r al l hypo thes is  tes ting .

RESULTS

Between trials 1 and 2, no statist ical ly signif icant
dif ferences (P<. 05) were found fo r all variables at
the rest, VOL and  ES test cond it ions . There fore, data
from the t wo trials were averaged fo r reporting
purposes. Intraclass correlation coef f icients
calculated for each dependent variable under each
cond it ion ranged from 0.899 to  0 ,9 99 (m ean t SD :
0 .978 t 0 .022), indicating very high trial -to -trial
re liab il ity within a s ing le  tes ting  session. Similarly, no
dif ferences were  f ound be tween the  res t ing baseline
data be f ore VOL and ES wi thin each trial, indicating
no  o rde r e ff ects; the re fo re, these  data were  averaged
to  rep resent the  res ting  condition.

Subjects were cooperative and learned VOL after a
brief practice session before tes ting. The sub jec ts
were habituated to ES for at least t wo sessions

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7

TIME (sec)
Figure 2. Timing patte rn for ES- induced

contract ions of calf and thigh
musculature .

before tes ting. The small and nons ignif icant
increases HR and BP sugges t that ES did no t elicit
strong sympathetic ne rvous system responses and,
the re fore, was tolerated well. I t was found that
mean current amp li tudes  f o r ES were  ad jus ted to  46 -
60 mA to  induce moderate  - intens ity contract ions of
st imulated  musc le g roups . Tab le  1 shows  the  mean,
SD, and range of the current levels for each
stimulated muscle g roup ,

Table 1. Current amp li tudes (mA) f o r each
stimulated muscle g roup .

Musc le  Group

Current (mA)

Mean SD Range

Right Quadriceps 53 10 35 -75
Lef t Quadriceps 56 12 30 -70
Right Hams trings 57 15 36 -90
Le f t Hams trings 56 12 35 -70
Right Gastroc - soleus 46 9 26 -60
Left Gastroc - soleus 54 16 25 -85
Right Tibial is  Anterio r 59 12 45 -80
Le ft T ib ialis Ante rior 60 12 44 -80

Cardiovascular responses (mean t SD) during rest,
VOL, and  ES are  summarized in Tab le 2. Only VOL
increased HR signif icantly (p  <,05 ) above rest (by
1%, 4 beat -min ), whweras only ES increased SV
above  rest by 16  %, 8 mL-beat -1). Bo th VOL and  ES
increased 8 above rest (by 10 %, 0 .35 and 20 %,
0 .6 9  L •m in1, respec tively),  with ES e lic it ing  a g reate r
Q than VOL (by 9  %, 0 .34  L •min -1 ).  Ne ithe r VOL nor
ES produced a signif icant change  in MAP. Bo th VOL
and ES decreased TPR be low res t (by 7 %, 2 PRU;
and 16 %, 5 PRU, with ES e lic it ing  a greater decrease
than V OL (by  9  %, 3 PRU). Only ES inc reased TFV
above  res t (by 0.7  %, 21 mL), whereas  bo th VOL and
ES dec reased  CFV (by 3  %, 37  mL and  4 %, 50  m L ,
respec tively).

DISCUSSION

Fluid Shif ts :
Bo th VOL exercise and ES- induced pulsatile
contract ions of gastroc- soleus and tib ial is ante rior
muscles are presumed to mechanical ly squeeze
venous blood away from the calf and toward the
heart. Bo th methods were f ound to measureably
reduce  venous pool ing in the  calf  segment (by 37  -50
mL per calf  segment),  but only ES was  found  to  have
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Table 2. Card iovascular Responses of Mobi lity -
Impaired  Geriatric  Subjects  (N =10) during
Rest, Vo luntary Exercise (VOL), and
Elec tr ically S timulated Exerc ise (ES) in the
Upright S it t ing  Posture .

Rest VOL ES

HR (beat-min-1) 7 0  t  1 3 74 t 14 7 3  t  1 3

SV (mL•bear t) 50  t  1 6 52  t  1 7 58  t  1 9
Q (L•min i) 3 . 3 7  t 3 9 3 .7 2  t. 88 4 .0 6  t .94 '

MAP (mmHg) 10 9  t 2 0 111 t  2 2 111 t 22

TPR (PRU) 3 4  t  1 0 32  t 1 1 2 9  t  9 '

TFV (mu 2867 t 254 2874  t 248 2888 t 266

CFV (mQ 1170 t 87 1133 t 192 1120 t 195

Values  are  mean t SD.
Underlined  means  are  nonsignif icantly d i f f erent.
• ES is s ignif icantly d i f fe rent f rom VOL and Res t.
PRU (pe ripheral resistance units) = mm Hg -L -1 -min-1

moved fluid f rom the calf agains t g ravity to the
tho rax. A lthough ES appeared to be the superior
method  to  reduce  venous  poo l ing , no t  al l  o f  the  f luid
removed  from the  calf  segment by ei the r method  was
re located to  the  tho rax. Since  the  tho rax gained only
21 mL, the majo ri ty of the fluid may have been
moved to ve ins (capacitance vessels) be tween the
calf  and tho rax (i .e., organs o f  t he hips, pelvis and
abdomen, and inf e rio r vena Cava). But, the precise
dis tr ibut ion o f  venous blood is no t we l l unders tood .
Furthe rmore , some o f this  d isc repancy may be  due  to
the  imprec ise  nat ure  o f  the  impedance  technique  f o r
de termining absolute f luid  volume values .

Hem0dynamics :
Some  o f  the  b loo d  that was  sh if t ed  t o  t he  tho rax  by
ES appeared. to  have  ente red the  central  circulation as
venous re turn. Thus , ES simultaneously reduced
venous  pool ing  and  increased  card iac pre load , SV and

d without. a change in HR. In contras t, VOL also
inc reased  Q, but via a d i f f e rent mechanism where  HR
inc reased  without a change  in SV. Bo th VOL and  ES
d id  no t  inc rease  MAP, but they d id  lower  TPR, thus ,
increasing to tal vascular conduc tance , presumab ly
f rom ac tive legs musc les. These changes in TPR
seemed to be  in p roport ion to  the  ac t ive musc le  mass
and  vasod i lat ion during  VOL and ES ac tivi t ies . Since
ES invo lved bo th the calf and thigh muscle groups
comp ared  wit h on ly t he  c alf  duri ng  V OL, the  g reate r
muscle mass used during ES may account fo r the
approximate ly two -fo ld  reduction in TPR.

A previous inves tigation (4) had ind icated that
simultaneous or alte rat ing contrac t ions of bo th calf
and  thigh musc le  g roups  improved  venous  re turn (SV
and d) in younger able- bodied men more than
contrac t ion of the calf or thigh musc les alone.
S imilarly, this  p resen t s tudy has  f ound  that  bo th calf
and  thigh musc les  appear necessary to  e l ici t  the bes t
ske letal musc le pump eff ec t, whe the r ac t ivated
vo luntari ly o r via ES.

Conc lus ion:
Al l  of  our phys iolog ic  data ind icated  that ES- induced
contract ions o f  f our (bilateral calf  and thigh) musc le
groups is superior to vo luntary contract ions o f  t wo
(bilateral calf) muscle groups in terms of reducing
venous  pool ing  and  enhancing  venous return in si t ting
geriatr ic subjects. Many inst itut ionalized mobility -
impaired geratr ic patients spend a considerable
amount of time assuming this sedentary posture.
There fore, po tential clinical ly important benefits of
using ES technique may include prevention of
excessive venous pool ing, orthostatic hypo tens ion,
edema o f  the  lower extremities , and complicat ions  o f
venous stas is such as varicose veins , venous  s tasis
ulce rs, venous thrombos is , and thromboembolism.
The ES current levels used to induce the required
contrac t ions  was  we l l  to le rated by the sub jec ts  and
produced  no  d iscomfo rt desp ite the ir sensate skin. I t
is  apparent that ES may have  an add it ional advantage
over VOL s ince  it  does  no t require  patient comp liance
and it  c an be applied automatical ly at spec if ic t ime
inte rvals.
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ABSTRACT

Afferent cutaneous stimulation was applied for 20 min. to
the dermatomes belonging to the same spinal cord level
as the triceps  surae (Sl, S2) in six hemiparetic patients
with calf spasticity. Resistance, expressed as work of the
plantarflexors (Nm•deg) to passive  dorsiflexion, was
asse sse d i n b oth ank les  of subjects  pre and pos t -
stimulation on an isokinetic dynamometer. There was a
significant decrease in the work (Nm•deg) of the
plantar flexor s  on t he  inv olved s ide  du ring p ass ive
dorsiflexion following stimulation. In a  subsequent
session, temporal distance parameters, ankle motion and
electromyographic (EMG) activity of the pretibial and
triceps surae muscle groups were assessed pre and post -
stimulation. There were  no s ignificant differences  in
temporal distance factors, ankle dorsiflexion or timing of
the EMG activity of either the pretibial or triceps surae
muscle  groups  dur ing the  gait  cycl e  pre  and pos t -
stimulation.

INTRODUCTION

Electrical stimulation is one of the s trategies currently
employed in the treatment of spasticity. Various
stimulation regimens have been described in the
literature with varying degrees of success. Many of these
regimens  involve stimulation of the peripheral nerve of
the spas tic (Lee et a l. , 1950) or antagonis tic muscles
(Levine et al., 1952), All of these programs of stimulation
involved efferent stimulation of the peripheral nerve to
produce a  contraction of the  muscle . Alternatively,
afferent stimulation has been described by Dimitrijevic'
and colleagues  (1968) as  "stimulation of the afferent
sensory limb of the spinal reflex arcs ". Afferent programs
of stimulation have been used successfully for excitation
and facilitation as well as inhibition. Ankle clonus has
been shown to be suppressed with afferent stimulation to
the  anterior tibialis muscl e  in hemiplegic  patients
(Dimitrijevic' et al., 1970) or with submotor stimulation to
the  radial and median nerves in patients  with multiple
sclerosis (Walker, 1982). Bajd and coworkers (1989)
applied stimulation to the dermatomes belonging to the
same spinal cord level as the spastic quadriceps muscle in
five spinal cord injured patients and all demonstrated a
decrease in knee extensor spas tic ity following
stimulation.

One explanation for variability in the  success ra te  of
electrical s timulation programs for reducing tone, is
difficulty in the  objective  measurement of spas ticity.
Stefanovska and colleagues (1989) characterized ankle
spasticity in hemiplegic patients using a combination of
torque and EMG during passive range of motion. Torque
was  reported as  t he  a ve ra ge  p e ak  t orqu e ov er  1 0

repetitions. Gottlieb and coworkers (1978) used joint
compliance as  an index of spasticity by measuring the
ankle angle in response to a sinusoidally applied torque.
Knutssen (1983) has sugges ted that an isokinetic
dynamometer could be used to measure spasticity, since
torque measurements du r ing passive motion may
correlate with increased resistance.

Based upon the results of Bajd and colleagues (1989), this
study was  undertaken to determine whether afferent
cutaneous stimulation of the Si, S2 dermatomes  would
reduce spas ticity of the  triceps surae muscle group in
hemiparetic subjects. Isokinetic  tes ting was  used to
measure  spas tic ity as  work output produced during
passive motion of the ankle. Total work output was used
instead of torque since it represents resis tance over the
entire range of motion. Temporal distance parameters,
ankle motion and muscle activity during gait were a lso
measured following a brief period of afferent stimulation
to determine if there was carry-over during walking.

METHODS

S u b s : Six hemiplegic individuals participated in this
study. Criteria for participation included hemipares is
secondary to a  cerebral vascular accident (CVA) or a
traumatic brain injury (TBI), primarily unila tera l
involvement, and increased tone in the  plantarflexors.
All subjects  could ambula te  independently without
assistive devices for a minimum of 80 m before resting.
All subjects read and signed the informed consent form
appro ved by t he  Ins ti tuti onal  Rev iew Board a t  the
University ofTexas Southwestern Medical Center.

Laboratory Instrumentation: An isokinetic exercise and
testing device  (KinComT'") measured the resistance to
passive motion of the ankle between 10' of dorsiflexion
and 30' of plantarflexion. Total work of the plantarflexors

was expressed as Nm•deg generated in ten repetitions of
passive dorsiflexion of the ankle at 30' /sec. This speed
was  chosen since it  did not e licit clonus  in any of the
subjects. A neuromu scular stimulator (SelectTM,
Medtronics ) was  used to deliver biphas ic  symmetrical
pulses (300gsec) at a rate of 50 Hz at a submotor level for
20 min. These stimulation parameters were chosen based
upon those reported by Bajd and Krajl (1989). Temporal
distance measurements  were collected as  a measure  of
overall gait performance. Thin flexible footswitches were
attached to the heel, fifth metatarsal, first metatarsal, and
great toe of both feet for temporal distance recordings.
Temporal distance parameters included velocity, cadence,
stride length, double limb support time (DLS), and a ratio .
of the  involved to uninvolved single limb support time
(SLS). Simple two axis e lectrogontometers  (Penny &
GilesTM) were  secured to both ankles for measuring
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sagittal  ankle  motion during gait . EMG activity of the
pretibial and triceps surae  muscle groups  was  recorded
during gait using infant size EKG electrodes arranged in
a bipolar pair. Inter - electrode distance was less than 2
c m a nd skin impedance was  l es s  than 5 0K o hms.
Miniature amplifiers  / transmitters  were secured to the
limbs for wire less transmiss ion of EMG to the recording
equipment, as previously described (Carollo, 1992).

P ro c e d u re : The subjects were  scheduled for two
app ointme nts within one week. Du ri ng t he  f ir s t
appointment resistance to passive motion of both ankles
was assessed pre  and pos t - stimulation. Subjects were
positioned supine on the isokinetic table with both legs
in extens ion and neutra l rota tion. The subjects  were
asked to re lax for 10  min.  to co ntrol for changes  in
spas tic ity associa ted with pos itional changes . The
uninvolved ankle  was firs t secured in the  ankle  piece
and following a 5 min. rest, resistance to passive motion
was recorded during ten repetitions of 10° dorsiflexion to
300 plantarflexion at 30° per sec. This was repeated on
the involved ankle . Before  each assessment of each
ankle, the subject was asked to relax for 5 min. to control
for cha nges in tone following limb movement.
Stimulation was  delivered to the  Sl, S2 dermatomes of
the  invo lv ed  l imb us ing 1 "x 2" surface  e lectrodes.
Amplitude was  set a t a submotor level and continuous
stimulation was delivered for 20  min. Following
stimulation, resistance to passive motion was reassessed
in both ankles.

During the second app ointme nt temporal distance
parameter s , s agit ta l  moti on o f ankle ,  and  the  EMG
activ itie s  of the  preti bia l  and triceps  surae  muscle
groups du r i ng gait were assessed pre and post -
stimulation. The subject was instructed to walk at a free,
co mfor ta bl e  ve lo ci ty  d own a  20  m gai t  la ne  whi le
anterior - pos terior and la teral views were recorded on
video. Footswitch and gonio meter  read ings were
col le ct ed  i n the  mid dl e  8 in o f the  gai t  la ne  u s i ng
photocells. EMG acti vit y wa s  s ynchroni zed  to the
video. Four passes down the gait lane were  recorded for
each subject. With the subject in a comfortable supine
pos ition, stimulation was delivered as described above
and the gait assessment was repeated.

Data Analys is: A two -way ANOVA was  used to
determine if there  were  significant differences  in the
wo rk o ut p ut  du r ing p a s s i v e  mot i on pre  a nd post -
stimulation and between the  involved and uninvolved
sides. A multivariate ANOVA was used to determine if
there were significant differences in the temporal
distance parameters or ankle  motion during gait pre and
post - stimulation. The timing of the EMG activity of the
pretibial and triceps surae muscle groups was expressed
as a percentage of the total gait cycle and was compared
pre and post - stimulation.

RESULTS

The average age of the six subjects was 23.3 ± 8.4 years
(range: 17 -38). Five of the subjects  had susta ined TBI,
and one had suffered a  CVA. The average time since
onset was 17.0 ± 19.9 months (range: 1 -54).

Plantarflexion spas tic ity expressed as  the amount of
work (Nm•deg) du r ing 10 repetit ions of pass ive
dors iflexion is given for the  uninvolved and involved
ankle for each subject pre and post- stimulation.

Uninvolved Involved
Subject Pre Post Pre Post

Nm•deg Nm•deg Nm•deg NTwdeg
1 51.7 26.6 138.3 50.2
2 20.0 26.0 34.5 20.0
3 76.0 74.7 154.1 138A
4 109.7 87.9 95.6 87.1
5 42.3 31.3 80.7 59.7
6 21.0 24.9 57.9 56.9

There  was  a s ignificant decrease in the work output of
the  plantarflexors on t he  inv ol ve d side dur ing 10
repetitions of passive dorsiflexion following 20 min. of
stimulation (P<0.05). Four of the subjects demonstrated
a d ec line  in the  work of  the  pl ant ar fle xo rs  on t he
uninvolved s ide  following stimulation, however, this
was not statistically significant. The mean ± SD for the
percent change in work performed by the  plantarflexors
du ri ng pass ive dors iflexion was 23.0±22.4% and
7.9±29.3% in the involved and uninvolved ankle,
respectively. The amount of work performed by the
plantarflexors d u r i ng pass ive dors iflexion was
significantly greater on the involved side compared to
the  uninvolved s ide  both pre  and pos t - s timulation
(P <0.05). The work performed by the  plantarflexors on
the involved side  during passive dorsiflexion averaged
99.4±69.1% and 64.8 ±54.4% greater compared to the
uninv ol ve d ank le p re and post - s timulation,
respectively.

There  were  no  s ignificant differences  i n any of the
temporal distance parameters pre and post - stimulation.
The me an ±  S D are  gi ve n b el ow for  t he  t empo ra l
distance parameters before and after stimulation.

Stim velocity cadence s tride DLS SLS
steps/ le ngth time ratio

m /min. min. m %GC

pre 34.6 ± 69.1 ± 0.91 ± 46.4 ± 0.69 ±
27.1 36.7 0.31 17.8 0.20

post 35.2 ± 72.8 ± 0.88 ± 46.0 ± 0.7.2 ±
26.0 35.5 0.30 18.4 0.15

There was no s ignificant differences in ankle
dors i flexi on du ring the  gait  c ycle  before  and after
stimulation. There was no difference in the  timing of
the EMG activity of either the pretibial or triceps surae
muscle  groups  d uring t he  gait  cycle  pre  and  pos t -
stimulation.

DISCUSSION

Despite a small sample  s ize , this  s tudy demonstra ted
that a brief period of afferent stimulation to the S1, S2
dermatomes  decreased the wo rk  o ut pu t of  s pa s t ic
plantarflexors  during passive dorsiflexion. All of the
subjects  demonstrated a decrease  in their resistance to
pass ive  motion following s timulation. Although not
statistically significant, a decrease in the resistance to
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pass ive  dors iflexion was  a lso observed in four of the
subjects' uninvolved ankles. This may be due to crossed
inhibitory influences on the contra lateral side or due to
the  influence of inactivity during the tests. Although
this  s tudy a ttempted to control for the  influence of
inactivity by having the subject relax for 10 min. prior
to any tes ting, future studies should include a test of
spasticity following 20 min. of inactivity without
stimulation.

A joint will  re s is t  mov ement a s  a  resu lt  of i nertia ,
viscoelastic properties of the muscle and joint structures,
and the reflex muscle contraction (Stefanovska e t al .,
1988). Since  the  spe ed o f ankle  rota t ion was  held
constant in this study (30° /sec), then any change in work
output was secondary to a change in the reflex muscle
activity. The work performed by the plantarflexors on
the involved s ide  dur ing pass ive  dors ifle xion was
greater compared to the uninvolved ankle both before
and after s timulation. This is evidence that isokinetic
work output measures can be used as a quantitative index
of spasticity over the entire range of passive motion.

The re  was  no s ignificant differe nces  in a ny of the
measurements made during gait following stimulation in
this study. The length of stimulation (20 min.) was brief
and may require longer durations of stimulation before a
change could be  observed in gait . The decrease  in
spas tic ity observed in this  s tudy may not have been
suffic ient to affect ankle  motion or muscle  activity
during gait, s ince extensor tone increases  when upright.
Bajd and Krajl (1989) reported that 20 min. of afferent
stimulation only reduced spasticity for 30 min. and have
sugges ted that increasing the  daily time of stimulation
will increase the  carry-over time.

Since the motoneurons for the triceps surae he in the S1,
S2 segments of the spinal cord, sensory stimulation of the
large diameter afferent fibers in the Sl, S2 dermatome
should be  the  optimal peripheral location to affect a
change  i n the  info rmat io n se nt  t o the  spinal cord.
Vodovnik and colleagues (1988) have speculated that
afferent s timulation facili tates  the  inactive  inhibitory
synapses but has no effect on the  excitatory synapses.
This  improves  the  excitatory- inhibitory balance and
reduces  the  spas tic ity. Regardless  of the  proposed
neurophys iological mechanism, afferent stimulation to
the dermatome at the spinal level of the spastic muscle
may prove useful clinically in decreasing spasticity.

CONCLUSION

A 20 min. period of afferent electrical stimulation to the
S1, S2 derma tomes of hemiparetic subjects with
plantarflexor spasticity significantly decreased the
res is tance to pass ive dors iflexion. Electrical
stimulation did not improve the degree of dorsiflexion or
the  phas ic  t iming of the  pretibia l and triceps  surae
mus cl e  gro up s  d ur ing gai t . Gait  performance, as
measured with temporal distance factors did not change
following a brief period of stimulation to the S1, S2
dermatomes . Future studies should evaluate gait
performance following stimulation periods longer than
20 min.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present a
comparison of volitional [VOL] and ES (electrically
stimulated) knee extension [KE[. 20 normal subjects
attended 4 exercise sessions. A 40 repetition, maximal KE
protocol was  performed each time. MVE (maximum
voluntary effort) was documented isometrically and at 60
deg /S. One and two channel ES recruitment curves
established the maximum tolerable KE force prior to the
ES protocols. Skin electrodes were used for open loop ES
exercise (asymmetrical biphasic, 300 uS, 33 pps). Analog
signals from an isokinetic system were sampled by an
IBM PC /AT. Peak moment and work performed were
plotted. ANOVA revealed differences (p <.01) between
VOL and ES, as well as isometric and isokinetic exercise
(ie peak KE moment: MVE- isometric > MVE-60 > ES-
isometric > ES-60). Contrary to some previous reports, ES
did not produce muscle performance equivalent to MVE.
These findings have direct application to goal setting and

patient management.

BACKGROUND

Neuromuscular e lectrical s timulation (NMES) can be
used to augment muscle  performance in patients with
musculoskeleta l and neuromuscular disorders. There is
confus ion in the li terature , however, in regard to the
amount of force and work that can be generated when
NMES is employed. Previous reports on the percent of
maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) that can be
obtained with NMES in normal individuals varies  from
11 to 133% of MVC. The study protocols, stimulation
characteristics and methods of measurement have been
varied among these  reports.

A better understanding of the effectiveness of NMES on
muscle  performance in normal, healthy individuals  is
important to the physical therapy management of
patients with intact or impaired sensation and to the
physical therapist's ability to critically read the literature.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this poster is to present the differences in
muscle performance between volitional and electrically
stimulated (NMES) knee extension (KE) performed under
isometric and isokinetic (60 deg /S) conditions.

METHODS

Subjects: Twenty normal, healthy subjects participated

in the  s tudy. The 13 women and 7 men ranged in age
from 21 to 44 years and were free of previous
musculoskele tal pathology.  None of the  subjects were
users of NMES.

Ins trumentation Cutaneous electrodes (3x4 inch, PALS
FLEX, Axelgaard Mfg., Fallbrook, CA) were used for
open loop NMES exercise (asymmetrical biphasic, 300 uS,
33 pps). Electrical stimulation was provided by a
modular stimulator plug -in board in an IBM PC /AT. KE
exercise (concentric isokinetic and isometric) was
controlled by the  LidoActive dynamometer (Loredan
Biomedical, Davis, CA). Analog signals from the
LidoActive system were sampled by an IBM PC /AT for
angular pos ition, velocity and moment. Calibration,
gravity compensation and all data acquisition were
performed by the IBM system.  An auditory beep was
provided through headphones to cue the  subject to
perform the next KE repetition. The electrical stimulator
was  programmed to a llow the  limb to re turn to 80
degrees of flexion and then immediately stimulate again.
There was no rest interval between repetitions in either
volitional or NMES exercise. The LidoActive isometric
measu rement mod e was  not used, and instead the
system was held in a "ready" state and isometric data
was  gathered by the IBM sys tem. Peak moment and
work performed were documented for each KE repetition
and performance data were plotted by a custom software
protocol.
Procedure: Each subject attended four KE exercise
sessions. During each session, a 40 repetition, maximal
KE protocol was performed. Maximal voluntary effort
was documented isometrically and at 60 deg /S. Single
and dual channel NMES recruitment curves established
the maximum tolerable KE force (isometrically and at 60
deg /S), prior to the  40 repetit ion NMES protocols.
Subjects exercised volitionally at 60 deg /S during the
first session and then the order of testing was
randomized. The knee angle at which peak KE moment
was generated by isokinetic volitional effort was used for
both isometric exercise modes  (voluntary and NMES.
Subjects were not permitted to use their hands or arms
during the test sessions.
Data Analysis: A repeated measures  ANOVA was
performed to detect differences among the  four tes t
sess ions  in peak KE moment (Nm), work performed
(Nm -deg),and several indices of fatigue (decrement in
moment from peak to end, decrement of the  peak
moment in the first seven repetitions after the peak and
number of repetitions to 50% decrement in peak
moment). The recruitment curve characteristics (peak
moment produced versus the  stimulus amplitude) were
compared for s ingle and dual channel stimulation. A
Bonferonni adjustment of the alpha level was employed
when differences among the sessions were identified.

RESULTS

Voluntary effort produced significantly greater peak
moment and work than NMES exercise (p <.01 to p <.0001
across all comparisons). Isometric voluntary MVC
produced 194.2 Nm in comparison to an isokinetic peak
moment of 169.9 Nm (p= .001). Isometric NMES KE (88.8
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Nm)  was  gr eat er  t han  is o k in etic  NMES  (5 9.7  Nm)
(p < .01). (Fig.  1) F a tigu e ra te s were gr ea t er  in  NME S
KE exerc is e th an in vo lit io nal exerc is e. Is o metric
vo lit io nal fatigue (ind ic ated b y the 40th p eak
mo me n t a s a p erc ent of the ma x im u m KE p e ak
mo men t ) wa s les s th a n vo lit io nal is o kinetic fatigue
(16.8% versus 39.6%) (p <.0Ml)- MMES KE fatigue was
significantly greater than in voluntary isometric
exercise but NMES isometric fatigue was not
statistically greater than NMES isokinetic KE (38.2% vs
41.2 %). (Fig 2). The total work performed during the
NMES 40 repetition test was approximately one third
of that performed during the voluntary isokinetic test
(Fig. 3). The addition of a second channel of stimulation
resulted in significant gains in peak KE moment in both
the isometric and isokinetic exercise modes (Fig. 4).

Fig 1. Peak KE moment for vol untary and NMES act ivation of the
quadric eps. Signif icant dif fer enc es  we re do cument ed between
isome tric  and isokinetic pe ak mome nt s in both volitional and
NMES exercise. The maximum tolerated NMES moments were 46%
(isometric) and 35% (60 deg /S) of peak volitio nal contractions.
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Fig 2. Decrement in peak KE moment, or fatigue, over 40 maximum
vol iti onal and 40 maximally tol erated NMES contractions. As
expected, volitional fatigue was greater in isokinetic than isometric
exercise. Despite the lower pe ak moments, fatigue was
significantly greater than in isometric volitional effort_

Fig 3. The  t ot al wo rk pe rf or me d o ve r 40 maxi mal vol untar y knee
extensi ons was signi ficant ly greater than the work performe d with
NMES (60 deg/S).
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Fig 4. Emplo yment of  two channe ls, rather than one c hannel,  of
NMES r es ult ed in s ignif icant ly gre at er pe ak KE mo me nt in bo th
isometric and isokinetic exercise.

DISCUSSION

The differences between isometric and isokinetic
muscle performance in volitional exercise were
consis tent with previous reports. NMES did produce
functional muscle contractions (46% of isometric MVC
and 35% of isokinetic MVC) in these normal subjects
with intact sensation. This would be equivalent to a
Good (4) or Fair+ (3+) manual muscle test grade. This
report is especially valuable because of the accurate
documentation of both stimulus parameters and
instrumented indices of muscle  performance (peak
moment, work performed and fatigue rates). In
contrast to some previous reports, the maximum
tolerated NMES contractions here were certainly not of
the quality that would support the use  of NMES for
muscle strengthening, a passive therapy aimed at
hypertrophy, in normal individuals.

The reduced force production in isokinetic NMES KE,
when compared to isometric NMES KE, is important
when setting goals for patients who will require NMES
to produce a functional force through a range of knee
movement.

The reduced peak KE moments, work performed and
increased rates of fatigue documented here for NMES
exercise  when compared to volitional effort, are not
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surprising in view of the differences between volitional
and NMES exercise. These differences include: altered
recruitment of muscle; motor unit firing rates in excess
of normal; altered geographical location of the
contracting fibers within a muscle; the  potentia l for
greater ischemia in muscle  during exercise; and the
bombardment of sensory receptors  in the  skin with a
stimulus that is perceived as  noxious  when forceful
muscle contractions are required. Each individual has
their own discrete sensory tolerance level which limits
the NMES muscle performance, especially when skin,
or cutaneous, electrodes are used.

The use of 2 channels of stimulation permitted
activation of more motor units  a t the same or lower
stimulus amplitude. Two channels would be expected
to be more effective in activating a large muscle group
with multiple "motor points" or locations of motor
innervation. When a symmetrical biphasic  waveform
is not available, 2 channels of asymmetrical biphasic
stimulation can be effective. Adequate recruitment of
the vastus lateralis is essential to produce force
throughout the  range of knee motion. Care  mus t be
taken to incorporate  the  vas tus medialis  to prevent
undesirable patellar tracking during forceful vas tus
lateralis contraction.

CONCLUSION

NMES can be used to produce useful, potentially
functional, contractions of the  quadriceps. For the
patient with an inadequate quadriceps , NMES may
prove to be a useful substitute on a short -term or long-
term bas is  d epending on the amount of volit ional
recovery that occurs. NMES also may activate reflexes
and provide timing cues for the neurologically disabled
patient.

NMES cannot produce norma l KE in pe ople  with
sensation, despite  the  use of the  mos t comfortable
stimulus characteristics and dual channel stimulation.
Peak KE moments, work performance were
significantly reduced and fatigue rates increased when
compared to voluntary KE.

NMES KE exercise cannot be considered equivalent to
voluntary exercise in any way. It is inappropriate to
claim that NMES KE is a passive exercise modality that
provides all the benefits of regular exercise.

It  is  hoped that this presenta tion will  help phys ical
therapists as well as other medical care providers in the
credible prescription of NMES and point out the need
to c larify NMES issues so that the unfounded "salon
prescription" of NMES exercise (and the billing of this
passive exercise by non - physical therapists as a
physical rehabilitation procedure fie P.T.1) can be
eradicated.
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HYBRID FES ORTHOSIS FOR PAR AP LE GIC  LO C OM O TIO N
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INTRODUCTION
People with paraplegia often require
orthotic systems (used with or without
FES) that encompass the hip, knee and
ankle joints HKAFO's. Braces that
extend above the level of the hip are
usually inconvenient to don and doff
and are encumbering for many activities
of daily living. In an attempt to
minimise the encumbrance of such
bracing particularly when used in
hybrid FES systems, the author
previously proposed the following two
part concept [Andrews 1990]. One part,
a means of stabilising the knees, can
be implemented using either a KAFO or
an AFO used in conjunction with FES.
This can be designed to be relatively
unencumbering and worn throughout the
day to assist with sit to stand type
transfers, prolonged standing and short
range ambulation. The other subsystem,
the hip and trunk stabilising
component, comprises a hip /trunk brace
that can be put on whilst in the
wheelchair and used to further improve
ambulatory function. Being easily
removed when not required for
ambulation ensures minimal ADL
encumbrance.

A new prototype hybrid FES orthosis
based on this concept is described.

Knee Stabilising Component The anterior
floor reaction orthosis (FRO) can
conditionally stabilise the paralysed
leg without mechanically locking the
knee joint [Saltiel 1969]. This permits
flexion during the swing phase with
improved ground clearance and dynamic
cosmesis. The condition for knee
stability is that the ground reaction
force (GRF) must be directed ahead of
the knee axis. A FES feedback loop
based on sensing the action of the GRF
has previously been described [Andrews
1989]. A force sensing resistor (FSR)
(supplied by Interlink Electronics Inc
USA) was used to detect incipient
buckling of the knee and, in response,
the knee extensors were automatically
stimulated. Stimulation was removed
after the GRF was reestablished in the
stable position. The GRF is mainly
oriented ahead of the knee during
standing and the stance phase of

walking. The activation of extensor
muscles can be reduced to levels that
avoid FES induced muscle fatigue
[Mayagoita -Hill 19901. The range of
ambulation can be extended if periodic
short rest stops are taken. To avoid
having to locate appropriate seating,
rest stops are best taken in the
standing position without fear of
collapse due to FES induced fatigue.

An improved FRO was developed for this
application and is shown in figure 1.
This brace is much stiffer in
dorsiflexion than conventional
posteriorly moulded designs and fits
the patients normal shoe size. The
elasticated calf band controls
plantarflexion during the heel contact
to foot flat phase of gait. As the
elastic calf band stretches the
anterior of the brace lifts off the
shank to allow ankle plantarflexion.
This action avoids the "rigid boot"
feel of previous solid ankle designs.
A similar FRO -FES system has been used
by paraplegic individuals for FES
assisted stand -sit manoeuvres [Andrews
1990] using phase plane switching
control; prolonged standing [Mayagoita-
Hill 1990] reciprocal [Andrews 1989]
and swing- through gait [Heller 1989].

Hip & Trunk Stabilising Component An
earlier prototype of this component
incorporated modified Durr- Fi1lauer RGO
hip joints and a push pull mechanical
linkage (flexible linear bearing
BowdenFlex 55 supplied by Bowden
Controls Ltd UK) in place of the usual
Bowden cables [Andrews 1990]. These
preliminary trials also revealed
problems with the hip /trunk brace hip
joints and linkage including:

Awkward to disengage the
linkage.
Difficult to engage with hip
flexion spasticity.
Serial adjustment required
with hip contractures.
1:1 ext /flex may reduce gait
efficiency.
Swing- through gait (Granat
1991] requires the linkage
to be disengaged.
Difficult to lean forward
and pick up something.
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A "smart" hip joint motion control
mechanism was designed based on the
wrapped spring principle [Kaplan 19913
shown schematically for the right hip
in figure 2. A helical drive spring is
wrapped around two hubs to form the
joint. One hub is fixed to the pelvic
band the other to the thigh cuff. One
end of the drive spring is fixed and
the other can be displaced by a small
servomotor. On the "engaged" state the
joint is free to rotate in extension
but flexion is resisted by a torque
determined by small anticlockwise
displacements of the servo. If the
applied torque is exceeds the set
torque the joint will slip (flex)
whilst holding the set torque. In the
"free" state a small clockwise
displacement of the servo unraps the
spring and the joint is free to rotate
in either direction. A prototype was
constructed with drive spring 54 mm
diameter, 30mm length formed from 2.2mm
wound square drawn wire. The set torque
can be varied up to a maximum of 140Nm.
In the "engaged" state the holding
torque can be set by pulse width
control of anticlockwise servo
displacement as shown in figure 2. In
"free" state the frictional drag is
less than 0.02Nm. Once positioned, the
servo [Futaba model 51483 output can
hold its output position even if the
battery power is switched off. This is
a useful for saving battery power
between state changes and was used to
reduce the average consumption to less
than 50 mW. The weight of the hip joint
and servo components approximately
0.2Kg. The joint can switch between
states in less than 50ms. The complete
2 -part system is shown schematically in
figure 3.

Typically the joint is "engaged" with
preset slip torque during stance phases
and is "free" during the swing phases.
To stand up, the user first positions
the body centre of gravity over the
feet. Then with the hands on the
support the joints are switched to
engaged throughout the standup movement
and whilst standing. Any difficulty in
immediately attaining full upright hip
extension is automatically accommodated
since both joints allow progressive
extension with the user held in the
maximum extension attained.

DISCUSSION
Preliminary lab tests with three users
having motor complete thoracic lesions
for sit -stand transfer using surface
electrodes indicated suggest that: no
manual interaction with the joint
mechanisms is required; standing for
periods in excess of one hour is

F i g u r e 1 T h e a n t e r i o r f l o o r r e a c t i o n o r t h o s e s .

possible; the hip /trunk component can
be donned and doffed in less than 30
seconds. Further tests are required to
assess the value of the hip /trunk brace
during ambulation.
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An Implanted Upper Extremity Neuroprosthesis

Kevin L Kilgore, P. Hunter Peckham, Michael W. Keith, Geoffrey B. Thrope,
Case Western Reserve University and Cleveland VA Medical Center, Cleveland, Ohio

A B S T R A C T
Surgical implantation of a multic hannel receiver-stimulator to
pro vid e gras p func tio n has been performed  in six q uad rip legic
individ uals  and has b een operational in one subject for six and
a half years . Surgical alteratio ns  have als o been p erfo rmed
with each s ub ject  in o rd er to enhance grasp  functio n. All s ix

sub jec ts  have demo nstrated  func tional grasp  patterns.

B A C K G R O U N D
Func tio nal elec tric al stimulation (FES) has been used to
provide grasp  and release in quadriplegic  individuals  fo r many
years (1,2,3,4). Early neuroprosthetic systems consisted of a
few p ercutaneous electro des and provid ed one gras p pattern.
Mo re rec ently , we have us ed p erc utaneo us  s ys tems  with as
many as 16 elec tro des , providing both palmar and lateral grasp
patterns. Proportional control of grasp opening and closing is
obtained using s ome remaining vo luntary movement, typ ic ally
shoulder mo vement (5), although wrist movement is  also used
as  a co mmand source. A s witc h , us ually mo unted  o n the
chest, is used to turn the s ystem on and off and to select grasp
patterns . A mec hanis m for lo cking the hand is  also  provided.
Thes e s ystems  have been s ucc ess fully imp lemented with more
than 40 s ubjec ts  and  have pro vid ed  them with the ab ility to
perfo rm many activit ies o f d aily living.

OBJECTIVE
As a res ult of the s uccess o f the p ercutaneous neuropro sthetic
sys tems , we have proceeded to the imp lementatio n o f an
implantable neurop ro sthesis. The go als  in advanc ing to the
imp lanted neuropros thesis are: 1) to  red uc e the maintenance
co mp lexity , 2) to imp rove s ystem reliab ility and  3 ) to improve
function. The maintenanc e complexity is reduced by
eliminating the p erc utaneo us  s kin interfac e . This  interface
requires cleaning and upkeep by the subject and attendant. In

add ition, the external wiring necessary to connect the
electrod es to  the s timulator can get snagged  during functional
tasks. The imp lantab le stimulato r removes the need for
external wiring along the p atient ' s arm. The reliability o f the
sys tem is improved through improved lead and electrode
design. Func tion is  imp ro ved  b y b etter electro de p lac ement
and by s urgical alterations to  the upp er extremity anato my that
are p erfo rmed  in c o njunc tion with s urgical p lac ement o f the

stimulator.

ME T HO D
The imp lanted  neuro pro s thetic  sys tem is s hown in F igure I .
The implanted compo nents currently consist of an eight
channel receiver-stimulator and epimysial electrodes (6,T). The
external co mp onents are an external control unit, an RF
trans mitt ing co il and  a s houlder c ontro l unit. The s ub jec t is
provided prop ortional control o f lateral and palmar gras p

Patterns.

Candidate selec tion :
The c andid ates  selected fo r imp lantation must b e C5

or weak C6 level and mus t be at  leas t  o ne year p o s t  injury.
The c and id ate mus t d evelo p  a grad e 3 o r b etter s t imulated
mus cle c o ntrac tio n o f eac h o f the fo llo wing key muscles:

FES System Components

Seaaory Feedback
Elec tr od e -

Imp la n t e d
Sl lmu la t o r U n i t �

Tmns mitt ing Cou

a

trImp la n t e d
Elec tr od es

Sh o u ld er  c o n tr o l l e r

S w i t c h  - 1 ECU

Ex t e r n a l Co n t r o l a n d
RF  T r a n s mit t e r  Un i t

F igure 1. Co mp onents  o f the implanted up per extremity
neuroprosthesis.

extens or po llicis longus (EPL), extens or digito rum co mmunis
(EL'C), adductor pollic is (AdP ), abductor pollicis brevis
(AbP B), flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) and flexor
digitorum profund us (FDP). If o ne or more of these musc les
is weak o r d enervated , augmentative s urgical p rocedures may
be required to  ac hieve both palmar and lateral grasp patterns.

Candidates undergo a muscle conditioning period prior
to implantation. This s erves  to  build  the mus cle s trength for
better electrode placement in s urgery , and allows  the surgical
plan to b e formulated.

Surgical placement:
The stimulator unit is implanted in the pectoral region

with the leads  traveling d o wn the arm. Epimysial electrodes
are sewn on the muscles in an open surgic al proc edure. Leads
are tunneled  from the elec tro des up the arm to the s timulator
unit. A s p ring c onnec to r is us ed to  co nnect the p ro ximal
imp lant lead  to the d istal elec trod e lead (8). Post-operatively
the subject is p laced in a long arm cast  for three weeks  so that
the electro des  can stabilize. Elec trical stimulatio n exerc ise is
used to rebuild  the musc le strength after the c asts have been
remo ved , and continues for at least a month prior to
imp lementation of a func tio nal sys tem.

Surgical alterations:
The surgical alterations  that are perforated

in add ition to placement of the receiver-stimulator and
electrod es  are: 1) c ro ss  anas to mo ses o f finger tend ons,  2)
Zancolli -lasso procedure , 3) artbrodesis of the thumb
interphalangeal (IP) joint , 4) radial os wotomy and  5) tendon
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International
Classification

Time Between
Injury and

Beginning of
Stimulation

Initial
Implementation

Time With
Implanted
Stimulator

FES Side Non -FES
Side

11 Group 2 Group 1 8 weeks
Percutaneous 6 1/2 yrs.

KT Group 0 Group 0 3 yrs.
Percutaneous 1 1/2 yrs.

RZ Group 1 Group 0 3 1/2 yrs. Surface 1 1/2 yrs.

NM Group 2 Group 1 1 1/2 yrs. Percutaneous 6 mos.

I Group 1 2 yrs. Surface 5 mos.Lf : j
Group

Group 3 Group 3 5 yrs. Surface 3 mos.

TABLE 1 .

transfer of a paralyzed muscle powered by electrical
stimulatio n. These procedures  are described in the paragraphs
that follo w:

Cross - Anastomoses of Tendons. The o bjec tives of
this  p ro c ed ure are to  pro vid e mo re unifo rm motio n o f the
fingers when a single elec trod e is  used to ac tivate the musc le,
to co mp ensate fo r d enervatio n (p art ic ularly of the flexor
digitorum profundus o f the ind ex finger), and to provide
uniform forc e dis trib ution in flexio n ac ros s the d igits . The
pro cedure is perfo rmed by suturing the four tendons of each
finger extrins ic  mus c le s o  that  they mo ve as  a unit . This
pro c ed ure is  mo s t often perfo rmed  with the F DS  and  F DP
musc les , and occ asionally the EDC.

Zancolli -Lasso Procedures. This procedure was
performed as  originally des cribed (9).  The tendon of the FDS
is detached  from its d istal insertion,  loop ed over the Al p ulley
and then sutured to itself. The modified FDS then flexes only
the metacarpal - phalangeal (MP) joint but not the PIP joint. As
a result , the F DS acts  as an MP b loc k in conjunctio n with the
EDC, allowing the EDC to pro vide better extension of the IP
joints.

Artbrodesis of the Thumb Intero halangeal Joint .
F us io n o f the interp halangeal (IP ) jo int  o f the thumb  was
performed to  allow impro ved  trans mis s ion o f thumb  pinc h
force onto an object. The particular importance o f this
procedure is that it allows the FPL to be used in the functional
gras p,  s inc e witho ut IP stabilizatio n,  s timulatio n of the FP L
will res ult  in flexio n o f the thumb  IP  jo int  into  the p alm,  a
non - functional position.

Rotational Osteotomv of the Radius . This procedure
involves rotation and fixation of the radius to correct a forearm
that is too s upinated  for functio nal use.

Grasp and contro l setup:
The grasp patterns are customized for each subject by

analyzing the rec ruitment prop erties  o f eac h elec tro de (10).
The shoulder control is also customized to match each
subjec t' s should er range of motio n and  s peed  o f mo vement.
Subjec ts  are trained in the us e o f the neuro p ro s thesis  and
participate in a series o f func tio nal evaluations  (11).

RESULTS
Six quadriplegic ind ivid uals have received implanted
stimulato rs at  the d ate o f this abs tract . Tab le 1 s hows  the
injury level for thes e six subjects. All subjec ts were c lassified
as either CS or C6 acco rding to the ASIA c las sification (12),
or groups 0, 1, 2 or 3 according to the International Society for
Hand Surgery (13). The time between injury and

imp lementatio n with an elec tric al s t imulatio n s ys tem varied
from 8 mo nths  to 5 years. Two subjects b egan with a
functional p erc utaneo us sys tem and o ne sub jec t b egan with a
percutaneous sys tem for exercis e only. The remaining three
subjec ts rec eived exercise surface stimulation prior to surgical
placement o f the s timulato r.

There have b een no  failures of the electro des or leads
with any s ubjec ts. T o date, the cumulative t ime without failure
is over ten years, and  the longest for any o ne subject is six and
a half years . The s t imulator rec eiver unit  was rep lac ed  in
subject JJ after two years due to increased power consumption.
T o  d ate,  the ma ximum func tio ning t ime fo r the stimulator
rec eiver is four and  a half years.

The surgical alterations that have been performed are
shown in T ab le 2. Eac h subjec t has  had  a minimum of three
proc edures  performed  to  enhanc e b is/her grasp patterns. All
six s ub jects have had side -to  -side anas to mo ses of the F DP
tend ons and five have had s id e -to  -side anas tomos es  of the
FDS. Thumb  IP  arthro d es is has  b een perfo rmed in two
subjects. Five subjects have had at least  o ne tend on transfer
of a paralyzed muscle to augment a weak or denervated muscle

group.

SURGICAL ALTERATIONS PERFORMED

PROCEDURE JJ KT NM RZ KB JO

FDP
Synchronization

■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■

FDS
Synchronization

■ ■

■ ■ ■

EDC
Synchronization

■

IP Arthrodesis
■

■

FDS
Zancolli -Lasso

■ ■

■

Radial Osteotorny
■

Tendon Transfers
+ FNS

■

■ ■ ■

■

TABLE 2.

All subjects can generate at least  a grad e 3 o ut o f 5
muscle grade with elec tric al s t imulatio n with th eir thumb
flexors, extens ors  and abducto rs. Five o f the six s ubjects
were ab le to ac hieve grade 4 musc le s trength fro m the finger
flexors. One sub ject  has very weak finger flexo rs , altho ugh
that sub ject  is  still undergoing the musc le c onditio ning phase.
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Fo ur o f  th e six subjects can achieve a grade 4 muscle
contrac tion in their finger extenso rs . Two subjects have trace
contractio ns of the finger extens ors. In bo th cases, paralyzed
mus cles were transferred  to  the finger extenso rs  in an attempt
to pro vide finger extensio n, but in both cas es  the finger
extens ion is  too  weak to  us e func tionally. The mos t likely
caus e o f this  weakness  is  tendo n adhesio ns to the surro und ing
tiss ue. Ho wever,  b oth s ub jec ts  are ab le to  us e their gras p
patterns func tionally either b y d ro p p ing the ir wris t  to get
pass ive hand opening, o r b y using their op pos ite hand to p ush

ob jects into  their grasp .
Fo ur sub jec ts use their contralateral sho uld er to

control their hand neuroprosthesis and one subject uses
ipsilateral wris t co ntrol.  The s ixth subject has  used b oth types
of co ntro l and is  c urrently utilizing s ho ulder co ntro l.

All sub jec ts have b een provid ed with b oth lateral and
palmar grasp patterns. Table 3 shows the pinch forces
develop ed for each subject (two o f the subjects are still
und ergo ing the mus c le c o nd it ioning p hase and  are likely to
inc rease in musc le strength).  T he fo rce levels are s uffic ient to
perfo rm many ac tivit ies  of daily living.

Group 3 Group 2 Group 1 Group 0

JG JJ l(m RZ KB KT

Pinch 8'NI 15 N 11 N 13 N 5'N 28 N

Grasp 9'N B N 6 N 3 N 2'N 9 N

Group 3 Patient - No voluntary T.T.
Group 2 Patients - No voluntary T.T.
Group 1 Patients - BR voluntary -> ECRB
Group 0 Patient - ECUstimulated -> ECRB

N —Newtons

Patient in muscle conditioning period

T ABLE 3.

CONCLUSION
Six quad rip legic ind ivid uals have und ergone surgical
imp lan tatio n  o f a receiver - stimulator to provide grasp and
releas e. Eac h of the s ix s ub jec ts  entered  the s tudy with an
ab senc e of voluntary thumb  pinc h fo rc e or grasp  force. The
implanted neuroprosthesis has provided each sub jec t with two
functional gras p p atterns. There have been no  p ro blems with
infec tio n o r d evic e rejection. The imp lanted  st imulator and
electro des have d emonstrated excellent reliab ility.
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A Hand  Gras p and  Releas e T es t for
Tetrap legic  Patients  Using a Hand  Neuro prosthes is

Kathryn C . Stroh,  OT, CHT , Clayto n L. Van Do ren, PhD, Geo ffrey B. Thrope, BS, Mic hael W.  Keith,  MD,
Case Wes tern Reserve Univers ity REC,  Metro Health Medical Center,  C leveland,  OH 44109

ABS T RACT

We have develop ed a q uantitat ive gras p and  release test  fo r
as s ess ing a hand  neurop ro sthes is  used  by C5 and  C6 level
tetraplegic patients. The ob jectives were: (1) to determine if
a patient's hand performance with the neuroprosthesis
exceeded a defined, clinically - acceptable baseline, (2) to
compare differenc es in performance with and without the
neuroprosthesis, (3) to determine the consistency of
performance o ver t ime, and (4) to compare performance
differenc es  among p atients. Patients are instructed to grasp,
move,  and release o ne of s ix d ifferent o bjec ts as  many t imes
as p oss ible in five 30 -second trials for eac h o bject,  with and
without the neuroprosthesis. Unlike other hand function tests,
the o b jec ts  and  the tas k were c ho s en to sp an a range o f
difficulties appropriate for C5 and C6 tetraplegic p atients using
a hand neuro prosthesis. The d ata from five patients presented
belo w s howed that p erformanc e with the neuroprosthes is was
ab o ve the b aseline and  that  perfo rmanc e imp roved with the
neuroprosthesis.

BACKGROUND

Over the p ast twelve years, fifty tetrap legic  patients have been
implemented with the Case Western Reserve Univers ity -
Veterans Adminis tration Med ic al Center portable hand
neuroprosthesis. These perso ns have injuries  at  the C5 or C6
motor level acc ording to  Americ an Sp inal Injury As so ciation
guidelines; Groups  0, 1 o r  2 (O  o r Cu) ac c o rding to  the
internatio nal clas sification for surgery of the hand in
tetraplegia. The neuro pro sthes is  enhanc es  indep endence in
ac tivit ies  o f d aily living (ADL) b y giving us ers  unimanual
control of lateral and palmar grasp and release. Paralyzed hand
and forearm muscles are stimulated electric ally via
percutaneo us or implanted electrodes. The stimulatio n is
controlled  typically by movement o f the contralateral shoulder
us ing an external sho uld er angle transd ucer and associated
electronics. Elevating the shoulder closes the hand by
increasing flexor stimulatio n, and depressing the shoulder
stimulates extenso rs to o pen the hand.

Assessment of function is essential in determining the potential
benefit of the neuropros thesis  o r any other as sis tive devic e.
We have reviewed  and tried  us ing several tests  to evaluate
hand function with and witho ut the neurop rosthes is, but found
the tes ts were inap pro priate for this ap p lic ation and p atient
population. The main p ro blems  with ap plying these tests  to
tetraplegic p atients include: (1) most tests  do

trot

specifically
tes t lateral and  p almar grasp  (2) they are ins ensitive to  s mall
but imp ortant changes  in hand function, (3) they are sensit ive
to additional variables other than thos e directly related to band
func tio n,  (4) they are affec ted  b y learning, (5) many tas ks
tes ted are no t rep res entative o f ac tual ADL fo r tetraplegic
patients , (6) the res ults  are inco ns is tent s inc e many tas k are
only p erfo rmed once, and (6) many tes ts  have inadequate
instructio ns fo r app lication to tetraplegic patients.

METHODS

The test  is a variant o f earlier "pick - and -place" tests, but the
objects tested, the manipulatio n of the objects, the test
structure, and the scoring methods were tailored to our
tetrap legic  p opulatio n. Six o bjects were manipulated ,  three
with lateral p rehens ion (peg, pap erweight, and  fo rk) and  three
with p almar prehens ion (blo ck, c an and videotape). Nominal
grasp patterns  were specified fo r eac h object, but certain
substitution patterns (with or without the neuroprosthesis) were
defined and  permitted. The objects were cho sen o r des igned
to  s pan a range of weight,  s ize,  and  d ifficulty repres enting a
sp ec trum o f ob jects and unimanual activit ies ap prop riate fo r
our patient po pulation. The peg and  blo ck represented  small,
light objects s uch as  p ens  or finger food s. The paperweight,
can, and vid eotape represented  larger, med ium weight o bjects
such as  a glas s o r a b o ok. The "fork" repres ented stabbing
food  or writing, and b ad a cylind ric al nylon handle co nnec ted
to a spring - loaded piston. A vertic al forc e o f 4.4 N was
required to depress the handle to the indicator line.
Preliminary tests showed that a force of 4.4 N applied  to a real
fork is sufficient to stab pieces of fruit, cooked vegetables, and
meats.

In ad dit io n to us ing simp le, standardized objects, the test
reduced "manipulation"  to a s tand ard seq uenc e of mo vements
app rop riate for tetraplegic p atients. Generally an ob jec t was
grasped in the srarting area of the test bo ard, lifted and woved
over a b arrier and  released  in the target  area. The sequence
was comp leted as many times as po ssible in 30 s econds. The
positio n o f the patient , the pos itio n o f the tes t bo ard , and the
loc ation and orientation of each ob ject were set acc ording to
written instructions, and were reproduced from sess io n to
session.

A preliminary test ( "pretest ") for each object was administered
at the b eginning of eac h ses s ion to d etermine if the p atient
und erstoo d the ins truc tions and c ould  manip ulate the o bjec t.
Patients practiced with each object for at least 30 seconds, and
continued to practice until they developed a successful strategy.

The res ults  o f the p retes t  were imp o rtant for two  reas o ns .
Firs t , they identified  and  eliminated tho se ob jec ts  that were
imposs ible for the patient to manipulate, resulting in a sho rter,
less fat iguing test. Sec ond, we defined  "baseline perfo rmance"
as succes sful manipulatio n of each object at least  onc e during
the pretest. In c linical p rac tic e, failing the pretes t when us ing
the neuroprosthesis would lead to re- examination of the patient
and  adjus tment o f the muscle st imulation levels.

The main part of the test followed the pretest, and consisted of
tes ting eac h o b jec t,  f irs t  with the neuro pro s thesis  and  then
without the neuroprosthesis, five times. Patients were
instruc ted to complete each tas k as many times as p ossible in
a 30 -sec ond trial, and the number of comp letions and failures
were co unted in eac h trial.

Five patients were tested , two  ind ividuals with injuries at  the
C6 level and  three at  the CS  level. Eac h p atient  was tested
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(no minally) o nc e  p er wee k fo r five weeks  with an  average
interval b etween tes t ing of 8 days  with a range fro m 4 to  16
days. The location, home or hospital, and time o f testing were
cho sen by the patient. Test s essio ns were vid eotaped, and the
videotapes were reviewed to corroborate the scores recorded
during the test . The length of each tes t sess ion d ep ended on
the number of objects the patient could manipulate in the
pretes t,  and varied from 90 to 150 minutes .

RES UL TS

Four hyp othes is were tested: (1) performance with the
neuro pros tb esis will meet o r exceed  a pred efined  baseline for
all p atients that indicates  a clinically acc eptab le grasp , (2) the
number of completions  will increas e and the number of failures
will dec rease when the neuroprosthesis is  us ed, (3) the number
of failures and c omp letions  with the neuro pro sthesis  will b e
consistent across time (i.e., across sessions), and (4) the
effec tivenes s  o f the neurop ro sthesis will d ep end  o n injury
level.  T he neuro pro sthes is sho uld help  C5 p atients manip ulate
all of the o bjec ts,  and  sho uld help C6 users with more diffic ult
objects. The data used to test the  f irst two hypothesis are
presented belo w.

Hypo thes is  1 -  Bas eline Performanc e

The res ults  of the pretes t with and  without the neuro pro sthesis
are s hown in F ig.  1 (white c ell = p as s,  blac k c ell = fail, gray
cell =  variable result). Three o f the rive patients  (JJ, MH, TZ)
succ essfully manipulated all six objects with the
neuropro sthesis in the pretest, and were judged to have
satisfac tory grasps. The o ther two  patients  failed  with one or
more o bjects in at least one sess ion, whic h led  to  revisio ns of
their grasps. These two patients passed the pretest in
sub sequent test ing.

WITH
NEUROPROSTHESIS

WITHOUT
NEUROPROSTHESIS

J J HM M H RM T 2 o J J HM I MH RM I T2 e

Peg

w e ig t d

b
Fork

Block
b

Ca n
d

Tape
::.:� ..b

a Passed pretest in last two sessions
b Passed protest in four sessions
C Tested only twice
d Passed pretest in one session

Fig. 1 Pretes t res ults  for eac h p atient , with and  without the
neuropro sthesis. The white cells repres ent a minimum of o ne
succ ess ful c omp letio n in all p retes t ses sions , the b lac k c ells
repres ent failures  in all sess io ns , and the gray c ells  rep resent
variable results acro ss s essions.

The p retes t sc ores witho ut the neurop ros thes is are sho wn for
comp arison purpos es. Most patients could not manipulate the
heavier , mo re difficult objects witho ut using the

neuro prosthesis . Patients  RM and NM bad inconsistent results
with one of the six objects , pro bably due to small ses sion -to-
ses sion changes  in p ass ive finger flexio n tensio n.

Hypothesis 2 - Differenc es with and without the
neuroprosthesis.

The d ifference in the numb er o f c o mp letions  o r failures  fo r
eac h o bjec t  was  c alc ulated fo r all f ive trials  in all f ive tes t
sessions. The results of the compariso ns with and without the
neuropro sthesis  are summarized  in Fig.  2. Eac h c olumn gives
the median o f twenty -five trials. Med ian d ifferences of zero
are ind ic ated by the circles  o n the axis . The white c o lumns
(and circles) represent statis tically signific ant improvements  in
performance with the neurop rosthesis (p  s 0.05); d efined here
as significant increases in completions, significant dec reases in
failures , o r any number o f failures with the neuro p ro s thesis
when the p atient  c o uld no t c o mp lete the tas k witho ut the
neuroprosthesis. In this last situation, we assert that
performing the task with the neuroprosthesis , albeit with errors,
is  s t ill an imp ro vement o ver no t b eing ab le to  d o  the tas k
witho ut the neurop ro sthesis. The gray co lumns and  circles
represent equivo cal cases where the differences are not
statis tic ally s ignific ant (p  >  0.05). The b lack co lumns  are
cases where the neuroprosthesis degraded performance by
significantly reducing co mp letio ns . The as teris ks  represent
cas es  where the p atient  failed the task b oth with and  witho ut
the neuroprosthesis. Using the neuroprosthes is increas ed the
number o f c ompletions  significantly in 16 of 24 c ases. In 11
of these cas es, the patients could not perform the task without
the neuroprosthesis. In only four cases did the neuroprosthesis
imp ede performance, and the decrease was statistically
significant fo r two  o f these cases - for C6 p atient JJ with the
peg and b lo c k. This patient c ould manip ulate the lightes t
objec ts more q uickly with his active tenodesis grasp than with
the neuroprosthesis. The neuroprosthesis also decreased the
numb er o f failures significantly in 7 c as es . In 8 o ther cas es
the number of failures increased, but the task could only be
performed with the neuro prosthesis. If a patient could perform
a task with and witho ut the neuropros thesis, there were always
fewer failures with the neuropros thesis than without.

DIS CUS S ION

A tes t fo r as s ess ing hand  gras p and releas e in C5 and  C6
tetraplegic individuals, with and without the hand
neuroprosthesis has been developed. The test includes a
selec tion of tasks appropriate for CS and C6 tetrap legic
ind ividuals. T he reliab ility o f the  tes t  was  maximized  b y
choosing a robust, quantitative scoring method and
standardized equip ment, procedures and instructions. The
fixed  trial d uration als o  set  a maximum tes ting time fo r the
patient.

The test was applied to five neuroprosthesis users to
investigate four specific hypotheses about hand performance
with and without the neuroprosthesis. T he data fro m two  were
presented. Performance with the neurop rosthesis exceeded a
baseline indicative of a "clinically - accep table" hand  grasp for
three p atients  (Fig. 1). The other two p atients pas sed with at
least three objects in every session, and passed with most other
ob jec ts in all but o ne s es s io n Though p atients  failed a few
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times in the pretest, all of the problems have b een corrected to
give clinically - acceptable grasps. In contrast, no ne of the
patients could perform at an eq uivalent level without the
neuroprosthesis.
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Fig. 2 Differenc es in the number of comp letions or failures for
each o bject (i.e., co unt with the neurop ros thesis minus count
without the neuroprosthesis). Data from sub ject  T Z were
omitted  s ince he had only two  tes t sess io ns  for c ompariso n.
The co lumns give the grand median acros s all 5 trials  in each
o f  5 sessions. The white co lumns and circ les represent
conditio ns  where p erformance improved (p  s  0.05) with the
neuroprosthesis, i.e., where. (1) the numb er of c o mp letions
increased,  (2) the number of failures decreased, or (3) there
were failures with the neuropros thesis but the p atient could not
do the task without the neuroprosthesis . The gray columns and
circles represent insignific ant differenc es , and the black
columns represent cases where performance d eclined with the
neuroprosthesis (fewer c ompletio ns  with the neuro pros thes is
than without it). The asterisks represent those cases where the
patient failed  the pretest.

The improvements provided by the neuroprosthesis were
substantiated further, in accord with our second hypothesis, by
analyzing the d ifferences in the numb er o f c ompletio ns  and
failures with and without the neuroprosthesis. The
performance differences ( Fig. 2) indicate that for most objects,
the patients had  more c ompletions with the neuro pro sthesis
than witho ut it. The neurop rosthesis  almo st always  enhanced
perfo rmanc e with more d iffic ult  o b jects , and  in many c ases
made the tas k possible. For the two easiest  objects (pegs and
blocks), one C5 patient (MH) sho wed no difference in
co mpletio ns  (tho ugh he had  fewer failures ). The o ther C5
patient (RM) had signific antly mo re c o mp letio ns  with the

neuropro sthesis. Bo th C6 p atients (NM and  77) b ad  fewer
co mp letions with the neurop ro sthesis with thes e two ob jects
bec ause op erating the neuropros thesis was  s lo wer than using
unassisted, active tenodesis grasp.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
effectiveness of a Functional Electrical Stimulation
(FES) treatment program on the facilitation of shoulder
muscle recovery in hemiplegics. Twenty -six recent
hemiplegic stroke patients with shoulder muscle
flaccidity were randomly assigned to either a control
group (n =13; 5 female & 8 male) or experimental group
(n =13; 6 female & 7 male). Both groups received the
conventional physical therapy, but the experimental
group received additional FES therapy where their
flaccid /paralyzed supraspinatus and posterior deltoid
muscles were induced to contract repetitively up to 6
hour /day for 6 weeks. Duration of both the FES
session and muscle contraction /relaxation ratio were
progressively increased as performance improved.
Weekly evaluation of shoulder muscle function (i.e.,
active range of motion), tone, and posterior deltoid
posterior deltoid muscle electromyographic (EMG)
activity showed significant improvements In the
experimental group compared to the control group over
the 6 -week period. These advantages for the
experimental group were maintained after six weeks of
FES termination. It was concluded that the FES
program could facilitate the recovery of shoulder
muscle function and increased range of motion.

INTRODUCTION

Hemiplegic patients typically have flaccid shoulder
muscles for several weeks following the stroke. This
can lead to muscle deterioration, loss of range of
motion, and contracture. Additionally, stretching of the
shoulder joint capsule can lead to chronic subluxation
and pain. Traditional therapies for the upper extremity
of hemiplegic patients typically include passive range of
motion, progressive resistive exercise of paretic
muscles, and neuromuscular facilitation techniques (1-
3). However, it appears feasible that the addition of
functional electrical stimulation (FES) - induced
contractions to exercise the shoulder muscles could
serve as a prophylactic measure against these
problems and facilitate recovery following the f laccid
stage (4 -7) This Is because the active contractions
produced can reduce deterioration and maintain
muscle readiness to return to function i f  and when
neuromuscular pathways become operational in the
latter stages of recovery. Thus, appropriate FES
therapy may potentially enhance the rate and
completeness of recovery, and improve rehabilitation
outcome.

The clinical use and therapeutic effects of FES on lower
extremity paralyzed /paretic muscles of
neuromuscularly impaired patients are well
documented (8,9). However, little is currently known
about the therapeutic benefits of using FES on the
upper extremity muscles of hemiplegics patients.
Recent research studies indicated the potential of using
FES exercise of shoulder muscle for the prevention
and /or reduction of shoulder subluxation (6,7). But, no
data have been reported on the effects of the rate of
muscle recovery. Therefore, the purpose of this project
was to determine the effects of a six -week FES program

on the functional recovery of shoulder muscles in acute
hemipleglcs.

METHODS

b' cts. Twenty six recent hemiplegic stroke patients
with shoulder muscle flaccidity /paralysis were
randomly assigned to either a control group (n =13, 5
female, and 8 male) or experimental group (n =13, 6
female, and 7 male). Informed consent was obtained in
accordance with the Wright State University Institutional
Review Board procedure. The mean (± SD) height,
weight, and age for the experimental group were 174 ±7
cm, 76 ±12 kg, 65 ±13 yr; and for the control group
were 166 ±10 cm, 78 ±11 kg, and 69 ±12 yr,
respectively. A preliminary medical evaluation was
used to derive information regarding the cardiac and
medical history for each Individual participating In this
study. For the safety of the FES group, a baseline ECG,
as well as a detailed cardiac history review was
completed. Individuals with cardiac pacemakers were
excluded from this study. Patients with cardiac deficits,
especially conduction problems, were monitored
closely by ECG during the initial trials of the FES
program.

Treatment Both the control and experimental groups
received conventional physical therapy as part of their
treatment program. However, the experimental group
received additional FES therapy as provided by a
commercially available stimulator (Respond 11;
Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN) and two surface
electrodes. This device has adjustments for the on -off
stimulation cycle and the intensity of stimulation, as well
as having a timer to start and stop the stimulation. The
active electrode was placed over the posterior deltoid
muscle and the passive electrode was placed over the
supraspinatus muscle utilizing a configuration which
minimizes activation of the upper trapezius muscle
(which can cause shoulder shrugging). Stimulation
frequency was set at 35 Hz to create a tetanized muscle
contraction. FES intensity was set to obtain the desired
motion of humeral elevation with some abduction and
extension to pull the head of the humerus into the
glenoid cavity. To provide consistent position and
shoulder joint protection, all subjects were asked to use
their wheelchair arm support whenever sitting, both
between and during the FES sessions. These FES
sessions were conducted seven days /week for a total
of six weeks.

Weekly Evaluations. All subjects were evaluated each
week for shoulder muscle function, active joint range of
motion using modified Bobath technique (2), shoulder
muscle tone, as well as surface electromyographic
(EMG) of the posterior deltoid muscle. A follow up
evaluation was also performed six week after
discontinuation of the FES program. The posterior
deltoid muscle was chosen for EMG measurements
because of easy access by surface electrodes. An
increase in the EMG activity of the posterior deltoid
muscle could indicate the recovery of muscle function
from flaccidity in this muscle, and possibly other
shoulder muscles as well.
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To evaluate shoulde r muscle function, ac tive  range of
motion tests were peiforined with the patlerlt In supine,
sitting, and standing positions (2). These tests were
divided into three grades according to their degree of
diff iculty, with tasks for grade 1 being the easiest and
those for grade 3 being the most difficult. This grading
system limited the number of tasks required for severely
affected patients. Those less severely affected
performed more tasks.

Shoulder muscle tone was evaluated using modified
Gross clinical scale (10) from 0 to  4, where 0 was
considered no tone and 4 as the affected part being
rigid in flexion or extension. The shoulder muscle tone
evaluations were performed to evaluate the subjects
recovery process from the f laccid to the spastic stage
where, normal tone was considered to be between 2
and 3. EMG activity of the posterior deltoid muscle was
evaluat ed  with  s urfac e elec tro d es ,  and  we re rate d  fro m
0 (no EMG activity) to 3  (normal EMG activity).

Statistical Analysis. Mult ivariate repeated measures
analysis of variance was used to compare the
experimental and control groups, and the 7
measurement pe riods  during weeks 1 to 6, and during
week 12 (follow -up evaluation). Before perf orming the
analys is, fo rmal diagnostic procedures were f ollowed.
No serious departures from the assumptions necessary
for the  analys is were  found. For all stat istical test ing,
the .05 level of probability was required for significance.

RESULTS

The results  of  the shoulder muscle  f unc tion, muscle
tone, and posterio r deltoid EMG activity measurements
for the  involved shoulder o f bo th g roups are shown in
Figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The shoulder muscle
func tion testing (Figure 1) demons trated that both
groups had continuous and spontaneous
improvements  in the ir musc le f unc tion during  the  s ix
week period following stroke. However, the
experimental group showed signif icantly higher
improvement in their shoulder muscle func tion (i.e.,
range  o f mo tion) at week 4  compared  to  the  contro l
group. This signif icantly higher improvement was
maintained during weeks 4-6 of the FES treatment
period and at the follow -up evaluation at week 12. The
results of the muscle tone tests (Figure 2) showed
continued  improvement for both groups. However, the
muscle tone was signif icantly higher In the experimental
group at weeks  2 -4 and  6 , as we l l as  at the 12  -week
follow -up evaluation. The EMG activity of the poste rior
deltoid muscle (Figure 3) also showed greater
Improvement in the experimental group. These
dif ferences were significant at weeks 5 and 6, and at the
12 -week follow -up evaluation.

DISCUSSION

Early fac ilitation of activity in muscle  groups p roducing
protrac tio n and up ward ro tatio n o f  th e s c ap ula and
flexion - abduction of the shoulder (i.e., posterior deltoid
and  supraspinatus) is essential during  the  acute  and
flaccid phase of neural recovery from stroke (11).
Dif f erent methods have been studied  fo r facil itat ion of
recovery in hemiplegics, including biofeedback, low
voltage electrical stimulation, specif ic positioning of the
shoulder and passive range of motion (2,12). Although
the discussion of these methods is beyond the scope of
this paper, it is unfortunate that little controlled research
data are availab le to  verity the relative effic ac y o f thes e
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FIGURE 1. Weekly grade of  the shoulder muscle
function (i.e., active range of motion) for the
experimental (FES) and control (non -FES) groups
during the six -week treatment program and at the
12 -week follow -up evaluation (* = p<0.05).
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FI GURE 2 . Weekly scale o f  t he  s ho ul de r musc le
tone  f o r the  experi mental (FES) and contro l (non -
FES) g roups during  the  six -week treatment program
and  at the 12 -week f ollow -up  evaluation
(* = p<0 .05 ).
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FIGURE 3. Weekly g rade o f  t he pos te rio r delto id
EMG ac tivi ty f o r the experimental (FES) and  contro l
(non -FES) g roups during the six -week treatment
program and  at the 12 -week fo llow -up evaluation
(* = p  <0.05 ).
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methods. FES of the affected muscles has emerged as
a promising therapeutic adjunct in the facilitation of
voluntary motion.(13,14). Most of the studies relating to
the efficacy of FES, however, have been on distal
extremity function such as facilitation of ankle
dorsif lexion and wrist f inger extension (13,14). There
are only a few research studies published relating to the
effects of FES on the proximal (i.e., shoulder) muscles.
However, these studies were primarily focused upon
the effects of FES for prevention and /or reduction of
shoulder subluxation in stroke patients (6,7). Results
indicated that FES is effective in reducing and /or
preventing shoulder subluxation, but the mechanism of
these effects have not been clearly elucidated.

The result of our study demonstrated that the specif ic
type of FES therapy tested can improve the voluntary
function of shoulder muscles and active range of
motion. Furthermore, these experimental subjects not
only showed a greater rate of improvement during the
FES treatment, but they also demonstrated
maintenance of these improvements during the 12-
week follow -up period. The supraspinatus and
posterior deltoid muscle are the two most important
muscles protecting the shoulder from subluxation. The
faster and more complete these muscles recover, the
better would be the rehabilitation outcome for the
hemiplegic stroke patients .

When applying FES to these muscles, the shoulder was
positioned in less adduction and Internal rotation,
thereby decreasing the risk of contracture. Patients
without muscle contracture tend to have a more rapid
recovery when participating in physical therapy
programs. The weekly evaluations of our subjects also
showed that, although both groups had spontaneous
neurological improvement after stroke, these
improvements were enhanced by the FES treatment as
evident by the results of shoulder muscle
function /range of motion, tone, and EMG activity of
posterior deltoid. Increased EMG activities of the
posterior deltoid muscle could be an Indication of
increased activity of other shoulder muscles as well.
The active contractions induced by the FES may
prevent the marked deterioration of muscles affected by
hemiplegia. Thus, the primary mechanism for the
greater recovery of our experimental subjects may be
explained by the maintenance of muscle integrity, rather
than neurologic recovery.

Conclusion. The FES therapy program used during this
study exercise trained the supraspinatus and posterior
deltoid muscles. Therefore, there was less disuse
deterioration, and faster functional recovery of these
shoulder muscles. Since the experimental group
maintained the results following six weeks of FES
termination, it appeared that the shoulder muscles
acquired sufficient voluntary strength to maintain joint
stability and alleviate the need for additional FES
therapy. Further studies are necessary to investigate
the use of longer periods of FES, different FES
protocols, and the use of additional muscles for greater
improvements in shoulder and arm function, and to
accelerate recovery.
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EFFECT OF MUSCLE LENGTH AND ELECTRICALLY- INDUCED CONTRACTION ON IN VIVO
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine the
effect of muscle length and electrically- induced
contraction on in vivo tendon tensions in
selected wrist muscles utilizing a computerized
system for real -time evaluation of tendon
tension and wrist range of motion during
surgery. A computerized system was used for
real time evaluation of tendon tension and wrist
range of motion during three tendon transfer
surgeries. Tension values were higher for
flexor vs extensor muscles, and were highest at
the most lengthened position. Stimulated
tension values were 8% to 1130% higher than
passive values. Eccentric tensions were 25 % to
183% higher than concentric tensions. Tension
values are consistent with the literature, and
results demonstrate the usefulness of the in vivo
real -time measurements for the surgeon
performing tendon transfer surgery. These
measurements may improve surgical outcome
and enhance wrist function, as well as decrease
the need for repeat surgeries.

INTRODUCTION

Various pathological conditions such as
rheumatoid arthritis, peripheral nerve and spinal
cord injury, and cerebral palsy often require
wrist tendon transfer. One problem which
affects the success of this procedure is the
adjustment of tendon tension (i.e., muscle
length) during surgery. The application of
intraoperative tendon tension measurement
techniques is  of interest to both the surgeons
and the biomechanists who study the function of
the wrist muscles. The tension placed on
tendons at different muscle lengths and under
electrically stimulated conditions has not been
investigated in vivo. The objective of this study
was to determine the effect of muscle length
and electrically- induced contraction on specific
tendon tensions in vivo. Three surgical cases
illustrated preliminary findings with the tendon
tension measurement system.

METHODS

A computerized system, developed in this
laboratory, was utilized for real -time evaluation
of tendon tension and wrist range of motion
during tendon transfer surgery . A diagram of
the tendon tension measurement system is
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an s- shaped
buckle instrumented with strain gauges (NK

PEIICU rANEOUS
ELECTRODES

TENDON'TENSION SENSOR

SPLINT

y ANGLESENISOR

STIMULATOR

UNIT A D MICRO
PA EL COMPUTER

Figure 1. Experimental set -up for
intraoperative measurement of muscle
performance. In this example, the extensor
tendons are exposed. The splint stabilizes the
forearm and hand, and is instrumented with an
electrogoniometer to monitor wrist angle.

Biotechnical Eng. Co., Minneapolis, MN) for
tendon tension measurement, a stimulator to
electrically induce muscle contractions, a
flexible electrogoniometer for wrist angle
measurement (Penny & Giles, Inc., Santa
Monica, CA), an IBM PC with A/D converter
for data acquisition and analysis, and software
for real -time display of tendon tension and wrist
angle during tendon transfer surgery.
Instrumentation amplifiers were used to provide
calibrated wrist angle readings of +40 to -40
deg. All data were conditioned and isolated for
computer interface. The electrical stimulator
provided adjustable frequency (5 -50 Hz)
biphasic pulses with an adjustable pulse width
of 10 -100 usec. Coiled fine wire intramuscular
electrodes (Case Western Reserve U.,
Cleveland, OH) were inserted into the wrist
muscles for inducing contractions via electrical
stimulation.
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Procedures during surgery included
measurement of tendon tension during three
dynamic conditions: 1) pre - transfer passive
movement, 2) pre- transfer stimulated
movement, and 3) post- transfer passive
movement. Muscles were not stimulated
following transfer to minimize stress at the
transfer site and possible tendon rupture. Each
measurement was performed while the wrist
was manually moved through a range of 80 deg
using a template to ensure consistent timing (6
sec time period) of the movement from the most
lengthened (-40 deg) to the most shortened
( +40 deg) muscle position. Electrical
stimulation was applied using fine wire
electrodes to elicit a maximum stimulated
contraction (the current level at which no
further increase in tension was measured which
provided maximum recruitment of muscle
fibers). Tensions for both concentric
(shortening) and eccentric (lengthening) muscle
actions were measured during stimulated and
passive conditions. Following informed
consent, intraoperative tendon tension
measurements were performed during wrist
tendon transfer surgery for three patients who
represented different tendon rupture cases. The
tendons measured included third extensor
digitorum communis (EDC), extensor indicis
proprius (EIP), and third flexor digitorum
superficialis (FDS). Three trials for each
condition were averaged for data analysis.

RESULTS

Maximum tendon tension values for the three
muscles tested during each of the three
conditions (pre- transfer passive, stimulated, and
post- transfer passive) are shown in Fig. 2.
These values were highest for the flexor muscle
(FDS) compared to the two extensor tendon
measurements (EIP and EDC). The pre -
transfer passive tension values showed a ratio of
1:1.9:28 for EIP, EDC, and FDS, respectively.
Stimulated tension values were 8% to 1130%
higher than pre - transfer passive measurements.

Fig. 3 shows an example of stimulated tendon
tension (eccentric and concentric) for the FDS
from 40 deg of wrist extension (the most
lengthened position for the tendon) to 40 deg of
wrist flexion (the most shortened tendon
position). Eccentric values over all trials and
tendons were 25% to 183% higher than
concentric values. Tension measurements for
all tendons tested were highest at the most
lengthened position of the muscle regardless of
the condition. Most variability within the three
trials for each condition occurred when the
muscle was at its most shortened position.

Figure 2. Maximum tension (force) values
during three conditions (pre- transfer passive and
stimulated, and post - transfer passive) for three
wrist tendons (third extensor digitorum
communis (EDC), extensor indicis proprius
(EIP), and third flexor digitorum superficialis
(FDS).
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Figure 3. Stimulated tension values (force)
from the third flexor digitorum superficialis
tendon plotted against wrist angle for both
shortening or concentric (conc) and lengthening
or eccentric (ecc) muscle actions.
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DISCUSSION

Relative pre- transfer passive tension values
between the two extensor muscles wem similar
to those calculated by Brand et al.L The
increase in tension with increasing muscle
length suggests that the use of wrist movement
to change tendon length during surgery is
feasible for these muscles. The higher eccentric
as opposed to concentric tension v4ues is
consistent with muscle strength literature-. The
present study demonstrates the characteristics of
tendon tension at different lengths (i.e. wrist
angles) and with electrical stimulation induced
contractions. The intraoperative tendon tension
measurement system utilized in this research
allows the measurement of absolute passive
tensions and stimulated contraction tensions
during surgery, and can be applied to either
flexor or extensor wrist muscle groups. The
variety of medical conditions requiring tendon
transfer which confront the surgeon necessitate
the ability to differentially evaluate tendon
tension during surgery. This may improve
surgical outcome and enhance wrist function, as
well as decrease the need for repeat surgeries.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine if arm
exercise perf ormance of spinal cord injured (SCI)
ind ividuals can be improved by enhanc ing venous
re turn and card iac output via rhythmic func tional
neuromuscular st imulation (FNS)- induced  contrac tions
o f  t he paralyzed leg musculature . For this , 10 SCI
subjects under went two progressive intens ity arm
crank ergomete r (ACE) exercise tes ts to maximal
e f f o r t  on separate days. One  tes t used FNS of  the
calf and thigh musc les (1 .5 sec contrac t ions in an
alte rnating  patte rn), whereas  the  o the r d id  no t. Tes t
orde r was counterbalanced. Metabo lic and
card iopulmonary responses were monito red via
noninvas ive  means . At maximal e f f o rt  ACE, the  FNS
cond it ion e l ic i ted  s ignif icantly (p<0 .05 ) higher power
out put ( +9 %), peak oxygen up take ( +19 %),
pulmonary venti lat ion ( +10 %), stroke vo lume
( +26  %), and  card iac  output 1  +37  %). These  results
sugges t that such FNS app lication may be  c l inically
use f ul f or improving  arm exerc ise pe rf o rmance during
ac tivi t ies  of  dai ly l iving, as we ll  as  exe rc ise  training to
improve cardiopulmonary f i tness and rehabi li tation
outcome o f SCI  patients .

INTRODUCTI ON

Sp inal cord  injured  (SCI ) individuals  typ ical ly use  their
arms  f o r pe rf o rming  ac t ivi t ies  o f dai ly living  inc lud ing
wheelchair locomotion and exercise training ,
However, arm exercise  pe rf o rmance of  SCI ind ividuals
may in part be limited by inadequate blood f l o w t o
the ac tive upper -body musc les. This may be
secondary to blood poo ling in the legs, reduced
venous re turn, and def icient cardiac output (1).
There fo re , i t appears possible that arm exercise
capab i li ty can be improved in these patients by
uti l izing  methods  to  inc rease venous  re turn f rom the
legs and make more blood available fo r the active
muscles.

Indeed, Figoni,
et

al. (2) perfo rmed a study on arm
crank ergometer (ACE) exercise capab ili ty of
quadrip leg ics  whi le  c ranking in the  s i t t ing  and  sup ine
posit ions . They demons trated that maximal power
out put (PO), peak oxygen up take (VO ), ventricular
stroke vo lume (SV), card iac output

(a,

as we ll as
o the r monito red card iopulmonary responses were
signif icantly higher during  sup ine ACE exercise . The
improved arm exercise capabi li ty and higher
physio log ic  responses  were  primari ly attr ibuted to  the
reduc tion in the  e ff ec ts  o f  g ravity on the  b lood  in the
venous co lumns which fac il itated venous return.
Similarly, Pite tti ,

et

al. (3) f ound improved ACE
perf o rmance and cardiovascular capac ities by SCI
individuals when they used a G -suit to pump
addit ional blood back to the heart via positive
pressure on the legs. In contras t, Davis,

et

al. (4)
used  lower - limb  f unctional neuromuscular s t imulat ion
(FNS) to induce rhythmic calf and thigh muscle
contract ions during ACE exercise by SCI subjects.
They showed  improved  venous  re turn as  ind icated  by
the higher SV and Q values which would possibly
enhance exercise capab il ity. However, the exercise

protocol used was submaximal in intens ity so
inf ormation as to how these favorable central
hemodynamic responses would aff ect maximal arm
musc le  perfo rmance was no t ascertained .

There fo re, the purpose  o f  this  s tudy was to  de termine
if  arm exerc ise  perf ormance  o f  SCI  individuals can be
improved by enhanc ing venous re turn and Q via
pulsatile, static FNS - induced contrac tions of the
paralyzed leg musculature.

METHODS

Sub iec ts :
Ten SCI men vo lunteered  to se rve  as subjec ts . Mean
±  S D age, he ight and we ight were 3 3  ±  6 years,
1 8 2  ±  9 cm, and 7 4  ± 16 kg , respectively. Five
were  quadrip leg ic and  f ive  were  parap leg ic . Al l used
manual wheelchairs. Prio r to  tes t ing , subjects were
med ical ly screened, and signed a statement of
inf o rmed  consent in accordance  with the  I ns t i tut ional
Review Board  o f  our Univers ity.

Procedures :
Arm Crank Eroometrv . ACE exercise  was  perfo rmed
on a Mijnhard t KEM -3 Cycle Ergometer which was
equipped  with handgrips and  secure ly mounted  on a
table. Special ly des igned  g loves were  used  to secure
the hands of the quadriplegic subjects to the
handgrips. The chair was mounted on a board to
permit ad jus tment o f the  d is tance to  the ACE, and  to
prevent sl iding on the  f loor. Ve lc ro  s traps were  used
to secure the subject to the chair to provide trunk
stab i li ty. The subjec t' s legs were strapped  togethe r
and placed upon a cushion that was located on the
floor in f ront of the subject. This was done to
prevent injury that may be caused by movements
induced  by FNS, and  to e l iminate  any assis tance  that
the legs may off er to the perf ormance of arm
cranking .

Func tional Neuromuscular Stimulat ion . The FNS
app lication patte rn caused bilateral isometric co-
contrac tions of the calf (gastroc- soleus, tibialis
anterio r) and co - contrac tions  o f the thigh (quadriceps,
hams tring) muscle groups. First, the calf muscles
were induced  to  c ontrac t f o r 1.5 sec  f o llowed by a
1.5 -sec relaxation. A t 1.0  sec  into  this  contrac t ion,
the  t high muscles were induced to contrac t f o r 1.5
sec fo l lowed by a 1.5 -sec relaxation. Thus , there
was a 0.5 -sec overlap where the calf and thigh
muscles were contrac ted simultaneously. The
rat ionale  f o r this FNS patte rn was  that venous  re turn
to  the  hear t wou ld be  f ac i li tated due  to  the upward
"milking  ac t ion" on the  ve ins , and  backf lo w into  the
calf veins would be minimized if  the re  was valvular
insuf f iciency. FNS was applied via skin surface
electrodes placed over m o to r p o ints  o f  the muscles.
A specially cons truc ted 8- channel neuromuscular
st imulato r, which was similar to one previous ly
described (5), was used. This device was batte ry
powered and provided FNS parameters as fo llows :
rec tangular biphasic asymmetrical waves , 35 Hz
frequency, 300 usec  durat ion wit h a current output
range of 0 -150 mA.
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Physio log ic Variables . To determine V09 (L 'min -t)
and pulmonary ventilat ion (VE; L 'min -i), subjects
breathed through a 2 -way valve and expired gases
were  analyzed  by a metabol ic  cart (Med ical Graphics
Sys tem 2001). Cardiovascular responses were
monitored with computerized impedance
cardiog raphy, ECG, phonocard iography, and
auscultation. Cardiovascular variab les included heart
rate (HR, beat 'min -1, computed  f rom the  R -R intervals
of the ECG), left ventricular stroke vo lume (SV,
mL'beat -1), card iac  output (Q= HR'SV '1000-1), mean
arte rial blood pressure (MAP= DBP +[SBP- DBP) -3 -t),
and to tal peripheral vascular resis tance
(TPR = MAP•Q -t). Figure 1 illus trates  phys io logic data
co llec tion during ACE exercise  with FNS appl icat ion.

few-, y 

Figure 1. Phys iologic data collect ion during ACE
exercise  with FNS appl icat ion.

Protocol . A prog ressive intensity, d iscontinuous ACE
exerc ise  tes t to maximal e f f o r t  was used. Subjects
were adminis te red  thi s  tes t twice  on separate days :
one  where  no  FNS was  app l ied , and  one  where  FNS
was applied. A counterbalanced order of
presentation was used to prevent test inte ract ion.
Subjects f i rs t rested fo r 9 min and then perfo rmed
submaximal ACE exerc ise  (mean PO =18 .5 W) f o r  9
min. Fo llowing this  warm -up , there was  a 5  -min rest,
after which progressive intens ity ACE exercise was
perf ormed  until  maximal e ff ort  was  achieved .

Data Analysis :
Mean values  f or the  co l lec ted  data and  the  standard
erro r o f  the  mean are  reported. Paired t tes ts  were
used  to de te rmine s ignif icant d if fe rences be tween the
means of each variable at maximal eff ort ACE
exerc ise  when FNS was , o r was no t appl ied . The  5%
signif icance leve l was  used fo r al l hypothesis test ing.

RESULTS

At rest and during submaximal ACE exercise, it was
found that the FNS- induced calf -thigh muscle
contractions increased V02 about 0.11 L'min -1.
Table 1 provides the mean P0, metabolic and
cardiopulmonary data obtained for maximal -effort
ACE exercise with and without FNS app lication. I t
was found that P0 , V0 2 , VE, SV and Q were
s ignif icantly higher with  the  app l icat ion o f  FNS, HR
and  MAP were  also  higher, al though TPR was  lower,
during  this  cond it ion; but these  d if f e rences  were  no t
signif icant. Subjec ts  reported no  d iscomf o rt f o r the
FNS - induced contrac tions . Furthe rmore, some
sub jec ts  ind icated  that the FNS improved  the ir trunk
stab i li ty, gave  them more energy, and alleviated the
dizziness that they usual ly experienced with high
intens it ies  o f arm exercise. I t  was  apparent that MAP
was  bette r maintained  in quadrip legic  subjec ts  which
helped  al leviate exerc ise  hypo tension.

DISCUSSION

Today, more  attention is  be ing  paid  to  improving  the
health, f itness and rehabi li tation outcome of SCI
ind ividuals  through increased participation in societal
ac t ivi t ies and specialized exerc ise  training programs.
However, arm ac tivi ties perfo rmed in the upright
pos ture, such as whee lchair locomotion and ACE
exercise, can result in marked blood pooling in the
lower -body. This is due to diminished sympathe tic
tone to the arterioles and veins which leads to
di latat ion, the effects of gravity on the co lumns of
blood, and inac tivi ty of the skeletal muscle pump.
Thus , i t  is  apparent that impaired venous re turn can
cause  low SV and  Q which, in turn, can reduce  b lood
f low to the ac tive arm musc les (i.e., "c irculatory
hypokinesis "). This  can result in the  early onse t o f
fatigue , limited  whee lchair locomotion capab i li ty, and
reduced the rapeutic exercise tole rance, thereby
hindering rehab il itation eff orts. As previously
ind icated, ACE exercise  performance o f quadrip legics
was found to be superior in the supine vs sitt ing
pos it ion (2 ); and  that pos itive  p ressure appl ied to  the
legs of SCI ind ividuals by a G -suit improved ACE
exercise performance (3). These studies
demons trated that the util izat ion of methods to
faci li tate venous re turn in SCI  individuals  can enhance
the ir capab i li ty f or arm ac tivity.

Fo r almos t 50  years, the use  o f  e lec tr ically s t imulated
leg muscle contrac tions has been investigated for
reducing venous pool ing and stasis in surg ical and
mobility - impaired patients. Data suggest that this

Tab le 1. Mean t SE power output, metabol ic and cardiopulmonary data fo r maximal -e ff ort
arm c rank e rgometer exe rc ise  with and  without FNS app licat ion.

No  F NS

M e a nt  S E

FNS

Mean t  S E % diff . p

PO (W) 7 6 . 5  t 10.5 8 3 . 2  t 10.4 + 9 .014  *
V 0 2 (L•min-1) 1 . 25  t  0 .1 4 1 . 49  t  0 .1 4 + 1 9 .002  *
VE (L•min-1) 57 .8  t  7 .9 63 .6  t  8 . 2 + 1 0 .042  *
HR (beat-min-1) 147 t 12 1 5 6  t 10 + 6 .220
SV (mL•min-1) 51 .8  t  3 .5 65 . 4  t  4 . 4 + 2 6 .004  *
Q (L-min-1) 7 . 4  t  0 . 6 10 .2  t  0 .9 + 3 7 .001 *
MAP (mmHg) 70 .7  t  2 . 7 78.1 t  6 . 6 + 1 0 .306
TPR (mmHg-L•min-1) 9.6 t  0 . 8 8.5 t 1.0 -1 2 .288
*  i nd icates p< 0.05
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technique has the potential fo r alleviating several
serious med ical comp lications that are secondary to
impeded lower - limb b lood f low including deep  venous
thrombos is , pulmonary embolism, and orthostat ic
hypo tens ion. Although many o f  these prior studies
reported moderately successful results, mos t used
contrac t ions  o f only the calf  muscles . More  recently,
it was demons trated by Glaser, et al. (6) that
elec tr ically- induced  contrac tions  o f both the  ca lf  and
thigh musc les  are  required  in o rde r to  be tte r ac t ivate
the  ske letal  muscle  pump, and  f ac il i tate  venous  return
as ind icated by marked ly increased SV and 0 .
Theref ore, it is feasible that the results of previous
cl inical stud ies may be improved by inco rporat ing
rhythmic , pulsati le FNS - induced contrac t ions of the
calf  and  thigh musculature .

Davis , et al. (4) reported  that FNS - induced pulsatile,
stat ic calf  -thigh muscle contract ions during
submaximal ACE exerc ise  can enhance  venous  re turn,
SV  and Q. It was hypo thes ized  that this technique
could po tential ly increase ACE capabi li ty; but,
maximal ef f ort exercise tes ts were no t conducted .
The  p resent s tudy p rimari ly f ocused  upon address ing
this important question. Our results ind icated that
the appl icat ion of FNS during maximal -e ffort ACE
exercise by SCI ind ividuals can increase the ir PO
capab i l ity, as  we l l  as  the ir peak VO2, VE, SV and  Q.
The mechanism fo r these find ings is apparently
related to improved peripheral and central
hemodynamic responses. Thus , it is apparent that
the exercise capabi li ty gained by the improved
circulat ion outbalance the 0 .11 L 'min -1 additional
VO2 caused  by the  FNS.

Exercise hypo tens ion is a prob lem encounte red by
many SCI  ind ividuals (espec ial ly quadrip leg ics ) during
upright arm ac tivi ty. This is where there is
vasodi lat ion of the vessels in the ac tive musc les
which lowers TPR, and Q is  insuf f ic i ent to maintain
MAP. Orthostasis exacerbates this condit ion by
increas ing poo ling in the legs. The hypokinetic
circulation results  in musc le f at igue , d izziness  and  the
po tential loss of consc iousness. Several of our
subjects reported feeling more energetic and less
dizzy, where FNS enabled better maintenance of
MAP, as  the  TPR dec reased, through higher Q.

The higher Q during FNS is primarily due to the
elevated SV ra the r than HR. This  is  mos t l ike ly due
to the Frank - Starling "Law of  t he Heart" where the
fac il i tated venous re turn increases the ventricular
pre load (i.e., end diasto lic volume) which in turn
inc reases the fo rce and velocity of the ventricular
contract ions . Therefo re, this FNS technique  appears
to be advantageous fo r card iopulmonary (aerobic)
exe rcise training programs fo r several reasons
inc lud ing : 1 - more eff ic ient and safer card iac
f unc tion; 2 - greater st imulus for metabo lic,
card iovascular and pulmonary training  adap tations ; 3 -
greater s t imulus for skeletal muscle training
adap tat ions ; and , 4- be tte r to le rance  o f  the  exe rc ise
sess ion.

Conclusions:
It  is  conc luded  that this  FNS technique  may have  f ar
reaching clinical app l icat ions  f o r the rehabi litation of
SCI  patients. FNS appears  to be  advantageous  over
othe r clinical ly used techniques to alleviate venous
poo ling  and stasis (e.g., elastic hose  and  pneumatic
boots) since  the  act ive  contract ions  o f  the  paralyzed
lower -limb musc les  also  may enhance  the ir integ ri ty.
Our dat a demo ns trate d  that FNS use could improve
arm exercise perfo rmance, which may trans late into
more eff ect ive training programs, and enhanced
wheelchair locomotion capab il ity. Furthermore, its
ef fects on promoting  peripheral and central  c irculat ion
may improve  o rthos tat ic to lerance  training , as we ll  as
decrease the risks fo r medical complications in
surgical and  immobilized patients.
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A SYSTEM FOR CREATING COMPUTER MUSIC AS AN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY TREATMENT MEDIUM

Tom Nantais, Brenda Lee, Joanne Davies and Roger Knox
Lyndhurst, The Spinal Cord Centre

Toronto, ON, Canada

ABSTRACT

This paperdescribes a computerapplication in which therapist -
prescribed muscle exercises allow an individual to control the
notes that amusic synthesizer plays. The system isdesigned for
use in settings where therapists design physical activities to
help clients achieve rehabilitation goals. A microcomputer
detects limb movement through electro- mechanical input de-
vices and commands the synthesizer to produce musical notes.
The current system's three input devices detect the degree of
flexion and extension in the elbow, wrist, and digits, respec-
tively. To the client, the input devices become musical instru-
ments with specific, learnable riles forproducing music. Up to
eight devices can be played simultaneously, each with a differ-
ent synthesizervoice, which permits group practice and perfor-
mance. To date, a total of ten clients with quadriplegia have
used the system in programs of several months duration.

PROBLEM

Physical exercise is a common means of achieving functional
goals in occupational therapy. The purpose of this project is to
add a new purposeful activity to certain exercises by making
exercise devices behave like musical instruments. For ex-
ample, a user might wear a device that detects flexion of the
elbow. Through the device, the userwould play differentnotes
by moving his orherelbow into di fferent positions (i.e. degrees
of flexion).

A system to support this  activity is technically practical
(Apkarian, 1991) because computers and music synthesizers
can communicate with each otherthrough the well - established
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) standard (Intema-
tional MIDI Association, 1983). When they are connected via
MIDI, the synthesizer becomes another output device for the
computer, playing the notes that the computer commands it to
play. The computer can control various synthesizer settings as
well, such as the  "voice" in which the notes are played.
Furthermore, most synthesizers can play more than one voice
at the same time under computer control.

The design approach taken was to have the computerdetect the
position of the exercise device, map that position onto amusical
note or chord, and instruct the synthesizer to play the indicated
notes. A block diagram of this process is shown in Figure 1. It
was decided that the system would provide graphical feedback
of the device's position relative to the positions of playable
notes so that users would always be aware of what notes they
are about toplay. With these additional system components, the
exercise device would behave like a mus? :al instrument with
specific operating rules.

Two additional functional requirements were identified in
order to make the system more useful in the occupational
therapy setting. First, we decided to take advantage of the
multiple voice capabilities of the synthesizer so that several
exercise devices could be played at the same time. This would
permit clients to work in groups and develop musical projects
together. Second, it was decided that the software controlling
the system should beflexible enough to allow different posi-

Figure I: Current system for converting movement into music.
Up to eight input devices can be used simultaneously.

don/note mappings to be programmed easily. In this way,
individual songs chosen by the group could be assigned their
own mappings, which would enable the therapists to control
how physically difficult each song is toplay.

RATIONALE

The system's purpose was to provide a challenging and
motivating method for clients with quadriplegia to strengthen
upper extremity muscles, improve control of movement, and
by so doing, enhance function in daily living tasks. This
objective is consistent with the occupational therapist's role in
providing purposeful activities that support the client's reha-
bilitation goals.

The use of purposeful activities that promote the practice of
some desired movement is an essential component of occupa-
tional therapy in physical rehabilitation (Trombly & Scott,
1977, pp. 2 -9). The process of choosing activities for a client
starts with identifying problems and establishing long term
functional goals. A functional goal is broken down into short
term "sub- goals" which are often physical in nature (e.g.
building strength). Activities are then chosen to support these
short term goals. The value of a particular activity depends on
both the qualities of the motions involved with respect to the
client's goals, and the significance of the activity itself to the
client (Hopkins et al., 1978, p. 100). This latter point, the
consideration of how the client perceives the worth of doing
the activity for its own sake, is what makes the occupational
therapy approach to physical rehabilitation unique (Health
and Welfare Canada, 1983).

Even though the client is made aware of the physical benefits
of performing the motions associated with the specified activ-
ity, therapists downplay the exercise aspect relative to the
activity as a whole. An activity is "...presented to the person in
such a way that he can concentrate on the process and goal of
the activity and not the specific movements ormuscle contrac-
tions desired. The activity should be one, whether adapted or
not, that automatically calls forth the correct response of the
person" (Trombly & Scott, 1977, p. 6) Since the "correct
response' is the desired outcome of the activity, therapists
must also analyze the activity's underlying motions in terms
of their physical value to the client.
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Practising and performing music is consistent with the motiva-
tional characteristics that occupational therapy activities typi-
cally provide (Hopkins et al., 1978, p. 100). The following four
points summarize the reasons for considering this activity in
occupational therapy:

1. Music is a common leisure pursuit. The activity has the
potential to capture the interest of a variety of clients.
Playing music appeals equally to people of different ages
and cultural backgrounds.

2. Playing music can be goal directed. Setting additional
goals such as public performance could cause less atten-
tion to be paid to the exercise aspect of the process, and
make practice sessions more purposeful.

3. It is possible to practise in a group. Being able to socialize
and have fun with the activity offers obvious motiva-
tional benefits.

4. The program is client -driven as the participants have
frequent choices to make. Decisions about songs to be
practised and performed belong to the cGents.The versa-
tility of the synthesizer provides additional choices to
make regarding sounds and special effects.

DESIGN

The mechanical design of the input devices impacts on the type
of motion that the client performs to produce music. The current
devices (Figure 2) are designed to monitor flexion and exten-
sion of the elbow (Figure 2a), wrist (Figure 2b), and digits
(Figure 2c). The elbow input device is a goniometer that
attaches to the user's arm with velcro bands. To use the wrist
device, the user's forearm rests on a raised platform and the
backof his orherhand slides undera hinged cylindricalhandle.
In this position, no active hand grasp is required to exercise the
wrist extensors. The therapist can grade the difficulty of the
elbow and wrist exercises by putting different weights on the
client's wrist and hand, respectively. The hand grasp exerciser
(Figure 2c) consists ofahandle that slides horizontally inside
a frame. The user's fingers wrap around the handle, and finger
flexion causes it to slide. A variable numberofelastics resist the
movement.

A potentiometer is attached to each input device in such a way
that its position changes as the device moves. Thus, the poten-
tiometer produces an electrical signal which is proportional to
the device position. The computerdetects this signal throughan

analog to digital converter (Data Translation Inc., Model
DT2801A) and calculates the device position. Positions are
updated at a rate of 20 samples per second.

All three devices can measure positions beyond the range of
motion of the user's joint. Therefore, the software includes a
calibration procedure which allows the therapist to match the
range of useful device movement to the client's active range
of motion, The software only uses this specified range of
positions to produce music. The calibration procedure is also
useful when the goal of the exercise is to increase the client's
active range of motion. The therapist can use the procedure to
progressively increase the range that the client must move
through to play a song successfully.

DEVELOPMENT

This section describes the use of the system for arranging and
playing songs. A musical arrangement consists of all of the
parts  that will be  played by the  members of the group.
Although the system can theoretically accommodate eight
parts simultaneously, we have been arranging songs for three
instruments only: one thatplays the melody and two others that
play rhythm. One of the rhythm parts typically provides the
bass line and the other provides chords.

When the group decides on a new song, it is arranged and
programmed into the system for playing. Songs are arranged
by transcribing the three parts onto paper and listing the
different notes or chords required foreach part. Aninstnunent
is then programmed for that song by assigning each note or
chord to a section of the input device's range. Typically, a
maximum of eight input device positions can be targeted
reliably, which means thateach instrument in a song musthave
no more than eight different notes or chords. Although this is
not a serious limitation for most pop music, some melody parts
need to be simplified.

When the new song's arrangement is loaded into the system
for playing, the note/chord mapping for each instrument
appears in its own window (Figure 3, on the next page). This
window is the graphical feedback represented by the line
between the computer and the user in the block diagram in
Figure 1. Each window is divided horizontally into numbered
regions corresponding to the sections of the input device's
range that were assigned to different notes or chords. While
playing, the client can determine which numbered region the
input device is currently in because a marker moves horizon-
tally across the screen as the input device moves. The sheet

potentiometers

(a)
(b) (c)

Figure 2: Input Devices designed to detect (a) elbow,flexionlextension, (b) wrist flexionlextension, and (c) finger flexionlextension.
Each device has a potentiometer whichdetects its position.
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music for each part contains region numbers beside each note
or chord. Therefore, playing a song involves finding the next
note in the sheet music and moving the input device to the
corresponding numbered region to playthe note at the correct
time.

The "correct time" depends on whether the part is a rhythm part
or a melody part The person playing the melody part has a
pneumatic switch through which he or she explicitly controls
when a note plays. The rhythm instruments play automatically
according to a fixed rhythm at a settable tempo. If a rhythm
device is held in some region, the system will repeat the same
note or chord on every beat To change the note or chord, the
rhythm players move from region to region between beats. The

Device Position Marker

Figure 3: Screen imageof music systemsoftware. Eachofthe
three devices has its own window on the screen.

input device must arrive in the new region before the beat.

EVALUATION
Over the past eight months, ten individuals with quadriplegia
have used the system as par of their occupational therapy
program. Songs that were arranged forthe program included:
I Get By with Little Help from my Friends," "Smoke on the

Water," "Hold On, "`Lean on Me," "More than a Feeling," and
"Jane's Got a Gun." There have been six opportunities for
public performance, with a positive response from both the
participants and the audience in each case. Performing music as
described above appears to be a successful method of motivat-
ing exercise.

A pilot study is underway to examine the effect of the music
activity on the quantity of exercise performed. The music
activityis being compared with arote exercise activity using the
sameinputdevices. The computer records the amount ofdevice
movement observed in each session. Subjective impressions
will be collected from the participants at the end of the study.

DISCUSSION

In this project, a system was designed to convert abstract joint
motions into music. The motions that control the music need
not bear a physical relationship to the music produced. The
system illustrates the usefulness of the computer as an activity
design tool in occupational therapy. Its flexibility in interpret-
ing and producing signals enables therapists to set up activities
in which the computer - generated results do not require a
physical relationship with the motions that cause them.

This flexibility is consistent with the two different sets of
objectives that exist in activity design in occupational therapy.
The activity must have a purpose of its own, apart from the
exercise, that captures the client's interest At the same time,
the associated exercise must be integral to the rehabilitation
process. Computers with appropriately adapted input devices
may broaden the range of activities that meet these two sets of
objectives. The qualifies of the input device determine many
of the physical aspects of the exercise. The qualities of the
software determine the appeal that the activity will have with
the client Music is not the only possibility. Any number of
computer -based activities could be designed for use with the
same inputdevices. Further therapist- drivenexplorationsmay
result in a variety of new purposeful activities for use in
physical rehabilitation.
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EVALUAT I O N OF SYNTAX - DRIVEN WORD PREDICTOR
FOR CHILDREN WITH LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENTS

Corinne Morris,  Lynd a Bo oth,  Ian R icketts , No rman Alm,  & Alan Newell
University of Dund ee, Scotland

ABS T RACT

A computer program has been developed to assist young
peo ple who  have mod erate language imp airments with
their writ ing.  This  writ ing aid  p redic ts  word s in a syn-
tactically correct order, and predicts the correct forms of
words  to fit the sentenc e being c onstructed, The pro gram
has been tested by 10 young people, and found to be of
considerable benefit to so me of them. T his p aper rep orts
the results of these tests.

BACKGROUND

PAL I,
aword and phrase predictor, was develop ed to assist

peop le with mo tor imp airments with the physic al task of
typ ing. When the pro gram was  tested b y c hildren in loc al
schools2, it was found that PAL was also us eful for children

with s pelling p rob lems. Some of these, both motor - impaired
and non moto r - impaired , however also had difficulty with
written grammar; Syntax P ALS  utilised syntac tic  knowled ge

with the predic tive mechanism.  It  was hypo thesis ed that s uch
a system would p rovide further help  to thes e children.

OBJECTIVE

Due to funding c onstraints it was neces sary to  develop  Syntax
PAL, test it fo r errors,  and evaluate its usefulness  within a
two year period.  The evaluation phas e also needed to  fit  in
with the ac ademic year, which serio usly limited the time
available for this  phase.

Our o bjec tive in the evaluation was thus to d o as  muc h evalu-
ation as time allowed, imp ro ving the pro gram as ideas arose
from the evaluation, and to  attemp t to  obtain an init ial idea of
how effec tive the program was likely to b e. S ubjec t to
funding,  this phase would be followed by a rigorous and
exhaustive evaluation of the final product.

METHOD

After an initial working vers ion of Syntax PAL was  co nstruc-
ted,  an initial p has e o f test ing with two children was und er-
taken. These children were selec ted partly on the b asis that
the children and their teachers  were willing to tes t the p ro-
gram although it  might s till co ntain errors.  One of the c hil-
dren was motor - impaired, the other had no physical difficulty
with using the keybo ard.

When an initial case stud y with these two children had b een
completed and the program was  assessed as being reasonably
error -free, s hort case stud ies with a further eight children
were carved o ut.  To  give a b aseline of each child' s init ial
writing ability, the child  was given PAL to  write with, and
was asked to pro vide cop ies of all the free writing done using
the program. This was any unstructured writing d one witho ut

the teac hers  aid , and in practice was mostly the child' s daily
news. Some stories, or summaries o f books read, or projects
were also produced.

The child was then given Syntax PAL, and asked  to use it just
as they had been using P AL. The free writing being done was
collec ted  and evaluated again. Thus the evaluatio n was  mea-
suring the impact of syntactic prediction, over and above the
impact of using a comp uter or us ing a word predictor. Sim-
ply using PAL was  fo und to imp rove the grammaticality of
some children's writ ing,  presumably as a res ult of impro ved
motivation and /or reduc tion in the physical and  mental effort
involved in writing. But what we were interested  in was whe-
ther S yntax PAL would p rovid e an additio nal improvement.

Ideally, Syntax P AL sho uld  have then been withdrawn, and
the children as ked to use PAL for a further period. However,
time only allo wed  this ABA approac h with one of the
child ren.

The child ren's  writ ing was evaluated  for errors  manually,
with each o mission of aword or part-word, each inclusion of
an extraneous word, and  each incorrect  choice of a wo rd or a
tense counting as  one error. For examp le, I willam going to
shops contains an o miss ion error (the missing before shops)
and  an o verinsertio n error (w ill is extraneous).

RES UL T S  F O R EACH CL IENT

Client #I
Client # 1 was a 17- year -old young woman with spina bifida
and  hydrocephalus. She part icipated in our first set of trials,
during which the program was b eing tes ted for errors as well
as evaluated.  Her wo rk deterio rated  us ing S yntax P AL,  her
erro r rate inc reas ing fro m .119 errors per word with PAL to
.131 with Syntax PAL. This is at trib uted  to two factors:
firstly the high incidence o f word -use errors in her wo rk with
which Syntax PAL is not expected to help, s econdly personal
factors.

Her level of interes t in reading and writing had  b een greatly
stimulated b y the intro duction of PAL.  This effec t, however,
decreased towards the end of the trial period , such that the
only reading or writing her teac her could p ers uade her to  do
was  keep ing her journal with Syntax P AL,  and the amount
she wro te d ecreas ed. This may have been related to her
preparing to leave school, o r to a shunt operation whic h was
perfo rmed to relieve her hyd rocep halus abo ut this t ime.

Client #2 (ABA trial)
The work of client #2, a 15- year -o ld nonspeaking girl with
cerebral p als y, imp roved dramatically us ing Syntax P AL.
She wrote more,  her sentences became more complex,  and
she made many fewer erro rs.  T he average numb er of words
she wro te in a session inc reased by 41 %, fro m 41 to 58.  This
drop ped  to 31 in the final trial period  when S yntax P AL was
taken away and s he used P AL again.
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Her grammatical erro r rate had no t been decreasing over the
bas eline p eriod  of 11 weeks us ing P AL; it averaged  .180
errors/word. This d ro pped to .089 when S yntax PAL was
used,  a stat ist ic ally significant decreas e at  the I% level.
During the later p eriod  o f us ing PAL again, her average erro r
rate returned  to  .163 errors /wo rd.

Her teacher c ommented  that her wo rk had  inc reas ed  in length
and  s he had extended  her sentenc es  further using Syntax
PAL,  and the add ed keysaving it  provided  seemed to b e what
was  p ro mpting these c hanges. A detailed  examination o f her
work revealed  that she was  using more complex language in
at least  two respec ts: she was using longer sentences , more
often jo ining id eas to gether with co njunctio ns  rather than ex-
pres sing each in a sep arate sentenc e; and  she used  mo re se-
condary verbs (.034 per c lause us ing P AL,  .131 us ing S yntax
PAL, reverting to .033 during the later perio d of PAL use).

As it would  be expec ted that  Syntax PAL wo uld help  mo re
with so me types of error than o thers, it is instructive to
examine the typ es of error which contributed mos t to the
red uc tion in overall erro r in c lient #T s wo rk in mo re d etail.
Three s pecific  types of error were very freq uent when PAL
was  us ed , and substantially less  freq uent with S yntax PAL.
These were:

PAS, Syntax P AL PAL(2)
omissions  of forms  of to be 43% 18% 40%
omissions o f o ther main verbs 10% 6% 1.6%

- o miss io ns of the past tense 15% 5.8% 7.0%

Client #3
Client #3, a 12- year-o ld b oy with c ereb ral p alsy, red uced  his
erro r rate d ramatically us ing S yntax PAL.  With PAL,  he
made .336 errors  per word ; with Syntax P AL,  .104, Most of
this reduction was  in omiss io n erro rs;  fo r example, his
omissions of past tenses in verbs decreased fro m 25 % to 7 %.

Hence, being prompted with correct words  appeared to be suc-
ces sful in reducing the numb er he omitted. At the s ame time,
it seemed  to occasionally enco urage him to choo se these
words fro m the predic tio n list  when they weren't  needed.
Thus , his overus es of determiners increas ed fro m 1.7% (P AL)
to 4.2% (Syntax PAL); but because o f the massive dec reas e in
his  omiss io ns of determiners, the net determiner errors d e-
creas ed from 45% to 17 %.

While us ing PAL, client  # 3' s error rate was not imp ro ving:
he made .317 errors  /wo rd during the firs t mo nth of the PAL
trial,  and .382 errors /word d uring the second month. Thus,
his  co nsiderable improvement is likely to be attrib utable to
Syntax PAL,  and this is reinfo rced b y his  impro vements in
the spec ific  areas of tense and  determiner omissio ns.

The quantity c lient  #3 wrote p er ses sion remained  mo re or
less the same with Syntax PAL (40.80 wo rds /sess ion with
PAL, 40.30 wo rds  with S yntax PAL); the co mp lexity ap-
peared  to  increas e s lightly, as  his c lauses  lengthened  from an
average o f 5.30 wo rds to 6.50 wo rds.

Client #4
Client # 4 was a 21- year-old nonspeaking young man with
cereb ral p als y. His  average erro r rate using Syntax PAL was
very s imilar to his  erro r rate using PAL. Ho wever,  the type of
erro rs  he was making s hifted  markedly: his  o mis sions  in-

creas ed s ubstantially,  while his o verinsert ions  of word s or
parts of wo rds d ecreased s ubstantially. This is  the reverse of
the shift in errors o f client # 3 and others who  were help ed by
Syntax PAL. P erhaps the range of potentially c orrect  wo rds
the program presents c onfused  this p art icular client,  and  he
left  out functio n wo rds alto gether when presented with too
many choices.

On the plus  side,  the program appeared  to  help c lient # 4 with
using the correct  form of verbs fo llowing forms of be (errors
decreased  from 67% to 33%),  and with using tensed forms of
verbs (erro rs decreas ed from 32% to 26%).

Client #4' s c omp lexity of language use didn' t alter much
between PAL and Syntax PAL, but the amount he wrote d id.
He is motor imp aired,  and with the inc reased  keysaving and
reduced effo rt poss ible with S yntax P AL, the average number
of words  he wrote per session increased  from 58 to 69.

Client #5
Client # 5 was a 13- year-o ld b oy with learning difficult ies and
telegrammatic  sp eec h due to minimal c erebral dysfunc tio n.
He was an extremely poo r writer at the s tart o f the trial with
PAL, and  impro ved d ramatically d uring the p eriod  he us ed
PAL, and  this  d ramatic impro vement continued using Syntax
PAL. Using PAL, he made .506 errors per word,  and us ing
Syntax P AL, he made .145 errors per wo rd. In abs olute
terms , he decreased his error rate more during his us e of PAL
than with Syntax P AL.  But in terms of pro portio n o f erro rs
eliminated, he cut his  erro r rate b y 45 % us ing PAL, and by a
further 60% o f the remaining errors using Syntax PAL.

Similarly, the amo unt writ ten and  c omplexity o f language
used increased  sub stantially bo th with P AL use and Syntax
PAL use.

Client #6
Client # 6 was an 8- year-old  bo y with c ereb ral pals y. His wri-
ting init ially improved  d ramatically us ing Syntax P AL, with
his error rate decreasing fro m .269 errors per wo rd using PAL
to .066 in the fast  mo nth of us ing Syntax P AL. Ho wever,
during each sub seq uent month with S yntax PAL, his error
rate wors ened again, first to .250 and then to .490, worse than
the rate using PAL.  In the s eco nd  month with Syntax PAL,
he wrote less p er session and used simpler language, but in
the third month the co mplexity and  quantity written rec overed
so mewhat. It is not clear what was happ ening with c lient #6,
unless his teac her was  ass ist ing him some of the time.

Client #7
Client #7 was a 13- year-old  girl with learning diffic ult ies due
to long periods of absence of school as a result of ill- health.
Her omission errors dec reased from .071 per wo rd with P AL
to .036 with Syntax P AL; rates o f the other main typ es of
error she made changed  very lit tle. Her numb er of words
written per s ession also increased from 45 to 57. These im-
provements  are surprising, given her teacher 's comments that
she did not pay close attention to predictions and typed faster
than the pro gram could res po nd.  The c omp lexity and quan-
tity she wrote did no t change greatly, which supp orts this ob-
servatio n. No t until the final ses sio n did  the teacher co mment
that client # 7 was c oncentrating well and taking her t ime.
The imp rovement could be due to external fac tors, or the
slowing -down forc ed on herby the p rogram's speed of
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response. T he fact that the imp rovement c onsis ts of decreased
omission errors, and the disappearance o f tens e omis sions
from her writing, suggests that she may so metimes  have p aid
attention to the pred ictions. and been helped by them.

Client #8
Client #8 was an 11- year -old nonsp eaking girl with cerebral
pals y. Her overall errors  dec reased subs tantially over the trial
period , fro m .230 errors p er word using PAL to .095 using
Syntax PAL.  Part o f this dec rease o ccurred  during the 8
months she used PAL: over the first half of her P AL trial,  she
made onaverage .275 errors per word,  whic h dec reased to
.177 errors p er wo rd  in the second half.  During the trial with
Syntax PAL, her erro r rate did no t c hange significantly: o ver
the first half, s he made .095 errors p er wo rd, and over the
second half, she made .097 erro rs per word.

If we look at  specific areas of error,  the impact o f Syntax PAL
beco mes clearer.  Client #8' s omissions of tens es, auxiliaries
and cop ulas decreased s ubstantially. These imp rovements did
not begin oc curring during her use of P AL,  they rather app ear
to be a result of the assistance provided by Syntax PAL.

PAL Syntax P AL
1st half 2n d h al Overall

Tense omiss ions: 10% 14% 12.5% 0.67%
Aux /cop omissions: 41% 44 % 42 % 7.4 %

Client # 8's determiner erro rs also point to her deriving s ome
benefit  fro m S yntax P AL. Altho ugh her omissio ns of
determiners  decreased whileshe was  using PAL (from 46% 1

33 %), the rate of d ecrease ac celerated while she was using
Syntax PAL (to 11 %). She made mo re o verinsertions and
lexic al errors with determiners while us ing S yntax P AL than
while using P AL,  but the net  impac t o f the pro gram in this
area was posit ive.

Client # 8's average clause length increased  fro m 6.8 wo rds
using P AL to 8.0 words using S yntax PAL, an impro vement
ass ociated with Syntax P AL,  not with P AL.  The numb er of
words she wrote per session increased  from 37 using PAL to
45 us ing S yntax P AL.  S hed s motor impaired,  thus  the
impro ved predictio ns p resumably enab led her to write more
with less effort.

Client #9
Client # 9 wasan 11 -year -old dyspraxic boy with delayed
exp res sive language d ue to minimal c erebral d ysfunc tio n.
The freq uency of errors he made decreased from .146 per
word with PAL to .I 10 per word with Syntax PAL, most of
the decrease being due to red uced omission errors. Much of
this improvement lies in imp roved punctuation: his  punctu-
ation errors decreased from .029 per word to  .006. In none of
the o ther areas where Syntax PAL might be expected  to help
did  he make a s ignificant improvement.  F or examp le, he
omitted the past  tense transformation o f the verb 32.5%nof the
time using P AL,  and 31.2% o f the time using Syntax PAL.
The complexity and quantity of his  writing d id not change
much From PAL to Syntax PAL.

from .146 errors per word to .109 errors  per word. A lot of
this improvement was due to his fo rgetting periods less o ften:
his punc tuation errors decreas ed from .098 per word to .067
per word. His no n punc tuation errors also decreas ed slightly
from .049 to .041, but no one type occurred o ften enough for
the change to b e significant.

Client # 10 wrote less per ses sio n us ing Syntax PAL than with
PAL (64.67 words  vers us 89.86),  but his c lauses were slightly
longer (average length of 6.93 word s, as o pposed to 6.55
word s with PAL).

S UMMARY

Syntax PAL ass isted different clients  in different ways. It has
been shown to have helped two of our clients ( #2 and #3) a
great deal with their writ ten grammar; it ap peared  to help # 8,
and p ossibly #7, #4 and # 5, s omewhat.  No evid ence was
found of it  help ing c lients  #1 and #6; and  it seemed to help #9
and #10 largely with remembering to use period s b etween
sentenc es. (Syntax PAL p redicts perio ds and  other
punctuatio n as well as wo rds.)

In general, Syntax PAL helped  the c hildren most with
remembering to  include words  and tens es they tended  to o mit.
It was too slow for one c lient, and the predictio n of several
determiners (the, a, etc.) at the start o f every no un phrase

encouraged s ome people to put one in where it wasn't needed,
or to use the wrong one.

In addition, the imp roved prediction offered b y Syntax PAL
decreas ed the effort involved fo r the clients  with severe
cerebral palsy ( #2, #4 and #8),  and thus assisted them to write

more.
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Abstract
Three traumatic  brain injury p atients ac hieved  a s ignificant

inc reas e in level of func tio n in a relat ively s ho rt  p erio d  o f time
us ing highly cus to mized  c o mp uter -b as ed  co gnit ive p ro sthetic
so ftware. Stud y o b jec tives  invo lved  d etermining the kind s  o f
interfac e and  ap p lic atio n d es ign p arameters  and  req uirements
fo r p ro s thetic  s o ftwar e with b rain in jury p a tients . Res earc h
sub jec ts  were b etween 1 and  5 years  p o st  injury. Increases in
level o f  fu n c t io nin g we re  s e e n b o th in everyd ay ac tivit ies
targe ted  fo r t he inter ventio n a s  we ll as  gen eralized  inc r eas e
neuro b ehavio ral and  p s yc ho lo gic al d imens io ns .

Introduction
End uring  c o gnit ive d ef ic its  fr o m tr aumat ic  b ra in injury

interfere with p eo p le' s  ab ility to  return to  p re -  mo rb id  func -
tio ning, and  have b een remarkably res istant  to remed iatio n b y
manual s ys tems . T he rehab il itat io n o f higher leve l c o gnit ive
func tio ning us ing c o mp uter -b as ed tec hno lo gy has received
c o ns id er ab le  at t entio n,  and  ap p lied  a va riet y o f  ap p ro ac hes
(Kirs ch, S imo n, & Ho rs tma nn, 1992; Vand erh eid en, 1992;
Gund er s o n,  1991; P revey et  al. , 199 1; Hen ry & F rie d ma n,
1989; S teele e t  al. ,  1989; and  Kir s c h & Levine et  al,  1988).
Our p revio us  wo rk  (Co le a nd  Dehd a s hti,  19 92,  1991 ,  1990a,
199 0b ) h as  s h o wn tha t  b ra in  inju ry  s u rv ivo rs  w ith  r es id u al
co gnit ive d isab ilit ies  have ac hieved  a higher level o f func tio n-
in g  wit h extensively cus to mized c o mp uter so ftware as an
as s is t ive devic e. P erf o rmanc e is  en han c ed  whe n t he p atient
c an gain  ac c es s  to  their  ab ilit ies ,  and  at  the s ame t ime,  have
the c o mp uter b e a brid ge o ver the d efic its ; all this  within the
c o ntext o f the p atient ' s  life s ituatio ns .

Res earc h Ob jec tives
The p rinc ip al go al of this  s tud y was  to d evelo p  an und er-

s tand ing o f interfac e and ap p lic atio n features whic h are
mo d ified  in the c us to mizatio n pro c es s  and  thus  c o ntrib ute to
succ ess ful c o gnit ive pro s thetic software - T he go al was
ap p ro ac hed  thro ugh t wo  majo r o b jec tives . Firs t is  to id entify
the s o ftware  feat ures  whic h need  t o  b e manip u lated as  part
of an authoring s ys tem for therap is ts  wo rking with b rain injury
patients . The s ec ond  is  to  trac k c hanges  in level o f func tion -
ing  in c o g nit iv e ar eas  o f p at ie nts  who  ar e us ing  p ro s th et ic
so ftware.  Both interface and  ap p lic atio n functio nality --  whic h
need previo us res earc h has s ho wn that highly customized
s o ftware lead  to  inc reas es  in p atient  func tio ning. This  s tudy
exp lo res th e kind s of features whic h are cus to mized in
designing s uc c es sful pros theses.  T he outc o me o f the s tud y can
be ap p lied  to  d es ign autho ring s ys tems  whic h c an b e us ed  to
highly c us to mize systems for b rain injury p atients.  Sp ec ific ally,
the stud y explo res  the kind s  of interfac e features  and  ap p lic a-
t io n fe at ur es  wh ic h ar e mo d if ie d  o ve r a 2 mo nth  p er io d  in
pro s thetic  s o ftware interventio ns .

Metho d s
The s tudy design is a quasi -  experiment single- subject s tudy

with three s ubjec ts ,  each as a rep lic ate;  each sub jec t  is  ab le to
ac t as its  own c o ntrol. The s tudy p o p ulatio n were o utpatients
wit h a  d iag no s is  o f t ra uma tic  b ra in in jur y and  who  we re at
leas t  1 year p o s t  injury. In ad d it ion,  c o nventio nal tec hniq ues
needed  to  have failed  to  remed iate a func tional p rob lem whic h
co uld  b e a c andid ate fo r this s tud y.

The s tudy d es ign c alled for 1 intervention to las t  ap p roxi-
ma t e ly  6 weeks, with the ho p e that meas urab le progress
to ward  t he inte rventio n  go al might b e ac hieve d  in tha t  t ime.
When interventio n go als were fully ac hieved earlier than
antic ip ated ,  the d esign was  exp and ed  to ad d  an interventio n
go al when o ne was  ac hieved .

To  make the s tud y p o p ulation mo re homo geneo us,  it  was
dec id ed to spec ify that the interventio n cons ist of "daily
sc hed ule'  o r "To  Do  Lis t"  s o ftware. Ho wever it  was  rec o g-
nized that ad d it io nal so ftware mo d ules may be needed,
d ep end ing o n the ne ed s  o f the p atient .

Sub jec ts  were rec ruited  fro m the outp atient p o p ulation o f
a research o rie nted rehab ilitat io n ho s pital. Therap is ts
evaluated their patients o n six items, inc lud ing failure of
trad it io nal c o mpens ato ry s trategies  to  ac hieve res to ratio n o f
function fo r s p ec ific  ac tivit ies ,  and  likeliho od  that an inc reas e
in level o f func tioning co uld  be ac hieved  us ing so ftware with
s c hed uling  o r " to  d o  Lis t "  fea tures  (wit ho ut d o ing  d eta iled
des ign o f the therap eutic  p ro s thetic  interventio n). T he three
patients with the highest  s c o res were offered  part ic ip atio n in
the s tudy,  and  ac c ep ted info rmed  co ns ent.

The general pro b lems  fo r a p atient  was  analyzed  in d ep th.
This  invo lved  a review of rehab ilitat io n effo rts ,  and a visit  to
the patient 's  ho me to  c ollec t add it io nal d ata o n metho ds  whic h
we re  b eing  u s ed  t o  at te mp t  t o  d e al  w it h the re hab ili tat io n
pro b lem. A review was  then c o nd uc ted  to  try to  und ers tand
the natu re o f th e failur e and  t o  d efine  the int erventio n go al.
An init ial interventio n design was develo ped jo intly with
co mputer s cientis ts  and  co gnit ive remed iatio n therap ists . The
d es ign wa s  then p res ented  as  a s er ies  o f c o mp o nent s  to  the
sub jec t  in d esign and  tes t ing s es s io ns . An erro r -free d es ign
ap p ro ac h was  taken,  and red es ign c o ntinued  until the s ub jec t
was  ab le to  und ers tand  h o w to  us e t he p ro s thetic  s o ft ware.
All of the s ubjec ts p layed  a s ignificant ro le in the red es ign o f
their s o ftware. Two o f th e s ub jec ts bec ame the primary
des igner of their initial s ys tem. After eac h o f the mo d ules  had
b een tes ted ,  red es igned  where nec es s ary,  and  ac c ep ted , the
system was  integrated and  patients  trained  in the rehab ilitat io n
s uite.

At this  p o int  the sys tem was  delivered  to  the s ub jec t.  Two
o f the  s ub jec ts  wer e giv en d es kto p  c o mp uter s  whic h were
ins talled  alo ng with d ed ic ated  p ho ne lines  in their ho me; the
third s ub jec t  was  given a p ortab le "no teb oo k"  c o mp uter. All
co mp uters  were eq uipp ed  with 386S X p ro ces so rs ,  2 Mb  RAM,
a 4 0Mb  ha rd d is k ,  a VG A c o lo r mo nito r,  a nd  a  2 40 0 b a ud
mo d em. P rin ters  we re is s u ed  when ap p ro p riate; all three
sys tems  had  p rinters  b y the end  o f the s tud y. All c o mp uters
us ed  MS  -DOS  5. 01 an d ,  wh en a p p ro p riate ,  the  DES Q view
multi-  tasking enviro nment.

Extens ive d ata was  c o llec ted  o n interfac e and  func tio nal
changes and the ro le of the ind ivid ual who init iated the
change. Sys tem lo gs  pro vid ed extens ive data o n p atient  us e.
C linic al d ata inc lud ed  p ro gres s  no tes  and  the S aykin Neuro -
behavio ral Invento ry and  ADL S c ale.
Intervention Go als  for S ub jec ts

Pros thetic software was develop ed and cus tomized  to ass ist
each s ub ject  in performing an everyd ay tas k whic h had been an
unattained rehab ilitat io n go al. Eac h s u b jec t  had  d if ferent
defic its and d ifferent therap eutic go als  that c o uld  b e remedia-
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ted with po rtions ofthe same und erlying ap plic atio n c o mputer
co de and d ifferent interfac e d es igns.  Each s ubjec t  s tarted with
an Init ial rehab ilitat io n go al,  and  then ad d it io nal go als . T he
go als  fo r each sub jec t were:

Sub jec t 1
Init ial go al:

gett ing him to  his  ac tivit ies  o n t ime; imp ro ve ab ility
to  wo rk with c o nc ept o f t ime; red ucing impuls ivity in
attemp ting to  perfo rm a 2nd  ac tivity while p erfo rming
the 1s t;  imp ro ve attentio n to  d etail (was  d etermined
thro ugh c o mb ining his  no tes in vario us  plac es  in the
ho use, ...)

Go al 2:
enab le c o mmunic atio n b etween p atient  and  therap is t
via c o mp uter

Sub jec t  2
Init ial go al:

to  init iate an uns up ervis ed  ac tivity in the ho me with
cuing at  a p re -s et  t ime d aily; if  p o ss ib le, to  init iate an
uns up ervis ed  ac tivity s p o ntaneous ly d uring the d ay

Go al 2:
to  fo llow a b rief d aily s c hed ule o f ac tivities

Go al 3:
to  p rovid e a medium of s c heduled , s truc tured  writ ing;
to  enhanc e read ing ac tivity and c o mp rehens io n

Go a l 4
to  inc reas e S ub jec t ' s ab ili ty to make d ecis io ns ; to
fo llow increasingly c o mp lex s eq uenc e p attern.

Sub jec t  3
Init ial go al:

T o  s et  p rio rit ies  in h er d aily ac tivit ies ,  p art ic u larly
errands ;  to  p ro vid e memo ry sup po rt for ac tivit ies  and
errand s ;  to  have a s o cially ap pro p riate c o mpens ato ry
strategy; to  have a c o mp ens ato ry s trategy whic h s he
co uld  us e anytime,  anywhere.

Go a l 2
To  s up p o rt  her ab ility to  trac k and  manage her wo rk
thro ugh p ro vid ing o rganizatio n and  s truc ture.

Develo p ment Effo rt  /  F unc tio nality and  Us er Interfac e
T he r es ea rc h o b je c tiv e wa s  to  d eliver a s y s tem to  eac h

sub jec t  that  will s atis fy c rit ic al need s  and  wo uld req uire o nly
minu tes  o f t rain ing. T he  i ter at iv e n at ure  o f o ur  a p p r o a c h
required  the delivery o f multiple systems  to ensure the succ es s
of the p ros thes is . Over the c ourse o f 4 mo nths 23 versions  o f
the d ifferent s ys tems  were d elivered to  p atients : to  grad ually
inc reas e func tio nal enhanc ements ,  to  imp ro ve interfac e,  and
to  remo ve erro rs . T he final ap p lications  delivered were: Daily
S c h ed u le ,  Daily T o  Do  Lis t ,  P rio rit y Lis t , Ro lo dex, Wo rd
Pro ces so r, Cas e T racking,  and External Ac tivity Calls .

Functionality

The functio nality o f the s ys tems delivered were defined  b y
a c o llab o rative effo rt . Day -to -day pro blems o f the s ub jects
were analyzed  and  trans lated into  sys tem functio nality. In the
o rigin al  s y s t ems  a  s e t  o f 35 func tio ns  were d elivered . As
sub jects us ed  the s ys tems , it  was  nec es sary to ad d or revis e 50
o ther features . T hes e fea tures  we re p art ia lly s har ed  amo ng
the s ub jec ts ,  with uniq ue features  of all the s ys tems  to talling
51.

S ub je c ts  o ne a nd  t wo ,  who  h ad  mo re c o gnit ive d efic its

than s ubjec t three,  were given minimum functio nality for their
init ial systems . Later, s ub jec t  two s ho wed  readines s  fo r more
func tions; therefo re .a wo rd proc es sing ap p licatio n was
pro vid ed  with the c apab ility to  s ave and  retrieve d o c uments .
Sub jec t  o ne, who  has  the same wo rd p ro c ess o r was limited to
us ing and  saving o ne d o c ument at  a t ime. Sub jec t  three,  who
was  the highest  func tioning s ub jec t ,  initially required and was
ab le to  us e th e mo s t numb er  o f features . In ad d it io n,  a new
ap p lic atio n was  add ed  with a large p o o l o f features .

On e majo r c hange was mad e to sub jec t one' s system
wit ho ut firs t  t es t in g it  with him. Altho ugh c linic ians had
req ues ted  a c o mp ut erize d  week ly s c h ed ule  fo r s ub jec t  o ne,
they d e c id ed  a gains t p res enting it to him ev en though it
matc hed  his  manual s ys tem. When c linic ians  s aw the weekly
sc hed ule o n the c omp uter,  they realized that  the c omp lexity o f
a weekly fo rmat,  c o mb ined  with manip ulatio n on the co mp ut-
er, would  be b urd ens ome to the s ubjec t . Co nsequently,  a d aily
sc hed ule was  d esigned .

T he init ial d es ign o f the s ub jec ts '  s ys tems  as  well as  the
overall des ign was b as ed on clinic ians'  inp ut. Bec aus e of their
lo ng -term relations hip s  with the s ub jec ts , therapis ts  are mo s t
familiar with their need s  and  app ro priate us es  o f the s ys tems .
The subjec ts felt co mfo rtab le disc uss ing their needs and
req ues ting feature c hanges whic h better s uited  their need s .

To  sup po rt all the delivered  functions , an average of 7063
lines  o f c od e were writ ten p er s ubjec t' s s ys tem. However, 51 %,
of the average lines  were shared  amo ng the three s ys tems . An
ad d it io nal 5% was  s hared  b etween S 1 and  S 2's  s ys tems ,  and
3 %shared  b etween S 1 and ST s systems. Ab out 10,000 unique
lines o f  c o d e are need ed to sup p o rt the functionalit ies
id entified  d uring this  s tud y.

In ad d it io n to  the s ys t ems  d eliver ed  to  the s ub jec ts ,  we
develo ped a system fo r clinic ians . During the s tud y, it  bec ame
evid ent that th er e  wer e s o me uniq ue req uirement o f  th e
ther ap is ts  in p ro vid ing trea tme nt. In ad d it io n,  th ere  we re
s o me s ub t as ks  whic h were as s igned  to  the therap is ts  whic h
co uld be better performed thro ugh a s ep arate executab le
manip ulating a c o mmo n d atab as e.

Interface

Interfac e c o mp o nents  were o riginally d es igned  b y ICP ' s
interface des igner with clinic al input. Interface charac teris tics
of all three sys tems c hanged  b efore s ys tem d elivery. During
design sess ion with c linic ians and  d uring test ing with s ub jec ts ,
c ha nge s  were  id ent ified  and imp lemen ted in t he d eliv ered
sys tem. This was  an iterative p roc ess ,  until c linicians  co nsid -
ered  the s ys tem ap p ro priate fo r sub jects '  p rivate us e.

When this researc h was co mp leted , a to tal of 304 interfac e
c o mp o nents  were s p ec ified  fo r all  three s ub jec ts . The firs t
versio n d elivered  to  sub jec ts inc luded  a total o f 254 interfac e
sp ec ifications (84 %). T o  d es ign the init ial sys tems , many
d ec is io ns  had  to  b e  mad e as  to  what c o mp o nents  s ho uld  b e
inc lud ed  an d  ho w they  s ho uld  b e s p ec ified . A t o ta l o f 91
uniq ue interfac e c o mpo nents  were id entified  as  d etails  o f 24
unique o b jec ts . Fo r examp le,  for a menu o bject  we s pec ified
details  o f menu co lors,  numb er of o p tions in menus , and  menu
styles. Examp le s  o f o ther h igher level o b jec ts  were menus ,
so und ,  curs o r,  and  c o mmand s . Eac h c han ge to  an interfac e
c o mp o n ent a ffec t ed  var io us  lines  o f c o d e in  the und er lying
programs .

Thro ugho ut the s tudy,  66% o f thes e o riginal c omp o nents
ha d  to  b e c ha ng ed  o n e o r  mo r e times  d uring,  the s tud y to
better ac c ommo date s ubjects . Fo r examp le,  the c o lo r o f the
ap p o intment highlighter fo r sub jec t  one' s T o  Do  Lis t  c hanged
fro m the original des ign and c hanged  when ed iting was  ad d ed .
This  was  to  d raw his  at tentio n to  the functio n at  hand . The
res t  o f  th e inte rfac e c o mp o ne nts (33 %n) were n o t c h anged
d uring the s tud y. Forexamp le,  b o rd ers  aro und  b o xes  were
determined at the ons et  to  be s ingle or do uble lines  d epending
o n their c o ntent. Neit her the clinicians no r the s ubjec ts
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req ues ted  them to  b e  c hanged .
Participatory Des ign

Almo s t  two  third s  o f t he in ter fac e o b jec t  c h an ges  we re
req ue s ted  b y e ither  the  p atients  o r c linic ian. Almos t three -
quarters  o f the func tio nality was  req ues ted  b y the p atients  o r
clinicians . It  is  c lea r th at  at  leas t  s o me o f  the inte rfac e  and
func tio nal c hanges  wo uld  no t have b een s ugges t ed  b y tho s e
with systems exp ertis e  b ec aus e tho s e c han ges we re  eit he r
c o unter- intuit ive o r vio lated  ac c ep ted  guid elines . Als o ,  the
imp ac t o n  b o t h p at ie nt  a nd  t her ap is t  o f  t he  o p p o rt un it y to
have th eir id eas  imp lement ed  c an no t b e und ers tated .

Conclusion
While the main fo c us  o f this  s tud y is  p ro s thes is /s o ftware

d es ign,  the  mo s t imp o rta nt r es u lt  o f t his  s tu d y is  in p atient
imp r o vement. T his  s tud y c o nt rib ute s  t o  a  li ter atu re whic h
shows the imp ac t o f p r o s th et ic so ftware whic h is highly
c us to mize d  t o  ind ivid uals  w ith  d is ab ili t ie s  d ue to  c o g nit ive
deficits . P atients wh o sho wed min ima l o r  s lo w reco very
d emo n s trat ed  a n almo s t immed iate  inc r eas e  in r ehab ilita t io n
pro gres s. Eac h s ub jec t  d emo ns trate d  a generalized  imp ro ve-
ment in neuro c ognit ive func tio ning even in the relatively s ho rt
time o f this  s tud y. Extend ed  inc reas es  in level of func tio ning
fo r c o g nit ive  d e fic its  ar e c o ns id e red  d iffic ult  t o  a c hieve  in
b rain injur y p atients . T his  imp ro vement is  in ad d it io n to  the
rap id  inc rease in level o f func tio n fo r a targeted  ac tivity.  T he
stud y d es ign antic ipated  wo rking on o nly a single go al (ac tivi-
ty) fo r eac h s ubject;  ho wever the pac e o f p atient  p rogres s  was
s uf fic ie nt ly  ra p id  - -  in  th e c a s e o f  ta s k  init ia t io n,  mere ly  1
week -- that we to o k the o p po rtunity to ad d  ano ther therap eu-
tic ally ap p ro p riate go al when the p revio us  o ne was  ac hieved .

Part  of the s uc c es s  o f this s tud y needs  to  b e attrib uted  to
the flexibility imp os ed o n the  s o f twar e en viro nmen t. As
d etailed  interv entio n p la nning  to o k  p lac e,  it  b ec a me ev id ent
that  ac hieving t he interventio n  go al invo lved  ad d ing ap p lic a-
t io n  fun c tio nali ty whic h wa s  no t p a rt  o f t he init ial s o ftware
lib r ary when the s tud y b e gan. T his  mean s  t hat  p r o s t hes is
d es ig n wa s  d r iv en  mo r e b y  p atien t  ne ed s  th an  b y s o ft wa re
mo d ule invento ry. The inc reas ing availab ility o f rap id  p ro to -
typ ing to o ls,  func tio n lib raries,  and  add  -on b oard s allo ws  the
so ftware d eve lo p ment process to be mo re resp o ns ive to
relatively inflexib le us er req uirements o ften fo und  in rehab ili-
tat io n p atients .

Finally, p art o f  t he  s uc c e s s  o f th is s tud y ne ed s to be
attrib uted to th e tre atment tea m,  whic h inc lu d ed  p atient ,
c o gnit ive remed iatio n therap is t ,  and  c o mp uter s c ientis t . T he
inter vent io n d es ign wa s  c o nd uc ted  in a  high ly p art ic ip a to ry
man ne r. P atients exhib ited co ns id erab le ins ight into the
des ign of their p ro s thetic  s oftware. Rap id  p ro to typ ing to o ls
allo wed  alternative d esigns  to  b e tes ted  and  changed  during a
therap y s es s io n. T he  c linic ia ns  and th e p a tien ts  b o t h fe lt
emp o we red  an d  ena b led  b y the  c o mb inatio n  o f t he s o f tware
tec hno lo gy c o upled  with the d es ign ap p ro ac h.
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!Department of Industrial Engineering University of Toronto

ABSTRACT

With new mull -media computer technology it is possible to
produce feedback through the auditory, visual and tactile channels.
However, application programmes continue to provide feedback
that is almost entirely visual thereby restricting access to computer
technology to people who have good visual and cognitive skills.
By designing feedback that is independent of modality, people who
require non - visual feedback can take advantage of the multi -media
environments. A model of modality independent feedback has
been proposed by Fels, Shein, Chignell &Milner (1992) in the
form of a standardised feedback language. An experiment was
conducted to determine whether users could identify the elements
of this language in actual existing interfaces. Results indicate that
target users are able to learn and consistently apply the language
with a 1 -hour training period (average error rate of approximately
.10 errors per total possible elements).

BACKGROUND

Computers using graphical user interfaces (GUI's) are quickly
becoming standard in computing environments. For people with
disabilities, the GUI environment has both enhanced and curtailed
access to computers.

Feedback is one of the areas in which the GUI has curtailed access
to computers. In the GUI environment consists almost entirely of
visually enhanced and graphical elements such as windows and
menus. The emphasis in designing feedback for the GUI has been
on finding visual metaphors such as icons that can convey as much
information as intuitively as possible to the user. People who are
visually impaired or who are unable to understand visual informa-
tion may be at a disadvantage or completely excluded from using
this technology.

A model of modality independent feedback based on the informa-
tion that must be conveyed to the user was proposed by Fels et. al.,
1992. This model suggests that computer feedback can be repre-
sented using a standard feedback language that represents the
context and the content of feedback. This language would reside as
a layer in the computer -human interface between the application
programme and the output device. A translator mechanism would
convert the standardised feedback from the application programme
into feedback that is acceptable and understandable by the user
(using the appropriate modality for the user). This language would
then allow access to the computer using the visual, auditory or
tactile modalities. Users are not limited to using the visual
modality to receive computer feedback.

Fels & Chignell (1992) conducted an experiment to determine the
terns and definitions of the feedback language among target users
(software programmers, system designers and clinicians). The
results of this experiment produced, byconsensus, a complete set
of the terms and definitions to be used for the language. Table 1
illustrates those terms and definitions.
Vanderheiden, Andersen, Mendenhall & Fob (1992) proposed a

second model that defines feedback from computers in terms of
information. In this model, feedback can be classified into 2
classes: 1) feedback that can be described using words such as text
and icons; and 2) feedback that is inherently graphical and cannot

T erm Def in it io n

message relay system information

cursor /position location /position Information

Context prompt asks for user response /action

menu set of choices from which to choose

block one section of many

text letter and numbers

Content symbol represents a "real- world" concept

echo placeholder /immediate response

grap hic lines, arcs, etc, drawings

Table 1: Summary of the Terms and Definitions to be Used

fora Standard Feedback Language

be easily expressed using word descriptions (e.g., drawings and
charts). Although this model addresses the content issues of
feedback, there is also contextual information that can enhance or
subtract from the user's ability to understand that content. For
example, a prompt cue (such as a flashing bar or an auditory
equivalent) followed by a descriptionof contents of the prompt can
assist the user by informing the user that a response is required
without actually describing that requirement specifically. In
addition, visual attributes such as colour and size (which could be
classified as inherently graphical) can have meaningful equivalents
in the auditory modality without requiring any textual description.

This paper presents the results of an experiment that was con-
ducted to determine whether target users could interpret existing
graphical computer interfaces based on the feedback language
proposed in Fels, et. al. (1992). The experiment discussed in this
paper is one of a series of experiments being conducted to deter-
mine the applicability and usability of the standardised feedback
language.

RESEARCH QUESTION

The research questions considered for this experiment are:

• Can target users learn and consistently apply the feedback
language to common and conventional user interfaces?

• Is the feedback language interpreted and used differently between
clinicians and non - clinician users?

• Are there any of the elements of the language more difficult to
understand and apply than others?

METHOD

An experiment was developed to determine whether the feedback
language could be used by target users to identify or decompose a
variety of existing interfaces from representative application
programmes. Existing interfaces contain multiple examples of all
of the elements in the feedback language. If users could consis-
tently decompose interfaces in terms of the feedback language then
we could say that users could successfully loam and apply the
concepts of the language.
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Feedback of many common interfaces is composed of multiple and
complex c ombinatio ns  o f the feedb ac k elements.  I t may then be
hypo thesis ed that this may cause confus ion, high error rates and
inconsistent application of the language among users. However, as a
result of a previous experiment conducted for this research (Fels &
Chignell,1992), theterms in the feedbacklanguageare few in number
and conceptually distinct to potentially reduce the confusion among
users. It is, therefore, suggested that users will experience low error
rates, accurateapplication of the language,and lessconfusionin using
the language.

Ten randomly ordered examples of different displays from MS
Windows 3.1, Macintosh System 7, MS DOS 5.0, MS Word 4.0
for System 7 and MS Word 2.0 for MS Windows 3.1, Word
Perfect, and Harvard Graphics 2.3 were simulated in Hypercard 2.1
on a Macintosh Quadra 900 and Macintosh Ilfx. All of the
examples were represented solely in the visual modality to
simulate the actual interface. There are few, if any, auditory
feedback elements for these interfaces and therefore none were
presented to participants. The feedback elements were available as
selectable buttons.

Following a timed training exercise, participants were required to
identify the feedback elements directly on the interfaces presented
to them. They could "pick up" a stamp with the name of a feed-
back primitive on it and stamp the appropriate component on the
interface. A delete stamp was also available for error correction.
Figure 1 is  an example of an interface that has been "stamped"
with feedbac k elements.

By identifying the feedback elements directly on the interface
examples, participants had a direct link between the name of an
object and its visual display as well as its relationship to other
objects in that interface. In addition, having a direct visual connec-
tion between an interface object and its label promotes the distinc-
tion between the content and context elements. For example, it was
visually obvious what objects were graphics but also that those
graphics were contained within a context element This hierarchi-
cal relationship was thus established through identification of
objects directly on the interface example.

The d ata collected  d uring the experiment co ns is ted of feed back
elements stamped directly on interface objects, the order of "stamp -
ing "andthe time foreach stamp to beentered. Thestampedinterfaces
were c omp ared with a set  of pre -  labelled  interfac es established
through p ilo t exp eriments where all o f the interfac e o bjects  were
identified using the language. Discrepanc ies b etween the default
interface and  the exp erimental interface were deno ted as  errors.
Errors consisted of labels that had been omitted, extra labels, or mis-
labelled objects. Each error was also identified as a context or content
label. A total errorscore(sum ofallerrors) and anero rrate(total error
score per total possible interface elements) for each interface and for
each participant was determined. Participants were also categorised
into comp uter pro grammers  and clinicians.

Participant Characteristics
Sixteen unpaid participants participated in the experiment. There
were 1 I computer programmers and 5 clinicians. Fourteen subjects
had more than five years'  experience using or programming
computers. Two subjects had between 2 and 5 years'  computer
experience.

RESULTS

An analysis of variance ( ANOVA) was performed with the data for
the interfaces and for the individual participants to determine whether
there was any significant differences in error rates. The analys is
indicated that there was a signific ant difference in mean error rates
between interfaces (F=8.4, p<0.05).  The mean error rate between
interfaces was .33 errors per total possible element. There was no

signific ant difference for the mean error rates  between ind ivid ual
subjects as well as between the programmer and clinician groups.

Errors were further analysed to determine the cause of the high error
rate. Seventy -five percent of all errors made were errors of omission.
It is difficult to determine the reason for making an error but in this
experiment, it could be attributed to either a mis- interpretation ormis-
application of the feedback language, or a mis- understanding of the
interface. Errors of omission often indicated that participants mis-
und erstoo d the interfac e rather than how to ap ply the feed back
language to that interface. Since we wanted to determine participant's
ability to ap ply the feedb ac k language instead of their ab ility to
understand the interface, errors of omission were eliminated from the
data.

Re- analysing the data with the erro rs of omis sion eliminated , the
analysis of variance indicated that there was a significant difference in
the mean error scores between interfaces (F =3.8, p<0.05). The mean
error rate between interfaces was reduced to .10 errors per possible
element The remainder of the analyses discussed in this section will
relate to error rates that exclude the errors of omission.

There was a significance difference in mean error rates between the
programmer and clinician groups (t = -2.1, p<0.05). The mean error
rate for the clinician group was .07 and for the programmer group, it
was .12.

Further analysis of the errors by feedback element indicated that there
was a significantdifference (F =2.1, p<0.05) in the mean elementerror
rate (errors by element normalised by total possible elements for an
interface). Twenty-eight percent of the errors were responses to the
grap hic and s ymbo l elements.  Mos t of the erro rs  fo r thes e two
elements were errors of confusion (mis - labelling) of a graphic for a
symbol and vice versa.

To determine the causeof the significant difference in mean error rate
between theinterfaces, the interfaces weredivided into 3 categories of
complexity (indicated by the number of possible elements contained
in the interface). An interface complexity of low contained less than
10 elements, of medium contained between 11 and 29 elements and
of high co ntained  more than 30 elements.  T hree interfaces were
catego ris ed  high,  4 as  med ium and  3 as lo w.  An ANOVA was
performed on the error rates for the three categories and there was a
significant difference between error rates for the number of elements
in an interface (F =6.1, p<0.05).

DIS CUS SION

There was no significant difference between error rates of indi-
vidual participants, indicating that all participants performed
similarly in applying the feedback language to existing interfaces.
Based on these results, the intended users (clinicians, interface
designers and programmers) of the feedback language developed
for this research can thus consistently apply the language to
existing interface styles. However, there was a significance
difference in performance between the clinician and the program-
mer groups (mean error rate of .07 for the clinicians compared with
a higher mean error rate of .12 for the programmers). As found in
the previous experiment (Fels and Chignell,1992), clinicians seem
to have a better understanding of terms in the feedback language
due to their experience and use of those terms in other areas. They
are thus, better able to apply the terms to computer interfaces.

The overall mean error rate of .33 is high and may indicate that
participants have difficulty using the feedback language. However,
upon further analysis of the error types, it appears that errors of
omission could be attributed to the ambiguities of the interface
design rather than any mis - understanding with the application of
the feedback language to the interface. As a result of this analysis,
participant mean error rates were reduced to. 10 (fluctuating
between .26 and .03) for all interfaces. While this residual error
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Examp le

r s r nb 4
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Trash n

m e n u s y r n b o l p r m n p l e c h o g r a p h i c

posi ti on block message tear[ other

i lni shed Preulous Delete

Figure 1: Example of a test interface that has been "stamped" with feedback elements.

rate may still seem high, one would expect it to be reduced
significantly with further training and experience.

Among the feedback elements of the language, participants seemed
to confuse graphics and symbol most often (of the total errors,
graphic and symbol elements had the highest mean element error
rate; .28). This indicates that the difference between graphic and
symbol on interfaces or in the feedback language definitions is not
distinct enough and must be clarified to be more understandable by
users. The variance in error rates between interfaces was signifi-
cant and upon further analysis, the difference could be attributed to
number of elements contained within the interface. The results
indicate that the lower the number of elements, the higher the error
rate (the interfaces in the complexity category of low had the
highest mean error rate; .17). However, the interfaces with the
lowest number of elements also had a higher proportion of context
to content elements. Context elements such as block and message
are more abstract and difficult to identify than the content elements
such as text and graphic.

The implications of designing a system that could provide feed-
back in multiple and different modalities using this information
feedback language are wide ranging. Not only can designers
enhance the flexibility of a system to produce multi-modal displays
but in addition, much needed access can simultaneously be
provided to these systems for people with disabilities.

The next phase in the process of determining the usability and
applicability of the feedback language is to be able to produce a
new interface using the feedback language. This new interface
would be able to be expressed and understood in the tactile,
auditory or visual modalities without any modifications to the
structure of the interface or the feedback language. Work is in
progress to accomplish this next phase.
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ABSTRACT

In the interest of efficiency and system
accessibility in the office, computer based
information and referral systems are
becoming increasingly popular. There are
a number of alternatives to system
implementation that should be considered
during the design stage that will greatly
affect the final success of the system. The
main decision to be made will be whether
to develop the system in -house or use a
referral system package already available.
This paper will discuss several system
considerations that should be discussed and
examined by the design or implementation
team contemplating the installation of a
computer based information and referral
system.

BACKGROUND

We will assume here that a study has been
completed and the decision has been made
to install a computer based information
and referral system. The information
center may have experienced growth that
requires replacement of the existing
manual system, or this could be an initial
system effort. To implement the
information system there are basically two
ways to proceed with the design. One,
purchase a package currently offered
through sources such as TRACE Center
and New England INDEX, or two,
develop your own system using
commercially available database
development packages such as dBASE IV,
FoxPro, and Advanced Revelation on the
medium scale side, or Oracle and DB2 on
the large scale side. There are a number of
advantages that can be realized by
following either path, however, each one
requires a much different type of expertise
on the design and / or implementation
team.

Every group establishing an information
and referral system will impose
requirements that may not be met in a pre -
written package. The development of the
system in -house will usually allow more
flexibility in determining the type of
information the system can contain and the
interface presented to the Information
Specialist. Demands and system
requirements will surely change over time
and a high degree of flexibility may be
necessary. The subsequent software
development and maintenance, however,
can be extremely expensive and time
consuming.

OBJECTIVE

The objective here will be to examine
some basic advantages and disadvantages
of software available through the Trace
Center and New England INDEX. These
packages will be compared to what could
be realized through an in -house
development effort. In the interest of space
we will examine only topics such as
implementation costs, expansion capability,
and system configuration options.

METHOD /APPROACH

The initial planning stage can be the most
important part of system implementation.
The more careful design and thought given
here can greatly minimize development
time.
-Plan your system needs carefully. Involve
users that can focus on the problem to be
solved, yet not be afraid to say "what if
- Consider all possibilities.
- Examine packages from TRACE Center
and New England INDEX. Do these
packages satisfy the organizations need?

The following lists a number of key
advantages and disadvantages of the
software available from these two sources.
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Advantages - > Trace CSD
-The Trace Center's Cooperative Service
Directory (CSD) software uses a graphics
interface for PC Windows and Macintosh
users. This will tend to make the system
more user friendly and shorten the learning
curve.
-The Trace CSD allows for sharing of the
information that has been compiled. This
information can be sent to remote sites or
other states on diskette, thereby sharing
your directory.
- Runs on both Macintosh and PCs
-TRACE reputation
-Many users
-Cost: FREE

Disadvantages - > Trace CSD
-The Trace CSD software can tend to
operate slowly unless the computer is not
at least a 33 Mhz 386. (NOTE: This is
actually not a limitation of the Trace
development effort rather the nature of the
PC Windows environment.)
-The software does not allow for
compiling any information on the caller.
This information may prove to be very
necessary to your organization in terms of
compiling statistics on number and types
of calls received.
-The Trace software does not run on a
network. If the site requires access to the
system by multiple Information Specialists,
there will be much effort spent copying
diskettes and sending them to other
workstations.
-If the center's requirements change there
will be no way to modify the software to
accommodate the new demands.

Advantages - >New England INDEX
-The software is written using a DOS
based version of Datallase which is
designed to run on a network. Since the
interface is character based rather than
graphic, the software will tend to run
faster.
-The character based system is desirable if
you intend to allow callers to dial directly
into the information system.
-New England INDEX will modify the
software to fit your immediate needs. In

most cases the source code will also be
furnished with the delivered system so that
the customer may make future
enhancements.

Disadvantages - > N.E. INDEX
- Character based system is not quite as
intuitive to learn.
- Runs only on PCs.
- Software cost: > $10,000.00

It may be determined that neither ofthese
packages meet the needs of the information
center in question. The other option would
be to generate the application using a
database development software package.
The following is a list ofsome advantages
and disadvantages of this approach.

Advantage - > In -House Development
- System can be tailored to your immediate
needs.
- System can be modified to allow for
future enhancements
- Choose the development package
currently offering greatest features for
your particular situation. Some packages
offer features that tend to optimize
themselves in a network environment
where there may be many workstations
(example: dBASE IV, FoxPro /LAN).
Other packages offer faster development
time, yet less than desirable results in
terms of overall power. PC Magazine,
March, 1992 has an excellent performance
and feature review of nine popular
database application development
packages.

Disadvantages - > In House Development
- Expertise required to develop application.
It should be noted that most packages offer
a development environment that will fall
somewhere between little or no
programming to considerable programming
effort. More powerful and advanced
features can sometimes only be realized
with some programming.
- Expertise to maintain application. Don't
be fooled, there will be an ongoing need
for modifications and system maintenance.
-No software development effort is ever
really finished.
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S U N D U R Y
The Trace Center offers an excellent
graphics oriented package for the user that
wishes to put together a service directory
that will run in both Macintosh and the PC
Windows environment. Three limitations
here, however, would be the lack of
network support, no capability to log caller
information, and slower system operation
due to the graphics interface.

New England INDEX offers an excellent
character based package for the PC that
they will customize to your immediate
needs. It is designed for network
operation, and can be supplied with source
code to allow future modifications. The
only negative here could be the cost.

An in -house development effort offers the
greatest flexibility to the information
center desiring to implement an
information and referral system. With
careful planning, the system can be
modified to follow the changing needs of
the center. The development and ongoing
maintenance costs may be more of a
financial burden than some organizations
can absorb.
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Extending the User Interface for X Windows to Include Persons with Disabilities

Mark E. Novak
Gregg C. Vanderheiden
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ABSTRACT
Computer operating systems with graphical user
interfaces (GUI) have proliferated (i.e., IBM OS/2- ,
Macintosh'", etc.) in parallel with the advent of new
and more powerful computer hardware. While studies
have shown that GUI systems can increase employee
productivity, these same GUI have created new barriers
for individuals with disabilities. Since GUI typically do
not present information to the computer user in a
character -by- character or "text" fashion, past access
strategies used by people with physical and sensory
disabilities may no longer provide access to such
systems.

UNIX workstations running X, combined with a
windows manager such as OSF/Motif, are used by
companies in areas like banking, hospitals, corporate
accounting offices, universities and government
agencies. For employees in such fields, a job may
depend upon the ability to access these workstations.
Until recently, providing any kind of common access
solutions for workstations was difficult due to the
variation in the underlying platform- dependent UNIX
operating system. However, X Windows, developed
under the guidance of the vendor - neutral X Consortium
headquartered at MIT, can provide the common access
platform needed to achieve accessibility solutions for
the various UNIX computer workstations.

BACKGROUND
Since the early 1980s, the Trace Center has worked
closely with companies like Apple, IBM, and Microsoft
to develop strategies which make computers and
operating systems more accessible. These strategies
have been used to provide access in a number of
operating systems (i.e., AccessDOS for IBM computers
running DOS, Easy Access for the Macintosh, Access
Pack for Microsoft Windows- , and those being built
into IBM OS/2).

Many of these strategies have been developed to assist
people with physical disabilities in operating the
standard input devices (i.e., keyboard and mouse) more
readily. People with a moderate physical disability may
require assistance in accessing a computer due to one
or more of the following reasons:

• An individual may not be able to press more
than a single key simultaneously, preventing
them from using most programs which require
multiple simultaneous key presses. Many times,
this is the only major computer access barrier
for people who type with a mouthstick or
headpointer.

• An individual may have poor coordination with
slow or irregular response time capability,
which makes time dependent input unreliable.
These individuals find themselves generating
numerous unwanted key repetitions simply

because they cannot release a key within the
repeat tolerance of the keyboard.

• An individual may have limited eye /finger
(eye /stick) coordination and often strike
unwanted keys before targeting the desired key.
Those individuals who have hand tremors,
eye/hand coordination difficulty, or utilize a
headpointer or mouthstick often may spend
more time trying to delete unwanted keys than
selecting the desired key.

• An individual without fine motor control, with
paralysis, tremors, or using a mouthstick or
headpointer for computer input, may not be
able to control or manipulate a pointing device
such as the mouse or joystick with fine enough
movements nor activate the buttons on a
pointing device such as the mouse while
simultaneously maneuvering it.

• Individuals with more severe physical
disabilities are often unable to access a
computer, even when modifications to the
standard input devices are available. These
individuals require some mechanism to connect
and use an alternate input device(s) to emulate
the standard keyboard or mouse.

CURRENT APPROACH
Cooperative development directly between the Trace
Center and single companies such as Apple, IBM, or
Microsoft to provide access strategies for their personal
computers and operating systems was possible and
effective because there is only one Apple Macintosh
operating system and, until recently, only one DOS.
This is not the case, however, with UNIX workstations.
Almost every major manufacturer of UNIX computer
workstations has UNIX configured to match its
particular workstation hardware. While X Windows
can avoid many of these platform dependent UNIX
differences, portions of X Windows such as the
X Server have layers closely tied to the workstation
hardware.

Since accessibility issues for all the various computer
workstations are becoming a reality, an expanded style
of cooperative development is needed. To address this
issue, the Trace Center brought together a group of
researchers and companies interested in developing
access solutions for X Windows. The group is called
Disabilities Action Committee for X (DACX). An
initial meeting of DACX was held in Minneapolis in
October, 1992, in conjunction with the Closing the Gap
Conference. Discussion at the meeting centered
around what is being done to provide accessibility
features for computer workstations. Subcommittees
were formed to further research three specific areas:
the definition of hooks and library calls needed to
provide screen reader access; implementation of screen
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magnification in X; and implementation of built -in
physical access features for X.

Members of DACX at the present time include people
from Digital Equipment Corporation, IBM, Bell
Atlantic, Bellcore, MIT, Berkeley Systems Inc., Georgia
Tech, SUN Microsystems , and Hewlett Packard. The
Trace Center is acting as the coordinator and
secretariat for DACX, as well as assisting in X access
software development and testing. The Trace Center
maintains a DACX electronic mail account at the
University to allow subcommittee and DACX members
to communicate issues quickly. In January, 1993, two
papers, one addressing "blind" access issues and the
other paper addressing "physical" access issues in
X Windows, were presented by DACX member; a t the
7th Annual X Windows Technical Conference at MIT.

RELATED ACCESS WORK AT THE TRACE
CENTER
To maximize compatibility with other access products,
the disability access features under development for
X Windows are extensions of work previously done for
other operating systems /environments. These include,
the Trace Transparent Access Module (T -TAM) which
is distributed by several manufacturers (September
1990), the Access Pack for the Windows, distributed by
Microsoft Corporation (October 1990), and the
AccessDOS Software Package distributed by IBM (June
1991).
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Evaluation of the TongueTouch KeypadTM
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ABSTRACT

Individuals with physical disabilities who are non -
ambulatory and do not have use of their hands are
frequently prescribed a variety of separate devices to
manipulate their surroundings. Requests are often
made for a single multifunctional input device or for a
device which is invisible to the non -user. In October
1991, Zofcom Inc. introduced the TongueTouch
KeypadTM (TTK), a battery - operated, wireless input
device worn inside the mouth, which could control a
variety of standard equipment available to this
population of disabled individuals. This paper
describes a survey conducted with four TTK users and
investigates the potential of controlling a wheelchair -
mounted robotic arm with the same input device.

BACKGROUND

The TTK, initially sold by Zofcom Inc. and now
available from New Abilities Systems, Inc. *, is a 9-
key switch device worn in the roof of the mouth like a
retainer. When the user presses one of the 9 buttons on
the keypad with his or her tongue, the wireless keypad
sends a signal to a receiver attached to the wheelchair.
The receiver can then control a number of different
appliances or devices in the environment There is a
small display unit, usually attached to the wheelchair,
which presents a visual display to assist with correct
operation.

A previous study compared subjects' performance us-
ing the TTK, Headmaster, and a mouthstick[1]. This
study found that 1) input speed was fastest for the
mouthstick; 2) accuracy did not vary significantly be-
tween the three; 3) the rate of perceived exertion was
lowest for the TTK; and 4) the TTK rated highest on
personal acceptability.

An alternative palatal tongue controller has been de-
signed by Invent Aid ** of the United Kingdom. It is
a dental plate fitted to the upper teeth with small plates
touched by the tongue. A minute receiver and trans-
mitter signals the tongue movements to a coil worn

* New Abilities Systems, Inc.
1940 Colony St., Suite #2
Mountain View,CA 94043

** Invent Aid, Ltd.
12 Orchard Close
Cranfield, Bedford, UK

* ** Exact Dynamics (Ingenium
Edisonstraat 96, NL -6942

PZ Zevenaar, The Netherlands

around the user's neck [2]. It has seven keys, no bat-
tery inside the mouthpiece, and is designed to control
the Invent Aid robotic arm. With further develop-
ments, it could also be used to control a wheelchair,
computers, and the environment. At the writing of
this paper, the system is not commercially available.

OBJECTIVE

The survey was conducted for two reasons. The first
aim was to evaluate the TTK's functionality as the
only commercially available tongue controller on the
market The second was to look at the potential for
modifying the tongue controller to operate the Manus,
a wheelchair mounted robotic arm available from
Exact Dynamics * ** in The Netherlands.

METHOD

Four TTK users were identified with the assistance of
Zofcom Inc. and New Abilities Systems, Inc. All four
agreed to participate in the study. One survey was
conducted in person, the other three were conducted
over the telephone. Two of the telephone interviews
were conducted with a familiar interpreter (parent or
guardian of the user) since the user did not have
speech, or had difficulty with telephone
communication.

The survey asked questions in the following areas:
- User demographics
- Use and comfort of the TTK
- Reliability of the TTK
- Functionality of the TTK
- Potential use for activating a robot
- General comments & suggested changes.

RESULTS

Demographics: Of the four participants, three were
male students between the ages of 18 and 21. The
fourth was a female, over forty, who runs a home for
developmentally delayed foster clients. Two were
disabled with cerebral palsy (CP), two were spinal
cord injured (SCI). Of the latter, one was a C -5
quadriplegic, and one C 4 -5 complete quadriplegic,
with both about 2 years post injury. All had use of the
TongueTouch Keypad for at least six months prior to
the survey.

Use and comfort: The use and comfort varied dra-
matically across the four surveyed. All four users said
that it took about 10 minutes to learn the functional
control of the unit. Two users said that it took about 2
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months to feel comfortable activating the device reli-
ably, and one never achieved competence. Only two
of the four users were still using the device when sur-
veyed. One had discontinued use because the receiver
malfunctioned and s/he had enough functionality
within his/her environment without it, so did not get it
repaired. Another discontinued use because s/he
could not comfortably activate the device because the
thickness of the keypad caused a gag reflex and the
user could not accurately activate some of the buttons.
In each case, the disuse may have been related to the
individual's disability. In the first case, there was
enough residual hand function to manipulate the envi-
ronment using hand splints (C -5 SCI). In the second,
cerebral palsy limited accurate tongue manipulations,
making access to the back buttons impossible.

Length of use: Of the two who continued use, one
uses it 4 -5 hours /day, 7 days a week, the other 7 -8
hours /day (4 -5 hours during the day, then an
additional 2 -3 hours during the evening), 7 days/
week. Before discontinuation, one had used it for 4 -5
hours /day, about 3 days /week, while the other had
used the device for about an hour /day.

Three of the four needed assistance in putting in and
taking out the device. The individual with a C -5 SCI
was able to insert and remove the device on his/her
own. Body position (lying down) did not affect
control for two users; the other two never tried it.
However, one user noted that the short functional
range of only 1 -2 feet from the receiver made the
device non - functional from bed if the wheelchair -
mounted transceiver was too far away.

Eating: None of the users ate with it in. One said that
s/he could, but that it was not practical. The second
said that s/he did not like to, and the third said that s/
he was afraid of damaging it and did not want to try it.
The last had not attempted eating with it at all.

Drinking: Three of the users did drink with it  in
place, but one said that it felt weird having liquid flow
above and around the TTK. Again, the fourth did not
attempt drinking with it in place.

Battery replacement: Three users said that the
battery replacement was not a problem. Of these, the
first user said that I battery lasted 6 months, and a
second battery for 3 months. The second had used the
device for about 9 months and had not yet needed to
replace the battery. The third did not have to replace
the battery in a 6 month time period before the
receiver malfunctioned. The fourth individual's
battery died after its use was discontinued (within six
months). All had a back -up controller except the
fourth who had sent the mouthpiece back for
modifications.

Distortion of speech: Three users said that it  did
distort speech but had varying degrees of difficulty.
One of the SCI users said that the distortion wasn't
significant, while the second said that it was difficult
to be understood on the speaker phone. One user with
cerebral palsy said that the speech distortion was
significant. The second CP user does not have speech.

Shane. size & comfort: Three users said that they
would like it better if it were thinner, one did not. One
of the three had a family member file down the
mouthpiece, which made the device more comfort-
able. The user who suffered from a gag reflex sent the
unit back to have the buttons moved forward and have
the mouthpiece shortened. This helped to diminish the
gag reflex, but did not resolve the problem. The re-
make also caused discomfort in that it was tight
around the teeth.

Reliability: For the SCI users, reliability was very
high (90% or better). The front buttons and center but-
tons were the easiest to hit. One had difficulty with
outside center row buttons, the other had difficulty
with the back left button. For the CP users, one was
70 -80% reliable, while the other never achieved reli-
ability. The back row of buttons were the hardest to
activate for both.

Functionality: One CP user chose only to operate a
computer keyboard and mouse with the device and
regarded interaction a great success. (The TTK is the
only interface this person has for computer access.)
One SCI user, who is frequently alone for up to 4
hours at a time, prefers a mouthstick for typing on the
computer, but can use the mouthstick with the keypad
in place. This allows the user to keep working should
s/he drop the mouthstick and be unable to retrieve it.
This person also uses it for lights, a heater, a fan, and
a radio, but the TV caused too much interference and
the telephone interface was too unreliable to meet the
user's needs. The other SCI user had controlled the
TV, VCR, lights, computer keyboard and mouse,
before the receiver malfunctioned. An attempt was
made to interface the device with the telephone and
bed, but neither was successful. The fourth never
achieved enough functionality to use the controller
with any devices.

Three out of the four would like to control their elec-
tric wheelchair with the device, the fourth said that s/
he didn't need it because s/he had a joystick controller
that worked satisfactorily. (At the time of the survey,
wheelchair control is pending FDA approval). One
also said that s/he would like to open and close doors
using the TTK.

Each user had a different means of alternate interface:

- another person to do everything;
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• a mouthstick for keyboard, but another person
for environmental control;

• a KY Enterprises ECU and Headmaster system
for the computer;

• residual hand function for the telephone, VCR,
lights, and computer, but another person to turn
the computer on and off and move the bed.

The first two listed are the two who are currently
using the device.

Us e with a wheelchair mounted robotic arm:
Three out of the four users said that they would like to
operate a wheelchair mounted robotic arm with the
TTK, but one voiced a concern that the fragility of the
robot might limit his/her lifestyle (which included
working out in the barn with horses). Consequently,
this person wanted a robotic arm which was easy to at-
tach and detach. All three required an attendant or
family member to accomplish tasks listed as those
performed by the Manus robotic arm, and all three
wanted the robotic arm no matter how long it took to
accomplish a task. The fourth said that s/he did not
feel that it would provide enough function to warrant
the effort of acquisition (this person had residual hand
function and accomplished some of the tasks listed as
those performed by the robotic arm, with the use of
his/her hand splints). All users said that they could not
use the robotic arm if it caused their wheelchair to be
6 inches wider, but that the weight was not a problem.

General comments & user suggtes ions: All us-
ers agreed that the TTK was desirable because it was
invisible, added independence, and provided the abil-
ity to control the environment. One user voiced a de-
sire for a longer battery life and another for an
improved telephone interface because the one avail-
able was too bulky and not reliable. Another said that
the receiver was unreliable and its range was too short
(1 -2 feet). One very technically knowledgeable fami-
ly said that there was too much equipment to hook up
and there needed to be better technical support.

Number and placement of h rttons: The SCI user
who chose to discontinue use said that s/he would like
to have 10 buttons so that s/he could dial a unique
number on the telephone. The same person said that
all 9 buttons were necessary to provide functionality.
The other SCI user said that s/he did not want any
more buttons added because they were already
operating at a maximum number of buttons for the
limited space. The CP user who had sent the unit back
to have the buttons moved forward and the keypad
shortened was assisted in comfort but still did not
have accurate activation. This user suggested that if
the device was concave in shape, then it would both
allow the buttons to be spaced further apart, and might

add enough room to add more buttons. The same user
said that s/he was able to accurately touch 8 different
places on the inside of his/her teeth and that if the
buttons were located there, then s/he could nave
accurate control.

Finally, the user who previously had no other means
of control "changed from an observer to a full
participant overnight ".

DISCUSSION

The TTK clearly addresses the consumers' request for
an invisible, multiple -input device. The aesthetic
qualities of the TTK are rated very highly. The users,
however, indicated that reliability is equally
important for functional use, and two of the users
experienced difficulties with reliability (one with the
TV interference and telephone, and the other with the
TTK receiver). The user's physical abilities directly
correlated to their successful use of the TTK. The user
who was not able to use the tip of his/her tongue to
touch the keys was not successful. The other user with
CP also demonstrated less accuracy. However, the
latter was a successful user probably due to the fact
that this individual had no other means of controlling
computer input. Hand function played an important
part of the user's success with the TTK. The user who
was able to manipulate the environment with some
hand function preferred that mode of input over the
TTK. Finally, the population of successful TTK users
is consistent with the population of potential
wheelchair mounted robotic arm users. The multi-
functionality provided with the TTK indicates that
this device could be an ideal interface for a robotic
arm provided that reliability and accurate
functionality are assured.
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HAWKEYE, A  "P ENLIGHT" HEA D P OIN TER

PER KROGH HANS EN A ND JA MES F.  WA NNER
POINTER SYS TEMS IN C. ,  ON E MILL STREET, BURLINGT ON , VERMON T 054 01

ABS TRA CT

The cordless optical head pointer, Hawkeye, replaces the
mouse for Windows 3.1. It includes a remote unit and a
base unit. The remote unit, which is battery operated, is
placed on the user's head. The user sits anywhere, up to
two meters, in front of the computer. The base unit is
placed next to the monitor and connects to the computer's
mouse port. Infrared light pulses are transmitted from the
base towards the remote. The incident light is focused on
a Position Sensing Detector (PSD). The electronic circuit
measures the position of the incident light dot on the PSD
and calculates the corresponding rotations of the remote
unit. The measured head rotations are converted into
cursor movement on the screen. Better than 10 bit
resolution allows the user to move the cursor to each
pixel with ease. All the mouse buttons functions are
implemented by time and position selection. The user can
change all parameters: Needed head rotation (vertical and
horizontal), stability, responsiveness, slow mode, mouse
functions, and time.

BA C KG RO UN D

Different head pointers exist on the market today.
Penlight head pointer
Penlight head pointers is used by persons with disabilities
for communication and selections. The penlight is worn
by the user, who shines the light on a piece of paper with
written symbols placed in a matrix. It is really low tech.

Optical head pointer for dedicated communication aids
A) LightTalker.
The light talker communication aid from Prentke Romich
uses a matrix of infrared light diodes (LEDs) and optical
sensor. The sensor is worn by the user and connected to
the communication aid by a cord. The system lights the
LED which the user is pointing to. A new head pointer
for the Liberator is just announced.
B) RealVoice
The RealVoice communication aid from ACS Inc. uses
an active light source and a matrix of light sensors and
visible LEDs. The light source is worn by the user and
connected to the communication aid by a cord. The
system lights the LED which the user is pointing to.

Long Range Optical Pointer (LROP)
The long -range light pen is developed by the Trace
Center. It was originally developed for use with two

CRT monitors, and a cord is needed between the user
and the electronics. The current new versions of this
system can be used with only one CRT monitor, but the
user must look away from the CRT in order to send typed
text to the application software. It only works with CGA
graphics monitors on IBM PC's. This system cannot be
used with a laptop. New improvements to the LROP are
being made by the team at Hugh MacMillan
Rehabilitation Center.

HeadMaster
The HeadMaster head pointer from Prentke Romich is
based on ultrasonic technology. It consists of on
transmitter and three receivers. The user must wear a
head set with three transducers and a switch, and this
head set must be connected by a cord to an electronics
box. The user is hooked up to the computer and must
wear a bulky head set. The system works as a mouse
replacement on a personal computer. This system cannot
be used with a laptop.

FreeWheel
The FreeWheel head pointer is a cordless infrared head
pointer system, which draws its power from the
computer's serial or mouse port. The system is based on
infrared technology. The user wears a small
retroreflective target, which is lightweight and
cosmetically pleasing. The system includes a time and
position button function. The system works as a mouse
replacement on a personal computer. This system can be
used on a laptop computer.

STAT EMENT O F T HE P ROBLEM

Different problems exist with the existing head pointers.
Cordless
Most of the existing head pointers are not cordless. It is
essential for the person with disabilities that the head
pointer is cordless for maximum independence.

Workarea
All the corded head pointers have a problem with the
workarea; they can only operate as long as the cord
reaches. Some head pointers have problems with the
limited work area in which the user had to be positioned
during operations, and problems with realignment and
resolution. Some systems require extremely good head
control.

Computer access
Only the FreeWheel and the headMaster head pointers
work directly as mouse replacements on personal
computers. Many disabled users can not operate any
buttons or switches, so the software driver needs to
include a time and position function switching.
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Many physically disabled people lack the fine motor
skills needed to use a standard mouse and/or trackball on
a Personal Computer. There is a need for the development
of special cursor controllers and associated software
drivers, which allows the disabled user access to graphics
software while utilizing the motor skills they have left.
The Hawkeye headpointer system was developed in order
to fulfill such a need.

RA TION ALE

Hawkeye is based on infrared optical technology - a
fusion of the penlight and the infrared remote controller
which resulted in an ideal head pointer. The Hawkeye
system utilizes the most intuitive access, natural pointing
, what could be easier. The user simply points to where
on the screen he or she wants the cursor with the
"penlight" type remote unit. The user is free to move
around anywhere in an area of up to two meters in front
of the computer. The miniature size (about the size of a
small dice or 15 mm cube) and low weight (less than 2
grams) of the optical part of the remote "penlight" unit
allows for adaptation to any application. Significant
breakthroughs in the optical design provides a resolution
of better than 10 bits, better than any existing head
pointers, and allows for ease of use even with high
resolution monitors.

DES IG N

The Hawkeye is an improved long range optical pointer
operating with infrared light. (Reference 1 -3) The
Hawkeye system consists of a remote unit (which
includes a camera) and a base unit. The camera is placed
on the user's head. The user sits in front of a computer.
The base unit is placed in the vicinity of the computer's
screen. The Base unit is connected to the mouse port on
the computer. The Hawkeye moves the cursor on the
computer screen. The Hawkeye works as a mouse
replacement. By the use of keyboard emulators on the
screen the user will have full access to the computer.

Short infrared light pulses are transmitted from the base
unit towards the remote unit. The incident infrared light is
focused on a position sensing detector (PSD). The
electronic circuit measures the position changes of the
incident light dot on the PSD and calculates the
corresponding position changes for the remote unit. The
incident light dot's position changes on the PSD is
converted to cursor position changes on the screen. The
cursor position changes are sent to the computer.

DEVELO P MEN T

The Hawkeye system, Figure 1, consists of a stationary
base unit and a remote unit, which the user moves in
order to move the cursor on the screen.

p
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FIGURE t CORDLESS OPTICAL POINTER

The remote unit consists of a camera with selection
switches and an on/off switch, operational preamplifiers,
and Sample and hold circuitry, A/D converter,
microcomputer, battery, and a data link LED with its
driver. The camera consists of a focusing lens, an
elongated tube and a Position Sensing Detector (PSD).
The PSD can be either a dual -axis Charge Couple Device
(CCD) or a dual -axis Lateral photo detector. The remote
unit is powered from a battery. The base unit consists of
infrared data link receiver, cursor control circuit,
dynamic gain control driver, microcomputer and an
infrared LED. The use of the dynamic gain control of the
intensity of the pulses transmitted from the LED allows
for a much wider range of operation, faster response time,
and shorter pulses.

The camera measures the position change of the incident
light caused by the movement of the remote unit. It
transmits this data back to the base unit via an infrared
data link. The base unit receives the transmitted infrared
data signal via an integrated light detecting unit. The
microcomputer translates the data into cursor movement
on the screen. The position LED and the data link LED
do not transmit at the same time.

Remote detector movements
The hawkeye system can detect rotations of the remote
unit in the vertical plane and in the horizontal plane. It
can also detect translations in the vertical and the
horizontal plane. The PSD must be oriented so that its
horizontal axis is close to parallel with the computer
screen's horizontal axes. If these axis are not close to
parallel the cursor movement will not be horizontal when
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the user moves horizontally and the cursor movement will
not be vertical when the user moves vertically.

Work area
The work area of the Hawkeye system is determined by
the radiation pattern of the LED and the amount of power
transmitted from the LED. The Hawkeye works
anywhere up to two meters from the monitor. The
maximum rotation angles for the remote unit depends
upon the optics in the camera.

Position Sensing Detector (PSD)
The Position Sensing Detector (PSD) used currently in
the Hawkeye system is a dual -axis lateral photo diode. It
consists of two light- sensitive square plates. A current
will be generated in the plates when hit by an incident
light dot. The current will flow through the two horizontal
electrodes and through the two vertical electrodes. The
difference of the currents is dependent upon intensity and
position. The sum of the two currents are dependent upon
intensity only. Measurements of the four currents can
therefore be used to find the vertical position x and the

horizontal position y. The lateral photo diode measures
the position of the center of the centroid of the incident
light dot. This means that inexpensive lenses can be used,
since no position measurement accuracy is lost due to
blurred images.

Accuracy and resolution
The Hawkeye system is an absolute measurement system
and the conversion factors between PSD position and
screen position depend on the PSD's measurement
resolution and the computer screen's pixel resolution. The
position resolution on a lateral photo diode is the same for
the horizontal and the vertical plane. The pixel resolution
on a computer is generally higher in the horizontal
direction than in the vertical direction so the conversion
factors are generally different for the two directions. The
current Hawkeye system has a ten bit resolution in both
directions. This translates to 1024 by 1024 pixels.

Software driver
A software driver for cursor controllers for disabled
persons is developed for use with Windows 3.1 on IBM
and compatible personal computers. The software is fully
Microsoft mouse driver compatible. The software has
two parts: 1) Reading of the electronic signals on the
mouse port and placement of the cursor on the screen,
and 2) Time and position functions for mouse buttons.
The cursor control parameters controls: 1) The movement
available left -right, 2) The movement available up -down,
3) Stability: Low -pass filtering for tremors, 4)
Responsitivity: Weighted running averages for "speed"
control, 5) Slow motion: for fine cursor control with

coarse motions. The time and position button parameters
control: 1) Time before switch action, 2) Size of area
used for time control, 3) Switch mode: left or right
switch, one click, two clicks, and drag. The software
allows the disabled user to select even the smallest icons
with ease with whatever motor control he or she has left.

EVA LUA TIO N

The Hawkeye head pointer has been tested by our
consumer advocate on staff. The Trace Center serves as
beta tester and clinical evaluation Center for this project.
Results from the clinical evaluations will be reported at a
later conference. These results will include guidance for
setting of all the parameters for various physical
disabilities.

DIS CUS SIO N

A beta test version has been developed of the Hawkeye
head pointer. A software driver for Windows 3.1 has
been developed. The software driver includes cursor
control and time and position mouse button functions.
The system has been tested extensively. It can be used by
persons with disabilities who could not use a head pointer
before.
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PER KROGH HANSEN AND JAMES F. WANNER
POINTER SYSTEMS INC., ONE MILL STREET, BURLINGTON, VERMONT 05401

ABSTRACT
A software driver for cursor controllers for disabled
persons is developed for use with Windows 3.1 on
IBM and compatible personal computers. The
software is fully Microsoft mouse driver compatible.
The software has two parts: 1) Reading of the
electronic signals on the mouse port and placement
of the cursor on the screen, and 2) Time and
position functions for mouse buttons. The software
is developed to work with the Hawkeye optical head
pointer (Reference 1 -3), but will work with other
pointers as well. The software includes many
different parameter settings, which allows the
disabled user to select even the smallest icons with
ease with whatever motor control he or she has left.

BACKGROUND
The new software for the personal computer is
graphics oriented. The mouse and trackball are the
standard cursor controllers for the personal
computer. A software driver reads the electronic
signals from the device on the mouse port and/or
serial port and converts these signals into cursor
movements on the computer screen. For IBM and
compatible computers such a software driver must
be fully Microsoft mouse driver compatible
(Reference 4), since Microsoft develops the very
popular Windows 3.1 operation software. It is
possible to operate the computer from the keyboard
only, but doing this would not take full advantage of
the powerful Graphics User Interface (GUI). The
new software is written for the most part with a
cursor controller in mind.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Many physical disabled people lack the fine motor
skills needed to use a standard mouse and /or
trackball on a Personal Computer. There is a need
for the development ofspecial cursor controller and
associated software drivers, which allows the
disabled user access to graphics software while
utilizing the motor skills they have left. The mouse
and its software driver serve two functions: 1)
Placement of the cursor on the screen and 2)

Activation ofthe buttons, which includes: Left or
right button, single click, double click and hold
down. Many disabled users can not operate any
buttons or switches, so the software driver needs to
include a time and position function switching. The
software drivers described in this paper are
developed for the Hawkeye headpointer system in
order to fulfill such a need.

RATIONALE
The special pointer and the software driver must be
able to allow the person with disability to move the
cursor into even the smallest icons on the screen and
to make the desired mouse button actions. They
have to facilitate all this taken into account the users
lack of fine motor skills. The software needs to be
flexible to adapt for different disabilities and
computer usage. All different parameters must be
easily adjustable and be able to be adapted for each
individual user for their optimal operation. The
cursor control parameters controls: 1) The
movement available left -right, 2) The movement
available up -down, 3) Stability: Low -pass filtering
for tremors, 4) Responsitivity: Weighted running
averages for "speed" control, 5) Slow motion: for
fine cursor control with coarse motions. The time
and position button parameters control: 1) Time
before switch action, 2) Size of area used for time
control, 3) Switch mode: left or right switch, one
click, two clicks, and drag. The clinician must also
be able to set the parameters while the client is
operating the device in a clinical setting. The
software is divided into two parts one for cursor
control and one for mouse button function controls,
since some users needs only cursor control. The
software must be easy install, to use, menu driven,
and help menus provided. The software must be
fully Microsoft Windows compatible and follow all
the standards for development under Windows
(Reference 5).

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The software design is divided into two parts: 1)
Reading of the electronic signals from the device on
the mouse port and placement of the cursor on the
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screen, Cursor driver and 2) The time and position
button function, dbutton. The two parts work well
together, but can also work by themselves.

Cursor control
Figure 1. Shows the control panel for parameter
adjustments for the cursor controller.
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A) Adjustment of rotation angle
The left -right speed adjustment cuts the receiving
angle of the camera in the horizontal direction. Slow
gives the full rotation angle and fast gives the
smallest percentage of the rotation angle (typically
25 %, but could be as low as 1% ) . The driver takes
whatever percentage of rotation angle the setting is
set at and forces these measurements to move the
full range from left to right for the cursor on the
screen. This means in the slow setting it takes
typically a 40 degrees rotation angle to move the
cursor from the left of the screen to the right of the
screen. In the fast setting it takes a 10 degrees
rotation angle to move the cursor from the left of
the screen to the right of the screen. Settings
between slow and fast will take a rotation angle
between 40 degrees and 10 degrees. The up -down
speed adjustment is the same, but just for vertical
rotation motions. It results in lower resolutions, if
the full rotation angle is not used, but it allows the
user to reach the whole screen with less motion.

B) Stability
The stability is basically a low pass filter, which
allows the user to be unstable, meaning moving the
Hawkeye slightly (small tremors) without the cursor
moving on the screen. It simply filters out any
motion in a small box around the current cursor
position. The system keeps averages of the last
measurements and compare them to the next
measurements.

If abs( x(t) -x average) < delta x min Then
calculate new average, but do not move the cursor

Else calculate new average x new average and
move to this position
Continue

C) Responsiveness
The responsiveness is made in order to "fool" the
host system. It is only useful if the Hawkeye does
not have as much resolution as the host system. The
software driver keeps track of the measurements
over time and makes weighted averages. The
weights of the different measurements are dependent
on the time they are received and the distances away
from the past averages and past measurements. The
cursor will get a dragging motion, seems to be a
little slower in following motions, but will be able to
follow access every pixel no matter what the
resolution is for Hawkeye and the host system.

If abs(x(t)-x average(t)) < delta  x (t) Then x(t) = wl
x(t) + w2 x average (t) Else x(t) = w3 x(t) + w4 x
average (t)
Continue

The weights depends on the abs(x(t) -x average (t)) .

D) Slow motion mode
The slow motion mode allows the user to utilize
higher resolution in a smaller area on the screen.
This parameter takes the full rotation angle and uses
it to move the cursor for only part of the screen. In
the fast setting, the largest amount of screen will be
utilized for the lowest resolution. In the slow setting,
the minimum of the screen will be used for the
highest resolution. The fast setting typically allows
the user to use the full 40 degrees of rotation angle
to move the cursor in 25% of the screen display.
The slow setting typically allows the user to use the
full 40 degrees rotation angle to move the cursor in
10% of the screen display. The percentages can
however have any values down to 1 %. The user can
shift between slow motion and regular motion speed
by simply moving the hawkeye rapidly. Slow
motions of the camera will revert the operation back
into slow motion mode. It allows the user to access
each pixel on the screen no matter how high the
resolution is on the screen, even if the Hawkeye
system does not have as high resolution in the
rotation angle.

Time and position functions
A) Time and position "buttons"
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FIGURE 2. MOUSE BUTTONS
Figure 2. Shows the mouse button function settings
icons.The software driver also facilitates time and
position activation of the mouse button functions.
The user can adjust the time he/she has to keep the
cursor in a selected area in order for the wanted
mouse button function to be activated. The function
can be: 1) one click, 2)double click, or 3) drag.

If abs(x(t) -x average(t)) < delta xt(t) And t >= t
min Then perform button function, t =0
Continue
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Figure 3. Shows the control panel for the mouse
button function time and position adjustments.
The user can also adjust the size of the area in which
the timing is accomplished and choose between right
and left button.

Clinician control
The clinician or helper can adjust all the above
parameters in for the cursor control and the time and
position function from the keyboard. This makes it
easier for the clinician in the evaluation process.

EVALUATION
The software has been tested by our consumer
advocate on staff. The Trace Center serves as beta
tester and clinical evaluation Center for this project.
Results from the clinical evaluations will be reported
at a later conference. These results will include
guidance for setting of all the parameters for various
physical disabilities.

DISCUSSION
The software has been developed and tested
extensively. It is found to be fully compatible with
Microsoft mouse driver and Microsoft Windows
3. 1, It has been found to work very well with the
Hawkeye head pointer, the FreeWheel head pointer,

Trackballs, and mice. The mouse and trackball are
now also easier to use for the person with
disabilities, because of the compensations for lack
of fine motor skills available in the software.
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Typing by Voice On The Macintosh
Denis Anson, MS, OTR/L

Department of Rehabil itation Medicine
Universi ty of Washington

Introduction

Voice input to a computer seems, at first glance, to be a
"natural" input method. If the computer could only understand
spoken input, using one would be no more difficult than asking
another person for help. Nearly all science fiction, from Star Trek
to Isaac Asimov's robot stories, assume voice input.

In practice, however, voice input is neither natural nor
easy. In the few years that it has been available, it has made
striking progress, but it remains quite limited. Systems like
Dragon Dictate have very large vocabularies, and quite high
accuracy rates from an engineering viewpoint, but are very
expensive, and require very powerful computers to operate. To
be accessible to the typical user, voice input systems must be less
expensive, and operate on lower cost computers.

Low -cost voice input systems generally have a very
limited vocabulary, and are not intended as general text entry
systems. Rather, they are designed as interface control systems,
which will issue a limited set of commands. It is possible to
include the alphabet in the command set of such a system, to
allow voice input, but letter-by-letter typing via voice is generally
not considered a viable input technique.

If letter -by- letter voice input is combined with a word
prediction system, significant improvements in efficiency might
be realized. The combination of low cost voice input with word
prediction might provide a functional method for voice text input
for individuals with limited resources.

The current project is an exploration of voice input on
the Macintosh family of computers using the combination of a
low -cost voice control system and word prediction.

Approach

The voice input system selected for this project was the
Voice Navigator SW, from Articulate Systems. This software -
only voice control system will operate on any Macintosh com-
puter which incorporates the built -in sound input circuitry, and
sells for under $400. The software was run on a Macintosh IIsi
computer, with five megabytes of memory and an 80 megabyte
hard drive, running System 7.0. Voice Navigator is intended
primarily as a menu control system, and notas a text inputsystem,
but includes text entry capabilities.

Voice Navigator allows the creation of application
specific "languages," whichmay contain up to 200 commands at
any "level." Through grouping, it is possible to create a sub -
language which can beaccessed from within voiceNavigator, but
which only occupies a single "command" at the top level of the
language. This facility makes it possible to create a "text input"
level within a complex application, and have a 200 command
language available for text input. Each command can be a single
keystroke, or a series of keystrokes for commonly used phrases.

Afterexploring a number of alternative approaches to a

voice input language, we settled on a strategy of including the
international radio alphabet for single characters, and the most
common words of less than four letters as direct input entries.
This strategy removes the need to remember if a word can be
simply said, or must be spelled out. If the word is less than four
letters, it can be said. (This strategy required some modification:
see below.)

The study combined Voice Navigator with the currently
available word prediction systems. The text passages were taken
from standard reading comprehension tests, and required reading
levels from 6th through 12th grades. All input was performed by
the investigator over a period of approximately three months.

The Navigator was paired with the currently available
word prediction systems for the Macintosh in this study. The
systems compared were CoWriter, from Don Johnston Develop-
mental Equipment: Magic Typist, from Tactic Software; and
Telepathic, from Madenta Communications.

Co:Writer, from Don Johnston Developmental Equip-
ment includes a forty thousand word, grammar sensitive predic-
tion dictionary. Text input is performed in a "Writer" window,
and the composed text is injected into an application at the end of
each sentence. Co:Writer's prediction guesses can be from 1 to
9 words, including an "in line" predictionof the most likely word.
Co:Writer does notnormally "repredict" words. That is, if a word
is displayed and not selected, it is not displayed when the next
character is entered. Since the researcher finds the demand of
scanning the prediction list after each character to be cumber -
some when typing from copy, we included a "rightarrow" in each
character code to force reprediction. The speed of prediction did
not seem to be greatly affected by this addition.

Magic Typist is a relatively simple word prediction
program that was developed for computer programmers. This
low cost program provides a simple alphabetical list of words
from its dictionary as the user types in a pop -up window. Since
the program works as a system extension, no specific action is
necessary to start word prediction. Magic Typist can be config-
ured to only learn words over a certain root length, and to only
predict after the user has typed a certain number of characters.
This can avoid distracting changes to the screen while typing
short words. The current version of Magic Typist is delivered
with a list of 7,000 common words, but inclusion of this list in the
program makes the performance of the computer as a whole
unacceptably slow.

Telepathic, from Madenta Communications, is a free
standing application, like Co:Writer, but allows typing directly
into the user's application. When a desired word is displayed in
the Telepathic window, the user can select it by either clicking oa
it with a mouse or by typing the number preceding the word.
Telepathic predicts words based on the statistical likelihood that
it is desired. This decision is made based on the relative number
of times the word has been selected in the past. Telepathic also
offers "next word" prediction, but this feature was not used in the
study as response times were unacceptably slow with version 1.1
of Telepathic.
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All input was performed using a Shure SM10A headset
microphone, which was connected through the Mac Hsi micro-
phone port.

In each session, the word processor and word prediction
system were activated using the standard mouse and keyboard
functions. (As a separate test, the setups were also completed
using voice input only.) Text was entered from printed copy
supported to the left of the monitor, in the plane of the monitor.
Special "languages" were developed for the Telepathic and
Co:Writer inputs. Magic Typist uses keyboard controls roughly
equivalent to those of Telepathic, so the same control language
was used. For Co:Writer, the language used for Telepathic was
adapted to type a 'N' character after each word, and a "right
arrow" after each character. These commands "chop" a word at
the letters typed, and force "best guess" prediction.

With all word prediction packages, the time spent
scanning the prediction list was minimized by using "type three
then look" strategy. With this strategy, the user types three letters
before looking at the word prediction list. After having typed
three letters, the desired word is nearly always an available
prediction. Use of this strategy required modification of the basic
operation ofCoWriter, which does not generally repredict words.
If CoWriter had predicted the desired word on the First or second
letter, it would not be available after the third letter. Adding a
"right arrow" character after each letter of the alphabet forces
CoWriter to repredict words, and allows use of the same strategy
as was used with the other Word Prediction packages. Magic
Typist can be configured to only start predicting after three letters
have been typed, which naturally lends itself to this approach.

Timing for the session was from the first character typed
until the last character typed. For each session, the date, total
time, and number of words typed were recorded. From this
information, an average "words per minute" statistic was com-
puted.

Results

— m Raw Typing

o Magic Typist

— *— CoW rite r

Telepathic

In general, the performance of all systems was fair.
Voice Navigator is quite sensitive to background noise. It will
work in a noisy environment, but must be trained at various noise
levels. In some development sessions, the noise of aprinter in the
same room would degrade recognition until the system was
retrained. Extensive training support would be necessary during
the set -up phase of the device for a person with a disability.

The recognition speed of Voice Navigator is quite fast,
as indicated by the "raw typing" input speeds. Voice Navigator,
working within a word processor, will recognize an average of 1
character per second. The Voice Navigator will recognize at a
faster rate, and will buffer recognitions, but for text input, the
probability of incorrectrecognition limits effective typing speeds
to 1 character per second. Once the user learns the rhythm of the
input, s/he can progress quite smoothly. Using Voice Navigator
alone, it is possible to type text by spelling each word. This
approach produces an average typing speed of 8.74 words per
minute.

When combine with CoWriter, all text input takes place
in a text box created by CoWriter. At the end of each sentence,
CoWriter injects the new text into the base application. CoWriter's
40,000 word dictionary contained most of the words of the
sample texts, so typing efficiency was very good. There seemed
to be virtually no wait between predictions, so that it appeared
that typing was significantly faster than typing without a word
prediction package. However, typing speeds with CoWriter
ranged from 7.7 to 6.1 words per minute, withanaverage speed
of 6.82 words per minute.

Magic Typist did not begin predicting until three letters
had been typed. When Magic Typist has a prediction, it(lashes
the menu bar of the computer and opens a window with a
prediction list. Magic Typist automatically learns words that are
longer than the set threshold as the user types. As noted above, the
performance of the computer decreases as the vocabulary in-
creases, so over time the results obtained with Magic Typist may
decrease. During this study, Magic Typist produced typing
speeds ranging from 7.5 to9.2 words per minute, with an average
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speed of 8.34 words per minute.

Telepathic places a small word prediction window on
the screen which displays the program's predictions. Though it is
possible to use a "next word" prediction mode with this program,
the delays that this introduces in prediction were considered to
exceed the advantages obtained. (If efficiency were the primary
concern, this would not be we.) Words are selected from the
prediction list by typing numbers from either the numeric key
pad, or the keyboard, depending on configuration. This splitting
of the number keys allows both numbers and words to be selected
by typing numbers, depending on the number key pressed. In this
study, Telepathic produced typing speeds ranging from 7.3 to 9.7
words per minute, with an average speed of 8.06 words per
minute.

Discussion

The unexpected result of this study was that the fastest
average typing speed was obtained by using Voice Navigator
without a word prediction package. However, this speed is
obtained at the expense of increased fatigue, and poor accep-
tance. It appears that for all word prediction systems tested, the
delays caused by the need to scan the prediction list, and for the
program to find the desired words exceeds the speed gained by
not having to speak all of the letters of a word.

A second unexpected result was the speed advantage of
Telepathic over CoWriter. In its current version, Telepathic
would often lag behind typing, forcing the user to wait while its
predictions caught up. With CoWriter, the predictions were
virtually always immediate. However, at the end of each sen-
tence, CoWriter spends several seconds inserting the text into the
word processing application. From the results, it appears that this
delay is greater than that of waiting for Telepathic. In use,
CoWriter feels faster because the user can watch the progress of
the sentence appearing in the word processor rather than having
to wait to make a new selection.

The input 'language" for direct entry requires further
refinement. Voice Navigator is not designed toprovide high level
discrimination. In fact, it uses just eight points to create the voice
pattern for each command. Because of this, Voice Navigator is
notable to discriminate homophones,or even very similarwords.
We consistently experienced confusions between "and" and
"end" as single utterance entries. Even exaggerated pronuncia-
tions did not resolve this conflict, and we ultimately removed
"end" from the vocabulary. We had to train the word "as" by
exaggerating the "T' sound to allow separation from the word
"has." Use of Voice Navigator for direct entry requires careful
evaluation of word frequency to allow unambiguous text entry.

Ultimately, no single word prediction package pro-
duced an overwhelming advantage over the others_ All of the
systems produced typing speeds in the range of 7 to 8 words per
minute, with variation between sessions. Based on these results,
it wouldappear thatthe selection ofaword prediction package for
use with voice input should be made based on personal style.
Some people find CoWriter's input window to be intrusive and
distracting. Others like the options of in -line prediction and large-
print prediction lists. Some users prefer the "here when you need
it" window of Telepathic, others may not find the cues strong
enough to suggest that they use it. Although Magic Typist was the
least expensive, and the quickest word prediction program used
in this test, experiments with the provided word I ists suggest that

it may slow unacceptably with increased use.

Future developments may significantly change the re-
sults of this study. A future version of Telepathic promises faster
word prediction, so that the problem of waiting for the predic-
tions will be removed. Also, next word prediction will be faster,
potentially increasing typing rates significantly. Likewise, it
appears that most of the delay in using CoWriter stems from the
textinjection from the Writer window into the word processor. If
this process can be made more efficient, typing speeds with
CoWriter may increase significantly.

Conclusions

With current technology, voice input is possible on the
Macintosh, but it is not fast. On- screen keyboards, Morse Code,
and other "virtual keyboard" input methods are significantly
faster. Voice input is not as "natural" as it might be, due to the
need to spell words out a letter at a time. The typing speed of 8
words per minute obtained with Voice Navigator is at the very
lowest levels of functional input.

Adding word prediction to voice input does not appear
to increase typing speeds, though it does increase efficiency of
typing. The delays introduced by the word prediction packages,
combined with the need to scan the prediction list overwhelm any
speed advantage obtained by having the word predictor complete
words. However, the reduced vocalization makes text input
easier, and allows the user to continue over longer periods of
time.

Voice Navigator allows typing at from one half to one
third of the rates obtainable from VoiceType on MS -DOS com-
puters, which is a true voice input system. However, VoiceType
requires significantly more computer power, and costs $3500. It
appears that Voice Navigator, in conjunction with any of these
word prediction packages can provide one third of the input rate
at one tenth of the cost of a Voice Type system. Over extended
use, this may not be a viable trade -off, but for training and
evaluation purposes, it appears to be worth considering.
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ABST RACT

Voice recognition is often considered to be an "intuitive"
interface between a human and a computer. The very
intuitivenes s of s peech as a means  o f interac tio n requires that
special c are be taken in instructing peop le in the us e of a voice
reco gnit io n c omputer interface where rigid co ns traints  app ly.
A specialized instruc tional method has been developed to
red uc e the frustratio n and  ted ium involved  in leaming to  use a
voice recognition computer interface.

BACKGROUND

Comp uter acc ess and comp uter literac y are among the services
pro vid ed by the rehab ilitat ion engineering/as sis tive technology
servic e delivery p ro gram at our center. Clients  are evaluated
for their computer access needs and instructed  in the use of the
computer hardware and software system that best enables  them
to p erform des ired co mputer tas ks. The co mp uter exp erience
of clients ranges from the level of expert computer
pro grammers to beginners  who have never b efore had the
op po rtunity to  us e a c omp uter. Individualized instruc tion is
provided for each client with the amo unt of detail and
repetition being customized acco rding to  the client's experience
and learning ab ility. As a result of this ind ividualized
app roach,  the s taff is experienc ed in ins tructing clients from a
variety o f backgro unds  in the us e of many d ifferent adaptive
user interfaces, inc lud ing s c anning,  Mo rs e co d e, and  vo ic e
recognition, among others.

VOICE RECOGNIT ION INTERFACE

The voic e recognition system that  is  used mos t frequently for
demonstration and training in the computer access and
co mp uter literac y p ro gram is  the IBM VoiceTyp ea for IBM' s
and compatible systems. This voice recognition interface
recognizes discrete words or phrases from an ac tive vocabulary
of 5,000 wo rds  with an additio nal 2,000 user d efinable word s.
The interface continually adap ts to c hanges in the voice of the
user, storing the adaptations in custom voice files. Ms -
recognized words must therefore be correc ted as they oc cur so
that the interface adaptation is performed correctly. VoiceType
is p art icularly useful for many people with disabilities b ecause
a computer can be operated entirely by voice control once it has
been setup for a particular user.

ST ANDARD INS T RUCT IONAL MET HOD

Until recently, similar instruc tional methods have been
emp loyed  fo r teaching all types  of adap tive us er interfaces .
The method involves three steps:

Explanation of the Interface
Setting Up the Interface
Using the Interface

Posted Command Words

As  app lied  to  the Vo ic eT yp e interface this  metho d trans lated
into the fo llowing: First,  an explanation was p rovided with an
overview o f the manner in which the interface s hould  b e used,
inc lud ing the b asic o peration of the interface when it c orrectly
rec ognizes wo rd s. Then the imp ortanc e of co rrecting mis -
reco gnized  words  as they oc cur was explained  alo ng with the
methods to correct mis- recognized words.

The interfac e s etup  invo lved the training of Vo ic eType' s 200
wo rd  c ommand  lis t. Since eac h of the word s  in the lis t  was
repeated  3 t imes , this  training us ually to ok aro und one and  a
half hours.

The c lient  next prac ticed  with the interface for a short time and
then used the interface to control other programs on the
computer. A lis t  o f the most co mmo nly used VoiceType
command  words was po sted as  a reference. At this po int in the
ins truction,  the c lient had  to  integrate the exp lanations  and the
command words that  had  b een trained  in o rd er t o  us e the
interface to o p erate the c omp uter. T he c lient  may als o  b e
learning to  op erate the computer along with leaming the voice
recognition interface.

PROBLEMS TEACHING VOICET YP E

Using the standard instructional metho d to teach the VoiceType
interface resulted in three distinct types of p rob lems even
tho ugh it  wo rked  well fo r teac hing the s c anning and  Mo rs e
code interfaces. To  b egin with,  the amo unt of t ime need ed  to
train the interfac e befo re a p otential us er c ould  try it out was
daunting to  many c lients . So me c lients  d ec lined  to  try the
system bec ause they did not wish to  spend so much time doing
a tedio us  activity in o rd er to  test  a system that  may no t meet
their needs. This was es pecially true amo ng clients who were
co p ing with newly ac q uired d is abilit ies  and  needed  to  inves t
energies in other therap ies.

The co gnitive load  of the interface po sed  another pro blem. In
order to correct a word that has been in is-recognized, execution
of one of s ix co rrec tion method s ,  s everal o f whic h req uired
special co mmands to operate, is req uired. Many of the
correction methods involve sp elling o ut p art  o r all of the
correct word us ing the International Co mmunications Alphabet
(alp ha, bravo, charlie,...) instead of the well -known letter

names.

With all these things to  remember, many new users were
quic kly o verwhelmed  b y the amo unt o f tho ught req uired  to
op erate the vo ic e reco gnit io n interfac e. Clients  who had  no t
used a computer before also struggled with trying to understand
what to  d o  with the c o mp uter,  in ad d it io n to  ho w to  us e the
interface.

Even in the early s tages of training with the voice rec ognition
interface it was no t po ss ib le to reduce the cognit ive load
presented b y the interface by ignoring mis - rec ognized words
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and correcting them later. The very fast thing with which a
new voice recognition user usually had to deal was correcting a
mis- recognized word since the recognition rate is likely to be at
its poorest when the interface is fast used. Even among people
who were computer literate, the desire to get correct results
immediately, along with the multitude and complexity of the
correction methods, resulted in the use of the simplest
correction method in most cases. This method ( "scratch that ")
removed the mis - recognized word but did not provide the voice
recognition interface with any input on what the correct word
might be. The voice recognition never improved when the
"scratch that" response became a habit and the user was left
trying to conform to the untrained voice model in the interface.

An additional problem was presented by the "intuitiveness" of
speech as a means of interaction. In natural speech patterns,
the listener is expected to identify continuous speech, recognize
multiple words and phrases with analogous meanings, and
perceive when the speaker is talking to another party. Since the
voice recognition interface does none of these things, a user has
to learn to speak in discrete utterances and not interject
extraneous sounds. Words with similar meanings can not be
interchanged (e.g. "equal sign" produces =, "equals" produces
the word equals). Finally, the computer has to be specifically
instructed to "go to sleep" when a user desires to talk to
someone else.

The required departure from natural speech patterns and the
cognitive load presented by the interface combined to bewilder
many new users of voice recognition. When a word was mis -
recognized, the natural response was to turn to the instructor
and request assistance — verbally. This verbal response
compounded the original problem by resulting in the generation
of additional useless words. Although assistance could have
been requested verbally if the voice recognition interface was
fast told to "go to sleep," this habit took time to develop.

SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD

These problems as well as additional ones noted by other
investigators(1,2) represent a barrier to the use of voice
recognition interfaces. It is unlikely that these interfaces will
be used to full advantage unless instructional methods are
formulated that provide the necessary knowledge and training
with a minimum of frustration. A specialized instructional
method has been developed in an attempt to meet this goal.
The method consists of the following steps: explanation of the
interface with limited correction methods: demonstration of the
interface; setup of the interface using established voice files;
Operation of the interface with a posted alphabet and correction
methods; and introduction of expanded correction methods.

In order to decrease the time that must be invested in interface
setup, the voice files of previous users are copied as a basis for
the voice files of each new user. If the gender and dialect of
the users are similar, the number of words  that mus t be
explicitly trained before the system can be tested may be
reduced from 200 to as few as 16. Thus, vocabulary training
can be accomplished in ten to fifteen minutes instead of one
and a half hours.

The cognitive complexity of the interface has been decreased
by only using three of the correction methods in the initial
sessions. These methods deal with the correction of mis-

recognized words or errant sounds immediately after the
problem occurs. The simplest correction method ( "scratch
that ") is not introduced because it is too easy to fall into the
habit of using it for all cases. The client is told that it is
possible to correct errors in other ways, but that to simplify the
learning process, only these three methods will be used in the
initial sessions.

A demonstration is provided in order to help the client become
accustomed to choosing among the selection methods. The
demonstration is set up so that a demonstrator operates the
computer through the voice recognition system and a trainer
narrates, explaining what is happening, pointing out the actions
of the system, and answering questions. The trainer also
presents guidelines for how to speak to the computer,
especially firmness and normal voice volume. This allows the
client to see the interface in operation without being pressured
to perform. In addition, the client is able to ask questions and
interact with the trainer in a way that would not be possible if
the interface was being operated by the trainer or the client.
After the basics of the interface have been explained, the
demonstrator dictates a short paragraph. The client and the
trainer decide which of the three correction methods should be
used when a word is mis - recognized. The client directs the
correction of mis - recognized words for the rest of the
demonstration. This form of demonstration allows the client to
go through the thought processes necessary to operate the
interface without the pressure of speaking into the microphone.
The opportunity for client interaction with the trainer is also
preserved.

When the client has grasped the theory of correcting the voice
recognition interface, an established voice file is loaded under
the client's name. The client practices using the interface on a
sample paragraph. No specific task is provided for the first
session so that the pressure of producing a finished product is
eliminated. The safe environment that this creates is especially
important for new computer users because it eliminates the
need to think about what task is being performed. A posted list
of the three correction methods and the alphabet is used both as
a resource and to allow the trainer to non - verbally prompt the
client when the client seems uncertain as to the next action.
The client can use the interface to enter any desired text into
the word processor during subsequent sessions. After the client
becomes proficient with the use of the initial three correction
methods, additional methods can be introduced as appropriate
situations occur. The statistics feature of the voice recognition
interface is examined at the end of each session to track
improvements in the client's performance with the interface.
As instruction progresses, the client is encouraged to perform
all control of the interface independently.

CASE STUDIES

TM, a client with C4 -5 quadriplegia, was strongly motivated to
return to his job, which involved data entry under the pressure
of a quota system. A voice recognition interface was chosen as
providing him with the best possibility of achieving a
competitive text input rate.

TM was initially taught the VoiceType interface using the
standard instructional method. TM developed the habit of
using the simplest correction method whenever a word was
mis - recognized. This was due to confusion about which
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co rrectio nal metho d to us e and  his  inab ility to  eas ily interac t
with the trainer to  gain as sistance. For every mis- recognized
word,  T M would  say "s cratc h that, " which would quickly and
satis fyingly eliminate the wrong word. This correction method
did no t provide the computer with feedbac k to allow it to adapt
to his voice.  TM wo uld therefore be unable to get the co mputer
to rec ognize the word that he was s aying and would try to spell
it using the International Communications Alphab et.

When the s pec ialized  instruc tional metho d was  develop ed , the
exp lanation and  d emons tratio n sess io ns  were tes ted with T M.
T M was ab le to interact with the trainer during the
demonstration to d etermine the best correctio n method for each
mis - recognized word that occurred. By directing the
demo nstrator,  he co uld work thro ugh his co nfusio ns abo ut the
interface without having to deal with the consequences of
incorrect actions, since the demonstrator would only respond to
correc t ins tructions. After a s ho rt  demo ns tration,  TM again
us ed  the voice rec ognition interfac e with the c omputer where
he was noticeably more comfortable with the correction
method s  and  rarely reverted to the reflexive "scratch that"

response.

Other clients have sinc e learned the voice rec ognitio n interface
entirely und er the s pec ialized ins tructional method One client,
who had  previo usly refused to try the voic e recognit ion due to
the lengthy initial training t ime,  dec ided to  tes t it  once the t ime
inves tment had been decreased. Most clients are ab le to
comp lete the explanatio n, d emo nstration,  and training po rtions
of the instructional method as well as b egin practicing with the
interface within approximately o ne hour.

CONCLUS ION

Sp ec ial c are mus t b e taken when p eo p le are instruc ted in the
use of voice recognition interfaces in order to reduce frustration
with the interfac e and  make the c omp lexity and  training t ime
manageab le. With an ad aptive interface like Voic eType,  short
cuts, such as using previously trained voice files, can be used to
reduce the overhead training time. Small functional
voc ab ularies can s erve a similar purpo se on o ther sys tems by
enab ling the new user to test  the s ys tem and  achieve p os it ive
results  with a minimal initial investment of time.

The complexity o f voice recognition systems must be presented
in manageable c hunks . Guid elines fo r how to  add res s.  the
co mputer for b es t  rec ognit io n help  the c lient  to  pro vid e the
co mputer with a vo ice mod el that will b e o p timal fo r a lo ng
period  o f time. Red uc ing the numb er o f p os sible co rrec tion
metho ds  allo ws the c lient to  gain co nfid ence and  exp erienc e
success with the interface before tac kling more advanced
features.

Posting the correc tion methods with guidelines as to when each
sho uld  be us ed allows  the c lient to review the o ptions  witho ut
requesting aid and presents a natural, non - verbal means for the
trainer to  interact  with the c lient . Sinc e the trainer is not
verbally interacting, the client does not feel pressured to
verbally acknowled ge the trainer's assistance,  which might lead
to more prob lems with the interface. Although posted methods
may not b e ap propriate for all vo ic e reco gnit ion interfaces,  a
non - verbal means  of trainer interaction is ad visab le to reduce
the number of instances of unintentio nal speech being
interpreted by the interface.

Although vo ic e rec ognit io n interfaces pres ent a po tentially
useful method for people with dis ab ilities to become
independently functional with computer systems, special
co ns ideratio n is  nec ess ary in the d elivery of this  technolo gy.
Great c are mus t be taken in the fo rmulatio n o f instruc tio nal
methods for voice recognition interfaces since awkward
leaching can make even a welt-  d esigned, highly us able s ystem
appear hopelessly frustrating and complex.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A LOW COST SIP AND PUFF MOUSE

Kathleen L. Kitto
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A B S T R A C T

A low cos t (less than $75) sip and p uff mouse has been
develo ped for IBM PC type computers. The device co nsists
of a controller board that is des igned  to interface to a
commerc ially availab le c omputer mo use, the co mmercial
mouse and  a mec hanic al interface linking the jo ys tick
des ign mo use and  the us er. The electro nic  mouse co ntro ller
board replac es the pick and place buttons  on the mouse with
sip and p uff control. The amount o f press ure required  of
the user for sip o r puff is  adjustable (for both sip and puff
func tions). The battery powered  board activates only when
the co mputer is  po wered.  The contro ller b oard is hous ed in
a sp ecially milled and  lined  plastic c ase fo r trouble free use
in a typ ic al user enviro nment. This paper desc ribes  the
device, gives the co ntro ller board s chematic , shows the
printed circuit  board layout, gives a p arts list,  desc ribes  the
operation and  setup o f the circuit  for potential users  and
describes the pro cedure to interface the device to  the mouse.
Sinc e the controller bo ard  interfaces to a commercially
availab le device, read ers  are enco uraged  to  us e the des ign
and customize tite d evic e fo r the needs of each client.

B A C K G R O U N D

Provid ing access to co mputers for the "differently abled" is
a co nstant challenge to schools, institutions and employers.
In ad dition, acces s to  a c omputer in the ho me of the user is
often a great  advantage to the individ ual and , p otentially, to
their emplo yer or scho ol. Many devices  are c ommercially
available to help  provide such acc ess. While thes e d evices
do an excellent jo b at providing that access,  they are usually
very expensive.  Many schools, ins titutions , employers do
not have financial resources  to p rovid e several of these
workstatio ns. The p rice of a suc h a works tation is  usually
out of the q ues tio n for an ind ividual. Certainly, there must
be an alternative to  the high tec hno logy workstations o n the
market that  will s till pro vide a reasonab le interface between
the co mputer and user. The devic e d esc ribed  in this pap er
began as an immed iate need  in a university (with a m,rdest
budget for such access  devices) b y students enrolled in
classes.

This  pap er desc ribes the d evelopment,  op eration and  des ign
of a low cost  (les s than $75) sip and p uff computer pointing
device (freq uently termed a mouse, joystic k, trackball or
puck) fo r IBM PC type co mputers. The device consists of a
controller card that replaces  the mechanic al pic k b uttons  on
the mouse with sip and p uff contro l, a co mmercially
availab le mouse and a mechanical link b etween the us er and
the c ommercial devic e. The d evice d esign b egan mainly as
an access mec hanism fo r q uad rip legic students that were
(are) enrolled in o ur Computer Aid ed  Des ign/Drafting
(CAD) clas ses. Although one student co uld use a short
joys tick po inter in a limited  way, no student c ould us e a
conventio nal mo us e. No student could o perate the buttons
on the mous e. In ad dition, the c omputers that  were cap able

of running the CAD p rogram were only in the "CAD Lab ."
The students obvio usly need ed a way to someho w operate
the co mputer mice so they co uld s tay in clas s with the other
students. Additional software code was also necessary so
the stud ents co uld pic k (by s ipping or puffing) any keyed
entry req uired by the program.

PR O B L EM  S T A TE M E N T

A lo w co st d evic e was needed  that wo uld either emulate a
comp uter mous e or interfac e to  a commercially available
comp uter mouse. Regardles s of the design, the device
would be used by ind ivid uals  with a wide variety of
dis ab ilit ies that  limit hand  mob ility, The device would  also
be us ed in an environment where access fo r all students to
all c omputers  is a mus t becaus e of limited comp uter
resources. Therefore,  the device c ould not interfere with the
"conventional" setup of the computer.

Several designs and  alternate so lutions were investigated
before the first conceptual design o f the sip and puff mouse
was selected. Low cost voice activated systems were tried in
the past without s uccess  for the user. The laboratory
enviro nment is  inherently no is y. The voice s ystems that
were tried  did  not rejec t this no ise well,  seemed p hysic ally
cumbersome and were difficult to train for so me us ers.
Better voice systems  were too expensive for the budget that
was  available.

Bec aus e o f the manufac turing facilities that were availab le
in the department, it was reas onab le to  des ign a device
ourselves. That way,  the mec hanic al link between mouse or
joystick and the user could b e customized fo r the needs of
the individual. T he easies t way to  pro vide equal ac cess  for
all stud ents  was  to make a d evic e simulate o r us e the serial
type computer mice that  were alread y installed  on the
systems.  Therefo re,  the des ign that  was an interface to a
commercially available s erial mo use was investigated and
developed. There are two  parts to  the device: a mechanical
link to the mo use and an interface c ontro ller card  for the
mouse. This paper concentrates on the description of the
electronic card sinc e it can be used to provide sip and puff
operation for computer pointing d evices or any other device
requiring a sequence o f buttons to be pushed . The next
phase of this project  will be to  interface this card to the low
cost remo te appliance control modules that are available
commerc ially (from Radio Shack and Heath, for example).

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The design that was  chosen for develo pment consisted of
two  parts : a mechanical link b etween the co mmercial
mouse, trackball or joystick and an electronic  interface card
that would replac e the mec hanical buttons with sip and puff
control. The S unCo m® ICONtroller s erial mouse was
chosen as the commerc ial device for the project. This
mouse type po inting device .was des igned as a companion
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produc t for laptop co mputers and  mechanically resemb les a
very small joystick, Since it emulates a Micros oft mouse,
device drivers  are available fo r it in all majo r so ftware
products. Although it  is a mouse, the joys tick type d esign
makes it  a very easy device to link to mechanically.

The co mputer to mo use interface card that was designed to
replac e the mechanical butto ns with sip  and p uff c ontrol is a
vers atile device in itself. It can be interfaced to any device
with similar electro nic characterist ics of the mouse circuit
to rep lace mechanical b uttons with sip and puff control.
The changes  required to interface the c ard to other circuits
are minor. It is powered by a 9 volt battery and o nly turns
on when the c omp uter is p owered (to  ensure maximum
battery life). In its present co nfiguration,  current draw is
estimated to be 5.6milliamp s . The controller card is
app roximately 93% effic ient.

Differential voltage is o btained  from the single +9 volt
battery through the use of a switched capacitor voltage
inverter (LMC 7660). The 7660 pro vides a negative voltage
whic h is equal in magnitud e to the p ositive voltage
introduc ed at the input. Low po wer co nsumption is
obtained  by using low power F ET comp onents.

The circ uit detects whether o r not a person is sip ping or
blowing into a tube that is attached to a pressure transducer
on the controller c ard. The circuit function itself c an be
divided into two parts : the information c irc uit and the
power sup ply circuit (see Figures 1 and 2). The parts list
for the circ uit is given in Table 1.

The main co mpo nent of the information c irc uit is the
SenS ym® SX-15 pressure trans ducer. Any eq uivalent
device could be substituted. The support circuit for the
device was  ob tained directly from SenSym. The differential
signal is fed  to  a differential amp lifier (U2A and  U2C).
The differential gain is  600, b ut d ue to the co nfiguration the
usab le gain is 300. The s ignal is  then fed to  the
comparators U213 and U2D. The resistors R3 and R7 are

Table 1. Controller Card  Parts List

OFC I ( :NA T ( 1 R A I  I d  NT I N ll FC ( `RI PT I ll N

R1 1 RESISTOR, VARIABLE, CERMET, 10K, 3006P•103 -NO
R3, R7 2 RESISTOR, VARIABLE, CERMET, 20K, 3OMP- 203 -ND

R4, RS 2 RESISTOR, 300K, 118W, 5%
R5 1 RESISTOR, 1K, 1 /BW, 5%
RB, R9 2 RESISTOR, 5K, 1 /8W. 5%
Rt t

-

R13 3 RESISTOR, IOK, 1/8W, 5%
R2 1 RESISTOR, 75K, VOW, 5%

C1, C4
-

C6 4 CAP, 10uF, 16V, RADIAL LEADS, ELECTROLYTIC
C2, C3 2 CAP, AuF, CERAMIC DISC

0 1 - 0 4 4 TRANSISTOR, NPN, 2145210, TO -92
0 5 1 TRANSISTOR, PNP, 2145087, TO-92

UI 1 IC, PRESSURE TRANSDUCER, S% -15N
U2 1 IC, OP-AMP, LOW POWER, LF444
U3 1 IC, REGULATOR, +SV, LM78LD6ACZ
U4 I IC, NEG VOLTAGE CONVERTER, LMC7660IN

01, D2 2 DIODE, IN4148

J2(1) 1 POS BATTERY SOCKET
J2(1) 1 NEG BATTERY SOCKET

i t 1 MODULAR PHONE JACK

1 BOX

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

used to adjust  the sensitivity of both the sip and puff
outp uts. Q1 and Q2 provide open c ollector outputs to the
SunCo m ICONtroller.

The power supply circuit provides three functions. First, it
provides  regulated +5 volts to the pressure sensor and the
+5 volt reference for the comparators. Second, the power
supply c ircuit generates  -8 volts needed  by U4. The
negative voltage is  used by the operational amplifier (op
amp) U2 to  assure the outputs of the comparato rs go low
enough to turn the transistors  Q1 and Q2 off. The third
functio n of the power sup ply circuit is to turn the circ uit on
and off. This  is  ac complished b y monitoring the serial line
fro m the computer. When the co mputer is o n, there is
always  a + 10 volts or -  10 vo lts on this line. When the
computer is o ff, the serial line is 0 volts. When the line is
anything o ther than 0 volts, it will forward bias Q5 to turn
on the rest of the circuit.

Figure 1. Contro ller Card  Information Circuit

' P UF '

GND

'POWER ON

' S IP '
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S IP  AND P UF F  MO US E

'PDWER DN'

RoK R13 10K
BA QS

0 3 Q4 — Bt

C1 ` 2� — 9V
R12 _ — Z

+ 3 V o u t 3 Vin l tOK - - 22

GND

� CAPCAP+ p S �7 NC i C3— C4
GND l NC •1 T 10

10 T - V - -

C5
� 1 0

Figure 2. Controller Card P ower S upply C irc uit

Mod ular phone jacks  and  a phone cab le link the c ontro ller adjustable arm plate to  the c hest o f the user. A tube
card to the SunCo m. The controller c ard  is hous ed in a connec ts the controller card and  the user. A d rain plug is
specially milled and  lined p lastic bo x d es igned  to  make the attac hed to the tube for easy c leaning and tube exchange.
interface rugged enough for a typ ical labo ratory
enviro nment. The four wires of the pho ne c able are
connected to the inside o f the S unCom. These fo ur wires

DIS CUSS ION
control two of the three buttons on the narrow end  of the
mo us e. After the co nnections are mad e, the S unCom still Approximately twenty of the s ip and  puff controller cards
func tio ns  normally. Thin wires are carefully so ldered  from

desc ribed in this paper have been manufactured. A robotic
the jack to the circuit board ins ide the S unCom. The workcell has been designed to ass emble to  controller card
controller card c onnections  are p ower on input , sip o utput ,

pac kage including milling the plastic bo x. The sip and puff
ground and  puff o utp ut. The connec tio ns inside the circuit works  well and  has  been tes ted with CAD software
SunCom are power to  serial cable wire W,  sip  to connection

and Mic rosoft Windows(9 software. The testers have found
Y 1 (near the crys tal) , ground  to the s erial cab le labeled B

it easy to double puff or double sip if the software requires.
and  puff to connec tio n Ql (outer co rner hole).

The device is versatile and easy to setup and use.

A few ad jus tments to the s ip and puff co ntro ller card must
be made before it is  plac ed in service. RI is  ad justed until
the voltage at pin 12 o f U2 is  s lightly (0.01 volts) higher
than p in 10 of U2. RI is then adjus ted c lo ckwise until p ing
of U3 eq uals  p in 12. The voltage should be about 1.85
volts. Puff s ens itivity adjustment is mad e thro ugh R3; s ip
sensitivity ad justment is made though R7. Do not adjust RI
is service.

The mechanic al link to  the SunCom is simp ly an extension
of the existing joys tick arm. The extensio n is at tached to a
chin cup. The S unCom and extensio n are mounted to an

j asti.
E 0

Figure 3. Controller Card P CB Layout
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Two Simple Switch Options for High Quadriplegics

Chuck Stout
Craig Hospital

Englewood, Colorado

ABSTRACT

For a high quadriplegic, the early
stages of rehabilitation can be filled
with feelings of fear and helpless-
ness. Sometimes access to just one
switch can give back a measure of
control and independence, making
it easier to gain the patient's inter-
est and participation in other aspects
of rehabilitation. These two switches
were developed to clamp to "halo"
cervical immobilization devices or
to a tracheostomy respirator tube.
They are designed to be simple, reli-
able, rugged, and inexpensive while
providing access to a variety of
switch- operated adaptive equipment.

BACKGROUND

An enormous variety of accessible
switches are available commercially,
including several very fine examples
suitable for high quadriplegics.
They use a wide range of mechanical,
electronic, and optical methods to
close a switch, from piezo film to
electromyography, from copper leaves
to microphones, from infrared light
to ultrasound. Some are quite sophis-
ticated, and some are refreshingly
simple. We use and recommend them
routinely at our facility, but there
are many situations in which they
are not quite suited to the needs
of the patient.

A few require time- consuming setup
or adjustments each time they are
used. Too often they close inadvert-
ently during normal eye or eyebrow
movement, or in the course of activi-
ties such as speaking or eating.
On the other hand, they may be so
difficult to access or so sporadic
in their function as to be unreliable
in an anxious state or an emergency
situation.

The headbands, tape, glue, eyeglass
frames, etc., used to position some
switches can be bothersome and uncom-
fortable, and may even cause skin
problems.

Many are simply too fragile to with-
stand the everyday realities of the
hospital or the home environment,
for instance, accidentally being
dropped into the sink or toilet,
run over by wheelchairs, stepped
on, crammed into backpacks or stuffed
into drawers, yanked by their wires,
or played with by children.

Many require a certain amount of
training and practice on the part
of the caregiver. Our patients come
from all backgrounds and cultures,
and it would be unrealistic to expect
a high level of mechanical aptitude
or technical knowledge from their
attendants and family members. Like-
wise, many come from rural areas
or foreign countries, where service
or repairs may be difficult or impos-
sible.

Some wear out too quickly, necessita-
ting frequent replacement, and some
are prohibitively expensive despite
their thoughtful and innovative
design.

Finally, aesthetics must be consider-
ed; any self- respecting patient will
resist equipment that they believe
makes them look like a mad scientist,
an alien, a dork or a geek.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A switch was needed that would be
safe, reliable, and easy for the
patient to use. It was felt that
it should be so simple that its place-
ment and operation would be almost
intuitively apparent, even to people
with limited exposure to technology.
It had to move with the patient in
a dynamic bed (such as Bio -Dyne,
Therapulse, Kinnair, or Clinitron),
rather than mounting on an arm or
gooseneck from the wall or bedframe.
Ideally, it should be easy to access
when needed, yet not interfere with
eating, talking, or other activities.
It should be tough enough to stand
up to the rigors of an active life
or a careless environment, and the
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parts shouldn't be so exotic or spe-
cialized that a small -town electrical
shop wouldn't be able to repair it.
And naturally, it would have a 1/8"
phono -plug to interface with existing
adaptive equipment,

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The Tracheostomy Switch

The respirator tube that connects
to a patient's tracheostomy is a
relatively convenient place to mount
a switch. As the sketches show, the
device is simply a common micro- switch
mounted with small bolts and nuts
to a mounting ring made from 1/4"
thick Kydex plastic sheet. The ring
fits snugly around the ventilator
tube without distorting it or inter-
fering in any way with respiratory
function. The lever on the switch
may be bent to accomodate the needs
of the individual patient, or the
mount itself can be made taller or
shorter.

Begd le - e r  to - - - - -
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Most patients can consistently move
their chins up and down, sometimes
even when their injury doesn't permit
them to close their lips or use sip
and puff devices. If the patient
has sufficient jaw range, the switch
lever can usually be positioned far
enough below the chin that it isn't
touched while speaking or chewing,
yet can be immediately activated
with either a nod or a big yawn.
Since the lever needn't be in constant
contact with the skin, irritation
and dermal problems are minimized.

The Halo Switch

The halo switch is similar in concept
to the tracheostomy switch, but is
instead clamped around one of the
upright bars of the halo. Again,
a piece of Kydex plastic is used
to hold a small switch under the
patient's chin, which is activated
when the patient opens their jaw.
(In this case, of course, a nod won't
be possible.) In some patients, there
is too much movement of the ventilator
tube up and down during the respira-
tion cycle to use a tracheostomy
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LIP MOUSE:
Cheaper way to get pointing device for the quadriplegia.

Jiro Sagara , Yasushi Akazawa
Hyogo Rehab. Center, Rehab. Eng. Dep. Kobe JAPAN

ABSTRUCT

This paper describes some ideas for a mouse ;, one of
the  input devices  of the  personal computers , and be-

comes key device for the Graphic User Interface (GUI).

The authors developed a LIP MOUSE for the IBM PC/

AT, PS /2 or Apple Macintosh computers as a pointing
device. The severely physically disabled will operate it
with his/her l ip and tongue when motor functions  of

these are remain.

BACKGROUND

In the field of the Computer Human Interaction (CHI)
the GUI give users the benefit of intelligible and quick

operation.  The Macintosh and the  MS- Windows are

sharing the  market.  In the  GUI nobody can operate
without pointing devices like a mouse. However, the

mouse has less advantage for the persons with severe
inability in hand and/or finger functions , than key-
boards (CUI). Many substitutes have been devised in

these decade ; they emulate the mouse as the Joys-
ticks , the Key array, the Track -ball, the Pen- Mouse,

the Tablets, the Light -pen, the Scanning method, and

so on. But these subs titutes has some demerits in op-
eration, quick access or cos t. With advancement of

Notebook PC, "Thumb Wheel Mouse" which is  mini-

LIP MOUSE
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
� _ Click

T. SW. I ,
F.F. Drag

I I ;

L. Button
I �

Timerl Latch J
R. Button ,

X Y

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  - '

ature track -ball operated by thumb comes on the mar-
ket.  On the other hand, human's mouth and lips are

covered so widely with cranial nerve control, that the
area has precision motor skills.  Therefore the authors

combined the "Thumb Wheel Mouse" and lip move-

ment, then developed the  LIP MOUSE.

STRATEGY OF LIP MOUSE

The mouse is connected to the special Bus I/F, the PS/2

mouse I/F or general purpose serial I/F (RS232 -c) in
PC, then installed to operating system via each driver
software. In case of Macintosh, it is connected to serial

I/F called ADB (Apple Desktop Bus : RS422). Basically,

same mechanism are provided in any type of the mice;
two rotary encoders placed to contact to a ball, are lo-
cated a t right angle  each other, generate  rectangle

waves according to the  rota tion of the  ball , then the
phases  and frequencies index the direction and speed.

Other mouse which is  mount to the  one of the  mos t
popular personal computers  in Japan, has no control

circuits in itself.  The signal of the rotary encoders are
connected directly to the  special I/F.  Then we have

adopted the "Thumb Mouse" made by NEC Corp. to our
LIP MOUSE. It will  be connected to each micro-tip as
substitute of transducer unit (see figure 1). The NEC's

"Thumb Mouse" are suitable object for us  in its con-
densed shape ; 1 1/2" height, 3" length and 1" depth.

m(o� us� e

� � � I

Macintosh

ADB I

i PC
I
I mouse
I
I � O

mouse
I I/F

Figure 1. Block diagram of LIP MOUSE and connecting schema to IBM PC /AT, PS/2 or Macintosh.
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switch, and there are a lot of pa-
tients that don't need respirators
but are temporarily wearing a halo.
The halo switch can provide an option
for them until they are able to access
other switches.

DISCUSSION

When one of these switches is fitted
to a newly- arrived patient, it is
initially used to access the nurse
call system. The emotional state
of a person who has experienced a
devastating injury and is now on
a respirator or in a halo is difficult
to imagine. Unable to move, unable
to look around the room, perhaps
unable to speak, they may be feeling
anxious, fearful, isolated, and help-
less. This might be the first time
since their injury that there are
no family members at the bedside
watching over them. To be able to
trigger the nurse call may seem like
a small thing, but it often makes
a big difference in the patient's
emotional state and confidence level. -
Within a few days, the patient may
be using the switch to play computer
games or modified versions of
Nintendo. As skill and confidence
grow, the switch can be used to op-
erate more complex computer programs,
or in aphasic patients, to operate
a speech synthesizer or other communi-
cation devices. As rehabilitation
continues, it may be used to change
modes and as a kill- switch on a power
wheelchair.
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LIP MOUSE

Figure 2. Assembled LIP MOUSE

The mouse must be equipped button(s) for click action,
adding the  pos ition detector for the  mouse cursor.

While  the mouse for the Macintosh has  only one but-
ton, in case of PC, it has a couple of buttons. We replace
the button operation to tongue -touch switches , how-

ever , the puff and s ip control are also available. We
considered the user wearing artificial breath controller
could not operate breath switches.  The Touch switch

sense inducted electricity with C -MOS logical IC. Its
sensitivity and ON -delay timing are adjustable.

"Thumb Mouse" is mounted on "Goose neck" to locate it
at the nearest point of the lower lip.  The opposite side

of the "Goose neck" is  braced to the  users head with

head band or placed on the  desk top with a cramp or
heavy base . The later way may be preferable in the

case of cervical cord injured. The figure 2 shows the as-

sembled LIP MOUSE, and the figure 3 shows in -use.

RESULT

It is certified that the lip can work as a manipulator as

good as thumb when the ball and the touch buttons are
positioned well to the human body.  Besides, the "Bal-
listic" movement effect quick access to the object than

the Joys tick or Key - Array. However, the drag opera-
tion is very hard in simultaneous tongue -touch and lip
manipulation. The authors ins ta lled some additional

logic circuits. To connect to the Macintosh touch opera-
tion of the right side button makes  a lternative change

of hold down the  button. In case of PC, durable touch

input (adjustable) latches the signal to hold down, and
next touch input release it. The total block diagram is
also shown in figure 1.

d

i

r

Figure 3. Skech of in -use LIP MOUSE on PC.

CONCLUSION

The authors reported about the LIP MOUSE for the se-

vere  quadriplegia.  The keyboard operation is  s ti l l
needed mainly in writing or calculating, however, the

pointing devices allows to use a virtual keyboard soft-
ware available in the market.
We will report the result of comparative test with other

ordinary substitution devices.
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Setup of an IBM based Computer for Access Evaluations

Kevin M. Caves
Center for Applied Rehabilitation Technology

Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center
Downey, CA

Abstract

Switching between access techniques during a
computer evaluation may involve loading and
unloading software and changing input device
hardware. This process can be time consuming
and could lead to damaged equipment. The
system described here was developed to simplify
the setup, maintenance, and trouble shooting of
a computer system used for access evaluations.
The system is designed to make it easier to
change between input methods and has made for
more efficient alternate access evaluations.

Background

There are many computer alternate access
strategies available for individuals with
disabilities. Some require hardware, some
require software, some require a combination of
both. With all of the possible combinations of
technologies, preparing and changing setups
during an evaluation can be a difficult and time
consuming process.

There is  usually  hardware required when using
different input methods, and these adapters plug
into the input /output ports on the computer.
Plugging and unplugging these adapters can
damage the adapters and computer ports.
Additionally, these adapters usually operate on
only  on e ty pe of p ort (serial or parallel) and
often  on only  one or two specific ports. For
example, most computer mice can only be
installed on serial port 1 or 2. Therefore, filling
your computer with extra serial and parallel
ports may not solve the problem.

Statement of the Problem

What was needed was a way of organizing the
computer software, peripherals, and access
software and hardware, that would require as
little setup as possible and would simplify
computer maintenance.

Design

The setup of the evaluation computer has two
components, hardware and software. Each were
important to  the success of the system.

Hardware

We started with an 80486 DX, IBM compatible
clone computer, with  8 MB RAM, 120 MB hard
disk, 8 expansion slots, and 4 serial and 2
parallel ports. The serial ports were configured
COM1 through COM4, and the parallel ports
were configured as LPTI and LPT2.

A four position data transfer switch box was
used in ord er to connect multiple devices to
parallel port 1 (LPT1). A data transfer switch is
commonly referred to  as an A/B printer switch
box. This box allows several devices to share a
single port. Device selection is made by turning
a switch on the front of  t h e box. Similar
switching devices were obtained for serial ports
1 and 2 (COM1 and COM2). This setup allows
four alternate access adapters to be connected to
LPT1 and eight adapters to be connected to
COM1 and COM2.

LPT2 was connected to an HP LaserJet III printer
and all software which would use the laser
printer (wordprocessing, spread sheet, database)
was configured to direct printed output to LPT2.
This ensures that user will be able to print from
any application regardless of the access
technique.

Software

Applications software, utilities and the operating
system programs are organized in individual
sub - directories. The computer access software is
setup in  individual sub - directories grouped by
either manufacturer or type of solution. This
makes update of software easier. Original
program disks are filed with older copies of
software for archive and backup purposes.
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A menuing system was developed to allow
clinicians to choose the desired access solution
and step them through the setup of any required
hardware. The system consists of a series of
batch files which display information on how to
set the data transfer switches to enable any
necessary hardware. The menuing system
resides in a separate sub - directory. Each file in
the directory has the same format, for example:
lines 1 -5, title and remarks; line 6, data switch
setting; lines 7 -12, special user instructions; lines
13 -15, command line with any special settings.

1 rem
2 rem & & && EZMORSE.BAT & & &&
3 rem
4 rem EZMorse w  / s e r i a l a d a p t e r
5 cls
6 t y p e \b a t s  \ co m  -a . s wi
7 ech o
a ech o Make s u r e "Tu r b o " b u t t o n
9 ech o on t h e co m p u te r i s o f f
10 ech o
11 ech o Tu rb o l i g h t s h o u ld b e o f f
12 ech o
13 p a u s e
14 cd  \ ezm o rs e
15 ezm o rs e /1

Because the original program disks are filed,
there is  no need to  back up program files for
applications, utilities, or access software. The
only files regularly  backed up are data files and
the sub - directory containing the menuing system.
Using this setup, the structure could be
reconstructed in  the event of a disk failure.

Development/Evaluation

The system was implemented over a period of
several months due to  time constraints. While
the new system was under development, the old
system was still operational so that the computer
could be used for evaluations. When the system

was completed the old syst em was kept as a
backup if problems arose during an evaluation.
A single command would switch between the old
and new systems. This was a extremely helpful
during the development and testing of the
menuing system.

Costs

The data transfer switches cost approximately
$50 each. The main cost in the development of
the menuing system was rime. It took many
hours over several months before it was
operating satisfactorily, but it  is  believed that
this time has been recovered in reduced
maintenance time, reduced setup time, and easier
trouble shooting. Because the system makes it
easier to change between input methods, it  has
made for more efficient alternate access
evaluations.

Discussion

When conducting a computer access evaluation,
it  is often necessary to evaluate an individual's
performance using several different access
strategies. Changing the setup during the
evaluation may involve loading and unloading
software and changing access hardware. This
process can be time consuming and switching
adapters could damage the access hardware or
the computer ports. This system was developed
out of a need to simplify the setup, maintenance,
and trouble shooting of a computer access
evaluation computer.

Kevin M. Caves
Rancho Rehabilitation Engineering Program
7601 E. Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A WINDOWS -BASED INTERFACE FOR REMOTE CONTROL OF APPLIANCES

S. Farr, G. Verburg, G. Hamann, B. Bennett, F. Shein, I. Kurtz
Hugh MacMillan Rehabilitation Centre

and the Ontario Rehabilitation Technology Research and Development Consortium
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT

Interface software to provide trainable wheelchair mounted
infra -red control of consumer appliances is described. This
software, running under Microsoft Windows 3.10 on a

portable PC, provides ready access to household devices
through a serially linked programmable infra -red controller.

The interface consists of a library addition to a commercially
available Windows access software package, WiViKV ( Shein,

Hamann, Brownlow, Treviranus, Milner, Parries, 1991),
allowing users to operate the Serial Relax programmable
infra -red controller.

BACKGROUND

Control of a variety of household entertainment devices and
appliances is possible through either infra -red (IR) controllers
that are matched to specific devices, or through X10 power
control modules, which can be activated by Ill when an IR -to-
X10 converter is used. An obstacle in accessing these devices
is that each device is usually provided with its own
proprietary hand -held controller. These controllers are hand-
held units with an array of small function buttons. The owner
of a combination of devices is then faced with several
individual controllers. This can present a barrier for a person
with physical disabilities. Most of the problems in using such
controllers relate to repetitively pressing buttons, aiming the
controller at the appropriate device, and moving between
different controllers.

Integrating the necessary control functions for multiple
devices into one controller can reduce or eliminate many of
the usability problems. Connecting this controller to a
computer that is used for a variety of purposes, and is
accessible by someone with a disability, further enhances
usability.

RATIONALE

Integrated environmental control units (ECU) are already
available commercially. There is, however, still a need for low
cost integrated systems that can be modified to control the
specific devices and appliances that a user has in their home
environment. With minor additions, existing hardware and
software can meet these needs.

DESIGN

An accessible software interface was already available in the
form of WiViK, a Windows visual keyboard program
designed for use with Microsoft Windows 3.1. This program
displays a customizable keyboard that allows a Microsoft
Windows user to transparently enter text into an application
by use of either a single switch scanning device or a pointing
device. Additions to the program were developed to support

serial communication with a programmable IR controller, the
Serial Relax controller. This controller can be programmed
with, and generate, up to 96 1R command sets. Each
command set consists of the control function provided by a
button on an IR controller. These command sets are all
accessible through a standard serial communications port.

DEVELOPMENT

The development of a Windows -based interface for control of
consumer appliances consisted of three stages.

1. A module was added to the existing WiViK
package to allow for serial communication with
an external device.

2. A keyboard layout that provides for full access to
all available functions without excessive detail
was defined.

3. An installation package that allows the user to
assign specific function names or graphics to
device control buttons on the visual keyboard
was written.

The Serial Relax controller accepts text strings to initiate
training of IR command sets, transmission of IR command
sets, and the running of various internal functions, such as
battery level sensing. The communication is two -way, with
the controller echoing commands that are accepted by the
Serial Relax controller, and sending error messages if the
controller did not accept the command.

A WiViK keyboard is defined by a text -based keyboard
definition file. This file contains information detailing the
layout of the keyboard, the graphics or text representation of
the individual keys, the macro command to be run when the
key is selected, and any parameter to be passed to the macro
command when it is run. WiViK provides for the inclusion of
new macro commands that are developed independently.
These macro commands accept modifying parameters, as
defined in the keyboard definition file, and are written in a
high level programming language to be compiled as a
Dynamic Link Library (DLL). The DLL and the commands it
contains are then listed in a text file that is named in the
keyboard definition file. WiViK takes care of linking the DLL
and making the new macro commands available for use
within the keyboard.

To enable WiViK to be used with the Serial Relax controller,
a DLL had to be created with functions to support serial
communication with this device. Included in these functions
were start up routines to initialize serial communication and
confirm battery levels in the controller, and routines to
activate the training or transmission of one of the 96
programmable command sets.
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A WINDOWS  -BASED INTERFACE

The default  keyb oard layout gro ups d evices acc ording to their
function; either as entertainment devic es,  security devic es,  or
lighting d evic es . The keyb o ard layout c o ns ists  o f multiple
pages , with add itional gro up s  o f d evices  o r func tions  b eing
presented in respo nse to user input, s uch as c hoosing a device
type or specific device.

An examp le o f a WiViK keyb oard  layout us ed  to co ntro l the
Serial Relax controller is sho wn in Figures 1 thro ugh 3.
Figure 1 sho ws  the init ial s c reen that  p ro mp ts  the us er to
select  a group of devices s orted by their functio n.  F igure 2,
disp layed  in resp o ns e to  the us er s electing ' Entertainment " ,
prompts the us er to select a specific device. Figure 3,
presented in response to selecting "TV ", prompts for selecting
a func tio n fo r c o ntro lling the television. Context sensitive
help s creens are availab le at all t imes to the user by s electing
the "Help" button on the visual keyboard; movement to
various p lac es in t he p aged keyboard is als o  availab le b y
selec ting either the "Main Menu" or "Previous Mend '
command s. T he WiViK keyb oard  is  always  visible, regardless
of what other Windo ws applic ations are active.

A simple installation pro gram needs to  b e run when the
so ftware is  firs t ins talled. This  allows  fo r the s electio n o f
specific devices  and functions, the assignment o f these devices
and  func tio ns  to  a keyb oard  butto n,  and the as s ignment o f
either text  o r s up p lied images  to  the b utto n. Training the
controller to  sp ecific  IR  co mmands  can o ccur at this  step,  or
when the program is op erating.

EVALUATION AND DISCUS SION

This projec t has progress ed  to a pre - releas e vers io n of the
Dynamic  Link Library co ntaining all serial co mmunic atio n
ro utines  and  init ialization ro utines.  A lib rary o f b itmap p ed
images for use as vis ual keyboard graphic s has been collected

Entertalnmerit
Training Module

Lights

Security OUR

Other Help

Figure 1: initial  WiViK -Relax Screen

Figure 3: T V Function Level Screen

and compiled. The installation program simp lifying the
selec tion of thes e graphics and their attachment to a keyb oard
is  in the final develop ment s tage.  T he c urrent s tage o f this
project incorporates field evaluatio n o f  t he software and
hardware,  op erating on a p o rtable no tep ad -s ize P C , in an
ind ep endent living enviro nment.

By c omb ining home environment control with a multi- tasking
enviro nment s uch as Micro s oft  Windo ws  3.1 runnin g o n a
portab le PC,  po ssibilities are o ffered  to  integrate this  co ntrol
system with ad d it io nal as sist ive techno logy,  such as  e-mail,
alternative co mmunication, wo rd proc es sing, and  wheelchair
control, that runs  on the s ame p latform.
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CURSOR SEQUENCING FOR SINGLE SWITCH ACCESS ON THE MACINTOSH

Jeff Lewis, Programmer
Randy Marsden, P. Eng.

Madenta Communications Ina
Edmonton, Alberta Canada

Abstract

There are many systems to allow single switch scanning on text
and graphical computers, and most of them rely on scanning
either successively smaller sets of choices or by sequencing
through a list of choices. These mechanisms are adequate for
static interactions with a computer such as typing, but are not
acceptable for position control interactions such as moving a
mouse.

This paper describes a novel way to provide complete control of
a mouse -based system using a scanning, single switch system
which is unobtrusive yet provides control similar to, and
operationally identical to a fully motion able graphical system

user.

Background

There are many forms of single switch control available and
several systems to allow signaling such as Morse Code. To
make access to a mouse based system effective, there are two
primary requirements: fast and flexible control, and the ability
to allow the user to focus their attention where the work is being
done.

Unlike text -based systems, there are several types of
interactions which are common with graphical based computer
systems. In addition to the expected text entry, there is the
additional dimension of positional freedom. Unlike simpler text
entry programs such as DOS based word processors or editors,
graphical based systems often allow users to place text on a
page with much more freedom The key to this freedom in
design is the mouse - a device which was designed almost
completely with the able - bodied user in mind.

More than this, the typical graphics based application involved
more than simple typing of text, but includes graphical
components ranging from simple lines to more complex boxes
and shapes to very complex Illustrations which may consist of
freely drawn lines and images scanned in from other sources.

The successful use of these packages relies again on the use of
the mouse.

The Problem

Accessing and operating a graphical computer provides unique
challenges to a motion - disabled user. The typical quadriplegic
user cannot use a [House, although many can use a Headpointer.
Many cannot even utilize this solution as they either do not have
an adequate range of head movement or cannot maintain stable
positions for its use.

For this paper, the term "mouse" will refer to the traditional
mouse as well as any pointing device which requires significant
eye -limb coordination and includes such devices as Headpoint-
er, trackballs, tablets and others. All require some degree of
precise eye -limb coordination and a range of motion capability
to be effective.

Discussion

Having looked over several existing products and ideas put
forward in several concept papers, it became obvious that most
of these ideas required changing the user's attention from the
place on the screen where the work was being done, to a control
area, and then back.

However, work on a graphical system requires that users focus
their attention on the place where the cursor is located. Unlike
text based systems, the cursor, also sometimes known as a
pointer, can appear anywhere on the screen and can be moved
anywhere on the screen directly.[]]

This immediately dictated two requirements: that the user be
able to focus attention in one place - the cursor - and the cursor
be steerable over the entire screen quickly and efficiently.

Unlike other systems, the design specified that the cursor itself
become the selecting mechanism. This posed problems because
the cursor already has several functions in most Macintosh
applications: position selection (typically an arrow), function
indication (any of a number of symbols) and busy indicator
(usually a watch if the delay is short, a spinning beachball if a
tong wait). We would have to add a number of other indicators
to this list on top of the application's uses yet allow the
underlying application to communicate with the user without
undue interference.

Some Common Cursors

R
Pointer (general selection
and moving)

Text  edi t ing

+ Shape drawing

Spreadsheet cell selecting

n Busy (short delay -
V animated)

Busy (long delay -
animated)

Ap proach

We have implemented a mechanism on the Macintosh computer
which allows the severely motion limited user to access the
Macintosh with the same level of skill and capability, and
perhaps more importantly, with the same level of dexterity as a
fully able user. Further, simple tests show that our system is
easily used and can allow the user to achieve speeds of up to
25% of an able user.
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Curso r Sequencing

After analyzing how a typical user interacts with a typical
application, we realized that modal indicators - cursors who's
shape indicate what mode of action is being done - only really
needed to be viewed when the cursor is in motion. Usually, a
palette of action options gives static confirmation or the current
mode, which can provide mode status when the cursor is
stationary.

We also created a list of basic mouse action and assigned a
symbol to them as summarized in the following table.

Cu rs or  Mod e I n d i c a t i on
Direction to move (one of
16 possible directions)

Single -c lick mouse button

Double -click mouse button

T Press mouse button and
hold down

1 Release mouse button

©
Switch to scanning
keyboard

® Scan n in g key b oard ac t ive

In early tests, it became clear that the totally static cursor gave
the user no sense of how long they had before the cursor
switched to its next state. This was remedied by the addition of
a bar above the cursor which starts almost  white  and t hen fi lls  in
unt il comple tel y blac k.

00The  si xt een arro ws  indi cat e the  di re cti on in whic h the  c urs or

will  begin drift ing onc e the si ngl e switch is cli cked. Our fi rst
expe rime nts with this c lick- and - drif t mo del sho wed that  simply
having the  curso r drif t at a co nst ant  speed was not acc ept abl e.
Whil e i t allo wed fo r fast moveme nt acr oss  the  sc ree n, nec ess ary

for  large r s cre en si zes , i t made s mal l move ment imposs ibl e and

tended to  make  ac curat e s to ppi ng di ffi cul t.

+ r r 1 T i �

� - . r d 1 1 1 � � •

Thi s pr oble m was so lve d by i nt ro duci ng an acc el er at ing curs or
simil ar  to  t he  one pr ovi de d by Appl e i n it s Eas y Acc es s pro duct

whi ch st ar ts  out slo wl y the n ramps  up t o a fai rl y qui ck spee d.
To re tain the appl ic ati on's  f ee dback t o the  use r,  whenever  t he
curs or is movi ng, the  applic atio n's  sel ect ion for  the  cursor  is

returned to the scre en.

Upo n a s ec ond c lic k,  the dir ec ti onal arr ow is  backed up t wo

pos iti ons  and t hen the s pinning cyc le is repeat ed.  We  intro duc ed

thi s two  pos iti on backup be cause  we found that  t he mo st
common acti on afte r s topping the curso r's dri ft was to rest art  it

in ne ar ly,  i f not  e xactl y the s ame dir ec ti on.  Thi s s mall  backst ep
all ows t he  us er  t o r ec ove r fr om the s to p and t hen r ese le ct

movement in t he  s ame di re ct io n.

No rmal ly, the s eque nc e is  as  s ho wn bel ow:

The  gr ayed bo x i ndi cates  t hat  all sixte en po sit ion c urs or s are
sho wn i n se que nc e,  but  f or co mpac tnes s, it  i s shown her e as  o ne

ar r o w.

If we s imply r epl icated the  ac tio ns an able - bodie d user  is

capabl e or  usi ng a mouse , this  syst em would not  r eall y be  muc h
of an ai d f or the moti on- l imi te d user . The  Maci nto sh syste m has

are as  whi ch have spec if ic  f unct io n.  Menus  c an o nl y be  c li cked
and hel d, if  t he  mo us e is al re ady down,  the only lo gi cal act io ns

are  t o mo ve or  r el ease the mo us e and s o on. To this  e nd,  s ever al
spe ci al  acti ons have be en buil t into  our mo de [.

If the mouse  has be en pr es sed down, the cho ic es  ar e short ened

to:

( f n )
If the c ur sor  i s moved over  t he me nu bar,  the onl y lo gic al  ac ti on
is  t o pr es s the mouse  down to  pull  down the me nu.  Thi s is  done
for the  us er,  and t he range o f c hoi ces  is  re duc ed to:

c
f T � 1

The Maci nt os h' s pr imary o n-  s cr ee n enti ty is  t he  windo w whic h
has a number  o f  r at he r smal l  c ompo ne nt s.  Even wit h our

acce ler ating c urso r, hitt ing the se smal l r egio ns can be diff icult,

so we are  i nte grati ng aware nes s o f all  of  thes e areas int o t he
model. [zl

To make hitt ing these  s mal l areas s impler , as the  curso r drif ts

acro ss the  sc reen, i ts pos itio n r elative to  the acti ve window (if
any) is mo nit or ed and if it  s hould ge t cl ose  e nough t o an "ac ti on
region" ( the  ti tle  bar,  cl ose  and zoom bo x or res ize  ic on) , t he

curs or will  snap t o the c lose st acti on r egi on, pause f or a short
per iod, t hen r eturn to the  e xac t posi ti on it was  snapped fr om to
res ume  dr if ting i n t he  same dir ec tio n and speed as  it  was pri or to

the snap.

CUrsors < 1 >
Cursor jumps to hot Q
a r e a  a n d  t h e n  b a c k .

P a th  o f  c u rs o r  d r i f t
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Cur sor Se qu e nc i n g

If  t he cur so r' s  dr if t i s st o ppe d ove r a windo w's  cl os e  o r zoo m
bo x,  a s ingl e cl ic k is  done and t he  use r is  r et ur ne d to  t he  nor mal

seque nc e.  If it  i s st oppe d over  t he gr ow are a or  o n the ti tl e bar,
the  mo use  but t on i s pr es s ed and hel d do wn and o nl y the  mo ve
and re le as e butt o n se quence  i s done as  i n bo th case s,  t he  o nl y

logical act io n i s eit he r t o drag the  i tem o r r el eas e the  mous e.

Si mi lar inte ll igence  c an and s ho uld be buil t in t o the mo de l fo r

scr ol l bars, but to ns  and o ther us er  c ontr ol s,

This  mo del  was  i mpl e me nte d e arl y i n 1 9 92  as  a c ommer c ial
pr o gr am c all e d " Re vo l vi ng Do o r s " al o ng wi t h a s canni ng o n-

sc re e n ke ybo ar d. Rat he r  t han as k the  use r  t o navi gate  over  the
ke ybo ar d and c l ic k,  it  was de e me d r easo nable  to  have  t he cur so r
swi tc h t o  a ke yboar d mode  and ac ti vat e  t he o n -sc re en ke yboard.

Thi s s wi t ch i s done  by ac t ivati ng t he s ignali ng s wi t c h whe n t he

cursor has cycled to the keyboard switch symbol.

o  1  
The cursor will go static at this point and remain in its "waiting
for keyboard" mode until the scanning keyboard returns control;
a discussion of the scanning keyboard is outside the scope of
this paper, but it is basically a standard scanning keyboard with
an escape selection which transfers control back to the cursor.

Results[31

The RevolvingDoor implementation of this concept runs as a
background task on the Macintosh and modifies the appearance
of the cursor in front of the current application.

Based on a trial which consisted of drawing a complex image
using an unmodified version of Freehand 3.0 first using the
single switch access method and then again using the mouse, we
found that full mouse access took just over 30 minutes to
complete the drawing and single switch access took just over
160 minutes - about 5 times longer with a relatively
inexperienced user.

We believe that this system will allow many users who would
not otherwise be able to create complex graphics or operate a
Macintosh computer to become fully enabled.

Sampl e  pi c t ur e  dr awn  wi t h  Fr e e hand  3 .0  us i ng  a s i ngl e
switch.1

1. This image has been converted into a PICT2 file for
inclusion in this document. As part of the process, all
shading information has been converted into dots. The
actual lines which make up the image have not been
modified in anyway.

[I] Apple Inc.:Human Interface Guideline, Addison -
Wesley.

[2] Apple Inc.:Inside Macintosh (Volumes 1-6), develop
Monthly, Developer's CD -ROM Series, Addison -
Wesley, Apple Press and others.

[3] The Arrow cursor: A Pointing Device For People Who
Use A Single Adaptive Switch, by James Blodgett,
Communication Outlook, 1990

Madenta Communications Inc.
#209, Advanced Technology Center
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Edmonton, Alberta
Canada, T6N 1G1
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INTEGRATING A STAND -ALONE AND PC -BASED ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Richard Simpson, B.S., Robert Feyen, B.S., and  Simon P. Levine, Ph.D.
Rehabilitat ion Engineering Program

Department o f Physic al Medicine and  Rehabilitat ion
University o f Michigan Med ical Center

Ann Arbor, MI

Ab s trac t
Both stand -alone and Personal Co mp uter b as ed (PC- based)
enviro nmental control s ystems  (ECS' s) have des irable qualities.
One method of combining the advantages of each is to  interface
a stand -alo ne ECS with a P C -b as ed  ECS through a serial
communicatio ns  link. One suc h s ystem,  based  on a Contro l 1
interfaced with an IBM - compatible computer, is described and
analyzed in this paper.

Introduction
Assistive technology providers spend consid erable effort
attempting to assist  peop le to  achieve greater control over their
enviro nment. A typical means  to this  end is  the Enviro nmental
Co ntro l System (ECS), whic h can co me in many forms , from
simple large- button thermo s tats  to  co mp lex integrated  units
that control many devices from within one sys tem.
Tremend o us  d ivers ity exis ts among availab le enviro nmental
control systems with many models  to choose from.

One p os sib le way of d ividing the large integrated  ECS market
is between ECS's that are stand - alone, self- contained units (e.g.
1, 2) and ECS's  that are in p art  or totally housed  in a p erso nal
computer (PC -based ECS's) (e.g. 3, 4). Both stand -alone and
PC -based ECS's have features  des irab le in an ECS  and  bo th
suffer fro m shortco mings. The go al s ho uld  b e an ECS  that
comes as clo s e as possible to providing the best of b o th
possible worlds. An app ro ach whic h meets  this  go al is  to use
the serial interfaces that many stand -alone ECS's come
equipped with to interface the ECS  with a c omputer.

An examp le of s uch a system is  pres ented  in this  p aper. This
example is bas ed on a sys tem c omp osed of a P rentke Romich
Control I ( "Ctrl 1") connected to an IBM- compatible computer.
The go als  o f this  paper are to  present as  background  so me of
the advantages and d is ad vantages  o f current stand -alone and
PC -based ECS's,des cribe two  approac hes  to  c omb ining these
two types of systems with the goal of creating an ECS that can
take advantage of the bes t features o f each,  and analyze the
resultant systems to draw conclusions as to what features
should be provided with future ECS's.

Background
T he mo s t c o mmo n variety o f ECS is the stand -alo ne typ e.
Stand -alone ECS's have several advantages. Much o f the
co ntro l functio nality o f a stand  -alone s ys tem c an b e housed
within one unit, with minimized reliance on perip heral
accessories such as X -10 (5) modules or separate phones. This
can often rep res ent a cos t -  effective ap pro ach with the ad ded
advantage of co mp act s ize for the sys tem. In ad dit io n, many
stand -alo ne sys tems o ffer very flexib le contro l o ptions  which
allow them to  operate a wide variety o f different d evic es, from
televisions and radios to thermostats, door openers, bed
controls, and telephones.

PC -b ased ECS's , on the other hand , differ s omewhat in their
advantages and disadvantages. An ECS housed  in a c omp uter
must depend  on several peripherals to achieve the same level of
functionality as a stand -alone system. Phone contro l requires a
modem and a telepho ne. Access to  switch c losures (which are
nec ess ary for co ntrol o f s uc h items as electric b ed s and  do or
openers) depends on an ad d -on bo ard to the co mputer o r the
us e o f X -10 mod ules . Ap plianc es  are typ ic ally controlled

through an X -10 comp uter interface. Infra -red controlled
devic es neces sitate the us e o f a devic e like the T AS H S erial
Relax (6) to produce the proper infra -red signals. This
depend ance on ac cesso ry devices  can increase the price and/or
complexity of PC -based ECS 's, but PC -based  ECS's st ill have
many merits.

First of all, a PC -based ECS is cap able of pro viding many more
input options than most stand  -alo ne ECS's. Most stand -alone
systems  offer a cho ice of either single o r dual switch sc anning
in so me form,  Mors e Co de, or p erhap s vo ic e input. A s ingle
PC -b as ed ECS ,  o n the o ther hand , is p otentially c ap able o f
rec eiving inp ut fro m a keyb o ard ,  vo ice rec o gnit io n s ys tem,
switc h s canning sys tem, mouse emulator,  touc h s creen, ora
co mbinatio n o f thes e, d ep ending o n the abilities o f the user.
This flexibility not only allows the PC -based ECS to be used by
a wide variety of individuals, but also  allows adap tatio n o f the
ECS to an individual's c hanging c ondit ion.

Ano ther ad vantage o f P C  -b as ed ECS' s  is  the q uality o f the
user - interface. Many stand  -alone ECS 's have a fixed d is play
with only flashing LED's to indic ate to the user the state of the
sys tem,  although this  is no t true of all systems. For example,
the P rentic e Ro mic h HECS (7) has  a two  -line LCD d is p lay
whic h prints  mes sages to  the user. However, the system c an
not disp lay graphics and requires the us er to b e able to read  in
order to use the system. Another group of stand -alone systems,
the Quartet Series  (2), have no visual feedb ac k at  all and  rely
solely o n aud io  feed back to  guid e the c omp letion of tasks. A
PC -based ECS , on the o ther hand , is  no t so  limited . A PC-
based ECS's user - interface can have access to the full computer
sc reen for d is play o f mess ages ,  menus , pictures , and grap hic
icons. In addit ion, the interfac e can us e c olor and a variety of
so unds , from digitized recordings of s peec h and mus ic to
synthesized speec h mess ages. This flexibility allo ws  the same
PC -based ECS to be approp riate for a large number of
individ uals  or an ind ivid ual with c hanging needs.

The dynamic  user - interface of a PC -based sys tem also o ffers
other advantages. Because the display changes with the state of
the system, mo re d etailed info rmatio n can be p ro vided to  the
user. He o r  s he  c an b e ma d e aware o f the  s tat us  o f  any
equip ment controlled by the ECS and can also be given
warning mess ages in the event of an emergenc y. The memo ry
and pro grammab ility o f a PC -based system can als o be utilized
for d evelo ping mac ro s to perfo rm several tas ks at  once, s to re
large lists  of phone numbers , and  keep  track of the status o f all
of the devices  attached  to  the s ystem. A stand -alone system
may also  be cap able o f p erfo rming s ome o f these tas ks ,  b ut
witho ut a good user- interface it is diffic ult to take full
advantage of these c apabilities.

One p o ss ib le so lutio n to  the inp ut and  interfac e d ifficult ies
exp erienced by us ers  o f stand  -alo ne ECS' s is to  interface the
ECS with an alternative and augmentative communic ation
(AAC) devic e. Many stand  -alo ne ECS 's  c o me with a serial
communications interfac e that  allows  the ECS to b e c ontrolled
via an AAC d evic e. This  allows  the user s ome flexibility in
controlling his or her ECS. However, an AAC device may st ill
be limited in its d isp lay c apability, and c learly, not every ECS
user needs  an AAC device,  s o that this is far fro m a c omp lete
solution.
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Integrating Stand -Alone & PC -Based ECS

Methods
Two approaches are described to operating the Ctrll through a
DOS PC -based interface. First the requirements for the PC and
the salient features of the Ctrll will be reviewed Then two
software interfaces will be described: fast a control method
based on a terminate - and - stay - resident MR) program and then
a dedicated software application approach.

In order to be interfaced with a Ctrll, the IBM - compatible
computer being used must have at least one serial port with
which to transmit ASCII sequences to the Ctrll. Any other
system requirements are dependent on the nature of the
interface being used For example, if the interface is being
operated via a voice recognition system then the computer
might require as much as eight megabytes of RAM, space for
an expansion board, a sizeable hard -disk, and a fast
microprocessor, which might lead to the use of a 386- or 486 -
based desktop computer with enough space for an extra board
and enough power to handle the computational demands of the
system. On the other hand, if the interface chosen can be
accessed by a standard keyboard and places very little demands
on the underlying computer hardware, then a less expensive
desktop or portable computer may be equally appropriate as a
more powerful computer.

Control 1
The Ctrll is a stand -alone unit that offers flexible
environmental control options through both the main unit and
accessories. The Ctrll's capabilities make it  a desirable
alternative for many patients. Unfortunately, some individuals
experience difficulty learning and using the system, as is the
case with many stand -alone units. This is due to the limitations
of the interface such as the number of input options and the
limitations of the visual display.

The Ctrlt can receive input directly through the Ctrll Input
Display (CID) or from a device which has a serial interface.
Row - column scanning is the most common means used to
access the Ctrll functions through the CID, although Morse
code may also be used. The CID is a separate display which
allows the user to select various functions available through the
Ctr11. The options available to the user are listed on the display
in three columns, each headed by an LED and each containing
sixteen items. The LEDs indicate which column is currently
active. A fourth column composed entirely of LED's is used to
indicate which item on the column lists is currently active. In
scanning mode the user scans to the desired function and
activates it In Morse Code mode, the user does not rely on the
visual display of the CID but instead uses two switches to enter
multi- letter sequences in Morse Code corresponding to the
desired operations to be performed by the Ctrl 1.

Many individuals find that CID difficult to master. Common
problems with row-column scanning include setting
momentary switches to latched mode, changing the X -10 house
code transmitted by the unit, and difficulties with the phone
control functions. Using Morse Code is no less challenging.
Each letter combination required for a function is at least four
letters long and may be as long as 32. The user is given no
feedback (other than the tones associated with each dot or dash)
until the entire sequence has been entered as to whether or not a
mistake was made, which makes entering long codes a
daunting task.

On the other hand, if the user operates the Ctrll via a
communication device, he or she must rely on the ECS's base
unit for visual feedback and direct the Ctrll by transmitting to
the ECS the same multi - letter sequences as when operating in
Morse Code mode. However, in this mode the letters are
transmitted via a serial connection as ASCII codes and not as
Morse Code. This removes the burden of using Morse Code
from the user. The codes required to operate the Ctrll can be
sent one letter at a time or more effectively by configuring the
communication device to send the entire code at once. This

latter option obviates the need to learn the Ctrl 1's codes but the
user is still required to learn the selection sequences required
by the communication device with little or no display feedback.

TSR -based Interface
The first method involves a terminate- and - stay - resident
program called Altkey (8, 9). Altkey can be used in one switch
scanning, two switch scanning, or Morse Code mode. In one
and two switch scanning, Altkey displays a scan line on the
screen and the user chooses from the selections offered on the
scan tine. Altkey maintains a hierarchy of scan lines known as
a scan tree. By making choices in the scan line the user can
move within the scan tree and also enter data to programs
running at the same time Altkey is active. Altkey is typically
used to provide switch access to programs like word processors
and spread sheets, but Altkey can also be used to send ASCII
codes through the serial ports of the computer to the Ctrll. We
have used this feature to construct an Ahkey scan tree to
provide scan -line control of the Ctrl that can be accessed from
any program that is Altkey compatible.

At any time while using the computer the user can enter the
Ctrll scan tree and perform a desired function on the Ctrll.
The scan tree is designed to present a series of scan lines that
provide the user with all the available options. The user works
through the scan lines one at a time to specify exactly which
operation is desired. For instance, to answer the phone the user
would lust select the "Phone Control" option from the main
scan line, and Altkey would then display the scan line
containing all of the users phone control options. The user
would then choose "Answer Phone" from this second scan line
and the proper code would be sent to the Ctrll to instruct it to
answer the phone.

An option (not implemented to date) provided by Altkey is its
audio - scanning feature. If the computer is attached to a speech
synthesizer then Altkey can work with the synthesizer to
provide an audio - scanning interface either in addition to or
instead of the visual scan line. This is potentially of value to
people with impaired vision or individuals unable to read.

The other approach we have taken is a dedicated software
application, written in the programming language C, which
implements a menu -based interface. The program presents the
user with a main menu listing all of the control option groups
available. From this main menu the user can bring up separate
screens to access X -10 appliances, switch closures, bed
controls, and a telephone. When the user desires to perform
some task, he or she chooses the appropriate functional group
and the program displays a new menu providing the user with
the appropriate options.

The user makes selections and enters data via the keyboard, a
keyboard emulator such as Altkey, or a voice recognition
program. These initial data entry options were chosen to allow
the user a wide variety of input options in an attempt to make
the program accessible to a large body of users. Additional
interface designs could incorporate mouse emulators or other
input methods to further widen the potential user pool.

The telephone control screen consists of two windows, the first
of which lists the different actions the user can perform and the
second of which contains a directory of phone numbers stored
in memory. The Ctrll is only capable of storing ten numbers,
but the computer is capable of storing many more. The user is
able to answer and hang -up the phone, dial new and stored
numbers and redial. In addition the user is also able to store
and remove numbers from the computers memory.

The X -10 appliances and switch closures control screens are
very similar to the telephone control screen. The user is again
presented with two windows, one displaying the users options
and the second containing a directory of stored appliances or
switches. The user is able to turn appliances on and off,
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brighten and  d im lamp s,  and turn o n all ap plianc es  at  o nc e.
The switc h controls provided enable the user to open and close
switches,  and toggle switches between momentary and  latched
modes. In each case the us er can as sociate a name for a device
to be displayed with the s witch or appliance number.

The b ed  c o ntrol o p erations  p rovid ed by the p ro gram are the
standard  controls offered by many bed c ontrols,  namely raising
and  lowering the head , foo t,  and  entire bed. The us er selec ts
the des ired op eration and then "presses" a key or switch (using
whatever form of keyboard emulator desired ) to  put the bed  in
motion and then "presses" another key to stop the motion.

Discussion
It should be no ted that the interfaces we have des igned  are just
two of many possible interfaces and are not necess arily
app rop riate for every individual. Fo r example,  when a us er is
unable to read, a picture -based or audio - scanning interface may
be a b etter s o lutio n. Also, there are many d ifferent input
methods that co uld  be used, including s witc h s canning, Mo rse
code, voice, trackballs, mouse emulators, and various
keyboards, to name a few.

There are limitatio ns to  the Altkey ap pro ac h. Mos t impo rtant
is  that  the s can tree c an no t c hange to  reflect  changes  in the
environment. Fo r examp le, the s c an tree allo ws  the user to
store numbers  in the main unit ,  b ut the sc an line us ed  to  d ial
sto red  numb ers  will not auto matic ally c hange to d isp lay the
co ntents o f the p hone d irectory s to red  in the Ctrll. Another
drawbac k is that Altkey limits the user to  switch input.

This approach does, however, have its merits. Most
importantly, it allows acces s to the C trll without d edic ating the
co mp uter to  running the interfac e. T his  allo ws  the us er to
make us e o f his o r her c o mp uter fo r o ther ac tivit ies . In
add ition,  this  ap pro ach is relatively inexpensive. Altkey c osts
less than one hundred dollars and the o nly additional cost is the
cost of the s witch or switches. Finally, this ap proac h does not
require a great deal of computer power. A minimum amount of
RAM is  req uired,  p ro c es s ing sp eed  is  no t a fac to r,  and  no
expansion bo ard s are need ed . Almo st any IBM- co mp atib le
co mp uter with o ne serial po rt  that  c an be c onnec ted with the
Ctrll and a s econd s erial port for the Altkey switch input would
suffice.

Unlike the TS R,  the menu -based  interfac e can no t run in the
background. Ho wever,  it  do es allo w the interfac e to  c hange
dynamic ally to disp lay volatile info rmation s uc h as  the p ho ne
numb ers  s to red  in the C trll' s  memo ry and  t he las t  numb er
dialed, or d isplay a name as soc iated with each X -10 ap pliance
controlled  b y the Ctrll. In ad ditio n, it  can accep t inp ut from a
larger number o f input d evices which makes it  access ib le to  a
wide variety o f ind ivid uals . Lastly, s to ring info rmation o n a
computer disk makes it less vulnerable to loss.

With any user -  interfac e d esign a multitude of human- facto rs
issues must be ad dressed. Ho w muc h info rmation the user is
given, the number of choices the user must select fro m, and the
methods  of co nveying info rmatio n to the user are o nly a few of
the many is s ues to  b e d ealt  with. While a d etailed  human-
factors analysis of the interface design is b eyond the s cope of
this paper, some discussion of the design choices we have made
follows.

The menu -based interface offers the user access to every
pos sible functio n of the Ctrll that the s erial interface permits.
No  attemp t was mad e to  eliminate po s sib ilit ies  that  might b e
too complex for a us er,  such as s toring a telepho ne number in
memory or asso ciating a switch clos ure with a device name. In
ad ditio n,  all info rmation is  p resented textually in the fo rm o f
on- screen menus and message wind ows. No auditory or
graphic feedb ack is  given. Although this interface req uires a
higher level of cognitive ability than might be required by other
interface dc signs,  every attempt was made to  provide the us er
with all the information req uired  to perform any d es ired  tas k.

Message windo ws are us ed to prompt the user as to what input
is expected next, and lists of all phone numbers, appliances and
switch - co ntrolled d evices are pres ented  by the system. The
main drawback of this appro ach,  of cours e, is that anyone who
uses the interface must not only be able to read but also must be
able to sift  through all of this  data while still ac comp lishing the
desired  operation in a reasonab le amo unt of time.

One is sue no t ad d ress ed  b y either o f o ur ap p roac hes  is  the
integratio n o f remo te c ontro l cap ab ility, whic h is  s o mething
that  so me s tand -alone ECS's , including the Ctrll, can p rovide.
A computer - interface that conveys all of its information
vis ually wo uld  b e d iffic ult  to  o p erate remo tely,  and might
require that the user remain in vis ual co ntact  with the sc reen.
However, a PC -based  ECS that  provided audio  feed back such
as audio - scanning could be coupled with a transmitter- receiver
system to allow the user to operate the ECS  without being able
to see the screen. Of c ours e, this  would also req uire that input
to the interfac e b e entered remo tely, perhaps with switch
closure signals sent by a rad io transmitter or a voice
recognit ion sys tem operated by a remo te microphone.

The subject of this paper als o raises  the larger question of what
is needed in a PC -based or stand -alone ECS to remove the need
for this  partic ular ap proach. PC -based ECS's can already offer
the wide variety of input methods and disp lay options
necessary to make an ECS effective. Ho wever; there is a need
to p ro vid e us ers  wit h a wid er variety of c ontrols than are
typic ally offered. Users need to be pro vided with c ontrol o ver
phones, infra -red d evices, electrical appliances,  hosp ital beds,
and numerous other items but the autho rs are presently unaware
of any P C  -b ased  ECS that  can p ermit  ac ces s to all o f thes e
things. There are many stand  -alo ne ECS' s  that d o  p ro vid e
access to  all o f thes e func tio ns ,  b ut they d o no t o ffer the
detailed dynamic  d is p lay or the wid e variety o f inp ut o p tions
available in PC -based ECS's.
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A COMPUTER -BASED MUSIC SYSTEM FOR BIOFEEDBACK AND
RECREATIONAL THERAPY : TONGUE MUSIC FOR ORAL DYSPHAGIA

Sujat M. Sukthankar, Narender P. Reddy, and Enrique P. Canilang
Dept. of Biomedical Engineering, University of Akron, and

Edwin Shaw Hospital, Akron, OH 44325 -0302.

ABSTRACT

Dysphagia refers to  disorders of the swallowing
mechanism. Poor oro-motor strength characterizes
impairments in the oral phase of the mechanism.
Current therapeutic techniques provide no quantita-
tive feedback to the patient with respect to perfor-
mance. We have developed a computer based
Tongue Music System which provides quantitative
feedback of the biomechanical parameters quantify-
ing the oral phase of swallowing thereby allowing
on -line real -time assessment of patient performance
during therapy.

BACKGROUND

A constant challenge for therapists in the rehabili-
tation setting is that of patient motivation. Involy-
ing the patient in his own therapy has been known
to accelerate the recuperative process. This is pre-
cisely the aim of biofeedback therapy. Biofeedback
therapy is defined as the technique of using equip-
ment (usually electronic) to provide auditory and
visual feedback of a certain measured physiological
variable, and inducing the patient to voluntarily or
involuntarily control this measured physiological
variable [1].

Recreational therapy harnesses the artistic and
creative energies of a patient, and interlinks these to
his overall recuperative process. Recreational ther-
apy emphasizes the constructive use of leisure time.
Like biofeedback therapy, recreational therapy also
stresses patient involvement.

Both these therapies require creativity not only on
part of the patients, but also on part of the thera-
pists. The prescribed therapies should be able to
captivate and challenge the patients over a long
period of time.

Dysphagia refers to disorders of the swallowing
mechanism, a condition frequently observed in head
injury and stroke patients. Oral dysphagia is
characterized by impaired oro -motor performance
which can be improved by conducting resistance
and range of motion oro -motor exercises.

Current techniques in oral dysphagia rehabilitation
are qualitative in nature and provide no quantitative
feedback about performance either to the patient or
the clinician [2].

Reddy et al. have earlier developed methods to
measure the biomechanical parameters that charac-
terize oro -motor performance [3]. These include
forward and lateral tongue thrust, lip pulling force,
and lip closure pressure.

In this study, we have developed a patient con-
trolled computer based system to be used for
quantitative biofeedback and recreational therapy in
the field of oral dysphagia rehabilitation. The sys-
tem tries to stimulate the musical talents of patients,
and encourages them to create their own music.
The data- logging system stores patient performance
data in an easily retrievable format in the computer.
This patient data file can be analyzed later using the
data - analysis software provided. Patient perfor-
mance/ progress reports can also be obtained.

THE SYSTEM

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the various system
components. The heart of the system is the 486 -
based IBM -PC compatible. The analog output of
the transducer /signal processor system is digitized
using a Keithley Metrabyte DAS -08 data acquisition
board. The transducers used to measure oro -motor
performance parameters were developed earlier by
Reddy et al. during their study for quantifying the
oral phase of swallowing using biomechanical
parameters [3]. This digitized data is then proce-
ssed by the software. Depending on the value of
the measured parameter, the computer generates
audio - visual feedback for the patient. Auditory
feedback is in the form a musical note (higher the
parameter value, higher the note). The primary dis-
play on the screen is that of a 51 key synthesizer
keyboard. For visual feedback, the parameter value
changes the relative position of the "Played Note"
guide. This is a red bar that moves across the top
of the keyboard. It indicates what key is being
pressed (which note is being played). Depending
on the value of the measured variable, the guide
travels over the whole 51 key range. Target setting
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can be done on the system, so as to  change the
degree of difficulty depending on the abilities of the
patient. Thus, the degree of difficulty can be in-
creased as a patient progresses through therapy.

The patient performance data is stored on -line for
future reference. Customized patient progress
charts can be obtained from this data, thereby
enabling better target setting during subsequent
therapy sessions.

DISCUSSION

The Tongue Music System (TMS) presented here
provides the clinicians with a tool that can prove
useful in situations where patient involvement and
motivation present a major problem. The system
makes the patient an integral part of his own thera-
py, and provides for therapy which is more interest-
ing than any existing therapeutic technique. The
quantitative nature of the feedback provided by the
system helps the patient as well as the clinician in
assessing improvement.

The system interfaces to a wide variety  of trans-
ducer and signal processor systems. This wide
interfaceability and modular nature of the input was
a major design consideration when designing this
system. This system can alternatively be configured
as a "Muscle Music System ". This can be achieved
by using muscle EMG activity as the input to the
system instead of the tongue force measuring
transducers. Thus, in this configuration, the system

can be used to train or exercise atrophied muscle
groups.

The advantage of this computer based system is the
ease of customization. Patient progress charts can
be customized as per the needs of the clinician.
Various musical target routines can be programmed
to provide for interesting target setting. We are
currently in the process of studying the clinical effi-
cacy of the Tongue Music System. Preliminary
results indicate a high degree of interest in the
system. This has been expressed by both clinicians
as well as the test subjects.
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Computer Assisted Learning Modules on Environmental Control Units

John H. Stone
Christine Oddo
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University at Buffalo

Abstract
This paper describes training materials
developed at the Buffalo Rehabilitation
Engineering and Research Center on
Aging which use the computer as the
medium of instruction. The materials
teach occupational therapists how to
match client needs with appropriate
environmental control units. This paper
summarizes the content of the instruction
materials and describes the different ways
in which the learner may use them.
Finally, the procedures and difficulties in
developing such materials are discussed.

Backeround and Purpose
New assistive technologies are

constantly appearing and even
occupational therapists trained relatively
recently may have difficulty in keeping
informed about developments in this
field. One such area of assistive
technology is that of environmental
control units (E.C.U.$). In addition to
keeping abreast of new devices, the
occupational therapist must be
thoroughly familiar with the
characteristics of different classes of such
devices and how these may influence
their suitability for assisting with task
performance by persons with different
functional abilities. The interaction of
the demands of the task, the abilities of
the person and the characteristics of the
device, makes E.C.U. selection a
complex decision. Frequently, the
occupational therapist is not sufficiently
familiar with recent developments to
enable them to consider the full range of
possible E.C.U.s.
Objective

The purpose of this project was to
make material available to universities
and continuing education organizations
for use in training students and

professionals. The instructional system
had to take into account the complexity
of the subject matter, as well as the
differences among users with respect to
their knowledge, experience and
objectives.
Content

A learning task analysis (Gagne,
1977) was performed to determine what
the program should teach. Starting with
the intended learning outcome (that is, to
be able to select E.C.U.s which fit client
needs), the members of the development
team asked themselves what would a
person need to be able to do in order to
be able to make such a selection. After
identifying the necessary skills (analyze
environment, analyze person and identify
characteristics of E.C.U. s), the question
was repeated for each of these skills to
identify another layer of pre- requisite
abilities. By continuing to repeat the
question, a chain or hierarchy of
knowledge and skills was generated. The
process was continued through
successive levels, until the point was
reached where team felt that most
learners would already have acquired the
sub -skill from some other course within
their occupational therapy training. This
analysis provided the team with the
structure and sequence of the topics to
be taught.

The program focuses on three main
skills and content areas: 1) analyzing the
client's environment and the tasks he
wishes to perform, 2) assessing the
client's functional abilities in light of the
requirements for the operation of
different E.C.U.s and 3) identifying
characteristics of E.C.U.s (such as input
type, selection method, output type and
power source), which would make an
E.C.U. suitable or not for a client with
particular functional abilities who wished
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to perform a specific task in a certain
environment.
Instructional Methods

The computer assisted instruction
program was developed using the
ToolBook authoring system. This is a
system which provides the author with
options for decisions about presenting
different parts of the content. These
include decisions about visuals, sound
and feedback mechanisms.

In this program, the content is
presented in four ways. The first is
expository teaching, in which concepts
and examples are presented in a logical
sequence of topics. The learner may,
however, opt to skip forward over topics
with which he is already familiar, or
move back to repeat information which
he needs to recall as he progresses
through the program.

The second modality is the problem
solving approach. The learner is
presented with a case study, a
hypothetical client about whom
information is provided. The learner
must analyze this case and make several
decisions about what type of E.C.U.
seems to be most beneficial for this
client. If the learner feels the need, he
may consult the expository module, to
obtain the concepts and information
needed to solve this problem.

A third way of using the program is as
a reference. The user can scan through a
list of topics and choose those which he
wishes to study, The information is that
which is in the expository approach.

Finally, there is a data bank containing
information about 100 E.C.U.s. The
learner may browse through this
information to obtain an idea of the types
of devices available and their cost.

Project Status
A prototype of the program has been

developed and is being field tested with
occupational therapy students, This
prototype is being demonstrated at the
RESNA conference. It is anticipated that
the final version will be ready for market
by the end of 1993. In each year of the
project cycle a new program will be
developed. Future topics include
pressure ulcers and wheelchair selection.
Issues in Developing Computer Aided
Training Materials

Traditional teaching materials, such as
books, may be prepared by a single
author who is the content specialist.
Videos require the participation of a
media specialist. Computer assisted
instruction seems to require a joint effort
by a content specialist, a computer
programmer and an education specialist.
Besides the multidisciplinary composition
of the development team, the time
involved is much larger than for
conventional materials. Chambers and
Sprecher (1984) report that estimates for
courseware development range from 50
to 500 hours of development time for
one hour of student use, with 100 hours
as the most widely accepted rule of
thumb. When the team is developing
programs for the first time, a learning
process in required. Turnover within the
development team can also slow the
process. For example, a programmer
may require several weeks to become
familiar with the ToolBook system, and
several months to become proficient in it.
Due to continued advances in both
assistive technology and instructional
media, there is the additional need to
commit time to the "maintenance," or
periodic up- grading of educational
software after it is developed.
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Conclusion
In spite of the challenges, computer

assisted instruction appears to be a
promising way of providing training
about many aspects of assistive
technology. Given the fact that
computer assisted instruction has been
around for at least 20 years, it is
surprising that there are not more
materials on assistive technology which
make use of the unique capabilities of
this medium.
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FARMERS AND RANCHERS WITH SPINAL CORD INJURIES —RURAL
ACCESSIBILITY AND THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
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ABSTRACT

A two -year study of the rehabilitation needs of
farmers and ranchers with spinal cord injuries
(SCI) was recently completed. As a result of this
project the need to provide information about the
ADA and rural accessibility was evident. ADA
resources have been provided to rural professionals
and over 25 ADA accessibility assessments of
County Government Buildings, Extension Offices
and 4-H Fairgrounds have been completed in the
last year.

BACKGROUND

It is estimated that 8.5 million rural residents have
disabilities. The RTC: Rural Institute at the
University of Montana estimates that 13 million
rural residents have at least one chronic or per-
manent impairment (RTC: Rural 1990). A recent
report from the National Safety Council has
classified agriculture as•one of the most hazardous
occupations in America (Accident Facts, 1991 Edi-
tion).

A survey sent out to over 300 farmers /ranchers
with SCI's, and almost 70 on -site visits were com-
pleted between 1990 -1992. From that survey it is
estimated 300 SCI's occur in the agricultural popu-
lation each year. The total number of persons in
the agricultural population with SCI's is 4,500 to
6,000.

OBJECTIVE

In order to  determine the worksite needs, voca-
tional rehabilitation needs, employment experi-
ences and community involvement and accessibil-
ity of public facilities for farmers/ranchers with
SCI's a two -year study was completed. In com-
pleting the study 149 farmers/ranchers with SCI's
completed the survey, 56 worksite needs assess-
ments were completed and 10 follow -up visits
were made 2 years after the initial survey to assess
the progress and current problems of the original
participants.

Over 25 ADA Assessments have been made of
County OfficeBuildings and 4 -H Fairgrounds.

APPROACH

In response to the needs of farmers /ranchers with
SCI's (and other rural residents with disabilities)
ADA accessibility assessments have been provided
in over 25 County Office Buildings, Extension
Offices and 4 -H fairgrounds. An ADA resource
packet was sent out to every Extension Office in
the state. An ADA checklist was developed for
rural professionals to assess rural offices and fair-
grounds. Finally , an ADA video was developed
and provided to every Extension Office in the state,
to the fourteen AgrAbility states and other rural
organizations.

Three different farmers with SCI's have assisted
with many of the ADA assessments. This resulted
in an increased awareness of farmers with disabili-
ties by county officials, effective ADA assessments
by consumers (farmers with SCI's), and greater
understanding and willingness to remove physical
and attitudinal barriers by local officials and agen-
cies.
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DISCUSSION

The survey of farmers/ranchers with SCI's found
that almost 60% of the respondents were "very
active" or "active" in church. Yet, over 40.9% of
the churches were rated as "not accessible" or "par-
tially accessible." Hunting and fishing were rated
the second most popular activity with 48% being
"active" or "very active." However, more than
52% of parks and recreational facilities were rated
as "partially" or "not accessible." Farmers ranked
farm organizations as their third most common
form of community involvement, with 38% being
"active" or "very active." Still, more than 48% of
the county office buildings, 41% of the ASCS and
Extension Offices, and 45% of the libraries were
classified as "partially" or "not accessible" by the
respondents.

By providing ADA accessibility assessments in
rural communities, ADA Resource Packets, an
ADA checklist, and an ADA video an increased
awareness of the ADA, the removal of physical
barriers, and low cost solutions have been provided
throughout the entire state.
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IMPROVE FARMHOUSE ACCESSIBILITY: NO-COST AND LOW -COST SOLUTIONS

Mary H. Yearns
Department of Human Development and Family Studies

Iowa State University
Ames, IA

ABSTRACT

Most farmhouses are not designed for wheelchair
accessibility. The paper describes a systematic
approach that can be used to help farm families
analyze their housing situations and offers solutions for
making their homes more accessible. No -cost and
low -cost solutions are emphasized.

BACKGROUND

A farm family that needs to adapt its home to
accommodate a wheelchair faces diff icult challenges.
Moving is not an option. Local resource people with
expertise in planning and designing accessible housing
modifications are not readily available. Financial
resources to keep the farm operation going usually
take precedence over housing expenditures.

After a farmer experiences a disabling accident or
injury, the primary focus is usually placed on getting
him or her "back in the f ield." The family may fail to
recognize how much their outlook depends on how well
their home fits their new needs. A home that is
accessible and convenient can pay big dividends in
terms of lifting spirits, increasing independence, and
improving productivity.

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the paper is to provide a resource that
rehabilitation professionals can use with farm families
to help them analyze their housing situation and
identify no -cost or no-cost solutions to make their
homes more accessible.

APPROACH AND DISCUSSION

Start with the Basics
It will be difficult or impossible for family members who
use a wheelchair to live in the farmhouse unless they
can answer yes to three basic questions:

1. Can they get in the house?

2. Can they get through the doorways?

3. Can they use the bathroom?

If the family has problems answering any of these
questions, some additional issues need to be
discussed before deciding whether to remodel the
home or move to another location:

• Will they need more housing changes in the future
if their abilities should decline?

• Do they need space to accommodate an outside
caregiver?

• Do they need to postpone housing decisions until a
caregiving routine has been established?

• Does the structural condition of their home warrant
extensive remodeling?

• Can necessary modifications be made without
destroying the architectural appearance or resale
value of the home?

• Do they have enough money to pay for needed
housing modifications and /or the services of a
caregiver?

Once the family determines that they want to proceed
with plans to improve accessibility, examples of
possible solutions include the following:

Accessible entrance. At least one entrance with no
steps, or a way to get around existing steps.

• use portable ramp as a temporary solution

• regrade site to make ground level entrance without
steps

• build "bridge" to connect house and yard on
sloping site

• build ramp with no more than 1 -inch rise for every
12- inches length

• unload from wheelchair lif t in van directly onto
deck, porch, or landing pad

Wide doorways. At least a 32 -inch clear opening is
required to roll a wheelchair through a doorway without
scraping knuckles.

• remove doors temporarily

• install swing -away hinges

• reverse swing of door to allow it to open wider

• remove some or all of woodwork around door

• replace existing door with wider one

Usable bathroom. At least a 60 -inch diameter
maneuvering space is needed to  be able to reach
fixtures.

• reverse swing of door to make it open out instead
of into bathroom

• replace existing door with pocket door

• remove door (use curtain for privacy)

• relocate fixtures to create more floor space

• remove base cabinets to provide access space
under lavatory

• replace tub with shower unit
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• remove tub and/or shower unit and bathe while
seated on toilet

• move lavatory to another space where privacy not
needed

• relocate toilet or shower to corner of bedroom

Relocate. Restructure. and Rearrange
Before the family makes plans for additional
remodeling, they should consider no -cost and low -cost
ways to relocate activities, restructure tasks, and
rearrange furnishings.

Relocate activities. If they live in a two -story home or
split -level house, they need to consider ways to
relocate activities for eating, sleeping, bathing, and
living on one floor before installing an elevator or stair
lift.

Restructure tasks. If some household tasks are no
longer accessible for persons who use a wheelchair,
eliminate these tasks or have another family member
do them.

Rearrange furnishings. More space is needed for
traffic lanes to maneuver a wheelchair. Large pieces of
furniture may block access to rooms or make it difficult
to get around. Rearrange furnishings in these rooms to
create straight traffic lanes. Move large items to
another location. Some furniture may need to be
stored, given away, or sold.

Identify Problems and Solutions
The remainder of the presentation will provide a room -
by -room analysis of potential problems in the
farmhouse environment and possible solutions for
eliminating them. A 10 -page checklist will be
distributed to members of the audience. Slides will be
used to illustrate 'before" and "after" examples of
accessibility modifications. Possible funding sources
and additional resources will also be identified.

Mary H. Yearns
Associate Professor and Extension Housing Specialist
Department of Human Development & Family Studies
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50011
phone: 515- 294 -8520
FAX: 515- 294 -2502
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INVENTORY AND COMPUTERIZED MAPPING OF TRAILS:
THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS ACCESS

Peter W. Axelson, MSME
Deborah Chelini

Beneficial Designs, Inc.
Santa Cruz, CA

ABSTRACT

Building on the results of pilot work, this project will
grade the accessibility of wilderness trails, using
objective measurement criteria. Maps will be created
using computerized mapping techniques to encode
the measurements, giving prospective users objective
and, insofar as possible, quantitative data on the
difficulty of each trail. Trail caretakers will then have
data with which to evaluate the trail for possible
improvements without affecting the wilderness
experience of hikers using the trail. Users with
mobility considerations will have information

:enabling them to choose a trail appropriate to their
abilities.

REASONS TO MAP AND INVENTORY

Maps provide information so a hiker can have a
successful trip. Advance information about a trail
allows the hiker to prepare with appropriate clothes,
food, water and tools and to  predetermine what
assistance is necessary for the hike. Is a buddy (or
two) necessary to  assist with carrying extra gear,
belay, push, or pull'? The hiker can also decide
whether reaching the destination is possible. This is
an individual decision —one hiker is willing to
clamber up a talus, another will find it too hard.
Current grading systems, based on subjective
information such as "easy hike" or "moderate slope,"
do not give enough specific or objective information
to hikers.

Mapping also gives trail caretakers an opportunity to
identify areas for maintenance and alteration. For
instance, areas prone to saturation and frequent use
may be selected for soil treatment to prevent erosion.
If a trail is identified as relatively easy except for a
short section obstructed by rock slide debris,
caretakers may decide to modify that short section to
open up the trail to people who would be
discouraged by the climb.

As useful as inventory processes and maps are, their
design could be improved to  meet the needs of
people with walking limitations, people with
respiratory limitations, people with endurance
limitations, people with impairments of lower
extremity movement, inexperienced hikers, families
with small children, and anyone else with special
circumstances limiting their willingness or ability to
navigate a difficult trail. Some may use the additional
information to decide if a trail will require an all-
terrain wheelchair or special tires; others may choose

another trail. "The goal of land managers should be
to provide a range of options that, to the extent
possible, maximizes access without compromising
wilderness." (Lais, 89).

;SELECTION OF ATTRIBUTES TO CODE
INTO MAPS

"Information required for definitive access
knowledge varies with every kind of disability and
every sort of wheelchair." (C.S.C.C., 1990)
Objective information about trails must be quantified
so that wheelchair users and others with mobility
considerations can decide which trails they wish to
hike based on their specific functional abilities and
equipment. A pilot study identified four attributes as
important for continual description: inclination ,
maximum side slope (left or right), minimum trail
width, and surface characteristics of the trail
(firmness). Graphic design students at Montana State
University created prototype maps to develop coding
techniques for mapping the trail attributes listed
above.

Current work involves testing a system for
categorizing these four trail attributes:

a. Inclination will be coded using the following
categories:
5% or less
6 % -9%
10 % -13%
greater than 13%
(For reference, a1:12 slope is equivalent to an 8.3%
slope.)
b. Side slope /cross slope will be coded using
the following categories:
2° or less
3.-6

0

7'-11*,
greater than 11 °

c. Width will be coded using the following
categories:
60" or greater
28 " -59"
13" - 27"
12" or less
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d. Surface, will be coded using the following
categories:
hard paved surface
hard packed surface
medium /average surface
soft/frte surface
very irregular and soft surface.
e. Obstacles
In addition to these four attributes, data on obstacles
will be presented. Obstacles to be coded include:
tree roots (if larger than 2 ")
boulders or rocks larger than 2" in diameter
water crossings deeper than 2"
ruts deeper than 2"

vertical obstructions if less than 6 ft. 6 in.
steps (indicating number, depth, and height)
dangerous plants (e.g., poison oak)
drop off

METHODS OF INVENTORY

The survey techniques chosen to collect the proposed
data on trails depend on the resources, needs and
goals of the sponsoring organization_ A municipality
or local trail association with a small number of trails
to survey, limited funds, and a desire to involve
community members might sponsor a team- oriented
assessment using traditional survey tools (compass,
clinometer, rolo -tape, etc.). In addition to the trail
inventory, the project might generate, through
community involvement, an increased sensitivity to
trail and access issues. At the opposite end of the
spectrum, a federal agency needing to survey
hundreds of miles of trails within a limited time may
use a global positioning system (a satellite based
navigation technology) and an in -house assessment
team.

Beneficial Designs will train volunteers to conduct
the measurement process. There are eight to ten
people on an assessment team. A team ideally
includes a representative of the trail managing
organization, a wheelchair rider and person with
partial vision, wheelchair assist people, someone
with surveying or orienteering skills, someone with
photography skills, a data recorder, and local
volunteers. Training people to take the various
measurements can be done in 15 to 20 minutes.

When a trail is being assessed, the beginning of the
trail is marked, "A survey crew is measuring the trail
for accessibility, please avoid scraping the dots from
the dirt." The trail is  measured and marked and
measurements are recorded every 100 feet, more
often if the trail has many curves. Readings on slope,

side slope, width, trail surface and obstructions are
made and recorded in any order_ The data is checked
at the end of the trail. If any measurements look
strange or incorrect, they are checked on the return
trip.

FUTURE WORK

Beneficial Designs, Inc. received approval for
funding for Phase One of a Small Business
Innovation Research project entitled Computerized
Mapping of Outdoor Trails for Accessibility to
develop and test a system for measuring and coding
objective data on specific trail attributes into maps.

In May 1993, working with cartographer Joseph
Wiedel and computer cartographer PohChin Lai, the
investigators will perform trail assessments and map
trails from the Santa Cruz County area. The results
of collaboration with these experts will be presented.
In July and August of 1993, twelve trails will be
assessed: six trails in the Gallatin National Forest in
Montana and six in Yellowstone National Park in
Wyoming. The ten trails which best represent a range
of terrain conditions will be coded, mapped and
evaluated.

VOLUNTEERS TO BE USED

Each trail to be assessed requires an assessment
coordinator and a team to take the measurements. If
you are interested in participating in a trail
assessment, or eventually being trained to perform
trail assessments, please contact Beneficial Designs,
Inc., in Santa Cruz, California. In Phase Two of the
project, Beneficial Designs plans to develop a
certification program for trail assessment
coordinators to organize and initiate trail assessments
in their own regions. The data collected would be
sent to Beneficial Designs and coded into maps for
printing and distribution.
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NOISE - INDUCED HEARING LOSS: A CONCERN FOR FARMERS

Dean A. Brusnighan, Adrienne J. Ploss, Matthcw L. Getts
Breaking New Ground Resource Center

Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN U.S.A.

Abstract

The picture many people have of farming is serene
— a man and his dog on a sunny day, the only
sound a gentle breeze blowing through a tall, gol-
den crop of corn. In reality, farmers are frequently
exposed to  high levels of noise because of their
jobs. Tractors, augers, combines, grain dryers,
power tools, chain saws, lawn mowers and more,
for example, each may produce noise exceeding
recommended safe limits. These working condi-
tions can make farmers and ranchers prime targets
for a noise - induced hearing loss.

This publication will provide rural rehabilitation
professionals with information concerning hearing
loss that is relevant to serving the farming popula-
tion. Types of hearing loss and ways to prevent
noise- induced hearing loss are presented, as well as
specific examples of on -farm work strategies and
technologies for accommodating a hearing loss.

Background

An estimated 21 million Americans suffer from
hearing loss or deafness [1]. Approximately
420,000 of those are farmers or ranchers and the
number continues to grow. According to the
American Safety Council, noise ranks as the
number one cause of hearing loss, followed by
injury and disease. One reason may be that many
persons, do not associate overexposure to noise
with a potential loss of hearing.

Objective

The objective of this publication is to identify for
rural service providers the fact that farmers and
ranchers are at risk of sustaining a noise - induced
hearing loss. This report discusses the risks they
face, outlines ways to reduce or prevent that risk,
and identifies strategies and technologies for
accommodating a hearing loss. By doing so, it is
believed that rural rehabilitation professionals will
be better able to serve the needs of a farm family
member who has or may be at risk of incurring a
noise - induced hearing loss.

Definitions

Degree of Hearing Loss
A person's degree of hearing loss is a quantitative
measure of the volume of sound that can still be
heard.

1. Slight — 25 -40 dB: Difficulty hearing soft or
distant speech in church or theater;

2. Mild — 40 -55 dB;
3. Moderate — 55 -70 dB: Difficulty hearing

normal levels of speech (at 65 dB);

4. Severe — 70 -90 dB: Can't hear loud speech
or understand speech on the telephone, but
can hear shouted speech;

5. Profound — greater than 90 dB: Difficulty
hearing even shouted speech.

Types of Hearing Loss
The three major types of hearing loss are conduc-
tive, sensorineural, and mixed. Conductive hear-
ing loss (or mechanical hearing loss) results from
disease or obstructions in the outer or middle ear
and usually effects all frequencies of hearing.
Rarely does a person with a conductive hearing
loss experience a Severe or Profound loss of hear-
ing. Frequently an individual with this type of loss
can be helped medically, surgically, or by the use
of a hearing aid. Sensorineural hearing loss
occurs when the delicate sensory hair cells of the
inner ear or the auditory nerve has been damaged.
Hearing loss ranges from Mild to Profound.
Sounds become distorted only at certain frequen-
cies, so a hearing aid proves to be of little help.
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With a combination of conductive and sen-
sorineural hearing losses in the same ear, a mixed
hearing loss occurs. This loss includes problems
in both the outer or middle ear and the inner ear.

Noise Sources

Prolonged exposure to sources of noise can gradu-
ally lead to hearing loss. Major sources of noise on
the farm may include machinery, small engines,
and power tools. Large machinery such as tractors
and combines emit noise levels of 80 dB to 115 dB
[2]. Two cycle engines such as lawn mowers and
chain saws can damage hearing with repeated
exposure. In addition, heaters, generators and
radios inside the cab of tractors and combines can
emit high noise levels that may damage hearing.

Damage may be incurred before it is diagnosed or
before the individual notices any hearing loss. Be
alert to a possible hearing loss if any of the follow-
ing symptoms occur: difficulty hearing, ringing in
the ears (hum, roar, or buzz), or dizziness. It  is
recommended that preventive steps be taken before
any of these symptoms of hearing loss appear.

Prevention of Noise - Induced Hearing Loss

The first step in preventing a noise - induced 'nearing
loss is to identify sources of noise in the shop and
around the farm. They may have been taken for
granted previously, so investigate thoroughly.
Once sources are identified, reduce exposure to
high levels of noise in one of the following ways
[3,4]:

Reduce the level of noise at the source: The best
method to prevent noise - induced hearing loss is to
remove the source or reduce its volume to a safe
level. Rarely will it  be feasible to remove the
source of noise, so it is important to identify steps
that may be taken to reduce its volume.

• Replace worn, loose, or unbalanced machine
parts to reduce vibration.

• Lubricate machine parts to reduce noise created
by friction.

• Enclose the source in a sealed compartment to
reduce noise levels.

Isolate the operator from the noise source: If the
noise level cannot be reduced to a safe level at the
source, attempt to isolate the operator from it. The
obvious example is a tractor cab. In recent years,
farm machinery manufacturers have designed cabs

that reduce noise exposure to within safe limits by
isolating the operator from the noise source.

Wear hearing protection: Hearing protection dev-
ices can dramatically reduce the level of noise
reaching the ear drum and consequently reduce the
risk of hearing loss. However, it is best to reduce
noise at the source or to isolate the operator from it
because hearing protection devices can be improp-
erly fitted or used, resulting in damaging levels of
noise reaching the ear. Hearing protection devices
may also be lost, forgotten, or damaged, again
resulting in no protection from harmful noise.

If a farmer must work in an environment with
harmful levels of noise, there are many hearing
protection devices sold commercially. They fall
generally into the categories of ear plugs or ear
muffs. Ear plugs are small, soft inserts that are
placed into the outer ear canal. Ear muffs are
worn outside the ear, actually covering the entire
outer ear.

Properly fitted ear plugs or muffs reduce noise 15
to 30 dB. Simultaneous use of ear plugs and muffs
usually adds 10 to 15 dB more protection than
either used alone. Combined use should be con-
sidered when noise exceeds 105 dB [5].

Accommodating a Hearing Loss

Technology
There is an abundance of technology that attempts
to aid communication by persons with hearing loss.
Examples of technology falling into the general
categories of personal, group, and telephone com-
munication are presented below. Technology that
assists daily activities is mentioned, as well.

Personal communication aids include hearing aids,
portable/hand -held amplifiers, or even small, port-
able personal computers to allow typing of mes-
sages.

Communication aids used in group settings include
infrared and ultrasound "public address" systems.
Such systems can be found in churches, auditori-
ums, lecture halls, theaters and many other facili-
ties.

Telephone communication aids are quite varied.
Individuals who use hearing aids may use a port-
able amplifier that is placed over the phone's stan-
dard earpiece to increase the volume of the other
person's voice. A person with a Profound hearing
loss may use a text telephone (also called TDD)
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that allows communication between two text tele-
phone users via typed messages. Commercial
software allows a person with a hearing impair-
ment to communicate with any party that has a
touch -tone phone. The party being called simply
types a response using the letters associated with
each of the telephone buttons.

In addition to communication aids, technologies
exist to enhance the ability of a person with a hear-
ing loss to perform daily activities. A knock light
flashes when someone knocks at the door. Alarm
clocks can be purchased that flash a light or vibrate
the bed to signal "Time to wake up!" Smoke
detectors are available that use a strobe light warn-
ing instead of an audible warning. Devices that
attach to a telephone will flicker a lamp to signal
that the telephone is ringing. This short list of
items represents the wide variety of aids available.

There are, of course, many strategies for coping
with hearing loss that do not involve technology.
These include speech reading, sign language, use
of interpreters, hearing ear dogs, and even paper
and pencil.

Work Strategies forthe Farm
Farmers who have a hearing impairment will need
more than technology to accommodate their loss of
hearing. They will also need to develop accommo-
dating work strategies for the farm.

When working with others while on or around farm
equipment, a farmer with a hearing impairment is
encouraged to use a clearly defined set of hand sig-
nals for safe, efficient, unambiguous communica-
tion. The American Society of Agricultural
Engineers developed a set of agricultural hand sig-
nals (2) to be used around high- sound -level farm
equipment that should be suitable for use by most
farmers with hearing impairments.

Farmers who wear hearing aids may find commun-
ication difficult inside farm buildings constructed
with sheet -metal roofs and siding. The metal sur-
faces tend to reflect background noises that are
then amplified by the hearing aid, making the noise
more likely to "cover up" any intended message.
Adding sound - absorbing materials to the inside
surfaces of metal buildings may reduce the amount
of background noise amplified by the hearing aid
and result in better, clearer communication while
inside those buildings. Fibrous and porous mate-
rials such as mineral fibers, glass fibers, and open -
cell foams have good sound - absorbing qualities [6].

Farms often have a great deal of "traffic" as auto-
mobiles, tractors and other equipment are moved
from one point to  the next. Just as often, the
farmer is busy accomplishing one task and preoc-
cupied with several other tasks awaiting comple-
tion. For safety, a farmer with a hearing loss must
learn to always look before crossing any road or
vehicle path on the farm.

Conclusion

Farmers and ranchers work in conditions that fre-
quently expose them to high noise levels. Their
risk of sustaining a noise - induced hearing loss can
be reduced or prevented by first identifying sources
of loud noise then by taking steps to reduce expo-
sure to those sources. If a hearing loss occurs,
appropriate technology and on -farm work stra-
tegies may be employed to accommodate the hear-
ing loss while continuing to farm.
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ABSTRACT

Farming is a dangerous occupation. Thousands of
farmers are injured every year and hindered in
their abi li ty to continue farming. Although efforts
have been taken to address rehabilitation and
secondary injury prevention for farmers with
physical disabilities, e.g. Breaking New Ground
Resource Center, a paucity of  information and /or
intervention techniques have been developed for
farmers with cognitive disabilities. A statement of
the problem, proposed research agenda, and
currently available resources is discussed in
relation to assistive technology, secondary injury
prevention, and rehabilitat ion intervention for
farmers with disabilities.

BACKGROUND

An estimated 2.2 million farm family members
produce the food and fiber for the Nation. In
addition, another 1.7 million persons work on a
partial or seasonal basis performing farm labor.
An estimated 500,000 farmers, ranchers, and
agricultural workers have a physical disabi lity,
hindering their ability to complete one or more
agricultural tasks. A lack of empirically based
information is available about farmers with
cognit ive disabilities. However, research and
personal experience reveals farmers with
disabilities do exist and they possess interest in
remaining on the farm.

A dif f iculty lies in the lack o f  avai lable and clear
information regarding the number of  farmers with
cognitive disabilities and types of disabili ties
among this population. A research initiative will
prompt a better understanding of  the needs of this
population, explore strategies to increase the use of
appropriate technologies and, ultimately, develop
much needed resources

A second problem pertains to rehabilitation
professionals' inability to access social services,
obtain info rmation rela ting to assist ive
technologies, and locate peer support systems.

Availabi lity, accessibility, and acceptability are
important concepts to consider in delivering rural
mental health delivery issues. Information about
agricultural modifications and techno logies are
fairly new and forever changing, but are available.
Avai lable rural mental health services and
technologies are discussed.

Lee West
VP of Programs
Easter Seals of Louisiana
Metairie, LA U.S.A

Another dif f iculty is lack o f peer support f or both
the farmer with cognitive disabilities and other
family members. Farmers and farm family
members need someone to share common
experiences, emotions, and turmo i ls. A
nonprofessional with a similar background and
experience of the persons with a disability may aid
in the rehabilitat ion process and transition.

OBJECTIVE

To enhance the quality of life for farmers,
ranchers, and other agricultural workers who have
experienced a cognitive disability.

APPROACH

Ini tiatives such as research and agency linkages
must ensure that knowledge of assist ive
technologies, secondary injury prevention, and
rehabilitation intervention is extended into and
throughout rural communities, and the result is
greater continued agricultural employment for
farmers with cognitive disabilities. Such linkages
are discussed.

DISCUSSION

Farmers with cognit ive disabi li t ies are a
signif icant, often overlooked, part of the
rehabi li tat ion profession. Research and
professional experience dictate that farmers with
cognit ive disabi li t ies exist, but have few
rehabi litation service options. Efforts must
prompt education and outreach to rehabilitation
professionals, farmers, and farm family members
to assure proper provision of services.
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RECENT PROGRESS OF REHABILITATION ENGINEERING IN CHINA

Zhong -Hua Gao Bing Zhang
Institute of Rehabilitation Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University

ABSTRACT
Life has taught us to understand the profound
significance of Rehabilitation Engineering
Offering "Equality and Participation" for the
disabled. This paper presents general view on
the recent development of Rehabilitation
Engineering in China. A new Institute of
Rehabilitation Engineering, First in China, was
set up in Shanghai Jiao Tong University to take
charge of all research work, mainly including
those aspects: Myoelectrically Controlled
Artificial Upper Limbs, Automatic Recognition
and Classification of EMG, New Principle for
Designing Assistant Device for Heart -Lung
Machine, Computer - controlled and Vision -
aided Speech Training System for the Deaf,
Body Function Rehabili- Tester, Gait Analysis
and Data- Processing of Medical Information
etc. All items will be presented with separate
papers in case of necessity.

INTRODUCTION
According to sampling statistics by the Chinese
Ministry of Civil Affairs in March 1988, there are
over fifty millions of disabled persons in China.
(Table 1.)

Table 1. Categories of the disabled

Kinds of Disease Amount ( in millions )

Auditory & Language disease 11.7

intellectual disease 10.7
Limb disease 7.5

Visual disease 7.5

Mental disorder or Insanity 1.9
Synthetic disease 6.7

Facing such great amount of disabled persons, the
severe attention must be paid by Government. A
nation of over one billion people, China is in want of
interdisciplinary experts in both engineering side and
life science. A special program has been jointly
organized by Shanghai Jiao Tong University and
Shanghai Medical University to offer a new discipline
in Biomedical and Rehabilitation Engineering. About
six hundred undergraduates and over 100 graduates
were well - trained from this area in both universities,
excluding those in other provinces and cities.

PRESENT STATUS OF CHINESE REHABILI-
TATION MEDICINE AND ENGINEERING

The State Council controls the Ministry of Public
Health and the Ministry of Civil Affairs which in turn
control the Bureau of Medical Administration and the
Bureau of Welfare. Within those bureaus there are
offices under the control of local, provincial, urban
and autonomous region departments of medical and
welfare administration. Welfare work is carried out in
every province, city and autonomous region under
the jurisdiction of the Government. Programs for the
blind and deaf -mute have been set up by the
Department of Special Education under the Bureau
of Primary Education which is under the regulation
of the Ministry of Education. Labor employment is
administered by the Bureau of Training and
Employment which falls under the Ministry of
Personnel.

The National Organizations include:
1. Chinese Welfare Fund for the Disabled,
2. Chinese Association for the Blind and Deaf -mute,
3. Chinese Association of Rehabilitation Medicine

The latter organ consists of three special
Committees:

1. Committee of Rehabilitation Medicine Education,
2. Committee of Traditional Chinese Medicine

combined with Western Medicine and
3. Committee of Rehabilitation Engineering.

CHINA REHABILITATION RESEARCH
CENTER (CRRC)
CRRC was started in April, 1986 and completed in
October, 1988. It is affiliated with the China Disabled
Person Federation, which is under the control of
Ministry of Civil Affairs. CRRC is a comprehensive
research institute in China which provides disabled
persons with overall rehabilitation. It is also an
educational institution for training rehabilitation
professionals for the Country.
The center (CRRC) has been identified as the Key
Project of China 7th Five -Years plan and is
established under the investment of the Chinese
government and international gratis aid, including
donations from Japan, USA, Germany, Canada and

Others.
The Center comprehensively utilized the modern
science, technology and Chinese traditional medicine
for the rehabilitation of the handicapped following
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the "Equality and Participation ", enables them to
come back again to the society.

MYOELECTTRICALLY CONTROLLED
ARTIFICIAL UPPER LIM11S

As mentioned above there are several millions of
disabled people with limb disease in China, of whom
about 95% are the losers of one or both forearms
during industrial accidents. Medical rehabilitation,
functional as well as cosmetic is of great demand.
From the point of view of engineering side, the
Special Open Chain composed of multiple links with
27 degrees of freedom was considered and EMG
signals from a pair of loser's antagonistic muscles are
used during the time of design.

Three important motions for daily life of the disabled
are needed to perform: Opening and closing of the
fingers, Rotation of the forearm, Extension and
flexion of the wrist. The successful designed
achievements with R (rotative joint) -P (pivot joint) -
R-P-R-P system have obtained at the Institute.

AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION AND
CLASSIFICATION OF EMG

The goal of this research is to develop a new type of
Multi - functional Artificial Upper Limbs controlled by
EMG signals. According to the mechanism and
mathematical model of surface myoelectric signals
(EMG), different limb function is resulted by
contraction of different muscles, so that the patterns
of the surface EMG of different limb functions at the
position of electrodes will also be different. It is
possible for us to search out the stable but different
characteristics from the stochastic nature of EMG
signals of every limb activation through Time -Series
analysis technology.
The Primary and perspective results will be presented
in great detail with separate paper by the authors.

NEW PRINCIPLE FOR DESIGNING ASSIS-
TANT DEVICE FOR HEART -LUNG MACHINE

Any ideal design of artificial rehabilitation device or
mechanism should be made to follow the Theory of
Similarity in bionics. A stationary (non - pulsatile)
circulation of blood flow produced by ordinary rotary
tap heart-lung machine causes frequently the failure
of normal micro-circulation and the death of patient
by so- called acidosis even after fully successful heart
surgical operation.

Along with the development of medical science,
counter - pulsation as an aid - therapy method has been
used in a wide range and developed in the practice.

A new device, jointly collaborated with Shanghai
Ren -gi Hospital, holding pulsatile bypass and

counter pulsation (PBCP) with aortic balloon
assistant circulation system can trace the dicrotic
notch accurately with the real -time control.

The experimental device was showing itself with
feasibility and superiority in dogs' experiments.

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED AND VISION-
AIDED SPEECH TRAINING SYSTEM FOR THE
DEAF

The speech rehabilitation for the deaf is one of the
important theses in the area of rehabilitation
engineering. The speech training system can be used
to help the people who can't speak because of
congenital loss of hearing to train pronunciation
themselves.

The computer - controlled vision -aided speech training
system proposed is a new type of visible speech
training device, which is based on the technique of
isolated word speech recognition. The system can
compare the pronunciation produced by the deaf with
the standard pronunciation to decide if the input
pronunciation is correct and how its quality is. The
system can convert these information into the visible
signals to instruct the deaf to do training.

The speech training device has been accomplished on
the IBM -PC/XT microcomputer. Some evaluating
experiments are made to prove the adequateness of
the system.

DATA-PROCESSING OF MEDICAL
INFORMATION

From the point of view of System Engineering, the
human body consisting of complex structures and
providing various functions may be considered as a
Large Scale System (LSS) with multiple input and
output. Much work has been done by medical
doctors on analyzing the human body signals in time
domain. The parameters used are varied according to
doctors' experiences. The spectral analysis with mini -
FFT system are now used for detecting much more
medical information hidden in time - domain waves.

The Parametric Modeling Software System for
analyzing and calculating the stochastic sampling data
with much higher efficiency has been developing
recently at the Personal Computer (PC) in the
Institute.

Mailing Address:
Professor Zhong -Hua Gao, Director
Institute of Rehabilitation Enginesering
Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
1954 Hua Shan Road, Shanghai 200030, China.
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PROVIDING REHABILITATION SERVICES TO MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKERS

T. Scott Smith
Louisiana AgrAbility Project
Easter Seals of Louisiana
Metairie, LA U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Approximately 2.7 million migrant and seasonal
farmworkers (MSFW) participate in the national
labor force. There are approximately 280,000
handicapped MSFW in the labor force, and another
60,000 handicapped dependents of farmworkers.
MSFW are eligible for programs such as job
training, trainee f inancial aid, legal assistance, and
health care services, but the resources are
infrequently utilized due to delivery barriers such
as language and transportation. Interest and
proactive leadership on behalf of rehabilitation
professionals must be initiated to ensure MSFW
receive needed rehabilitation services.

BACKGROUND

Approximately 2.7 million migrant and seasonal
tarmworkers (MSFW) participate in the national
labor force. The MSFW that plant, propagate, and
harvest our food, are very poor, illiterate, and
receive inadequate health care and rehabilitation
services. On a national level, there are
approximately 280,000 handicapped MSFW in the
labor force, and another 60,000 handicapped
dependents of farmworkers. Progressive actions
must be taken to address the rehabilitation needs of
MSFW, provide equitable accessibility to vocational
rehabilitation services, and ensure coordination
between service agencies.

How many MSFW are working in the f ields? How
many MSFW and dependants have a disability that
impairs a life functions? Attempts to assess the
MSFW population have raised more questions and
posted fewer answers.

Data from the Department of Education /
Rehabi li tation Services Administration (RSA)
reveals much about the migrant and seasonal
agricultural labor force. The MSFW population as a
whole is very poor. Housing, transportation, and
health care are important issues for MSFW and
service providers. MSFW are unemployed for over
26 weeks per year. In Louisiana, a MSFW can
expect to earn between $3 -9,000 per diem.
Approximately, 75 -90 percent of MSFW receive
additional resources such as food stamps. Although
MSFW are eligible for programs such as job
training, trainee financial aid, training related

Lee West
VP of Programs
Easter Seals of Louisiana
Metairie, LA U.S.A

services, legal assistance, and special health care
services, the resources are infrequently utilized.

MSFW with disabilities often continue to work,
despite their disability. However, the MSFW with a
disability canno t compete successfully for
agricultural employment and, thus, are even
poorer than their nondisabled counterparts.
Addi t io nal chal lenges for rehabi l i tat ion
professionals and o ther service providers include
language barriers and lack of education.
Appro ximately 30 percent of Hispanic
farmworkers regularly speak English. However,
75 percent of MSFW dependents speak English. A
median educational level for MSFW is 6.6 years as
compared to 11.3 years for RSA clients overall.
Rehabilitation professionals must address the noted
language and education barriers.

OBJECTIVE

MSFW must be ensured equitable accessibility to
rehabilitation services. A survey by RSA revealed
no farmworkers with disabilities were receiving
vocational rehabilitation services. A computer data
base search of clients served by Louisiana
Rehabilitation Services from 1980 -1992 reveals
only two (2) agricultural workers were provided
vocational services. Considering agriculture is
ranked as one of the most dangerous occupations
and agriculture is a top financial enterprise for
Louisiana, a discrepancy exists between accountable
statistics and provision of rehabilitation services,
particularly in Louisiana. MSFW are not being
reached by rehabilitation service providers.

Once MSFW access vocational services, a
rehabilitation professional must ensure language
and cultural barriers are addressed and /or
removed. As stated previously, only 30 percent of
MSFW speak English, but 75 percent of MSFW
dependent children speak English. Dependents may
be used to facilitate the rehabilitation process.
Language skills must be enhanced to enable
alternative employment options. Culturally
sensitive counselors, preferably bilingual, must be
used in the provision of services. Once language and
cultural barriers are removed a proactive role may
be taken by the counselor.

Resources are available for MSFW, including health
care, nutrit ional consultation, and job training;
however, these resources are not readily available
due to lack of transportation and service hours,
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thus, resources must be coordinated. In addition,
the rural nature of MSFW employment, coupled
with an existing lack of services in rural
communit ies, makes utilization of services
diff icult, if not impossible. Effo rts must be taken
to coordinate services as to ensure effectiveness and
quality of services. Coordination of services begins
with developing a strong knowledge base of
available resources, prompting dissemination of
information about individual agency services, and
involving differing agencies on planning and
administration boards. Though coordination,
services may be maximized, and replication
minimized.

DISCUSSION

MSFW require vocational rehabilitation services,
but are unable to obtain services due to language
barriers and transportation blocks. Various health
and rehabilitation services are available for MSFW
and greater coordination between agencies is needed.
Although the challenge is great, interest and
proactive leadership on behalf of vocational
counselors and other service providers may ensure
MSFW receive needed vocational rehabilitation
services.
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An Introductory Laboratory Exercise in Rehabilitation Robotics

Rory A. Cooper
Human Engineering Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

The concept of using robots as manipulations devices
for people with upper limb impairments was  first
proposed nearly 30 years ago. Since that time
substantial progress has been made in developing
robotic systems for rehabilitation applications.
However, rehabilitation robotics has not been integrated
into the mainstream education of many rehabilitation
engineering students. This paper presents  a  cost
effective, practical approach to teaching rehabilitation
robotics.

Background

The use of robotic systems to serve people with upper
extremity impairments has gained interest recently. Robotic
systems may promote a greater feeling of independence on the
part of the user, and less a sense of dependence on a personal
assistant (3). Advances in robotic systems indicate that for
some applications such systems may be cost effective (4).

The term "robot" has its roots from the Czech term, robota,
meaning labor or work. The term, robot, began to acquire its
modern meaning in 1921 when it was used in Karl Capeles
play "Rossum's Universal Robot ", which depicted the story
of a society of artificial men and women. In 1942, Isaac
Asimov introduced the Three Laws of Robotics in his book
"The Caves of Steel ": 1) a robot may not injure a human
being, or through inaction allow a human being to come to
harm; 2) a robot must obey the order given it by human
beings except where such orders would conflict with the First
Law; 3) a robot must protect its own existence as long as
such protection does not conflict with the First or Second
Laws (2). Although, these laws were developed for a fictional
story they are of interest in rehabilitation robotics as well.

Presently, several robotics systems are being developed in
private, government, and university research laboratories to
assist people with upper l imb impairments. Two ba3ic
approaches have received substantial attention: 1) robotic
workstations , and 2) mobile robotic  systems. Robotic
workstations are systems optimized to operate within a semi-
fixed environment. Such systems are being developed for
kitchens and for a personal office environment. Workstation
robotic systems may be mounted to a work surface or on an
overhead mounting system. Mobile robotic systems present a
greater number of technical challenges because the operating
environment is expanded as well as the number of tasks
performed by the system. Studies have been performed to
explore the feasibility of low end mobile robotic systems.
The HERO 2000 (Heathkit Inc. ) has  been used as an
experimental base with moderate success.

Rehabilitation engineering has discovered the human -
substitute concept and has employed robotics systems to
serve as external assistants or artificial extensions of missing
or impaired limbs. Some robotic systems have been accepted
by people with upper extremity disabilities, primarily
quadriplegia. Functions of rehabilitation robotics systems
range from pick and place operations to performing activities
of daily living (ADL). Activities such as preparing simple
meals, feeding, washing, and brushing teeth have been
performed successfully.

This paper will describe a laboratory exercise for teaching
rehabilitation robotics using a PRO -ARM Robotic System
(Marcraft, Model RS- 2200). Each student was required to
program the robotic system to assist with eating a bowl of
cereal.

Statement of the Problem

Design and write a well documented Quick BASIC program
to demonstrate assisting a person with quadriplegia to eat a
bowl of cereal and to place a straw into a glass of liquid. The
program must continuously repeat the task of presenting a
spoon full of cereal "N" times, i.e., the program must
automatically restart "N" times or repeat at a simple prompt
by the user. The program must at least be able to control the
PRO -ARM robot to scoop -out nearly all of the cereal in the
bowl and place the straw into a cup. The attendant (student)
can pour the cereal into the bowl and position the bowl and
utensils. After the "feeding" program is aborted, the robot
must return to the home position. Students are not permitted
to use the teach mode.

Rationale

Rehabilitation robotic systems is an important area of
research within rehabilitation engineering, and this area shows
promise for substantially improving the quality of life for
many people with mobility impairments. Rehabilitation
engineering students must learn the theoretical and practical
aspects of robotic systems applied to assist people with
disabilities. The use of a simple and inexpensive workstation
robotic system to perform an important independent living
task forms a nice tie between the theory and practice of
rehabilitation robotics.

Exercise Design

The exercise consists of familiarization with the robotic
system (hardware and software), selection and modification of
feeding accessories, and design, development and evaluation of
feeding software.

The PRO -ARM Robotic System

The PRO -ARM Robotic System is a five -axis open -loop
workstation type robot that is designed to simulate industrial
robot operation for laboratory training and research.

The PRO -ARM is controlled by an external microcomputer
(AT&T 386). The system is controlled using any
programming language with the ability to send ASCII
character codes to one of the computer's parallel printer ports.
The system commands are sent to the robot controller to
manipulate the various axes and the gripper. The robot
controller also provides times delays, select speed, controller
output ports, limit switch controls, and data storage. External
devices can be software controlled by the PRO -ARM robotic
system using 4 external input switches and a 4 -bit output
port.
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The PRO -ARM is a joint - coordinate type robot. Each of its
five axes and gripper imitate the action of a corresponding
human joint. Joint coordinate robotic systems are commonly
found in industrial and medical applications. The axes and
gripper are actuated by six stepping motors, which can be
instructed to move in increments as small as 0.04 degrees per
step. The gripper is capable of lifting 500 grams. The critical
specifications of the PRO -ARM robotic system for
rehabilitation engineering applications are given in Table 1.

Table 1. PRO -ARM Specifications

Position Accuracy: ± 0.9 mm
Load Capacity: 500 g
Reach: 445 mm
Gripper Opening: 100 mm
Speed Range: 75 - 200 mm/sec
Operational Range:

Base: 240 degrees
Shoulder: 140
Elbow: 100
Wrist Roll: 360
Wrist Pitch: 180

Memory Capacity (RAM): 100 positions (2K bytes)
Interface: 8 -bit centronics parallel
External Device Ports:

One 4 -bit parallel output
One 8 -bit parallel output
One interlock switch
Four input switches

Power Supply:
Input; 105 -125 Vac, 60 Hz, 60 Wmax.
Output: 5 Vdc @ 1.2 A, 12 Vdc @ 4 A

Selection and Design of Feeding Accessories

The task of assis ting with feeding using a robotic
workstation mandates the proper selection and design of the
feeding utensils. The abilities of the potential user and the
limitations of the robotic system must be clearly
understood. The PRO -ARM robotic system has a quite
limited usable workspace, and grip strength. To obtain
optimal performance the spoon must be as light as possible
with a large surface area in contact with the gripper surface.
The handle  length of the  spoon should be kept to a
minimum. The ladle of the spoon should be large enough to
scoop a maximum of cereal without being uncomfortable for
the user. The spoon loaded with cereal will induce a torque at
the gripper center of pressure. If the torque is too large the
spoon will rotate and the cereal will spill. More cereal can
be carried by minimizing spoon weight. The handle of the
spoon may require some curvature to optimize scooping.

Scooping cereal can also be a difficult task. To accommodate
a range of cereal viscosities, the spoon must swirl within
the bowl. The movement restrictions of the sys tem
suggests, and experience shows, that a shallow bowl with
steep rims works best. The bowl should incorporate a
nonslip material on its base to prevent slippage along the
table top.

Straws which have been modified with a high density foam
collar work most reliable with the robotic system. Any
standard 8 oz glass work well.
Software Design

Many potential beneficiaries of rehabilitation robotic systems
will have severely limited upper extremity voluntary control.
Hence, the robotic system must be operated using an
alternative to a standard computer keyboard interface. Some

simple alternatives are use of limited function keys, joystick
control, mouse control, head pointer control, or switch
control. More advanced systems may use voice or EMG
control. For the purpose of this exercise, control was limited
to limited keyboard activity or a mouse or a joystick.

The robot's microprocessor recognizes a set of ASCII
command codes that are transmitted by an external
microcomputer, The command codes from the control
computer are translated to action via the robot's
microprocessor. A robot control (motion) program may be
written with any editor. A simple text editor works well for
most applications. A robot control program consists of a set
of computer code which sends literal characters and numbers
to a printer port. The robot will only recognize and accept
command characters and strings, which are in a specific order.
A robot command consists of an upper -case letter that is
usually followed by a parameter fist consisting of numbers. A
robot commands must be preceded by a PRINT (or LPRINT)
statement or equivalent if using a  language other than
BASIC. If the robot receives an improper or unknown
command, an ERROR lamp on the robot will illuminate.

Development

Before beginning any program development and design.of the
feeding utensils, each student must read the PRO -ARM
robotic system manual. As part of the preliminary work
students complete the exercises outlined in the PRO -ARM
manual and answer the questions under the "knowledge
transferred" section at the end of each exercise. Each student
performs both physical and software diagnostics on the
robotic system at their workstation.

Each student designed/selected their eating utensils, and the
cereal for their demonstration. Each student wrote software to
control the robot to at minimum place a straw in a glass and
then pick -up a spoon and assist with feeding a person until
the bowl of cereal was (nearly) empty. Upon completing a
working system, each student is required to demonstrate
his/her system by eating a bowl of cereal with the system,
Figure 1. A user /technical manual with fully documented
softwareisthe final product.

Programs range from being very simplistic assuming greater
control by the user or human assistant to moderately complex
(given the time and equipment resources available). A simple
program to demonstrate the ability of the system to assist
with eating is listed in Figure 2.

For the example program, an assistant must place the spoon,
and bowl in the proper position. The assistant must also pour
the cereal. The program can be compiled using QBASIC to
create an executable file (,EXE), otherwise it must run from
within a BASIC environment.

The example program requires that the robot be placed in the
proper "home" position before execution. Another approach
is to drive each of the joints to their limit by giving them a
movement command beyond each joint's range of motion.
This increases the likelihood for the joint being in a known
position at the time of execution of the "feeding" program.
The software allows the user to select the number of desired
scoops, and provides some delay to eat each scoop of cereal.
Other methods have the user press a switch or key when ready
for another bite, this eliminates the need to guess the number
of scoops desired, but requires greater user interaction.
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10 REM MATXXX Program
20 'Student, Rehab
30 'BME 262, Dr. Cooper
40 Date
50 LPRINT" Z" 'Set starting coordinate
60 LPRINT "S5" 'Set speed to maximum
70 LPRINT "M500, -450.- 150, - 50,50, 2000" 'Move to spoon
80 LPRINT "SS" 'Set speed
90 LPRINT "M0,- 100,0,0,0,0" 'Moves down to spoon

100 LPRINT"C" 'Closes gripper on spoon
110 LPRINT "Hl" 'Memory location 1 Here
120 INPUT "How many scoops do you want?' ;SPOONS%
130 FOR SCOOPS% = 1 to SPOONS%'Selected # of scoops
140 LPRINT "GI" 'Goes to stored memory location
150 LPRINT"M0,150,0,0,0,0" 'Lifts spoon to clear bowl
160 LPRINT "M200,150,- 200,400,400,0" 'Spoon into bowl
170 LPRINT "M0, 250,0,0,0,0" 'Level spoon in bowl
180 LPRINT "M100,200,50,- 400, - 400,0 ". Pick -up cereal
190 LPRINT "M- 900,450,0,0,0,0" 'Move cereal to mouth
200 LPRINT "N" Nest: returns to home z position
210 LPRINT "D10" 'Delay to provide eating time
220 NEXT SCOOPS% Increments to next scoop
230 LPRINT "Gl" Returns to original spoon location
240 LPRINT "O" 'Gripper releases spoon
250 LPRINT "M0,200,0,0,0,2000" Robot rises & closes grip
260 LPRINT"N" Returns to home position

Figure 2. Example simple BASIC program for demonstrating
feeding with a PRO -ARM robotic workstation.

Evaluation

Each student is required to eat a bowl of cereal using the
utensils and software developed during this exercise. The
systems are evaluated on their ability to assist with feeding.
Students must demonstrate reliability, repeatability, and the
motor skills required to operate the system. Systems vary
substantially in complexity depending upon the abilities and
interests of the students. All students have been able to meet
the minimum requirements. The documentation of the entire
system are also evaluated: both hardware and software.

Discuss ion

This exercise has been successful in teaching graduate
students in rehabilitation engineering some basic practical
aspects of using robotic systems to assist people with upper
limb impairments. The exercise parallels lectures on robot
kinematics, control and sensors. Typically, three three hour
laboratory periods are allotted for this exercise over a three
week period. Most students require time outside of normal
laboratory hours to complete the work.

Students learn about the myriad of variables to be controlled
or avoided when designing such a system. The limited ability
of this particular robot makes selection of the proper bowl
and spoon design critical to success. Another characteristic
students often neglect is that cereals have various properties.
Some cereals are quite dense compared to others, some are
quite viscous compared to others. Various cereals requir e
different scooping strategies. A "good" program can
accommodate various types of cereals. Another area
commonly neglected is developing a strategy for
accommodating for the decreasing amount of cereal in the
bowl as a person eats it.

Various systems have been successfully developed over the
past three years. Systems which pour the cereal and milk,
those which retrieve utensils from storage, learning systems,
and some have attempted incorporating vision.

Figure 1. Photograph of robotic system during demonstration
of assisting with feeding.
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MECHATRONI C SYSTEMS AS VOCATI ONAL ENABLERS
FOR PERSONS WITH SEVERE MULTIPLE HANDICAPS

Robert F . Erlandson, Ph.D.
Wayne  State University

Detroi t, MI

Abs trac t

This paper describes a co l laborat ive effort
between the College of Engineering, Wayne State
Unive rs ity, and the Wayne County Regional
Educational Service Agency. The ob jectives of
this  co l laborat ion were  to  identif y se rvice  areas
where mechatronic systems could be applied and
the n to design and bui ld sys tems to address
these  needs. Senio r leve l eng ineering students
designed and bui l t  f our mechatronic  sys tems .
The specif ic applications were based on identif ied
needs, available  resources and t ime constraints.

Background

Wayne State University's Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering offers a senior level
design course, The Design of Enabling
Technologies. Of particular interest is the
development of robotic systems that are part of
and facilitate the rehabilitation, vocational
rehabilitation, or educational processes. Hence
many of the products designed and developed by
students in this course deal with robotics,
electronics, and electromechanical systems for
material handling , all  under computer control.
Mechatronics Is a term which denotes the
integrated design approach of mechanical,
electronic and computing elements [1,2]. Figure
1 illustrates the major components and their
respective interactions. As noted, mechatronics
design is at the intersection of these elements.

Electromechanic al

Mec hanic al I Electronic

Mechatronics
Des ign�-� ,

Mechanical

Electronic
Software

F igu re 1. Mechatronics is the integration of
mechanical, computing and electronic design and

product development. Based on a f igure
in "Implementing Mechatronics" [2].

Jud ith A . Phe lps, OTR
Wayne County Regional Educational

Service Agency Wayne, MI

From the  Col lege  o f Eng ineering 's perspective ,
the  course  is  des igned  to  provide  a meaningf ul
senio r leve l des ign experience , whi le also
introducing s tudents to the principles of unive rsal
design and sens itizing them to the needs of
disabled individuals. Mos t of  these  s tudents wi ll
not go into bioeng ineering or rehab i l itat ion
eng ineering , but they all wi ll have a deeper
apprec iation of the importance of us ing a
universal des ign approach.

Wayne County Reg ional Educational Service
Agency (W C RES A) is  an inte rmed iate  schoo l
district providing direct and support services to 34
local schoo l dis tr ic ts , inc lud ing Detro i t , in
southeastern Michigan. WC RESA operates f ive
center p rog rams  f o r s tudents who are  severe ly
p h y s ic a lly , me n t a ll y and  /o r e mo t i o n a l ly
challenged.

A p a r t n e r s h ip  wa s  f o r ma liz e d  b e t we e n  W a y n e
State  Unive rs i ty (W SU) and  the  W ayne  County
RESA. The intended outcomes of the partnership
were  comp le t ion o f  des ign p ro jec ts  f or W ayne
State Unive rs i ty students and provis ion of
cus tomized enab l ing techno logy to special
education students.

It has been documented that the cons is tent
repe tit ion of  the robotic manipulato rs is eff ect ive
in a re h ab il i ta t iv e s et t in g [ 3] . F o r  ex a mp le , a
robotic arm smart exe rc ise part ne r was
developed to work with recovering s troke patients
[4]. The robotic arm carried a special end - effector
with p rompting  l ights  and switches. A patient
fo llows  the  end - e f fecto r and  touches a switch
when prompted by a light. Occupational
the rapists can monito r several pat ients at a time
and each patient has the ir own cus tomized
exerc ise reg ime. The Unive rs i ty of Kee le ,
Staf f ordshire , Eng land , has shown the potential
fo r a robo tic  f eed ing  aid  to improve oral /mo tor
ski lls  and  fos te r independent eating  in chi ldren
with c ereb ral p alsy [5]. In tas ks  that  req uire many
hundreds of repe ti tions bef ore an ind ividual
mas te rs  a ski ll  o r concep t, is seems reasonab le
that a mechatronic sys tem can be used to
fac il itate such processes [3 ]. Based on these
observations one appl icat ion area cons iders
training tasks  that are  highly repetit ive and  labor
intens ive, i.e.,  requires a teacher or therapist, but
only to manipulate parts or the environment.
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Another important area for the application of
mechatronic systems is in the functional
evaluation and assessment of individuals. The
Rehabilitation Robotics Group at Wayne State
Universi ty looked at some assessment
possibilities, i.e., measuring range -of- motion,
fatigue, etc. [6]. The Rehabilitation Robotics
Group at Cambridge University is working with
the Papworth Group Assessment Centre to
identify and evaluate employment in the
manufacturing industry which may be accessed
by physically disabled individuals through the
introduction of mechatronic systems [7, 81. As
part of that effort they have developed an
interactive robot quantitative assessment test
(IROAT) to "provide quantitative measures of an
individual's ability to control a robot performing a
rigidly defined task using a range of controls" [8,
p110]. Hence the use of mechatronic systems for
functional evaluations and assessments is
another key application area.

Lastly, of course, is the use of mechatronic
systems as an enabling technology - to increase
an individuals' independent participation in
productive work activities. This defines a third
area of mechatronic systems applications.

Objective

Participation in meaningful, productive work is a
valued life outcome, resulting in ei ther the
potential to earn a paycheck or an increase in
self- esteem based on the ability to have an effect
on one's environment and provide a social
contribution [9,10]. Students with severe
cognitive and physical impairments face many
challenges with regard to vocational training and
job placement. Students may be dependent on
staff or a partner worker for set -up of materials
and frequent replenishment of supplies. Job
opportunities for individuals who are single switch
users may be limited. Students with severe
cognitive impairments may require assistance or
adaptations to make accurate decisions regarding
counting of items (i.e., for packaging jobs) or
measuring supplies i.e., laundry or dish soap). In
addition, training often requires consistent
repetition over an extended period of time.

Outcomes which may be enabled through
mechatronic systems were identified as:

• increasing students' independent
participation in productive work activities;

• increasing vocational opportunities for
students who are switch users;

• providing varied levels of assistance
during counting and measuring jobs;

• automation of simple motor actions such
as moving items from one container to
another, replenishing supplies, and
removal of completed work;

• providing consistent, repetitive, multi -
sensory feedback during training activities.

Approach

This course operated as a "consulting company"
under contract with a client - The Wayne County
Regional Educational Service Agency. Clients
are viewed as partners in the design process.
WSU students consulted with the client and
instructor to define a specific project that could be
completed in one semester. Students created a
milestone chart, functional requirements and
subsequent design requirements. These were
translated into a concrete design. The products
are prototypes, which are currently undergoing
several months of field testing. If the field testing
uncovers the need for modif ications or redesign,
either WC RESA will produce version two of the
product, or WSU students in a subsequent class
take on the redesign and production of version
two.

Results

Twelve engineering students produced four
prototypes: a switch activated packaging
dispenser, an assembly trainer, a dispenser for
soap powders, and a switch activated turntable.
These are more fully described in a companion
paper; "A Partnership: University Electrical and
Computer Engineering and Special Education," in
these proceedings.

The four systems are currently in various stages
of the f ield testing process. WC RESA staff and
students are using the systems. Staff are
recording their observations and experiences.
Several items have been identif ied for change in
version two of the systems.

As WC RESA personnel gain experience with the
systems they are identifying other potential
application areas. This is an important result.

Discussion

The collaboration has meet its objectives in so far
as we have identif ied specific areas for the
application of mechatronic systems, and
furthermore we have designed and built four
systems targeted at these needs. This effort is
only a beginning. WC RESA personnel are
becoming familiar with available technology, and
WSU engineers are becoming familiar with the
WS RESA needs. Both groups are on a learning
curve.
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The sys tems deve loped so f ar, are no t
techno log ical ly ve ry sophis t icated . They
represent a f o rm o f  techno logy trans f e r - f rom
manuf ac tur ing and assemb ly to areas of
vocational rehab i l itat ion and  special education.
This is  an important point - we must f i rs t identi fy
user needs (whom ever the user is), and  then
identify an appropriate  techno logy to address
those needs. From the spec ial education system
point o f view, i t is a valuable start in recognizing
techno logy se rvice  de l ive ry needs  to  maximize
vocational opportunit ies. I n the  near te rm this
may no t be a signif icant research eff ort f rom the
university perspective, but it lays the g round  work
for a long te rm relat ionship  that eventual ly leads
to cutting edge technologies being app lied in
ways  that are  s ignif icant from a univers ity R &D
perspective.

I f  co llaborations such as this are to  work i t must
be a win -win s ituation fo r all  part ies. So  far we
believe that we are on the right track.
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ABSTRACT

Mult ifi ngered rob ot hand s  c an a pproxi mate  hu man
hand functionality, and it is poss ible  to cons ider their
use in pros thetics . The Belgrade /USC robot hand is
used as a prototype prosthetic hand in order to evaluate
a sys tem, PRESHAPE, that trans lates user commands
into motor signals using the virtual finger concept. This
paper describes  the control philosophy of PRESHAPE
and presents simulation results.

BACKGROUND

The human hand is  a  compl ex and versa tile  sys tem,
both structurally and functionally. It is capable of shap-
ing into a variety of forms, each specialized for the task
at hand. For prehensile tasks , the hand preshapes  into
a posture  suitable to grasp the object for the given task,
and then encloses the object [Jeannerod 19811. Prosthetic
hands , which ideally should serve the  wearer natur-
ally, are largely an elus ive dream, and most amputees
are fit ted with a  dual hook.  Recently, where  cost and
complexity have not been as  large a  cons tra int as  in
pros thetics, multifingered sensor -based robot hands
have been built, e.g., the Utah /MIT hand [Jacobsen et al
19851 and the Belgrade /USC hand [Bekey et al 19901.
For control, techniques  in artific ia l inte lligence allow
the development of intelligent controllers  [Bekey et al,
in press ] . With the emergence of new light weight a l-
loys, miniaturized components, and reduced voltage re-
quirements , electrically powered pros thetic hands  are
also available  (e.g., Steeper Electric Hand, Otto Bock
Sys tem Electric Hand). In addition, multifunction
sensor -based prosthetic hands are being built in research
labs .  For example , the  Southampton hand [Chappell
and Kyberd 19911 uses 4 motors to control a 5 fingered
hand in 7 bas ic  po s tures .  Inte lligent controllers  are
needed that will  allow amputees  to take advantage of
these  emerging robotic  and pros thetic  hand develop-
ments.

RESEARCH QUESTION

In order to develop an inte lligent controller for using a
multifingered sensor -based robotic prototype prosthetic
hand in a  ver sa til e  way , a  minimum se t o f control
variables  is  needed.  The challenge faced here  is  that
both a  human and a  robot controller are in the control
loop.  The human controller, a t  the minimum, controls
the arm, address ing the  planning and control concerns
associated with object identification, location and
orientation, grasping location. In addition, the human
can select operation modes, choose parameters , and
control finger movement. The robot controller performs
the selected operation mode and uses sensory events as
triggers  and /or as  control loop feedback.  Thus , the
planning and control problem for computer - controlled

movements is simplified, and the problem of developing
an intelligent controller is how to effectively partition
control across multiple controllers.

This paper concentrates on that partit ioning, leading to
the development of a prosthetics control architecture us-
ing a n exi s ting anthropomorphi c  rob otic  hand as  a
vehicle. Arm positioning is not addressed, because the
assumption is that the user is a below -elbow amputee.

METHOD

Hands carry out tasks  which are part of the  activities
of daily living.  A task database  has  been developed
containing over 300 hand - re la ted tasks  [ Iberall  e t al
1991]. Included are tasks from the Jebsen Hand Function
Tes t [  Jebsen et al 1969] which i s  used  to ev aluate
restored human hand function and which includes  tasks
such as write with a pen and stack checkers.

The multifingered sensor -based robotic prototype being
used is  the  Belgrade /USC hand [Bekey et al 19901.
Somewhat s imilar to the Southampton hand, i t  has  4
fingers with 3 joints each, each finger pair being driven
by one motor. The motion of the 3 joints is not indepen-
dent, but embodies

a

built -in synergy modeled on obser-
vations of human hands. The articula ted thumb moves
in an arc into opposition to one or more fingers, another
motor flexes  and extends  it  a t  i ts  2nd joint.  Finger,.
thumb, and palm surfaces are covered with 23 pressure
sensors. The digits are equipped with potentiometers for
sensing finger rotation with respect to the palm.

Hand posturing is  based on the concept of a  virtual
finger (VF), which is a grouping of 1 or more real fingers
(or the palm) working together to apply a  functionally
effective  force  within a task [Arbib e t al  19851. Pre-
hens ile postures  are  constra ined by the way the hand
can apply opposing forces around an object for a given

l J ® W w ®

(%010110) lo 01101
10) (101%1%10)

(20,,2 0,70) (20,0,3%10) (30,0,70,10)

Figure 1: Preshape (a -d) and enclose (e -f) sequence for
grasping checker, using Belgrade/USC hand simulation.
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tas k [I b erall and  Mac Kenzie 19901.  F ro m o u r analy s is  o f
th e  p r e h e n s ile c la s s if ic a tio n li t e r a t u r e [Ib e rall 19871,
thes e c an b e c las s ified  into  3 b as ic  metho d s .  P ad  o p p o -
s it io n o c c urs  b etwe en the finger and  t humb  p ad s  alo ng an
a x is  r o u g h ly p a r a lle l to th e p a lm.  P a lm o p p o s it io n ,
alo n g  a n  a x is  r o u gh ly  n o r ma l t o  t h e p a lm,  o c c u r s  b e -
twee n  t he  d igit s  an d  t he  p a lm.  F in a lly,  s id e  o p p o s it io n
ha s a n o p p o s it io n a x is o c c u r r i n g  p r i ma r i ly  a lo n g  a
t r a n s v e r s e ax is . W h a t g iv e s th is la n g u a g e of
o p p o s it io n s  it s  e xp re s s ive  p o we r is  th at  t he ha nd  is  n o t
limited  to  o n e o p p o s it io n at  a t ime.  At  le as t  21 d if fer ent
c o mb ina tio ns  o f o p p o s it io ns  hav e b een  o b s er ved  [I b erall
et  a l 1 9 9 1] ,  c r e a t in g  a la r ge  r e p e r t o ir e  o f  h an d  s ha p e s
fo r d riv in g  p r o s t he t ic  ha n d s ,  in c o n t ra s t  t o  t he  S o u th -
amp to n hand  whic h is  fixed  to  us e 1 o f 7 p o s tures .

T h e  s y s t e m u n d e r  d e v e lo p me n t  is  c a ll e d  P R E S HAP E
(P r o gr ammab le  Ro b o tic  E xp e rimen tal  S ys t em fo r Han d s
a n d P r o s t h e t ic s  E v a lua t io n ) . T h e s y s t e m ta ke s us er
c o m ma n d s a n d g e n e r a t e s mo t o r c o mm a n d s fo r the
Be lg ra d e  /US C  ha n d  mo t o r s .  C o mma n d s  c a n  e it h er  b e
task le v e l  c o mma n d s  t h a t  a r e  d e c o d e d  u s in g  t h e  t a s k
d a t a b a s e,  o r  e ls e  o p p o s it io n  le v e l  c o mma n d s  th a t  d e -
s c rib e whic h o p p o s it io ns  and  VF s  to  us e fo r the tas k.  We
hav e s u c c es s f ully  s imulat ed  th e p r es ha p ing  a nd  e nc lo s -
ing  o f  t he c h o s e n p o s tur e.  A ha nd  s imulato r,  d e ve lo p ed
b y J .  Henz at  the T ec hnic al Univ ers ity o f Berlin, al lo ws
us  to  s imulate a s eq uenc e o f mo vements  o n the Mac into s h
c o mp u te r. Co ntro l is  in terms  o f no rmalized  f inger angle
s ett ings  fr o m 0 to  100. T he  c o nt ro l  s imu lat io n was  d o ne
in S I MULI NK a nd  MAT LAB.

RESULTS

An o p p o s it io n leve l c o mman d  is  us ed  to  s hap e  th e ha nd ,
b y s e le c t in g n o r ma lize d  a ng le s  an d  c o o rd in at ing  f in ge rs
a n d  t h u m b  mo v e m e n t s . F o r  e x amp le ,  t h e o p p o s it io n
le ve l c o mman d  a nd  n o r ma liz ed  p re s h ap e a ng le s  fo r two
s a mp le  ta s k s  a re :

T a s k OEEo s it io n P re s ha a an g le s

p ic k up  c he c k er 9 med ium 20, 0,  20,10
gr a s p  h a mme r 12 med ium 40,  40, 40,10

F igure  1 s h o ws  a s eq ue nc e o f  p o s t ures  f o r p r es hap ing to
gras p  a s tac k o f c h ec ke rs .  T his  ta s k c alls  up  p o s ture  # 9
with  a  me d ium - s iz ed  h a nd  o p e nin g,  inv o lv in g o nly o n e
o p p o s it io n ,  na me ly p a d  o p p o s it io n  b e t wee n  th e  th u mb
(VF I )  a n d  in d e x  a n d  mid d le f in ge r s  (VF 2 ) .  T h e  t h u mb
fir s t  r o t at e s  s l ig ht ly  o u t war d s  (F ig  la ) .  T h e  in d e x a n d
mid d le f in g er s  t he n  c u rl  ( F ig  lb - 0 th r o u g h int er med iat e
s tep s  while th e t humb  c u rls  in to  a p o s tu re o f o p p o s it io n
to  t he  t wo  f in g er s  un ti l th e  d es ir ed  p re s h a p e  p o s tu re  is
rea c he d  ( F ig  1d ). T h e mo t o r s et t in gs  at  th e e nd  o f  th e
p res ha p e ar e (20 ,0,20 ,10).

In  t he  c o nt r o l s imu l a t io n ,  t h e  p r e s h a p e  mo v e me n t  is
tr ig ge r e d b y a n E MG s ig n a l fr o m th e wr is t flexo r
mu s c les . Elec tr ic al s ig n a ls fr o m s u r fa c e ele c t r o d e s
p o s it io n e d  o v e r  mu s c les  a r e  a mp lif ie d ,  r e c tif ie d ,  a n d
fil te re d  b e fo re  b eing  u s ed  a s  a c o nt ro l in p u t. On c e  t he
p ro c e s s ed  EMG s ignal reac hes  a  s p ec ified  thre s ho ld ,  the
c o o rd in at ed  p re s h ap e mo ve me nt  b eg in s . Fo r the task o f
p ic kin g up  a c hec ker,  the p r o c es s ed  EMG  s ign al (F ig 2a)
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Figure 2: S imulated  p res hap e and  enc lo s e s eq uenc e fo r gras p ing c hec ker.
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tr igge rs  t he preshape move ment when the signal
reaches a threshold of 1.5V. The joint motors are driven
at a cons tant rate with the VF movement coordinated to
resemble  natural hand motion. Figs .  2b-2i show the
normalized joint ra tes  and angles  for the motors . The
thumb fi rs t  rot a tes  s l ightly o utward (motor 4).  The
thumb then curls (motor 3) into a posture in opposition to
the  i nd e x and  mi dd le  fi nge rs  whi le  t he  i nd ex and
middle fingers (motor 1) curl into the desired preshape
pos ition.

For prehensile  tasks  only, the  Enclose Module must be
triggered after the  hand has  been preshaped and the
user has positioned his  or her arm.  The hand encloses
the object, ending when the  specified sensory feedback
has  been reached.  For this  phase , proportional myo-
electric control has been chosen as the method of control.
In proportional myoelectric  control, the  joint motor
voltage varies  proportionally to the EMG signal giving
the user control over the speed of the enclose motion.

The enclose movement begins when the  simulated EMG
signal from the wris t Flexor muscles  reaches  a  small
threshold. The r a te  a t whi ch the  VFs  are  drive n is
then proportional to the EMG signal. Referring to Fig 2,
the enclose motion for picking up a checker begins when
the processed EMG signal (Fig 2a) reaches 0.3V. The
VFs are  driven at a rate proportional to the EMG signal
with the  movement coordinated to resemble  natural
hand  mot ion. Figs . 2b -2i show the normalized joint
rates  and angles for the motors. The thumb first  flexes
(motor 3) and then the index and middle fingers (motor
1) curl until  contact ismade b y bot h the  thumb pad
sensor and the  index radia l sensor.  When contact is
made, a  signal to the  user indicates that the  enclose is
complete. Sensory feedback to the computer controller is
used to maintain a steady grasp during the actual task.

DISCUSSION

Multifingered mechanical hands  are  a ttempts  a t ap-
proximating human hand functionality.  Our goal is to
use one as a prototype prosthetic hand in order to evalu-
ate  a  sys tem that trans la tes task -level commands into
motor comma nds .  Us ing the  vi rtual  finge r concept,
PRESHAPE consists of a series of modules  that selects
sensors, preshapes the hand, encloses it around objects if
necessary, and performs task movements. Using a simu-
lator, hand sequences for various tasks have been gener-
ated.  The advantage of this  approach is  that a  large
repertoire of functions can be generated with a simple
control language. The user has control over selecting pos-
tures, triggering movements, and speed during hand en-
clos ing.  The computer provides the lower level coordi-
nation of motors .  The disadvantage is  that, while  i t
allows  the  computer to generate  the  more automatic
motions , preshaping motions occur at a constant ra te .
Foll owi ng t he  expe riment al e vid ence  of  Jea nne rod
[1981] , an alternative is to preshape the  hand in a  more
realis tic way by coordinating it  with wris t accelera tion.
As  noted by Jeannerod, the  hand is  preshaped by the
time the  wrist  reaches  peak decelera tion, and then the
enclo s ing movement i s  synchronized to the wris t 's
decelera tion. Under development are  a lgorithms  and
accelerometer  hardware  fo r driving joi nt motors  by

monitoring the  user's movements. By using intelligent
sensor -based robotics (within the constraint of what is
possible to control), we believe that in the long term it
will  be poss ible to develop a new generation of
sophisticated prosthetic hands.
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Abstract

This paper is a progress report on current
developments in the Neil Squire
Foundation's robot program. The Regenesis
Robotic Appliance, developed by the
Foundation, is currently being evaluated in
a study entitled "Impact of Robotic
Assistive Appliances in Vocational Work-
station Environments ". The primary research
question is as follows: "How much reduction
in attendant time per unit work completed
can be achieved through the employment of
the RAA ?" This paper presents the
methodology and details of the execution of
the study that may be of interest to anyone
engaging in a similar evaluation.

Background

A major program of the Foundation's
technical development group has been the
development of a robotic manipulator which
will help a person with a physical
disability manipulate items of up to 2.3 Kg
mass in a work - station.

One of the areas in which there is a need
for performing manual tasks is in a
vocational setting. Although the growth of
the use of personal computers in the
business world has made it much easier for
someone with a disability to perform
productive work, the ability to handle
paper files, books, diskettes and mail is
required in most business settings. It is
possible to handle such tasks with a robot,
as several such projects have
demonstrated[1,2,3], but the widespread
implementation of robots for such purposes
has not yet taken place because the
technology has not yet proven itself to be
safe[4,5,6] or cost- effective. In addition,
there are presently other barriers or
problems unique to persons with
disabilities that impede such persons in
their pursuit of gainful employment. These
include access to training, workplace
accessibility, accessible transportation to
and from work, hours of work, stamina,
health, attendant care requirements at work
and economic disincentives.

Currently, a person with a severe physical
disability who wishes to work in a computer
based occupation would typically require
the assistance of an attendant to handle
physical manipulations required in a
"normal" office environment. Such
assistance is costly, whether it is
performed by a dedicated attendant, or by a
disrupted co- worker. It is not clear
whe th er  or  n ot  th e us e o f a rob ot  c an
significantly affect the amount of such
intervention and it is the intention of
this study to begin to quantify this
effect.

Description

The study is entitled "Impact of Robotic
Assistive Appliances in Vocational Work-
station Environments ". For practical
reasons, testi ng is  carr ied o ut in  two
identical phases. Each phase is testing 3
subjects who are rotated between the two
work - stations. The primary research
question is as follows: "How much reduction
in attendant time per unit work completed
can be achieved through the employment of
the RAA ?"

The evaluation is comparing the amount of
attendant intervention required at each of
the two workstations. The workstations are
essentially identical except that one is
equipped with a robot system. It is assumed
that an attendant will provide assistance
when necessary at either work - station.

Set -up

Each station consists of an Anthro
adjustable work surface, file, book and
diskette storage racks, a book stand and an
IBM 486 computer equipped with IBM
Voicetype. An IBM laser printer is shared
by the two stations.

The storage racks in the robot - equipped
station are commercially available racks
which have been altered slightly by the
addition of access cutouts. The book stand
is a custom- fabricated design.
Modifications to the Anthro work - station
consist of threading 8 existing holes to
fit the robot mounting brackets. No other
modifications are necessary. Components are
attached to the desk surface with Velcro
and locating marks are placed on the
surface to position the components.
Standard letter -size manila file folders
are used in both stations. The folders used
in the robotic station are modified
slightly by trimming a corner and adding an
adhesive tag to facilitate robotic
handling.

The non - robotic station is set up without
special modifications of any kind. The only
obvious differences between it and a
typical set -up for an able- bodied
individual is the presence of a long
gooseneck support for a microphone, the
increased elevation of the desk surface and
the absence of a chair.

The facilities available for the study
consist of a 4.8m x 3.6m room in which the
two work - stations are placed side -by -side.
Video cameras are mounted on the opposite
wall, behind and out of sight of the
subjects. The physical arrangement makes it
possible to observe two subjects at the
same time.
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The study facility is located at a Neil
Squire Foundation employment training
centre in Vancouver. The  ce ntr e r uns  a
program that provides work skills
development for persons with physical
disabilities. It is an accessible facility
and a relatively friendly environment for
persons using wheelchairs because most of
the participants and several staff members
use wheelchairs. A paid attendant provides
lunchtime attendant services. Other
attendant services are provided by
instructors and administrative staff
members.

Each individual performs a 2.5 hour work
session at one station and then repeats the
same work session at the other station. The
order in which the stations are used is
recorded and alternated to counterbalance
learning effects from actual productivity
effects. Each participant carries out 24
work sessions on each of the two
workstations. A research assistant records
the nature and duration of interruptions
and interventions that occur during the
work session. Each session is also recorded
on videotape for permanent record.

Interventions are classified as assistance
or social interaction and the apparent
reason for the intervention, time at start
and time at completion is also recorded.

In order to model a real environment more
closely, the subjects are allowed to call
any of the other office staff or
participants for assistance. The Research
Assistant however, is not permitted to
perform attendant interventions.

Subjects typically complete one session on
each  of the two sta tion s ea ch d ay t hey
attend. The typical attendance time is 6 to
7 hours, which allows for the two 2.5 hour
sessions plus a lunch break. As noted
above, lunchtime assistance is provided by
an attendant or other office personnel.
Periods such as lunchtime and the time
prior to and preceding the observation
periods and occurrences within those
periods are not recorded.

All of the subjects have been exposed to
word - processing at some point, so the tasks
are designed around Wordperfect usage and
exercises from a tutorial manual. The
typical task involves retrieving the
manual, turning to the correct page, typing
the exercise, printing and proofing the
output and storing the output in a file
folder.

Difficulties

There are several difficulties which have
occurred in carrying out this study.

It is difficult to find subjects who
possess vocational training and are
available for participation in a study of
this nature. This limits the degree to
which the study model reflects a real work
situation because the productivity of the

subjects is a factor. Several potential
participants can not take part in the study
because they are committed to part -time
employment, schooling or other self -
development programs which conflict with
the study's schedule. In general, it seems
that strongly- motivated individuals are
already busy and do not necessarily have
time to participate in studies which
require a large time commitment.

Health problems have caused some
disruption. One subject completed the
training sessions and then had to withdraw
from the study due to health reasons. The
subject is a 22 year old male with Muscular
Dystrophy. Apparently the he was becoming
physically tired and experiencing
difficulty breathing normally. The training
sessions consisted of several 5 hour
sessions with breaks that were carried out
during a three week period. The total
training time is 25 hours. Another subject
developed a bladder infection during the
first testing phase and had to postpone a
session while receiving treatment.

There are other sources of disruption as
well. One subject could not attend several
days because of electrical problems with a
wheelchair. Attendant care activities, such
as suctioning, occurring at the lunch break
sometimes delay the start of the second
work session. This becomes a practical
problem because the subject's transport is
scheduled for pick -up at a certain time at
the end of the day.

All of the subjects require assistance when
getting up in the morning and preparing for
work. The process is typically more time -
consuming for such persons than it is for
able- bodied workers. Hence, most subjects
have difficulty arriving at the study at
typical office hours. Also, all  o f t he
participants rely on the often difficult to
schedule public transit Handidart vans for
transportation to and from the test site.

Personal care and therapy schedules are an
important factor in determining the day and
time that individuals can attend the
program. One potential participant requires
most of one day a week for this and would
be unable to attend the study that day.

The earliest time in the day that
participants are able to attend the study
varies from 9:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M. One
subject is able to get to the study by 9:00
A.M. Two other subjects find that 10:00
A.M. is the earliest they are willing to
attend and two other subjects attend no
earlier than 11:00 A.M. The differences in
time are attributable to attendant care
arrangements and daily personal care
requirements. Typically, the subjects that
are able to attend earlier are those that
have private attendant care services.

The background and experience of the
subjects varies greatly. Three of the
subjects have experience from working prior
to their spinal cord injury. one of these
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has some experience working part -time after
the injury. The computer skills of the
subjects varies somewhat, but all subjects
have basic computer training. None have
extensive computer training nor do any of
the subjects have job -level training in any
particular software package.

Developing the tasks for the participants
has been more complicated than anticipated.
The different levels of experience of the
subjects and especially the lack of job -
level training of most subjects makes it
difficult to choose activities that
completely model the real world.

The study is scheduled for completion by
the end of April 1993 and the results will
be published shortly thereafter.
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ABS T RACT

This paper d es cribes the develop ment of a robo tic wo rks tation
fo r us e by ind ivid uals with lit t le o r no  upp er limb func tion in
office enviro nments . The tec hnical features o f the works tatio n

are p res ented  and d etails  of the evaluatio n p ro c es s  are no ted .
The demo ns trator workstation is sp ec ific ally co nfigured for
ap plic atio ns in Computer Aid ed  Design (CAD).

BACKG ROUND

The RAID (Ro bot fo r Assisting the Integration of the Disabled)
project exis ts und er the Euro p ean Co mmunity TIDE
(Tec hnology fo r the socio - ec onomic Integration of Disab led

and Eld erly peop le) init iat ive [1]. The RAID conso rtium
cons ists o f ac a d emic and industrial partners from France,
Swed en and the UK. Develo p ment of the demonstrator
workstation is no w complete and init ial user trials are
sc heduled to  c o mmence in Marc h 1993.  It is  the experience o f
the RAID partners that projects whic h are led by the
req uirements of us ers have a s ub stantially higher probability of
suc c es s  co mp ared  with thos e whic h s eek to p ush tec hnolo gy
into the marketp lac e. Considerab le emphasis has therefore
been plac ed on the c reation and s ub seq uent revis io n o f a user
req uirements specific ation. This specific ation p rovid ed a foc us
within the project during the functional and tec hnical
spec ification phas es.

SYS TEM DESCRIP TION

The RAID wo rks tatio n is  bas ed aro und  a c us to m d es igned
mec hanic al struc ture providing s to rage for b ooks, manuals,
paper do c uments  and other referenc e materials .  An RT  -s eries
ro b ot arm is  mo unted o n a linear trac k in fro nt of the sto rage
zo nes .  T he ro b o t  arm features  an extend ed  vert ic al c o lumn
whic h, together with the linear track,  p rovides  a co nsid erably
enhanced wo rking envelop e. A screen d ump from a robot
simulatio n s ys tem of the co nc ep tual design fo r the works tation

issho wn in figure 1.  T he c ons truc tion o f the s to rage unit  is
designed to integrate with exis ting office furniture and
therefo re avo id the attrac tion o f unnec ess ary attentio n. The
ap pearance of ass ist ive technology has been shown to
significantly affec t the acceptability of ro botic devices [2].

The op erato r s its at an adjustab le des k in fro nt and to one side
of the rob ot arm. The arm' s wo rking envelo pe inc ludes a large
prop ortion o f the d es k area b ut do es  not reach to  the user fo r
reas ons of safety. The demonstrator system emp lo ys two
interchangeable pneumatic  end  effectors.  One end - effec to r is
des igned  for the effic ient trans p ortatio n o f b o oks  aro und  the
wo rks tatio n. It  inc orp orates  a led ge o n whic h o b jec ts  res t to
red uc e the req uired  c lamp ing fo rc e.  The o ther end  -effec to r
fac ilitates diskette manip ulatio n and provides page - turning
facilities . It uses  a knife actio n to open books  at an ap proximate
indexing p oint.  A s uc tio n p ad  provides  for sub seq uent single
page manip ulation using a p owered finger o n the reader bo ard
to  p revent b o o k c lo s ure d uring p age turning.  An ad d it io nal
clamping device holds diskettes for trans portation between
diskette drives and a storage rack.

The c o ntro l architec ture o f the wo rks tatio n is  illus trated  in
figure 2.  T he s tand ard  RT - s eries  IP  b oard is  replac ed b y a
transputer -b ased motor co ntrol board to improve the reso lution
and  repeatability of arm motion. T he arm gearing and enc oders
are als o  up grad ed  to take ad vantage o f the s up erior c o ntro l
elec tronics.

Enhanced  manip ulato r -level c ontro l facilitates  a red uc tio n in
cycle t ime for many manip ulative tasks  thro ugh the us e of via
points. Arm trajecto ries are generated using

a

second
trans puter located on an ISA PC board. This processor
co mmunic ates  with the mo tor co ntro l b o ard  us ing an RS 422-
level serial link_

Supervisory control o f  t he  r o b o t  a rm is provided using a
Wind ows version o f the MAST ER robot control language

Figure 1. Screen dump of the conceptual workstation layout
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supervisory manipulator
joystick controller controller

and
switch IR Ok RSA 22

(1486) (T800)

Whee lchair Compute r

motor
controller

(T800)

motors

4 n c o d e r s

Ro b o t

Figure 2. Control architecture of the RAID workstation

running on an i486 -based PC .  T he MAS T ER language allows
direct  and pre -  programmed c ontro l o f the arm [3]. Rep etitive
tasks are defined using a programming utility prior to
execution.  T he Micros oft  Windows op erating enviro nment has
been ado pted  to allo w fo r the integration o f the ro bo t co ntro l
so ftware with vo catio nally related  s oftware s uc h as  the CAD
application. Operators are therefore ab le to s witch b etween co-
exist ing co mp uter p ro cess es  whic h hand le the vario us  asp ec ts
of their work.

Co mmunic atio n b etween the o perato r and  the P C  is  ac hieved
us ing an Infra Red  (IR) link b etween a wheelchair- mo unted
joystick and works tation- mounted mo use emulation hard ware.
A mo d e s elec tio n s witch to ggles  jo ys tic k o utp ut between the
wheelc hair motors and the mouse emulator. Keyboard
emulation is  p ro vid ed us ing the Wind ows Vis ual Keyboard
(WiViK) 141.This utility pres ents  an imag e o f  a standard
keyboard on the Windows  desktop and ins erts c harac ters into a
keyboard buffer when the mouse is clicked on the iconic
representatio ns of ind ividual keys.  The c ons istenc y with which
Wind ows applications ac cess  the PC  hardware enables a single
access utility to support every application.

TAS KS

The tas ks sp ec ified  for the RAID wo rkstation were develop ed
in collaboration with a reference group of s even potential users.
These individuals are all wheelc hair users who have
insufficient functions to be ab le to operate a computer
workstation unaided, but who have at  leas t  two  d egrees  o f
movement available for the op eration of a joystick, trackball or
chin switch. The follo wing techniques were utilised in

develop ing the tas ks:

• Individual d isc uss ions to  es tab lish sp ecific  req uirements
• Feedb ack on presentations of po ssible tasks
• Exis ting expertise fro m p roject  co llaborato rs
• Indirec t advice fro m q ualified occ upatio nal therapis ts
• Hands -on exercises with prototype devices

The user requirements formed  the primary inp ut to a func tio nal
specification which represented tasks in terms of the
info rmatio n flo w within the wo rkstation [5].  Info rmatio n may
be s tored  within the wo rkstation in p hys ic al fo rm within the
robot domain or in electronic form within the comp uter
do main. Info rmatio n transfer b etween these two  d omains  is
ac hieved  us ing a s c anner,  a p rinte r and  a d is kette d rive as
shown in figure 3.  T he RAID s ys tem emp lo ys  a Do c ument
Image P ro c es s ing (DIP) s ystem to minimis e p ap er handling.
Ho wever, DIP  can o nly b e viewed  as a p art ial s olutio n to  the
do cument storage req uirements of disabled wo rkers  s inc e the
tempo rary nature o f many large d o c uments  rend ers  sc anning
uneconomic.

The tasks  spec ified fo r the RAID demonstrato r are tho se which
would b e required  by a CAD operato r d uring a typic al working
day. While RAID is suitab le for many comp uter related
vo cations,  CAD p resents the greates t challenge to  the s ys tem
due to  the quantity and d ivers ity of referenc e material whic h
must be access ed during the design cycle.

EVAL UAT ION

Initial trials  o f the RAID d emo ns trato r have b een d es igned  to

Input Wo rks tatio n Output

Ro b o t d o main
consumables waste

book shelf
document rack
reader board
diskette rack

books books
diskettes scanner diskette drive printer diskettes

documents dowmenis

Co mp u ter  d o ma in

document image processing system
fax application software

keyboard robot command software F d
network
phone

Figure 3. Information flow within the RAID workstation
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pro vid e an evaluation of the sys tem at the fo llowing levels:

• Us er interface charac terist ic s
• T as k exec utio n
• Us e as a CAD works tatio n

In evaluating the user interfac e,  the time taken to perform fixed
sequenc es of co mmands  within the Wind o ws  environment will
be measured .  T hes e s equenc es will inc lud e the mo use ac tio ns
of d ragging and double clic king. The typ ing speed of
ind ivid uals  will be measured within a wo rd  p ro cess ing co ntext.
These figures will be co mp ared with those of non - disabled
ind ivid uals  to es tab lis h a p erfo rmanc e ratio b etween jo ystic k
control and keybo ard /mouse contro l fo r CAD applicatio ns.

Tas k exec utio n will b e evaluated  us ing ques tio nnaires  whic h
will b e c o mp leted following the multip le ex ec utio n o f eac h
tas k.  T he individual op erato rs  will als o have the o pp ortunity to
dis cus s  the tas ks  with eac h o ther and  d raw co nc lus ions  fro m
video  reco rdings of their actions.

As s es s ment o f RAID as  a CAD wo rks tatio n will c o mmenc e
when the users  have beco me familiar with the op eratio n of the
sys tem.  A b enchmark s eq uence o f CAD tas ks  will b e us ed  to
simulate a typical C AD ac tivity. This sequence will be
develop ed  b y an experienc ed  CAD worker in order to minimise
the conseq uences of emp lo ying less exp erienc ed CAD
operators in the trials.
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THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A REACHERIGRIPPER
DEVICE FOR A CHILD WITH ARTHROGRYPOSIS

Allen H. Hoffman, Holly K. Ault, David R. Flinton and William B. Sullivan
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Worcester, MA

ABSTRACT

An easy -to -use, unobtrusive device was designed to
provide a  young girl with arthrogryposis the ability to
grip and transport objects  from ground level to within
reach while seated in her e lectric  wheelchair. The
device is highly adjustable and easy to manufacture. It
has  been very successful in gripping and transporting
items such as pencils, paper, toothpaste, hairbrushes and
clothes.

BACKGROUND

Many of the fine motor control functions that an able -
bodied person takes for granted can be exceedingly
difficult for a phys ically challenged individual who is
confined to a wheelchair. For example, retrieving
dropped objects requires fine motor control and targeting
skills. This project involved designing a reacher /gripper
device for a nine year old, female resident of a
rehabilitation facility who is afflicted with
arthrogryposis.

Arthrogryposis is characterized by deformities in the
upper and lower extremities, and severe contracture and
stiffness  of the joints  (1). The client has  very gross
movement capabilities but the fine motor control in her
arms, hands, and legs is adversely affected. As a
consequence of these  symptoms, she is  confined to a
wheelchair and frequently drops objects. As would be
expected, one of the  most challenging and frustra ting
situations occurs  when she drops an object from her
grasp. She cannot reach it on the floor below because of
her very elevated position in an electric wheelchair, and
poor grasping capabilities resulting from her physical
condition. Thus, she must depend on others to retrieve
dropped objects.

Commercia lly available , manually operated
reacher /gripper units have proven insufficient. These
designs require not only a considerable amount of hand -
eye coordination to position the "hand" around the
object, but also that the user must mainta in a  cons tant
application of force  (to keep the  object in its  grasp)
while pulling the object to within reach. Considering the
physical limitations of our client, these are very difficult
tasks to accomplish. Numerous meetings were held with

the client and her occupational therapist to observe and
discuss her physical capabilities. The following tests
were administered and videotaped:

1. Asking her to pick up objects  with the  use of a
commercial, manually operated reacher /gripper;

2. Employing a pinchmeter to determine the
maximum force  that she could apply with her
fingers;

3. Placing objects at various locations on the floor
around her wheelchair to determine her field of
vision;

4. Attaching a  wooden dowel to the frame of her
leg rest to determine the accuracy with which
she could pos ition her wheelchair so that the
protrusion was directly above objects placed on
the ground;

5. Having her depress the buttons and switches of
different devices to determine the optimum
switch size and distribution for the control unit,
should the  device  being des igned need to be
operated as such.

Results of tests 1 and 2 conclusively ruled out the use of
a purely mechanical device. Tests 3 and 4 demonstrated
that the client had excellent targeting capabilities while
positioning her electric wheelchair. Thus, it was decided
to design an electrically powered reacher /gripper that
would be directly mounted on her wheelchair.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of this project was to design and develop an
easy -to -use unobtrusive device that would enable a
young girl with arthrogryposis to grip and transport
objects from ground level to within reach while seated in
her electric wheelchair. In addition, the  device must
meet the following performance specifications:

1. The device can be operated without the
assistance of a staff member of the rehabilitation
facility.
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2. The unit will a ttach to the frame of the client 's
electric wheelchair.

3. The design will be able to retrieve the following
items efficiently and without damaging them:

- school supplies (pencils, pens, paper)
- items in the home (toothpaste, eyeglasses,
hairbrush, clothes, cups, s ilverware)

4. The grip used will be of a locking type. That is,
it will require no bodily force on the  part of the
user to maintain a hold on the object.

5. The device will be motorized and switch
operated so as to provide ease of use.

6. The device will be aes thetically pleas ing to the

user.

7. The design must be durable enough to withstand
constant, heavy, day -to -day operation.

8. The des ign must pose  no safety threats to the
operator or her environment.

9. When not in use, the device must not interfere
with the  normal functions of the  wheelchair; it
must be  compact and not protrude excessively
from the frame.

DESIGN

a ? r 1 'AL
Figure 1. Reacher /gripper device

The final des ign (see  Figure  1) cons ists of two basic
parts: the  arm and the  gripper. Both portions of the
design act independently of each other and are powered
by reversible, 12 -volt permanent magnet, direct current
(PMDC) motors , which are controlled via momentary,
center -off toggle switches. Momentary switches were
chosen so that power to the motor ceases  immediately
upon release of the switch. Both motors have been fused
to protect them from potentia lly damaging surges of

current. The switch controlling the gripper's motor has
been wired to two light emitting diodes  (LED's ) to
indicate operation of the unit in the forward and reverse
directions.

The arm of the  gripper was  manufactured from 518"
outer diameter, 3/32" wall thickness  a luminum tube
stock. At the chair, the arm is attached to the  shaft of
a PMDC motor and gearbox transmitting 90 in -lb of
torque and rota ting a t 5 rpm. The oppos ite end is
mounted to the gripper with a custom -made clevis
attachment that allows for adjustment of the angle the
arm makes with the gripper and ground plane.

Microswitches are mounted on the faceplate of the motor
to limit the travel of the arm between two extreme
positions. Just as important, however, they protect the
motor from burning out should the client fail to release
the switch controlling the arm's motion.

The gripper (Figure 2) is likewise powered by a PMDC
motor and gearbox that generates approximately 17 in-oz
of torque a t 600 rpm. The shaft of  t he motor is
connected to a 1/4 -20 threaded rod via a slip coupling.
As the threaded rod rotates, it drives a set of "fingers ",
free to s lide on roller type bearings made from delrin
plastic in slots milled in the side pieces, towards a set of
stationary fingers. Any object that is placed between the
fingers will be held in place by the force resulting from
the torque applied to the threaded rod. The fingers were
manufactured from 1/16 inch thick aluminum sheet. The
compliance inherent in such thin pieces of material has
proved to be an added precaution against crushing
gripped objects. To increase the friction between fingers
and object and provide increased cushioning, the ends of
the  fingers  have been coated with a  flexible , rubber
compound.

Figure 2. Gripper section with PMDC motor,
cushioned fingers, and slip coupling.
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Should the operator fail to release  the switch when the
fingers have closed fully around an object, the  slip
coupling will protect the  gripper and object. This
commercially available coupling consists of two friction
plates that "slip" against each other when a certain
torque is attained. In this application the coupling was
adjusted to deliver a maximum resultant grip force  of
approximately 7 lbf which is comparable  to that of a
human grip (2). In this  way, the  threaded rod driving
the fingers is halted while the motor shaft is allowed to
continue rotating. Again, similar to the  limit switches
for the arm, the  addition of this component serves  to
limit the gripping force generated by the gripper, and to
protect the motor from burning out due to overload.

The sequence of operation for picking up an object is:

1. With the  arm in the fully or partia lly upright
position, and the gripper fingers completely
open, the operator maneuvers her electric
wheelchair to within reach of the dropped
object.

2. The toggle  switch controlling the  ra ising and
lowering of the arm is activated so that the
gripper is directly over the object. At this point,
wheelchair position may be readjusted
accordingly.

3. The gripper is  lowered the  remainder of the
distance to the ground so that the object is
between the two sets of fingers.

4. The switch controlling the motion of the gripper
fingers is activated until the object is securely
grasped.

5. The arm is now raised to the completely upright
position so that the gripper and object are well
within the operator's reach.

EVALUATION

The reacher /gripper was tested and met all of the
performance specifications. It was then delivered to the
client and is currently in use. The device has proven to
be very effective in gripping and transporting the objects
for which it was  des igned. The device has markedly
increased the client's level of independence, since she no
longer has to rely upon others to retrieve dropped
objects.

DISCUSSION

The design of the  reacher /gripper incorporates a high
degree of adjustability including: gripping force, angle
with the  ground, length of the arm, and limit switch
positions. It  ' is  eas ily attached to a wide varie ty of
wheelchairs. The des ign is easily manufactured and

replicated. All of the machined pieces can be
manufactured using only a basic knowledge of milling
machines, lathes and drill presses (3). All parts obtained
from vendors are readily access ible through precision
components catalogs. The cost of the parts and materials
was approximately $350.

The simple, two switch control box is  very easy to
understand and hence very user friendly. Adaptive
devices, such as the reacher /gripper, provide individuals
with the ability to more easily interact with their
environment. They create an improved sense of
independence and by doing so increase self- esteem and
improve self - image.
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CURL - A ROBOT CONTROL ENVIRONMENT FOR MICROSOFT WINDOWS

John L Dallaway,  R ichard  M Maho ney and Rob in D Jacks on

Department o f Engineering
Univers ity of Cambrid ge,  UK

ABS T RACT

This  p ap er d es c rib es rec ent develo p ments  o f the Camb rid ge
Univers ity Rob o t Language (CURL). In particular,  CURL has
been p orted to  the Micros oft Wind ows op erating environment.
The so ftware is  no w s tructured  to  facilitate the co ntrol of novel
devices  through the c reation of app ropriate devic e drivers.

BACKGROUND

CURL is  an interac tive ro b o t co ntro l enviro nment whic h has
been develop ed  over a numb er o f years at  the Department o f
Engineering, University of Cambridge. The CURL
enviro nment fac ilitates both direct control and task -level
co ntro l o f a ro bo t arm and  has  b een sp ecific ally d esigned  fo r
app lic ations in rehab ilitation.  It p rovid es an intuitive method of
performing p ic k and plac e op eratio ns  through the d efinit io n of
objects and goals within a world mo del. Objects are
manip ulated us ing co mmand s whic h employ a natural
language s yntax. T hes e co mmand s  may b e co mb ined  to  fo rm
CURL proced ures. Previous versions of CURL have been
evaluated in b oth educational and vocatio nal contexts [1, 21.

CURL F OR WINDOWS

The original version o f CURL was co d ed  as an MS -DOS
app lication to run o n a PC  c ompatib le c omputer, Ho wever,  the
Mic ro so ft Wind ows o perating environment has no w suc ceed ed
MS -DOS as the enviro nment o f c ho ic e for mo s t P C users.
CURL has  recently been mo dified to run und er Windo ws  3.1 in
ord er to take advantage of the s uperio r facilities o ffered  by this

enviro nment.

The Windo ws Graphical User Interface (GUI) enfo rces a
standard look and feel for all Windo ws app lications. A
co mbination o f o verlap p ing wind o ws ,  dro p -do wn menus  and
dialo g b o xes  enables users

to

rap id ly navigate an unfamiliar
ap p lic atio n and  inves tigate its features.  T he nes ted  menus  o f

the o riginal CURL ap p lic at io n have b een rep lac ed  b y three
MDI c hild  wind o ws  an d  a menu b ar  (figure 1).  One c hild
window provides acces s to the direc t control features of CURL.
Ano ther wind ow allows d irect entry of CURL commands and  a
third window lists pre - defined CURL procedures for immediate
invocatio n. These child windo ws may be displayed
co nc urrently to fac ilitate rapid  s witc hing b etween the various
fo rms  of co ntro l.  Alternatively,  tho se as p ec ts o f the human -
computer interface whic h are not required for a specific
ins tallat io n may be red uc ed

to

ico nic fo rm.  T he novice user is
therefore less likely to be distracted by irrelevant display
elements . The menu bar provides access to lesser used
configuratio n facilit ies.

The Wind ows op erating environment also facilitates the
integratio n o f CURL with o ther ap plication so ftware.  This is
part ic ularly imp ortant in c o mp uter related  voc atio ns  where a
robot arm is used as an ass istive device. For example,  CURL is

ab le
to co

-exist with word  pro cess ing software on the Wind ows
des kto p. A worker could therefore type doc uments  and use the
ro b o t arm to manip ulate referenc e materials  in a part ic ularly
intuit ive manner using a s ingle co mp uter.

The co ns is tenc y with whic h Windo ws  app licatio ns  acc es s the
comp uter hardware has facilitated the d evelopment o f so ftware-
based acc ess  products such as Switch Access to Windows
(SAW) and the Windo ws  Visual Keyb oard (WiViK) [4]. T hese
prod ucts enable non - keybo ard users to gain full c ontrol of all
ap p lic atio ns o n the Windo ws  d es kto p  us ing alternative inp ut
devic es. it has  not,  therefore, been nec essary to make provision
for non - keyboard users within CURL itself.

CURL DEVICE DRIVERS

Previous versio ns o f CURL have been primarily used to control
the UMI RT s eries  o f rob ot arms .  In c ertain ins tallations , the
software has been modified  to ac co mmod ate auxiliary s enso rs
and actuators.  The syntax of the language,  however,  lends itself

Figure 1. The CURL User Interface
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to implementation with a number of other robotic devices.
CURL has therefore been re- structured to separate the device
specific code from the human - computer interface and
interpreter [4], it is now possible to write device independent
CURL procedures for subsequent execution on a robot of
unspecified geometry. Device independence is achieved by
rigidly specifying the messages passed across a software
interface between the CURL interpreter and the device -level
control software.

Microsoft Windows provides an effective platform for the
implementation of such an interface. It facilitates the
development of robot drivers as separately compiled modules
known as Windows Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). A DLL is
a library of data and programming functions which is linked to
an application at the time of execution. CURL may be
configured to control a specific robot arm by coding a DLL to
the CURL Device Driver (CDD) specification. A CDD for the
UMI RT series of arms is currently available and a driver for
the CRS Plus A251 is planned as part of a collaborative project
with the Swedish AMU -HADAR organisation. The CDD
specification allows third parties to develop their own drivers
for custom hardware configurations.
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TITLE I OF THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT: ERGONOMICS, RETURN-TO -WORK AND
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ABSTRACT

Under Title I, employers must make reasonable accom-
modations for the known physical or mental limitations
of an otherwise qualified disabled individual. Employ-
ers will need to analyze job descriptions to determine
essential and nonessential job functions. Ergonomists
routinely evaluate accommodations designed to reduce
or eliminate ergonomic stresses in the work place.
Ergonomists are also evaluating reasonable accommo-
dations of the work place, its procedures, and access for
disabled employees. The ADA will also affect the
return -to -work of an injured employee. Many times an
injured employee can be returned to work as a produc-
tive employee by making a reasonable accommodation.
Currently, many companies are spending millions of
dollars for injured employees who cannot return to
their work place. By looking at the reasonable accom-
modation path, companies could save millions of
dollars and keep the employees as productive as
possible. During the process of complying with the
ADA, ergonomists will play a vital role in job place-
ment and the process of identifying and analyzing areas
where reasonable accommodations need to be made.

BACKGROUND

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) will impact
nearly every employer, in both the public and private
sector, in the United States by 1994. The deadline for
most companies to implement Title I of the ADA was
July 26, 1992. Title III (Public accommodations and
services operated by private entities) went into effect as
of January 26,1992. Currently, employers are being
encouraged to look at their businesses and to come up
with a plan of action to address each Title that affects
them. Also, employers are faced with increasing
numbers of injured workers every year. Cumulative
Trauma Disorders (CTDs) and low back injuries are the
number one work place illnesses of the 1990's.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Companies are spending millions of dollars on injured
employees every year, and these employees are placed
in medical pools or are at home for indefinite periods of
time. There is also a large population of disabled
people who want the opportunity to work that would
benefit from employers looking at their work places and
redesigning or restructuring jobs.

According to Title I of the ADA, employers must make
reasonable accommodations to the known physical or
mental limitations of an otherwise qualified disabled
individual. This would also hold true for an employee
who has been injured on the job. A reasonable accom-
modation is defined under the law as an adaptation of
the work place, the equipment, or the job itself, which

enables a disabled (or injured) employee to perform the
essential functions of a particular job for which he or
she is qualified by training and abilities.

APPROACH

Opening channels of communication with the em-
ployee will identify the need for accommodation, and
is a key element of the evaluation /decision process.
Once the need for accommodation is made known to
an employer, sufficient information from the employee
and from qualified experts must be gathered to deter-
mine what accommodations are necessary to enable the
employee to do the the job successfully. The ergono-
mist and other members of a cross - functional task team
(i.e., medical, safety, engineering, etc.) should begin to
look at the job and what kinds of accommodation may
be needed (see Figure 1).

IMPLICATIONS

With the help of reasonable accommodations, many
more people can be put to work, and others can return
to work after injury as productive employees. The two
key factors for employers to remember when trying to
place a disabled or injured employee in the work place
is the need to identify the essential functions of the job
through job analysis, and to make sure that no mis-
matches occur between job requirements and the
person's abilities.

DISCUSSION

The process is the same whether the employee is
disabled or injured. The first step the ergonomist
would take would be to do a job analysis in order to
find out what the essential functions of the job are. Job
analysis is the process of breaking down a particular
job into its component parts. A careful match of the
individual's aptitudes and abilities with the job en-
hances the probability of success.

The next step in the process would be to match the
individual to the job. If a mismatch is present, the
ergonomist must look at possible job accommodations
to bridge the gap. Accommodations include, but are
not limited to, job restructuring; part -time or modified
work schedules; reassignment to a vacant position;
acquisition or modification of equipment or devices;
provision of readers, interpreters, or other assistance;
modification of training materials or practices; and
making facilities readily accessible to and usable by
people with disabilities.

Possible job accommodations must then be evaluated
to determine if the recommended accommodation is, in
fact, reasonable. Cost is typically considered when
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determining reasonableness of an accommodation. If
no accommodation exists to place an employee in a job,
then adequate documentation is essential. Proper
documentation can include: video footage of an em-
ployee performing the essential functions, still photo-
graphs, interviews with the employee, shop supervision
and co- workers, and direct observationof the job being
performed.

Once it has been determined that an employee can
be accommodated and the required equipment ar-
rives, it is essential to properly inform the em-
ployee of the accommodation and how it will benefit
them.

The final step in the accommodation process is follow -
up. After a suitable length of time has passed, the
ergonomist should return to the shop area and inter-
view the accommodated worker to see if any further
analysis or assistance is required. Shop supervision
should also be contacted to see if the accommodation
has had the desired effect of permitting the essential
functions of the job to be performed.

Ergonomics provides the avenue to implement reason-
able accommodations and promote implementation of
the ADA. Companies will see increased worker's
compensation savings and decreased medical costs,
while attaining a more productive work force.
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REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION FOR CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME -
AN ERGONOMIC CASE STUDY

Monique CS Lanciault and Barbara Broadstock
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company Wichita Division

Wichita, Kansas

ABSTRACT

Cumulative Trauma Disorders (CTDs) have
gained visibility in the workplace over the past
few years. Title I of the Americans with Disabili-
ties Act (ADA) provides for reasonable accommo-
dation for the known physical or mental limita-
tions of an otherwise qualified disabled individual.
In some states, carpal tunnel syndrome is being
classified as a full body disability. Recently pub-
lished articles refer to CTDs, such as carpal tunnel
syndrome, as the:

• 'new computer -age health assault ",
• "occupational hazard of the 90's ", and
• "industrial disease of the decade ".

Injured employees are returning to the workplace
with specific medical limitations and are faced with
still having to perform the essential functions of
their jobs. This case study outlines the process one
company is using to address issues faced by injured
or disabled employees when they return to work

BACKGROUND

The company's Human Factors and Ergonomics
Development (HF) organization typically evalu-
ates worksites to develop requirements and recom-
mendations for reduction of ergonomic stressors.
With the requirements under Title 1 of the ADA,
the HF organization was further tasked to include
recommendations and implementation of accom-
modations for injured or disabled employees.

The employee in this case study held a job which
required extensive use of a computer keyboard.
The employee developed bilateral carpal tunnel
syndrome with shoulder involvement, and under-
went surgery to correct the damage.

Upon coming back to work the employee's physi-
cian recommended several medical limitations.
These included:

• Limited use of both arms; no more than
3-1/2 hours of keyboard work per eight
hours

• Needs to use a trackball for computer
work

After consulting with the company's Medical
Department, it was determined that the employee

might be returned to a full eight hour schedule
provided her workstation was modified to accom-
modate her injury.

Originally the workstation contained the follow-
ing components:

• Nonadjustable office desk
• Office chair with limited adjustability
• Computer system
• Document holder
• Telephone
• Overhead storage shelf

The HF organization was requested to perform a
job and task analysis to determine if reasonable
accommodations could be made.

OBJECTIVE

To accommodate the employee so she could
return to being able to perform all of the essential
functions of the job she held prior to being in-
jured.

METHOD /APPROACH

1. Human Factors and Ergonomic Develop-
ment organization received request to
evaluate employee's job.

2. HF representative contacted Personnel
representative to obtain company job code
and description, medical limitations, and to
ascertain who the employee's supervisor
was.

3. HF representative then contacted supervi-
sion, met and discussed case, and set up
meeting to perform job analysis.

4. HF representative performed a complete job
analysis by talking with the employee and
observing the tasks performed at the existing
workstation. Eight essential functions were
identified. Five of those eight functions
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required keyboard use and totalled approxi-
mately ninety percent of her job.

5. After analyzing the components of the job,
HF found several problems which could
potentially violate the employee's medical
limitations. Recommendations for accommo- 5.
dation were made based on the employee's
medical limitations and the essential job
functions.

RESULTS

The following suggestions were recommended
and implemented:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Provision of an adjustable height computer
table.

It was determined that an adjustable table
would allow the employee to work in a more
neutral posture which would help alleviate
some of the stress she was feeling in her
shoulder region.

Provision of forearm supports.

The forearm supports helped keep the
employee's wrists in neutral posture as well
as help alleviate stress in her shoulder region.

Provision of an ergonomically designed
chair.

Ergonomically designed chairs include
features such as: adjustable arms, seat pan,
back, and seat pan tilt, and good lumbar
support. These features encouraged the
employee to maintain proper postures and
provided low back support.

Provision of a telephone headset.

The employee was receiving or providing
information over the telephone while work-
ing on the computer. This forced her to

cradle the telephone receiver resulting in
neck and shoulder strain. The telephone
headset alleviated the need to cradle to the
telephone receiver and reduced neck and
shoulder strain.

Provision of a trackball for the computer.

The movements required to use the trackball
were less forceful and the wrist was kept in a
neutral position.

6. Provision of training for accommodations
provided.

The employee needed to understand what
accommodations were implemented and
how they would help get her back to work.
It was also important that the employee
understand how to use and adjust the equip-
ment so she could fully benefit from the
workstation modification.

The accommodations provided will help pre_
vent reoccurrence of the same or similar type of
injury.

DISCUSSION

Cumulative Trauma Disorders are becoming more
prevalent for office workers. Repetitive tasks
are a common component of office tasks. These,
combined with improper wrist postures, are
known factors for development of CTDs.

Cumulative Trauma Disorders carry a high
dollar treatment. For example, an average bila-
teral carpal tunnel surgery costs thirty thousand
dollars.

The increased occurrence and treatment costs of
CTDs makes it imperative that preventative mea-
sures are developed. This case study showed
some of the workstation modifications that can
be implemented to prevent occurrence or reoccur-
rence of CTDs in the workplace.

Monique CS Lanciault
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group
P.O. Box 7730 - M/S K25 -81
Wichita, KS 67277 -7730
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Richard C. Yeh and Michael J. Rosen
Newman Laboratory for Biomechanics and Human Rehabilitation

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA U.S.A.

A bst ra ct

The development of assistive technology for
use in the "wet laboratory" by scientists or
students with C6 -C7 or lower quadriplegia is
presented. This description traces the design
process from the task analysis and the
evaluation of the capabilities of a molecular
biologist with C6 -C7 quadriplegia through
fabrication of working prototypes.

Background

We are trying to restore independence in the
laboratory to a postdoctoral molecular
biologist at this institution with C6-C7
quadriplegia. In order to have substantial
effect in limited time, especially considering
our financial constraints, a decision was
made to focus on the equipment manipulation
problems resulting from his decreased hand
function rather than wheelchair accessibility
problems. The existence of standards for
wheelchair accessibility such as the Uniform
Accessibility Standards and the American
Chemical Society recommendations for
laboratory design would have made the
accessibility problem less demanding of
innovation.

In addition to helping this individual, this
work is important for several reasons. First,
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
recently became effective for employers of 25
or more, requiring nondiscrimination in
employment and "reasonable
accommodation" for people with disabilities- -
assuming the individual is "otherwise
qualified" and the accommodation does not
present "undue hardship" for the company.
Given the ADA and the fact that there has
been relatively little formal work done on
developing assistive technology for the
scientist with quadriplegia (as compared to
the office environment, computer work, and
activities of daily living), this project is
timely. This lack of prior adaptive design

efforts may be due in part to fewer students
with disabilities working in laboratory
science, the result, no doubt, of their being
encouraged to steer away from these fields,
because of the perception that they are too
difficult or too dangerous.

Second, because of our limited budget, this
project focuses on relatively low -cost
solutions. This emphasis on economy
should be of interest to employers as well as
schools.

Third, while full -time assistance from another
person is perhaps the most easily conceived
option, this may be a situation that neither the
employer, because of the additional salary to
be paid, nor the scientist with a disability,
because of the dependence on another
person, wants. However, as with Activities
of Daily Living (ADL), it may be more
conventional and cost effective to have
someone assist in the laboratory at the
beginning and end of the day, much like a
personal care attendant. This person could
conceivably set -up the equipment to be used
for that day and then clean -up at night. The
designs that have been and are being
developed were based on this view of
independence.

Finally, the funding for this project is a
unique situation in that two parties at this
academic institution are benefitted at once.
One party is able to have greater
independence through modified equipment or
newly designed devices while the other
benefits from having gone through the rigor
of this real world design problem en route to
a Master's degree.

Objective

After further examination of the tasks in the
molecular biology laboratory, six main
protocols were identified. It was apparent
that being able to perform some of the
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protocols "completely" would be more useful
than being able to do bits and pieces of
several protocols since assistance would
frequently be needed in the latter case. This
approach also fit our desire to have this
scientist independent through the majority of
the day. Consequently, it made sense to
design for one protocol at a time. The
decision as to which would be targeted first
was made based on subjective importance to
the user (very closely linked to how
frequently the protocol is done); technical
feasibility of accommodation as estimated by
the designer, and generalizability, ie. the
extent to which designing for one protocol
would solve design problems inherent in
other protocols. Table 1 shows the ratings of
the six protocols on a one (less significant),
to five (more significant) scale:

Protocol Imp Feas Gen Total
Bacteria Growth 4 3 l 8
DNA isolation 4 3 3 10
DNA Analysis 5 2 4 11
PCR 3 4 3 10
Hybridization 3 3 2 8
Sequencing Gels 3 2 3 8

Table 1.

Based on these considerations, DNA
Analysis was subsequently chosen as the
protocol on which efforts would initially be
focused.

Approach

In order to create an appropriate interface
between any person and a set of tasks,
information must be known about both. This
is a standard principle of human factors
engineering. The essential information that is
desired is shown in Figure 1 where resources
can be cognitive or physical (adapted from
[1]). In the case that this project treated, the
individual is limited by his physical resources
and the physical requirements of the task,
thus creating a disability.

User Task

Resources Resources
Available Required
(ability) (to do the task)

Figure 1.

Information on the scientist's physical
abilities was initially obtained through
observation in the laboratory as well as
assessments made by an occupational
therapist. However, more specific
information on functional capability was
desired as it became more and more apparent
that hand function limitations were preventing
him from carrying out the tasks in the
laboratory (aside from wheelchair
accessibility). This was true since much of
the equipment required significant finger
dexterity, and while the individual does have
functional tenodesis grasp through wrist
extension, he lacked control of the muscles
that manipulate the fingers. Isometric testing
of various tenodesis grasps was done with a
load cell and cylinders ranging from 1/8" to
3" diameters to gain a more quantitative
understanding of the individual's capabilities.
This would especially be pertinent in the
design phase.

The requLrements of the protocols were
determined from interviews, laboratory
manuals and observation. The most useful
information was obtained by observation of
the scientist attempting all the functional steps
in a protocol. As the these steps were further
decomposed into their component acts, it
became more evident what exactly the
disabling problems were and what the
requirements of the solutions would be.

Results

One of the designs in shown below in Figure
2. This is to be used in conjunction with a
motorized pipetter, such as the Drummond
Pipet -Aid, using glass pipettes from 1 mL to
25 mL with a ring of RTV rubber applied
around the circumference of the pipetter. The
device shown is to be mounted on the edge of
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the lab bench and is used to aid in removing
and inserting pipettes into the pipetter. The
scientist was unable to grip the pipettes
tightly enough to perform this task.
However, by having the device below act as
a holder for the pipette, he can insert and
remove pipettes by holding onto the pipetter
with both hands.

r

I
width of lab top

insert pipette
with
RTV sealant here

Figure 2.

For pipetting smaller volumes (anywhere
from 1µL to 1 mQ, a "µpipetter" is used.
To adapt this task, a motorized version was
acquired (Rainin EDP2) and a phono jack
was attached to allow connection to a plate
switch. This was done as there was a trigger
switch for aspirating and dispensing (same
switch) which the individual was unable to
actuate while holding the µpipetter.
Additionally, using both hands to hold the
µpipetter, press the trigger, and position the
tip, was deemed too awkward and impractical
for lab work. The paddle switch solution
will be used in conjunction with a gooseneck
to aid holding of the µpipetter and is subject
to further evaluation.

Discuss ion

Under the assumption that an assistant would
come in at the beginning and end of the day,
the relatively low -cost approach used inthis
project provides the necessary independence
in laboratory function. While the low -cost
approach often leads to designs that are less
universal, they achieve lower cost in part by
taking advantage of as much of the user's
capability as possible. It is this very
function- and person- specific approach
which makes it so important to have careful
measures of what the person's abilities are
and what the requirements of the task
demand.

More designs to solve difficulties in the DNA
Analysis protocol are being worked on at this
time,
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Reasonable Accommodation and Assistive Technology: A Legal Analysis

Louis  W. Baker
Attorney at Law

Northbrook, IL 60062

ABSTRACT

The Americans with Disabilities Act ( "ADA ") requires
most employers to make  reasonable accommodation to
individuals  with d isabil ities in al l employment decisions,
but only to the  extent necessary fo r perf ormance o f the
essential funct ions of the job. Reasonable
accommodation does no t need  to be provided if  it  would
impose an undue hardship on the operation of the
business. Rehabili tation specialists need  to be aware of
job functions and the cost implications of assistive
technology because the determination of essential
funct ions and undue hardship are specif ic to the job
circumstances. Without specif ic knowledge o f  the  job
structure, rehabil itation spec ialists are at a d isadvantage
in supporting the employment objectives of clients.
Rehab il itation so lutions  that are  costly o r not related to
essential job functions may jeopardize a client's
employment opportunities.

BACKGROUND

Rehab ilitation solutions are des igned for ind ividuals in a
specif ic environment. Prior to the ADA, signif icant
technological effort was applied to a clinical or
institutional setting to affect social or personal needs. If
ADA is  to be e ffec tive in accelerating employment o f
disabled persons, designers and engineers must
concentrate anew on employment settings and job
related needs.

The law is  wri tten in such a way that i t may be  dif f icul t
fo r rehabi li tation special is ts to  know how best to se rve
employment needs. A case by case  dete rmination has
to be made, the employer controls much of the
information used in this dete rmination, employer
judgment is very inf luential, and government regulations
add little to promote quick and easy solutions.

DISCUSSION

An emp loyer may be required  to ad jus t o r mod if y the
work environment or manner in which a job is
performed. This may include the acquisition or
modif ication of equipment or devices, a category
including assistive technology. Dete rmining a
reasonable accommodation is done  on a case  by case
method, using a problem solving approach. In most

cases, the employee will have to request an
accommodation, and the employer wil l inquire o f  the
employee what kind of accommodation is needed.
Without professional guidance, neithe r the employer nor
the  employee may be in a good position to selec t an
accommodation that is effective. A provider o f assistive
technology or se rvices can provide an important support
for employment success by recommending an
appropriate accommodation.

There are several types of  accommodations that could
involve rehab ilitation specialists. First, is the
restructuring of a job including (a) redesigning
procedures  fo r accomplishing certain job tasks , and (b)
changing when or how an essential func tion is
performed. Second, is the acquisit ion or modif ication of
equipment o r devices inc luding  those designed fo r (a)
the b lind  and visually impaired, (b) the hearing impaired,
and (c ) those  with limited phys ical dexteri ty. In each
case, the accommodation must be directed to
performance of the essential job functions. Also
consideration mus t be  g iven to  saf e ty and  emergency
procedures in the workplace. Employers are not
required  to  p rovide  any devices  that are primarily fo r
personal benefit.

Two dif f icult ies  are p resented. Firs t,  the rehabilitation
specialist may not know the essential job functions
without a dialogue with the employer. Second, the
ability of the rehabili tation spec ialis t to design a solution
is limited by the undue hardship provis ion of the law.

Essential  f unc tions  o f a job  are de te rmined init ially by
the employer. Whether a particular job func tion is
essential depends  on evidence such as (a) emp loyer's
judgment, (b) wri tten job descript ion, (c ) amount o f t ime
spent, (d) consequences of not performing, (e) work
experience, and (f ) te rms  o f  the collective bargaining
agreement.

I f  the individual who  holds the job  is actually required  to
perf orm the  function, three f acto rs will  be  considered  in
dete rmining whether the function is essential: (1) the
position exis ts in o rde r to  pe rf orm that function; (2 ) a
limited number of other employees are availab le to
perfo rm that f unc tion; (3) a high degree  o f expertise or
skill is required to perform that function.

The inf ormation that is needed f or this analysis may not
be available to individuals seeking employment o r to
those who provide rehabil itation services or assistive
technology. Unless  an emp loyer is  fo rthcoming about
the job analysis, an individual may be forced to resort to
legal action in order to protect his /her rights to
employment opportunities.

An employer is not required to make  an accommodation
if  it would impose an undue hardship on the operat ion of
the business. Undue hardship  is defined as s ignif icant
dif f iculty or expense. This is understood to mean
something  that is unduly cos tly, extensive, substantial,
disrup tive, or f undamentally alte ring  the nature  o f  the
job. Factors involved in dete rmining undue hardship
are: (1) the  nature and cos t of  the  accommodation, (2 )
the characteristics of the facility involved, (3) the
economic characteristics of the employer's company,
and (4) the operational characteristics of the employer's
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company. The employer has the burden of proving
hardship, but this proof would only be furnished in a
legal proceeding. Therefore, a job applicant would be
faced with the choice of accepting the employer's
assertion that an accommodation can not be made
because it is an undue hardship, or seeking legal
assistance. The ADA, like other civil rights legislation,
depends greatly upon voluntary compliance and attitude
changes. It is possible then, that some very effective
applications of assistive technology will not be adopted,
persons will not be employed or promoted because of
the erroneous assertion of undue hardship. In order to
anticipate possible hardship assertions, a person would
need detailed technical knowledge about the business
which is generally unavailable to job applicants or
providers of assistive technology and services.

CONCLUSION

The ADA shifts the responsibility for economic well-
being of disabled persons from the public to the private
sector. This is a major policy decision which can
succeed only by attaining full employment. It wi ll be
diff icult for rehabilitation specialists to effectively help
every person with disabilities to obtain a job or
promotion. Attention will have to be given to business
economies and productivity, analysis of job functions
and specific tasks, opening a constructive dialogue with
employers, and a better understanding of the legal
framework.

Louis W. Baker, J.D.
3000 Dundee Road
Suite 212
Northbrook, IL 60062
708 291 -9145
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CAN REHABILITATION ENGINEERING RESOURCES
MOTIVATE CONSUMERS TO SEEK EMPLOYMENT?

Cristina Mickley and Kali Mallik
Alliance, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The objective of the project is to
design and test consumer - oriented
outreach approach to motivate SSDI
(Social Security Disability
Insurance) beneficiaries and to
enroll them in job placement
p r o g r a m s , v i a i n c r e a s e d
accessibility to rehabilitation
engineering services. Over 900
beneficiaries were randomly selected
from 5,000 who reside in the
Baltimore area between the ages of
18 and 60, and who may benefit from
Rehabilitation Engineering Services.

BACKGROUND

Preliminary findings of previous
Social Security Administration (SSA)
Research & Demonstration projects
indicate that technological support,
combined with the existing
vocational rehabilitation systems is
s u c c e s s f u l in p r o v i d i n g
beneficiaries with worksite and
mobility accommodations necessary
for securing employment.' As a
result, the approach of this project
is to organize and present various
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n e n g i n e e r i n g
information directly to S.S.D.I.
recipients for the purpose of
motivating these individuals, in
conjunction with linking them with
job placement personnel.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

As technology and the understanding
of the human body has become
in c r e a s i n g l y s o p h i s t i c a t e d ,
assistive products and modifications
have proliferated and made it
possible for people with
disabilities to accomplish tasks far
beyond what they ever imagined.
Unfortunately, the advances made in
these areas have not been widely
known, especially to those
individuals who have been living
with their disability for a few
years and have not sought
opportunities for employment, or
those who are not generally exposed
to the world of ergonomics,

orthotics, physical and occupational
therapy as well as other fields
which may be acquainted with these
a s s i s t i v e p r o d u c t s a n d
modifications.

APPROACH

The Research Question: "Does access
to and information about
Rehabilitation Engineering motivate
physically disabled S.S.D.I.
beneficiaries to enroll in a job
placement program ?" served as the
guideline for developing and
implementing a set of evaluation
p r o c e d u r e s i n v o l v i n g both
qualitative and quantitative
analysis of project data.

The evaluation examines the process
and effect of five rehabilitation
engineering marketing approaches
which have been developed and
i m p l e m e n t e d to m o t i v a t e
beneficiaries. The following are
marketing approaches:

1. Mailed Questionnaire
2. Telemarketed Questionnaire
3. "Normal Procedures" Mailing
4. Success Stories Mailing
5. Consumers' Expo.

In addition to these groups, a
control group has been implemented
to test the average. Results of the
experimental group is available in
Table 1.

FINDINGS

First, we contacted 752 S.S.D.I.
beneficiaries, we were able to reach
97 (13 %) of them, and had a response
for job placement enrollment of 18.
That is a 3% positive response of
individuals that are contacted.

Additionally, we asked a sample of
36 individuals from the experimental
group, what would interest them in
returning to work:

a 69.5% were not interested in
returning to work. Of that
number, 5.6% indicated that
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TABLE 1

MARKETING APPROACHES

TASKS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 TOTAL

Mailed Information 151 151* 150 150 150 752
No. of Responses 25 55 5 4 8 97
Rate of Responses 17% 36 5.1 3% 3% 5% 13%
Seek Employment 2 7 5 4 0 18

Attempts have been made to contact these beneficiaries by phone, 55
successfully contacted and 96 unable to contact.

this was not applicable to
them, 63.9% simply were not
interested.

• 30.6% stated they would be
interested in returning to
work. The influencing factors
were:
• If they could make more money

(25 %)
• If they would be able to

support themselves (2.8 %)
• If work would provide them

with the ability to get out
of the house (2.8 %)

Specific interview data were studied
using qualitative and descriptive
analysis procedures. The
quantitative data from the interview
and the Alliance Motivation Scale
are reviewed using descriptive
analysis and analysis of variance
procedures. Examination of the six
interview questions indicates that
the majority of the sample did not
k n o w a b o u t r e h a b i l i t a t i o n
engineering and did not have
motivation for returning to work.

DISCUSSION

Rehabilitation Engineering is viewed
as a source for opening up the
possibility of improved functioning
and interaction in every aspect of
our society:

• This service needs to be
offered to beneficiaries at a
time when they have the
greatest amount of hope.
Demographics of the sample
reveal an average mean age of
48 years, time on the roles for
app rox im ate ly 12 years
receiving benefits.

• Telemarketing approach gave
better responses (36 %) over
others, which signifies the
impact of personal contact.

• A case management approach
supported by a rehabilitation
team, consisting of a
rehabilitation engineer, is
effective on job placement.

• The study also discovered that
the beneficiaries have low
expectations of the Federal
system.

• Rehabilitation engineering
(knowledge of and access to)
could be implemented as a
method to optimize the
potential of goal achievement
and job procurement. This
intervention needs to occur at
a time when beneficiaries have
not passed the point of hope
and expectancy.

• The outcome of experimental
groups is so limited, as such,
there is no significant
difference with the results of
the control group.
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SAFMEDS TEACHING TECHNOLOGY

Charles Merbitz, Ph.D.
Illinois Institute of Technology

Abstract

The SAFMEDS ( "Say All Fast A Minute
Each Day, Shuffled ") procedure was used as
a component of a course in assistive
technology for graduate students in
rehabilitation counseling. The system
provided a number of benefits, including
frequent measurement of student academic
behavior, non punitive treatment of errors,
facilitation of fluent student performance,
and easy accommodation of student
differences.

Background

An explosive growth in rehabilitation and
assistive technology (AT) services has
occurred in the US. This growth been fueled
by the increased recognition of the utility of
technology in rehabilitation to help people
with disabilities, and a concomitant increase
in funding to support more technology
professionals from a wider array of
disciplines.

Rehabilitation counselors are among the
clinicians who need to be technologically
sophisticated, so their professional education
should address AT. Also, just as AT is
deployed to reach rehabilitation goals,
technology may also assist in reaching
educational goals. The present paper reports
on a technological innovation called
SAFMEDS used in teaching AT to student
rehabilitation counselors. SAFMEDS is an
acronym for "Say All Fast A Minute Each
Day, Shuffled." The procedure was
developed by O.R. Lindsley (1980) and has
been discussed elsewhere (McDade and
Olander, 1990). It is explained more fully
below, after brief discussions of errors and
measures of learning.

Gaps in knowledge are inevitable for any
professional working in a dynamic area like
AT. As a professional, it is expected that
one readily recognize when a question or
situation is beyond one's knowledge or
skills, both from an ethical and a quality
service delivery point of view, and study to
rectify the gap or refer the client elsewhere.

However, the author has observed that many
students seem to conceal errors, express
reluctance to admit ignorance, or express
discomfort when it is exposed, sometimes to
the point that they are unable to repeat
previously correct performances. Such
concealment, discomfort and even more
extreme responses may be understandable if
the student's educational system has
previously punished errors/gaps, but these are
unacceptable responses for professionals.
Therefore, students must be trained readily to
recognize, admit, and rectify gaps or errors
without disruption of ongoing performance or
uncomfortable emotional responses.

Objective measures of learning

Johnston and Pennypacker (1980), discuss
frequency (count per minute) as a convenient
dependent variable to study behavior change
outcomes. Frequency has as several
advantages over more subjective or ordinal
systems (Merbitz, Morris, and Grip, 1989).
If a student's frequencies of correct and
incorrect performance on related academic
material are measured at multiple points in
time, acceleration (learning) defined as
change in frequency over time (count /
minute / week), can be visualized on a graph.
If a calendar- synchronized semi -log graph,
such as the Standard Celeration Chart
( Pennypacker, Koenig and Lindsley, 1972) is
used, both acceleration of corrects and
deceleration of errors can easily be plotted
and projected with straight lines. (If square
graph paper is used, then learning curves and
punishment curves must be plotted and
prediction and comparison are more
difficult.)

A goal for educational quality is student
fluency with academic material. A fluent
person performs at a high rate with few or no
errors of commission. Over the semester, a
student should accelerate corrects per minute
and decelerate errors, until the performances
are within specified ranges. The ability to
measure and display acceleration allows
focus on progress and future good
performances, and the treatment of errors as
learning opportunities. With multiple
opportunities to measure, students can predict
their academic performance and modify their
individual learning activities before the end
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of the term. The students may also set and
achieve goals for personal excellence that are
objective, demonstrable, credible, and result in
useful performance. Thus the system is also an
environment in which students can learn to deal
appropriately with gaps in their performance.
Finally, fluent performances are retained and are
available to be combined into larger, more
complex responses (see Johnson and Layng, 1992,
for a more complete discussion).

The present paper reports on a preservice graduate
class for rehabilitation counselors that deployed
the SAFMEDS procedure. This paper will discuss
only the SAFMEDS evaluation component; the
curriculum included readings, visits by skilled
assistive technology service providers, field trips,
and other elements. "Hands -on" laboratory
exercises and case studies were also used.

OBJECTIVE

Students should respond fluently and correctly to
technology questions. For the midterm and final,
they should achieve over 35 questions per minute
correct maintained over at least one minute on a
random sample of questions from the course
material, with fewer than 3 errors per minute.
Errors should be recognized but not disrupt
performance.

METHOD

Eight rehabilitation counseling graduate students
were allowed to choose SAFMEDS performance
or writing papers for a midterm exam grade and
for a final exam grade, in an introductory AT
course.

To prepare SAFMEDS, the universe of concepts
to be taught and evaluated is defined. Courses are
broken into multiple units of logically related
material and a syllabus explicates the goals, study
activities, lectures, demonstrations, or other
educational activities for each unit. The important
concepts in each unit are identified.

A question (or questions) for each concept is
generated, typically resulting in about 60 to 120
questions per unit. Questions may have a
diagram, picture, or similar graphic. Questions
should be short; complex concepts are generally
broken into several short questions. Each
question will also have a short answer; one
syllable is ideal but longer answers are common.
Instructors may prepare questions and distribute

them to the students at the beginning of the term,
may distribute concept lists, or may require
students to identify concepts and write questions.
(Since the students in the present class were
graduate students, they each wrote questions.)
Then, each student prepares a personal
SAFMEDS deck of index cards. Each question is
written, typed, or printed on one side of a card
with its answer on the other. Each student's deck
is reviewed and approved by the instructor.

The acronym stands for Say All Fast A Minute
Each Day, Shuffled, and describes the procedure
for daily measurement by the student. Each day
the student shuffles the deck for the current unit,
sets a 1 minute timer, and answers as many
questions aloud as possible in the minute.
Students read the question silently and say the
answer (or say "go" if they are unsure), then check
the back of the card to see if the answer is correct.
Correctly answered cards are placed in one stack,
and "go" cards in another. At the end of the
minute the stacks are counted and the frequency
of correct and incorrect responses is recorded on a
data sheet. In other respects the material is
studied following the student's normal procedures.
When a student is fluent, or consistently above
criterion for an A (in this case 35 questions
correct per minute with fewer than 3 errors per
minute) s/he makes an appointment with the
instructor.

Testine

Testing is done individually during regular office
hours. The instructor and student sit across a
table. The student holds up each card as s/he says
its answer so that the instructor is able to read the
answer, monitor, the response, and time the
performance. Afterward, progress is plotted on a
Standard Celeration Chart (Pennypacker,
Lindsley, and Koenig, 1972), and the material is
discussed as needed. Students are first tested as
soon as decks are ready, regardless of how much
study has occurred. This session allows the
instructor to praise corrects and discuss the
concepts of fluency and progress. Student are
shown that errors are valuable indicators of gaps
that can be filled as opposed to occasions for
punishment. Saying "go" when a question is
encountered to which one does not know the
answer is discussed in the context of recognizing
gaps and making an appropriate response while
maintaining a fluent performance. Testing
sessions take approximately 5 min. per student,
most of which is spent discussing concepts.
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Students are retested as they request until they
demonstrate fluency in the material. Each test is a
random sample of all concepts in the unit.

Pacing

Students were given dates by which all
performances were to be completed. The dates
were based on grade reporting requirements for
the University, and were announced at the
beginning of the term. General reminders to
schedule testing were given approximately every
other week thereafter.

RESULTS

Students were initially reluctant to try SAFMEDS
and several expressed concern about reaching the
35 per minute criteria. In a class of 8 graduate
students, one elected to do papers for both
midterm and final. One did SAFMEDS for the
midterm and a paper for the final, and the other
six did SAFMEDS at both opportunities. Students
were interviewed after the course and reported
positive feelings about the SAFMEDS procedure.
All students electing the SAFMEDS option
demonstrated performances over the required 35
per minute correct, with some reaching
frequencies over 40 per minute.

Several students with disabilities were in the
course. One student with a learning disability
initially expressed the absolute conviction that she
would be unable to perform at 35 per minute.
However, she agreed to try consistently for a
week. Her data showed great progress and she
was able to exceed the criterion, finally making
over forty correct responses per minute. One
student with cerebral palsy briefly tried
SAFMEDS, but elected to write papers instead.
One student who had only one functional hand
developed a highly satisfactory technique for
manipulating the cards and required no
accommodation.

DISCUSSION

The SAFMEDS procedure provides a satisfactory
organization for objective testing in the AT class.
A large item pool with repeated testing and a
random draw for each test allows controlled
coverage of the material, testing on all important
concepts, and insistence on perfect answers.
Using frequency criteria is also reported to aid in
retention and application, while the frequency
data allow accurate prediction of student

performance and remediation before the end of
the term. Finally, students perceive the system as
fair and as directed towards their education.
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EFFECTIVE, LOW -COST MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS AND I &R NETWORKS

Marilyn Hammond & Clarice E. Jentzsch
Utah Assistive Technology Program

Center for Persons with Disabilities, Utah State University
Logan, UT

ABSTRACT

Marketing is essential for informing the public
about assistive technology programs and infor-
mation and referral networks. The marketing
target audience should include not only individ-
uals with disabilities, but also parents, service
providers, special educators, parents, physi-
cians, therapists, rehabilitation specialists, and
the general public. Marketing budgets for assis-
tive technology projects are typically small;
therefore, in order to convey information to all
target audiences statewide, effective but low -
cost marketing strategies, using available com-
munity resources, must be utilized.

BACKGROUND

The Utah Assistive Technology Program
(UATP) was one of the first nine states funded
under the Technology Related Assistance Act
for In divid u als with Dis ab ilit ie s .
Approximately, 42 states now have funding for
assistive technology projects. One of the
challenges of these projects is to inform people
with disabilities, parents of children with
disabilities, and providers about their services
on a statewide basis without large marketing
budgets. People must be aware that assistive
technology projects exist in order to utilize the
available information and services.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of marketing is to efficiently and
cost-effectively reach all individuals who might
need information about assistive technology
devices or services. Target audiences for assis-
tive technology information are heterogeneous,
crossing socioeconomic status, age, and ethnic-
ity. They should include individuals with dis-
abilities, their families, co- workers and friends.
Professionals should also be included in the
target population, especially occupational and
physical therapists, rehabilitation specialists,
psychologists, and physicians. Marketing cam-
paigns should not overlook people who are
elderly, members of minority groups, and peo-
ple who live in rural areas, a group that can be
difficult to reach because of geographic isola-
tion.

Campaigns should not only try  to increase
awareness ofassistive technology programs
and information and referral (I &R) networks,
they also should strive to positively change

public attitudes and empower individuals with
disabilities.

APPROACH

Because marketing and public relations are in-
terconnected, especially when dealing with atti-
tudinal change, it is important to carefully con-
sider the program's image when creating
brochures or Public Service Announcements
(PSA's). It is not only important to present the
organization in a positive light, it also is impor-
tant to change negative attitudes and stereotypes
about people with disabilities. This is done by
positively portraying individuals in videos and
brochures and by showing them in integrated
settings, including employment, community ac-
tivities and family settings. The media often
portrays people as objects of pity in isolated or
segregated settings, which detracts from their
abilities and dehumanizes their individuality.
Using appropriate, nondiscriminatory language
also is important. When referring to people with
disabilities, its best to mention the person first
and then, if necessary, their disability.

One key to effectively reaching a heterogeneous
target population is to use a variety of marketing
strategies. This ensures the most comprehen-
sive message penetration. Marketing ap-
proaches include mass mailings; radio, televi-
sion, and print PSA's; videotapes; live presen-
tations; telephone directory listings; busboards;
billboards; and posters.

Television and radio PSA's can be useful, but
they also can be expensive to create. Some or-
ganizations have worked together to  create
PSAs in order to reduce costs. The UATP has
customized their PSA's for other interested
states. Universities often have low -cost pro-
duction facilities, and sometimes television sta-
tions will produce PSA's for non - profit and
not-for-profit organizations at a reduced rate
and occasionally for free.

DISCUSSION

One effective marketing strategy for the UATP
has been mass mailing campaigns. The UATP
has sent brochures and other materials to all
physicians, pharmacies, libraries, rehabilitation
centers, senior citizen centers, independent liv-
ing centers, and special educators throughout
the state. For this method, a letter identifying
the purpose, goals, and sponsors (both federal
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and state) of the project is sent to target audi-
ences. Brochures are included with the letter,
which asks the person to display the brochures
in his or her pharmacy, clinic, classroom, se-
nior citizen center, etc.

Physicians and pharmacies have been included
in two mass mailing campaigns. The second
wailing resulted in significantly more calls. It is
unknown whether the increased call loads were
caused by different components of the letter or
because the second mailing was a repeat mail-
ing, causing people to recognize the name
easier. The letter used in the second mailing,
which listed all the state agencies that support
the program, may have increased the credibility
of the informational materials. Mailing lists
were obtained from state medical and pharma-
ceutical associations for a small fee, and ad-
dresses for rehabilitation centers were obtained
from telephone directories.

Radio, television, and print PSA's have also
been used. Radio PSA's can be written out in
short and long versions and sent to each station
within the state to be included intheir commu-
nity PSA's. Talking to  stations individually
helps increase the probability of getting air time.

Every television and cable station that has been
contacted by UATP staff members has broad-
cast the recorded PSA's. The person in charge
of PSA's, usually the public affairs director, is
the best person to talk with when requesting air
time for announcements. UATP project staff
explain to directors that the PSA's are for a
statewide, federally funded project that has a
toll-free number to provide free information
about devices and services for persons with
disabilities.

It is important to ask what broadcast format the
station uses (Betacam or 3/4 inch). The PSA's
should be provided to station directors in the
format they prefer. It also is useful to include
brochures or other informational materials about
the project with your PSA. Station- donated
space can help alleviate marketing budget con-
cerns but, unless the station agrees to donate
preferred space, the announcements may be put
in the time slots that no other commercial buyer
has purchased. These time slots usually are not
purchased because they don't reach many view-
ers. Sometimes, stations will donate more pre-
ferred time if the not - for - profit organization
purchases some air time. Cable stations often
broadcast the announcements at better time
slots, although they sometimes do not have as
large an audience.

Formats for PSA's should be carefully consid-
ered. All PSA's and videotapes should be
closed or open captioned for people who have

hearing impairments. Audio description is use-
ful for describing on- screen action for people
who have visual impairments. All print material
should be available in alternative formats such
as Braille, large print, taped texts, and computer
diskettes. It also is desirable to provide PSA's
and videotapes in other languages because this
increases the number of people who can use the
program and reaches populations that might not
get reached otherwise. Also, some channels
cater to individuals who speak a particular
language (e.g., Spanish), and broadcasting on
these channels can help the message reach a
wider audience.

PSA's and videotapes are an effective method
for conveying information, increasing public
awareness, and changing attitudes. Videotapes
have also been broadcast over state and national
public and cable television stations. America's
Disability Channel is the only television net-
work specifically designed for people with dis-
abilities. The channel is an excellent resource,
with the capability to broadcast videotapes na-
tionwide. (Their telephone number is 512-
824 -7446 voice or 512- 824 -1666 TDD.)

UATP staff members have worked with the
Utah State University public relations depart-
ment to mail newspaper articles to every news-
paper within the state. Stories of people who
use assistive technology or who have benefited
from assistive technology services have been
included because of their human interest quali-
ties. Articles have been printed in state disabil-
ity and special education newsletters as well.
Advertisements have also been placed in senior
citizen newspapers to directly target the elderly
population.

News releases can be written and sent to all
newspaper, radio, and television stations. US
WEST prints a media guide, which lists all
newspaper, radio, wire services, magazine, and
television addresses for Utah. The editors of
newspapers may be contacted to  run small
PSA's when there is space available.

The UATP I &R network currently lists approx-
imately 200 used equipment items. This listing
was printed with the name of the item, price,
and brief item description, and was mailed to all
independent living centers and vocational re-
habilitation offices. This has resulted in many
calls from people who were looking for specific
equipment at a reduced price. Newspaper want
ads related to used equipment also have drawn
callers to use the service.

Presentations to health professionals, vocational
rehabilitation counselors, educators, parents of
children with disabilities, and students have
been another excellent resource for increasing
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public awareness. Presentations are a unique
marketing tool because they offer direct contact
with program representatives, providing a more
personal touch.

Busboards and billboards have also been uti-
lized to increase public awareness. Billboards
may also be donated by the sign company. The
UATP currently is buying one sign and the sign
company is donating the other; both signs
change locations every month. Signs are also
placed on the transit system that specifically
serves individuals with disabilities. As with the
sign company, the transit system is donating
some space, and the UATP is purchasing some.

One way to access rural areas of the state is
through listing network numbers in telephone
directories. The telephone company may pro-
vide free listings for not - for -profit and non-
profit agencies in the community resource sec-
tion of the telephone directory. The UATP is
currently listed in the yellow pages (paid) and in
the community resource sections of different
telephone books, which costs nothing.

Informational posters and flyers can be placed
throughout the community in state offices, in-
dependent living centers, malls, clinics, uni-
versity campuses, or other locations. This mar-
keting strategy provides information that con-
sumers can take with them to use at their con-
venience. Lists of services offered by the
UATP and the I &R Network and appropriate
phone numbers are included for their conve-
nience.

CONCLUSION

Marketing campaigns are important for increas-
ing statewide public awareness, changing atti-
tudes and practices, and supporting systems
change related to people with disabilities. This
paper has listed some of the methods used by
the UATP to increase awareness. It is important
to recognize the interconnected nature of public
relations and marketing, especially when deal-
ing with attitudinal change. Programs should
strive to change stereotypes about people with
disabilities, and they should strive to find new
ways to change attitudes, empower people with
disabilities, and market I &R networks.
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DISSATISFACTION WITH ASSISTIVE DEVICES AMONG ELDERLY PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES

William C Mann, OTR, Ph.D.; Dianne Hurren RN, MS; Machiko Tomita, Ph.D.
Universi ty at Buffalo Rehabili tation Engineering Research Center (RERC) on Aging

ABSTRACT

The RERC on Aging is conducting a
longi tudinal  study of the needs of older
persons for assistive devices and
environmenta l  intervent ions. This paper
presents an analysis of the resul ts of
interviews with 180 home based seniors,
focusing on the devices they own, but
with which they are not satisfied. While
previous reports from the RERC study
indicate a relatively high rate of
satisfaction with devices, this paper
examines only those devices for which
there is some problem. The numbers of
problems with any category of device is
directly related to the distri bution of
devices in the population.

BACKGROUND

The Consumer Assessments Study of the
RERC on Aging is a 5 year, longi tudinal
investigation of the needs of older
persons w ith disabi li t ies for assistive
devices and home modifications. In
seeking to understand the needs of older
persons, this study collects data along
several dimensions:

• basic demographic information such as
age, education, and housing;

• health status including number and
types of diseases present, use of
medications, and use of hospitals and
physicians;

• functional status including ability to
complete activities of daily living (such
as bathing) and instrumental activities
of daily living (such as shopping for
groceries);

• psycho- social dimensions including
mental status, depression, self - esteem,
and sense of responsibility

• social resources, assistance available
and caregiver needs;

• current use of assistive devices,
including satisfaction and problems
with devices, and ideas for new
devices.

This last dimension is the focus of the
analysis for this paper: satisfaction and
problems with devices. Previous reports
from the Consumer Assessments Study
report overal l  a general ly high rate of
satisfaction with devices among older
persons:' persons with visual
impairments who use an average of 14.5
devices per person, are satisfied w ith 82%
of the devices they own; 2 persons with
arthri tis are satisfied w ith 89% of the
devices they own;'  persons with hearing
impairments are satisfied with 70% of the
devices they own;4 and persons with
cognitive impairments are the satisfied
with 67% of the devices they own.5

There has been l i t t le investigation of
satisfaction with assistive devices, but a
few studies have focused on rates of use
or "disuse." These studies typically follow
subjects immediately after a period of
hospital ization and rehabi li tation. Page
found on follow -up after discharge, a
disuse rate of almost 50% for devices
given to patients whi le hospi tal ized.6

Geiger found a 54% disuse rate for
patients who were given assistive devices
prescribed by occupational  therapists
whi le in a rehabi litation facili ty.? Bynum
and Rogers, studying 30 recipients of
home health care, determ ined an 82% use
rate for devices.$

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This paper examines the question: What
problems do older persons have with
assistive devices they own?
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METHODS

The Consumer Assessments study
interviews subjects in their homes, each
interview averaging 2.2 hours. A major
section of the interview focuses on use of
assistive devices. Subjects are asked
what devices they own, whether or not
they use each device, and whether or not
they are satisfied w ith each device. For
each device that they do not use, or w ith
which they are not satisfied, the
interviewer asks "why ?"

RESULTS

Data was col lected over a one year period
with 180 older persons partic ipating.
Tables were generated listing "Device
Name" and "Reason Not Satisfied." Table 1
illustrates a smal l section of this 42 page
table.

Table 2 provides the total  number of
"Not Satisfied" responses for each device
for which there were at least 3 "Not
Satisfied" responses.

DISCUSSION

Table 1 provides a glimpse of the reasons
that older consumers are dissatisfied w ith
some of their assistive devices. Three
users of special playing cards find the
cards di fficult to play w ith: problems with
glare, color, and distinguishing shapes
result in a less- than - satisfactory solution
for these consumers. Three users of
reachers also have problems with the
reachers they own: strength of the gras-
per, durabi li ty, "more trouble than i ts
worth" - a nuisance." For devices such as
canes and phones, where there were very
large numbers of reasons for dissatisfac-
tion, it is necessary to have a way to
summarize these results. Basically, there
are three major categories of responses
for consumer dissatisfaction:

1) The device doesn't do what the
consumer expected it would do.

Table 1 Reasons for Dissatisfaction with
Assistive Devices
DEVICE REASON NOT SATISFIED

Does not use because the cards
Large seem to glare; red is hard to see;
playing black is much easier.
cards

Face cards confusing; difficult to
play with.

Has difficulty distinguishing
colors; hard to get used to
different figures i.e. spade and
club look different

Reacher Not strong enough to grasp
items.

Doesn't feel it is necessary; feels
it is a nuisance.

Broken; string /grasp is broken

Table 2: Number of Older Persons Not
Satisfied with Assistive Devices

Device Total/
Not

Satis-
fled

Don't Use/
Not

Satisfied

Use/
Not

Satisfied

Cane 78 61 17
Phones 69 14 55
Glasses 46 24 22
Ma nifiers 44 1 28 1 16
Wheelchair 34 12 22
Walker 32 28 4
Grab Bars 24 21 3
Bath Chair 21 17 4
Remote Control
for TV

21 6 15

Hearing Aid 18 14 4
Incontinence
Briefs

16 2 14

Microwave
Ovens

15 7 8

Brace 14 9 5
Emergency Alert
System

10 3 7

Special Eating
Utensils

10 8 2

Reachers 10 3 6
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2) The device doesn't do what the
consumer expected it would do as well as
was expected.

3) The device doesn't do what it
needs to do without calling unwanted
attention to the user.

These categories are all consumer -
centered, and underline the importance
of consumer involvement in the selection
of devices. The large number of
"problems," also supports the need for, at
a minimum, professional consultation
prior to selecting devices. In many cases,
especially with older persons who face
multiple chronic conditions and
impairments, there is a need for more
than consultation: careful professional
assessment, provision of the devices,
and training and follow -up.

Table 2 lists all the devices for which
there were at least 10 "Not Satisfied"
responses from the 180 subjects. These

1Mann WC Karuza J Hurren D & Tomita M. (1993)
Needs of Home - Based Older Persons for Assistive
Devices: The University at Buffalo Rehabilitation
Engineering Center on Aging Consumer
Assessments Study Technology and Disability 2:1

2Mann WC Karuza J Hurren D & Bentley D Needs of

Home - Based Older Visually Impaired Persons for
Assistive Devices 0 993) lournal o f Visual
Impairment & Blindness (Accepted for Publication)

3Mann WC Hurren D & Tomita M. (1 993) Assistive
Device Needs of Home -Based Elderly Persons with
Arthri tis (submitted to Occupational Therapy
Journal of Research)

4Mann WC KaruzaJ Hurren D & Tomita M. (1 993)

Assistive Device Needs of Home - Based Elderly
with Hearing Impairments (Submitted to
International Journal of Technology and Aain9)

5Mann WC KaruzaJ Hurren D & Tomita M. (1 992) A
Study of the Needs of Home - Based Elderly Persons
With Cognitive Impairments for Assistive Devices
Topics in Geriatric Rehabilitation 8:2

6Page (1 980) The problems of the selection,
provision and use of aids. In J. Bray, & S. Wright
(Eds). The use of technology in the care of the
elderly and the disabled. Westport, CT:Greenwood.

16 devices are good candidates for
further study: there may simply be
problems with getting the right device to
the consumer (problem with service
delivery). There might also be a need for
development of "better" devices, which
meet the needs of more users.

Analysis of these problems, along with
other results from the Consumer
Assessments Study provides direction for
further research and device development,
A full report of this study is available
from the author.

7 Geiger CM (199)) The utilization of assistive
devices by patients discharged from an acute
rehabilitation setting. Physical & Occupational
Therapy in Geriatrics 9:1 pp 3 -25

8Bynum HS & Rogers JC (1987) The use and
effectiveness of assistive devices possessed by
patients seen in home care Occupational Therapy
Journal of Research 7:3
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Interfaces for "High- tech" Medication Reminders: Some Guiding Principles

Paula Guerette & Richard Nakai
Research and Training Center on Aging

Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center
Downey, California

ABSTRACT

Programmable products are now available to organize older
adults' complex medication schedules and to remind them to take
their medications. These products have the potential to assist
people in managing their own medication regimens. However, to
maximize this potential usefulness, these products must be user -
friendly and intuitive to program and to use. Four programmable
products were evaluated in the laboratory and in the home for a
two week period. Each product was evaluated by four to eight
older participants. This paper discusses potential modifications
of key panel layout and software interface to make these products
easier for older adults to use.

BACKGROUND

The complex medication regimens of some older
adults can lead to difficulties taking medications
consistently. Problems with medication- taking
sometimes can be managed with greater ease and
reliability by the use of programmable pill
reminders. These "high tech" products sound an
alarm to remind the user to take his or her pills.
There are portable or counter -top versions which can
give additional reminders ranging from pill refills to
doctor's appointments. However, for these products
to be used successfully, they must be easy to
program and to use on a daily basis.

Perhaps, the most complicated task involved in
using a high -tech product is programming it. While
older adults often receive assistance in programming
a product initially, changes in medication regimen
frequently occur. If products have programming
interfaces that are "friendly" and intuitive to older
users, then these individuals could make the
necessary changes with greater ease and confidence.

Frustration with using "high tech" products could be
minimized if the user had an intuitive idea - -an
overall gestalt - -of how the product should work. It
has been shown that if an operator of an expert
system has a good mental model of its operation,
then he or she will perform better than someone
with only a general idea of its operation (1). For
example, older adults may have experience setting
a digital watch, clock, or microwave oven.
Possibly, a pill reminder that operates in a manner
similar to these common products would be easier
to program.

In the present study, older adults evaluated several
pill organizing products, including both
programmable and nonprogrammable units. The

purpose was to provide feedback to the manufac-
turers and to provide general information on the
variety of pill organizing products to older
consumers. While this study was not designed to
investigate optimal programming interfaces,
numerous observations were made of difficulties and
successes encountered with each of the
programming interfaces. This paper discusses some
general interface principles relative to older adults.

METHOD

Twenty-two adults, ages 46 to 79 (avg. 69)
participated in the study. Four to eight participants
evaluated a programmable product in the laboratory
and at home. During the laboratory evaluations,
every function of a product was tested in a battery
of tasks ranging from reading the instructions and
installing batteries, to programming personal
medication schedules and responding to programmed
alarms. During the home evaluations, participants
used the products to manage their daily medications
for two weeks. Then, they rated the products along
various usability criteria (e.g., reliability, ease of
use) and were interviewed about their experiences.

Four programmable products were selected for
evaluation. The products represented a wide range
of key panel designs, programming requirements,
and capabilities. The number of fixed - function (FF)
keys used to input information in the 4 products
ranged from 4 to 11. Each of these FF keys was
dedicated to a single function. One product also
combined FF keys with variable- function keys,
whose functions could change during programming
and were defined by prompts on an LCD display.
Each product used an LCD display to provide
programming prompts and /or daily messages.

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

The findings represent observations from laboratory
and home evaluations, as well as from staff
evaluations of each product. Presented are some
principles guiding key panel interface and software
interface to make the programming process more
feasible for older adults.

KEY PANEL INTERFACE:

The key panels were generally used with few
difficulties, but several problems were apparent in
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the following areas: 1) locating desired keys, 2)
selecting appropriate keys and 3) activating keys.

Locating Desired Keys: Programming mode keys
(e.g., 'Change,' 'Set') and frequently used response
keys (e.g., 'Up,' 'Down,' 'Enter') should be clearly
grouped together [2]. While all four products had
common types of keys located physically adjacent to
one another, all keys were similarly  colored and
uniformly spaced, thus lacking distinctive
characteristics. This required the 'participants to
search through all keys, rather than through a small
subset of keys, to make their choice.

To minimize confusion, several methods could be
employed to distinguish different key types. For
example, physical space between different groups of
keys, different colored keys, or black lines
surrounding groups of keys may have made the keys
easier to distinguish and locate quickly. Labeling
groups of keys such as the "response" keys also may
have facilitated this, and may have reduced
confusion as to the purpose of various keys,
especially for older adults who typically have had
minimal experience with programmable products.

Selecting ppronriate Keys: Identification of
programming mode keys can be aided by presenting
them according to their sequence of use [2]. That
is, the order of placement of the keys on the key
panel should reflect the order in which the keys are
activated during the programming process. When
programming a medication reminder, a person might
first enter medication schedule information, then
changeor edit the information and lastly, even erase
it. Keys on one product reflected this principle of
key sequencing particularly well. The mode keys,
labeled 'Enter,' 'Change' and 'Erase,' were
positioned across the top from left to right. Four of
six participants selected these keys easily to begin
programming each mode.

Once a user has entered a program mode,
determining which key to press next in the
programming process should be readily apparent.
Users encountered problems to various degrees with
all of the products evaluated. These problems in
determining "what to do next" occurred mainly due
to inconsistent use of LCD prompts and confusing
LCD prompts. First, programming steps should be
consistently prompted on the display screen to make
programming easy. Screen prompts indicating the
next step or next key to press greatly assisted in the
use of one product. This product provided LCD
prompts throughout the majority of the program-

ming process. Older adults were able to follow
these prompts with minimal difficulty. However, at
one point in the programming process, there was no
prompt which stymied four of six participants.

Other ways to minimize confusion in selecting keys
include illuminating red LEDs next to each valid
key and placing a permanent label on the product to
remind the user of a common next response, such
as, 'Press ENTER following each entry.' This
might be especially true for products that use
different sets of response keys for different LCD
prompts. For example, the 'Up,' 'Down,' or 'Enter'
keys on one product were active in response to a
flashing number on the LCD, and the 'Yes' or 'No'
keys were active in response to a 'T on the display.
Since the user had to remember this convention,
four of seven participants frequently  hit a wrong
response key.

Even if the user is guided to a key, the wording of
key labels should describe clearly and intuitively the
function of each key. Nonintuitive key labels
created confusion with at least two of the products.
For example, the user was required to press a key
labeled 'Check' to  enter an alarm time on one
product, and to press a key labeled 'Set' to register
information on another. Participants frequently
forgot which key to push in both of these cases. In
contrast, one product used a key labeled 'Enter' to
register information. This label presented no
confusion for 5 of 7 participants. Labels for
uncommon product functions or nonintuitive key
labels should be pilot - tested to ensure comprehen-
sibility, especially by populations such as older
adults who have less experience with "high tech"
products and with typical programming conventions.

Activating Keys: Once the user determines the
appropriate key and has located it on the key panel,
the key must be easy to activate, especially for older
users who may have conditions such as arthritis or
tremors that can make key pushing difficult. One
product used keys 0.6" square with 0.13 to  0.2"
spacing and 0.05" travel with positive click. These
keys were within the recommended 0.375 to 0.75"
size, but less than the recommended 0.25" spacing
and 0.25" travel [3]. While it is recognized that
desired portability of this product constrained the
key design, two of seven participants had difficulty
with registering key depressions.

One product used a membrane keyboard. Even
though the keys used the recommended raised edges
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that were visually demarcated, a center snap dome
and auditory feedback [3,4], the keys could not be
activated everywhere within the raised edges as
recommended [3], especially causing difficulties for
one participant with hand tremors.

Another product required the simultaneous
activation of two very small keys positioned close
together. While maintaining activation of two keys
is an effective technique to prevent the inadvertent
entering of programming modes, older individuals
with manual dexterity problems caused by arthritis
or stroke can have difficulty pressing multiple keys
simultaneously. Thus, it is generally recommended
that simultaneous key operations be avoided for
older adults [3]. Two of eight participants,
including one stroke survivor, had difficulty with
simultaneous key activations.

Moreover, this product provided no tactile feedback
to indicate when a key had been activated. It is
generally recommended that positive clicks be felt
to indicate actuation [3].

SOFTWARE INTERFACE.

While there were a variety of difficulties . with
programming each product, most of these problems
could be classified into two categories, selecting a
mode (e.g., "set alarm time," "review alarm time "),
and entering data (e.g., alarm time, number of pills).

Selecting a Mode: The process of selecting a
program mode should be as easy and familiar to the
user as possible. Each of the 4 products required
the user to enter a mode to input data. When the
process for doing this was similar to that of a digital
clock or microwave oven, then there seemed to be
little confusion.

One product required the user to hit a FF key to
enter a mode, such as, 'Change' to change an alarm
time. This method created no difficulty for 5 of 7
participants. With this method the user may likely
be able to enter modes without further reference to
the instructions. On the other hand, another product
required the user to enter each mode by pushing a
nonintuitive, unique sequence of 2 keys to enter 1 of
3 different modes. This created difficulty for 4 of
8 participants (who were following written instruc-
tions), and would certainly render the product
difficult to use without the instructions. Perhaps a
single mode key could be used to step through each
mode, keeping the existing requirement that the cap
be removed before the device can be programmed.

Entering Data When data were entered in a manner
similar to a digital clock, for example, few
difficulties were observed. With all products, the
user pressed particular buttons to scroll or step
forward or backwards through the choices. For
example, to set the current time, one product used
'Up' and 'Down' keys shaped as up and down
triangles to scroll rapidly if held or step through
numbers if pushed. While it is generally
recommended that autorepeat functions be avoided
[3], this method is  similar to many digital clocks
and presented little difficulty for 6 of 8 participants.

However, another product used an unfamiliar
method of entering data. This product required
activation of ' +' and ' -' keys to step through the
hours and minutes separately. Since these key
labels have different connotations on other
commonly used products such as calculators, "up"
and "down" arrow keys may have been more
intuitive to use.

CONCLUSION

Pill reminding products should be intuitive to
program and to use. Ideally, the user should be
guided along by message prompts and clear
grouping and labeling of keys. When key panel
design followed some recommended guidelines [3]
and programming method was similar to more
common "programmable" products, such as a digital
clock or microwave oven, participants seemed to
have fewer difficulties during programming.
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ABSTRACT
In previous reports [1,2] we described initial studies
on upper body accelerometry to measure aging - related
changes in balance, with the ultimate aim of preventing
falls or minimizing resultant injury. Data were
obtained using head- and waist- mounted
accelerometers combined with a new wearable
computer -based data acquisition system that permits
unconstrained motion while subjects performed
standard balance - assessment tasks. This paper reports
on comparison of this balance assessment method with
the EquiTest®, which measures ground reaction forces
while standing on a moving floor.

BACKGROUND
Postural stability declines with age due to combined
vestibular, proprioceptive and visual losses, causing
impaired mobility and increased risk of injurious falls
[2]. Precise diagnosis requires quantitative assessment
of postural stability; qualitative observational measures
cannot distinguish fine variations in stability or efficacy
of various therapies [3].

Quantitative balance assessment presently can be done
by video image analysis or force plates. However,
these require that the patient come to the laboratory;
they cannot duplicate all factors which may lead to a
fall, and are expensive ($ 100,000 or more, or $360 per
use). One force platform, the EquiTest® (Neurocom
International, Inc., Clackamas, OR) permits controlled
induction of falls and separation of vestibular from
visual feedback by either fixing or moving a visual
surround in proportion to sway [Figure 1] [4].

The EquiTest clinical protocol consists of the Sensory
Organization Test (SOT) and Motor- Control Test
(MCT). In the SOT, center of pressure (assumed to be
the projection of the center of mass, COM, of the
body) on the force plate is measured eyes open and
closed (visual input), with and without forward floor
Lilt(somatosensory cues), and with the visual surround
either fixed or moving (visual processing). The MCT
attempts to assess symmetry, latency and strength of
responses to proprioceptive stimuli independent of
visual and vestibular input, by measuring center of
pressure of each leg independently during forward and
backward translation and tilting of the platform [5].

Black, et at. [6], contend that upright posture during a
perturbation is maintained either by "ankle" or "hip"
strategies; by which is meant that rotation occurs about
the respective joint with other joints relatively fixed.
The ankle strategy is detected as minimal shear on the
force plate (reflecting acceleration of the body's center
of mass, COM) at frequencies below 0.5 Hz; "hip"
movements involve larger shear (approaching the
maximum of 25 lb) at frequencies above 1 Hz [7].

METHODS
The wearable balance assessment system employs
twelve t5 g range monolithic silicon accelerometers in
surface mount packages, in four 3 -axis assemblies,
two mounted on each corner of an eyeglass frame to
measure head motion and two on the left and right
sides of a Velcro - covered waist belt to measure trunk
accelerations. A thirteenth accelerometer was mounted
on the moving platform. Also on the belt are the data
recording computer, which digitized and stores sensor
outputs at a 33 Hz rate, and a battery pack [2].
Segmental dimensions were measured for calculating
angular accelerations and velocities [Figure 21.

Testing was performed using the EquiTest facility at
the Audiology Laboratory of Stanford University
Medical Center. The complete SOT and MCT battery
was performed, plus repetitions of some tests with the
subject's head turned to the left or tilted back, for
altered vestibular input. This paper reports on tests
involving forward and backward floor translation (at
the fastest of 3 rates) and tilting (pitch), and coupling
of floor and visual motion to the subject's center of
pressure on the force plate.

RESULTS
To date, 7 older (4 male, 3 female, ages 64 to 82
years) and 5 younger (21 to 46) subjects have been
examined (about half the total anticipated). All were
mobile and independently living. Data in this report
were obtained from a 64- year -old male subject.

Accelerometry
Smoothed (5 -point rolling average) X -axis (sagittal
plane) accelerometeic data from the right head and
waist sensors during forward translation are plotted in
Figure 3. The first response at the waist to floor
motion appears to be a slight backward tilt, followed
by a forward acceleration peak of 0.06 g (3.4

1 ). Head
acceleration lags the waist by about 120 millisec
[Figure 3, arrows] until floor motion stops, then the
head and waist move in phase.

Two successive forward "toes down" perturbations are
shown in Figure 4. The floor tilts 13° in 0.5 sec,
remains at that angle for 1.5 sec, and returns linearly to
horizontal in 2.5 sec, by accelerometric measurement.
Both stimuli produce short impulses in the opposite
direction at the head, but no prolonged change in angle
relative to vertical. The first forward tilt
simultaneously induces an 0.085 g (AZX = 4.9°)
opposite angle at the waist, which returns to baseline
gradually over 8.5 sec. The second trial produced a
waist response of 0.06 g for only 5 sec.

The EquiTest can be operated such that the surround
and floor provide positive visual and proprioceptive
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feedback (e.g.: the platform tilts in in the direction of
foot pressure while the surround moves toward the
subject if he/she leans toward it). These settings force
the subject to rely entirely on vestibular input, and if
the eyes are open, the conflict of vestibular and visual
information is extremely destabilizing. Tests included
positive feedback at gains of 1.33 and 1.66 [Figure 5].
The former was not sufficient to induce a fall; even
though the floor tilted first forward 7 °, then backward
17 °; neither the head nor waist underwent extreme
excursions, remaining within 7.2° and 4.3° of vertical.
respectively.

At the higher gain, however, the floor tilted forward in
several increments to 13°, then in  the next 8 sec
changed to 19° backward tilt. During the 2 sec before
this angle reached its extreme, the waist began
oscillating and the head pitched backward. These
motions were followed by loss of balance [arrow in
Figure 5] characterized by t1 g spikes at the head and
waist, forward pitching of the head in two episodes of
about 2 sec each, and overall tracking of the waist and
floor.

EquiTest results
The software supplied with the EquiTest is intended
for generating clinical reports and does not yield
quantitative ground reaction forces. The different trials
of a single test are combined and plotted as bar charts,
with a shaded area representing regions of unstable
balance [Figure 6A]. Left and right foot forces are
treated separately. The forward and backward floor
translations are used to derive latencies (time lag of
change in ground force behind floor motion). This
subject was within normal limits for all forward
translations, but borderline for backward translations.
Force amplitudes during the same tests show adequate
responses to forward translation, with only marginal
response for the left foot during backward translation.

The floor - tilting tests were used to examine ability of
the subject to anticipate the direction and magnitude of
the stimulus after experiencing the first in a series;
performance was adequate in all trials [Figure 6B].
The second forward -tilt trial had a lower value (in
arbitrary units) than the first, in accord with the result
from accelerometry at the waist [Figure 3].

DISCUSSION
One goal of this investigation was to see whether upper
body accelerometry could identify body motions
equivalent to those measured by the EquiTest.
Response latencies between head and body, as well as
between the body and floor, could be determined
[Figure 3], with accuracies limited by data sampling
rate. The head tended to be stabilized in space even
when floor perturbations induced motion at the waist
(approximately at the COM), as seen in  Figure 4.
Large head excursions are characteristic of lossof
balance [8], accompanied by major motion of the COM
if a fall actually occurs. Adaptation to successive floor
perturbations could be distinguished in the acceleration
profile as well as in the EquiTest output. The
processing done by the EquiTest may ignore or
obscure significant pre -fall responses to perturbation.

FIGURE 1: EquiTest® Platform & Visual
Surround Motion Capabilities (after [5])
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A b s t r a c t

The provis ion of ho me modification ser-
vices to older people requires access to
technical information on a wide variety of
topics. Microcomputer applications can be
very useful in help ing service providers
obtain and use this information. However,
exis ting applications have limi ta ti ons in
scope and flexibili ty. They are useful
primarily to search an exis ting product
database . Hyp erHome Resource takes a
different approach, one that focuses on
i nfo rma t i o n ma n a g e me nt ra t he r t ha n
providing a database of information that
cannot be changed.

B a c k g r o u n d

For older people, home modifications must
address a much wider array of concerns
than the tradit ional focus for younger
people. Not only is support for ADL impor-
tant but, to insure independent living, a
number of other envi ronmental co nc ems
must be addressed. Creating an enabling
enviro nment for the older person with a
disabili ty can include:

1. security improv ements such as ugrad-
ing locks, adding outdoor lighting, or
securing windows.

2. fire safety imp ro v eme nt s such as
eli minati ng overloaded electrical c ir-
cuits and ins ta lling smoke detectors,

3. accident prevention and health mea-
sures , inc lu di ng repairing s ta irways ,
improved light ing, and repair of floor
su r f a c e s ,

4. access ibili ty and usability int erv en-
tions inclu ding cons truction of entry
ramps , ins ta lla tion of grab bars , and
garb age removal,

5. caregiver support modifications , par-
ticularly those that reduce the burden
of caring for people with dementia ,

6. cons truction rela ted services such as

Due to the wide scope of services techni-
cal info rmat ion is needed in the "front
end" of service delivery - assessment of
problems and recommendations for action.
In these activities , cons tant reference is
made to checklis ts and assessment forms ,
cata logs of products, guidebooks and con
struction manuals . Computer applications
can help to increase productivity when
searching for information and help auto-
mate the matching of needs to recommen-
dations. They can also help to convey ex-
pert knowledge to programs that do not
have profess ional staff in either rehabili-
ta tion tec hnol ogy, envi ronme nta l des ign
or building cons truction.

O b j e c t i v e

A microcomputer application has been de-
veloped to help home modification service
providers assist the older population. The
program is an aid for managi ng the di-
verse technical informa ti on on products
and env ironme nt al des ign ideas that is
needed to deliver high quality services .
This application allows users to cus tomize
databases to the specific needs of the ser-
vices they provide.

A p p r o a c h

There are two exi s ti ng mi cro co mp u te r
tools that are currently available to access
technical information for home modifica-
tion. A review of their features demon-
stra tes a need to take a different approach.

Hy pe r - Ab l ed at a 3 is a large database that is
used to search for solutions to the varied
needs of people with disabilit ies. It is in-
expens ive but requires a large capacity
mass storage device. Although very useful
for doi ng product searches , it focuses
solely on assis tive technology and does not
include information on general cons truc-
tion products such as security devices ,
cons truction details such as handrail in-
stallation, des ign ideas like bathroom ren-
ovations or ho me maintena nce actions
like rodent elimination.

eme rge nc y re pa ir s , we a t he r iza t i o n, Ea s e 4 is designed specifically to help oc-
ma inte na nc e and general rehabi lita- cupational therapists deliver home modifi-
tion. 1 2 cation services . It guides a rehabilita tion
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specialis t through two assessments , a n
ADL assessment on the individual. and an
env i ro nment a l asses sment on the ho me .
T he data is automat ically comp ared to
i d e nt i fy di sc rep anc ie s in fit be twee n
person and envi ronment. A database of
products and des ign ideas is then searched
to ge ne ra t e sp ec if ic re c o mme nd a t i o ns .
The Ease product is a well integrated tool
that could be of great value to a therapis t.
It focu ses mostly on access ibili ty and
safety issues but it can be cus tomized for
other is sues if they can be tied to ADL con-
cerns . New product data bases, data on
des ign ideas and information on local ven-
dors can be added. It's cost is much higher
than HyperAbledata and it requires exten-
s ive tr a i ni ng.

Both sys tems have two major limita tions :
the lack of product illus tra tions , and the
lack of a user interface to add or remove
i n fo rm a t i o n_

Written descriptions and technical data on
prod uc ts are not suffi c ient for ma ki ng
re c o mme nda t i ons . App ea rance plays a
ma j o r ro le in c o ns u me r ac ce p ta nce .
Moreo ver, it is des irable to show clients
pho to grap hs and sketches of rec omme n-
da t io ns to ass is t the m in pr i or i ti z ing
needs . Although HyperAbledata has some
graphics and is improving in this area all
the time, there are still a lot of gaps . Ease
is complete ly text based.

Indi vid ual ho me modification projects can
vary from eliminating roof leaks, to reno-
vating a bathroom, to reducing wandering
out of the house. There is no comprehen-
sive source of technical information on all
the neces sary subjects . Good servi ce
prov i de rs , throu gh expe ri ence , co nt i nu -
ally identify new approaches , new prod-
ucts and new ideas all the time. Both ap-
plications are "closed sys tems" that can be
modified only through the development of
new versions. Ease can only be cus tomized
by the co mp any. Inc rement al cha nges
ca nnot be made as the information be-
comes available .

Ideally, a service provider should be able
to modify their database at any time. This
applies to assessments and expert knowl-
edge as well as product information. For
exa mpl e , if a new, superior asses sment
me t ho d o l o gy is avai lab le , the serv ice
provider should be able to make use of it

i mme d i a t e l y wi thou t a b a nd o ni ng t he
technical information in the database.

HyperHome Resource is des igned to over-
come the problems of closed sys tems .
Rather than a database of information, it
is actually a "technical information man-
ager". Like "personal information man-
agers" that keep track of appoi ntme nts ,
contacts , notes and to -do lists, this pro-
gram allows service providers to create
their own cus tom database.

The program is written for Hypercard, the
hypermedia database tool that comes with
every Macintosh computer. The basic ele-
ments of a Hypercard database are "cards"
and "stacks ". Cards can contain a mixture
of graphics , sound and text. Access to
them is obtained through a menu card.
Stacks are sets of similar cards.

HyperHome has two basic stacks - prob-
lems and recommendations . The stacks are
organized into sections with 5 types of
problems and recommendations . Scrolling
windows allow the user to scan through
items rapidly. Access to the database en-
tries is obtained through "buttons" and
other icons on the cards. By pointing and
clicking with a mouse or other interface
device , one can go forwards or backwards
through a stack, jump to different loca-
tions or access different stacks. The most
imp o rt a nt button ho we ve r, links each
pro bl e m to rela ted re c o mme nd a t i o ns .
Each recommenda tion may be linked to
many diffe rent problems. This linkage
builds inte lligence into the database.

An edit menu card allows the user to add
new cards and remove old cards easily as
well as edit links between problems and
recommendations . New stacks can also be
added to reference additional types of in-
formation that one may wish to add, for
example , lists of local suppliers and con-
tractors . Prob lems and related recommen-
dations can be printed out in a report for
any client.

Graphic images are scanned into a sepa-
ra te data base. This gets around Hyper -
card's limited grap hic resolution. From
the recommendation card, users can acti-
vate a button that opens a window to the
related image. These images can be pho-
tos, line drawings or even rough pencil
s k e t c he s .
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Sup pl ementa ry info rmat io n can be at-
tached to a recommendations card. By
pointing and clicking on a button, a com-
ment window is opened. This window can
be used to record any type of information
des ired, inc lud ing product availability or
feedback from previous use of the product
or idea.

D i s c u s s i o n

There are several advantages of the infor-
mation mana gement approach. Only the
information needed has to be included, re-
ducing storage space to a minimum and
increasing search speed. As a commercia l
product, the price does not have to reflect
the cost of developing the database. Per-
miss ion does not have to be obtained for
use of information in the database that
comes from a proprie tary source, unless
the database itse lf will be sold to others .
The database can be expanded and edited
in "real time ".

There is also a major advantage to us ing
Hypercard. As with Hyper - Abledata, only
the script for the database will have to be
distributed. Anyone who has a Macintosh
computer will be able to use it without
purc has ing expens ive software .

One major problem with the program is
that all data entry has to be done by the
user. As we develop our own comprehen-
sive database further, we may be able to
distribute it with the script. Another pos-
sibili ty is developing a means to port in-
formation from Hyper - Abledata and other
computer databases into Hyp erHome Re-
source. A third option is sharing stacks
among service providers .

We hope to add more features to make it
more useful in everyday practice . Cur-
rently, an assessment is completed by
hand and the results compiled as a list of
problems. The problems are then used to
search the database for solutions. We took
this approach to keep the database inde-
pende nt from assessments . Indiv idual
users can thus utilize any assessment
method and still make use of the program.
In the future, fve hope to add assessments
with an editing feature that would allow
the user to cus tomize them to their own
preferences. Items in the assessment tool
could then be linked to problem cards in
the exis ting database .

In summary, Hyp erHome Resource is a
technical info rmat ion manager that over-
comes some of the limitations of exis ting
microcomputer applications used for home
modification. It is open ended and can
support graphics with case. The user in-
terface is s imple , requiring only a few
minutes of tra ining to mas ter. The avail-
abili ty of the co mment window allows
users to su p pl e me nt re c o mme nd a t i o ns
with any related information they des ire .
Although we have not yet made plans for
dis tribution, we expect the cos t (without
databases) to be very low.
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1993 Easter Seal Student Design Competition

The l andmark legi slat ion known as  ADA has  literally opened countless new doors  for
Americans with disabilities, and figuratively done the same for creative inventors who are
answering the challenge to even the odds against our disabled counterparts.

As you read the following seven exceptional student design papers, please bear in mind
that there were 27 additional projects which may have held equal or even more favorable
status with some of our nine judges. Unfortunately, those impressive works may never
reach their intended audiences, the clinicians and practitioners whose rehab specialty may
not  have been as important to the majority of  our review panel. My greatest regret is
that we are not able to publi sh  more of  these entr ies. There were many gems which
simply got inched out by our democratic judging process. I have no doubts  that many
of you could (and would) benefit from these terrific ideas. After all, that 's what RESNA
and the Nat ional  Easter Seal Society (NESS) are all about ; helping people overcome
disabilities by sharing the creative experiences of others.

During the coming year, I will endeavor to establish the means to at least publish the list
of  our entry titles and authors, should a reader desire more information on that
particular topic. That way, none of these great ideas will be lost, and perhaps I won't
feel so sad for the rest of our contributors. My worst fear is that someone might develop
the feeling that all of their hard work was for nothing. None of these project s are ever
to be considered as losers! All of these young people offer proof that we are all in fact
"Engineering the ADA." As you can see by our winning entries, we again present to you,
projects that have solved a few more of the problems encountered by our friends having
disabilities.

One of our judges asked the questions, "Where do all of these great ideas come from ?"
I replied, "Most  likely,  from young engineering scholars who have been lured into the
reality of disability issues and concerns." That's  the beauty of this competi tion. Many
of our pas t  winners are at tending th is  very conference, because our student design
compet ition simply provided them the impetus to look in this  di rection. One of  our
former winners is now a professor to one of our 1993 winners!

This was the closest competition that we have ever seen. Only a few percentage points
separated  the top entr ies. As you can see, we were locked into a tie for the runner -up
position, which proves how good our entries really were this time around.

I am very proud to announce our winning entries for  RESNA '93. In my opinion, they
exempl i fy the miss ions of  both  RESNA and NESS to  who we are very gratefu l  for
supporting this great challenge. Please jo in me in  welcoming them to our Conference
in Las Vegas. I'll  place my bets on all of these students, that we have not seen the last

of them!

David F. Law, Jr.
Chair
Easter Seal Student Design Competition
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TH E  C AR D IO GAUGE  © :
IN TE L L IG E N T  C AR D I A C  S T AT US  M O N I TO R

Rochan Sankar
Marianopolis College , Mont rea l,  Canada H3H 1W1

ABSTRACT

Individuals under s tress , patients  in rehabilitation,
and in particular those  recovering from corrective
cardiac  surgery require  extra -clinical monitoring of
their cardiac  performance at regular intervals in order
to progress ively build up their cardiovascular
resistance. In this project, a novel, non - invasive cardiac
sta tus mo ni to r is des igned to provide reliable
surveillance of the re lative measures (indices) of all
key  p aramet er s  that il lus tra te  the cardiovascular
sys tem 's ability to perform optimally. The prototype
hardware combines photoelectric detection of the pulse
signal, sampling and data process ing computation of
selected parameters, intelligent decision-making, and
status display- all into a single, reliable, and compact
CARDIOGAUGE for mainly non - clinical deployment.

OBJECTIVE

To design and construct a novel medical instrument, the
CARDIOGAUGE, that provides reliable  and accurate
surveillance of a ll  vita l  parameters  that reflect the
ins ta nt aneo us s ta tus of hu ma n cardiovascular
performance. It must be adaptable to all situations - in
daily use  (particularly for those with cardiovascular
diseases or disabili ties ), in geriatrics , a nd in
rehabilita tion from corrective cardiac surgery - for
non - clinical and potential clinical deployment.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The pulsatile flow of blood in an arterial bed situated
close to the human skin is represented by pulsations in
both axia l and radia l directions. An appropria te ly
des igned photo elec tric se nso r will reflect this
fluctuation thro ugh varia tions in the reflected
int e ns i t i e s of li ght a nd will r e p re s e nt
plethysmographic arterial volume pulses  of a  given
subject under a given physical condition (rest, mental or
phys ical stress, deteriorated cardiovascular system,
etc . ). The pulse s ignals  so obtained contain a ll  the
necessary information on the key cardiovascular status
parameters (to be il lus trated later) such as  the  pulse
rate, respira tion ra te, circulation pressure, circulation
time cons tant, and arteria l oxygen saturation.  The
change in magnitude of these cardiac-based parameters
are measured as  s ta tus  indices (factors) re lative to a
prescribed "resting" or normal state  and are monitored
using the proposed device. Any exceedence of a caution
and /or danger sta te  is  indicated through visual and
audible warnings for corrective action.

The principal s tages of  t he CARDIOGAUGE
operation are carried out by the following (Fig. 1): 1) A
photoelectric sensor to monitor arterial volume pulses
of different wavelengths associated with changes in

blood volume; 2) A microcontroller to amplify, sample,
and digitize the  analog pulse signal and establish its
characteristics; 3) A microcomputer to perform necess-
ary calcula tions  of the  said cardiovascular indices
through a set of algorithms, and a lso for commands and
menu settings indicating caution / danger ranges.

Fig. l . THE CARDIOGAUGEI STATUS MONITOR
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SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS

The CARDIOGAUGE conc ept is exte nded and
incorporated from earlier work done by the author over
the  pas t three  years  into a  unique, multi - parameter
measuring sys tem. The  mo nit ore d parame ter s  a re
actually measured as cardiac  status indices relative to
a prescribed resting state. This is done by calcula ting
the ra tio of ins tantaneous - to - reference values for
each index Remarkably, all  the  stated phys iological
factors are derived exclusively from the blood volume
pulse wave, through a miniscule photoelectric sensor.

Pulse Rate Factor (PF)

The arteria l pulse  is  defined as  the  wave of arteria l
wall expansion and contraction spreading outwards and
corresponding to the heart 's cardiac cycle (systole and
dias tole ). The puls e  ra te  i s  a  primary indi cator of
cardiac function and change s in prop ort ion to
physical / mental stress. It is given by the elapsed time
from systole to sys tole (peak -to- peak), which is  then
a v e r a g e d o v e r t h e e n t i r e s a m p l i n g p e r io d a n d
multip lied  b y a n umer ic al va lu e t o  re p r es e nt  h ear t  b e at

per minute.
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Re s p ir at io n  R at e  F ac to r IRFZ

A s e c o nd  c ri te r io n fo r c a rd io v as c u la r s t at u s  is  t he  r at e
o f  r e s p ir a t io n ,  o r  v e n ti la t io n  c a p a c it y .  R F  is  t h e  r a t io
o f  t h e in s t a n t a n e o u s  r e s p i r a t i o n r a t e t o a p re  -s e t
r e f e r e n c e r a t e . T h e r e s p i r a t o r y p u l s e is t h e
o v e r la p p in g  l o w f r e q u e n c y  e n v e l o p e  c o n t a in in g  t h e
ar te ria l p u ls e s .  Ge ne ra lly ,  t he  r e s p ir at o ry  p u ls e o c c ur s
fo r e v e r y 6 -8 a r t e r i a l p u ls e s . S imi la r c o u n t i n g
algo rith ms  to  P F  g iv es  t he  RF  v alue s  in th e a p p ar at us .

C irc ulatio n  P res s ure F ac to r (CP F )

C P F  is  a  n e w ly  p r o p o s e d  c a r d i o v a s c u la r  p a r a me t e r
wh ic h  c o n s is t e n t ly  e x a mi n e s  t h e  v o l u m e  in c r e m e n t
d u r i n g  a s h o r t  b u t we ll  -  d ef in e d  t ime  in t e rv a l  w it h
re s p e c t  t o  t h e  ne t  v o lu me  c h a n g e b e t we e n  s y s t o le  a n d
d ia s to le .  T h e  s e t  o f v a lue s  o b t a in ed  r e p r e s e nt  a  no n  -
d ime n s io n a l c ir c u la t io n  in d e x  in d ic a t iv e  o f  t h e  me a n
a r t e r ia l p r e s s u r e  f lu c t u a t i o n s  i n  t h e  c a r d io v a s c u l a r
s y s t e m a n d  t h e  c a p a c it y  o f  t h e  h e a r t  t o  d r i v e  b lo o d
t h r o u g h  t h e  s y s t e m . C P F  c a n  r e p l a c e  c o n v e n t io n a l
s y s t o lic , d ia s t o lic , a n d m e a n a r t e r ia l p r e s s u r e
me a s u r eme nt s .  C P F  is  a  r a t io  o f  in s t a n ta n eo u s  t o  r ef  -
er en c e va lue s ,  c a lc u la te d  u s in g ap p ro p r iat e a lg o r ith ms .

C irc u latio n T ime Co ns tan t F ac to r ( CT F )

T h is  p a r a me t e r  i s  a ls o  p r o p o s e d  b y  t h e  a u t h o r  a s  i t
s ig n if ie s  t h e  c o mp lia n c e  a n d  e la s t ic i t y  o f t h e  a r t e r ia l
wa ll  a s  we ll as  t he  p e rip h er a l re s is t a nc e to  b lo o d  flo w,
a n d  t h u s  d ir e c t ly  r e f le c t s  t h e  h e a l t h  o f  t h e  a r t e r i e s
th ems elv es .  I t  in vo lve s  c a lc ula tio n o f t he  ela p s e d  t ime
b et wee n c lo s ur e o f the  a o rt ic  va lve  (whe n t he ao rta  is  a
c lo s e d  r e s e r v o ir  o f  b lo o d )  a n d  t h e  p o in t  o f  d ia s t o le .
Du r in g  t h is  i n t e r v a l ,  t h e  c o mp le t e  e je c t io n  o f  b lo o d
f r o m t h e  a o r t a  is  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  a o r t a ' s  m a x imu m
c o m p l i a n c e a s we ll a s t h e p e r i p h e r a l r e s is t a n c e
en c o un te re d  at  t he  e nt ra nc e to  t he  a rt er ia l s y s t em.  CT F
is  t he  r at io  o f  ins ta nt an eo u s  to  r ef er en c e  t ime  c o n s t an t
v a lu e s , wh i c h is c a lc u la t e d u s i n g t h e r e q u ir e d
a lg o r i t h m s . A n e w f o r mu la is p r o p o s e d fo r C T F
c alc ula tio n us ing  th e p u ls e  p r es s ure,  wh ic h  c an  b e  given
as  s u p p le men ta ry  info rmat io n t o  CP F .

Art erial O)W gen  S a tur atio n F ac to r  (O F )

OF  is  t he  r elat iv e me as ur e o f th e p e rc en ta ge  o f o x yg en

s a t u r a t io n  in  a r t e r ia l  h e mo g lo b in  a n d  r e f le c t s  o x y g e n
in t ak e  d u r in g  c e rt a in p hy s ic a l  c o nd it io n s  o f t h e b o d y .
T h e  o p t ic a l  d e n s i t y  o f  h e mo g lo b in  b e c o me s  g r e a t e r
wit h hig he r o xy ge n c o n te nt.  T he p r o jec t io n o f two  l ig ht
s o ur c es  o n  t he  ar te r ia l b ed  a llo ws  fo r t he  d e te c t io n  o f
va r iat io n s  in  o p t ic a l  d e n s ity  s o le ly  d u e  to  0 2 s a t ur a t -

io n c h an g es .  Alg o r it hms  a re  mad e  o n th e  b as is  o f  n ew,
mo re ac c urate,  and  Les s  erro r -p ro ne fo rmulae,  and  OF  is
give n b y  the  ra tio  o f ins ta nta neo u s  to  ref ere nc e valu es .

TECHNICAL O VERVIEW

P ho to elec tric  S ens o r

S in c e  t he  c at ho d e  t er mina l is  c o nn ec te d  to  t he  g ro un d ,
t h e  a n o d e  is  s e t  a t  a  h ig h e r  p o t e n t ia l  a n d  t h e  d io d e
will  e mit  a  r ed  o r  inf ra r ed  l ig ht .  A  p o r t io n o f  t h e ligh t
emer g es  ag a in  th r o u g h t he  s k in a nd  is  d e t ec t ed  b y  th e
p h o t o tr an s is to r  b y w a y o f re flec t io n p le th ys mo g ra p h y.
T h e a m o u n t  o f  l i g h t d e t e c t e d  will d e p e n d o n t h e
o p t ic a l  d e n s it ie s  o f  s t r u c t u r e s  in  t h e  l ig h t  p a t h .  T h e
va r ia t io n s  in l ig h t int e ns it ie s  d et e c t e d  is  a t t r ib u te d  t o
the c o ns ta ntly  c han ging  vo lu me o f  b lo o d  in  the  vas c ular
b e d .  T h is  c o nt inu o us  wa ve  o f  v ar y in g  l ig h t in t en s it ie s

( p u ls e )  is  c a p t u r e d  b y  t h e  c o lle c t o r  t e r min a l o f  t h e
p h o to t ra n s is to r .  S inc e  t h e p h o t o tr a ns is t o r  is  a  lig ht  -
c o nt ro lled  c ur ren t s o urc e,  a c urr ent p ro p o r tio n al to  the
c o lle c t ed  lig ht  is  d riv en  th ro u gh  th e e mitt e r t er min al.

Int ell ige nt  Mic ro c o ntr o ller

T h e  1 0  - b it  mic r o c o n t r o lle r  ( MC )  is  p r o g r a mme d  t o
res p o nd  to  c o mp uter c o mmand s ,  c arry o ut the nec es s ary
c o mman d s  to  th e s ens o r ,  s amp le an d  p ro c es s  d ata ,  a nd
s e nd  me s s ag e s  to  th e LC D.  T h e  MC h as  a  b u il t  - in  2 K
memo ry fo r temp o r ary  d a ta s to rag e a s  well  as  a b uilt  - in
s erial  p o rt  fo r info rma tio n rec ep t io n fr o m th e c o mp uter.
Ho we ver ,  vo lta ge c o nv ers io n  thr o ug h a d river  /re c eiver
mus t b e  mad e  t o  fa c ilit at e c h ar ac t er  e xc ha nge  b et we en
t h e  t wo  p o r t s .  T h e  d r iv e r  / r e c e iv e r  a ls o  s e r v e s  a s  a
p o wer s up p ly fo r the  o p  amp s .

T he  elec t ric al s ig nal re p re s en tin g t he b lo o d  vo lume
p uls e  is  s ent  fro m th e p h o to t rans is to r (in th e s e ns o r ) to
a c irc uit  b lo c k fo r AC c o up ling T h e trans ient s  in the DC
c o mp o n e nt  a re  f il t er e d  o u t ,  a n d  o n ly  th e  p u ls at i le AC
c o mp o nen t is  tr ans mitte d .  Ne xt ,  t he  s ign al is  amp lified
th r o u g h a n o p  a mp  an d  p o te n tio me t er ,  a n d  t his  s ign a l
can b e d is played o n an o s cillo sc o p e fo r co mp aris o n.

Af t e r  s ig n a l r e f in e me n t , t h e M C s a m p l e s t h e
wa v e f o r m e v e r y 5 mill is e c o n d s , a n d s e n d s t h e
info rma tio n  to  the  an alo g  to  d ig ita l c o nve rter .  T he A/ D
d e v ic e t r a n s f o r ms th e s a mp le d a n a l o g  s ig n a l in t o
eq uivalent  10  -b it  d igital  p o int s  ( 102 4 p o s s ib le  va lue s ),
and  th es e ar e s en t to  t he LC D.  T his  flo w o f d ata is  then
ma n ip u la t e d  wit h  c o mp u t e r  a lg o r it h ms

Co mp u t at io n a l A lg o rit h ms

All th e c a lc ulat io ns  a re  p er fo rmed  in a mic r o c o mp u te r
( la t e r  t o  b e  in t e g r a t e d  wit h i n  MC  b o a r d )  u s in g  t h e
tr an s mit te d  d ig it iz ed  d a t a.  T h e a lg o rit hms  ( p r o gr a ms )
a r e wr it t e n in t h e C la n g u a g e fo r ve r s a ti l i t y in
ap p lic a t io n  a n d  f ut u r e  min ia tu r iz a tio n .  T h e  p r o g r a ms
a r e s t r a ig h t f o r wa r d s t e p s t o c a lc u la t e t h e s t a t u s
p a ra me te rs  b as ed  u p o n th e d igit ize d  p u ls e s ign al d at a,
us ing  fo rmula tio ns  r elating  p u ls e c ha ra c te ris t ic s  to  t he
c ar d io v as c u la r p a ra me tr ic  f ac t o r s  (n o n  -  d imen s io n al).
T h r e e  p r in c ip a l  s e t s  o f  T u r b o  C  p r o g r a ms  s e r v e  t h e
fo llo win g  ma t he ma tic al  o p e r at io n s : 1)  S a mp lin gp r o c -
e d u r e s ,  c h a r a c t e r  s e t t in g  a n d  g r a p h ic a l/  d ig it a l  d a t a
d is p la y; 2) Ca lc u la tio n p r o c e d u r e s  f o r  t h e d e f in e d
c ar d io v as c ular  fa c t o r s ; 3) Limit  s et t in gs  an d  lo gic  f o r
ac t iva tio n o f b uzz er and  wa rning lamp s .

P ROT OT YP E T E S T ING AND EVALUAT ION

T h e  p h o t o ele c t r ic  s e n s o r  c o ns is t s  o f  a  lig ht  -  e mit t in g P r elimina ry  te s t in g  o f t he  e xp e rime n ta l p r o to ty p e wa s
d io d e (LED) and  a p ho to  - s ens it ive d etec to r.  T he 5V DC u n d e r t a k e n .  C a r d io v a s c u la r  s t a t u s  e v a lu a t io n s  we r e
c ur ren t is  t ra ns mitt ed  to  th e a no d e t ermin al o f the  LE D. o b tained  fo r 250 s ub jec ts ,  with s everal trials  o n eac h
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(F ig .  2) .  T h e algo rith m lo gic  f o r  l imit  s et t ing  is  b a s e d
o n t hes e  no rmal values  fo r  the  p o p ula tio n ,  a c c o r d ing  to
age  a nd  g en d e r.  T he  c ar d io v as c u la r in d ic e s  c a lc ulat ed
b y  t h e  C AR DI O G AU G E  r e s p o n d e d  a c c u r a t e ly  a n d
e f f e c t iv e ly  t o  p a t h o lo g ic a l  c o n d it io n s  k n o wn t o  b e
p r e s e n t  in  c e r t ain  p a t ien t s .  R e s u lt s  a ls o  ind ic at e  th a t

th e  C ARDI O GAUGE  e xh ib it s  c o ns is t e n t a nd  s up e rio r
p r ec is io n in c o mp ar is o n to  t he  s t an d a rd  d ev iat io ns  o f
s e v e r a l n o n  -  in v a s iv e  me d ic a l  d e vic e s  in  t h e  ma r k e t .
Ho we ve r,  mo re  t es t ing  is  r eq uire d for full valid atio n o f
th e p r o to ty p e .

F ig. 2.  S amp le read o ut  fro m C ARDI OGAUGE

CPF = 9.I79124, PF = 96.774193, PPF = 55.259518, CTF = 8.252442
CPF = 8.182796, PF = 108.080000, PPF = 53.817601, UP = 8.27927%
CPF = 8.175610, PF = 92.307593, PPF = $3.787064, CTF = 8.290577
CPF = 8.159292, PF = 88.988885, PPF = 44.164893, CTF = 8.331677
CPF - 8.172566, PF = 103.448273, PPF = 45.233570, OF = 0.28366:
CFF - 8.119245. PF = 100.848340, PPF = 54.447224, CIF = 0.26336'
CPF = 8.171171, PF = 88.888885, PPF - 52.355139, CTF = 8.387257
CPF - 6.171642, PF = 92.307693, PPF = 47.568626, CTF = 8.321133
CPF - 0.181818, PF = 98.360657, PPF = 66.775581, CTF = 0.217825
CPF = 0.170833, PF = 88.898885, PPF = 53.267654, CTF = 8.384672
CFF - 0.164675, PF = 82.191780, PPF = 51.666336, CIF = 0.328687
M - 8.166667, PF = 108.848340, PPF = 52.538208, CIF = 8.241094
CFF = 8,178464, PF 93.823254, PPF = 48.191918, CTF = 8.333175
CFF = 8.178030, PF = 86.338933, PPF = 63.5807775, M - 8.274486

« AVEMff—CPF = 8.173077, PF = 93.792202, PFF = 53.863887, CTF = 8.287006
0 51- 8.5885631
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AP P L I C A T I O N S  A ND  M E N U  S E M NG S

T h e  C AR DI O G AUG E  d e v e lo p e d  p o s s e s s e s  v e r s a t i le
ap p lic at io ns  in no n - c l inic al e nvir o nme nts  and  as  a  key
ins tru me nt fo r  c ard io v as c ular p e rfo rma nc e a s s e s s men t.
It  a ls o  h a s  p o t e n t ia l  c l in ic a l  u s a g e s  o n c e  v a lid a t io n
un d e r rigo ro u s  me d ic a l s u p er vis io n  is  c o mp let ed .  T h e
ta r g e t u s e r  a p p lic a t i o n s in c lu d e (i)  p e r s o n s u n d e r
p h y s ic a l  a n d  me n t a l  s t r e s s ,  ( i i)  t h e  e ld e r ly ,  ( i i i) re-
ha b ili ta t io n  a ft er  p at ho lo gic al  c o r re c t io ns ,  (iv)  r ec o v -
er y  r e g ime s  f o r  c a r d ia c  p a tie n t s ,  ( v )  p h a r ma c e u t ic a l
an d  o t he r  me d ic a l  r e s e a rc h  p r o gr a ms ,  (v i) a mb u lan c e
and  e merge nc y c are s ituat io ns ,  etc

Me n u  s e t t in g s  a r e  p r e s c r i b e d o n  a  c u s t o m iz e d
ind ivid u al b as is .  T he limits  o n t he e xc ee d en c es  o f e ac h
c a r d io v a s c u la r fa c t o r a r e s e t in a c c o r d a n c e wit h
p rev io us  me d ic a l h is to ry,  p er fo rmanc e go als ,  p r o gre s s -
ive res is tanc e s tep  s ize s ,  and  p hys ic ian  /c o ac h ad vic e.

C O NC L US I O NS

A to t ally ne w, ve r s a t i le ,  lif e - s a vin g c a rd io va s c ula r
p e r f o r ma n c e  mo n it o r c a lle d  th e  C AR DI OG AUG E h a s
b e e n d e s i g n e d , d e v e l o p e d , c o n s t r u c t e d , a n d
d emo n s t rat ed .  It  is  v ers at ile,  c o mp ac t ,  us er -  fr ien d ly,
lo w -c o s t ,  t ailo red  to  ind ivid ual need s ,  a nd  req u ires  no
calib ratio n o r ad jus tment.  I t  is  b as ed  o n a series  of no vel
b io me d i c a l  f o r mu la t io n s  u s in g  b o t h  q u a li t a t i v e  a n d
q u an ti t at iv e  inf o rmat io n  f r o m a  s c ie nt ific a lly  s a mp le d
and  analyzed  s eq uenc e o f vasc ular b lo o d  vo lume fhtc tu-

Fig.3. T he CAR DIO GAUGE s ys tem: p ho t o elec t ric
s ens o r (mo unted  o n finger),  intelligent mic ro -
c o ntro ller,  and  mic ro c o mp uter

atio n p uls e  s igna ls  ga the red  b y  a  s p ec ially c o n s tr uc t ed
p h o t o e le c t r ic  s e n s o r .  T h e  f a c t o r s  c a lc u la t e d  b y  t h e
CAR DI O G AUG E e x hib it  c o n s is t e nt  p r e c is io n  in t he ir
r e a d in g s a s  we ll a s  h ig h s e n s it iv it y  t o  c h a n g e s  in
in s t a n t a n e o u s c a r d io v a s c u l a r  p e r f o r ma n c e . As a n
as s is t iv e te c h no lo g y,  i t  ha s  limit le s s  p o t en tial .

T he CAR DIO GAUGE is  inte lligen t s inc e  it  ex p er tly
ad ju s t s  t he  s amp ling  int e r v al ,  s e a r c he s  an d  id e n t if ie s
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e p u l s e s ign a ls , c o m p u t e s s ix ke y
c a r d io v a s c u lar  f ac t o rs  s imu lta n e o u s ly,  a ve r a ge s  o v e r
eff ec tive  r egime s  fo r rel ia b le re s ults ,  c a lc ula te s  fa c t o r

exc eed e nc es  o ver p r es c rib e d  limit  s ett ings  fo r all s ingle
a n d  c o mb i n e d  o c c u r e n c e s ,  a n d  d i s p la y s  v i s u a l  a n d
a u d i b l e wa r n i n g s , a l l a u t o m a t i c a l l y . It  is  a
kno wled g e -b as e d  ex p er t  s y s te m witt i  t he  c a p a b ilit y to
c o ntinuo us ly mak e d ec is io ns  o n t he ins ta ntaneo us  s tatus
o f  a n  i n d i v id u a l ' s  c a r d io v a s c u la r  p e r f o r ma n c e  a n d
c o mmunic ate it  to  th e s elec ted  rec eiver.
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A WHEELCHAIR- ACCESSIBLE BABY CRIB

William J. Horihan and Trisha T. Pritikin
Rehabilitation Engineering Technology Training Project

San Francisco State University

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design of a standard -size baby crib
which provides for safe and effective use by wheelchair -
rider parents and 'caretakers possessing a  wide range of
physical disabilities. It is an improvement on many earlier
designs as i t requires a minimum of space and is easy to
access and use by both seated and standing caregivers. The
crib's innovative gate design can be built into new cribs or
added on as an adaptation. It can also be incorporated into
accessible play pens and similarfumiture.Thegateis unique
in that i t  was des igned to pass  a  hazard analysis  and
approval process by the USConsumer ProductSafety Com-
miss ion.

BACKGROUND

Through the Looking Glass, an agency which specializes in
research, training and resources serving parents with dis-
abilities, has a grant from NIDRR (US Department of Edu-
cation)entitled "Developing Adaptive Equipmentand Tech-
niques for Phys ically Disabled Parents and their Babies
within the Context of Psychosocial Services." This project is
demonstrating how to blend technology with infant mental
health/family support services, and includes the adapta-
tion and development of specialized baby care equipment.

The staff of TLG determined thata safe, easy -to -use adapted
baby crib is greatly needed by a significant number of
wheelchair -rider parents and caretakers. They requested
that we design a crib which would be suitable for people
possessing a wide range of physical abilities.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Our student design team researched existing cribs and crib
designs developed for use by wheelchair -rider parents,
conducted a literature review and patent search for relevant
designs, and spoke with wheelchair -rider parents who had
used adapted cribs. We also consulted with Occupational
Therapists and other staff of Through the Looking Glass.
We discovered that most adapted cribs address the issue of
access by utilizing gates which either slide to one side, slide
to both sides  from the center, or swing open on hinges.
These designs present numerous problems pertaining to
safety and ease of use.

-Cribs with gates which slide to one or both sides lack any
safety barrier when the crib side is opened. The infant or
child can easily fall out of the crib if left even momentarily
unattended.

-Cribs with sliding gates also allow for the possibility of
pinching of the infant's or child's fingers, hands, toes or feet
as the vertical gate slats of the moving gates slide by.

-Swing -out crib gates lack any safety barrier when the crib

gate is opened. These gates also require a wheelchair -rider
to back up away from the crib in order to open the gate,
creating added potential that the child may fall out of the
crib at that time.

-Gate latches on many adapted cribs are potentially acces-
sible to a child from within the crib. Additionally, some
latches require only a single, weak motion to open. While
this allows a person with limited hand strength to operate
the latch, it often makes the latch easily - operable by the
child as well.

*Some cribs utilize a top cross bar across the gate opening
for structural stability, creating the danger of baby's head
getting bumped as he or she is lifted from the crib by an
ambulatory parent.

- Adapted cribs or gates are often "home- made," with the
result that vertical crib wall slats are sometimes spaced too
far apart, allowing for the possibility of the child becoming
caught between them.

-Cribs featuring gates which slide to one side require suffi-
cient space to the side of the crib to accommodate the crib
gate when opened, and often can't be used in small rooms.

-One design we encountered features a gate which slides to
the side of the crib, with storage shelves added on to that
side. When the gate is opened, access to childcare supplies
stored on the shelves is blocked by the gate.

-Swing -out gates need a lot of space in front of the crib in
order to swing open and often require a lot of maneuvering
by a wheelchair rider.

-The top cross bars on some crib gate openings get in the
way of a standing person leaning over and into the crib.

DESIGN CRITERIA

With the above issues in mind, we set forth to design a crib
which would provide safety, accessibility, and ease of use
by a wide rangeof wheelchair-rider parents and caretakers,
and which would require minimal floorspace for efficient
operation.

Safety

In order to ensure design safety, we endeavored to meet all
applicable regulations pertaining to full -size baby cribs
established by the US Consumer Product Safety Commis -
sion(CPSC). This agencyhas very specific standards forcrib
dimensions, mattress fit, vertical slat spacing, hardware,
latching, overall construction and finish, and structural
stress testing.

One key standard which all but one of the adapted cribs
which we studied fa iled to address is the provision of a
safety barrier when the gate is opened. CPSC crib regula-
tions require that when the gate is dropped to its lowest
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position, the distance between its top rail and the mattress
support should measure at least 9" (16 CFR SS1508.3( #1)).

This standard can pose a real problem for accessibility, as a
wheelchair rider would have to lift a child over the barrier.
This would be a very difficult if not impossible task for a
person with limited range of motion or strength inhis orher
trunk or upper extremities. Inadvertent contact with the
barrier might also cause abrasions to the child being trans-
ferred into or out of the crib. It is therefore no surprise that
this feature has been ignored by almost all adaptive crib
designers. However, leaving out this protection creates the
very real risk of an infant fallingout of thecrib when the gate
is opened.

We established the following design criteria to assure acces-
sibility:

-Allow for the wheelchair -rider parent or caretaker to pull

up under the crib, and to operate  the crib gate without
having to maneuver the wheelchairor to pull away from the
crib.

-Crib gate operable  by a parent or caretaker possessing
limited strength and /or range of motion or with only one
arm, either left or right.

- Latching mechanisms operable by a person with limit -ed
strengthand /orrangeof motion. Meet CPSC regulations by
requiring two distinct actions to release.

-Crib gate opening allows the parent or caretaker easy
access to the child within the crib.

-Crib to be height adjustable to accommodate both manual
and power wheelchairs and joystick controls.

Additional Design Criteria

-Allow for visual access to the child, and do not cause the
child to feel overly - isolated within the crib.

- Aesthetically pleasing to parents or caretakers.

-Design around a standard size crib, utilizing standard size
mattress, waterproof pads, and sheets.

*Crib can be easily constructed of locally - available materi-
als, thereby making it readily - reproducible.

PROBLEM SOLU'T'ION: DESCRIPTION OF THE CRIB
DESIGN

Because the crib gate is the key to safe and easy accessibility,
we focused on that aspect, designing a gate which could be
installed either as a modification to a store- boughtcrib or as
the centerpiece of a custom -built one.

The gate is builtaround a 30" —wide clear, flexible, non - toxic,
vinyl door panel that s lides down and turns  under the
mattress support frame in a track , much like an upside-
down roll top desk. The plastic sheet is made of 3/32"
Tufflex and allows visual contact and full view of the child
at all times.

The track structure consists of a plywood platformmounted
under the mattress frame to which two L- shaped upright
support members are attached (see illustration, #1). Each
support member has channels that enclose the plastic sheet
at its sides. The plastic sheethas roller guides attached to its
edges which allow it to slide smoothly up and down while
keeping it from pulling outof the channels. Horizontal rails
are attached to the top and bottom of the sheet (2).

This strong yet flexible door is supported and kept taut by
a braided steel cable enclosed in each side member (3). This
cable runs between the endpoints of the  top and bottom
horizontal rails and is guided over bearing pulleys. The
sheet is kept from twisting and jamming in its channels as it
moves up and down by a second cable system, designed like
a draftsman's parallel rule, consisting of two cables that
cross  through the lower rail  of the door, underneath the
mattress support (4). ('file bottom rail remains in the hori-
zontal section of the frame underneath the crib at all times.)
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The door is made to raise and lower by sliding a large knob
along a horizontal channel mounted to the face of the crib at
mattress height (5). The knob is attached to a cable loop
which pulls  the  bottom rail  of the  door frontwards  and
rearwards  under the  crib, trans la ting to an up or down
motion of the door in its frame.

The top rail of the door engages la tches a t the maximum
height of the door and again at a point9" above the mattress
support (6). The gate self - latches when it is raised or low-
ered to these points. To lower the door, one must activate a
release mechanism.

In compliance with CPSC regulations, two distinct actions
are required to release the door latches. The user rests one
hand on a flat, pivoting pad mounted near the raise /lower
knob (7). He or she must firstpush in a large button located
justabove the pad with the side of the hand and then rotate
the pad 30° to release the door lock. The user can then slide
that hand onto the knob and proceed to lower the  gate.
There is a release mechanism for both the top door height
and the 9" barrier height.

As the door is unlocked and lowered below the 9" barrier
height for access to the child, it compresses a set of springs
which return the gate up to a locked barrier position once
thecaretaker takes theweightof his or herarmsoff of the top
rail of the door.

THE CPSC APPROVAL PROCESS

We felt that we had a unique design providing both safety
and access. Gaining CPSC acceptance on this crib feature
would be important if itwere to be manufactured and made
available to a larger number of people. We therefore con-
sulted with the CPSC and submitted our gate design for a
hazard analysis. We subsequently learned that ours was the
first submission ever of an adaptive design for apre - incident
safety analysis. (The CPSC normally only performs this
assessment aftera report of product incident /injury.)

After conducting a hazard analysis, CPSC staff, acknowl-
edging the needs of individuals with disabilities for special-
ized products, concluded that our accessible crib design
would be acceptable. However, they were prohibited from
issuing a formal approval because our design did not meet
the specific technical requirements of their exisiting regula-
tions. Wehave thereforebegun theprocess of petitioningfor
a change in CPSC regulations to allow for adapted cribs
such as ours. This would set a precedent for the inclusion of
standards for other adaptive equipment as well.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING

The specialized gate prototype is undergoing evaluation
with selected parents before further modification. It is sched-
uled to be mounted on a both a crib and raised play pen
presently being built by others working with Through the
Looking Glass. Its ability to be mounted on both stock and
custom -built cribs and other furniture promises a broad
potential market among wheelchair -rider parents.

REFERENCES

ConsuinerProductSafety Commission Regulations,Codeof
FederalRegulations,Vol. 16, Part 1508 (1 -1 -92 edition)
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Sequential Task Trainer for Students with Cognitive Impairments

Larry Deal, John LoPorto, James Rippy
Department of Electrical and Comp uter Engineering

Wayne State University, Detroit, MI

ABS T RACT

Simp le as s emb ly and  p ac kaging o f o b jec ts  s uc h as
pens, nuts, bolts, etc . is  a  p o tent ial emp lo yment
op po rtunity fo r s tudents  with c o gnit ive impairments .
However,  the training fo r s uc h tasks is typic ally lab or
intens ive. A teac her mus t devo te large amounts  o f
time and effo rt  to  as s is t  a s tud ent in the s equential
ass embly o r packaging proc es s, Eac h t ime new job s
are o b tained ,  the s tud ents  may need to  b e retrained .
Therefore, it  is  h igh ly d es ira b le to auto ma te the
training process so that the teac her c an ass ume a more
superviso ry ro le in the as semb ly pro cess . In s uc h a
manner,  the d ignity o f the  ind ivid ual is  maintained
while allo wing the teac her to  evenly d is trib ute t ime
fairly among the s tudents.

The idea behind  the Sequential T as k T raining System
is  s imp le. First  the d is as semb led p arts  are p laced in
the bins. The staff memb er then eas ily p ro grams the
trainer to  fit  the s tud ents  need s . The s ys tem then
ins tructs the stud ent o nly when necess ary and prais es
them after each correc t as semb ly. Hence, the students
are allo wed  to  p ro gres s  t o  th eir hig hes t  p o tent ial
without changing any of the parameters of the system.

INT RO DUC T I ON

S p ec ial Ed uc atio n c las s es  and  vo c atio nal training
sc hoo ls wo rk with s tud ents  who  are b oth physic ally
and mentally imp aired . Basic  skills taught to stud ents
in vo c ational training c urriculums  include seq uential
as semb ly and pac kaging o f tas ks . Thes e involve the
mastery of co ncep ts  s uch as  "o ne o f' , " two  o f ' ,  and
"first this part, then that part ", i.e. proper sequencing of
tasks.

The current training process  involves a teacher o r staff
member monitoring a stud ent p erforming an ass emb ly
task, The teac her sp ec ifies training tasks ,  c o rrec ts
mis takes ,  gives  p rais e and  enc o uragement, rep lac es
parts as  required , mo nitors imp ro vement and gathers
data on the s tud ent. It  is  a t ime and  lab o r intensive
process. For s taff,  it can q uickly beco me b oring and
ted io us ,  b ec aus e s tud ents  o ften need  hund red s  o f
repetitions to gain mastery of the co ncepts and skills.

Wo rking with the s taff at  the R iley Center, a s c ho o l
p ro gram fo r s tud ents with s evere c o g nit ive
impairments,  we have designed  and  built a prototyp e
S eq uential T as k T raining  S ys tem. This  c o mputer
controlled s ys tem mo nitors the s tudents perfo rmance
and  p ro gres s . The sys tem als o  p ro vid es visual,
vibratory, and auditory feedback to prompt the student
to act or correct them if needed. T he staff controls the

parameters o f assembly. Thes e p arameters include the
numb er of p arts for each b in,  the amo unt o f time the
student is allowed to spend choos ing a part before they
are prompted (each bin is able to have its own sett ing),
the number o f b ins  with a maximum of 5, the o rder of
ass emb ly,  and the mes sages  which will pro mpt as  well
as praise the student. This way,  each student will have
his o wn cus to mized trainer with the  c h ang eab le
mess ages  giving the system a human characterist ic.

METHODOLOGY

After discussing the s taffs needs  and desires, we were
able to establish a list  of c riteria for the project which
included:

1. Multisenso ry prompting mechanisms mus t be
used to maintain attention and indicate
proper action.

2. Staff must be able to  configure sys tem for
individual student needs.

3. System must be able to fit o n a table top.
4. System must be able to run with a s tandard

PC.

5. Total cost s hould remain under $500 (not
including cost of c omputer).

6. The system must be d urab le and extremely
safe.

Initial Design:

The d es ign of the s ys tem had  to b e foo lpro of. Any
inconsistencies or mis takes mad e by the system would
only c o nfus e the stud ents  and  hind er their learning
process. It was dec ided  that the trainer would  react  to
the s tudents just  like a human ins truc to r wo uld reac t.
With this in mind,  we started our design p lans.

The first  task was to identify when the s tud ent p icked
up  a p art . After talking with th e s taff at  the R iley
Center, it was agreed that if  a stud ent was  to reach into
the bin, it is assumed  that they would  pick up the part.
We used infrared photo - transistors to monitor the parts
sinc e they had  bo th the s ens it ivity and  the s p eed  to
mo nito r  any mo tio n within th e b in. This  ho wever
posed a problem. if a part was to block the sensor, the
sys tem wo uld  think that  a s tud ent was  p ic king up  a
part. T o  s o lve this ,  eac h b in wo uld  c o nta in three
sensors positioned so that a hand reac hing in the b in
would  trip  at least two o f them. This way a false alarm
would not be caused by a part blocking one sensor and
sp ac ing them far eno ugh ap art  s o  a p art  wo uld  no t
block two.
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Students need to be prompted as to which bin should
be used to select a part. We provided two methods.
The Fast method was to install a high intensity Light
Emitting Diode (LED) in each bin. The LED will light
the bin from which the pan is to be picked. The
second method was to provide a jack for vibratory
actuators which can be placed in front of each bin.
This way students with visual impairments can easily
be guided to the correct bin.

We chose the Voicemas ter Key Digital Voice
Synthesizer, for voice  production, to prompt the
students in case a problem arose. This allows actual
human voices to be recorded and easily changed. The
teacher is able  to record their own voice giving
students a recognizable message. Three messages are
included in the system. The first message tells the
student to pick up the part. This was included since
one of the biggest problems in the task is keeping
students attentive on the assembly process. The
second message informs the student that they
incorrectly chose the wrong pan. The third message
praises the student after each completed assembly, thus
giving the student gratification for a job well done.

In order to communicate  with the PC, Motorola
donated aM68HCI1 EVBU Evaluation Board. This is
our connection from the circuit of each bin to the PC.

Since each training process has to be individualized.
the staff must be able to easily program the system on
a per student basis. The software will allow this as
well as  tie a ll of the components together. The
language of choice was C. The software was written
so as to guide any staff member correctly through the
program inputs. The software asks for the student's
name, the number of bins needed, and verification of
the data entered. It then asks for the number of parts in
bin 1, the maximum time the student is allowed to
spend on bin 1 before being prompted, and verification
of data entered. This process is continued until each
bin is correctly configured.

After the system is configured to meet the students
needs, the training process begins. Once started, the
system displays and records the number of correct
choices as well as errors on a per bin basis. Other data
collected includes average time spent on each pan, the
number of correctly completed assemblies, the number
of possible incorrect assemblies, and the reason the
training session was stopped. The system can be
stopped manually by a staff member or automatically
when a bin runs out of parts. This stops any confusion
a student might encounter by looking for parts which
do not exist. All of the information is then stored in
the student's own file, thus allowing the staff to keep
track of the student's progress over time.

Figure 1. Sequential Task Training System.
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Fabrication:

The system had to be compact, yet durable and safe.
Each bin is plastic keeping them lightweight and
flexible. The sensors are mounted on each bin in a
strip of oak wood keeping them well protected in case
a bin is dropped. Each bin contains a cable which runs
to a main control box. The main control box, which
contains the evaluation board, is constructed of 3/4"
oak. This provides a heavy duty casing which can not
be accidentally broken. Any edges of the system were
routed leaving a rounded edge to increase the safety.

RESULTS

At this time the Sequential Task Training System is
currently being tested at the Riley Center. The initial
response from the students is an increase in attention to
the training activity. Further testing will reveal if this
increased attention remains after the novelty of the
system diminished. This will be evident in the data
collected by the system.

REFERENCES

1. Motorola.M68HC1 l Reference Manual. 1991
revision 3.
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Design and Implementation of a Computer- assisted Sign Language Tutorial

Rex J. Thelen, Shawn G. Orr, John M. Musser, and Ronald W. Garrett, Ph.D.
School of Engineering

Grand Valley State University
Grand Rapids, MI U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Today, there are many books and video
tapes available to aid people in their attempt
to learn sign language. Only by direct
interaction realized by using a teacher or
tutor, can the user get the feedback that is so
important in learning a language. The
tutorial system which was created provides a
computer based interactive learning
experience for anyone wishing to learn
American Sign Language (ASL).

BACKGROUND

ASL is a communication tool used by
thousands of people. Learning American
Sign Language can be quite challenging for
most individuals due to the fact that the
quantity and quality of the available
resources are limited. As classrooms grow
in size, individual attention diminishes. In
addition, books and video tapes are limited in
their usefulness as an educational device due
to the fact that they are not interactive.
Interaction is an important part of the
learning experience because it makes the
process more enjoyable. When the students
who are allowed to control the pace and
direction of their learning experience, the
entire process is usually more pleasant and
productive.

The personal computer has great potential as
a learning tool, especially in environments
where interaction with the learning tool is
essential. The American Sign Language
Tutorial utilizes the potential of the personal
computer while satisfying the need for an
interactive learning aid.

OBJECTIVE

To create and implement a computer- assisted
learning tool using dynamic human images
demonstrating proper use of sign language.

APPROACH

The approach used for the design and
development of the American Sign Language
Tutorial was to get the end users involved in
the project early on. Educators and
American Sign Language Professionals were
consulted to determine what their needs and
the needs of individuals wanting to learn sign
language were. Using this input, further
discussion was held on how those needs
could be most effectively met. In addition,
as the project progressed, the end users were
given opportunities to test the prototype at
various stages of development. The input
from the end users at different stages enabled
"on the fly" enhancements to be made.
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DISCUSSION

The result of this synthesis was a completely
operational prototype that displays a menu
from which the user can choose a sign to be
viewed. Once the user has selected a sign to
be viewed, a picture representing the given
sign is displayed. Next, a fully animated, full
color human image showing the complete
motion required to produce a sign is
displayed. The tutorial currently includes
over 100 signs. The program was divided
into two levels: Level 1 is designed for
someone who is a beginner and Level 2 is
targeted at the advanced user.

There are currently other computer programs
available that teach sign language. However,
these programs show only a sketch of the
body movements necessary to perform the
sign. The American Sign Language Tutorial
uses digitized images taken from a video of a
person performing a given sign. This
animated, color display effectively depicts all
of the subtleties required to perform a sign
accurately. The digitized image of the
person performing the sign provides the user
with a great role model from which to
emulate the motions. This allows the user to
learn sign language faster and easier than
with other sign language programs while
enjoying the learning process.

The American Sign Language Tutorial was
put into practical use in October 1992 and is
currently being used on a daily basis by two
school districts with very different needs. At
one school, the students are physically and /or
mentally disabled_ These students primarily
focus their attention on learning the entry
level or beginning signs. Sign language is
used as a means of communication for those
who either have difficulty speaking or are
slow to learn oral conversation skills. The
program's ease of use is very evident in this
situation. Students can use either a mouse or
a touch screen to make selections; This
luxury enables some of the severely
physically disabled students to easily use the
program. The other school enrolls students
who are either hearing impaired or deaf. In

most cases, these students already use sign
language as a means of communication. The
American Sign Language Tutorial has
enhanced their sign language vocabulary
through the use of the advanced or Level 2
signs. The signs help students grasp difficult
concepts. For example, time, order, and
sequence, synonyms and words Involving
quantities are the categories of signs that a
user of Level 2 can choose.

The potential uses for this software are
numerous. Individual students use the
software to enhance their current sign
language vocabulary and as a tool to help
familiarize themselves with computers.
Teachers can use the software as a regularly
scheduled part of their lesson plan or to learn
the basic signs that would allow them to
communicate with a deaf student that has
been "mainstreamed." Adults who are deaf
can use the software to help their fi-iends
learn sign language. Businesses such as
grocery stores, banks, and department stores
can use the software to help train their
employees so that some communication with
the deaf is possible. this system offers a
convenient way for emergency medical
personnel and police to learn sign language
so that they can communicate with the deaf
in a crisis.

The feedback that we received from the
users of the American Sign Language
Tutorial has proved that the system provides
a unique and effective learning experience.
Users enjoy using the system and have
expressed a desire to obtain more computers
to be used as workstations for teaching sign
language. In addition, the fully animated
color images displayed on the computer
screen help to maintain high levels of
enthusiasm with the users of the system. The
American Sign Language Tutorial continues
to draw more interest every day as more
people become aware of its existence. The
creators of this program feel that it has a
great deal of potential and we hope that its
ability as an educational tool has been
effectively portrayed.
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ENHANCING EARLY SPEECH THERAPY BY COMBINING A FLEXIBLE CIRCULAR SCANNING
SYSTEM WITH SPEECH OUTPUT

Jeff C.  Verive
Ray F. Matyka

Illinois Institute o f Technology
Chicago, IL U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Ass ess ment and rehabilitation o f the speech - impaired often
involves the use o f s p ec ialized  too ls known as  augmentative
communic atio n d evic es.  T hese devic es  range from simp le pic-
ture boards to elaborate electronic devices which produce
human (o r human s ound ing) s p eec h.  The s imp ler d evic es  are
generally us ed in initial as s es s ment and  early therap y,  and  as
therapy p ro gress es , the more co mp lex d evic es  are introd uc ed
corresp ond ing to  the client's  needs and  ab ilities. Each of these
requires time to set up, has its own "learning curve" for therapist
and client alike, and takes up precious storage space at the thera-
pist's facility. The device described in this  report can be config-
ured to be used in both early and more advanced therapy, and its
speech output and  circular scanning display are useful in assess-
ing a client ' s c o gnitive and  language s kills .  The exp and ab le
design allo ws  future mo dificatio ns  to b e made with ease, and
bec ause o f its flexib ility,  it can replac e several other devices,
allo wing the therapist to c onc entrate on language and cognit ive
issues rather than the operation of several different systems.

BACKGROUND

In some cases, the goal of therapy is to provide effective spoken
co mmunicatio ns , particularly when therap y is us ed to  restore
sp eec h lo st  as  a res ult  of injury or other trauma. T he go al in
many o ther c as es,  es p ec ially when a client  p res ents  s everely
limited motor func tion, is to  bring him to the point to where he
can ind ep end ently us e exis t ing augmentative c o mmunic atio n
devic es  o utside of the c linical setting (1). These d evic es  typ i-
cally c onsist  o f a rectangular array o f lights and sens ors such
that the client can, by use of a light wand, switch, or other input,
selec t a letter, wo rd, o r phrase to be outputted by the devic e in
speech form.

In either case, therapy is  likely to b e enhanced by introducing
speec h at as early a point as possible; it can imp rove the s ocial
interaction between therapist and  client, and  it  can help  relieve
fears the client may have about not being ab le to communicate
effec tively with o thers  in a soc ial setting (2). With this in mind,
we reviewed exis ting augmentative communic ation devices
being us ed  at  a nearb y rehabilitatio n center, We were able to
ob s erve therap y ses s io ns  in whic h these d evic es  were being
used, and were fortunate to b e able to attend a lo cal conference
and talk to speech - imp aired people, their parents,  and  pro fes-
sionals  in the field  of alternate and  augmentative co mmunica-
tio ns.  We fo und  that  one augmentative co mmunication devic e,
similar to  a c lo c k b ut with a single moto rized  po inter whic h
could  b e mad e to mo ve in either a c lo ckwis e or co untercloc k-
wise direction b y means of s witches , was very p opular in early
therapy.  In res ponse to  the therapist' s questions, the client acti-

vates a switch which c auses the indic ator to  point to pichtres or
phrases  on the display board, Ho wever, clients quickly get  tired
of using it ,  and  the therap is ts  feel that  a similar d evice whic h
pro d uc es  sp eec h o utp ut will ho ld  the client' s  at tentio n fo r a
longer time and improve motivation.  If such a device could  also
be made flexib le enough to  allow us e in mo re ad vanc ed stages
of therapy, it might ease the transitio n to the more co mplicated
augmentative communication devices for those clients who
would eventually require them. In fact, one very capable speech -
impaired user of augmentative co mmunicatio n d evices con-
firmed  that he was most motivated in his  therapy when he could
finally use speec h to c ommunicate.

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Therapists at  the center requested a d evice which c ould produce
speech corresponding to words, pictures, or phrases selected by
the client. The devic e had to accommodate from two to 30 or so
selectio ns, and  be configurab le for quantit ies between these two
extremes . It had to be light enough to be easily transported, and
it would have to run on battery power for at least three hours to
allow p ortable o peration. T he therapists  als o required that  the
device b e ab le to  o perate o n s tand ard 120 vo lts  AC,  and  they
requested that the batteries not have to be removed in order to be
rec harged . Vis ual indic atio n of the selection would  have to be
via a mec hanical pointer o r a circ ular array of lights, with provi-
sions  to c ontro l the s peed at  whic h the indic ator mo ved . The
device had  to  ac c ep t inp uts (s witc hes ) co mmonly us ed  with
exist ing sys tems,  and  there wo uld  have to  b e a pro vis io n fo r
co ntro lling the directio n in whic h the indicato r mo ved (c lo ck-
wise or co unterc loc kwise). S witch inp uts  wo uld  require condi-
tio ning to red uce the pos sib ility of fals e actuation. T he quality
of the speech output bad to be good enough to b e eas ily under-
stood, and the speech memory contents  had to be retained when
the d evic e was no t in use.  Since the d evic e could also poss ibly
be used  outside of the rehabilitation setting, it  had to be easy to
use by people outsid e of the clinical setting. The therapists also
sugges ted including different colo red lights (if the vis ual indica-
tar was to be a lighrarray), as well as a brightness control for the
display. Due to time constraints, these requests were relegated to
future enhanc ements . There was even s ome debate amo ng the
therap is ts  as to whether multic o lored  lights wo uld really b e

desirab le.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

At the earlies t stages of d esign,  it bec ame app arent that a circu-
lar array of lights would  be easier to implement than a mechani-

cal p ointer. A mec hanic al p o inter wo uld likely req uire either
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sensing the pointer's position (via a servo - resolver or an array of
sensors) or guaranteeing the po inter 's  po sitio n und er proc ess or
control (such as a stepper motor). Servo - resolvers would require
a fairly b ulky mec hanical assemb ly,  and a stepp er mo to r would
be likely to slip or at least  req uire po sit ion calibration each t ime
the d evice isused. A light array, which we c hos e to imp lement,
would  req uire fewer electro nics  than a sens or array and  would
eliminate moving p arts.  F or future expand ability,  however,  we
included extra c irc uitry to accept a s tep p er mo to r o r o ther
device, and we mad e the display eas ily remo vab le to acc ommo-
date rec tangular light arrangements  more s uitab le for p o rtable

use.

Als o early in d es ign we realized  that a micro pro ces so r wo uld
give trs the greatest  power and flexib ility, since it would  have to
interface with a variety of s witch, sp eech, and control inputs and
several outputs (indicator lights, s peech, etc .). We als o opted to
utilize exis ting telec o mmunications  tec hno lo gy b y us ing inte-
grated  circ uits sp ecific ally d esigned to  efficiently d igitize and
compress speech. The quality of the sp eech would be better than
that of synthesized  speech, and any language could be used with
ease. S peech would b e s tored in b attery bac ked  -up Static Ran-
dom Access Memo ry (S RAM); this is a trade -off between
higher - capacity but volatile dynamic memo ries  (the type of
memory us ed  in p ers onal c omp uters) and  eq ual- c apac ity b ut
much mo re cos tly no nvo latile memory co mpo nents.

We then dec ided to use 40 lights in the circ ular array.  The thera-
pists  requested  that  the circular array be large enough to accom-
mo date the let ters  o f the alphab et and  b e divisible into  s everal
"b loc ks"  of lights . S inc e we als o  wanted future exp and ab ility
for stepper motors, the lights had to be spaced an integer number
of step s ap art.  S everal s mall s tepp er motors are available with
steps  o f 1.8 % b reaking up the circle into 200 step s. Ho wever,
200 lights  are p rob ably a little mo re than would b e p rac tic al,  so
we c ho s e 40.  T his  numb er is  eas ily d ivid e d  into  g ro up s  o f
2,4,5,8,10,20 or 40 lights , giving a large number o f p oss ibilit ies
for the therapist . In add itio n, o ther disp lay boards c an easily be
substituted for the circular dis play if po rtab le operation is
des ired, since the number 40 s upp orts rectangular arrays of 4 x
5,4 x 10 and 5 x 8 (to name a few p ossibilities).

The numb er 40 also  wo rks well for d etermining the size o f the
speech memo ry. T he telecommunic ations circuits  being used for
digit izing and re- creating sp eech have a sampling rate o f 8000
samples  per second.  Each s ample uses 8 b its (1 byte) o f mem-
ory,  so  eac h sec ond  o f s peech us es 8000 b ytes.  We c hos e to
acco mmo date 120 s eco nds  of rec ord ed s peech,  divided equally
among the number o f blocks selected.  Therefore, two blocks (20
lights  p er block) c ould each store up  to 60 sec ond s of sp eec h,
and 40 blo cks (one light per blo ck) c ould each store up  to three
seco nds , c ertainly enough time to say a letter, numb er,  or short
phrase.  To make memo ry d es ign easy (and exp andable),.  we
broke up the memo ry sp ace into seven segments of 128 seconds
each, s tealing the first  eight sec ond s worth of memory from the
first  segment fo r the microproces sor to use. The prototyp e
wo uld have o nly one s egment filled with memo ry, b ut a fully
expanded s ystem c ould suppo rt 888 sec ond s, o r nearly 15 min-
utes of speech.

During design, additio nal specifications were worked out,
including speed control (8 s ettings),  speech volume control, and
a variable d elay (4 s ettings) to  allow the c lient  to  change s elec-
tions  befo re sp eech is produced (allows the c lient  to c hange his
mind in case he unders hoo ts  or o vershoots his intend ed  selec-

tion).  During this phas e,  therap is ts  also  req uested  that  s witc h
inputs b e configurable for continuous op eration (switch must be
constantly ac tivated to  ad vance thro ugh s elections) or momen-
tary operatio n (activate switch o nce to s tart  advancing, activate
again to stop). Also  during the d esign p has e, the therap is ts
req uested two mod es  o f o peration fo r the light array: block, in
whic h lights  mo ve to gether as a blo c k,  the q uantity of lights
dep end ent o n the numb er o f b lo c ks  s elec ted ; and single, in
which lights move one at  a time,  regardless of number of blocks
selec ted.

To power the device with ordinary 120VAC, we chose to accept
a wall transfo rmer with a 12VDC,  one amp ere output.  Battery
power is pro vid ed  by a 6VDC b attery p ack, which sho uld  pro-
vid e four to five ho urs o f o peration before needing a recharge.
An indic ator alerts the user o f the need  to rec harge the battery
pac k,  which is  handled  b y the wall trans fo rmer without having
to remo ve the battery pac k. Bas ed on 260 days of o peration per
year (52 weeks  @ five d ays p er week),  the p ack s ho uld las t at
least  a year (— 400 charge / recbarge cycles as sp ecified by the
manufacturer),

For retaining speec h memory contents,  a smaller battery is used;
its life (o ver 10,000 hours) should easily exc eed that o f the bat-
tery pack, though it will be recommend ed that both be replaced

at the s ame time to minimize the chance of leakage. Current cost
to replace both batteries is under 20 dollars. This is more expen-
sive than we would have liked, though all other battery op tio ns
we researched wo uld have been co stlier.

EVALUATION

After initial debugging, the device was  ready for evaluatio n. The
prototype was delivered  to the rehabilitation center, and the staff
memb ers were trained  in its  o peration. Clinical as sess ment o f
the device's features and functio ns continues with clients
deemed approp riate by the Augmentative Communicatio ns
team. The system's perfo rmance is record ed in a device log, the
contents of which are to be summarized following six months of
use and as sessment.

DISCUSSION

The device described in this rep ort should provide considerable
benefit fo r therap is t and  client alike; clinical evaluatio n will be
the jud ge.  T herapis ts  who  have s een the d evic e in op eratio n
believe it is more powerful, more flexible, and easier to use than
many o ther augmentative c o mmunic atio n d evices .  T hey als o
feel that since it couples speech with an easy to interpret display,
it  wil l b e valuab le as  a to o l in c lient  as s e s s ment ,  and  will
improve the transition to more c omplex d evices.
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In add it io n to  fulfilling the technical requirements , our design
wo rk als o fo cused on eas e of manufacturing.  All c ompo nents
used are read ily available and relatively inexp ensive. Even the
tools used  fo r d eveloping the circuit, writing the s oftware, and
programming the op erating sys tem are widely us ed, so  it will be
a simple matter to move from pro totype to produc t. In ad dition,
a mo d ular des ign ap proach was  used to  enable c usto mizing
without adversely affecting manufacturab ility; address and d ata
buffering simplifies  memory expans io n, the removable dis play
allows for customizing to a user' s needs, and dual jacks accept a
wide variety of stand ard  and c us tom inputs.  This flexib ility,
along with the d evic e's  ease of operation,  should result in c on-
sid erab le market ap peal. Sinc e speec h quality is  exc ellent  and
there is  no  restric t io n o n language (which canno t b e s aid  fo r
many phoneme -based systems), this device should be successful
even in the wo rld wide marketplace.
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AB S T R A C T

Many p eo p le d iagno s ed  with c ereb ral p als y (CP ) or s imilar
diso rd ers have d iffic ulty walking.  T his researc h evaluated the
effectiveness of a Hip Extensor Tricycle designed to iso late and
exerc is e the hip  extens o r mus cles  in c hild ren with c ereb ral
pals y. Fo ur c hild ren d iagnos ed  with c ereb ral p als y and  o ne
with Map le  S yru p  Urine Dis eas e  were  give n Hip  Exte ns o r
Tricycles fo r ho me us e during an eight -week tes t perio d.  T he
sub jects  were tes ted  every two  weeks  d uring the eight week
study in which the effects o f Hip Extensor Tricycle (HET ) use
were do c umented . It was  fo und  that  the s ubjec ts exp erienc ed
improved  gait and increased self esteem.

B AC KG R O UN D

Cereb ral p als y (CP ) is a c hro nic  d is ab ility whic h c an affec t
perso ns  o f all ages. CP can result  from nerve d amage b efore,
during and after b irth. There is no  s ingle effec tive preventive
meas ure,  and no  curer.

A key fac to r in red uc ing the effec ts  o f CP  is  rehab ilitat ive
therapy.  There is a general agreement that the effect of therapy
is  enhanc ed if  initiated  at  an early age2. The lack o f strength
and  mo to r c o ntr o l  in  t he  hip  ext en s o r mus c le  g ro up  is  a
primary reaso n peop le with CP experience diffic ultly walking.
T his gr o u p  o f  mus c les  c o n s is t  o f th e gluteus maximus ,
s emit end in o s us , s emime mb ran o s us , b ic ep s femo ris and
adductor magnus.

Phys ic al therapists exp erienc e diffic ulty gett ing children with
CP to p erform conventio nal calisthenic exercises bec aus e they
tend  to  b e une njo y ab le 3. Many c hild ren with C P  lac k the
strength and coo rd inatio n req uired  to use traditional tricycles.
A new therap eutic  d evic e c alled  the Hip  Extens o r T ric yc le
(sho wn b elow) was develo ped to p rovide enjoyable therapeutic
exercise.

The HET  was  designed to pattern the mo tio n produced during
wa llin g. To  acc omplis h this  the s eat of the tricycle was set
up  high s o  the us er wo uld  ap p ro ximate a s tand ing p o sit io n
during use. A lower b ack brace and waist b elt provided support
and  s tability fo r the us er.  T he legs were supp orted  b y brac es
with a bend at  the knee. A four -bar linkage transferred  po wer
resulting from contrac tion of the hip  extens or muscles and leg
extension to notary power in the rear wheels.

RES EARCH OBJ EC TIVE

It was determined from previous  research that the HET isolated
the desired mus cle group during its us e by no rmal c hild ren4.

The objective of this research was to determine if extended use
of the HET  would  help  c hild ren with CP inc reas e strength in
the hip extensor musc le group , imp rove gait, and increase self
es teem.

ME T HO D S

F ive s ub jec ts  were c ho s en b y a p hys ic a l therap is t  fo r the
study. All test  sub jects were male and ranged in age from five
to seven years. Female c hildren were unavailab le d uring the
test p eriod. The subjects varied  in s trength and  ability d ue to
their age and typ e of CP. As noted earlier, o ne of the subjects
was d iagno sed with maple synrp  urine dis ease which has many
of the s ame s ymp to ms  and rec ommended  therapies  as  CP3.

The subjects  were tes ted  at  the b eginning of the test and  after
two, four, six and eight weeks o f HET  use.

The exp erimental metho d s  are d ivid ed  into  three s ec tio ns :
strength tests, gait analysis , and parent evaluation.

Strenirth testse
A prototyp e HET was mod ified into  a s tat io nary tes t device.
The device was modified by: (1) adding a brace connected to the
drive wheel which prevented  crank ro tation and (2) add ing load
cells  in line with the co nnecting ro ds  to  meas ure the amo unt
of force-produced. The subject was placed on the test HET and
enc ouraged to generate his maximum s trength in leg extens ion
at the hip.  The physic al therapist helped the subject understand
which musc les to co ntrac t to  prod uc e the required  backward
pus hing motion agains t the load cells. A second  strength test
c o ns is t ed  o f a  s t and ing s ub jec t  ge nera tin g maximum hip
ext ens io n a ga ins t  a s tr ap  ar o un d  the  a nkle. Again  the
physical therapist helped the sub ject

Gait  Analysis:
The s ubjec t was vid eo taped while walking appro ximately four
meters in both directions several times  during each of five tests
over the eight -week test period.

A p hys ic al therap is t  who  was  familiar with eac h s ub jec t ' s
personal therapy reviewed the video s of each subject for every
test. The mos t rep resentative gait p attern fo r each part ic ular
sub jec t fo r eac h tes t was  s elected.  T his  res ulted  in a s ingle
video tap 0 Of eac h s ub jec t  in eac h d irec tio n for tes ts one.
through five (weeks 0,2,4,6, and  8) whic h was representative
of the subjec t' s gait  p attern at that  p oint  in titre. The vid eos
of each sub ject's test  series (one through five) were transferred
to ano ther single vid eo  in rand om order to c onceal the actual
order o f the five tests . T he random video was  viewed b y four
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rehab ilita t io n p hys ic al therap is ts and o ne do c to r of
rehabilitative med ic ine who were as ked to  rank the five trials
from wors t (1) to best (5).  The evaluato rs were not allowed to
dis cus s their find ings o r o pinio ns d uring the evaluation. In
cases where a differenc e b etween two  test series could not be
determined , the evaluators were allowed to rank them as  the
same. The average ranking scores of tests  one and two (week 0
and 2) were calc ulated and  c o mp ared  to  the average ranking
sc ores  o f test  four and  five (week 6 and 8) fo r each s ub ject .
Test three was excluded from the analysis to provide two equal
group s fo r co mparison of the beginning and ending of the test
series. A paired samp les  t  -tes t was  p erformed  b etween the
average ranking s c ores  o f tes ts  o ne and two  and  the average
ranking sc o res  o f tests  fo ur and five fo r eac h s ubject . The
same test was performed for all subjects combined.

Parent evaluatio n:
A parent evaluatio n form was used to document any no ticeable
phys ical o r ps yc ho lo gic al c hanges in the sub jec ts and
suggestions  co ncerning impro vements  in the HET.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T he res ults  o f the s trength t es t  were inc o nc lus ive.  It  was
diffic ult fo r the children to co ns is tently generate a maximum
voluntary contraction.

The gait  analys is  ind ic ated  that  fo ur o ut o f the five o f the
sub jec ts exp erienc ed  impro ved  gait (the gate p atterns b ecame
more normal) over the course of the study.

Figure 1 c ontains a plot of the sum average ranking sco res  of
tes ts  one and  two co mpared to the s um average s core of test
four and five for each subject

V

D 1 2 3 4 5 6
T$4r5 1,2 TESTS 4,5

AVG. AVG.

Figure I Gait  analysis  results.

This s howed the d ifferences between the expert evaluatio ns of
the b eginning and end of the study. Upo n further investigation
it  was  fo und that  sub jec t  1 had  a d egenerative hip  dis o rd er
which was preventing therapeutic progress. The paired samples
t -test performed between the average score of test one and two
and the average score of test four and five was significant to an
alpha of less  than o r eq ual to 0.01 fo r the four s ub jec ts  that
exhib ited imp ro vement. T he results  o f the parent evaluatio n
showed that  the s ub jec ts  enjoyed the HET and  us ed in o n a
daily bas is.  While there was s ome decrease in daily us e, after

the firs t week,  the s ub jec ts  us ed the HET fo r an average o f
ap p ro ximately 30 minutes eac h us e d ay and an average o f
ab out 2.5 hours  per week. While this might s eem mod est ,  it
must b e emp hasized that his  "play" was, in fact,  beneficial hip
extension therap y. In the pas t it  has been difficult  to get  the

child ren to  perfo rm hip  extens io n exercis es  for even a few
minutes d uring their weekly o ne hour therap y s es s io ns 3. In
ad d it io n,  i t  was  fo u nd  th at  eve n the  mo s t no nfu nc t io n al
subjects experienced an increased sense of accomplishment and
self es teem.  Fo r s ome it was  the firs t time they were able to
ride a tric yc le of any kind .  F or o thers  it  helped  them fit  into
the no r mal s id ewa lk ac tivit ies  wh ic h tak e p lac e  in  ev ery
neighborhood. In at least one case the HET was viewed, not as
a therapeutic device, but as a desirable tricycle by other kids in
the neighborhood.

C O N C LUS IO N S
T he HET  p ro v id es  an  enjo yab le means  fo r c h ild r en with
cereb ral p als y and  o ther s imilar d is o rd ers  to  exerc is e and
enhanc e gait . T he HET  als o s eems  to  allo w the us er to  be a
p art  o f no rmal neighb o rho o d  ac tivit ies  and  enhanc es  s elf
esteem.

FUTURE RESE ARCH

Ad d itio n al r es ea rc h is  b eing  p er fo rmed  t o  d e termine the
changes  in gait  and hip extens or strength o ver a lo nger tes t
period. A period of six months is being considered. A modified
s trength tes t  is  b eing d evelo p ed  in  whic h the s ub jec t  will
receive vis ual o r auditory feed bac k relating his /her s trength
generatio n. T his  may inc reas e the reliability of the strength
data.  Cons id eratio n is als o b eing given to  the inc lus io n o f a
metab olic energy ind ex in the test battery. T his will b e used as
a meas ure o f c hanges in o verall p hys ic al conditio n as a result
of HET  use.
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ELEC TRONIC  AUD IO COM MUN ICAT ION  AN D C ONTR OL SYS TEM
FOR INDIV IDUALS WITH SE VERE LIMITA TION S

E van C . Der t i en

Uni ted  S tates A ir  Fo rce  Academy

Abstract

This paper details the design and
prototype of an electronic device
that allows people with severe
physical and mental disabilities
the freedom to communicate ideas
and partially control their
environment without the aide of a
therapist. It accomplishes this
by p lay ing 10 different sounds
for the user to choose from.
Onc e the  u ser  h ear s a n oi se or
sound that corresponds to a need,
he /she simply presses a button.
The device then either sounds a
buzzer and  activates a display
which notifies an attendant which
request has been made or it will
activate an electronic device
located in the room.

Background

Thi s p roj ec t w as sta rt ed in an
effort to build a communication
system for a young man that was
afflicted with severe brain
damage and physical impairments
including blindness. The goal
was to allow him to communicate
with his physical therapists and
be able to control various
electronic devices around his
room. This was a challenge
because he only had limited
control of his right arm, was
legally blind, had an IQ of under
20, and could not make any
distinguishable sounds. Though
he is severely handicapped, he
can still responded to stimuli
such as music, rattles, blowing
air, and the sound of the
television. The system needed to
allow communication of personal
needs such as "feed me" or "turn

me over ", and control of certain
electronic devices that he
enjoyed such as the radio or fan.
Currently, no system is available
at a reasonable cost that can
accomplish these tasks or that is
flexible enough to be adapted to
almost any user.

Statement of Problem

The de vice m ust al low a person
with severely limited physical
capabilities and mental
limitations to communicate ideas
to a care provider or turn on /off
selected electronic devices
throughout the house. The system
must be easy to learn, adaptable
to individual needs, and compact
so it does not interfere with the
user's movement or equipment
operating in the room. The
system sho uld also b e portable
and easily installed in any home.

Rationale

The design of this device was
controlled  by the ne eds of the
intended user. Originally, a
picture board t hat woul d cycle
through various pictures until
the user chose a picture
corresponding to their request
was proposed. This approach was
eliminated since a large majority
of the population who would use
this device are partially or
totally blind and would have
problems with picture recognition
or association. The only
practical solution was to use
different sounds to represent
different requests. Even people
with severe mental handicaps can
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distinguish between different
sounds. The proposed device uses
a system of 10 different sounds
to symbolize 10 different
requests. when a sound is chosen
the machine will interpret the
request and determine what action
must be taken to meet the
request.

Desian

This communication device
generates sounds u sing the ISD
1016 nonvolatile analog
electronic recording chip that
can re cord a nd pla y back  up to
sixteen seconds of sound. This
sound or message can then be
started or stopped using
relatively a simple digital
control system. An electronic
controller was built using
standard TTL and CMOS chips that
linked ten of the electronic
recording chips together in a
logical manner. Each recording
chip is activated by the
controller, one at a time, until
the user presses the button.
When the user presses the button
the sound chip being played along
with all o ther sound  chips are
put on standby and the request is
met. If fulfilling the request
requires the aide of another
person, the machine will sound a
buzzer and display the request on
a display screen. Once the
request is met the mach ine can
either be left in the idle mode
(i.e. no sound) or reactivated by
hitting the user button. Once
the machine is reactivated it
will continue to cycle through
all ten recordings. If the user
presses the button during a sound
that corresponds to an electronic
device request, the machine will
go into the idl e mode a nd then
turn on that particular device.
The selected device will remain

on until the user presses the
button to restart the messages.

The electronic devices that
the user can turn on and off are
controlled by sending a digital

pulse through the house wiring.
Each device is plugged into a
small device. controller that is
then plugged into any desired
outlet throughout the house. By
sending the signal through the
wiring in the wall it eliminates
control wires running all over
the room and allows the selected
electronic devices to be plugged
into any outlet within about 100
feet using a small outlet
controller_ Up to eight
electronic devices can be
controlled by the user though
this system.

This communication system
is all contained in a small box
that plugs directly into any
three prong wall outlet. The
pa d d e d  4 ^  X  8 " user bu tton is
attached to main box with a set
of long insulated wires. This
allows the main communication
syste m box to be place in a
location that does not interfere
with the user's movement or any
traffic in the room. The button
has a self- contained speaker that
plays all the messages or sounds
with and adjustable volume
control to suit the user's needs.

The electronic recording
chips are re- recordable by simply
flipping a switch located on each
chip. This allows all ten
messages to be customized to each
particular user. Once the chip
is activated for recording, it
will record the next 16 seconds
of sound that o ccurs within 10
feet of the microphone located on
the box. Recordings can includes
things such as voice messages,
music, tones, rhythmic beats,
almost anything that the user
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will respond to. If the user
does not respond to a particular
sound after a period of time, it
can  si mpl y b e c han ged  to  a new
sound or message.

Evaluation

This communication system has
been built, tested, and is
currently being used by a
handicapped person in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. He uses the
machine to communicate ideas such
as "feed me, turn me over, turn
me around, rub my back, rub  my
stomach ", and also has the
ability to turn on and off a
radio, fan, television, and chime
machine. Despite his severe
mental limitations he was able to
learn how to use this device
after a few weeks of training.

Discussion

There are thousands and thousands
of dis abl ed peo ple  th at do not
have the ability to communicate
needs or control what goes on
around them. This device is one
solution to this problem_ The
devices has a recording
capability that will allow it to
be ada pte d t o a lmo st any  us er.
The number of messages played can
be adjusted so an intended user
c a n  b e tra in ed us ing  o nly  t wo
messages and then the number can
be slowly increased as the user's
sound association improves. The
length of the messages can also
be va rie d fro m 2 t o 16 se con ds
which will allow for the
different reaction times of
different users. All these
aspects make this system very
easy for therapist or parents to
customize for the specific needs

of the user.

This device offers a huge
opportunity to people with severe
handicaps to communicate and
partially control their
surroundings. It is a very
flexible system that can be
adapted to almost any user in any
situation. The sy stem i s very
reliable and should be able to be
produced at a very low cost. The
hardware in the prototype system
cost about $650 due to each
message chip costing $52. If an
electronic company modified the
device so only one message chip
was used with enough memory for
160 seconds of sound, the cost
would be reduced dramatically. A
new s yste m us ing this improved
chip along with a microprocessor
to control it, could accomplish
th e sa me  t as k at  a  c os t be lo w
$90. This is very reasonable
when compared to the current
costs of therapy and care. This
device has the potential to help
a large number of handicapped
people and has already
demonstrated its effectiveness
and overall safety with a
handicapped individual.
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